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CDDE;i/SR.l

held on Ihursda;y, 7 Harch 1974, at 3.15 p.m.
Chairman:

(Horwe.;y)

ORGANIZATION OF 'WRK
1.
Ehe CHAIRJllArJ emphasi'";ed thctt the task entrusted to the Committee was a
technical one,--ari:d should not give rise to sta.temen-cs of general policy.
Delegations had had [u'Uple th,e to :na·:e such statej~ents at plenar:y meetings.
2.
It would be seen frolil document CDDH/.4. that the Committee was called upon
to study various articles of draft0.dditior.&l Protocols I and II to th8 Geneva
Conventions of ."1.ugUST, 12, 1949 (CDDH/l). fie ~)rcp08ed that the corresponding
sections of the two drafts should be cor..sidered simultaneously.
3.
In pursuance of rule 33 of the provisional rules of procedure (CDDrr/'2),
the Committee rught ask the experts of the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) briefly to introduce the articles of the Protocols. Once
adopted, the rules of procedure wor!.ld appl~' to the COm.;'lliC,t<J3 !~u~t,..?tis mutandi~.
4.
If the debate t2m.ded to beco,~ls urdul~ prolor~f:3d, Ghe C:o.nmittce ;n;!:hL
envisage setting i:'.. tLkl-·li"u" for st:.·-c81,"n:;s, 0.n0 ~~li(;ht restrict the ,·;umber of
times an~. delegation· C01UC~ speck on .- bivcn ,,-rticle. Represe:r:,tatives could,
of course, exercise the rigllt of r:,:)l~, prefera~}l~· at the end of the meeti...'1gs.
5.
Finally, he had noticed that ver~· often delegations requested not to be
first on the lis~ of spe8kers ~ . in the interest.s of 9fficienc~;·, such requests
would not be granted.

6.
tIr. CUTTS Ciustralia) said he agreed Hith the Chairman's proposa.l to stud:·
the two draft Protocols simultaneously, but thou[ht that a given section of
draft Protocol I· should be studied f:"rst, and then the corresponding section
of draft Protocol II.
7.
The CH;,H:.c·lAlJ said ·Ghat that w:..s exactl;:' whc.t he ha.d in mind. If that
procedure··~adopted,~he COlUl.litte-J could 10110\01 the order suggested on page 5
of docUJ:lent CDDH/4.
-r'I'o·L
. . ) ..
1)1('1···'" (r•
• ,
I e.11 d) ,~~~UL.
-,
'"'···OT~'C·I
(PI
".'1- r. id'.
1;':;. ( "us·crlii,
£~_~.2:".
\0WlGZer
~ "I.
0 8_n d) ,
Ur. b.;ill(Zi'i 1Federal 3epublic of Ger:x,n;.), f_;!":..:3_~~::;:~. (i.igeria), l'ir. liILL:C;Pc (Cili1ada),
~;r. SULTA11 (.~r2,b r~9public of :~g:'pt) ,..,~d lir. GRF.::- 'OV (Union of Soviet ::..ocialisG
Republics), said th~,t the~; were in favour of the procedure :;Jroposed b~.· the
Chairman, especie.lly sinc0. maIl] of tL3 .?rovisicns wer" COli1lnOn :Go the tHO draft
Protocols.

8•

.ir. i·;AH.~SS::;~· (Saudi Arabia) l:roposed th2t ~;he two drc.ft ProtocolE: should ~)R
studied sep2.rat.ely, siEce the~ dealt 1Jith entirel:' different areas.

9.

10. tk.:3-.-i.Hii1'~'f (:l.lg-oric:.) and ::ir. Ii:".i~~~'0~ (I:::.dia) agreed with th8 3Li.udi~rabia;;
representative. If his propos,ll \-)ere c,ciopted, the COTh'":'i·~tee HCluld certc.inl;:;· ~\e
dble at least to c0 1J.]1.3-ce consideration of draf·~. Pro·i;ocol I.
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11. Mr. LIN Chin-sen (China) also agreed with the solution proposed by the
Saudi Arabian representative. The head of the Chinese delegation had in any
case explained his country's attitude towards draft Protocol II at the twelfth
plenary ;neeting (see CDDH/SR.12).
12. Mr. de la PRi..DELLE (Nonaco) said that he would welcome the ICRC experts'
views on the question.
13. Mr. Antoine N.illTIN (International Cormnittee of the Red Cross) said that
the procedure set cut in document CDDH/4 and suggested b~r the President was
consistent with the wishes of the lCRC, which hoped that draft Protocol II would
not be set aside by the Conference.

14. Mrs. BUJ.illD (International Committee of the Red Cross) pointed out that
consideration of draft Protocol II by Comnittees II and III depended to a large
extent on the wording of article 1 of that Protocol concerning the field of
application. If Committee I were to defer consideration of that article, the
work of the other two COIDrrD. ttees would be correspondingly delayed.
15. The CHAIRHP..:) reminded the Committee that it had before i t two proposals,
one of them - his own - that the draft Protocols should be considered simulta
neously and the other, by Saudi Arabia, that the two drafts should be considered
one after the other. He put the first proposal to the vote.
The

Chairm~'

s propos&l 'vas adopted b;,' 46 votes to 9 ••lith 8 abstentions.

The meeting rose at 3.45 p.m.

CDDH/I/SR.2
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RECO~.D

OF 'Till S::i.corm

HE~'l.'mG

held on Nonday, 11 Harch 1974, at 10.15 a.m.
Chairman:

(Norwa::;)

CONSIDERATIOlT OF DR.;.FT P;:[OTOCOL I (CDDH/l)
Article 1 - Scope of the ,resent Protoco~ (CDm-i/1. CDDH/I/5
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l, CDDH 1/12 and Add.l, CDDH/I/13)
1.

The 9.Ki1IRi'L.8.l: invited the representative of the

IC~W

to introduce article 1.

2.
lJi".r. /.ntoine IVJiRTH; (International CmJJnittee of the H.ed Cross) said t.hat the
CO.'1lI!1entaries (CDDH/3) to the draft Protocol 1-Jere in a 1,Ja:.' a statex:wnt of reasons
end that they contained references to earlier prepar:,tor:' work.
3.
Article 1 of draft Protocol I defined the scope of the provisions of the
draft Protocol as a whole, which was intended not to revise but to supplement
the Geneva Convmltions of 1949. Henco an:- provisions of those Conventions that
were not so supplemented would continue to appl:' as they stood and tho application
of the draft Additional Protocol would be governed by the general principles of
the Conventions.
4.
.cirticle 1 cane within the ge:1eral ~)rOVlSlons relating on the one hand to
the application of the Protocol, and, on the o'eher, to the strengthened
application of the Geneva Conventions of 1949. It had rightl:' been pointed out
that, side by side with the developiilent of the Genev::: Conventions, the task of
findi.."1g the most effective wa:;sand means of ercsuring their application was of
paramount Dnportance.
5.
Draft Protocol I would e.ppl~- in the situations covered b~1 article 2 common
to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, nG..:"'1ely in the case of a declared war or/'an;:
other armed conflict that might arise "between two or :nore Contracting Parties,
even where the state of war was not recognized b~ one of them, and ll1 the case of
occupation 0: all or part of the territor:' of a Contracting Party, even Hhere
such occupation encountered no militar::' resistapce. Such situE'_tions came within
the category of ;;international arID3d conflicts;;, as opposed to the situ2,tions
covered by article 3, C01U!llOn to::'l1e four Conventions of 1949, and b:7 draft
F-rotocol II, i. e. i1non-internCi.tional arm.ed conflicts it.
•

6.

Several Governmer:t experts had wishe'd to introduce a second paragraph or a
supplementar:' artiole stipulating that "mned struggles waged b~l peoples for the
exercise of their right to self-determination Here international arried conflicts
within the meaning of the 1949 Conventions and of the draft Pro-(,ocol. A number
of representatives had also raised that )oint Dl -~h'3 general debEl.te at the ')resent
Conference.
~;X·ticle 1 should be read in conjunc-~io~'l with Qrticlc 84, which concerned ·C~F;
new treat:, situ[ccior:. th2.G iVould ~,rise on the Gntry into force of the Protocol and
Hhich L'1corpora-i:,ed the principles lE..id dmm in paragraph 3 of article 2 COiill,10n to
the four COl1vGD~~ions. Cert,::..in Goverrrnent ex?er-cs h:::d 'dished those provisions to
be incorporc~ted in article 1.

7.

CDDH/I/SR • .2
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8.
Mr. ABI-SAA~ (Arab Republic of Zgypt), introducing anendment CDDl-!/I/ll and
Add.l of which he was a co-sponsor, said that w~rs of national liberation had
formed a very important category of armed struggle in the post-1945 period and
a nUlllber of them were still continuing. Contemporary in'cernational law recognized
such wars as international armed conflicts. United iJations General Assembly
resolution. 3103 (x.."\:VIII) we.s the latest in 8. stream of resolutions of important
international bodies proclaiming that principle. The General Assembly had,
indeed, gone further by recommending sanctio!'.s against colonial, alien and
racist regimes ru1d the provision of assistance to specific liberation movements,
and the Security Council in one case had ordered mandator:; sanctions. It would
be difficult to explain all such international action if vTars of liberation were
to be considered merel~' as armed conflicts of a non-international character.
Existing practice provided abund~t proof of -che international natur'e of such
conflicts.
9.

necent experience had shown the importance of reducing the scope for
controversy over interpretation as much as possible. The task of the
Conference was to bring the Geneva COiwentions up to date and wake them better
adapted to present and future situHtions. ;n,ile it was hoped that. wisdom would
prevail and that circwnstances giving rise to w:.rs of liberation Hould cease to
arise, plaIls ul1fort1J:.'J.at.el~7had to be made on the assumption that the;;' would
continue to exist for some time.
f~ture

10. The terms 1I,.;ars of liberation;r and illiberation movementsil were objected to
in some que,rters: the question was one not of semantics, however, but of a
sodal phenomenon a.ffecting "lillions of hU%l11 beings - the primordial factor in
hWTlanitarian law. l'he' term !Iwars of liberation;1 ha.d boen avoided in 2.iCJ.endment
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l, which referred instead to armed struggles waged b:' peoples
in the exercise of their right of self-determination. c01 effort had been made
to use generallj7-accepted legal concepts as 8. frame of reference, se1f
determnation being ODe of the resic pri...""l.ciples of conte:;J.porar~' international
law recognized in the Che.rter of the United ::rations 8nd in the Decla.ration OD
Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation
among States (General Assern.bly resolution 2625 (XXV»), vlhich had been adopted
without a dissenting vote. Participants were thus not being asked to accept
anything nevI; it . . l as merel~' proposed that they, should affirm ~xplicitly in the
field of hwnanitarie.n ls.w what t.he? had already accepted &s bindiilg :Law wH,hin
the United nations and vlithil1 general internationa.l law.
11. The question before the Conference \vas not. whether it could do awe.y with
wars of national liberation b J, ignoril1g them or den~'ing them. the benefit of
humanitarian la\-I but rather how relevant and leg21 instr·u..ment on int.ernational
humanitarian law which purported to regulate int.ernational a.rmed conflicts in
the last quarter of the tMentieth c8ntur;,/ would be if it. chose to ignore wars
of national liberation.
12. ~:Ir. CTUSTE,sCU (Romania), introducing his delegation! s amendlnent (CDDH/I/J.3),
said that sone of the reasons for its submission had alr8ad~i been explained oJ'
the Egyptian representative in il1troducing his own group! s ac"'!l.encinent (CDDH/r/ll
and Add.l).

- 9 -
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13. Among the interl12.tional instrwnents which justified such a provision were
Article 1 of the Charter of the United l-Tations, the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples (General Ass8J11blJ resolution 1514 (.;V)), and the
Declaration on Principles of Internrtional Law concerning Friondly Relations
and Co-operation [Ullong States.

14.

The Universal Declaration of };"!.Ban i'i.ights gc.ve the peoples of a colony or
wbich had not ~Tet Hchieved its independence a legal
status independent of the ,::etrc~Joli te.n PO~1er 2..r.d thus testified to the :inter
national nature of conflid,s arising i:::. such cases.
non-autono:.1ous~8rritory

15.

In·cernatio112.l law consid8redlggressio~, as ,m intp,rnational cri:ne.
Hwnanitarian lm1 C8ll'.e withir: the ge:1Grcl fra!1"J.Gl,Jork of ir:ternational law and
should confor;n to its princip18s, wbence the re.£Grence in the amendment to the
right of the peoples in question to defend the,'~'1selvesagaiEst aggression.

16. l'Ir. O~R:\.DOVIC (Yugoslavio.) said thai:. his delegc. tion cttached particular
iiYll)or:bance to the·wording of article 1, which determined the scope of the entire
Protocol. The article should be drafted clearly so as to avoid any possible ais
interpretation and to ensure that it conforned to contempot'ar;y international law.
It was with that in mind that his delegation had co~sponsored the amendment
introduced b;' the :~g~'ptiE..l1 represent2.~ive (CDDa/r/ll Emd Add.l).
17. The amendi'!J.ent contained nothing mn·1 ~ all it did was to make explicit a
rule which had developed grddu2.l1;'· over the past quarter of a centurj and had now
been generally accepted. The right of PGo~)18s to self-deterl:-Lination had been
recosnised by the Charter of the United }iations 8.nd for:,rulated in '~he
Declaration on Principles of L".ternc:.'c,ional L8.1) cODcGrni.;.l.g Friendl;;:- ,1elat2.ons ~'':id
Co-opere.tion amonc ,states. IE accordcr:.ce "With sui)stantiv8 internc."cional law, an:
armed struggle c,Tried 011 to achieve th,.::' right, was an il"lternational armed
conflict within the meaning of article 2 COlD!1l0n toche Geneva Conventions of 19/,:3_
That principle h8.d 1J.Jen a.ffin'led in numero1.:'.s unic,ed nations General Assembl~'
resolu'~ions of which the most recen~ was resolution 3103 (;~,-:VIII).

18. Article 42 of draft Protocol I recognLed .that principle, but th8 draft
Protocol c.s'. Fhole fi.liled to teJ(G i':~ sufficientl:' ilrGo account; article 1 should
stipula.te clearl:.' th,:..~ th, Protocol cLpyliod to peo)les fighdng for their right
to self·-determination. Th;:.t \iould meet the ,!isnes of the vast majorL-:' of
inembers of the :l.:lternational CO;:1F1Ul..i:;::·.
19. In spor.sori~l:::; the 2I't81Jdnei.!t, his dolei'2."~,ion l1c:.d toke:' three factors' i.;.1tO
consideration: first, t118 rl'.los of subst:C'1c,ive LlcernE.tional law as the:. a.ffected
the )roble:!; s8condl~, ':~he needs of ehe iLi;erI:,:"4ional COJ:Elunit;y, which required.
a clear stateiilont ·ch2.t 8.rllled strueo21e c,J.rried out '!:J~' peopl?s in 8.ffir:'1a.-cion of
their right (;0 self-deter:-w1i:1. ;~ion C3.--::B ur,d'3r the hca.dil:g of interne.tional cOl~flid,s ~
ar..d thirdl:, the hUi::tcLf:.i·~c.ri.J.L L1ctor wi~h "\.;:-:iCli the C:onfQre:~lce was :p2.r-~ic1..11arl:
concerned, ".nd \Ihich c2.l18d for ever:,' effort tG ~Jro-c,ect 'all victims of 3.rmed
conflic·j~.
~I.'he victins of aYJ.;;i-coloniG.l wc.rs aL1d wars 8.g;:.i11S:; foreign do;nina.tioi1,
which were a feu ,',ure of the> ti.:."'lO, should he dul: j)ro·~ect.ed.
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20. His delegation had also been influenced by a practical consideration: by
adopting amendment CDDH/I/'il and Add.l the Com..rnittee 1,Tould be making the scope of
the Protocol clear from the. outset,thus 2.voiding misunderstanding and lengthy
discussion at a 12.ter s·cage.
21. Mr. LOl-:GVA (Horwa~l) said that his delegC':tion h&d sponsored the amendment
introduced b:r the :Gg;yptian representative (CDDH/I/ll and Add.l) because it felt
strongly that all victims of war must be protected, regardless of the political
or legal classification of the conflict. That aim. could only be achieved i f .
the question of the applicabilit;, of international hUi'lanitarian law Has
dissociated from controversial political and legal concepts. The distinction
between international and non-interno.t.ional conflicts was not, in his
delegation r s vievr, 2.l1 appropriate criterion for the applicability of rules of
international humanitarian la\1, 2.l1d it reserved its right to propose at a later
stage th3:1:. the two Protoeols be 2,:n&lgam.at.ed. It was therefore lli12ble to consider
the adoption of article 1 of eithe. draft Protocol as final at the present stage.
22. His delegation realized that a single Protocol night have to include certain
chapters applicai)le onl~ in L."rt.ernatione~ conflicts and thr;t the concept of inter
national conflict ,muld ther>efore continue -1:.0 be of parax:20unt irnportaJlce to the
applicability of international hwnanita-rian law. The purpose of the amendw.ent
WES to resta-c.e the scope of the concept of intern&tional conflict as concisely
as possible.

23. In -ehe general discussion SOT:le reiJresenta-clves had sub::ritted that the
Geneva Conventions of 1949 did not cover 1.J2.rS of national liberation which should,
therefore, be considered 2.S ar::'led conflicts not of an intern2.tional character.
His delegE:.tion did not shelre that vievT.

24. 'fhe concepts upon which -c,he ap:;:>licability of the fcur Geneva Conventions
were based \Jere evolutio112T?
Developments since 19L:-9 hc:.d to be te2cen i1'1to
consideration iT:: interpr8tL.lg article 2 defining the field of ap:plicc;ltion of the
Conventions. The principles of interjlreJ;:;ation of interna-t,ional legal L'1strwnents
upheld by the Internatiol1e.l Court of Justice in its Advisor~7 Opinion entitled
"Th~ ~egal Cons~quenc~s. Lor St~t~s of th~ Continu~d Prescm~e of Sout~ Africa in
.11
lJa'Ulbla (South :Iest AlrlCa) no-cwlthstandmg 3ecUTlty Counell reso1utlon 276 (1970),)
\vas relevant in that respect.
25. In interpreting article 2, COIUrJ.O:1 to the 1949 COl)ventions, one could not
neglect the subsequent development of in .:.ern8:cional 12.1>J ,lith respect to noxl-self
governing terriGories, the ;nost importE.nt phases of which 1,lere the adoption b~'
the General Assembly of the Declar8:~ion on the Granting of Dldep·endeY.tce to
Colonial Countries and Peoples and of the Declaration on Principles of Inter
na-c,ional L8.1-1 concerning Friendl:' Re12.tions 2-nd Co-operation among st&-c.es in
accordE:..l1ce 'vii th the Charter of the United Hations. Specie.l attention should be
paid to the stipulation in the second of tho<;o decle.rations concerning the separate
and distinct status of the territor;;r of a coloY'.Y or oth(3r Don-self-governing
J

territor~:,.

jI'

See I.C.J. Reports 1971, page 16.
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26. In interpreting the four Geneva Conventions, it was important not to neglect
the developments to which he had referred or the many United Nations resolutions
reaffirming that wars of national liberation in southern Africa and Guinea-Bissau
were to be considered as international c.or..flicts within -che meaning of those
Conventions. Nor could the political history of decolonization in general over
the past two decades be left out of account. The process of decolonization was
relevant to the interpretation of man~' present-day international instruments.
27. In the light of all those factors, wars of national liberation such as those
being waged in southern Africa or Guinea-Bissau clearl~r constituted international
conflicts within the meaning of article 2 COillIllon to the four Geneva Conventions.

28. Recourse to ar!!led struggle by peoples under colonial or rac1.s"{; domination,
which had been one of the most important developments in international society
over the past two decades, had resulted in untold hu,.l1an suffering. One of the
most tragic facts of contemporary international society was the continuance of
colonial and racist oppression, in the light of which wars of national liberation
might be expected to continue to play an important role in international relations.
The Conference had a humanitarian duty to ensure that the Geneva Conventions and
the Additional Protocols applied in full to such conflicts.
29. His delegation hoped that the a'llendment would be adopted in the saLle humani
tarian spirit in- which it was submitted.
30. Mr. C."U1lEJO-ARGUDH: (Cuba) said that his delegation _had intended to su,bmit
an a'llendillent of its own. ':Che points it had wished to raise were, however, covered
by the a.iTIendment introduced by the ~g;i'ptian delegate (CDDH/I/ll and Add.l), which
it would like -Co co-sponsor.

31. Nr. de l3REUCIBR (BelgiThl1) said that the sponsors of the aroendJuent were
seeking to assimilate ar~ed conflict for the purpose of self-determirlation to
international arm8d conflict, in order to increase the protection accorded to
combatants. Tha-i:; meant that the four Conventions end Protocol-I would have to
apply to such struggles.
32. However, as many delegations had pointed out, Protocol II already created
heavy obligations. ~pplication of the four Conventions and Protocol I would
represent an even heavier burden. The require~ents of those Convent:.ons could
in fact be fulfilled only 0;,/ States. 'l'he four Conventions and Protocol I could
not appl~- to entities which were not States.

33. Some speakers had mentioned certaL1 United ::'ations resolu-cions designed to
impose on both sides in a conflict s-oecii'ic nrovisions wider than those which
might appl;y within the fra.,'Uework of Protocol" II. It was, however, for the
conscience of nations to say whether a given conflict should involve a wider
application of hQ'llanitarian law.

34. -1'Tars of liberation Here anachronisms which Hould soor. be ended, 2nd ought
not to be covered b~' Protocol 1. It would be i;llprudent to create a precedent b~
changing the categories of international law because of the motivation behind a
given type of conflict.

CDDH/I/SR.2
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35. The amendment in document CDDH/I/ll and Add.l spoke of "peoples" but what
were "peoples ll in international law? It \wuld be Ulpossible to speak of an .
internal armed conflict every tinle an ethnic communit;y wished to sever itself
from a State. .Even if that amendment were adopted, it was far from certain that
the parties involved would be able to implement the provisions of the four
Geneva Conventions and Protocol 1.
36. Hr. GRA"SFR.:;'TH (Germ.an Democratic Republic), introducing the amendment in
document CDDH/I/5, said it was increasingly recognized that forcible )naintenance
of a colonial regime was an international crL~e, equivalent to permanent
aggression. In international practice, a people under colonial oppression had
the SaL~e right to self-defence as a State under armed attack. The socialist
countries had defended.thac idea for many years, and i t had found expression in
the Final Act of the Conference of Heads_'.of State or Government· oCNon-"iligned .
Countries, held D1 Cairo in 1964, and in the Political Declaration, adopted by
the Fourth Conference of Heads of State or GoverrEnent of }lon-Aligned Countries,
held at Algiers in 1973.
37. Despite nu.:nerous appeals by the United Nations', the provlslons of inter
national hum.anitarian law Here not yet being applied to peoples fighting for
their liberation. That was why the General A.sss.JJ.bly, L'1 operative paragraph 3
of resolution 3103 ("("~VIII), had declared that "arJled cOl'!.flicts involving the
struggle of peoples against colonial ~d alien domination and racist regiMes are
to be regarded as international ar~D.ed conflicts in the sense of the 1949 Geneva
Conventions". That resolution Has extremel:, important because it confir!ned that
the colonial PO\Oler hc.d ~10 ri§{hts of sovereignty over coloriial territc'ries and
peoples, the.t assis'cance b~' foreign States to -~he liberation struggle of
colonial peoples did not constitute interference in the domestic affairs of the
colonial Power; and that article 2, not article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, was
applicable to armed conflic-cs of tb.at kind.
38. The nev' paragraph 1,.ihich the sponsors of 2.:;:tencliuent CDDH/I/5 and JLdd.1 were
proposing to add to article 1 of draft Protocol I embodied the principles of
resolution 3103 (~J~III) and was designed to codif:;, international law already
in force.
39. l'1r. KtIATTp"BI (Morocco) said that national liberation movements had a iegal
status in public interna~ional law because their right to self-determination
was recognized in -che Charter of the United ~'!e.tions and other instrwnents.
Liberation movements Here in fact t2...1<:ir,g part in the Diplomatic Conference and
were recogi1ized individually b;y certain States and collectively by the United
Nations. Protocol I Sh01Ud talce into account the struggle agaL'1st colonial and
alien military occupation. His delegation supported a:-:1endmsnt CDDH/I/ll and
Add.l and the views expressed by the representatives of ;:;g;ypt and lugoslavia, eLd
wished its nBIile to be added to the list of sponsors.
40. Hr. KnITZL (.iustria) said th8.t he would introduce c.rnenc1:nent CDDH/I/12 and
Add.l once it had been distributed.

41.

Hr. CLARK (l-Jigeria) said he could assure the :delgian representative that
some of the points he had made had not entered the sponsors I minds e.t all when
they were dre.fting their 8l'lendment (CDDH/I/ll and Add.l). ~lhile the s,nc:.ller
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countries of Africa might not approve of all the wa;ys of the United. l'Tations,
there was as yet no viable alternative ooen to theln. His delegation had
therefore sponsored amendment CDDH/I/ll and iidd.l ir: the belief that it was
based on generall::'-accepted principles of international law and on United
iJations resolutions} in particular resolution .2621 C~V) and the Declaration
on Principles of International Lm., concerni:_g Friendl~/ Relations and co
operation 8.;-nong Sta~es in accorclan?e w~th ~he Ch~rter of the ~nited l'Jat~ons.
He understood the rlght to self-de'cermlllatlon nOT, as encouraglng secesslonal
and divisive subversion in multi-ethnic nations, but as applying to a struggle
against colonial and alien do:min2.tio)1, foreign occupation 8nd racist regimes.
42. Br. ICl.BUXlt.: (United lepul:lic of Tanzcmia) said he supported a:inendment
CDDH/rlll and Add. 1 and the statements b J' the representatives of Eg~'pt and
Eigeria. '~lars of national libers,tiorl were 8. phenomenon that had arisen since
1949, of which :"0 account had been taken in the 1949 Geneva Conventions. Since
the aim of the Conference was to reC'ffirn and cievelolJ internation8.1 huma..'1itarian
law, it was essential 'co take account of developmel1ts since 1949 and to adopt
the proposed amendment.
43. Hr. IJA~ (Indonesia) said thc::,t his delegation had no objection to
amendment CDDH/I/ll and ildd.l and could support it i f the words "against
colonialism} foreign occupation and alie!:. domina'i:,ion ll were inserted after the
word "self-deter!nination ii •

41,.

{1Jr. DRAP:i:H (United Kingdoi'll) sc:cid th2.t he he.d been somewhat surorised at
the ver;; wide-rangi1lg text of snencLnent CDDii/I/ll and hdd.I. l'he 1949 Geneva
Conventions had been carefull;;' drafted Or! the c:::,sis of 2. distinction betl~een
international 21ld non-inter-national armed. conflicts. If the s~istems of those
Conventions were to be disrup:~eG.} all the Conventions would have to 1::e revised.
Protocols I and II assumed a cleocr d.istinction :Je-Gl>ieen the two classes of arned
conflict, and struggles for natior::al liberation fell within the aD.cit of
Protocol II.

45.

The various argwnents had presented ,10 convincing ce.se for considering an
internal s'::'ruggle as an inter-nc.'c,ionJ.l one. I'ioreover, it '.~2cS a basic principle
of the Geneva Converltions} The H2.§;ue 3.eiSule.cionsY and Dther D1struJnents that
legal B.nd hwnanitarian IJrotection should never very [,ccordin2; to the mo'~ives of
those engaged in a particular ,-"rilled strugile. Deviation fr'o;u -Chat principle
would lllean damaging the structure of ':'he Hagu3 and Geneva Convention:: and ..rould
involve the need to reconstruct the I-,hole of hu:nani'c,2.rian law. l/lor-eever, to
discr:L.minate ostween the motives of those sn:;2.[;ed L.1 the struggle, wculd violate
essential principles of h1LilaJ:. rights.

4.6. It was true tha';:' self-deteLuDl.::.tiol' 1-J2.S r1er:~j,oned in t:13 Charter- of tho
United ?atior:s, 'ClUt clS b. principle, not CiS 9. r-isbt. :"owhere in the Ch2.rter did
the ri;:;h'c to enga s 8 ix: armed stru;sgle app6~'r-. ~'J resolucior,: of the lnited
~'!atiolis could 1l.'TIend the ChaTter, which would re:i1J.in inviolt~ te until a.mended in

?J

S·:;8 r~he }-i'_-sue Con.v8nticr. ~·:c. I\J of lSG7 cCli~Cernil".:.g the Laws and
Custo;as of '"Tar on Lc_nd} -Co which '(he H5.gue;.~e§'ula.tions are 8.ll:-1ex,ed.
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the proper manner. Ter;ns like "struggle for the self-determination of peoples ll
Here all too vague ..Jhat was a "people I:? Such ter;~s .Iere elastic, as Biafra
and Bangladesh had shown. They could not be used as a basis for law-making.

47.

It would no'i:, advance the cause of international humanitarian law to insert
the proposed amendL1ents L~ Protocol I, for endless political debate would ensue.

48.

His delegation suggested SO~ile strengthening of article 1, and was
associated with a:llenciment CDDE/I/12 and Add.l, mentioned by the .dustrian
represer,tative.

49.

Hr. GIRARD (Fre.l1ce) said that two completely different concepts were
emerging froLl the discussion. The first was the concept lip on which the
Egyptifu'1 representative had based his sta~e:Q.er,t arid the second was the concept
to which his Govern:i1snt subscribed, na;nel:;, that the United j\:ations and the
ICRC pursued their activities on entirel;)' different levels. The 'United Fe.tions
was the political body whose role was to find political solutions to specific
problems of the l'loment, where2.s hW:J.anitarie.E law nust provide protection for all
war victim.s at all tim.es and T1US'C not be subordinated to subjective consider
ations of any sort. Consideration of elements such as !'1otivation, justice and
legitilTIacy, \Vhich i t ',.]as quite norme.1Go discuss in the United nations, l-iould
be fatal in an assembl:, held uader the auspices ofthD IeRe. HUfilani t8.rian law
illust remain free of 2J1:' notion of poli~ical 2:lotivation or subjective judg;'TIent,
and his Goverm:lent ,ms not prep2.red, under any circUI:1stan,ces, to sacrifice that
basic principle.
50". Hr. PRUQ£l (United St&tes of A,:lGrica) sE,id it was in?ortant to restore faith
in the Geneva COL1Ventions, which h3.d not alw&.~!s teen i!r.pler:lented as effectively
as \~ould have been desire.ble. His delegati or.. full;;' endorsed the vie'-Is expressed
b;y the 13elgi2...'1 and UClited Kingdo:,1 rspres8r:t2.tives, 8.:nd c.ssociated itself \olith
e.lllenciraent CDDH/I/12 and .~dd.1. It also &gr8ed ylith the lrench delegation that
political concepts should :lot be allO\.Jed to obscure the goal of the, Conference,
which \Vas to promote better ir.1ple;;lentation of the existing "cod;)' of law and
progressively to L~prove humanitarian protection for people involved in war.
51.

-The responsibilit:, for the application of hmlaDi te.rian law must of
be vested in e. State or other a::lUall-i responsible Dod-,. Hho was to
decide Hhether a struggle in which people \.Iere·' involved against" their own
Government Has ex, internatioLal struggle? Hur!lanic,&rial'l 18.\01 and its attendffiJ.t
responsibilities could not be based on vague concepts Hhich introduced the
concept of righ-cLess or wrongness of a conflict, a:1d thus jeopardized the
granting of en equal degree of protection to &11 concerned.
necessit~;

52. The fact tca:i:, len,1 was not s'~atic did not ilnply licence to destroy or irtrude
upon relationships oet"een a Stdte i),nd its own citiz8ns. IDterne,l terr0rism could
not be r.:tade legitirn&te ;'lerel:, by cE.lling it an intern&tional conflict. Concepts
such as i'alien doillna-cion li a.'1d ;'racist regi;ae ll had ~'et -Co be defined. Political
consideratiOl': should be banished fro:"J. ths discussion, and -ehe Co:nmittee should
confine itself to ensuring be~G8r protection for all I.]Elr victiD1S though the
development of hu:nanitGrian 1&1.-1.
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53. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) ~aid.that there could b~ no question of introducing
political ~oncepts into h~l~arlanlaw. The que~t~on wa~ that of th:
relationshlp between humanltarlan law and general ln~ernatlonal law, Slnce the
former could not be conceived in isolation from -che latter. In trying to develop
and adapt humanitarian law to the requirements of general international law,
account must be taken of positive international law as embodied in the Charter
of the Uni-ced Nations, the International Covenant on i!:conomic, Social and
Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(General Ass~llJbly resolution 2200 C~~~I»), and the Vienna Convention on the Law
of Treaties.» The allegation that t.he concept of a IIpeople ll was vague was i11
founded, since i t was defined, among other instruments, in the Charter of the
United Nations and t.he international Covenants on human rights.

54.

The words "foreign occupationll in the amendinent submitted by his delegation
(CDDH/I/13) meant military occupation. A general reference to the right to self
determination would not be appropria-ce in the context of article 1 since existing
United Hations jurisprudence in t.hat field covered only one aspect of the right
of peoples to self-determination.
55. Mr. SHAH (Pakistan) said that his delegation had sponsored the amendments
cont.ained in documents CDDH/I/ll and Add.l and CDDH/I/12 and Add.l because i t
supported the principles embodied in both amendments. However, it considered
that the former amendment should not be taken up until the Commit.tee came to
discuss draft Protocol II.

56. ~IT. ZAFEP~ (Madagascar) said that his delegation wished to join as a sponsor
of the. amendment. contained in doc~~ent CDDH/I/ll and Add.l, since it considered
that the field of application of article I of draft Protocol I should be extended
to cover the just struggles being waged by national liberation movements.
57. Mr. NBAlit (United Republic of Cameroon) said that he would be prepared to
follow the advice of some delegations that juridical and l)olitical questions
should not be confused provided a satisfactory replJ' was giv~n to two questions.
First, accordiIlg to the theor:- put for\.Jard b: the 3elgian representative and
supported b~ other represente.tives, -~he repressive opere-Gions carried out in
Mozambique by the Portuguese Government would qualif:; as police operations which
"Jere essentially within the domestic jurisdic-cion of Portugal 1 "JaS that purely
a question of la}-l or a question of policics? Secondl~-, was it the Conference's
intention to draw up aT!_ abstract body of law with no roots in reality? Indeed,
was i t possible to igr.ore all ree.li-cies of 8. ;Jolitical nature?
58. Mr. GLORI~ (Philippines) said he supported the principles embodied in the
amendments contained in docwnents CDDH/I/ll and .•dd.l &.Ed CDDH/I/I), since the;>,
were consonan-c with article I of draft Protocol II. However, language of a
political nature requiri.'1g definition was used in those amendinents. Since his
delegation considered that article I of draft Protocol I shculd be amended
without substantially changing its he.sic meaning, iiJ was inclined -Co support
amendment CDDH/I/12 and Add.I.
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RECORD OF TIE THIRD
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held on Monday, 11 harch 1974, B.t 3.15 p.m.

CONSIDERAI'IOiJ OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CD1H/l) Cg.c_nt~J2:l,~Cj)
;J'ticle ):__:.J3_c.QQ.e_9J_tp._e_~I2!3s..en t :t:'L0.:~.2,~c) (CDDH/l, CDDH/5 and .~dd.l,
CDDIVi711 a.nd l.dd.l, CDDH/I/l2 and ,Add.l, CDDH/I/13) C9.s)J.1t).nu_~q)
1.
I,ir. BOljL.AlJE~::XOV (U:-:ic;1. of Saviet Socialist Republics) reminded those present
the:~ fils del~g-&-c,ion Has or.e cirC!18 co-sLJor.sors of proposed am.eniliuent CDDH/I/5
ar:.d I:.dd.l, YJ~lich \-.'Quld. 8.dd to article 1 ci: draft Protocol I a ne\-! paragraph
mentioning peoples fighting agai:1st coloi~ic.l 2.'.1d alien domination and against
racist r~gimes. The right af pecp18s~c govern the~selves Has recognized ir:.
internatio~al law, c::..i1d 'Ghei:c stru,ss'les tr, that end W'ere international E,r:.lled
conflicts covered b} 'Ghe G"neV2, C:;~,v:i1tio"s aEd other agreements in the field
of humani-c2.rian le1.\'. Con3equentl~" the s,:;le oi:'jec'c, of the proposal was to
embodJ' in hlL'F,nita.rian 11:.\-1 a rule which wc-s ;;.lr2a.o.j in existence and which
took into account ths re2,lities ')f -checL:es .
.2.
The thr ee proposed El.!llenC;x13:~! ts 03foY'Ei:.he Com;:ri. tt2e were not con:cradictory,
and though his d'elef,c.Gior l.'~'v('.ured 'G',e te',:~ .of wIlich it was 8. co-sponsor
(CDDH/I/5 and .,dd.l), 03 ;J::d":: '!or2 ~_rJcis:j c'.•'ld :'K:re i!l cor,for;nity wLh United
3ations General l~sse:nbl~ resolution 3103 C~JrIII) ~ his delegc:.tion H01l1d consider
tile possitili'cj' of ;nJrging the.;', tox-t: \iLh the t\!O others (CDDH/I/ll and cla.d.l
and CDDH/I/13).

3.
!\ir:_}Jj~{.cJ~ (Uruguay) said tlL'.i:. -eha r'.lles of huxna..'1itaria.;,: law shou~d apply
'co all victi.ns of ari".ed CJllflicts, ',J~10eve:l' the~' ;ni:;;!'lt be, E'.nd the,t subjective
elements for 'Ghe purpose O:L' Gis ;~iDEiJ,isl-:'~l'l~.Jet\;38n the variou-s forms of arill:3d
conflict irrUSC, be avoided.
]VlrP'j;'·.IiY7oL~0
~ssocia,ced
i""e1f
Hl'cb
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. _-:-_....:=...=:_._. (":U'Y'luc:..:;'
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ue,=';,'
....... -: . . . . 'i·--'-V ''''is d~le;::·'Ot"c
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u
u.:;,
__
...
'che co-sponsors of t::i1e:1Ct1Y:;;,"~t CDDH/I/ll 210. .. od.1. n, beli2ved that 'wars of
H&tionc.l IiDeration should be reSE.rded 8. S ",C". 'GSEl", ciol"ca.l o.r;:18d conflicts, 8.l1d
tha'~ a special p2.Ta.[rr_lJ~l s.r)':)uici l)~; devotsd 'c.:) -~he~jl, sepE.ra-G8 fl"'oln E·_rticle 1 of
?r-o-~ocol I.
Ihs :c·i.~t·~ ~~O P,2l_f-'J~t~.r~.'!.5.~"l':'-" ~~_CE had a.lre5.d~/ been laid d01Jn in
s'Jvere.l in-c.ernc--:.-~iol1E..l ius-GrlLi1-:;dts c:_!'ld in G:'~l·~I'.:.l 1-"-1383~Tlbl=' resoluticr~s.~ IJ.O-G2.:·,l~:
3103 (L~VIII) ')i' 1;2 D'?c'?"~:,,,:r 1;73.
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I:f.:L,.... ;:;k)~+.§_.3.:'.Ji.A.I.:.J3.;".:Q.J:_G: (,Suo.a') sc:,.i.d trw ~ his d.elega'Giol1 hiS one of '::'he
co-sponsar's of a:n2nc.,t!3i".G CDD!1/J/ll EX.C~ dir'L l. 'i'he prL.ciples of hwnani t2.rie::!
la\! should ',:;8 r2.ai' fir:',Jed m,d develo::::,ed i::, (,:18 lii)1'::' of contemporary e'Ten-cs}
such 8.S D3:~ionc:l lic8:::-['~ion s'~ruggles.
5.
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6.

Hr. CUTTS U,ustralia) pointed out th&t the delegations which had subrutted
amenrunent CDDH/I/ll and hdd.l or had been its co-sponsors belonged to different
region&l groups. Consistent with its position in plenary, his delegation
associated itself Vlith the co-sponsors of that proposal, in the belief that the
realities of the cont8Llporary world had to be taken into account.

7.
At the second meeting, certain deleg&ticns had opposed amendment CDDH/I/ll
and Add.l but the differences of opinicn which arose see3ed to bear less on the
idea underlying that proposal, namel~t, ensuring th3 widest possible protection
to all victims of armed conflicts, than c,n the means of attaining that end.
Moreover, the various proposals before the CorW ttee \-Jere not irreconcilable
and could in certain cases be nerged..lhile amencill1ent CDDH/I/ll and .h.dd.l was
based on the conc.ept of self-deterrr.ination, which had already been broadly
defined, amendments CDDS/I/5 and .'l.dd,.l and CDDH/I/13 intr::duced concepts '.Jhich
were much less precise, such as racist regimes and aggression.
S.
His delegation was one of the co-sponsors 8f a.;nencilnent CDDH/I/ll and ;;.dd.l
for it felt that armed struggles of national liberation were better mentioned
in Protocol I than in Protocol II. It believed that that proposal could well
be merged with doc~~ent CDDH/I/12 and ~dd.l.
Hr. de BR~UCKE;R (3elg:i~IJ.), in reply to a question asked by the representative
of the United i-tepublic of CameroeI: at the second neeting, said that one must not
be trammelled b:' particular cases 1cll;3n reaffir!".inb <md developing humani tar-ian
-law . . His delegation, in its study of the draft Protocols, had tried not to let
itself be influenced b~' the me:nory of the tHO occupations it he.d undergone.
There must not be a sE8cial hU[JlEmitari,an law for one rebic,n, but a general law
based on the distinction between iT. terne-tional and ncn.-iT.:Gernational armed
conflicts. The Geneva Conventions of lS49 he.d teen desibned to cover inter
national armed conflicts and it \.Jould not be right to apply theTa to non
international ones. It was always possible, in particular cases of non
international ccmflicts, to appl:,.' to them the standards elaborated for inter
national armed conflicts, but a new classification ef armed conflicts, which
might prove imprecise in the future, had to be avoided.

9.

10. lLlJlendmer.t CDDH/I/12 and .",dd.l was not a riposte to amenQment CDDH/I/ll and
Add. I. At most, pa.ragraph 3 of lli'llenci!nent CDDn/I/12 fu"1d .;:.cid.l might he).p to
elucidate ambiguous cases arisin. s in the applicati-:>n of hwnanit2.rian law.
11. Paragraph 1 of amenQlJ.ent CDDti/I/12 and i~dd.l had been taken froll the
Geneva Conventions. Pardgraph 2 was based em draft article 1 elaborated by the
ICRC. Paragraph 3 was a restateJlent of the !'fartens clause, which was to be
found in the Preamole to The Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907. The object of
that paragraph was both to make it clear that written hu:nanitarian law could
only develop. gradually and to sh::n.J th2.t there \.Jas a CO:"Tucn law rule \olhich :.nust
be respected.l'he i\'lartens clause was also O1::e of interpretation; it ruled O".lt
an .§:....£2!1tre.rio interpretation since, where there was no formal ob1igation, there
was ahJays a duty ste;1lr.ling fro<fl in'~err:ational law. It was essential to rehabi·
litate that clause, which States had flouted during hostilities. For that
reason) his delegation favolLred the introci.ucticn of tba-c clause in positive law.
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12. fir. PICTZ~ (~witzerland) ~e.id that he su?ported, run~ncimenG CDDH/I/12 and Add.l
hich ha.d the mer:Lt of developll:g the somewha'c bare ""Gex"(; proposedb~r the ICRC for
~rticle 1. If the Martens clause were better sited in a.rticle 1(3) rather than
in the Preamble, it would perhaps ~Je logical to reverse the order of the first two
paragranhs. I.'Ioreover, it was to be noted that the title of article 1 in amend
ment CDDH/I/12 and Add.l was the smue as that of part I of draft Protocol I.
13. The other proposed a;nend::nents tended to esteblish a particular category.of
conflicts on the basis of subjective criteria stemming fro~!J. the ca.uses of those
conflicts and the aliI1S of the parties. That ente.iled a move from the field of
.L~i.ll.J2.ello. to a zo~e w?ic~ held dE'.ng~rs for the Conference, namely, ..i:IdS. aq
bellum. His delegatlon Delleved that It would be ver~' dangerous, lli!d agalllst
llieSPirit of humanitarian law, to classify anned conflicts on the basis of non
objective and non-lege.l criteria. In adopting that position, his delegation was
not expressing an opinion on the legiti!ilacy of national liberc,."cion struggles with
which many people in Switzerland felt in s:'illpath:,. Th8.t question lay within the
province of other for1L'l1s, the task of the Conference was to provide the greatest
possible protection for the victims of those conflicts.
fir. KHJ.d'TABl (Morocco) sc:dd that 8.r:iled occupation was covered b~l article 2
common to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949. In that cOllllexion, a distinction
should be drmm between :roccupation'! and 118,lien domnation" resulting from a
colonial regilne. His delegation would not object if the sponsors of amend.ment
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l wished to make specific mention of the a.rmed struggle of
peoples under colonial and alien dOinina-cion and raciE,l regimes.

14.

15. He was read} to accept ECJenct71el-:t CDD~i/I/12 and .idd.l, provided amendment
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l \-las adopted. Paragrc.ph 3 of amendIilent CDDH/I/12 and Add.l
merel~ confirmed a principle &lr8iJ.d~" set forth in instrumen'~s established prior to
the 19L~9 Conventions, which left intact -~~he problei11 of including struggles for
national libers.i:,ion in -eho categor:' of international armed conflicts.
16. },Ir. CAROh:' (Cana.da) said th&t he "'}Quld view \.Jith ,)';1xietv the incl'~sion of
provision's which would mOl.ke the protection of the victims
armed conflicts
dependent upon the 1110tivations of such conflicts. 'i'he need 'GO appl:r the Protocol
to a given situatioE should ra.ther "Je the subject of a resolution.

of

17. l-'Ir ~ PJ:iRTSCH (Federal ;~e7Jublic of Gernany) said -eha.t i t would be useful to
hear the vievis-~I the repres~ntatives of the r'.&tional liberation movements on the
proposed aD1.enciraen-cs. The purpose of arllenctnent CDDH/I/12 and .".dd.l WB..s to restrict
the contents of article 1 to pen!lanenl~, rather than transitory, situations.
18. .tiluendI:1ent CDDH/I/12 and lidd.l would Lo.pl:' that 2Jlj party to non-:i.nternational
conflicts - which ,.Jere the subject of draft Protocol II - should likewise respect
and benefit by the provisions of draft Protocol I. Therefore amencLnen-L
CDDH/I/12 and Add.l in fa.c-c opened up wider possioilities than did the other
proposed a'D.enciments. For instance, 8.J.J.endJilent CDDH/I/ll and l~dd.l was inC0i11plete,
for it referred onl~' to ,isiGuations li and not to the opposing parties; it would be
applicable on1;.' to 2...'1 absolutel~' clear sitm:tion. ~i.ccording -Co aJ:lcmdaen"t
CDDH/I/12 B.nd ;'dd.l, onehe other hmiG., all the parties '.Jhich had respected the
Conventions 8.nd the Protocols wou~d benefit b~; those ins trU111ent s •
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19. 111'. RODRIGlEZ ROl'·Ii.JJ (Spain) said that humanitarian law should aU! e.t the
protection of 8.11 mankind uithout distinction, and that Protocol r should apply
to e"ll a.rmed conflicts whatever their :uotivc:.tion end should include no subjective
criterion. His delegation was therefore iibainst a.l1er~dments CDDH/I/ll and !~dd.l,
CDDH/I/13 &nd, 2.bove &11, CDDH/r/5 &.l.d Add.I. Ie was in favour of amend.:...lent
CDDH/I/12 and Add .1, which referred cnl~ to hlli1ar.i tariEill criteriz..
20. Hrs. HELL'i:!1 O-Iexico) sc.id that one w,!:v for th'3 Conference to reach the·
objed,ives it had s,~t itself Hould be to d~fir..e as internatione.l conflicts the
anti-colonialist struggles being >laged 0~·: the nation2.1 liberction '1lovenents.
Her delegation Has consequentl:' in favour of amendner:':, cDmI/r/ll and .';'dd.l,
with which a..llencL'"nen~vs CDD~/I/5 end _,,-dd.l and CDDa/I/l) had cer-G2.in points in
conmlOn, a.nd she afreed with the r8presentc;.-~i ve of the Soviet Union that the
sponsors of those proposals should try to produce a join~ text.•
Her delegation also sh::::.red the vie", of the Bel&;ial"l representa·~i ve, '·iho
regarcied t;1e national liber&tion strue:;g13s as transitory pheno,nenaj
it raust, hOHever ~ be recogni::ed that questions of decolor:ization a....'1d apartheid
had constantl:; preoccupied the United ~·r2.tions since i t.s L.1ception. Protocol I
should therefore be sxtanded -Co take accour,t of that situation, which ,~as
unfortun8.tel~- 211 elidur6.ble one.
21.

apparentl~;

22. 1'1r. KA.BTJA-:C~ (United :iepublic of T811zania) said he vJaS as-conished that
Switzerland Vias not in fe.your of definin;:; vz.rious cE'.tegories of conflict, since
the IeRe itself had aIre.g.dy drawn a dis·~i...'1ction tetHeen internat,ioD2.1 cOl}flicts
and in.-cernal conflicts.
Struggles for·national li·oer8.tior. wers undeniabl~ international conflicts,
delebc:.tion was not prepared to accept o. hwnanitarie.n law drcn-m. up solely
in the interest of the ilnperi2.1ist Pm·lers.

23.

ax,a his

24.

Hr. HFJ\s!ill (India) said tha·c, accorc.li:g to so:ne delegations, to include
struggles for i12.tior.c:l libera'cion under th8 heading of internationa.l conflicts
would c;ive rise to confusicn or even discri"rir;a.tior, lileel:.' to hinder the develop
ment of the laVi. Those delegs.tions "lOuld therefore li]{3 such struggles to come
under Protocol 1. rha·::' was not a ver:, logical e.ttitude, since tho lack of c~_arit~..
of which the;,;, con~)lE.ined iTl. t~1e con.ce1Jt of l1i,:~ion&1 1l0en.tion struggles \-lou.:,d not
be renedied merel~' becs.use such struggles "ler3 covered b~ Pro·Gocol II. Horeover,
his deleGation saH LiO lacl~ of clarity: the strug:;;les had an undeniable inter
national aspect, 2.l1d h<::.d ::Ieen recognized b:' the United jTa-cions as legit:L.l1&te.
All the Se.i.lG, it ,wuld perhu:9s ce necessar;i ·co seel~ a Clore precise definition
·Hhich ",ould rule out a~~; a;]biguit~,. In Gh2.t connexion, the a.:menctnent proposed
orall:), to docUY'lent CDlJrVr/ll B.nd Adc..l b;/ the Fepreseate.tive of Indonesia at the
secondmeeting,i:.ogether Vlith the other pro2Josed anend·,·,e!lts, deserved the
Commit·Gee l s undivided 9.ttention.
25. Hr. NBAYA (United Re·.:mblic of Ca~'1leroon) said thc.t, he \-Jas r,o"l:. sure -ch2"~ ·~he
Belgi;m--repr-e-ser.tative ' S~'.I1SHer to his question at the secorrl mseti...'1g h2.d been to
the poirlt:..
26. ~ir. Krl.KOqC~J. (Po12nd) se.id tbat he Has in favour of the amendrnents proposing
to include strugGles for no.tiona.l lioeretiOll. under 2.r·~icle 1 of Protocol I. He
also agreedche.t tho sycnsors ..right :::;roduc8 c::. jOL1t drEft. The anend.:;18L ts were
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consistent with international law, and the notions they invoked were not at all
subjective. It was not difficult to determine what actual situation fell
within the category of national liberation struggles.
27. It had been said, very wrongly, that national liberation movements would
not be in a position to fulfil the legal obligations arising from the Conventions
and the Protocol. The representat~ves of those movements could provide invaluable
information on that subject.
28. He agreed that the Belgian representative had not given a satisfactory
answer to the question put to him by the delegation of the United Republic of
Cameroon.
29. Hr. rtLViul.EZ-·PIFANO (Venezuela) said that he, too, uas in favour of aTJlendiuent
CDDH/I7n andAdcf.T:Struggles against colonialism uere undoubtedly inter.
national cODflicts and should cO.me under Protocol 1. The League of Nations
itself had r3cogni~ed that colonial situations were international situations,
a ruling which had been reaffirmed in the United :,Jations Charter and in various
resolutions. In international law, moreover, colonial territories had 'their OWll
legal status, distinct from that of the metropolitan country: any armed conflict
arising in such territories was therefore international. Lastly, resolution
3103 U;j~VIII), adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations, expressly
recognized that the struggles of peoples against colonialism uere international
armed conflicts in the sense of the Geneva Conventions.
30. Mr. CRISTESCU (Ro~lania) stressed that the conflicts referred to in proposed
amendIDen':;-CDDHTr75 'fu!d Add.l, CDDH/I/ll and Add.l and CDDH/I/13 uere a reality:
those who ,Jished ·,~he;'l to be :..ncluded in the c&tegor:, of internal conflicts ,Jere
motivated by political considerations. Internatic:.12.1 llum.&ni taria.'1 Iml could not
be Em isolated br2Jlch of VIe lau, and must be ire conformity with general int'9r
national law·· ,oith ,ius cogens.
31. He considered that paragraph 1 of proposed amendment CDDH/I/12 and Add.l
was acceptable, but it was still necessary to find a proper place for it in the
Protocol. He could not agree ',lith r.-aragraph 2. Paragraph 3 embodied a very
imporb.nt idee., to which t~"", RO;11w._~~" J.&~8gdtiol1 subscribed. That idea should
even find Gxpression in the prea;nble, uith e.. special title which might be:
IIReaffirmation . of humanitarian 10'.1,11.
32. The CrI;~IRJ-';~.~' annOlElced that the Secretary-General of the Conferencehe.d
received e,l~;~ter floom tbe Secretary-General of the United Pations transmitting
to the Conferonce General Assembly resolution 3058 C~;~VIII) on the pr,otection of
journalists engagod in de.ngerous flissions in areas of armed conflict. In that
resolution, the Gen"'ral ':'ssembl:' requested the Secretary-General of the United
liations to trans<;1i t to th9 Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Develov
ment of Intern2.tionc.l Hum.anitari'lll La" applicable in Armed Conflicts the draft
articles c.nd aJ!lendments annexed to his note of 9 Jul;y 1973, together 'with the
observations and suggestions made during the twent;y-eighth session of the Geners.::"
As sef.'_bly , and to invite the Diplome..tic Conference to suomit its comme:'1ts and
advice on the 8.bove-mentioned text.
33. CO'l1'nittee I would perhaps uish to decide, after an interval for thought, on
the follow-up action to be taken on the comIDlllication fron the United ':jations
Secretary-Goneral.
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34. Hr. Lm;GV1~ (i'iorway) said he considered that the sponsors of proposed amend
ment CDDH/I/ll and Add.l were simply asking for the Geneva Conventions to be
interpreted within the fr@uework of the existing international legal systeill.
That was the only framework which to so~~e extent could clai.:ll to be objective.
35. The sponsors'of the proposal hee beer. reproached with placing undue emphasis
on special situations. i.i'evertheless, e nlli:1ber of i.:lportant principles in inter
nation2.1 humanitarian law had originated in such situations: thus the second
paragraph of article 2 of the Geneva Conventions had been adopted beca.use of
what happened in D<:mmark during thE: Second i-.Jorld \.;ar; pe.r2ograph 3 of article 4
of the Third Geneva Convention had its oriGin in General de Gaulle's French
Liberation filovement and in Italian resistenc8 to the fascist authorities. In
the view of his Goverrun.ent the latter of those two provisions clearly supported
the proposition that liberation struggles such es those taking place in southern
Africa, and in Guinea-Bissau had to be considered as international conflicts in
the sense of the G0neVE'. COllvel'::cions of 194<:;.
36. l;ir. CASSESE Qtaly) said that his delegation was unable to support proposed
amendment CDDH/ijll end ),dd.l.
37. The Italian delegation hed elways strongl~' supported the right to self
determin8.tion in accordance "ith the United Nations Charter, but did not believe
that struggles to exercise tl18.t right constitut9d interrcc.tional conflicts. Such
struggles ca.:n.e 'vJithin the purview of Protocol II, since the;); 'vJere, if viewed
objectively, internal conflicts. furthermore, to include the;71 in Protocol I
would disrupt the "Whol~ system of the Geneva Conven-tio::1s, which ·were bc~sed on
the funda.rnen'cal distil1ction between intl:Tnal and iIrc,ernational armed conflicts.
38. His delegation could not share the view that wars of na::'ional liberetion were
already covered by article 2 of the 194'7 Geneva Ccnvel1 tions in that those move
ments were ItPowers il under the third paragraph of that ad,icle and as such entitled
to a.ccept and apply the Geneva Conventions. In his delegation I s opinion, the word
npovers il used in the third p8.re.graph of [',rticle 2 of tho GeD3va Conventions could
only mean States ~~d not authorities other thrul States. That fact was borne out
not only by the letter and s:')iri t of -':-he Conventions, but als"o by the cir-cu~ilstance
that 2.pplication of many provisions of tha Geneve. Conv:entions called for complicated
machiner~' which ''}3.S, gener"all~"' speaking, avc:ilable only to States •

.39. The Italian delegation war:nl~' suppor-ted proposed 1:01enQ':lent CDDH/I/12 5.i1d· Add.l
wi th 1.hich it \{as associated as a co-sponsor.
/~o.

Nevertheless, paragraph 2 of the proposed al1endm.ent provided that Protocol I
should ilapply in the situC'tions referred to in article 2 commor:. to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 "',.ugust 19L;9 for- the protection of war victims iI. However, the
first paragraph of article 2 COiillllon to the four Geneva Cor.ventions \-I&S somewhat
a::nbiguous: it sta"ced, in fact, that H • • • the present Convention shall apply to all
cases of declared ,.Jar or of c.cn~7 other ar"'ned conflict which may arise between tHO
or more of the High Contracting Parties, evell if tho state of war is noc recognized
by one of them H • In the opinion of the ItE.lian delet;c.tion, such a provision ,:1USt
not be interpreted liter3.11y, with the result that the Geneva Conventions &nd, in
consequence, drE,ft Protocol I would not appl:)' if the state of war had not been
recognized by all Parties to the conflict. The afore~'TIen"!;ion8d provision must
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instead be construed liberally, in ·Ghe S2rlse that the Geneva Conventions and, in
consequence, the Protocol applied in the C2,se of 2l"lJ' ar:ned conflict which ;night
arise between two or more of the Bib;' Contracting Parties, \'Ihether or not the
state of war were recognized b~' one, severe,l or all the P2..I'ties.

41. Hr. AllADA (Dgeria) thought thE"·, tl"le three proposed &.mendill.ents - CDDH/I/5
and Add.l, CDDH/I/ll and Add.l ar:a C::lDH/I/lJ - aimed to achieve the same purpose
and should be recast in a single proposal for the sake of clarity and efficienc:.r.
4.:2. It was the task of the Conference ·GO er.SUT9 the ~Jrogress of ii1·~ernational
humanitarian 1m} '0:' endeavouring to embr8ce the r:eW realities rs.ther than by
defendi.1:.g 1.lY!co!J.promisin:; stands e:;~ all costs.
43. AcL'"'littedl~', the 1Il-18.rtens clause" hc~d its place ir! the preamble, but it was
necessar:' to go further and ·~o set for·~'~ L'. -ch·:;) opera.-bive part of the Protocol
the legal ~:.Jril,ciples ste:'1I"ing froin. that clause.

44.

For all those ree.sons, the ..1geri8.Il. delegatior: could not support amendment
CDDH/I/12 and Add.l.
.

45. Baron van BmTz.:::LX:::R VElX'. A3P..::;r::c.::;:' (iJetherlands) shared the views expressed b:
the representati;j-e of ,3wit/~er1and.
'Che neeting rose at

5.~~.
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SUJVtMARY RECORD OF THE FOURTH f';r:ETING
held on Tuesday, 12 March 1974, at 3.15 p.m.
S:hairman:

Hr. HAMBRO

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I

(Norway)

(CDDH/l) (continued)

Arti.cle 1 - Scope of the present Protocol (CDDH/l; CDDH/I/5 and Add.l,
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l, CDDH/I/12 and Add.l, CDDH/I/l)
(continued)
1.
Mr. PRU.GH(Uni ted States of America), replying to questions posed by
the· Cameroon representative at the second meeting, said that his
delegation understood the desires of peoples to exercise their right of
self-determination without outside interference.
2.
His delegation's reservation about amendments CDDH/I/ll and Add.l and
CDDH/I/l) were not based on any desire to banish political reality or on
narrow legal considerations, but on the fact that those proposals presented
a danger to humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts, for the Geneva
Conventions of 1949 were still too thin a shield as they stood.
).
The best way to enhance that protection was to apply article) of the
Geneva Conventions when the struggle was internal and article 2 when it
became international. To be sure, there could be an intermediate stage,
as a party to the conflict acquired stature, control over land and
popUlation, and other attributes·of independence and sovereignty. The
question of police repression came under article) of the Geneva Conventions.

4.
The adoption of amendments CDDH/I/ll and Add.l and CDDH/I/l) would
raise serious problems in the application, for instance"of article 2) of
the Third Geneva Convention and of article 4 of the Fourth, to movements
fighting for self-determination.
Liberation movement~ could not fulfil all
their obligations under the Conventions and would thus be branded as being
in violation of those Conventions. The only benefit which those movements
would receive from labeling their struggle as international would be
enhanced political status, but nothing on the humanitarian plane.
Protocol II was the instrument best suited to afford those movements the
degree of humanitarian protection required, without imposing on them
obligations which they could not acce~t.
5.
Mr. QUENTIN-BAXTER (New Zealand) stated that neither of the two
solutions proposed was entirely satisfactory, for both were based on the
distinction between international and non-international conflicts, the
very criterion which had made the application of the GeneVa Conventions
of 1949 difficult during the previous 25 years, since numerous conflicts
had not tallied with the classical definition ::If the term ·international".
6.
The Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-operation among States
(General Assembly resolution ~625 (XXV»,
mentioned in amendment CDDH/I/ll and Add.l, followed the clas~ical doctrine,
save that it recognized that. colonial territories had an existence distinct
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from that of the countries administering them, and that relations between
the 'idministering countries and the colonial territories did not have a
purely internal character.
7.
l-!umani tarian law ",'as designed to protect vic~ lffiS of war, whether th[>
conflict was technical Ly "internaticnal" or not. JV:oreover, it seemed
rather out of place i~ article I of Protocol I to incorporate by reference
an 'nstrum'?11 t, ",h leh \vas neither a Conference document nor a treaty
instrument.
In any case, the Declaration pertained to peacetime law
and to the rules which would ma!<e it possible to avoid recourse to war,
while the Co'nference was concerned with the law of war.

8.
At the pr~sent stage, the best 50lution would be to stipule.1;c that
the Geneva Conventions applied in 'full to a.IlY conflict, in~PI'national or
otherwise, which by its scope or its gravity attained the jroportions of
a war.
9.
Mr. LYSAGHT (Ireland) said that (lj ,; delegation fully understood the
motives of the sponsors of CDD~/I/ll and Add.l, as Ireland had itself been
the victim of colonial and quasi-colonial domination for over seven liundred
years.
He could not, moreover, acce?t the argument advanced by opponents
of the ?ro?osal, that the GenevR Convention~ could not be applied to non
international armed conJ) ;~t~.
10. Yet, at the current stage, hiE delegation was not able to len~ i~s
support to the amendment in CDDH/I/II and Add.l. The expre,ssion "anr.ed
struggles waged by peoples in the exercise of their right of self
determination;; was too vague to be useful in a legal instrument.
Any
separati.st movement, any band of armed criminals in a colonial territory
might claim ~o be engaged in an armed struggle in furtherante of their
people I B right to self.-determination •• The amendment was, objectionable
in that it would apply where a people were content to seek independence
by constitutional, non-violent, :ncans and where a minor! ty, wi th no popular
mandate 'I re 90rted to violence in':he same cause.
11. Tht~ amendment might ultimately injure the interests of ' those it sou~ht
to protect, including those, fighting in national liberation movements.
Its
impreci sion woul d allow Governments to deny that a con'fl ict came wi thin t:"1C
terms of the Protocol.
Its acceptance might result in failtire to adopt
draft Protocol II, which would be regrettable.
12. For those reasons, his delegation wished to reserve its position on
amendment CDDH/I/ll and Add.l and requested that no final decision on it
be ta.l(:en in the Committee until a more precise formulation was considered.
The same reservations applied to the amendments in documents CDDH/I/5 ?:1d
Add.l and CDDH/I/13.
13. Miss BOA (Ivory Coast) stressed that humanitarian law, to be univc:--::;;:..'..,
,~hould not only reflect the views of some fifty countries which had signe,:! '
the 194c9 Geneva Conventions; it should ta!<e account of the subsequent
evolution of the situation, both as regards the former colonial powers [~~
the colonized countries. That was why her country, which had joined in
sponsoring the amendment in CDDH/I/ll and Add.l, 'requested that the s':rugrl'
waged by the national liberation movements be included under the provisions
of draft Protocol I.

5
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14. Her delegation was not opposed to the idea of combining the amendments
oroposed in documents CDDH/I/ll and Add.l and CDDH/I/12 and Add.l, wh'ich
~ere not mutually exclusive, but comple~entary.
15. Referring to the contention that the ado~tion of amendment CDDH/I/ll
and Add.l might undermi~e the Geneva Conventions, she ~ointed out that the
colon~alists had never respected article 3 common to the four Geneva
Conventions, and that the United Nations General Assembly had affirmed
in operative paragraph 3 0f resoluti~n 310) (XXVIII) that i; • • • the struggle
of peoples against colrmial and alien domination and raci st regimes are to
be regarded as intc:i.'natinnalarmcd conflicts in the sense of the 1949
·Geneva Conv'entions" "
16. IvIr. PI Chi-lung_ (China) said that his delegation fully supported the
views of the third-world countries concerning the status to be granted to
wars of natinnal liheration.
The heroic struggle of peoples against the
colonial system - itself a ~y-product af colonialism - bad not been
foreseen in the 1949 Geneva Conventians. At the time, that was already
a grave ~versight, .~d to refuse to remedy it would run counter to the
aims of the· Conference.
17. The wars of nlltionall.iberCl.-tirm were just wars waged against imperiali st
and colonial i st domination. The Urli ted Nations General Assembly at its
twenty-eig~ session had proclaimed that the struggles of peoples against
colonial and alien dominAtinn and racist regimes were to be regarded as
international armed conflicts in the sense of the 1949 Geneva Conventions
(resolution 3103 (XXVIII) )'.

18. His delegation~s view was thAt R war of national liberation should be
regarded as an armed internatiDnal conflict in the sense of article 2 common
to the four Geneva COfl',rentions, .~nd that it should be clearly stipulated in
draft Protocol I that ~hefou~ Geneva Conventions applied unreservedly to
the armed struggles of peoDles against colonialism, alien domination and
racist regimes.
19. Mr. de 1 a PRAD~LLE (r-1nnaco) said that the amendments proposed seemed
unlikely to advance the discussion.
Very similar amendments had been
proposed at the 1949 Diplnmetic Conference for the Establishment of Inter
national Cnnventions for t~e Protection ·of Victims of War with a view to
covering civil, colonilll and religious wars.
Such cases had, moreover,
been taken into consideration in 1947 by the Conference of Government
Experts for the Study of Conventions for the Protection of "Jar Victims,
and in 1948 in prepn.rati.on for the XVlIth International Conference of the"
Red Cross. A comprnmise sclution had eventually been adopted in 1949 and
was reflected in articles c. and] common to the four Geneva Conventions;
those articles were inseparable.
20.
It was doubtful whether the present Conference could find another
solutio:1 canable nf reconciling the divergent I'Joints of view of delegations.
the one adopted in 1949 im~lied t~At the general princinles of humanitarian
law '''ere a::Jplicable in civil, ,col!'nial and religiou:s wars.
iYloreover,
parties to conflicts had been invited to conclude anecial agreemerits to
ensure the complete or ?artial application nf other provisions of the
Geneva Conventions.
It was not ff.r the Cnnference to alter current inter
national law as s0t out in the Geneva Cnnventinn~.
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21.
It was doubtful whether the effect of the Unit~d Nations· Ge~eral
Assembly re:::;olutions had been to transform that positive law.
He in no
way regarded those resolutions· as having the force of ia,v,
When the United
Nations was set up by the United Nations Conference on International
Organization, helo. at San Franci:;"C'o in 1946,the P: ilippines delegation
had suggested t~nt the General AS3cmbl~ should be given legislative pow~rs
but its suggestion had been rejected.
It wns imnossible, too, that such
powers could have COme into being since then.
At most, the General
Asiembly had been recognized a~ being competent to prepare legislatioh
and· invi te States to worl: out treaties.
But Uni ted Nations resolutions,
even wheri ad09ted unanimously, were not a component of ~ositivc int~r
national law.
Some pointE' of in ;8rnational law should on no account be
'
called into question: for instance, the distinction between articles 2 and
3 of the Geneva Conventions, which was recognized by General Assembly
resolution 3102 (XXVIII) on rcs,ect for human rights in armed conflicts.
If, as the proposed amendments advocated, the Conf'erence were·tb review
that distinction - which was the basis of bothd~aft Protocols - it would
be exceeding its terms of reference.
22.
Mr. ABDINZ (Syrian Arab Republic), referring to a remark by the United
States representative, said that it should be possible to blunt the
politicol edge of the discussion concerning article 1 and to reconcile
both the contending standpoints, the first of whic~·was.bRsed o~ nineteenth~
century practice and ref~s~d to recognize present-daycrealities;.itwan
founded on natural ·law and invoked the Nartens clause" .The second too::.
account of world developments and went further than the first in .that its
aim was to extend th~ application of the Geneva Conventions and the
Protocols to liberation movements; in that respect it raised the question
of the distinction between international and non-international armed conflict~

23. International·law admitted of several criteria for qualifying- an armed
conflict as international: firsti the fact that two subjects of international
law were engaged in the .armed:conflict.
National liberation movements were
subjects of international law, a[" was clearly sho"';"! by certain United Nations
General Assembly resolutions, t~e fact that they had been invited to
partici~ate in the present Conference and by article 4~ of draft Protocol I.
At the time of the. Algerian war, t~e conflict Drisi~g oui of th~ French
interce~tion of vessels on the high seas had b8~n regarded as an inter
national one.
It had also been contended that an armed conflict became
an international one once a State came to the aid of a national liberation
movement.
2~.

The Second VorldWar had shown thAt ~o St~te was snf0 from foreign
occupation which could give birth to liberation ~ovements~ so it was
important that the present discussion ,shellid not centre around the exi~:ting
national liboration movements alone.
25.
t';r. DnAP;i:~t· (Uni ted :~ingdom) said that amenclr.wnts CnDI1/I/5and·Add. 1,
CDDH/I/H -and Add.l anCl. eDElH/I/I) \-rcre dividing the· Conference into two
cam~s,~e was doubtful about the first and. the.last of those proposals;
especially as regards the m~dieval concept ,Of just ~arfurc.The text
proposed in document CDDt-VI/ll ·and ,Adel.l seemed safer,· though it ·was CI)"Hin
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to criticism from a purely legal standpoint; the subject seemed to be the
principle of self-determination rather than law. The Geneva Conventions
and the draft Protocols had been devised for entities capable of applying
them:
in other words, States. Obviously, the application of many of the
provisions of the Geneva Conventions could not be extended to national
liberation movements as envisaged in the text of document CDDH/I/ll and
Add.l which, if adopted, would necessitate major changes in established
humani tarian law i it would be a pity if e'ssentially political consider
ations led the Conference to tamper with that law.
26. With regard to amendment CDDH/I/12 and Add.l, which his delegation
had co-sponsored, he drew attention to the words "undertake to respect
and to ensure respect for n and Hin all circumstances", which, in view of
their importance, had been 'taken bodily from article 1 common to all four:
Geneva Conventions. Paragraph 2 of the proposed text was modelled on
article 1 of Protocol I as submitted by the ICRC, although it did not
specify that Protocol I supplemented the Geneva Conventions because the
question was a controversial one. Paragraph 3 embodied the Martens clause,
which belonged in article 1 rather than in the preamble.
27. His delegation hoped that the positions adopted in the various
amendments could be reconciled thanks to the spirit of co-operation of
all delegations.
In any event, care should be taken not to put article 1
of draft Protocol I prematurely to the vote.
28. Mr. JOHNSON (Togo) emphasized that the national liberation movements
had become a reality which increasingly compelled recognition. For that
reason, his delegation viewed with understanding all the proposed amendments
designed to establish in draft Protocol I the international character of
armed conflicts in which national liberation movements were pitted against
colonial and racist regimes.
29. Hr. BEN ACHOUR (Tunisia) said that it was necessary to broaden the
scope of Protocol I. He endorsed the statement made at the second meeting
by the representative of the Ara~ Republic of Egypt when introducing
amendment CDDH/I/ll and Add.l, and requested to be included among the
sponsors of that proposal.
30. Er. RICARDES (Argentine) said that he considered that amendments
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l and CDDH/I/12, and Add.l were not incompatible, and
should be combined in a single text, as much for legal as for practical
reasons.
31. In support of amendment CDDH/I/ll and Add.l, it should, in particular
be remembered that the United Nations, in General Assembly resolution
3103 (XXVIII), had declared that national liberation struggles were inter
national conflicts: they should, accordingly, be governed by Protocol I.
The word "~eoples:, as used in that amendment, was entirely appropriate:
it was used at the beginning of the preamble to the Charter of the United
Nations.
32. Moreover, paragraph J of amendment CDDH/I/12 and Add.l deserved to be
adopted and to become a legal rule.
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33. l·ir. CLA::?';'~ (Nigeria) said that. if the p'laceto be accorded the
national liberation movements had given rise to controversy,all
doubt in that conne::don had been dispelle'd whe:1 the Conference had adopted
draft resolution CDDH/I/22 and Corr.l at the seventh plenary meeting.
34.
It was generally conceded that the 1949 Conventions had become
insufficient.
It was, therefore, necessary to examine the proposed
amendments in the light of the.new material they contained.
In
particular, if the Conference did not agree that the national liberation
struggles were governed by draft Protocol I, his delegation's fears would
be confirmed: the problems would be dealt with solely from the point of
view 0:(' the western Powers, in defiance of the princiJ:)les of international
law which recognized the lawfulness and international nature of national
liberation strug~les.
35. Paragraph 1 of amendment CDDH/.I/12 and Add.l followed article 1,
common tit> the ·Geneva Conventions, almost word for word. That article
broke-new ground in 1949 by introduci~g the idea of unilateral obligation
not subject to reciprocity: from that point of vi~w, paragraph 1, which·
reaffirmed already recognized principles, was acce~table, while paragraph J
of the same proposal, reproduced the Martens clause ,.hieh proclaimed the
existence of a ';natural law" which was sacred and universal. That, it had
to be admitted, was not an easy concept. to verify. However, that clause'
figured already in the third Daragraphof the preamble to draft Protocol!,
which was the best place for it in view of its vagueness.
36. Paragraph .. 2. of the same amendment was designed to replace proposal
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l, but it was imprecise and its scope was too limited. 1/
Quoting article 53 of the Vienna Convention of 1969 on the Law of Treaties~
he emphasized that that ?aragraph did not appear to be compatible with presen
standards of international law, and was not acceptable since it might prove
to be contrary to jus cogens.
37. ltir. ECONor'l:::DES (Greece) said that the proposed amendinents CDDH/I/5.
and Add.l and CDDE/I/l] were very 1 imi ted in scope '. since tl:ey referred
only to struggles against colonialism and racialism; ;::>ro:oosed amendment
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l seemed to go further as it dealt in more general terms
with the right of peoples to self-determination. Nevertheless, that right,
which had never been legally framed, could not, in his delegation's opinion,
be usefully and effectively grafted onto humanitarian law, an essentie.lly
juridical body of law with ntriet and detailed rules.
He did not, ther.efore,
support proposed amendments CDDH/I/5 and Add.l, CDDH/I/ll.and Add.l and
CDDH/I/13.
32. Proposed amendment CDDH/I/l? and Add.l, althoug!l limited in scope,
seemed to him acceptable; in particular, the inclusion of the Martens
clause appeared extremely judicious.

!I

See United Nations publication, Sales No:. E.70.V.5, page 2-96.
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Mr. KALSHOVEN (Netherlands), referring to the argument advanced by
of Australia at the third meeting in favour of
amendm~nt CDDH/I/ll and Add. 1 - namely that it was wi ser to include
national liberation strugd~s in draft Protocol I, because it was not
certain that draft Protocol II wauld see the light of day - said that
it was doubtful whether the ~ro~osed amendment would really solve the
problem.
Indeed, to say t~at those struggles were of an international
character im~lied that all the parties should apnly the Geneva Conventions
and draft Protoc'ol I.
That a',::J'Ieared to be difficult in cases where, for
example, hostilities only took the form of infiltration; draft Protocol II
had beeri prepared s~ecifically for that tYDe of situation and cases in
which i t ;.:ras' impossible to' al~Jlly draft Protocol I.

39 •
the

renre~entative

40. It had been argued in r2jJly tt";at, in cases of 1:--:at :-.:ind, the op;:>ressor
alone would be bound to respect the Geneva Conventions and the draft
Protocol. The sponsors of amendment C~DE/I/ll and Add.l were therefore
introducing the idea that a distinction must be drawn between the parties
according to the legitimacy or illegitimacy of their cause.
Although it
was true that humanitarian law was not immutably fixed, certain basic
values mu~t be re~?ected, including t~e idea of equality as between the
9arties. He wondered whether the sup~orters of amendment CDDE/I/ll and
Add~l really coritemplated introducing such a dangerous form of discrimination
41. Mr. tt,AROTTA R.ANGEL (Brazil) said that the first problem to be solved
was that of the internal or international character of struggles for self
determination.
Such struggles might be deemed to be internal when the
Government in power controlled t]le entire territory and assumed full
responsibility for its international relations.
On the other hand, as
soon as the national liberation movement exercised effective control over
part of the territory and was recognizee by members of the international
community, the conflict was international.

42. The United Nations had decided in favour of recognizing the inter
national c~arac~er of ~truggles carried on by the national liberation
movements, but it was certain t~at those movements were not always in a
position to discharge the obligations stemming from the Conventions and
draft Protocol I.
The Brazilian delegation could agree to the inclusion
within the purview of Protocol I only of struggles to achieve self
determination carried on by territories in the strict sense meant by
Chapter XI of the Charter of the United Nations - in other words,
territories that did not belong to the State controlling them.
Proposed
amendment CDDH/I/II and Add.l,was unsatisfactory in that respect, since it
referred to the Declaration on Principles of International Law ,~oncerning
Friendly i,elations and Co-o'Jeration among States in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations (General Assembly resolution ~6?5 (XXV),
a declaration which was altogether too vague and abstract.
43. The reservations felt by the Br~zilian delegation with regard to
amendment CDDH/I/ll and Ad(Ll \vere a fortiori ap:;>licable to amendments
CDDE/I/S and Add.l and CDDH/I/IJ.
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44.

He expressed some objections of a technical nature with regard to
CuDH/I/I? and Add.l: first of nIl, article I of draft Protocol I
should deal not with general principles, but with the scope of the Protocol.
The omission of a specific indication that t~e Protocol s~pplemented the
Geneva Con-ventions ,,,as to be regretted.
~:e considered that the Preamble
was the best place for the Martens clause.
~~endment

45. Mr. LONGVA (Norway)~ replying to the rep~esentative of the
Netherlands, said that the sponsors of amendment CDDH/I/ll and Add.l
did not contemplate introducing Bny form of discrimination between the
parties.
It should be noted in that respect that the nation~l liberation
movements were already a~plying the Conventions to a large extent. The
Problem involved might be compared with that of upholding the equality
between the occupiers and the occu?ied, a problem which had never prevented
military occupation from being regarded as international c6nflicts in the
sense of the Geneva Conventions.
46. Hr. MONTEIRO. (Nozambique Liberation Front - FRSLIHO) said that a
national liberation struggle could not be dissociated from certain
principles of humani{y.
At its second congress held in Jun~ 1963,
FRELIMO had reaffirmed the justice of a ~olicy of clemency towards
captuied enemies.
It had been shown in practice t~at, despite disparities
in the resources of the parties involved, nothing ~revented the national
liberation movements from respecting the princi~les ·of humanitarian law.

The meeting rose at 6 o.m.
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OF T!-:E FIFTH M;!;ETING

held on Thursday, 14 ~arch 1974, at J,J5 p.m.
Chairman:

TRIBUTE TO THE

ME~jORY

?-lr.

OF tHS.

HAHBRO

PILR~m

(Norway)

GRABER

1.
The CHAIRMAN oroposed that the Committee should send a telegram of
condolenc; to Mr. Pierre Grabe~, President of the Conference, whose wife
had died suddenly.

It was so agreed.
On the proposal of the Chairman, the members of the Committee
observed one minute's silence in tribute to the memory of
Mrs. Pierre Graber.
CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I

(CDDH/l) (continued)

Article 1 - Scope of the -:')resent Protocol_ (CDDH/l, CDDE/I/5 and Add.l and 2,
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l to 3, CDDH/I/l:? and Add.l and Corr.l, CDDH/I/IJ,
CDDH/I/41 and Add.l, CDDH/I/42 (continued)
2.
Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt) said that he wished to revert
to certain criticisms which had been directed at amendment CDDH/I/ll and
Add.l to J.
First, it had been said that the Conference was not necessa
rily obliged to t~<e into account the political decisions adopted by the
Uni ted Nations. That was an indefensible ::)Osi tion, because international
law constituted an indissoluble body of complementary rules.
The United
Nations had been seeking to dever0r> humanitarian law since 1968, and it
had r~ferred to the Geneva Conventi nD of 1949, in a large number of
resolutions, which had been ado~ted - often by a large majority - by the
very delegations which were attending the Di?lomatic Conference, for the
specific purpose of pointing out the direction of their development.
No
separation could therefore be made between the decisions of the United
Nations and the wor'·: of the Conference.
].
Secondly, it had been said that the proposal in document CDDH/I/ll
and Add.l to 3 envisaged only particular cases; but that was true of inter
national law as a whole, and the Geneva Conventions in particular, which
had gradually been built up on the basis of specific situations revealed
in international practice.

4.
Other critics had said that the ~roposal referred only to vagu~
concepts which it would be difficult to translate into legal criteria;
they had particularly criticized the terms "peoples'" and "right of self
determination':.
It was true that the concept of ';peoples" still had to
be more precisely defined in legal terms; although that task was difficult,
it was not impossible, and should not be used to disguise the essential
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point, that of finding a legal solution of a very real problem which was
causing great suffering.
l';oreover, amend;nent C:)DE/I/ll and Add.l to J
re~erred to the Declaration on Princi~les of International Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Co-operation <''-IDong States in accordance ,vi til the
Charter of the United Nations (General Assembly resolution 2685 (XXV»,
which provided an adequate basis for determining, in a given situation,
whether the right of peo?le~ to self-determination was a~~licable.
It
did not matter ,·;hether the :;riGht of peo9les to self-determination'; was
called a "right" or n H!."rinci!Jle:i; what counted was t~at it was part of
contem~orary international law.

5.

The Declaration in question already provided valuable guidance
concerning the s?here of a?plication of the right or principle, even though
there was still room for improvement.
Delegations which were afraid that
the principle would ap9ly to all States where there was a variety of races,
languages or religions need not be alarmed: according to the Declaration,
it a~plied only in cases where such g~ounds were used as a basis for
systematic discrimination.

6.

Amendment CDDH/I/ll and Add.l to 3 doubtless still contained some
imprecisions, but no more th~~ other texts of the s?~e nature:
unfortu
nately, international law ah.. . ays <lllowec. for a wide margin of inter))re
tation, which could always be abused in cases of bad faith.
That was an
unavoidrible deficiency which must be mitigated, as far aD ~ossible, by
satisfactory guarantees of implementation and by reducing the ~argin of
divergent inter~reta~ions as far as possible.
~hat was exactly the ~urpose
of the propor;ecl amendment, since the majority of States considered that the
armed conflicts in question were of an international nature~ while a
minority rejected that view.

7.
Some delegations had said that the national liberation movements would
be unable to apply the provisions of the Conventions and the draft Protocol
because the conditions of their struggle were different in practice from
those of international conflicts.
~hat was a false distinction: the
material cL~ditions of national liberation struggles were similar to those
of resistance movements against foreign occupation, which were specifically
mentioned in the Conventions and were classified as international conflicts,
it had not been considered that the special conditions of the struggles of
such movements would prevent them from applying the Conventions.

B.
Other delegations had criticized the pro~osal on the ground that it
confused the jus ad bellum with the jus in bello.
That would be true if
it sought to ~ive preferential treatment to one of the parties to a conflict.
Yet it was the existing system that gave preferential treatment to one of
the parties, by refusing protection to the national liberation movements;
on the contrary, according to amendv;cn t CDD.H/I/ll and Add.l to 3, humane
treatment should be afforded equally to both parties.
T~c sponsors of the proposal had also been accused of trying t~
introduce national liberation struggles into Protocol I with a view to
r:burying l1 Protocol II.
Nothing of the ~dnd: the victims of the situations
referred to in Protocol II must unquestionably be protected on the same basis
as others.
On the contrary, those who o!Jilosed the amendment opposed also

9.
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Protocol II.
Similarly, the s?onsors of amendment CDD!-:/I/ll and Add.l to
'l
were not opposed to the adoption of amendment CDDH/I/12 and Add.l and
Corr.l, but the latter 1n no way solved the problem they had wished to
tac:de in their 'own pro;.Josal.
j

•

10. Although the criticisms levelled at amendment CDDH/I/Il and Add.l
to J were unfounded, itp. s~onsors were not opposed to any suggestions
which would improve the existing text.
11. Mr. ANGONI (Albania) said tbat the national liberation struggles
waged by oppressed peoples were legitimate and re~resented the only
certain road towards freedom and independence. That should be expressly
stated in Protocol I because freedom fighters, who were subjected to
savage repression by the imperialist Powers, had the right to effective
TJrotection.
fhose who waged an unjust t'!ar against those combatants should
bear the responsibility for their crimes; as the re~resentatives of the
Democratic Re~ublic of Viet-Nam and the Provisional Revolutionary Govern
ment of the Republic of, South Viet-Nam, the terrorist methods used by the
im~erialists, colonialists and racists against the civil ,o~ulations must
be condemned.
I?
The Albanian Government and ~eonle su~norted struggles for national
liberation and social "rogress and condemned the crimes of the imgerialist
Powers and the new Soviet imueriali3ts \011:0 advocated ":;eaceful co-existence"
between the o~Dressed and the op~ressorR.

IJ!r. i'i.EC'~::;;l'llJA: (U':rainian Soviet Socialist :w')ublic) said that he was
in favour of any vro90sal whic~ tended to widen t~e SCODe of article?
common to the four GenAva Conventions.
It was ~erfectly clear that
conflicts involving a colonial or racist Power on the one side and a
?eople fighting for its inde~cndence on the ot~er were international
conflicts. 1'he Charter of t'1e Unitet:'_ Hetion,' and many of its resolutions
recognized the legality nf wars of liberation.
T~e struggling ~eoples
were subjects of international public law; wi1ett'1cr or not they had been
recognized.
A ~rovision na~inp national liberation struggles subject to
Protocol I ,'!ould be entirely in accordance \,!i t", modern international law,
particularly since they had been the most common form of conflict in recent
times.
In those conditions, it wa~ impossible seriously to Assert that
the ado-:::,tion of suc!:. an amendment would r1estroy the legal basi s of the
Conventions.
13.

14.

Moreover, how could it bE sai~ that t~e Conventions and Protocols
entailed obligations whic~ were too onerous for t~e national liberation
movements, when the latter themselves d0clared t~at they were ready to
assume those obligations? All those arguments carried very little weight
and Were based on outmoded ideas.
~he U~reinian delegation would be in
favour of mergj ng a.l'!lendments CJ..)D'-:jI/5 B:1d Add.1 and 2 and CUD!'/!/11 and
Add..l to 3"
15. Nr. j10NTf:IHG (i-10zambique Liberation Fro:1.t - FF:SLH'IO) said thnt t:1e
central queEtion of the f._ebate ,.., as .rnethl:!r the national liberation
movements should be covered by Protocol I (International conflicts) or
by Protocol II (non-international conflicts).
It ~hould be borne in mind
l,•
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that from the legal point of view those struggleshud 'already been
classified as international in other bodi2s and, qujte recently, by the
General Assembly of the United Nations in reSolution 3103 (XXVIII);
moreover, the national liberntion movement~ had a clearly-defined status
~~'3-a-vilJ.. a number of international and intergovernmental organizations
and .collaborated with them.
'J'he question was therefore one of harmonizing
humanitarian law ",ith tile international law of ''l~ich it formed a part.

16.

That interpretation was, indeed, a matter of simple logic: unless
it was claimed that the members bf FRSLIKO were Portuguese, it had to be
recognized that the struggle they were ,,,aging wa::; international.
17. What would be the ~ractical rionsequences of t~e a?plication of draft
Protocol 'I? An examination of the 1949 Conventions showed that some of
their provisions had never been observed because they were incomplete or
imprecise.
It was therefore essential to determine cleaply the nature' of
wars of liberation.
Attempts !-lac'. been made in the ]l<:stto get round the
'law .by, describin!J such confron"!::2.tions as ;'o;Jerations for the Plaintenancc
of order: i and so fort:.....
At the ~)resent time, ?ortugal was trying to
"africanize i ; the war - as the Viet-Ne.m we.r hnd been "vietnamized H - in
order to create the illusion of en internal strugale bet~een two factions.
18.
It had been said that only States were ca,&blc of a~,lying the
Conventions: at earlier meetings, !~e had 2,lready given s~ecific exa.1nples
of the a9plication of the Conventions by the national liberation movements.
The essential requi~e~ent, indce6, was not t!-le technical a~paratus or the
material means, but .the will to a9~ly the ~rinci~les of humanitarian law
and the political o~tlook of the parties.
Cases were ~nown where States
had departed from the established rules fAr more grossly than the libe
ration movements.
If the rules had to be ada~ted, that might be due to
the special conditions of guerrilla warfare nnd not to the fact that the
parties werc or were not States.
:;'9.
Some States he,d ta~:en the vic,,, that the scale of the hostilities
did not justify the struggles in question being c~vcred by Protocol I.
Portugal h~d always tried to mini~i~e the scale of the war, but recent
events had revealed its true extent to the world.
It was not merely a
matter of minor D~irmishes, but also of lArge~scale operations.
In that
connexion, he suggested that information meetings might be organized
bet,,,een the two sessions of t.ile Conferenc.e, to enable delegations to
appreciate the extent ot the hostilities.
But the fact had to be faced
that the end of warS of liberation was unfortunately still a long way off
and that those wars were bound to s9read still fUrther.
20.
Mr. LE~MAN~ (Denmark) said it was necessary, for legal and practical
reasons, to maintain the distinction between international and non
international armed conflicts that was made in the Geneva Conventions.

21.
The humanitarian rules apnlicable in conflicts within a country's
borders should be laid down in a separate Protocol, as had been done in
draft Protocol II, and protection in such cases should be limited to the
humanitarian principles embodied in the Geneva Convention relative to the
Treatment of Prisoners of ~,[ar of August I:'., 1949, and in other inter
national humanitariRn instruments which could in ~ractice be a~nlied by
both ~arties to the conflict..
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Any attempt to re~lace Ele objective criteria of the ICI;C draft for
defining international armed conflicts by Duch subjective ~riteria as tbe
cause of the conflict or the mediaeval conce9t of just and unjust wars
would give rise to insurmountable problems as to w~ich cause or movement
was eligible for international status.
?2..

2]. His delegation ?referred the original text of article 1 of draft
Protocol I, ac drafted on the basis of 09inion prevailing among the
Government Sxperts who had met in 1971 and 19 7 8.
?4.In view of the imnortance of article 1, the text finRlly ado~ted
should receive general sUD~orti a more thorough study was therefore needed
to try to reconcile on~osing ~oints of view.
~5.
When United Nations General Assembly resolution ~lG3 (XXVIII) had
been ad09ted, it ~ad been generally recognized by its snonsors - and
stated in the last '.1reambular "')aragra":1 - that the basic nrinciples
proclaimed in the resolution should be without nrejudice to their
elaboration in future ~.,i thin the frar,'Jewor", of the deveiopment of inter
national law a'~:;:>lying to t,le ryrotection of hu~an rights in armed conflicts.

?6.

The Conference would certainly not be abiding by resolution
3103 (XXVIII) if it voted on article 1 before ~nowing the outcome of
wor~ on the most imDortent articles of the two Protocols.
~7.

For in~tance, the in~8rtion in Protocol II of R 9rovision prohibiting
the imposition of t~c deat~ ~cnnlty on ca~turcd cornbRtant~ solely on
accOl'nt of their :"artici:~Rtion i;:l ;.o~;tili ties, :~ig!,t, ';ave R con1:iclerablC!
impact on the wording of 8rticle 1 of both ?rotocols.
'1 t would meet the
humanitarian concern of liberation mnvemcnt~ fighting for self
determination, becau1C8 it wO',',ld en[;ure for th'2m t:-:e essential C'lI"otection
accorded to orisoner[; of war.
In t~e vie~ of his delegation, the Conference should not decide on
the scope of draft Protocol I before ~nowing what the substance of both
Protocols was to be;
accordingly, t~c Committee s~ould take no premature
decision. on article 1.

83.

~9~

Nr. OGOLA (Uganda) said that colonialism wa~ invasion par oycellence:
the c~10ni;I~rmief3 came from l~uronc - they were not local forces.
'j'h"
struggle waged by colonized Dcoples against the invaders therefore could
not be included among the situations envisaged in draft Protocol II.
30. Moreover, the international community, e~aressing itself through the
United Nations, had recognized that colonized peo?les had identities of
their own, different from that of the metropolitan Dower which had
colonized them, Rnd that it was for the liberatio;:l movements of their own
region, not for t~e colonizing Power concerned, to express the aspirationB
of such ryeoples.
Those principles were reflected in United Nations General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), which embodied the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to ColoniRl Countries a~d Pco~le~, a~d in the
DeClaration on Princi01es of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-operation amonQ State.s, in accorcance wi th the Charter
of the United Nations.
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31. Hr. ARMALY (Falestine Liberation Organization - FLO) pointed out that
it had been the struggles of the peoples represented by liberation movements
which had brought to light the inadequacies of the 19~~ Geneva Conventions
and the urgent need for adopting additional provisions to reaffirm and
develop humanitarian law.
32. The right of peoples to self-determination was now accepted, although
people were being denied the means of exercising it.
Out of sheer
desperation, the national liberation movements had teJ.cen to armed struggle
as the only mea!1S to open to them.
If there were any l)eaceful means of
securing the rights of oppressed peoples, the liberation movements would
not fail to.use them.
33.
With regard to amendment CDDE/I/12 and Add,l and Corr.l, the so
called Martens clause might be useful in conflicts of an ipdeterminate
nature, but could not be applied to wars of national liberation, which
were specifically international in character.

34.

The argument that nation~l liberation movements would be incapable of
carrying out certain humanitarian obligations was not borne out by the
facts.
For instance, in the struggle that the Palestinian people was
waging against Israel, such international bodies as the IC~C, Amnesty
International and even the Israel League for Civil and Suman Rights, had
testified that I srael had commi tted many violations of humani tarian 1 a'.",
whereas the Palestinian resistance had always collaborated with the ICRC,
in accordance with the Geneva Conventions, and inter alia, had returned
Israeli prisoners of war throug~ the ICnC.
35: The Palestine Liberation Organization unreservedly supported
amendments CDDH/I/5 and Add.l and ~ and CDDH/I/Il and Add.l to J and
hoped that they would be combined in a single text.

36.

Mr. TURPIN (Guinea-Bissau) asked the Chairman to ex~ress the gratitude
of the peo~le of his country to the Norwegian Government and to the other
Nordic coun~ries.

37.

Those who argued that politics should not be injected into the debates
should bear in mind that la,. ",as of necessi ty influenced by poli tics and
that the debates themselves had clearly shown how concepts of inter
national humanitarian laIY differed according to t:1e economic and social
systems preVailing in various countries.

38.

The legitimate and organized struggle of peoples who wished to regain
their national indc~endence could not be regarded as an internal conflict,
since the adversaries were different peoples of different races from
different geographical backgrounds.

39.

If one day the. people of Guinea-Bissau reached the siage where they
could extend the struggle to Portugal itself, would that conflict be
considered as an internal conflict by those who currently regarded national
liberation struggles as international conflicts?
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40. The fear that unrisings might be recognized as international conflicts
waS unfounded, since there was n considerable difference between a struggle
for liberation fro~ colonial and racist domination and insurrections in
States which enjoyed territorial integrity and had a c~ntral government
bearing res90nsibility for th8 country's common destiny.
41.
It has been alleged that the liberation ~overnents were incapable of
assuming the obligations arising from the Geneva Conventions.
Yet Portugal,
which was deemed caDable of assuming such obligations, was d~ily violating
those Conventions by usino arms t~at caused unnecessary suffering to the
civilian pODulation, such as napalm, frag~entation bombs and de£oliants,
whereas the liberation ~ovements ~ad returned Portuguese prisoners and
had always treated them well, as the ICRC could testify.
~2.

and

Eis delegation therefore unreservedly sU?Dorted amendment CDDH/I/ll
to J and wished to become a SDonsor of that ~roDosal.

Ad~.l

4). Mr. KIHCA (Tur~ey), introducing his delegation's amendment (CDDH/I/~~),
said that Turkey could not fully subscribe to t~c ot~er amendmento submitted,
although it was not in Drinci~le 0~905ed to extending the rules of inter
national humanitarian law to national liberation struggles.
It considprcd
that an international treaty shOUld not contai~ references to texts which
did not have status either of a convention or of a codification of generally
accepted customary rule~.
That was t~e case of resolutions of the United
Nations General Assembly and of 8UC~ texts as the Declaration on ?rinciple~
of International Law concerning Friendly ~elations and Co-ogeration among
States in accordance ~ith the Charter of the United Nations: reference to
those texts in Protocol I night give rise to erroneous inter7retations of
their nature.
On the other hand, ~is delegation could accept a reference
to the principle of self-determination as it was set forth in the United
Nations Charter.
The wording of the article must not be ODen to dive~gent
inter~retations of the definition of the armed conflicts to which it would
apnly.
That was why hie delegation had ~ro~o5ed the objective criterion
of recogni tion of the national 1 iberation movcn:ents by the regional intp-r
governmental or~ani~ations concerned.r~ere was no other way of avoiding
wrong inter~rctations of an untoward nature whic~ would constitute inter
ference in the internal affairs of States.
~4.
Mr. CLAa~ (Nigeria), introducing amendMent CDG~/I/41 and Add.l on
behalf of its s?onsors, ~ointed out that it was the rcsu1t of negotiations
between the delegations which had sub~ittEd a~endrnents CDDH/I/5 and Add.l
and 8, CDm-;/I/ll and Add"l to 3 an:! CDD:-:jI/IJ.
Banglildesh, Bulgaria,
Indonesia, t'.ongolia, '<omania ano. 3ri Lan'(CI shot!ld be added to t;c,e list of
countries sponsoring the new amendment.

405. Th~ argUl-;Jent" on 'dhich t''>.ut amendment wac. based were t~10se that had
been invo:"ec1 1,i th regard to the earlier Q,nend."1en Lc-.
In t)~at cor;,nexion,
oIJerative paragril:'1!u; ~, an~) l,. of rC?solution 3103 (XXVIII), adopted by E!c
Gene~al Ass~mbly on the report of the Siyth Committee, were of outstanding
importance.
I'ioreover, th2 new i'r!lendment reit8rated some of tt.e .?ctual
terms used by the jurists of the Sixth Committee, [',uch 83 ::peoples",
"colonial and. alien domination' and' racist regimes;.
Self-detormination
was one of the ba8ic ~rinciples of t~e United Nations Charter, an~ its
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interpretation could not lead to any confusion. All such terms had now
been incorporated in international legal terminology. The position of
peoples engaged in liberation struggles was similar to that of people
liv1ng in occupied territory, which was referred to in article 2 common
to the four Geneva Conventions. What was needed now was to cover a
situation that h~d not been foreseen by the authors of the 1949 Conventions.

46.

Hr. JOHNSON ('rogo) suggested that the words H,!ncarne dans" be
replaced by the words l;consacre dans 'l in the French text of document
CDDH/I/4l.

4"1. Mr. GRAEFRATH (German Democratic Republic), speaking on behalf of
the sponsors of amendment CDDH/I/5 and Add.land 2, said that the
delegations in question were withdrawing their proposal since they were
all now: sponsors of amendment CDDE/I/4l and Add.l, which fully reflected
the ideas embodied in the earlier text.
'48. Hr. NANON (Ghana) observed that all the delegations that had submitted
amendments were seeking to extend the scope of the Protocol so as to cover
national liberation struggles which did not fall within the purview of the
1949 Conventions. In order to reconcile different opinions, it was
important to supplement article 1 of Protocol I with provisions which
would be simple and easy to interpret. Those requirements would be met
by amendment CDDI-l/I/4l and Add.l, of which his delegation was a sponsor.
The article under consideration was very important, since the future
application of the two Protocols depended upon it.
49. Mr. NODA (Japan) pointed out that under the system established in
1949, the Geneva Conventions ap~lied to situations defined in article?
common to those instruments, namely to all armed conflicts which might
arise between the High Contracting Parties as well as to cases of partial
or total occupation of the territory of a High Contracting Party. On the
other hand, only article 3 applied to armed conflicts arising on the
territory of one of the High Contracting Parties.
The Conference was
seeking to develop humanitarian law by means of a first Protocol designed
to cover international conflicts and of a second concerned with non
international conflicts. Any attempt to apply the 1949 Conventions as
a whole to armed conflicts in which entities other than States were
participating would tend to destroy the established system and would lead
to practical difficulties. Moreover, there c6uld be no question of allowing
entities other than States to apply only certain provisions, since the
articles were all closely linked: for instance, the provisions relating
to the periods of application of the Conventions and to the functions of
a Protecting Power and its substitute; and if article 4 of the Geneva
Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War of August 12, 1949,
was to be cited as an extreme case, the Convention as a whole could not be
implemented should that single article not be applied.
His delegation
therefore considered that the question of non-international armed conflicts
should be deal t ,·,i th iii Protocol I I and could support none of the proposal s
except amendment CDDH/I/12 and Add.l and Corr.l.
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50. ~r. GLOnIA (Philip~ines) em?hasized the need to develo~ internatio~al
humanitarian law, t~<ing into account the changes that had occurred in the
Dolitical structure of societies.
The system established under the Geneva
Conventions was indeed out of date and could not be ap;11ied to local
conflicts, which had assumed very wide dimensions in modern times. Wars
of liberation could certainly no longer be ignored by law.
Under
article 41 of draft Protocol I, the armed forces of resistance movements
were included in the conce~t of armed forces, and article 42 defined a new
category of prisoners of war, namely the members of organized resistance
movements who had fallen into the hands of the enemy, and the ICRC had
suggested that a third paragraph should be added to the article.
Several
amendments had been submitted to article I and delegations should be given
time to study them carefully before taking a decision on that provision.
Noreover, the amendments had to be read together with the preamble to
Protocol I, which was the last item on the Committee's agenda.
It would
therefore be better for the Committee to concentrate on the articles which
seemed least controversial.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.
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CONSIDERATIOlJ eF VI1AFT PROTOCOL I

(CDDl-J/I)

at 10.40 a.m.

(Norway)

(continued)

Article 1 - Sco~e of the "resent Protocol (CDDI:/I, CDDH/I/II and Add.l to ~,
CDDH/I/I:? and Add .1, and Corr.l, CDDH/I/I:1, CDDH/I/41 and Add.l to 7,
CDDH/I/42) (continued)
1.
The CHAIRMAN invited t~e Committee to continue the discussion of the
uroposal to add a second paragra]~ to article 1 of draft Protocol I
~cDbH/I/41 and Add.l to 7).
2.

Mr. RATTANSEY (United Republic of'Tanzania) said that he had noted
interest that certain delegations considered that the ~rovisions of
draft Protocol I could not be a~~lied to national liberation movements,
on the grounds that the Geneva Conventions of 1949 could be apulied only
to international armed conflicts and that such a state of war could exist
only between States.
~hey also claimed that those movements, being merely
organizations and not States, could not be parties to Protocol I, and should
be covered by the 8,;')ecial provision" on non-international armed conflicts in
draft Protocol II.
',~'hat rJ.i fference of view was fundamental and was based
on a tot~lly different interryrotation of customary international law.
Such
law was baiedon tIle nronouncements of universally accepted bodies established
bi the international community.
Since the Second ~orld War international
law had been created by events !7uch as the endorset:lent by the United Nations
of the Nlirnberg pr~nciples(Gencral AsseMbly resolution 95 (I»
and the
acceptance of the Chartel' of the United Nations, whict h~d formed a new
body of international law on the ruestion of colonial, racist and alien
domination CUlminating in the Declaration on the ?rinci~les of Inter
national Law c~ncBrning Friendly ~clations an~ Co-o~eration among States
in accordan~e with the Charter of the United Nations (General Assembly
reso(ution ?6~5 (XXV».
It was surely impossible to say that the
decisions ta:-:en at tHirnberg were political anrl thnt t!:e trials had had
no basis in public international 1 a'",
Similarly, Dublic international
decisions on the wars of liberation were not political decision~ but
formed part of international law, and t:~e liberation movements had been
given a status a!~in to sovereignty.
His delegation fully sU[lT'lorted amend
ment CDDH/I/~l and Add.l to 7 because wars of liberation were in a special
category from the point of view of international law and should rightfully
be covered by draft Protocol I.
The technicalities so ably recited by the
United Kingdom representative at ,the fourth wseting could not ryrevent t~o
forward march of substantive international letw.
In modern times there could
be no internati~nal conflicts without the intervention of the United Nation~
and international public o)')inion.
Portuguese coloniali,:;m and racism anc th'
racist r~gimes in southern Africa must ceasei and peo?les who were not
f~tt~red by selfish economic' interests must establish legal precedents in
order to ensure world ~Qace.
wit~
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J.
Mr. ~1TAt;iBANSNG~IE (Zimbabwe African National Union - ZANU) , supT,lorting
amendment CDDE/I/41 ;nd Add.l to 7 to article I of draft Protocol I, said
that he could not agree if introduced it would violate the s~irit of the
Geneva Conventions of 1949 and 0gen the ",·ay to a revision of those
Conventions.

4.
As stated by the ICRC in the commentary on article 1 of draft
Protocol I (CDDE/J), the Protocol sought to sup~lement the Geneva
Conventions of 1949 where the lessons drawn from contemporary armed
conflicts s~owed that the Convention~ had proved to be inadequate before
the requirements of humanity.
Paragraphs (8) and (6) of article 4.A of
the third Geneva Convention of 1949, relative to the Treatment of
Prisoners of Var, c~ntained special provisions covering members of
militias, volunteer cor~s and org~nized resistance movements, and
consequently such bodies were already a feature of contemporary armed
conflicts.
Had the Geneva Conventions been adopted at an earlier period
such special ,rovisions would ?erhaps not have been included.
The
arguments to the effect that the introduction of t:1e runendment to
article 1 would violate the Conventions did not stand up to close
examination, their purpose was merely to prevent t~e Conference from
ad09tin~j the necessary su~plementary ?rovisions to meet the requirements
of humanity based on lessons drawn from contem?orary armed conflicts,
such as those in Viet-Nam, Guinea-Bissau, Angola, Mozambique, southern
Africa and Zimbabwe.

5.

The leader of the minority r~gime in Rhodesia, Mr. Ian Smith, had
stated on 5 ~iarch 197 11 that the prospect of a convention<,_l war si tuation
in southern Africa was unlikely but that it would be stupid to rule it
",.,1 fGr al] time. Hr. Smi th had added that if th8t d. tuation developed.
it could not be left sim91y to southern Africa alono because it would
<l.tllouni. io <'_ confrontation between the communists on the one side and the
free world on the other.

6.

Certairi representntives had hinted that if the Protocols contained
special ~rovisions on armed conflicts in coloniel countries, under which
colonial and racist regimes would be required to behave humanely towards
those who were fighting those r~gimes, the Protocols \-!ould not meet wi th
universal acce~tance.
It was obvious that in the absence of legally
enforceable provisions in the Conventions that would ensure that they
were resuected in ell circumstances, the only thing that ",·ould l;Jake
parties to a conflict res~ect the Conventions would be the ~nowledge that
whatever acts were committed by one party could be committed by the other.
The liberation movements could taJ-:e prisoners, they could attac!-:: enemy
civilians, they could taJ~e ~ostages and they could thre1'\ten to give no
quarter.

7.

What those who opposed amendment CDD~/I/41 and A~d.l to 7 were trying
to do was to give preferential tre1'\tment to the coloniali~t, racist and
imperialist r&gimes.
As the re~resentntive of Uganda had stated at an
earlier meeting, those r&gimes could not claim members of the liberation
movements as their subjects merely because they had occu~ied their countrier
for so long.
The fact that such regimes had found their harsh laws
incapable of sub~uing the indigenous inhabitants of the countries they
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occupied rey~aled the true state of affairs. The truth was that the
United Kingdom, the !Jnited States of America and others did not wish to
offend South Africa, Portugal and Israel, who were their agent~ in the
p-roetual exploitation of colonial peoples.
3.
Mr. BARRO (3enegal) said that it was necessary to reflect on the
consequences of adopting solutions that merely ratified a state of affairs
which had last~d too long and would soon disarypear, namely colonial and
racifll domination and exrloitfltion, which was the cause of the dramatic
events which daily shocked t~e conscience of mankind.

9.
The protection of civilians from the horrors of war was not simply a
matter of humanitarianism; it was a matte.r of justice. Article 2 of the
Charter of the Uni ted Nations ruled out ·the use of force as a means of
settling international diEputesj that was a contractual obligation for all
the signatories of the Charter and it was, indeed, also binding on non
Member States, ta;~ing precedence over all obligations under other inter
national agreements.
·;:-hat the term. ;'international di sputes'· in Article 2
of the Charter referred not merely to disputes between Member States was,
moreover, clear ~rom Article JJ, ryaragraph 1 of which referred not to
"S'tate~1 or "Nembers", but to the "parties· to dis!,utes.
10. The simple fact that the United Nations had adopted resolution
151,* .(X.V) containing the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples and had set up a Special Committee to
su~ervise its implementation, was sufficient to establish the inter
national character of the fighting which resulted from the refusal of
the colonial Powers to implement that Declaration and from their resort
to fotce in response to the will of the people to regain their sovereignty.
r6 deny the international character of armed confli~ts was to trample on
the most sacred rights of the peoples who were fighting.
It was the feeling of injustice so engendered which ~as mainly
responsible for what was desc;:ribed aD "international terrorism". 1'lhen
thousands of innocent people were daily being slaughtered .in many parts
)f the world, it was difficult for people to be shocked at the few dozen
inno~ent victimo of the hijacking or sabotag~ of airline~s.
Without
justice, humanitarian law was merely an empty word.

11.

L~..
International law must evolve and take account of new realities. The
1ational liberation movement~ constituted a new category of subjects of
international law; they had proved their capacity to assume obligations
md responsibilitie~ and they could claim rights as reurescntatives of
their peoples.
Almea faction~ within States might also, of course, claim
~ights; but had such rights been definedi ~·vould they be recogniz,ed? And
:ould such factions assume res;:)onsibilities and obligations')
In any event,
~tiffi~ient proot had not bee~gi~e~ to justify their i~clusion as a new
:ategory of subjects of international law.
Thus, any ::;>rovisions of
:reaties which referred to them could only be invoked in respect of States;
~ich meant that States confronted by such situations would be answerable
lefore the oiher Coritract1ng Parties f~r any crurilt{es committed against
:heir nationals:
Any' other course ,,{ould be tantamount to international':"
.zing the conflict, thus automatic?liy bringing the insurgents within the
~stem of the Geneva Conventions.
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13.
The Senegalese delegation reaffirmed its support for amendment
CDDH/I/41 and Add.l to 7.
It would also be glad if the scope of draft
Protocol II, on the protection of victims of non-international conflicts,
could be explained.
14. Mr. BID~ (Pan-Africanist Congress - PAC) said that by far the most
important issue in relation to article 1 was that of national liberation
wars.
In that connexion a number of very pertinent questions had been
as!~ed j for example, ",ho was to c.efine such concepts as "peoples",
"national liberation wars", "national liberation movementsl; or the
Bright to self-determination"? The answer was that they would be defined
in the same way as definitions had been arrived at in the case of the 19 119
Geneva Conventions and the earlier Conventions.
In other words, the work
would be done by legal ey~erts and di~lomatists. When they had done so,
national liberation wars would have been definitively identified as inter
national conflicts.
For that was what they certainly were, regardless of
their degree of intensity.
The Africans of l'ioza'llbiqu2, Angola and Guinea
Bissau were nations, and totally different nations from the Portuguese
nation, not ":rarts" of it.
The same applied to the inhabi tants of all
the islands which surrounded the Afr1can continent and ,,,ere under foreign
domination, to the African inhabitants of South Africa, Rhodesia and
Namibia and to the Palestinians.
The separate and independent national
existence of the peoples subject to foreign domination was recognized by
the entire international community, except of course by the alien groups
which exercised authority over them.
15.
It had been suggested that the problem of national liberation wars
was merely a temporary one.
That might be true if it referred to the
struggles actually taking place, for the peoples would certainly win t.heir
battles and attain statehood.
But no one could assert that there would be
no more such wars in the future.
Peoples which had not yet begun their
struggle for liberation and independence would certainly decide to do so
during the coming century.
Their struggles would equally be of an int.er
national nature and those engaged in them would benefit from the decisions
to be adopted by the present Conference.
Thus, the fear that the relevant
laws would shortly have to be redrafted was quite unjustified and could
only be a pretext for delaying the Conference's intention of providing the
maximum protection for human lives in times of violence.
16. For the first time in ~istory, representatives of the whole third
world were attending a diplomatic conference on internation~l humanit~rian
law.
Nobody could seriously imngine that those representatives had come
to Geneva with the sole intention of destroying the fabric and foundations
of that 1m>, from which they stood to gain more than anyone.
None of the
arguments against amendment CDDE/I/4l and Add.l to 7 had done anything to
show the necessity of continuing to exclude wars of independence from the
category of international conflicts.
17. With regard to amendment CDDE/I/12 and Add.l and Corr.l, the recent
massacre at Hiriyamu in riozambique and other atroci ties committed by the
Portuguese in Angola and Guinea-Bissau or by the Pretoria regime in
Namibia and eIsel/here, as also t:1e whole history of the wars in South
East Asia, indicated that the 9rovisions of article J, common to the four
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Geneva Conv,~n,tions of 1949 or of draft Protocol II were quite inadequate
to meet the situation.
~omcthing mu~h more than pious exhortations was
required if international humanitarian law was to b~ genuinely reaffirmed
and developed.
10. i'1rs. !'lELLEH. (Mexico) welcomed ame~dment CDDH/I/41 and Add.l to 7,
for her de1.egation had been among the first to suggest that the cQmmon
elements ~n documents CDDH/I/5 and Add.l and ?,CDDH!I/~l and Add.l to J
andCDDH/t/lJ 51'could be "resen'ced in a dnole' consoli:dated text.
From
the positive efforts which had .been made to arrive at an acce?table
form~la consonant with the aims of the Confere~ce, there had emerged new
or complementary elements which oug~t to be taken into account in the
?reparation of a Sinal document.
1'9~
Nr. NO<l,rE (I,frican National CongreQs .,. AHC), su:?p.orting the amendment
proposed to article 1 (CJilE/I/41 and Add.l to 7), said that since 1946,
,.hen the issuE' of racism !1ad, first been raised in the United Nations in
connexion wi tr. 1)eople of Indian "origin in Sout!", Africa, . certain countri8s
had always argued that. racial discrimination was H domestic problem.
In
195~, ~1owever, when the it2m entitled ;':;'-:uesti,on of race'conflict in .,south
Africa. resulting from t:1C ;)Qlicie~' of e.~arthcid of tho Government of ,the
Union of Sout!'l Africa':, had been di",cus~eG in the United Nations G.eneral
As~embly and resolution 616 (VII) had 'been ado~ted, it had been recognized
t~at aryart~eid 001icies wore a threat to international peace and a viola
tionaf fundamental human rights.

?O.Describing the injustices of the ~olicieq of ex~ansionist and
r~gimes in southern Africa, h~ stressed that it was no longer
.po;ss{ble. to regard t,le ~;truggle of nation2-l liberation movements as an
internal affair of c~rtain Stntes and urged most strongly t~at suc~
conflicts shouid be recognized asintcrnationnl in character.
£oloni~list

21. lh:. :-~A;:SAn (IndiCl) saie. ,::c.e.t nany delegations, inclu'ding his, m'm,
were agreed on the_ 'Jrinci:"le ti'U3.t the ntrugcle of national liberation
movements chould c::learly come '"i t!1in t:"C. fr<l.mewor::. .of international armec:.
confl icts and consequently wi ttin the sco:"e of draft ?rotocolI.
~'ip
considered that t~e formulaiion ~ct forth in document CDD~/I/4l and Add.l
to 7 could ap~ropriately be incor~orated in article 1 of draft Protocol I.

22.
It seemed to ~im that the reservations 2x;rcssed by some delegations
regarding the princinl8 underlying t~e Clr:!endment ;:>'TId its possible CODCC
quences did no.t amount to objections to th.e ;:)rinciDle .but rather reflected
concern about the consequent changes ~hat it would involve for t~e draft
Protocol. As several amendmcntR had bee~ ~ubmitted, ~e suggested t~at the
Committee might move on to article 2, allowing ti~c for inf~rm21 consult
ations on article 1.

23. Hr. OBRA00VIC (Yugoslavia) welcomed the amendment submitted in document
CDDH/I/41 and Add.l to 7, w~ich co~bined the amendments in documents
CJD}1jI/5 and Adc1.1 ahd .2, CDuE/I/11 and Adc.l to:; and CDD:VI/l~ and dn,w
attention to the most typi~al c~ses of armed conflicts in the struggle of
:'eoples for s(~lf'-determin8~;ion, 1·[I-,ic;, z,is Government hel,] to be inter~
national conflicts.
He did not agree ttat th8 inSErtion of a text of that
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kind in Protocol I would lead to the introduction of a concept of discrimin
ation between the parties engaoed in such conflicts and he fully supported
the views expressed at the fourth meeting by the Norwegian representative
on the subject.
He agreed with the Algerian representative (third meeting)
that the Committee should malee fl~rther efforts to find a solution acceptable
to all.
24. While he appreciated the value of ~aragraphs 1 and J of amendment
CDDH/I/12 and Add.l and Corr.l, he felt that paragraph 2 was incomplete
and thet"efore unsatisfactory. :ie stres5ed that, whatever the exact wording,
the hasic:: idea underlying the Committee's amendments must be incorporated
in article 1.

25.

Mr. KNITEL (Austria) said that, although the struggle of ~eoples for
self-determination did not come within the existing field pf application
of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 as defined in ~rticle 2, the function
of th~ present Conference was not only to reaffirm but also to develop the
existing law.
It had been almost unanimously requested in the United Nations
that peoples fighting for self-determination should be given protection
similar to that provided for in the four Geneva Conventions.
To find a
solution to the problem was not easy, since two different concepts had
appeared in the discussions.
In the general interests of alleviating
human suffering, however, such divisions should be avoided and a compromise
solution found.
26.
In his view, there was no basic contradiction between the proposels
in documents CDD!-jII/ll and Add.l to J and CDDH/I/12 and Add.l and Corr.l
and he did not agree that paragraph 2 of the latter failed to bring out
fully the supplementary character of the two draft Protoco15. His delegation
intended to submit a formal proposal for the inclusion of a general provision
under part VI of Protocol I concerning the relationship between that
Protocol and previous existing humanitarian law.
27. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that the general provisions of draft Protocol I, which had been drawn up
by the ICnC with the active assistance of a large ,number of e;~perts, must
be anal¥sed in the context of the four 1949 Geneva Conventions which that
Protocol was meant to supplement - and of all the substantive provisions
of the Protocol.
28.
In accordance ,d th the wi sh expressed by the vast majori ty of the
Government Experts consulted, tho ICRC had prepared the draft Protocol as
an additional instrument to the 1949 Conventions.
The existing text of
article 1 stipulated that the Protocol "supplemented;; those Conventions;
some experts would have preferred to say that it lireaffirmed and su:"ple
mented i1 them, in order to mru<e it clear that no revision \-las envisaged.
The whole structure of the Protocol had been built up by the ICRC on '~he
basis of that supplementary charactert if it was abandoned, the structure
of that instrument would have to be completely revised and even the t:ltle
would have to be amended.
In view of the "addi tional:' nature of the
Protocol, the majority of the participants at the Conference of Government
Experts had not thought it necessary to reaff~rm some of the general
principles common to the Conventions I and in particular their common
article 1.
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29.
Since the 1949 Conventions did not include a real ~reamble, the claus8
known as tl;e "iJiartens clause' which anpeared in the nreamble to '~'he r;ague
Convention No. IV of 1,)07 concerning the Laws and Customs of '.far on Lrmd,
had been introduced into the article on denunciation common to the four
Geneva Conventions.
But the ?re~mble, as the ComMentary to the draft
Protocols
(CDDH/J, ,age 109) ~~d indicBted,wns where that ~rovision
;;would have been the most arlDro')riately placed.;
Some recent treaties
such as the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diy>lomatic RelationsYand the 1969
Viennfl. Convention on the Law of .L'reatied/ heJd introduced such a clause
into their Preambles.
That was why the IeRC, pu~suant to the opinion of
some experts, had plnced that clause in the Preamble to the draft Protocol.
JO.
The discussion revealed the fundamental iM~ortance of the question of
armed struggles for self-determination.
rhe ICRC welcomed the large numbers
of participants in the Conference and t~e fact that some of those concerned
who had not taken part in earlier ')roceedingn w0uld be ilble to ma:~e their
voices heard.
The study of such a ~undamQntal ')oint, whic~ ~ad merely been
touched upon at the Conference of Government ~x~erts, must not be rushed:
there would be sufficient time to study it thoroughly and systematically
before the second session.
The problem was certainly complex from the
standpoint of the legal subtleties involved, and many Questions seemed to
require further study, but it would surely be ~os.siblc to find a solution
to all the difficulties.
Such a study was all the more essential in view
of the need to nreserve t~e universality of the Geneva Conventions and to
adopt ~rovisions that would be acce~ted by t~e greatest possible number of
9arties.
If a wor~ing grou~ were to be set u~ to consider the problem, the
ICRC would be hap~y to ~lnce its expertise at the dis90sal of that group.
Jl.
The CilALi.l'iAN said that there were four amendments to article I of draft
Protocol I still before the Committee - those in documents CDDH/I/ll and
Add.1 to J, CiJJH/I/l~ and A.dd.l and Corro I, C:JDi-i/I/41 and Add.l to 7, and
CDDH/I/42.
He 9roposed that an ary~ropriate number of t~e.sponsors of those
amendments should consult unofficially with a view to :,:Jroducing, if YJossiblc,
a single a~reed text.
J2.
lJ/r. CLA;;_~. (Nigerin) and Pir. SEAt! (?n!:istan) said that they wished to
be regarded as sponsors of amendment CDD:;/r/41 and Add.l to ? and not of
that in document C0iE/I/ll and Add.l to J.
JJ.
Mr. LYSAGHT (Ireland) snid that some representatives who were not
sponsors of any of the draft amendments might, ~recisely for that reason,
have a useful contribution to mak~ in working out a compromise text.
The CHAI~MAN suggested that the SDonsors themselves should decide who
to compose the Working Groun in ~uestion.
Ehe re')rescntative of
Ireland and ot:'1ers in R similar T)o~;i tio:1 would doubtless be welcomed.

34.

~as

It

WR~
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decided.
The meeting rose <:.t 12.25
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SUf4MARY RECOi?D OF THE SEVENTH fillETING
held

onF~iday,

Chairman:

15

Marc~

1974, at 3.15 v.m.
(Norway)

ORGANIZATION OF wom<:
1.
The CHAlaHAN suggested that the Committee should consider article 1
of draft Protocol II.
Several delegations had already said that they
favoured that method of wor:.dng, but the delegation of India had expressed
a contrary' 'opinion at an earlier meeting.
~.

Mrs. BUJA~D (International Committee of the Red Cross), supporting
the Chairman's suggestion, said that Committee III had already examined
articles 4) and 1;,4 of Protocol I and article 24 of Protocol II, and was
considering articles 45 and 46 of Protocol I and articles 25 and 26 of
Protocol II.
Committee III favoured the simultaneous consideration of
the two Protocols, and a large number of amendments both to Protocol I
and:to Protocol II had been submitted.
Besides, discussions in Committee III
had shown that it was urgent to determine the field of application of
Protocol II as defined in its article 1,

3.

j\lir. PARTSCH (Federal Republ ic of Germany) and Nr. l<lILLER (Canada)
the Chairman's suggestion.
Determination of the field of
application of Protocol II was important to enable the Conference, and
especially Commi ttee III, to progres~ in i ts wor1.~.
suppo~ted

4.
Mr. KAKOLECKI (Poland) said that it would be better to begin consider
ation of article 2 of Protocol I.
f'j~. LONGVA (Norway) requested the closure of the list of speal<::ers,
of whom there were eight.

5.

6.

Mr. MISHRA (India) pointed out that the discussion did not relate to
a procedural question and that all reDresentatives who wished to spea!<:
should b~ per~itted to do so.

7.
I'lr. CLAm: (Nigeria), !vir. ZAFERA (Madagascar), Nr. OGOLA (Uganda),
Nr. ABDINE (Syrian Arab ReY>ublic), r-i"r. RATTANSEY (United Republic of
Tanzania), Mr. BARNO (Senegal), ·!>'iT. CALERO-RODRIGUES (Brazil), and
Hr. SHAH (PaIdstan) 'considered that the Committee sh"ould consider
article 2 of Protocol I.
The Committee had rightfully decided to study
the Protocols simultaneously, but by groups of articles.
I·f that decision
were not upheld a new one, adopted by a two-thirds majority in accordance
with rUle 32 of the rules of ~rocedure, would be necessary.

f.
On the other hand, the Committee should not begin the study of
Protocol II until the ouestion of the scone of Protocol I had been settled.
After the study of thai question by the ~~r~ing Gr6u~, and if it were
decided that wars of national liberation came within the field of
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application OI Protocol I, the scope and the very existence of Protocol II
would be challenged by a certain number of delegations.
It might therefore
be a waste OI time to begin discussion of Protocol II.

9.
Mr. d8 BREUC:~ER (Belgium) a:;.d Mr. I:NITEL (Austria) supported the
Chairman's suggestion.
10. Mr. HA~SAR (India) stated that his delegation had expressed reservations
when the Committee had decided to study the two Protocols concurrently,
chapter by chapter.
It was all the more difficult for him to agree that
the Committee should consider Protocol II as the question of the scope of
Protocol I ,~as still undecided. Although Committee III had adopted a
diIferent method of working, it had not done so without some strong
reservations.
11. Mr. I"ljBAYA (United Republic of Cameroon) expressed support' for the
views of those who favoured consideration of article 2 of Protocol I, and
the hope that the Chairman would withdraw' his suggestion;
12. Mr. ·YOKO (Zaire) reiterated the warnings he had uttered in the general
debate against any attempt to turn aside discussions on essential questions.
The purpose of the Conference was not solely the reaffirmation of inter
national humanitarian law, as the conservative elements of the Conference
desired, but also its development.
To broach an article of Protocol II
would only cause delay.
It was regrettable that certain delegations
attached an exaggerated importance to the Protocols.
They were merely
working documents, were not binding and had been drafted from a point of
view which he deplored.
1). The CHAIRjvlAN said that he was ready to ""i thdra,v hi s suggestion if the
remaining speal<ers on the list waiveq. their right to speak.
14. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that most delegations seemed to wish to
continue the attempt to reach agreement on the question of which Protocol
should cover wars of liberation. Many wished the provisions of Protocol I
to be applicable to that category of armed conflict. The Canadian
delegation was convinced of the need to develop international humanitarian
law by devoting a separate instrument - Protocol II - to non-international
armed conIlicts.
15. The CP.AIRjv~N said that if there were no objections, he would consider
that the Committee wished to begin consideration of article 2 of draft
Protocol I.
It was so agreed.
CONSIDERATIOIJ OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I

(CDDH/I)

(continued)

Article 2 - DeIinitions (CDDH/l, CDDH/I/20, CDDH/I/)6 and Corr.l,
CDDH/I/]3, CDDH/I/62)
Sub-paragr~hs (a) and (b)
16. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross),
introducing article 2 of draft Protocol I, said that that provision
required more detailed study.
The ICRC had never considered the draft
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Protocol~ as final.
The UnitEd Nations General Assembly recognized,
however, in resolution JIO;:- (XXVIII), thi1t they provided an excell<)nt
basis for discussion at the Di~lomati( \onference.

17. ~he terms defined in article ~ were general terms, to be found in
various parts of the Protocol.
O~~er less general definitions were given
at the beginning of certain ~art:: wl'i 1 (' yet others were given in the
comments on some articles.
113. Sub-paragraph (a) defined the term Conventions;; , which meant the
four Geneva Conventions of August 17, 1949, relating to the Protection of
~ar Victims.
~hat was in fact the title under which they had been publiched
in the United Nations 'i'reaty Series and by which they were designated by th,~
depositary.
Sub-~aragraph (b) merely listed the title of o~ch Convention.

19.

The CHAIHHAN invited delegations which had ;:Jroposed amendments to sub
(0) and (b) of article 2 to introduce them.

~aragraphD

20. Mr. CUTTS (Australia), co-sponsor of the amendments in document
CDDn/I/]6 and ~orr.l, said that the first a~enc.me!lt ~roposed reversing
a~d .combining sub-paragraphs (a) and (b); t:,at nm,'ndment was no longer
applicable in view of the explanations given by t!\C representative of the
IeRC, and his delegation was willing to'withdraw it.
21. Nr. MEAYA (United Republic of Cameroon) said that it was prefer:abl~ to
keep the text as it stood, for the sa~,e of logic.
22.
lVlr.

Nr. de BREUC1~~R (Belgium), 11r. PRUGi~ (United States-of America) and
DRAPER (Uni ted hin~dom) were in favour of "'i thdrawing the amendment.

The CHAIRMAN said that the ;:1apT)orteur ,would record tht debate in hi s
report and t;lat the Drafting Committee wO,uld amend sub-paragraphc, (a) and
(b) if it deemed it necessary.

2).

Sub-paragraph (c)
The Ci~AImJjAN invited V,e representative: of the ICRC to introduce sub
pax:-agra::>h-rc) oi"article ?.

2'i.

25. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the led Cross) said
that to his ,knowledge s"ub-,Ilfl.ragra)')h (c) had becn the subject, of, only one
amendment' (CDDlljI/36 and Corr.l), which proposed its deleti'on.
~6.
Ke acknowledged that that Dub-paragranh was inriomplete; in that it
ought to have specified the nationality of those persons and objects
entitled to protection, ~s had been mentioned at the XXIInd .International
Conference ~f the Red Cross (paragraph 12 of CDDH/6 - report on the draft
Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions of August, 12, 19~9).
However, in view of the difficulty of establishing a full list of the
categories of persons and objects protected I;>y 't!1e four Geneva ConvehtionD
and by the ?rotocol" the ICltC had preferred to give a very general, though
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admittedly incomplete, definition, so as to show clearly that it was a\"are
of the problem; it being understood that the Conference would undertake to
mah:e more specific provisions.
27. Replying to a question by the representative of the Soviet Union
concerning the scope of sub-paragra~h (c), he explained that, as was
indicated in the comment orr article 2 (CDDH/], page 7), the draft Protocol
in no way changed the provisions of the Conventions themselves, but merely
supplemented them.
Consequently, the protection provided by the Protocol
applied to persons and objects covered by the Conventions, but was
extended to new categories of persons and objects.
28. The CHAIRMAN invited the sponsors of paragraph 2 of document
CDDH/I/J6, proposing the deletion of article 2 (c), to introduce their
amendment.
29. Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) said that he acknowledged the difficulty
of the task assigned to the ICRC, which had had to prepare in a relatively
short time a text including highly complex elements, and that he appre
ciated the effort which had been made to work out definitions. However,
in view of the importance of the subsequent provisions of the Protocol
which referred to ';protected persons'; and ;'protected objects!!, in
particular articles 11 and 74, it would be better to delete the over
succinct definition given in article 2, and to define those two concepts
in the appropriate articles of sUbstance.
Mr. de BREUCI:.l~R (Belgium) and Mr. PRUGE (Uni ted States of America),
as co-sponsors of the amendment, su:?ported the statement by' the represent
ative of the United Kingdom.

30.

31 .• Mr. MBAYA (United Republic of Cameroon) said that. there was no need
to prolong the discussion on which article would contain a definition of
protected persons and objects, which in his view was a minor point. The
essential point was the principle of protection.
In the interests of
efficiency, he therefore approved the deletion of sub-paragra~h (c) and
proposed that the Committee proceed with the discussion on article 2.
32.

Mr. BIGAY (France) supported that proposal.

33.

Mr. HAKSAR (India) said that as there was no ideal and complete
definition, he preferred sub-paragraph (c) to be retained but amended
to mention only the Protocol and Conventions, without referring to any
specific part, section or article.

34.

Hr. ULLRICH (Democratic Republic of Germany) pointed out an apparent
difference in the Protocol between individual protection of nersons
(article 74), and collective protection of civilian populati~ns referred
to in part IV.
Article 74 only provided for repres~ion of grave breaches
committed against protected ,:Jersons, which might imply that any breach
committed against a po~ulation as a whole, for example a large-scale
bombardment, would not be considerect as a grave breach. As that was a
delicate problem, it would be advisable, in order to avoid ambiguity and
to work out a comprehensive definition, to postpone any decision on that
definition until article 74, which was of prime importance, had been approve
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)5.

Mr. GLORIA (PhilipDines) said that he consideted sub-paragraph (c)
superfluous as "protected persons; and "protected objects'; were defined
in- several articles either exnlicitly or by means of examples. He there
fore favou~~d ~he del~tidn ~f that sub-paragraph.

J6.

Mr. BARRe (Senegal) po~nte~ out that,although the expression
i'protected nersons" was used in some articles, it was no't mentioned
in others, and that if the penalties referred to in article 74 were
to be applied in the event of breaches of the Protocol, the criteria
governing protection of the various categories of pera~ri or object should
be clearly specified. Too restrictive a definition should be avoided: it
could ",ell become out of date in a few years as a result of changes which
might subsequently occur in the dangers arising from the develoJment of
weapons and methods of fighting.

37.

The CHAIHf.1AN asked the sponsors of the amendment proposing the
deletion of article 2 (c) whether they wished the Committee to decide
the question immediately, or whet~er they would agree to defer a
decision until the substance of the relevant articles had been considered.

['Jr. ~;<APEI1 (United ;:ingdorn), JYit". PRUGH (United States of America)
and !lr. de miEliclillR (Belgium) agreed to the deferment of the decision.

30.

39. 'i'he CHAIm','jAN as::ecl whether it lvaf; til" oencral o:)inion 01 tlw Committ"
that article? (c) uhould be considered concomitantly with the relevant
operative articles.
It was so agreed.
Sub-paragraphs (d) and (e)
40. Mr. Antoine MAHTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) stated
that sub-paragra'1h[; (d) and (e) were closely linl~ed wit!">. article 5 of
draft Frotocol I.
At the XXIInd International Conference of the Red
Cross, the o~inion had been voiced that the ex~re3sion "is pre~ared ~o
carry out the functionE, in sub-paragranh (d), ",as too subjective and
that the wording "has given its agreement to carry out ';, or "has agreed
to carry out; was "referable.
L'l.
Mr, de BREUC;:ER (Belgium) said Hlat the object of !JroIJosed amendment
CDDH/I/36 and Corr.l, so far as sub-paragraph (d) was concerned, was merely
the substitution of "has agreed" for :is prepp.red;;, which was considered
too familiar, and, in the French version, of the words "aux termes des
Conventions et du present Protocole" for ':Dar les Conventions et par l"e
Q!esent Protocole'

Li'?
Hr. ,:~USSBJ\Gi (Austria) informed the meeting that Austria, Finland,
Sweden, 3wi tzerland and the Uni ted ;'~ingdom had submi tted an amendment.!!
for an editorial change to article? (d).

1I

The rroDosed amendment was lfl.ter circulated as document CDDi,/45.
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43. l'ir.SHAH (Pakistan) suggested that consideration of article 2 (d) be
deferred until the Committee had dealt with article 5.
44. Hr. ABDINE (Syrian Arab Republic) stated that his delegation had
submitted an amendment to article 2 (d) (CDDH/I/6~), proposing to replace
the word ';State" by ;'a pers.on or an enti ty", for 2. regional organization,
for example, should be able to act as a Protecting Power.
45. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that a definition was hardly the proper
place to specify that the State called upon to act as a Protecting Power
should be ready to carry out those functions: that idea would be better
placed in article 5.
46. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the R~d Cross),
referring to the remark by the representative of the Syrian Arab Republic,
stated that Protecting Powers were a long-standing institution in inter
nati9nal customary law relating to States: regional organizations were
covered by the word " substi tute;; in article 2 (e).
47. Hr. l'.:USSBACP:: (Austria), !lIr. !\:Ar":OLZCKI (Poland) and Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA
(Spain) suggested th2.t consideration of sub-paragraphs (~) and (e) of
article 2 be postponed until the Committee came to discuss article 5.
It was so agreed.
Proposed new sub-paragraphs (f) and (g) (CDDH/I/38)

48. Mr. CALERO-RODRIGUES (Brazil) asked the Committee not to consider
his country's proposed amendment (document CDDH/I/J3) to add sub
paragraphs (f) and (g) to article 2, until it had decided on the ter~s
of article 1 of draft Protocol La
It was so agreed.
Proposed new article 2 bis (CDDh/I/20)
49. Mr. SHAH (FaI;:istan) said that his delegation had introduced a
proposed amendment (document CDDH/I/2G) for the insertion of a new
article 2. bis in draft Protocol I.
The first paragraph of the new
article rep;;ted article 1 common to the four Geneva Conventions of
1949. Experience had shown that the obligation for the P~rties to
respect and to ensure respect for the Conventions was by no means
always complied with: the draft Protocol should therefore reaffirm
that obligation.
Paragraph 2 of the new article specified the ~eans
of ensuring that the obligation would be fulfilled.
50. Mr. KA1~OLEC:<:I (Poland) said that the amendment submitted by Pakistc.n
should be more precise, particularly with regard to the methods and
procedures of ensuring respect for the Conventions in all circumstances.
51. t,jr. de la PRAm:::LLZ (r.ionaco) said that he supported the amendment
proposed by P~~istan.
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52. Mr. Antoine ~AR~IN (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that proposals similar to those contained in the ~~endment submitted by
Pakistan had been made at the Conference of Government Experts on the
Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law Applicable
in Armed Conflicts in connexion with the inter~ret~tion of article I
common to the Geneva Conventions.
Some of the experts had considered
that article I could be interpreted as laying u,on the 2igh Contracting
Parties as a whole the collective responsibility for respecting and
ensuring respect for the Conventions, while others inclined towards a
more restrictive interpretation, according to which the obligation
devolved u~on each individual High Contractinp Party, without any
possibility for them as a body to ensure respect for the Conventions.
The Red CrosS advocated the wider inter~retation (collective responsi
bility of the High Contracting Parties as a whole).
Article 7 of the
draft Protocol was the result of lengthy debate on the question.

The meeting rose at 5.50

p.m~
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SUlr:r"AHY RECC,;:;'u CF T;-{E EIG:-:TH hEETING

held on Monday, 11 March 1974, at 10.15 a.m.

Chairman:

Nr. ;;AlViBRO

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFf PROTOCOL I

(Norway)

(CDDH/l)

?roposed new article 2 bis (CDD~/l/?O)

(continued)

(continued)

1.
Mr. SHAH (Pakistan) sai~ he wisr.ed to ma;~e a few more comments on
his delegatia"n' s amendment (CDDH/I/?O).

?
The usefulness of that ?ro~osal could not be denied: if a Power
failed to carry out its obligations, there should be provisions whereby
it could be made aware of its l7Iisdeeds and required to remedy them.
For example, if a Power failed to observe the :)rovisions of. articles III
and 132 of the Third Gencv~ Convention of 1949, there was as yet no way
of indu~ing it to conform.
J.Furthermorc, the new article 2 bis ;Jroposed by his delegation was
in conformi ty ,.ith the S9iri t of the Conventions, since it ,roest-at'ed
article 1 common to the four Conventions, and reflected the ~urnose of
article 70 of draft Protocol I.
Moreover, it would strengthen article 7
of that Protocol:
indeed, ~is delegation would li~e the meetinos
referred to in article 7 to consider not only the application of Protocol I
but also that of the Conventions and ~erhaps even to deal with individual
cases.
PaJ..istan therefore believed that certain ::;>roblems could be dealt
with collectively at such meetings rather than on a bilateral basis, and
to that end it had submitted an amendment to article 7 (CDDH/I/23) and
had proposed a new article 7 Ei s (CDuH/I/27) and a' new article 7 ,~.

4.
One delegation seemed to fe~r that the Pa:~istan amendment (CDDH/I/20)
might introduce the conce~t of re,risals, but that was not the case:therc
was absolutely no que~tion of taking measures against any party whatsoever.
5.
Since the purpose of document CJDH/I/20 was to strengthen article 7,
he suggeste~ that its consi~eration should be deferred u~til i t could be
exaP.lined together with the pro)osals concerning that article (CDDH/I/:<;~),
article 7~is (CDDh/I/27)anr: Droposed ne . . ' article 7 y,er (CDDi-i/I/25).
6.
The CHAIn.MAN sai(~ t:~2.t, in
proceed to consider article ].

tl~c

circumstances, the Committee might

7.
Mr. LIN Chia-sen (China) said that it would be useful to have a
reca')i tulation of t:1e deci si~ns taken ...ri th regard to article ?:.
Article 2, - Definitions (CDDH/l; CDD'-VI/;'!) and Corr.l, CDDH/I/3 ':,
CDDV/I/62) (~ontinued)

8..
!Vir .. Antoine-EARTIN (fnternational Comml.ttee of tI1e ~:.~ed Cross)
remin~ed the Com~itt0e~hat there were no substantive objections to
sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of article 2,

w~ich

had been referred to
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the Drafting Committee for final recording.
It had been decided to resume
examination of sub-paragraph (c) when article 7~ was considered.
Sub
paragra?hs (d) and (e) would be considered together with article 5.
Article] - Beginning and end of &pplication (CDDE/lj CDDH/I/14)
9.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that the article related only to the application of Protocol I and was not
meant to supplement the provisions of the 19~~ Geneva Conventions regarding
the beginning and the end of their application (article 5 of the First and
Third Conventions, and article 6 of the Fourth Convention).
At the Confer
ence of Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and Developmerit of Intei
national !-Iumanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts, held in 1972, the
ICRC had questioned the need for a s~ecial provision on the subject in view
of the supplementary nature of the draft Protocols.
The experts had
decided that a clause was required. While some of them considered that
a simple reference to the relevant ~rovisions of the Conventions would
suffite, the majority had be~n in favour of entirely new rules, on the
basis of which the ICRC had prepare~ its draft of atticle ].
10. With regard to paragraphs 1, 2 and J, he referred the Committee to
the Commentary to the draft Protocol (CDDE/)
and ~ointed out that
Committee III was currently engaged in slightly amending the definition
of "military operations;: which appeared in the commentary to article 3,
paragraph 2.
11.
It was
of adding a
included in
article 65,

stated in the Commentary that some experts had "been in favour
paragraph 4, but that the proposed paragraph had not been
article 3 because its subject matter was already covered by
paragraph 5.

12. Mr. VIEYTE (Uruguay) said that hi s delegation had already "explained the
reasons for its amendment (CDDE/I/14) in the general debate.
The ICRC text
of article ~ did not take realities sufficiently into account.
Experience
had shown that the protection of victims should be extended far beyond the
cessation of military hostilities.
The amendment should therefore be
supported by all delegations.

13. Mr. MISHi1A (India) said that his delegation had submitted two amendments
to article J, which had not yet been circulated.
14. The CHAIRMAN suggested that consideration of article J be deferred
until all the amendments to it were available to the Committee.
It was so decided.

'* -

Article
CDDn/I/ /±J

Legal status of thc--,Darties to the conflict (CDDH/I; CDDH/I/]4,

)

15. Mr. Antoirie MA~TIN (International Committee of the Red Cross),
introducing article 4, said that its object was to ensure better the
fulfilment of the humani tari an air.1s of the Conventions and of Protocol I.
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As i~ the case of the other~rticl~s, the ratio legi~ of article 4 ~as
given in ,the CommentCl.ry, which also indicated the agreements expressly
pr~vided for in ,draft Protocol I.
16.

The repprt on the st'1JdY by t,he XXIInd, International Conrerence of
t;osi of the draft AdditionalPrdtoc6Is (CDDH/6')-stcited'onp~ge 7
that it had been proposed t,o delete the words ::or that of the terri tories
over ~hich 'they exerctse author{ty"
th~ ~ed

'*

17. The general rule in article 1* was reaffirmed in article 5, paragraph
of which ,~elated to the effects of designation and acceptance of Protecting
Powers' and 0'£ their sut>sti tute.
T!~e majori ty "of the exper,ts consul ted 1"ere
in~avour of that reaffirmation, but others considered it t6be 3u~erfluou5.
10.

Hr. CU'I";S (Australia), introducing his delegation's amendment
(CDDH1I/J4) ;aroposing the addi tion of the words "and terri tories' to t!"!e
title of article 4, said that it was only a drafting change.
Article '*
was~elated b~th to the partie~ to the conflict an4 tci th~ territories
ov~r~hic~~hey'exercised authorit~, whereas the title ~eri~ibhed 6niy the
parties to the conflict.
~he question could be referred to the ,Drafting
Committee.
19.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (Internation~l Committee of the Red Cross),
reilying to aque~tion by ~r. ABI-SAA9 (Arab Republic of Egypt)~ said
ihat the, expresrii6n "or that of the territ6ries 6ver which they exe~cise
authori ty" did not appear in the draft of' article 4 ;:Jre'pared by the
ConfeJe~ce of Governm6nt Zx~erts a~ its sec~nd seisinn.
~eari~g in ~in~
recent events, the IC;:(C ;1ad con!c.iderec' it desirable to adrl th0S~ word!"
in order to remove all doubts co"c~rningtl:c hu;;]imit[\~ian objectives of
the Conventions and of the Protocol under consideration.
20.
Mr. BOULAN~NK0V (Union of Soviet Socialist Re~ubli~s) Eaid that an
runendment to delete the expression in ques'tion was' being brepared.
In
order to, expedite the debate, it m'ight be consider-edits an oral proposal.
21.
tir. LONGVP. (Norway), introducinQ hi s delegation's amendment (CDDl'!/I/4;')
7Jroposing the addi tion of two ne1'r ~itr~grn.ph[.; to article: L said that the
text sh~uld be coniiderei In the li~ht of am6ridment CDDX/I/ll ~nd A~d.l
to 3.
Tl'''!re was no (luestion of ta;ring' u;l ~'::,os:l. tion on the legi ti'inacy of.
armedstruggl~s: t~e~~ur?ose of the Drobos~l' was sim~ly to ehsurethe
(1.nplication of humanitarian law to all armed conflicts:.' No' subjective
criteria concerning th~motives of arme{ c~hflicts should b~ intr~duced,
but guarantees should be providccl that the victims of armed conflicts,
irrespective of the camp to whic!, they belonged, should enjoye.q,ual,
protection.
Such hum"ani tari.a~ ;>rotection i::ihould not,: howe';'er, 'encotirage
any action which \I1oulct di smeinber sovereign and iride::>endent States
conducting themB~lves in comryliance with the ~rinc~9ie of equal ~ights and
self-dete~~ination of peonIes.
2~.

The Norwegian ~ro~osal had been submitted because the proposed
amendments to article 1 had be.en referred to the iror~~ing Group to which
t~at text could al,50 be referred.
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Mr. CBTTS (Australia) pointed out that certain parts of the Norwegian
proposal were taken from a recent Advisory Opinion of the International
Court of Justice.
That proposal might well prove extremely useful in the
Working Party's discussions of article 1. In particular, the first ptrase
of the proposed rie~ paragraph 3 might facilitate agreement on article 1. '
The Norw'egian amendment should therefore be referred to the Horking Party.
2).

24. With regard to the Soviet oral proposal, the Committee could consider
it at the current meeting, but it would be desirable for the Soviet
delegatibn to explain the reasons why it had been submitted.
~5.
Mr. Bb0LANENKOV (Union of Sovi~t Socialist Republics) said that the
concluding phrase of the ICRC text of article 4 would have the effect of
legalizing colonial possessions.
Since that question was controversial
and since i,t wottld be futile to open a long di scussion on 'i t, the best
courSe would b~ to delete the phrase in question.

26. In his opinion the addition to the title of article 4 in the proposed
Australian amendment raised a question of ~ubstance and could not simply
be r~feired to ~he Drafting Committee.
27. Mr. ICNI~EL (Austria) said he thought that the Australian amendment
could be referred to the Drafting Committee. With regard to the Soviet
proposal, he was not sure that the principle laid down in article 4 applied
only to the territories that the Soviet delegation had in mind.
It did not
seem advisable to refer the Norwegian amendment to the iflorking Grou:?,
which had already been given the heavy task of ex'amining article 1.
It
would be better for the Committee to consider the Norwegian proposal when
it received the ~'lorl;:ing Group's report.
28. Mr. I-;:HA'rTABI (Morocco) said that the last ;>hrase of article 4 could
lead to c,onfusion and could wea!-;:en article 2, ~aragraph 2, common to the
four Geneva Conventions, which referred to cases of ;:>artial 6r total
occupation of the territory of a High Contracting Party, as well as
article 3. paragraph 3, of Protocol I, which rela~ed to the end of
application of that Protocol in occupied territory.
If an occupying
Power saw fi t, to modify the legal status of all or ~art of the occupied
territory,it could try to avoid applying the Conventions or Protocol I
on the grounds that it \'las dealing with national terri tory.
The last
phrase ofartic,le I± 'also appeared in article 3 of Protocol II~ but in
that context i t applied to the parties to the conflict and not to the
Contracting Parties. He therefore supported the Soviet proposal.
29. Hr. KAKOLEC;~I (?oland) said that the Australian amendment affected
the sUbstance of article 4, since it prejudged the wording of that
provision.
It would be irrelevant if the Soviet proposal was accepted.
T~at pronosal was judicious, since the stat~s of the territories in
question could not be settled by the Protocol.
The Norwegian amendment,
on the other hand, should be referred to the Working Group.
Mr. de la?RADELLE (Monaco) Eaid there w~s no need to postpone the
consideration of article 4, since that ,rovision raised a question of
principle on which the Committee could take a decision in principle without

30.

- 6J -
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prejudice to the substance.
The rule set out in article 4 ,already appeared
in paragr&ph J of article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions.
It
embodied the principle of the seDaration of humanitarian,from political
c:onside'rat"iohsi the prc'>t~ction of victims of armed conflicts shoull hc
ensured regardless of any Doli tical consideration.
The fact thnt tha.t
rule was to he examined in connexion with Protocol II should not nrevei1t.
the Committee from adopting a position of principle forthwith.
Jl. Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (S ·ain) said that, although the additiotl of t~c
last phrase of article 4 was the result of ~raiseworthy effort, it raised
difficulties which made it hard to acce~t the nrovision.
Yith regard to
the Soviet ~roposal, the last phrase of article 4 referred not only to
colonial or neo-colonial situations, but also to situations that were
perfectly in keeping with the n~inciples of the Charter of the United
Nations and of general international law.
On the other hand, one ':::lUrpose
of , the Norwegian amendment was to add to article 4 a seemingly unnecessary
paragraph 2 which, besides being very long, was drafted in R form hnrdly
suitable for an internat~onal instrument.
Its secoI?-dpurT)ose we, to [Ide
a third paragraph relating to territorial integrity and polttical unity,
although that urovision was necessary, it should not depend on resnect for
the equal rights of ueoples and their right to self-dei~~minntion.
l~ view
of the importance of that ~aragraph J, it should be examined by the
Commi ttee, not referred to Cie l'lor'.:ing ?arty.

32. ~r. LONGV~ (Norway) said that, in proposing that his amendment sho~ld
be fonrarded to the ~Jor';:ing Group, he had intended not to add to the task
of that body, but, on ~he contrary, to facilitate it.
The two nroposed
~_~f1r.agraphs

'..;/crE.:

.ba~e(~

on

tt8 :)c·cle.l'c\tion on Principles of lntcrnntional

Law concerning Friendly Helations fwd Co-operation among.'tates, in
f,ccordance wi th t!1e C~li'lrter of the Uni ted Nations (General Assembly
resolution 2625 (XXV»
and it was imryortant that they should be referred
to theUor~ing Group.

JJ. Mr. BARRO (Senegal) expressed concern about the turn of the discussion.
vias it wi se to pursue worl.e on the substance he fore knowing the outcome of
the Worl--:ing Group I s deliberations on article I
Ot ~('r auestions were about
to be referred to thllt Group and the Committee ... A.S :nil·.ing little headw2.y.
It would ~ave to reconsider the articles under discussion when it received
the ~or~ing Group's conclusions.
r

34.

~r.

ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt) said that, of all the inter
that could be ?laced upon article 4 of draft Protocol I, the
only acce;>table one was that w!lich conformed to. general int'ernational
law; in other words, article It should reaffirm the principle laid down
in The Hague regulations annexed to The Eague Convention No. IV of 19C7.
The article shoul~ therefore be worded in the same term~ a~ those
regulations.
hi s delegation would submit an amendment to th.nt effect.
~retations

35. l/;r. CRr STE.3CU (l'I.omania) said thnt article \ should either contain the
words ;'or that of -the territories occunied by them', or else restate the
terms of The clague Convention.
He t"erefore sUT);ortec the amendment to th"t
,effect wh;i,ch was, moreo~cr, in conformi ty wi th articl" 3, paragraDr. J, of
the draft Protocol, and also with article ?, ,ara~ranh 2, of the four
Geneva Conventions.
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36.

On the whole, he a~~roved of the ideas in the Norwegian amendment
(CDDH/I/4J).
In the French version of paragraph 2, it would be better to
use the United Nations Charter expression "Ie droit des peuples a disposer
d 'eux-memes'; rather than "Ie droit a I ' autodetermination";.

37.

Lastly, paragraph J of the amendment should refer to the whole of
the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-operation among States.

33.

Mr. QUENTIN-BAX'i'ER (New Zealand) said that the Non-regian amendment to
article 4 (CDDH/I/4]) deserved careful consideration and should certainly
be taken into account by the :.vor:dng Party set up to consider article 1.
Nevertheless, it should be borne in mind that the essential aim of article 4
was to lay down the fundamental principle that the application of the
Conventions and of the Protocol would not affect the legal status of the
parties to the conflict.
It was therefore inappropriate for that article
to include statements of legal doctrine of the kind contained in
paragraph 3 of the Norwegi an amendment.
I-ioreover, it was not for a
conference meeting outside the United Nations framework either to explain
or to summarize United Nations instruments.

39. Mr. MBAYA (United Republic of Cameroon) said that paragraph 3 of the
Norwegian amendment to article 4 (CDDH/I/4]) did not appear to relate
directly to the legal status of the parties to the conflict.
40. Mr. de BREUCl~E~ '(Belgium) stressed the importance of the principle
set forth in article 4 of the draft Protocol.
It might be advisable either
to use the words "t~rritories subjected to enemy occunation", or else to
include a reference to article 42 of The Hague Regulations, annexed to
The Hague Convention No. IV of 1907.

41.

Mr. LONGVA (Norway) explained that the chief aim of the Norwegian
amendment (CDDH/I/43) was to help to reach a compromise on article 1.
It was not 2. final text, but one i~tended to facil -: tate the wor!e of the
Commi ttee and of the :vor1dng Group.
42. Mr. RATTANSEY (United qepublic of Tanzania) agreed that the Norwegian
amendment should be referred to the ~"orking Group because the fate of
articles 3 and 4 was closely linked with the decision to be taken on
article 1.

43.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Norwegian amendment should be submitted
to the Working Group in connexion with article 1.
The Committee could vote
on the Australian and Soviet amendments, and on the Egyptian amendment as
soon as it was available.

44. Mr. MISXRA (India) said that the Committee should not set aside the
Norwegian amendment (CDDH/I/l;]) while discussing article 4, even if the
amendment were referred to the Wor1dng Grou? in conne~don wi th article 1.

45. Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) said that he shared the New Zealand
representative's views and had no objection to the Norwegian amendment being
used as a bssis for discussing article 1 in the Working Group.

- Gs 
46.
In reply to a question by i'1r. ,-~SIMANN (Switzerland), the C!-iAIfi.hAN
explained that the Committee would vote on the Australian (CDDH/I/34),
Egyptian and .sovjet amendmentf; while the "lor./<:.ing Group was still studying
the Norwegian amendment.
''''hen that Group had fini shed its di scussion of
article 1 and if the Norwegian amendment was maintained, the Committee
could put- it to the vote or re-onen the whole ouestion.
?roposed new article 4 (bis)

(CilDH/I/lS)

47. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) drew the Committee's attention to his
delegation's proposal (CDDH/I/lS) for the insertion of a new article
bis, concerning the interpretation and application of the Protocol
in-~cordance with the princi~)les governina internCltional treaties,
as set forth inter alia in -the 196') Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties.

'*

The meeting rose at 12.?5 p.m.
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'CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I

(CDD!'!/l) {continued)

Article 3 -.Beginning~n,p. ~nd"o;fapplication (CDDH/l; CDDH/I/14, CDDH/I/I.S,
CDDH/I/46, CDDH/I/47, CDDH/I/40 and Add.l end Corr.l and Add.l/Corr.l, and
CDDH/I/49) (continued)
Mr. SABii:L (Israel), introdudngamendment CDiJH/I/4S, sai'd that all
the provisions in article 3 concerning the beginning and end of the
application of the Protocol should. be examined carefully. One obvious
lacuna was in the protection accorded to persons ho~s de combat, who
might in certain cases require protection even after the :'general close
of mili taryoperations;;.
The time restriction included in. article '-),
par'agraph 2, of' thelCRC text was not to be iound ei thEir in The' Hague
Convention 'of 'T907 concerning the Laws arid Customs' of War on Land or in
the 1949 Geneva Conventions, which stinulated that prot~ctiori sho~ld be
accorded to Jersons hors de combat in all circumstances, at any time and
in any ~lace.
The IC~C text would accordingly represent a r.etro.grade step.
Article 6S, paragraph S, which was limited in sco?e, in no way covered
the cases ref~r~ed to in ~he Israeli amendmentJ
1.

2.
Nr. DIXI .... (India), introducing amendment CDD!-J'/I/46, said that the
first ?Brt of the amendment was designed to clarify the text. and .to, bring
it ihto lihe with the 1,)49 Conventions; the secorid'part was intended to
··covera case ",hich was omitted from ·the IC!~C draft of article J.
3.
hr. A.BDINE (.syrian A.rab Re,,;ublic), introducing amendment CDDH/I/i±7,
said that the general close of military operations did not necessarily
mean the end of an armed'confl ict.
4~
i':r. imAIRAT' (Arab aepublic of Egypt), introducing the amendment in
document CDDX/I/43 and Add.l and Corr.l and Add.l/Corr.l. said th~t the
first part of the amendment was intended to ensure that the ~rovisions
concerning the beginning and end of the anplication of' the,two Protocols
and of the four Conventions should coincide, for otherwise discre!)ancies
might arise.
The second part of the amendment \..as designed to ensure that
no sudden worsening of the treatment accorded to protected persons shOUld
occur after the close of military operations or the termination of
occupation and that they should continue to enjoy all their rights and
privileges.
A proposal along the lines suggested !1a'dreceived a inajority
of votes during ~he Conference of Government Experts.
In its Commentary
(CnDl-l/3), the. ICRC had expressed no objection ,t~ the addition of 'such a.
paragraph, bui had considered that the case was already covered by
article 6S, paragraphS of draft Protocol I.
That article, however,
only refe~red to the nationals of States not bound by the Convention
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and to the parties' own nationals, whereas the paragraph proposed in
document CDDH/I/48 covered all protected persons.
Noreover, it was not
yet known what shape article 65 would assume after it had heen considered
by the Diplomatic Conference.
5.
Mr. PRUGH (United States of America), introducing amendment CDD~/I/49,
said that the pur?ose of t6e amendment was to consolidate the provisions
concerning the beginning and end of tl~e protection accorded by the Protocol
to prisoners of war in a single paragraph 2 which, if adopted, would obviate
the need for the existing paragraph J.
A further provision should, however,
be added to co~er the case of persons bors de combat,as suggested by Israel.

6.

Mr. CUTTS (Australia) said that all the proposals designed to cover
gaps in the existing rcnc text seemed constructive and, to some extent,
to overlap; the various sponsors might confer together wit~ B view to
producing a single consolid~ted text.
As the United States dr&ftwBs the
most comprehensive, it might serve as the main basis of an effort to combine
the different proposals~

7.
The CHAIRMAN ?roposed that the E~cnsors of amendments CDDH/I/45 to
CDDH/I/49 should meet informally with the representative of the ICRC with
a view to producing a revised v~rsicn of article 3 for consideration at
the Committee's next·~eeting.
It was. so decided.
.
Protection of journalists engaged in dangerous missions in .areas of
armed conflict

8.
M~. KHATTAB~ (Morocco) said that, in view of the state of progress
of the work and the importance of the question under consideration, his
delegation, together with other sponsors of United Nations General Assembly
resolution 3053 (XXVIII), felt that the question dealt with in that
resolution would be considered in more appropriate conditions at the
second se~sion of the Conference.
To that end, his d~legation.and others
had submitted a dr.?ft resolution that afternoon.!/; once it had.· been
circulated the Graft resolution could be considered at A plenary meeting
of the present session. He hoped that the draft resolution would .be adopted
by consensus.
The CHAInMAN ~roposed that the procedure sugg~sted by th~ repre~dnt
ative af Morocco shotild be foliowed.

9.

It was so decided.
Proposed new article 4 bis (co~tin~ed)
lC. t4r. CALERO-RODHIGUZS (Brazill, referring to the new article·4 }Jis
proposed by the ~omanian delegation in document CDDH/I/15, doubted whether
it shotild be included in draft Protocol I, since paragraph Z of the new
article enunciated principles which already appeared in the Charter of the
United Nations •

.!I

Later circulated as document CDDH/I/60.

-
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11.
:..j.1:.:r...;..
• ......;S:..;:!-'.:..A.....:..l~ (?a;d S.tiUl) agreed 1,i th the repro sentnti veof Brnzi I.
The
proposed article·embodied Jrovisio~s which might contradict some of the
provi~ions of other articles of ~r~ft Protocol I.
Fer instancG, States
which rAtified the Protocol would be in duty bound under the ~rovi~ions
of article]] ~o,intervcnc in nn ~rmed conflict in order to prevent Rny
violAtion of ew provi :dons of t[:at ar·::'icle.
Ee therefore thought that
the ;<.omanian ~ro~osal needed further study nnc~ ,~ug!~ectcd that the COr1r:;itt~o
miGht consider i t arai}l ~fter certain other ~rovisionE hnd been discussed
and finally an~rove~.

I?.
hr. AJ:;j)Ii~1.~_ (Syrian ArC'.b ~~c~'Jblic) sidd tha'~, cinco tlie provisions
suggest0d in tile ~roposcG !lGW ar-:':'clc ,-cr" ir.;plicit in <'tIl internC'tiono.l
agreements, i t seemecl in~C:vi :,ilbl", to :11"",:'2 suc!: s,1eci fic ~rovi sio11 s i;-l
draft Protocol I.
}:~ thc;."'cfore a~ ..~c(llcd to the rC:9rcscntCltive of Rorn~nit'.
to withdraw his ~~o,os21.

13. Ero C~IS72SCU (~\Or.1n.ni.?) SCti(l t!1:1t, 2.1 thOUQ!1 he \oJDS not convinced tj1~t
there would be no adVi'.!ltilgc in ha.vin(:"! the text he !~",d ;~roDosed incluC:ed in
draft Protocol I, he \;oul<l wi tnclren/ it.
'1ointcd out, ;;owGver, t::'nt
parngraph 1 of the ?roDosal was an Attcrn~t to Drevent the possibility of
the extension of an arn.et1 conflict.
Parngra,l";? I\'n5 designed to includo
in the Protocol princi~les of intcrnntionill law that were the basis of
the inter~retation of internntionnl treaties.
'::;uch nrinci;:Jles had not
so far been incorporated in draf~ Protocol I nnd did not 2prenr in the
Geneva Conventions of 19V), in Gener"l Asser(,bly resolution 2(,25 (;;;:11)
enti tIed ';Jeclaration on .i?ri!1cir;le~.; of Intorn?tional Lil1., concerning
Friendly Relations And Co-operation among States inaccorrlnncc l~ith the
Charter of the Uni ted j'Jiltion.<::. , or in the 1';(,-) Vienni'. Convention on the
Law of 'free.ties.
Eis rlelegi'.tian e,er-cfare reserved t:1e riaht to revert
to the matter Inter, since i t considered t~at there wa~ an urgent need
for the provisions suggested to be include~ in draft Protocol I.

"0

Article ~ - L_eqal
(continue.'. )

14.
I':r. LIN C!ia-sen (C,ineJ as.'-.ec. whether the amendment submitted by
Nonwy-r;- ['rti7i;--4,-(C0D:-l/I/i,;) was tc he di scussou i:1 conne:::io:, \o'i t:-l
article 4 or, ns had been sugge~ted that morning, submitted to the
~orking Grou~ on article 1.
It seemed to him contradictory that the
f;rune Ilro~os?,l should be sub;;Jitted under tv!:) c1ifferent articles.
he
also aoked for enliD~tenment on the term~ of reference of that Wor~inG
GrouD, since he had understood t~at the Grou~ would deal only vith
amendments already submitted to the Com~ittee.
r'!r. ~"I.SFi;A (Indie.) said tl":f1t he !,acl under:~tooc: '::'hat the Non;egian
amendment HilS not b<,ing referred. forl'1E'.lly to the 1Ior'-::ins; Group, but t!"lat
i t coulo. bQ borne in mind both by t!1C 'ior1dng Grou:; on c:.rtic Ie 1 and by
the Committee in its discu~sions on article ~.

15.

16.
The CEALUIAN confirmed that the amf,ndment J:aeJ been ~ubmittecl as '"
basis for both discussj ons and t!1at. L:c terms of reference of the 'lor'ci:"lO
Group ~,..ere to cliscuss oj 1 the ;Jroc)oscd amcndr.1\;nts to C!rticle 1 ?n("} prG'i2.rC
a consoliclC'tecl te:;.:t.
could facili t1"',te the

A:!.l delegation::; \vere free
1'Ior~: of t:1fl.t Grou l,.

to ma 1 :e ~ro"osa]:> \.'hici:
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17. Mr. LONGVA (Norway) explained that the amendment was merely a working
instrument and would in any case be discussed by the Committee after the
Working Group had submitted its report.
18.

Mr. LIN Chia-sen (China) eX9ressed reservations on the question.

-
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11r.

HA~LJi1G

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT ~ROTOCOL I

(CDDH/l)

(Norway)

(continued)

Article J - Beginning and end of ap'Jlicfltion (CJD~i/l; CDJE/I/14, CDDH/r/1,,5,
CDDH/I/47, CDDf:jI/48'flnd Add.l and Corr.l and Add.l/Corr.l, CDDH/!/49,
CDDH/I/63 and Corr.l) (continued)
1.
!-ir. HAltSAl(· (Indi a), s:>ea..lcing con behal f of the ';Jorking Group, sed d .
that it had drawn un a ne'" ver£;ion of paragraph 1 of article 3, taking
into account the pro~o'sed amendments.
T:~e new' version bore the symbol
CDDH/I/6] and Corr.l.
The ~Jorking Group hfld likewise studied paragraphs?
and; of article 3, together with the ?roposed new Daragraph ~; but had
not arrived at any conclusion concerning them.
2.
Mr. CUTTS (Australia) said that he had hoped for more 'complete
results fromc~he Working Grou9.
rhe Committee could postpone its
consideration of article ~ in order to give the Working Grou~ time to
continue its work on that article;

J.

~r.

SAi';SAi.. (India) s?.id t'"lat he would yrefer the article to be
immediately, since all the delegations which had submitted
amendments were present.
l':oreover, the points of view did not ap~)ear.
to be very divergent.
consid~red

4.
Mr. CUTTS (Austr~lia) said that the amendments to
not incomlJatible; . they eQuId be anilroved en bl~~.

p~ragra~h

1 were

'i'he Ci.AI,~~r.AN announc(~C that another amendmen'~ (CDDE/l/43 anc. Add.l
and Corr.l and Ad~.1/C0rr.l) had been received in connexion with
paragrap~ 1.
~e Rsked w~ether its sponsors were willing to accept t~c
version given in document CDDH/I/63 and Cor~.l.

5.

6.
Nr. EL GilONSNY (Arab «epubl ic of Egy,t) reserved the rigb.t to revert
to the question, s~nce the field of ap)lication of the new amendment
largely depende~ on t~e definitive vei3ion of article 1. Apart from that,
his delegation had no ~bjection to the solutio~ ~rop03ed in d~cument
CnDH/I/63 and Corr.l.

7.
Mr. MBAYA (U~ited Repuhlit of Cameroon), sunported by Mr. BIGAY (France)
'wondered why the word i'situation;' had been replaced by the 'word "case" .i:1
the English version of documertt CDDH/r/6~ and Corr.l which was the only
text at ~resent before the Committee.
In French the turn of "hrase would
be rather inelegant.
5.
!"lr. ImiiILLO RUBIEF:.A (S~v.in) said that the :;ame difficulty would arise
in the case of the Snanish version.
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9.
Hr. DIX1T (India) pointed out thnt the proposal submitted by his
delegation in document CDDH/I/46 already suggested replacing the word
"si tuation;; by the word "case;'. The ,.,ord Hsi tuationl; lacked preci sion
and clarity, and might give rise to difficulties.
It had seemed more
judicious to use the word "case", as in article ? common to the Geneva
Conventions of 1949.
10. Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) said that he was not convinced that it
,,,ould be a happy solution"to replace the word ';situation" by the ''lord
licase n •
Admittedly it was used in article 2 commOD t::> the Geneva
Conventions, but the ICRC itself had thought it better to use the word
';situation", which had a wider meaning.
In English, too, the phrase
Hfrom the outset of any easel: ,,'as not vel'y elegant.
He would like to
know how the Indian representative proposed to bring the new version of
paragraph 1 into line with the other two paragraphs of aiticle }.

11.

Mr. PARTSCH (Federal Republic of Germany) wondered whether the
to the· Conventions in the new version of paragraph 1 would
not give rise to difficulties.
refer~nce

I?.
Mr. ;-;'NITEL. (Austria) shared the doubt~, of the previous speal-cer.
The
word "si tuations'" ,.,as used in article 141 of the Third Geneva Convention
and was therefore in keeping with the terminology of the Conventions.

13. Mr._'2lXIT (India), reverting to "That had bec;} said by the United
I:ingdom re~resentative, pointed out that t!10 words i;from the outset"
- ,.,hich, Il)oreover, 1"[ere not used in amendment CDl)n/I/L~6 - were used in
article 6 of the Fourth Convention.
The terminology of thci Conventions
should be followed as far as possible.
His delegation would nevertheless
have no objection to replacing the word "outset" by the word "beginning;'.
14. The meaning of the word ';case;; '-{as sufficiently broad,
covered all the situations referred to in the Conventions.

since it

15.

Hr. PTIUGH (United States of America) fully endorsed the view of the
Indian representative.

16. Mr. CLARK (Nigeria) said that he, too, entertained some doubts with
respect to the terminology used in amendment CDDB/I/5J and Corr.l
17.

Baron van EOETZEL/,S),{ van ASP2rtEN (Netherlands) said that the new
amendment gave rise to language difficulties.
That being so, the Indian
and United States re9resentatives might perhaps agree
to revert to the
word ,; si tuation"'.

10. Mr. BOULANENKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Re~ublics) said that the
reference to the Conventions was a. question of substance which the Committee
should consider in ~lenary session.
The Conventions included provisions
concerning the beginning and end of application, and the amendment under
discussion would amount to an amendment of those provisions.
19. !-1r. CALERO-:::WDRIGU£S (Br8.zil) sai d that the word "si tuation r; seemed
preferable to '·case;;.
In any event, the wording of articles 1 and J should
be uniform.
The Committee might keep both words for the time being, pending
a decision concerning article 1.
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?,O.
Mr. ECONOMIDES (Greece) said that.his delegation !lad no objection to
the d'rafting·a:mendmeht·s that had been propo·sed, al though i t preferred the
word I:si tuation:; to ;:case" . u n tl'c other hand, i t considered the refer
ence to the Conventions to be an amendment cf substance.
21.
l':r.· Antoine 1/.A;{fIN (Internn<:io::1al Comr.1i ttee of ·the Rec'. Cros.,,;)
eX1Jlaih'ed that the' dr·aft· '1reparcd by the ICJ.C made no mention of the
Conventions because there were already ~rovisions in the latter concerning
the beginning dnd end of e-,eir ap!~lic&tion (articl'=! 5 of the First· and
Third Conv~ntions; article 5 of the Fourth Convention).
A Fef~rence to
the Conventions in article J would :-,Bve meA.nt t':oat a revi sian of: some ki:Ld:
had been made to the relevant ~rovisions of the Conventions.
2~.
Mr. FRUC:'TERMAN (Unite~ States of America) said that the Wor~ing
Group had renlaced the words :;in peacetime" by ';at all time,,:;, since i t
was sometimes difficult to estftblishexBctly what was ~eacctime.

23.

"Ii th regard to the words ':beainning" and :outset':, the Commi ttee could
decide to place those words between square brac~ets, leaving i t to the
Drafting Comm·i ttee to decide which of the words was the. more a~propriate.
The \{orkin9 Group had retainec the word "outset·'; in order to !.cee~) to the
wording of article 6 of the Vourth Convention.
~'.4.

His delegp,tion preferred t!u, Hord "cC'cr;c" to ; situatiof!", bl't
Accept the latter if the Drafting Committee decided to retnin i t .

~'rould

~5.
.!:1_r. ~~;·:Aln.AT (Arab E.epublic of ~.':gypt), referring to the re:!Jort of the
1972 Conference of Governmen. t . Ex::>erts on the R2affirmation ",nc: Develo;->ment
cf Internationi'tl 'Eumani tari[~.n Law ar,.;:.licable in Armed Cor.flict!,·, ~ointed
out that most of the experts had agreed to the Conve~tiol;5 hein0 ~entioned"
Furthermore, t:,t:' leliC itself referred to the Conventions ir'. t;,c cTticlcs
of ?art I of t~e ~r'aft Protocol, with tho excention of article 3.
~6.
The S_'jh.r:3!~0.:'. suggested. tl.1at the Cammiitee should ta'rea ~ecision on
the text aJo~ted by the Wor~inG ~rou~, in the following form:

"In addition to the :-·rovi"io;-;.s a=p)licable i:1.t all til!1es, the Conventions
and U;e "resent Protocol s;,,,,11 a,ply fro!'] t'::c outset /froin the
beginninq! of any case L-;;it~atio!!7 r:ientioned in article? common to
the Conv8:.tions."

'27.

rf.r. CLAi{;·: (Nigeria) said th.qt the ,.ord ::c,,::;licable" shOUld also be
included in square brackets in the ~nglish vercion.

2':.
Mr. PICc'E;:' (S,.itzerland), Hr. P.ARTSO-l (Federal J1eDublic of 3er!11any) ,
1<1'. LYSAGHT (Il~~land) and Ero iVij::ULLO :<UBIE.,A (5]'1nin) said that they were
in favour of the original lCRC text of article 3.

;:'·9.
l"rr. de B:t:EUCKI,;a. (Belgiu'?]) SE!i c that I1i c clelego.tion, too ,~refer:-ed t>e
original text of art.icle :;, eXCC':1t tilClt e,c "'oras "at· all time!:;'; '"ere
~erha~s clearer.

:;0.

anc1 f'!r.
saie;. thnt th.ey were unable to ta:'.c a ':'osition on article
had ~~en ta~en on qrticle 1.

~

ur.til

q

cleciGion
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Mr. CLAR~ (Nigeria) Bnd ~~. DIXIT (India) suggested that the text
of the Working Group should be referred to the ~rafting ~ommittee, with
the various alternatives shown within square brackets.

31.

32.

Mr. QUENTIN-BAXTER (New Zealand) and Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain)
pointed out that the alternatives affected not merely the wording of the
article but also its subst~nce.
It was not for the Drafting Committee to
touch upon .substance.

33. Mr. ECONGMID2S (Greece) said that, in view of the exulanation given
by the ICRC expert, his delegation reserved its position with regard to
the mention of the Conventions.
34.

Hr. de GERLICZY:.BURIAN (LiEchtenstein) said that he ,,rould prefer the
ICRC text to be retained in its present form, since the attem?ts made to
improve on it raised numerous difficultics.
It might perha9s be ~referable
to replace "in peacetime" by l'ot all times", although sllch an amendment
would not change the text much.
Mr. BOULANEN~OV (Onion of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that. his
delegation had no objection to the inclusion of a reference to the
Conventions.

35.

36.

Mr. Q\J..ENTIN-BAXTE:1. (New Zealand) said that if it ,.,as certain thnt t;1e
final provisions, particularly articlcD So and ~l, would not be redrafted,
no question of substance would arise.

37.

Mr. KA~OLECKI (Poland) felt that it would be desirable to place the
reference to the Conventions in square brackets, since the decision on
that point depended on the field of application of draft Protocol I.

38. Mr. LEGNANI (Uruguay) said that the paragraph under consideration
would be clearer and more precise if the words "at all times'; were accepted.
It should furthermore be specified which provisions were applicable at all
times.
39.

Mr. LYSAGHT (Ireland) pointed out that, if article 1 extended the
field of application of draft Protocol I, it would be essential to amend
the ICRC text of paragraph 1 of article 3 accordingly.

40. t1r. Nl?AYA (United Republic of Cameroon) asked whether it could hapCJen
that ~rovisions a~plicable in peacetime were not applicable in times of
conflict.

41. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)· said
that in using the ex:pression "in peacetir.1e" the ICRC had baseG itself on
the terminology of the Geneva Conventions.
Some articles of those
Conventions were in fact a~plicable in peacetime, namely, most of the
final provisions and a number of other provisions such as the article
on the dissemination of the Conventions.
Provisions applicable in peace
time were obviously applicable also in times of armed conflict.
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4~.
Mr. de la PRADELLE (Monaco) pointed out that articles 10 and 2] of
the First Convention were examples of ~rovisions applicable both in
peacetime and in times of armed conflict.

4]. After a procedural debate, the CHAIRMAN put to the vote the queEtion
whether to post~one the vote on the choice of the text which would serv~
as a basis for discussion when the Committee came to consider article ],
bearing in mind the report of the ~orking Group on article 1.
The texts
in question were that proposed by the ICnC and that drawn up by the
Working Group.
The Committee decided by 55 votes to 11 to postpone the vote on the
choice between the two basic texts proposed for paragraph 1 of article ].

The

meetin~

rose at 12.20

p.~
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(CD;~'!-VI)

(continued)

-

'

Article?"- Definitions (CDDH/l, CDDR/45; CDDH/I/~9, C~DH/I/J6 and ~orr.l,
CDDH/I/44 and Corr.l, CDDr-:jI/6?) (continued)*

SUb-:ea~ag;anhS (d) and (e), (continued) * *
Article 5 - Ap~ointme~t of Protecting Powers aryd of their SUbstitute
(CDDH/l; CDDI'/1/9~ CDD~/I/l?, CDDH/I/?4, CD~E/I/~l, CDDH/I/50, CDDH/I/Sl,
COm-VI/52, CDDH/I/54,CDDH/I/61, CDD~:;1/6?, CDO:;;I/64)
,
The CHAIRMAN sflid that since the discus.sion at the tent:l,meeting had
shown that some del~gati9n~ were not in a position to'commerit'o~ articles J
and 4,.4ntil the field of a':Jplication of V-,e ?rotocol haei beeri 'definitively
estabiisbed in article 1, ,he would invite members of the Cdmmittee to
consider article 5 of draft 'Protocol I.
tic recalled that at' an earlier
meeting the Committae had decided to consider article 5 in conjunction
with article? (d)
find (e), which gave definitions of the terms
;;Protecting ?ower' and I substi tute
1.

Niss;PEJ,12:::T (Secretary of the Co'mmittee) "aid that the following"
amendments had been submitted to article 5: documents CDDH/I/9, cnrm/11IJ,
CDDH/I/?4, CDUH/I/}1 , CDDH/I/SO, C;)DI-:jl/Sl, CDOE/I/52, CDDH/I/54, CDDH/I/61,
CDDH/I/6?, and CDDH/1/(4.
i,.menc.oents to article? (d.) an,d CEi) were to be
found in documcnt~ CDDH/I/29, CDDH/I!16, CDil~/I/~~, CDDH/I/6~ and CDDH/45.
2.

Mr. Antoine MA~TIN (intern~tional Committee of the aed Cross),
introducing article 5, sai~ thnt t~e article rel~ted to the question
of the machinery for the a,:.-:licCl.tion of t"e 1,)4'1 Geneva Conventions.
At the early 9lenary'meetings of the Conference, several delegati~n~ had'
drawn attention to the need to strengthen that machinery.
The a~F)lication
of the Geneva Conventi~ns dependc~ rartly on the Parties to those
Conventions.
In particular it wa~ for each party to the conflict to
decide individualiy how the Conventions w~re to be ap~iied.
~owever,
the fiPolicatio~ and sunervision of th~ 1949 Conventio~s were not left
entirely to the unilateral appreciation of the Parties to the Convention~.
The Conventions contained,nrovisions for snecific institutions ~nown AS
Protecting Powers to facilitate And guarantee the impartial sunervision
of their a~plication.
The sy~teM of self-scr~tiny was therefore
supplemented by the institution of a third indenendent scrutiny, as laid
down in article ~ common to the Conventions (article) of the Fourth
Convention).
The term Protecting Power ¥~s defined in article? (ct)

J.

*

Resumed from the eighth meeting.

**

~-(e.sumed

fror.1

t;1e

sevent~:{

r:H?~8ting.
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of draft Protocol I.
The commentary on that sub-paragra~h aescribed the
functions to be undertaken by the Protecting Powers for the purposes of
the Conventions and of draft Protocol I.
~.
For various reasons, which t~e ICRe had outlined in its preliminary
documentation, the application machinery establisbed in 1949 had not worked
satisfactorily.
The ICRC had therefore sent to all the States Parties to
the Conventions a questionnaire concerning measures intended to reinforce
the implementation of these Conventions.
The Conference of Government
Experts had given the problem detailed study and general agreement hac
been reached on some points.
The experts, like the Governments which had
replied to the questionnaire, had been in favour of retaining and
reinforcing the system of Protecting Powers.
The General Assembly of
the United Nations had ex~ressed the same view in a number of resolutions.
The experts had considered it adviscble to reaffiri~ the obligation incu~bent
on each Party to the conflict to designate a- Protecting Power at the
beginning of any situation referred to in article 2 common to the Convention:,;
On the other hand, the experts had considered that there s~ould be no
obligation to accept the Protecting Power thus eesigneted, since neither
the designation nor the acceptance of a Protecting Power could be settled
by an automatic procedure regardless of the consent of the Parties to the
conflict.
Lastly, the greet majority of the experts, like the Govern~ents
which had replied to the questionnaire, had considered that the procedure
whereby the ICRC would be appointed as substitute for a Protecting Power
should be strengthened ana simplified.

5.

Various amendments to article 5 hnd been subfT1itted at the XXlInd
International Conference of the Red Cross, as was mentioned in uaragraphs l~
to 19 of the report of that Conference (CDDH/G).
Cne proposal, in )articular
was that paragraph 3 of article 5 should be replaced by another providing,
in the event of failure to a~point a Protecting Power, ~or the activities
of a humanitarian organization such 25 the ICRC to be appointed by one
party to the conflict and recognized by the other or, alternatively,
appointed by the United Nations or by a Conference of nigh Contracting
Parties.

6.

Finally, it was pointed out that paragraphs ~4 to JI of the Memorandum
submitted by non-governmental organizations to the present Conference dealt
with the implementation of humanitarian conventions.

7.
Following a short nrocadural discussion in which Mr. SHAli (P8ki~tan),
Mr. CRISTI':SCU (Romi'min): hr. de BH;;;Uc;-:~-;;n (Belgium) and-Mr:-""~P2I: (United
J'.:ingdom) too!-<: part, the 6iAL1i'iAN invited" the spon50rs of thc aJTIfmGtTlents to
article 2 (d) and (e) toi~tro~-ce those amendmEnts.
It would be advisable
for the Committee sub5equently to consider article 5 paragraph by paragraph
and for the sponsors of amendments to th05e paragraphs to introduce them
as the Committee took up each paragraph.

B.
Mr. de B~EUCVER (Belgium), introducing the amendments to article 2 (d)
and (e) (CD;)H/I/36 and Corr.l), on bahnlf of the s.~;onsors, said that the
Geneva Conventions provided no defini tion of thc term "?rotccting Pm,er",
which had its origin in customary l2.w.
According to the dofinition provided
by the ICRC in article 2 (d), the ~tate designcted as Protecting Power
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should be "willing" to carry out the functions assigned to a Protecting
Power under the Conventions and Ptotocol I.
The word "willing" was not
a suitable legal term and mig,ht be replaced by 'has agreed" or "is pren<'.rec
to", words inplying not only con,sent but readiness to oarry out the
functions in question.

9.
Artic Ie ? (e) gave a defini tion of t:,€
term "substi tute", nl reac1y in
use in the system introduced in 1949,.
According to the IC~C definition,
that term meant nn iior(;lan:lzation \ihichwoulc!. act in nlace of the
Protecting Power'for the discharge o i a l l or part of its functions.
The spb~s~rs of the Amendm~nt i~d6riument CDD~/I/J6 and Corr.l considered
i t preferable to te';:ilace the word '''organization;'' bY'i~partial humanitArian
organization;' • . Indeed, accoI'C;,:;·i1r~ to article 5 of draft Protocol I, the
Protecting Pbwer was {o en~ure the a"~licAtion of the Conventions ~nd the
Protocols.
It was therefore nece2sary that the substitute should be both
humanitarian and impartial in the oryinion of hoth Parties to the conflict.
That wording might lead to the designation of all kinds of organizctioos
such as the tCRC, t6e Office ofth~ United Nations High Commissioner f6r
RefuDee~, c~~tain United Nations bodies or one or another non-governmental
organization.
10.
Hr. ABDINE (Syrian Arab 'l~e....,ublic), introducing his delegaL.on I n
amendments to article 2 (d) and (e) (C,)D~l/I/t;?), !,Jointed out that in
the meaning of Rrt.icle ? (d) the terr:l "?rote~ting Power;' ,,-,,~11ied solely
';0 a .'3tate.
In view of t~'c ci'fficulties w~,,-i(:h had arisen in im:>le!J1en~',in9
the system of Protecting :'ow-=1'8, it mig:-t '~)erhai's be flc1visable t" allow
';he parties to c, conflict the frdedol:l to chaosI' from a!Tlong other ::mti tieo:,
as WflS the case when th~resorted to arbitration.
The Syrian proposalw8s
that the parties concerned should be free to choose a person or an entity'
as a "Protecting Entity".
Since it was the consent of'the parties to the
conflict whic~ mattered, there could be no reason to limit the choice to
3tates not engaged in the conflict.

11.

Hr. ,Antoine HAi1':'IN

(I:1terrli'ltional COl:lmi ttee of ele E{ed Cross),
1, of draft ?rotocol I, pointed out
tl~Clt t~.[~t 'lrovision reaffirmed tIl€ !
.oblirlati00' incumbent on every party
to the conflict, by virtue of t~e Convention8, to designate a Protecting
Power wi t:lin t'1e mecilling of article 2. (ct) of draft Protocol I.,
introducing~rticlo

5,

p~r2grap~

l~.
If diolomatic relations were broken off between the ~arties to the
conflict, then the mandate of Protecting Power under ,the Conventions an~
the Protocol was Eutomatioally by law vested in th~ third State, acceptible
to the receiving State, which might already have been entrusted by the
i';ending State - in accorc1.ance,' wi th custor,]flry internRtional la"" or wi th
article 45 of the 1';(1 Vienna Con.ventionon Di;::lomatic ~(elationsU- with
the protection of , its int~rests and tbo~e of its nationals and which had
bC(,H acce:1ted by the receivina :::;tate.
i':, party to ti",e conflict wishing to
(,ntr'.lst to di.ff(?,rent third ::;t,ates the' Vie:1na mandate", and the 'Geneva
mandate' ~'houlc. therefore mf\l~e '~nOl.,nexpressly nne1. immedil'.tely its ':'lositio!l,
That nrovision had been introduced in the light of recent experience.
ay
n large majority, the exnerts consulte~ had considered t~~t t~e designation
a~dacce0tanceof R °rotecting Power required ~greement between the two
parties to the' conflict i'.nd t:i(c third :::;tat~ de~,iq;1p"tQ(l.

-------- ,-_.
~.

1/

United Nations ~ublic"tion,

;";I'.le8 ;>10.: e'.X.l.
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13.
The Conference of Government Sxperts had pad before it n number of
proposals containing fixed time-limits. for ~he designatio~ of a Protecting
Power and for the acceptance of such designation.
In conformity with the
wishes of the majority of the experts, the IC~C had decided on flexible
indications, such as "from the -b8ginning of emy conflict" or "without
dclayi'.
A precise time-limit, however, was proposed in article 5,
paragraph 2.
14.
Mr. KUSSBACH (Austria) introduced, on behalf of the spons6rs, the
amendments in document CDDH/45, \i!lich aim8d at harmonizing the terminology
of draft Protocol I, t~ting into account the terminology employed in the
Conventions and th8 opinions expressed by the Government experts.
One of
those amendments referred to article 2 (ct) of draft Protocol I.
Ee
emphasized that that amendment in no vlay affected the substance of
article 2.
15.
Hr, Cl1I.STE5CU (ic1o:nc>.nia) introduced the amendments to article 5
contained in clo--;;;-;ent CDD~i/I/13, '...,hich were (',esigned to retain and
strengthen the role of Protecting Powers.
That im?orta!1t question had
been the subject of considerable controversy at the 19~) Diplomatic
Conference for the ~stabl i shment of Interne.tional Conventions for the
Protection of Victims of War, end the ~ertinent provisions of the
Conventions hAd been accepted wit~ reservations by some delegations.
It was important to avoid coming u,; ag<>.in.st the same difficulties as
had been encountered in 1949.
It had to be acknowledged that ~uhsequently
the system of Protecting Powers had not h'ori:ec. \vell dUl"ing international
conflicts, particularly those involving small countries.
The financial
and economic implications of the system, particularly for develo~ing
countries, t'1UEt not be overloo'ced,
j··:oreover, the defjire to ensure respect
for the sovereignty of States explained the reservations that had been
made against the Protecting Powers system.
The object of the amendments
in document CD~H/I/l~ was to eliminate all automatic procedures in the
functioning of the system, since its automatic character might be contrary
to the wishes of States.
To _sum up, the amendments were designed to base
the system on the agreement and good will of 5ta:'8s.
·~he· advantage of
the proposed paregra~h ;;: was that it cn·ablec. the Uni ted Nati"ons to tc2:e
the initiative, if necessary, in designating a Protecting Power.
16.
In conclusion, he said that his delegation accepted the proposal
document CDDH/L;5 concerning article 2.

i~

17. Hr. GHAH (?akistan) pointed out that the amendments proposed by his
delegation to article 5 (CDDH/I/~4) included two new paragraphs
(paragraphs 1 and 2) which were designed to strengthen the role of the
Protecting Powers and to empower them to ensure the application of the
Conventions and the Protocol.
Paragraphs 3 and 4 of the amendments were
almost identical with the paragraphs in draft Protocol I, save for the
tact that under the amendment the parties would be obliged to justify
their refusal to accept the designation of a Protecting Power.
One
delegation had suggested that thE' adjecti VB "neutral;· in naragraph 4 of
the amendments s~ould be re',)laced by ; impartial:: ; the Pakistan delegation
had no objection to that.
As far as paragra~h 3 of article 5 was concerned,
he preferred proposal II (CDDH/l, page 4).
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18. MI:. ABDINE (Syrian Arab Re1Jublic) sniq that in the amendments
submitted by his delegation to .article 5 (CDDl-':/I/62.) the wordiPower"
h1'ld been replaced by the word. "Entity' in order to bring the wording
into line with that. of the amendment to article? in the same Qocument.
19. ?art of a sentence in paragraph 1 0f article 5 of the draft Protocol
had been deleted because it implieG too grent a degree of automatic
~rocedur!3.

20.
In paragraph 2, the "lord ·;unjustifiec'· :tad been cl.C'leted, since it
could lend itself to various interpretations.
?nragraph] provided for
cases in which it ~ad not.been possible to designate a Protecti~g Entity.
In such a situation, .Jyri~ would advocate a certain degree of automatic
procedure in designating the ~ntity; that ~aragraph would also have the
advantage of creating a mechanism to which recourse could be had in
certain difficult cases in which the ICRC might have to intervene.
21. Mr. de BREUC~ER (Belgium) ~ointed out that paragraph 2 of the
amendments to article 5 in document C.Om:/I/13 dU':'Ilicl".ted paragraph J
of article 5 of the draft Protocol.
2,2. ·~fi th resncct to the Paki stani amendment (CDDE/I/;:>,4), he questioned
the advisability of the last phrase in naragra9h 2, which left it to the
Protecting Power to draw the attention of t~te international community to
continuing violationDl that was too wide B mandate, more particulArly
when the Protecting Power was designated by a single Party; and it woul~
entail such heavy responsibilities that very few 3tat~s would acce~t them.
23.
The Syrian amendment (CDDi~/I/62) came n,ear to the views of the
Belgian delegation, but toe use of the word "Enti tyn seemed superfl.uous,
since the notion of a substitute already apoeared in the Conventions.
?,l}.
Paragra!Jh 1 of article .') of the draft Protocol was acceptable, but it
could be s~ortened, particularly as several dele9~tions would like the
phrase ';which has not already e':1-::ruste(~ ... of i tr: nationco.ls
;, to' be
deleted.
His delegation had no objection to. its deletion.
~5.

Belgium intended to submit an amendment to ·define the functions of
the Protecting Power ~trictly, precisely and realistically.

~6.
Mr. IJhS (Indonesia) said that the smooth working of the system of
Protecting ?owerE, coul r '. not be ensured if a degree of automatic procedure
was introduced into its ep~licationi the agreement of the pa~ties to the
conflict appeared to be indispen~able.
Proposal I for article 5,
paragraph 3 a~peared to meet that condition, but if one of the parties
to the conflict refused to accent the ,ropo.sed substitute, the United
Nations could designate an intern~tional body with the agreement of the
parties~
Ee would therefore suggest that, if the Romanian delegation
had no objection, article 5, ~Rragraph 7 of the draft Protocol could be
replaced by the pronosed ~aragrClDh :? of the amendments in docur.1ent
CDD~i/I/13, with thE;! word "hum?nitarii'.\n; re]Jlaced by the ,.ord
"internation~l·r .
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27.

I'·lr. CHmrD!!U::(y (Banglo.desh) drew attention to his delegation's
amend~;ent to arti~le 5, pnragra;:>h .3 (ClJD!-1/I/61), which ,,,ould allow the
ICRC to assume the functions of a substitute independently of the
agreement of the,' pal-ties to the conflict.
Such an amendment would avoid
a great m~ny difficulties if a ~arty refused to agree on the role of the
ICRC.
I1~:..!-yHANG (Republic of r':orGa) said thElt. hi~, delegation found
article 5 of draft ?rotocol I acce~table in gen2rnl.
Experience had
shown that the ap3)licatiol1 of the existing rules concerning the super
visory mechanisms WRS not entirely satisfactory,
For that reason, the
United Nations General Assembly at its twenty-sixth session (resolution
2352 (XXVI»
and at its twenty-seventh session (resolution 3032 (XXVI!))
had invited the ICRC to devote soecial attention to the need to en~urc
bette~ apnlication of existing rules relating to armed conflicts,
including the need for strengthening the oystem of Protecting ?oversi
the Government Experts, too, had stressed that need.

28.

29.

His delegation SupDo~ted paragra~hs 1 and 2 of article 5 of the
draft Protocol and found them completely rectI i stic. ;Ii ih re spect to
paragraph J, it too~ the view that the ap~ointment of a substitu~e 8hould
be automatic and should not depend on the consent of the PHrties.
Alternative pro?osnl II therefore seemed the most suitab19, but he would
suggest that the words "without delay" should be inserted between "shall ti
and nacce~)t".
30.
Mr. KA30LEC~I (Poland) drew the Committee's nttention to his
delegati-;;-r;'-;;;-~dment (CDDH/I/?9) wi th respect to the clefini tion of t:-:e
term "SUbstitute",
The definition it pro;Josed pLlced the er!phasis on
the guarantee of im~artiality and efficacy on the part of the organiz
ation acting in place of a Protectins Power and stressed the fact that
the task of acting as substitute should be entrusted to it by the Parties
involved in the conflict, for the substitute could not discharge its
functions impartially and effectively without the agreement of the
Parties to the conflict.
In t: at respect, the aim of the Syrian amend
ment was similar to that of his delegation.
31.
Eis delegation; too, thought that the word~: "or unjustified delay:'
in paragraph 2 of article 5sl,ould be deleted, as also the phrase "which
had not already entrusted the protection of its interests a~d those of
its national s to a third State:; in paragra7.1~l 1 of the 8aI:1e m-ticle.

32.

!'!ra.HS!JLEi:'l (f'iexico) said that her delegation favoured proposal Iof
the ICRC text of paragraph 3 of article 5.
Mexico would be reedy to
accept as a substitute any international institution or body pr0~osed
or accepted by the parties to t~e conflict, such as, for instance, the
Uni ted Nations.
J:'he amendment to article 5 ~roposed by :i.omanin
(CDDH/I/13) was the one her delegation considered most suitable.
Nevertheless, it would be well to s~ecify that the United Nations
itself could act as substitute: the end of paragraph 2 of the Romanian
pro,;lOsal might therefore be amentled to read: '; •. , or, where B;>pro:Jrie.tc,
the UniteJ Nations or a body designated and recognized by that
Organization ••• "
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J3.

Lastly, her delegation supported the Indonesian amendment to replace
the words "a humanitarian body;; by the words "an international body".

340. Mr. PICTET (Switzerland) said that his delegation favoured the ICRC
text of article 5.
It supported, in particular, the provision in
paragraph 1 whereby the Protecting Power designated in ?eacetime would
be fully entitled to exercise its mandate from the outbreak of hostilities,
in the absence of any specific statement to the contrary by the accrediting
State.
That was a logical assumption, since the co-existence of two
different Protecting, Powers would give rise to difficulties.
Switzerland
was also in favour of the procedure of exchanging lists, as set forth in
paragraph 2 of article 5. As far as 9aragraph 3 was concerned, it
preferred proposal II. His delegation could accept any amendment which
would further strengthen the provisions of the 19409 Conventions in a
reali stic ,,,"ay and ,,,"ould respect the unity of concept and of terminology
of those Conventions.

35.

Mr. QUACH TONG DUC (Republic of Viet-Nam), referring to his
deleg"ation's 'amendment (CDDH/I/9), said that it was necessary to provide
a remedy for situations arising from the lack of a Protecting Power when
the parties to a conflict could not agree: that was why his delegation
preferred proposal II for article 5, paragraph ), (CDDH/I, page 40).

36.

Baron van BOETZELAER van ASPEREN (Netherlands) said he found the
text of article 5 as drafted by ICRC perfectly acceptable.

)7.

From the outbreak of an international armed conflict, each party to
the conflict had a dual obligation: namely, to appoint a Protecting Power
and to accept one.
Both parties should try to reach 'agreement, and that
implied the obligation of the ~arty accepting the Protecting Power to
give that Power full facilities for the exercise of its functions.
That
aSgect could ~erhaps be made more explicit.

3D. I'lii th regard to paragraph 2 of article 5, the expression IIIn the
event of disagreement or unjustified delay" might call into question the
propriety of the ICRC's offer of its good offices.
It might be better if
the ICRC were given the right to offer its good offices from the beginning
of a situation in which the Geneva Conventions were applicable; in other
words, from the moment the parties to the conflict were required to
negotiate.
In that way the ICRC would be an acceptable intermediary in
a situation where negotiation was likely to prove difficult; thus the
procedure for appointing a Protecting Power would be accelerated.
Moreover, by tru~ing part in the negotiations, ICRC would be in a position
to determine, with reasonable objectivity, the time at which agreement
between the parties would no longer be possible.
The parties to the
negotiations could also decide to ask ICRC immediately to serve as a
substitute pending the outcome of the negotiations.
39. His delegation would therefore support any amendment to paragraph 8
of article 5 which specified that, from the beginning of a situation as
referred to in article 2 common to the four Conventions, the ICRC could
use its good offices and mediate between the Parties to the conflict with
a view to the designation of a Protecting Power.
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40.
So far ~s paragra?h J of article 5 waE concerned, his delegation
preferred proposal II, nlthough the text made no provision for cases in
which the Protecting Power itself might subsequently become involved in
the conflict or be no longer able to exercise its functions effectively.
In such caSBS it would be better if the Parties to the conflict were
obliged to accept the ICRCoffer to assuma the task of substitute for
the Protecting Powe~ until such time as another Protecting Power or
substi tute had been appointed a-,"l(l. acce:;:Jted or until the Protecting Power
was once more in a position to e~ercise its functions effectively, without
prejudice, of course, to article 10 of the First, Second and Third Geneva
Conventions and article 11 of the Fourth.
41.
Unlike other international organizations, the ICRC could ~]ay a
unique part, one in which it could not be replaced by any other organiz
ation.
If necessary, it could calion the assistance of other substitutes,
provided that the parties to the conflict were in agreement on that point.
It was therefore possible - and at times desirable - that s~verc_l substitutes
would· be operating at one and e.e same time.
Hi s delegation shared the
~iews of the Austrian delegation on that point.
42.
Mr. REC~ETNJA~ (U~rainian Soviet Socialist Re7ublic) said that his
delegation was not in favour of the automatic nature of the designation,
and especially the acceptance, of the Protecting Powers.

43. 1'1i th regard to paragraph 1, article 5 of the draft Protocol, !1i s
delegation did not ag'ree with the views ex:->ressed by the representative
of the ICRC and thought that the "Vienna mandate" and the I;Geneva mandate"
were quite different.
It therefore proposed the deletion, in paragraph 1,
of the passage "which has not already entrusted the protection of its
interests ane those of its national s to a third State".
44. Vii th regard to the Pa'.-:istani amendment (CDDH/I/24o), his delegation
shared .the concern of the Belgian delegation.
Paragraph 2 of that amend
ment statee'. that the Protecting F')wer might underta~te ';any intervention":
that ran counter to the ba~ic ~rinci?les of international law which forbadG
the use or the threat of force.
Paragra~h I laid down that the Conventions
and t!le Protocol were to be applied "under the scrutiny" of the Protecting
Powers; such scrutiny was not part of the functions of a Protecting Power.
Finally, paragra?i1 4 implied that acceptance of the Protecting POI.er was
automatic; a Protecting Power appointed by a party to the conflict could
not exercise its functions effectively if it did not enjoy the full
confidence of the other Party.
~5.
Mrs. CHEVALLIEa (Holy See) said that her delegation shared the views
of the Belgian representative, to the effect that the concept of a
substitute should be amplified within the framework of article.2 (c) of
the draft Protocol.

46. It would also like t6 see paragraph J of article 6 of the draft
Protocol amplified and provision made for the possibility of designating
an organization to collaborate with, or assist, the substitute.
The tas!-:
of such a collaborating or assistaht organization would be to help the
substitute in its mission, to co-operate with it and, if necessary, to
replace it in one or more of its functions.
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47.
It went without saying that the organization collaborating with, or
assisting, the substitute must meet all the conditions required for such
a function, notably, the possession of adequate machinery and experience.
48. In addition to the organizations mentioned as examples by the Belgian
representative, there was the Sovereign Order of Malta, whose humanitarian
tradition went back several centuries; moreover, it was a subject of inter
national law and was recognized by more than 40 Governments.
49. Mr. ABU-GOURA (Jordan), introducing amendment CDDH/I/44 and Corr.l
to article 2, said that the text of article 2 (e) of the draft Protocol
did not in any way improve upon that of article 10 of the first three
Geneva Conventions or that of article 11 of the Fourth Convention; it
seemed to him that it would be ?referable for all the High Contracting
Parties, especially those under occupation, that the substitute should be
defined as an orga~Lzntion exercising, with all -~arantees of impartiality
and effectiveness, the functions of the Protecting Power.
50. Mr. MAROTTA RANGEL (Brazil) said that his delegation was prepared to
accept, in principle, both the IeRe text of article 5 and the amendments
proposed for its improvement.
In paragraph J, proposals I and II were not
mutually exclusive and might, with a few changes, be merged, as was
suggested by his delegation in document CDDH/I/54. The two present
alternatives had one defect: no ~rovision was made for canes in which
the rCRe was unwilling or unable to assume the functions of a substitute.
His delegation's amendment would remove that defect by laying down that
the rCRC might either nominate an international body capable of assuming,
with the agreement of the parties, the functions of a substitute, or,
after consulting the parties, assume such functions itself.

The meeting rose at 12.)0 p.m.
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Chairman :

Mr. HAMBRO

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I

(CDDH/I)

(Norway)

(continued)

Article 1 - Scope of the present Protocol, (CDVH/l; CDDH/I/41, CDDH/II?I)
(resumed from the sixth meeting)
1.
The CHAIRMAN
report progress.

asl~ed

the Chairman of the "forking Group on article 1 to

Hr. MAHIN-BOSCH (~'jexico), Rapporteur, Chairman of the \vorking Group
on article 1, said that although the Group had met twice to explore the
possibilities of drafting a single text of article 1, it had been unable
to reach the necessary compromise.
?

3.

Mr. MISERA (India) and Mr. CLAR~ (Nigeria), supported by Mr. ABDINE
(Syrian Arab Republic), suggested that since consultations between the
sponsors of documents CDDH/I/41 and CDD~/I/71 were still in progress, a
decision on article 1 should be postponed until the next meeting, when
a text would be available.
! t was so aQreed.

4.
Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that his delegation and that of New Zealand
would be submitting a procedural draft resolution on the Committee's
discussion of article 1.
The matter had already been di~cussed in the
Horking Group.

5.

The CHAIRMAN sUggested that the Committee should accept no more
documents for consideration at its next meeting, but should confine itself
to discussing amendments.

6.
Mr. PHUGH (United States of America), su?~orted by
j/Ir. d~ ALCAf'lBAR PEHEIHA_ (Portugal), said that it would be unwi se at that
stage to preclude the possibility of discussing further proposals.
~r. GLOi~!3-, (P!'lilippines) said he could Gup;)ort the Canadian proposal,
since its effect would be to defer discussion of article 1, w~ich needed
further study.

7.

3.

The CHAIRhAN suggested that the Committee
at its next meeting.

pro~o3al

~hould

discuss the Canadian
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5 - AlJpointment of Protectin~ ?owers and o_f their substi tc!te
(CDDE/I/13, CDDi-i/I/24, eLlul'll/50, CiJ.JS/I/62, CD!)H/I/G7 and Acct.l,
CDDH/I/6C, CDDH/I/70, CDD~/I/75, CDDH/I/77) (~oncluded)

~rticlc

9.

The CHAIRMAN invited the Cc~~ittee to consi(2r article 5 and the
amendments thereto paragraph by ."aragraph.

Paragraph 1
Mr. ANGONI (Albania) said that one of the shortcomings of the 1949
10.
Geneva Conventions was that they failed to provide a satisfactory
procedure for the apyointment of Protecting P01'lerS and their substitutcf:.
The Albanian Government had entered specific reservations on ·the question
to all four Conventions, because the relevant provisions opened the door
to violations of State sovereignty and took no account of the distinction
between just and unjust wars, which should be the princiial criterion in
the development of international hu~anitarian law.
Moreover, in view of
the nefarious activities of the imperialist and colonialist States,
eE~ecially the two super Powers, article 5 sho~ld be so worded as to
take into account res')ect for sovereignty and non-interference in the
internal affairs of sovereign
countries and }eoplcs, which were two
fundamental principles of international law.
In addition, the necessary
corrections should be m~de in the corres,onding articles of the four
Geneva Conventions.
11.
The Protecting Powers must be ap~ointed with the consent of the two
conflicting parties; and the Protecting Powers and their substitutes ~ust
never take advantage of their position to intervene in the internal
affairs of the countries where they were required to act.
Article 5
must be drafted as clearly and unequivocally as ~ossible, to prevent
the imperia~ist and colonial Pow.er.s from using. it as a ;:pretext for
intervening in the internal affairs of others.
12.
Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that his delegntion considered the
ICRC draft of article 5 to be. sa-;i.sfactory, thOUg~i capable of im;>rovement
and preferred the variant oJ paro.graph 3 in proDosal I (CDDH/I, page 110 )
because that text express~d better the nrinciple of fonsent by the parties
to the conflict.
Proposal II needed further analysis.
13. The many a~endments submitted should be carefully considered and
compared, and the Committee shoul,d try to find time to deal with at
least some of them.
In any case, the IeRC text did not require a great
'deal of amendment.
14. Mr. HAKSAR (Indi~) said that his delegatio~ls ~mendmentD (CDDH/I/50)
related to article 5, paragraphs 1, 2 and 5 and that the amendments to
paragraphs land 5 were related.
They had been submitted because the
i·CRC draft of article 5 seemed by implication t.e make. it mandatory that
the Protecting Power appointed under article 45 of the 1961 Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations should automatically act as Protecting
Power under the Protocol.
Such an implication was undesirable for several
reasons.
The function and responsibilities of the Protecting Power under
the Vienna Convention and under draft Additional Protocol I were not the
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sa'lle, and a State apnointed as a Protecting Power under the Vienna
Convention might not be willing to act as such under the Additional
Protocol; in some cases the Parties might wish to entrust the different
functions envisaged under the Vienna Convention and under the draft
Additional Protocol to different States; and even the maintenance of
diplomatic relations between parties to a conflict was no obstacle t~
the appointment of a Protecting Power for the purpose of applying the
1949 Conventions and the Additional Protocols.
15. His delegation had therefore proposed the deletion of the words
"which has not already entrusted the protection of its interests and
those of its nationals to a third State" from article 5, paragraph 1
and the insertion of the words "or the entrusting of the protection of
a Party's interests and those of its nationals to a third State" after
"between the narties to the conflict" in paragraph 5.
16. Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium), introducing the amendment submitted by
his delegation, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom (CDDH/I/67 and
Add.l), said that it was designed to make the ICRC text more speci fic by
deleting the words " ••. which has not already entrusted the protection
of its interests and those of its nationals to a third State" from
paragranh I.
Although the sponsors had no objection to those words,
they had thought it best to delete them because of certain objections
that had been raised in the Committee.
17.
In addition, the sponsors proposed that the words "for the sole
purpose of a),~)lying the Conventions" s!1ould be replaced by the 'vor-ds
('to carry out the functions assigned to it under the 'Conventior sand
the pre sen t Pro toc 0 1;', whi Cll were more nrec i se .
IJ. Mr. BOULA.NEN~:OV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), introducing
the amendment to article 5, ~aragraph 1 in document CDDH/I/70, said that
the system of scrutiny in the Geneva Conventions of 19~9 should be
maintained and strengthened.
That system, based on respect for the
sovereign rights of the parties to a conflict, had sometimes not been
implemented and had indeed been violated, not because it was defective
or because the nrovisions of the Geneva Conventions were legally unsouc~,
but because of a lac~ of good faith on the part of certain States.
19.
It would be seen from the amendment that the sponsors were prepared
to accept certain new ideas which a~ryeared in the ICRC draft and those 0~
the amendments submitted by other delegations which strengthened the
principles laid down in the Geneva Conventions.
20. The underlying principle of the amendment was that the essential duty
of Protecting Powers under the Conventions was to safeguard the interests
of parties to the conflict: even though a Protecting Power mig~t act in
respect of individual persons, from the legal Doint of view it safeguarde~
the interests of a ~arty to the conflict as vested in the rights of its
nationals.
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21.
His delegation could not accept the rCRC thesis that the parties to
a conflict had a collective responsibility; it recognized only the
responsibility of the Protecting Power.with resgect to the State that
had designated it.
That ruled out any possibility of automatic
designation or automatic acceptp~ce of Protecting Powers.
Since the
Protecting Power was res90nsiblc for safegu~rding the interests of a
party to the conflict, only that 9arty could designate a certain Stat~
as its Protecting Power; and since the Protecting Power acted within a
State, only that State could accept or reject a State as the Protecting
Power of its adversary.
22.
The rCRC text of article 5, paragra,~ 1, provided an express
obligation for States to appoint a Protecting Power by introducing the
word II shall '; in the third I inc - a step for",-ard com?ared wi th the Geneva
Conventions, which contained no specific provision for the procedure of
designating Protecting Powers.
His delegation had no objection to ma~ing
that obligation explicit.
On the other hand, it had proposed the deletion
of the words ;;which haG not already entrusted the protection of its
interests and those of its nationc:ls to a third State:' which appeared
in -the rCR.C text, since t!1eir effect would be to make designation
automatic.
2J.
The sponsors had no strong
the word hundue" before :;delay"
deletion of the last four word~
such;! - because they might lead

feelings about their proposal to insert
in the third line and had !)roposed the
of the lC::l.C draft - "and accepted as
to misinterpretation.

24.
Nr. r.1BAYA_ (United ;(epublic of Cameroon) said that therCRC text of
paragraph 1 was acceptable to his delegation.
25.
~-1r. BOUW;;N (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist ReI1ublic) said that his
delegation, like the delegation of the ussa, attached great im!)ortance
to the system of the Protecting Pm'Ter and its substitute.
As was stated
in the rCRC's Commentary on article 5, there \Vas full agreement in favour
of '<eeping, anel at the same time improving ·that system.
26. With that statement in mind, his delegation had co-sponsored the
amendments proposed to that key articl€
in document CDDE/l/70, which were
designed to improve and clarify the system of the ?rotecting Power and
its substitute.
27.
Paragraph 1 of ar.ticle 5 as proposed by the, rcnc contained a reference
to article 2 common to the four Geneva Conventions.
Since there was an
almo!:lt unanimous desire on the part of delegations that article 1 of draft
Protocol r should be amended, and a number of proposals to that effect had
been submitted, including the amendment to ~rticle 1 snonsored by more
than forty Powers in document CD~H/r/41 and Add.l to 7, of which his
delegation was a sponsor, it would seem logical to refer in paragraph I
o:f article 5 to article 1 of draft Protocol r, and not to article 2 common
to the four Geneva Conventions.

2R.

At the eleventh meeting many delegations had advanced arguments in
favour of the deletion of the words :'which has not already entrusted the
protection of its interests and those of its nationals to a third State,"
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in paragraph 1 of article 5. Moreover, those words hadcbeen omitted in
the ~end~ents to ~rticle 5 submitted by the delegations of the Syrian
Arab Hepublic (CDDH/I/62), Pakistan (CDDH/I/24), Romania (CDDH/I/13) and
thirteen delegat,ions (CDDH/I/75).
His delegation fully supported that
deletion.
29.
In accordanc~ with the Chairman's ruling that article 5 would be
discussed paragraph bi paragraph, he would confine his remarks t6
paragraph 1, but he reserved his delegation's right to comment on the
other paragraphs of article 5 as they came up for discussion.
30. Mr. DRAPER (United ~ingdom) said that the Netherlands delegation had
become a sponsor of the amendment submitted by his own and the Belgian
delegations (CDDH/I/67 and Add.l), the main ~urpose of which was to
strengthen the idea of obligation expressed in paragraph 1 of the ICRC
text and to ensure that there was a single, clear-cut system for
designating Protecting Powers that could be applied from the very outset
of the conflict.

31.

i"ir. FISCHER.-REICHENBACH (Sovereign Order of Mal ta), speaking at the
invitation of the Chairman, said that the Order was prepared to assume the
function of substitute for the Protecting Power where possible and ~ould
be glad to collaborate with the ICRC in aDpropriate circumstances.
32. The Order had for centuries acted as an instrument of public inter
national law, with functional sovereignty which fitted it for supra
national activity; it was based on the same principles of independence,
neutrality and equal treatment of the needy as the ICRC; it had embassies
in forty States in Europe, Latin America, Africa, the Middle East and
Asia and had meuical personnel and establishments at its dispose.l in sO:-:Je
seventy countries.
33. Mr. BUGLER (German Democratic ::tepublic) said that it 'was essential to
devise a practical system acceptable to all States. His delegation
supported t:le Indian amendment to naragraph 1 (CDDH/I/6S), preferred
proposal I of the ICUC draft of paragraph ], and agreed "lith the amendment
to the definition of ;;substitute;' in article 2 (e) ;:.>roposed by Poland
(CDDl-!jI/?') .
34.'l'he general control functions which the Pak.istani amendment (CDDH/I/24)
would confer upon the Protecting Powers were, in the view of his delegation,
too far-reaching; those functions should be limited to controlling the
implementation of the provisions of the Geneva Conventions and the draft
Protocols.
There should be no interference with the sovereign rights of
the parties to the conflict.
35. The provisions would have little practical value unless a time-limit
"laS set for the appointment of Protecting Powers. His delegation was aware
of the difficulties likely to be encountered in that connexion, and would
therefore give careful consideration to the possibility of enabling the
ICRC to offer its good offices with a view to the designation of Protecting
Powers acceptable to both parties to the conflict.
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36. Mr.ARIM (Turkey) said that the ICRCtext of paragra9h 1 was acceptable
to his delegation, tis was thci Belgian, Netherlands and United Kingdom
amendment (CDDJI/I/67 and Add.l) which did not differ greatly from the
former text.
His delegation was not yet in a position to comment on the
other amendments to paragranh 1.
37. Mr. LYSAGHT (Ireland) said that any proposal that increased the
likelihood of the ap~ointment of Protecting Powers with power to implement
the Conventions would be welcomed by his delegation, which considered that
the parties to a conflict had a reci~rocal moral obligation to consider in
good faith the adversary's proposal for a Protecting Power.
It was also
necessary to provide for' the appoint~ent of n substitute, su~jec{ to the
agreement of the parties to the conflict.
33.
His delegation preferred the ICn.e text to the amendl"lent in document
CDDH/I/67and Add.l, which seemed to deprive the Protecting POIY'er of any
general function of ensuring i~plemcntation of the Protocol.
39. Mr. HURILLO ~UBIERA (Spain) said that his clelegation~s anendment to
paragraph 1 (CDDH/I/77) stressed the legal and hioral ob'lig'at'{on
'each
party to the Cdrtflict to appoint a Protecting Power at the beginning 'of
the conflict and ,to accept on its territory the activities of the
adversary's Protecting Power.
It should be made quite explicit in
paragraph 1 that States, were in duty bound to rcs;Jcct certain,inter
national ,rules, irrespective of their reasons for 'e.ntering : R. confl ict.
The idea, of appointing Pl;'ot'ecting Powers ~"as a substantial improvement
on that 'of maldng diplor:Jatic arrangements to pr.otect interests.,

of,

40. Although the ICRC's functions were mainly administrative, ,it would be
in a position to help the parties to the conflict to fulfil their
obligations, and a provision to that effect should be included in
paragraph 1.
The 1 tal i an amendment to :!,)aragranh 3 (CDDH/I/50) was
based on the same idea.
41. ~WDA (Ja:pan) said that his delegation could ngr~e in principle
with the ICRC'draft of paragraph 1, but ,considered that, the phrase
Ilwhich has not already entrusted the protection of its interests and
those of its nationals to a third State;; should be deleted and therefore
su~ported the :!,)r090sals to that effect in documents CDDH/I/13, CDDH/I/62,
CDDH/I/67 arid Add'. 1 'and CDDl-i/I/70.
Furthermore, it held the view that'
each party to the conflict' should be under'can obligation to accept a
Protecting Power and therefore suP?ortedthe Belgian, Netherlartds and
Uni ted ::ingdom amendment (CDDH/I/67 and A(id.1).
42. lvir. !~Al<:OL~CI'.:I_ (Poland) said that to enable the Protecting Powers to
play an effective 'and impartial role, it would be necessary to obtain tbe
agr.eement of the three parties concerned, namely, the designating Party,
the adverse Pa~ty and the Protecting Power designated;
He therefore fully
supported the amendment in document CDDH/I/70.
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Paragraph. ?

43. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that many government experts had suggested that the problems encountered
in the de0ignation and acceptanc~ of Protecting Powers might be solved
by the establishment of specified time-limits.
In that connexion, he
drew attention. to paragraphs 4.75 and 4.80 on !=lages 181 and 182 of the
report on,th~ second. session of the Conference of Government Experts on
the Reaffirmation qnd .Development of In.ternational Humanitarian Law
Applicable in.Armed Conflicts. and to the replies of Governments to
question 3 ·o( the !CRC questionnaire concerning measures intended to
reinforce th~ ~mplementation of the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
Proposals
for entrusting the ICRC with the administration of the designation and
acceptance procedures and with the necessary notifications had been
sup~orted by the majqrity of experts.
The ICRC would be prepared to
aSsume that task in accordance with paragraph 2.
44. Replying to a question raised by the Netherlands representative at
the eleventh meeting,.. be said that the ICRC would be the body responsible
for deciding whether there was disagreement or unjustified delay in the
designation or acceptance of the Protecting Power, after tal-dng all
aspects of the situation and the opinion of the interested parties into
account.
45. Hr. de BREUCKER (Belgium), introducing t:1e amendment to article 5,
Ilaragraph ;:' in document CDDH/I/67 and Add .1, said that its purpo,3e was
basically the. same as that of the ICRC text, which it was merely intended
to strengthen.
The sponsors took special exception to the use of the
term "unjustified delay" in the ICRC text.
Moreover, his delegation
would like the words ;'shall have the right to exercise" in the amendment
to be replaced by the words "shall exercise".
46.
The Conference might wish to consider inserting an additional
provision to enable the ICRC to exercise its good offices in a situation
where a Protect~ng Power was unable to be present.

47. Mr. ABDINE (Syrian Arab Republic), introducing his delegation's
amendment to p~ragra~h 2. (CDDH/I/6;:-,), said that it was proposed to
delete the "lords "unjustIfied de'lay" because they were lil;:ely to give
rise to' uselessdi~~ussion and to encourage the very d~lay they were
intended to prevent.

48. Mr. BOUBEN (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said th~t his
deleg"ation supuorted;·the proposal to delete the words "unjustified delayll.
49. A number of delegations had expressed the view that the wording of
the draft Additional Protocols should be ke9t as close as possible to
that of the Geneva Conventions of 1949. That was the purpose of the
amendment to paragrilI)h ? in document CDDB/I/70ja' similar' provision was
to be found in article 13, paragraph 5, of draft Protocol II and in the
amendment to article 5\ ?aragraph ], of draft Protocol I in document
CDDH/I/75.
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50.
Since the feasibility of communicating the proposed list of States
to the ICRe within ten days was doubtful, the time-limit had been left
open in the amendr.Jent.
In conclusion, the idea of three-sided agreement
to the designation of the Protecting Power should be retained.
r--ir • .!::!.!.?,!\y~ (Urlited Republic of CC'.meroon) said that his delegation
shared the view that the. words Lunjustified delay" should be deleted.
It agreed with the amendment in .docu:!1ent C;)DH/I/67 and Add.l, with two
reservations: first, the expression "from the outbreak of asi1:uation;'
was somewhat vague; secondly, ·his delegntion was in favour of the
appointment of a Protecting Power by three-sided agreement, as provided
for in the .JCRC text, and considered .that the three ~arties sho1.<ld be
given adequate time to reach agreement.

51.

Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (S~ain), int~oducing his delegation's amendment
to paragl'apll 2 (CJJD;{.lI';77), seld thnt it was based on the ren.e text and
on,views expressed at the Conference of Government Ex?erts.
The term
"unjustified delay'; hed been omittec1. because it lent itself to·different
interpretRtions.
The time-limit, which had been left open, shoul~ be
short, in view of the nature of modern conflict.

52.

53. Mr. BOULANEN:OV (Union of Soviet Socialist Reuublicsi said that his
delegati~---;;;:!ld b~-submi tting a drafting correcti~nY to t:1e amendment
in. document CDDH/I/70.

5h.

The activities of any hUllla:litarian organizi'ltion that might act as al:
intermediary ,""ould be of e.n extraorGinary ne.turc and it wa:; tIlCrefore
inappropriate to lAY down on obligatory ~rovision in the paragraph.
That
was "rhy the. sponsors of the amendme!"lt had ul3cd the vrords "subject to the
consent of the parties to the conflict".

Hr. D~A?ZR (United ,':ingdo;:J), replying to the representative of the
55.
United ::?epubliZ of Ccunerocn, ,said that the meaning of the phrase "from
the outbreak of a situation"should be reasonably ~lear to the parties
concerned.
The ICRC would begin its mediation procedure immediately a
conflict for which there was no Protecting Power had begun.
56. His delegation could accept the Belgian suggestion to replace the
words ';shall have the ,right to c)cercise" in the Belg(an, Netherlands and
UnitedI(fngdom amendment
(CDDH/I/67 and Add.l) by the words ;;5hall
exerci se;; .
!!,r. a~H:ANN (S,dtzerland) said he thought that amendment CDD!-!/I/67
and Add.l, as altered by the sponsors, was an improvement on the ICRC text.

57.

58 •. Mr. CAS,SESE (Italy'), introducing his delegation's amendment (CDDH/I/50),
said it \Vas designed to enable the ICRC to intervene,as soon as possible
after the,o~tbreak of hostilities and to avoid the delay that the complex

.!I

Later circul nted as docllment CDDi·;/I/70/Corr.l.
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machinery envisaged in the ICRC text would cause.
There was no intention
of imposing any duty on the ICRC: under the Italian amendment, that body
might offer to act as a substitute, but wo~ld decide for itself whether
or not it should assume such functions.

59.

The IeRC provided in its draft that it could offer its services only
as a measure of last resort, whereas thc amendment would authorize it to
do so from the outset of the conflict. Moreover, the opening words of
the amendment made it clear that such action would not relieve thc parties
to the conflict of their obligations under paragraphs 1 and ~.

60. His delegation had submitted its amendment to paragraph J rather than
to paragraph 1 in order that the ~rimary duty of the parties to a conflict
to appoint a Protecting Power should be emphasized at the beginning of the
article:
an offer by the ICRC to act as a substitute was only a possibiii t
and should therefore take second place.
COMMEMORATION OF THE SEARPEVILLE AFFAIR
61. Mr. CLARK (Nigeria), recalling the fact that the United Nations
General Assembly in resolution 2142 (XXI) had proclaimed 21 March as
"International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination", read
a solemn declaration to commemorate the Sharpeville affair, and
Mr. TASWELL (South Africa) exercised his right of reply.
62. Mr. BELOUSOV (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that his
delegation, together with the delegations of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and the 3yelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, wished to be
associated with the Nigerian statement.

The meeting rose at 6

p~~_
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SurfoI'1ARY RECORD OF THE THIRTEENTH MEETING
held on Friday, 82 March 1974, at 10.15 a.m.

Chairman:

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I

(Norway)

(CDDH/l) (continued)

Article 1 - Scope of the present Protocol (CDDE/l; CDDH/I/12 and Add.l and
Corr.l, CDDH/I/4l and Add.l to 7, CDDH/I/42, CDDI-l/I/7l, CDDH/I/78)
(continued)
1.
Mr. MILLER (Canada), introducing draft resolution CDDH/I/78, said
that, in the course of the Conference, the question of the exercise of
the right of self-determination of peoples had assumed considerable
importance in relation to the two draft Protocols and, indirectly, the
four Geneva Conventions of 1949. The discussion had been very construct
ive and had produced some most detailed and interesting proposals; all
those pro~osels had emphasized the need to apply the r~gime of the Geneva
Conventions, as su~~lemented by the Protocols, to armed conflicts which
involved the exercise of the right of self-determination within the
meaning of the Charter of the United Nations.
2.
Unfortunately, the discussion of that question had not begun as soon
as would have been desirable in view of its importance, with the result
that at a time when the Committee's work should be coming to an end,'
there were still uncerteinti~s as to the ~recise wording to be given to
that principle in the Protocols; and as to the repercussions that it
might have on the Protocols as a whole 1'!11d indirectly on the Geneva
Conventions.
It was absolutely essential that more time should be
available for a thorough examine.tion of that important question.
The
Canadian 1';';1d New Zealand delegat~ons were t!1erefc.:ce DrOlJOsing that a
working group be set up to study the problem in depth before the
Diplomatic Conference resumed in 1975.
3.
In so doing they were not seeking in any way to prejudge, !1amper or
impede the decisions that the Committee might perha?s wish to take on
the various pro~osals concerning the formulation of the right of self
determination, in article 1 of draft Protocol I.
In submitting draft
resolution CDDH/I/7S, the Canadian and New Zealand delegations were merely
suggesting a method of work which might, perhaps, make it ~ossible to
reach a more widely acceptable formulation of the principle in question
and to facilitate the worl~ of the Conference in 1975. The draft resolution
could be referred to the Conference in plenary session.

4.
In the French version of o~erative paragra?h 1, the comma after thE
''lord "humani taire ,! shoulc be deleted.
*

Incorporati~g document CDDH/I/STI.lJ/Corr.l.
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5.

As regards the task to be carried out by the intersessional working
group, the sponsors of draft resolution CDDH/I/78 had restricted them
selves to mentioning the problem of the right of peoples to self
determination, because in the course of the work of the Conference that
problem ha~ assumed far greater i~90rtance than any other, but they
would have no objection if other ctelegations wished to propose additional
tasks.

6.

!,1r._.0RARD (Fnmce) said that differences of opinion on the problem
of the right of geoples to self-determination were concerned much less
with the objectives than '-lith the means to achieve ther:1.
7.
That important problem, which went beyond the initial frame of
reference of the Conference, called for very t'horougl1 consideration.
For that reason, the French delegation would not be able in SUP90rt
the amendments to article 1 in documents CDDH/I/ll an~ Add.l to ],
CDDH/I/41 and Add.l to 7 and CDDH/I/71 or other proposals to the same
effect, b~cause they did not seem appropriate, at the prescnt stage of
the Conference's \,'ork.
His delegation agreed ,d th those of C"mada and
New Zeal<:md that the dialogue thi!t had been begun should be pursued.
Mr. QUENTIN~BAXTER (New Zealand) said that the reason why his
delegation was reluctant to accept the amendments concerning t!1e
problem of the exercise of the right to self-determination was not
becau~e it dissoci~ted itself from the position t~:en up by the inter
national community, in particular by the United Nations, but because the
Conference on the develo?ment of humanitarian law did not seem the
appropriate tribunal to deal with such a matter. The Conference's role
was not to c6ndemn tyrants but to bring them to respect the rules of
humanit~rian law so that the victims of the conflicts in question should
be spare~ unnecessary suffering.

8.

9.
It was therefore proper that the problem ~s a whole should be given
closer con~ideration with a view ~o defining the eIements needed to
complete th2 Geneva Conventions L1 line wi th the i.'l~nrtial tradition of
the Red Cross, and to e~tending their a~plication to the type of conflicts
that broke out at the present time.
10. After a short procedural debate in which Hr. fULLER (Canada) <:md
Mr. i'<lISHRA (India) took part, the Chairman said t!1at d~7ur.lent CDDH/I/7D
contained nn entirely new proposal, which went beyond the scope of
article 1.
In accordance with t~e rules of 9rocedure, th~ Committee
should consider the amendoents to niticle 1 instead of continuing to
discuss the draft resolution which could be considered either by the
Conference in plenary session or by the Committee itself at its next
meeting.
It was so Bareed.
11. After a further nrocedural discussion in which Mr. TARCICI (Yemen),
Hr. CLAR:: (Nigeria) a~d Hr. DRAPE:? (United :,Cinodom) t~-;l-;: )art, the
CHAIRMA~ proposed, at the suggestI~n of Mr. MISHHA (India), that the
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meeting be suspended so that unofficial discussions might take place with
a view to reconciling the amendments to article 1 in documents CDDH/I/41
and Add.l to 7 and CDDH/I/71, and avoiding a debate on them before they
were put to the vote.
It was so

agree~.

The meeting was suspended at 11.5

a.m. and resumed at 11.]0 a.m.

12. Mr. PRUGH (United States of America) requested that a discussion
be held on the draft resolution submitted by the Canadian delegation
(CDDH/I/7:<).
I]. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that,during the sus?ension, several
delegations had suggested drafting changes to the draft resolution
sponsored by his delegation and that of New Zealand, and that it would
be desirable that those suggestions should be submitted to the Committee.
It would, however, be preferable not to start a detailed discussion of
the draft resolution as long as the fate of article 1 had not been settled.
14. Mr. GARCES (Colombia) said he agreed with the United 3tates represent
ative.
Delegations, particularly those from distant countries, needed
time to reflect and to consult their Governm0nts.
15. The ~HAN, referrinr: to the deci sion ta::en before the suspension
of the meeting, said that, if there were no objection, he would take it
that the Committee was rea~y to consider the amendments to article 1.
It was so agreed.
16. r"ir. LISTRE (Argentina), s?ea:nng on behalf of the sponsors of the
amendment to ar"ticle 1 (CDDH/I/71), said that it re;0resented a compromi se
be tween amendrnen t s CDDH/I/l:;;; and Add.l and Corr. 1 and CDDt:;I/41 and Add. 1
to 7.
In the Working Group, the Argentine delegation had stated that it
wished to limit itself to a modification of amendment CDDH/I/41 and Add.l
to 7, namely, to replace the words ;colonial and alien domination;' by
';colonial domination and alien occupation::.
Subsequently, a.t the request
of the s!,onsors of amendment C!1Dh/l/ ill <md Add.l to 7, the compromise
formuln "colonial anel alien occw')ation': had been used.
17. Amendment CDDH/I/71 should obtain the sUP90rt of the majority of the
sponsors of amendment CDDH/I/41 and Add.l to 7.
Moreover, it was not
incomnatible wit:1 rurwndl'lent CDih/l/l?' and Add.l and Corr.l from which it
h~d taken the so-called ;:i'fjartens clause".
T~'le ICRC text was used in
naragraph 1.

IJ. Mr. MI3E~A (India), s~eakinD on. behalf of the sponsors of amendment
CDDH/I/41 and Add.l to 7, ~aid that they considered ,amendment CDDH!I/71
acceptable on condition that the words iicolonial and alien occupation"
in paragra,)h ? were replaced by ;'colonial domination and alien
OCcuClati on"
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19. r"lr. ABDHr:;:; (Syrian Arab He'mblic), spenldnr, on behalf of th0 Arab
group, s~id th~t the grou':J "ould ~,rcfcr amendr.lcnt CDD~:/I/Lo7 and Add.l
to 7, but, in n s~irit of conciliation nnd to cnable the COMmittee to
extricate i tsclf fran the deadlock, i t wns re:7.dy to support amendment
CDDH/I/71, which reconcilGd the (ifferent noints of view.
In paragraph 2
of the French version, ho',.;ever, the word ;',"o;Hllatio!1f"
should be re:;-:lacod
by the word "peuples", <'mel, the eY')re~,sion ~'ct,,-"i-~7;d:;'Ji t i\. l ' auto
deternination7:- by;Cd'u .droi t _~~cr:~'?~~:?~~2':~ it dGiE)_~~~~- d ~ eu2":.:-~;·
that the text '',io~ld be in confoI"!!'!i ty \-Ii tho the tcrr:-linology ai' the
Charter of the Uni ted NRtion::: Clnc. the Declarr:.tion on ?rillc:i~)les of
InternBtional Law concerning Friendly Rolations ?nd Co-o~erntion among
States in [;ccordanc~ wi t"1 t'1e Chi'lrtor of tl1e Uni ted Nf:tions (G~nE'rp,l
Assembly resolution 2685 (XXV)).

,--;0

;:>'0.
Nrs. F;-';LLE~ (!;8:'ci~o), [;-:Jcaki!1g on behalf of t')C sponsors of
amenG;;"~-;-t~G)j5!-~//i'/71, said t~.l,~·~ they acc0I}tcd the Inc1inn ar:lcndment whic!-:.
corrcs~Jonded to the wording origin,llly IlrOl)oscci by the s;JonsGrE'.
'fll(,
changes pro~osed by the Syrian representative were also acce~tab18.

::n.

~!r_._~BJl.yA (Algeria) ~:"id he sCtD;Jorted t!1C: Syrian ~Jr0;1o;;9.1.
hi s
delegation was one of th~ soon~ors of amendment CD0H/I/41 and Add.l to
7 and i t accepted proponcl CDDE/I/?l in a npirit of comproDise.

22.
The Algerian delegation w~s ready, in the p(:riocJ bet'lccn the t1>tO
sesnions of tho Conference, to consider the rc~ercussions of the ctccision
to be ta~en by the Committee on article 1.
?·1ro HESS (IDr?t.cl) said 1:2 would li~:c to E!('.>.:e a brief ~;tntCr.1c;!t
concerning article 1 of the ICRe text of draft ?rotocol I.
That article
corresponded to ~,nragrA.:;)h 1 of docwnent CDm:/I/'71.
In hir; dcd.cgrltiu!1' S
opinion, 'the e}(J)re::.;sion ; the Genev9, Convo;1tions;: 'vas purely de[;cri~)tivc.
The 1949 Diplomatic Conference had drawn up four distinct ~nd senerate
Conventionic~, each dealing with 0. sC:Jnrate subj8ct. and hDving its 0"i!1
framewor': and fin.:11 clausos.
2.':;.

2~.
Although the co~mon objective of the four 1949 Gen~~R Conventions
,,,as to protect tbe victiiH[; of wp..r, op..ch of the!.. hac its own validi t~' and
a~plicnbility and constituted a distinct legal instrument.
~5.
Hi" deleGP,tion wished to rciter('<te its unclcr£;tCl.ne~ing t:l1tt t.he wor~:
of the Conference in no way affected the se~ar8tc and distinct legal
validity of each of the Conventions.

}1r. e.e I3;~!:;UC/2r: (3clgi~;n) ~·.aid that Cl.!',wndl:wnt CDDH/I/71 l¥fl.5 1:lcrely
a comb-in;tion-;f~;-;ndme:-Jts CDDf{jI/12 and Add.l and Corr.l ;md CDDf-:/I/lll
and Add.l t o ?
Ibe sponsors of amendment CDDH/I/12 and Add.l and Corr.l
did not. in any way envisage the situation described in documents CDDH/I/ll
Rnd Add.l to J and CJD~/I/41 and Add.l to 7; Bll that they had done had
been to lny down t~lC oblige-.tion to res!=,cct (lD(~ to ensure respect for the
Protocol, to define its sco~e, and to restate the anulicability of the
SO-CoIled T<artens clnuse in certain si tU2.t.ionE.
PL',rauricnh ~ of ar:1endr.!cnt
Cj)D~~/I/71 cont.ained n provi~,;ion w'hich ,·rne; wholly alien to the spirit of
amendment CDryH/I/l~ nnd Ad~.l Rnd Corr.l nnd it wa~ in no scnse a
cOfl1!Jromi:cc.

?.6.
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27.
Mr. ALDRICH (United ~tates of America) said that he, too, was of the
opinion that amendment CDD~/I/71 did not represent a true compromise on
the substantive questions dividing the Committee.

?!3. l/ir. crnsTEGCU (Romania) sai0 that hG whole-heartedly supported amend
ment CDDH/I/71 and the Indian amendments.

?9. Mr. BLIX (Sweden) said that the Conference must arrive at a version
of article 1 which would be acceptable to all the groups of countries,
ot~erwise the usefulness of the Protocol would be greatly imoaired.
Since none of the amendments submitted so far ~ad met with general
an~roval, his delegation would abstain on each of them.
It was unfortunate
that the discussion could not have been ~rolonged and that acceptable
alternative solutions had not been found.
Since so little progress had
been made in the discussions, he would have preferred the Committee not
to ~roceed to a vote.
le.

j1ir.

EL GEONEi';Y (Arab :'i.e-Jublic of ;!;9Y2 t ), sUIl;Jorted by Hr. CLAHE
BOA (Ivory Coast), moved the closure of the debate on

-(Nige~ia) and j';iss

amendment C~DH/I/71.

;1. Mr. DJ.A?2H (United ~ringdom) anc Hr. GLC:1IA (Philippines) said they
were - op;Josed to the closure of the debr,te; amen-dme<:1t CDDFi/I/71 had been
submitted only recently and had not yet been properly discussed.
J?

?7!

The

CHAIRNA~

put the Egyptian motion to the vote.

7he motiQn for the closure of the debate was adopted by 64 votes to
with t abstentions.

33.

Nr. -J'iI ['i::L (Austria), s,ca:;ing on a lloint of order, recalled that
several amendments had been submitted to 2rticle 1 and that, in conformity
with rule 41 of the rules of procedure, those proposals should be put to
the vote in the order in which they had been submitted.
Since amendment
CDm-VI/I?, and Add.l anc. Corr.l had been submitted before amendment
CDD;IjI/71 , it should bC~'JUt to the vote first.
'~''1e' Austrian delegation
would, however, agree to the vote being ta!:en first on amendment CDDH/I/71,
provided that each of its ~al8graryhE was voted u~on se~arately.

34.

The CEAI:'U'lAN_ saiel tl-;.gt, in conformity with rule 40 of the rules of
,rocedure, the Committee should vote first on the amendment furthest
removed in substance from t!Ie originv.l prc,ose.l, namely amendment CDDH/I/71.

15. Er. ALDRIC~ (United States of America) said thnt in his opinion
amendment CDDH/I/41 Rnc! Add.l to 7 VIas furthest removed from the original
~ro~o.salo

J6. Mr. MIS~RA (India) requested, on behRlf of the s?onsors of amendment
CDDH/I/L;l and Add.l to 7 that ,;)riority should be given to anendment
CD[;2/I/71.
37.

jJir.

ALi:bICf: (Uni ted States of America) o::->?osed tr..El_t request.
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The CHAIHLAN put the Indian request to

The C0r71mittc0 decic1c(l, by 67 votes to
gi"::-.£....2.!.iori
t~-~me.2~-::.'.'c~cD-5'i7I!..L~

ty .

390

The

CI~J';.Il{1,iAN

recnllcd that Austrifl had

t~w

vote.

l(~ith

G~l':ed

14 abstentions,

th..-:.t each

to

perggra~.!h

of aMend:!1~nt C:J0~i/I/71 should be ;.)ut to the vote sepilrately.
~o.

Hr. EL G~ONEMY (Arab ~epublic of EOypt) op,oscd the Austrian request.
The Cor1'!.!!Ji U:"<;5~ rc~ec_·~_ed. the ~~~Ii.:u~.~.:::..~ 56 vote" to 21~i th

6

·L'.b~;tention~;.

41.
as

Mr. MARIN-EOSC~ (~Q~ico), Ha~porteur, read out n~endment CDDH/I/71,
orally during the sus~)cnsion of the: neetinll.

aJllen(~ed

42.
I,ir. HISi-:RA (India) suggested that the word ;'agai!'lst' should be
inserted in paragraph 8 of the English text, as amended orally, betMeen
the. \vords "alie" occupation, and: ~nd ;'racist re»im0s·'.
At the request of i;~2~ renres()nt_~tivc~LJ~ineri~_c:_~ote 2!_~~tal~.~~ __ ?.L
roll-calIon ,,:;;encr:1entC,l'2dU]l.
India, h.,,"in.£Lbeen clE..''-''!E2Y_!::52.t ~r tlJ9~
Chnir~:lan,

\,ra[; cClllcd U-:-)0rl to votc__ fi~_st"

In_:!::.~~:

f'jadE'.gnscnr,
Uga:1d~1

Indice,
hnli,

P{l..k:.ist{~!1,

l~donesiC'-,

Ir2.~,

Iran, Jordan,

;"iorQcco, liaurit8.nin, Lexica,
Pnnam(1, "?cru, Polund, Q8.tar~

j~ll'·.'nit,

Lebanon, Liberi2.,

honooli(l.~
j~rnb

rJig2ria, l'Jor'.. . ay,
qC,r:'ublic of 2gypt,

Libyan Arab Hepublic, ,syrian Arab ,::tepublic, r~(':)ublic of Viet-Nam,
Democratic People's ~epublic of Yorea, Germ2.n Democr~tjc ~epublic,
~hmer ~epublic, United ~epublic of Caneroon, U~ited ReDublic of Tfinzania,
Romania, Senegal, Sudan, Sri Lankn, ~ultanate of Oman, Chad, Czecho
slovcG~ia, Thr..il?hd, Togo, Trinidad ?nel Tobago, Tunisin, Ul:rainian ~oviet
Socialist Republic, Union of Sovi3t Socialist Republics, Vc"ezuela, Yemen,
Democratic Yer:wn, Yugoslavin, Z,,<irc, Zeunbia, h.lbania, t.lgerin, Saudi Arabia,
ArgentinR, Bangladc~h,Byelorussian ::';oviet Social~st Republic, Bulgaria,
Burundi, China, Cy~rus, Ivory Coast, Cuba, EI Salvador,Unitcd Arab
Emirates, Finland, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, ~ondurfts, Hungary.
~.lL9in5!..~

I sr2.cl, Italy, J2.pan, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, 110naco, Nc",
Zealand, Netherlands, Portugal, Republic of ~orea, United Kingdom of
Great Britain an~ Northern Ireland, Switzcrla~~, Uruguay, South Africa,
Federal RepUblic of Germany, Belgium, Canada, Denrnar~, Spain, United
States of America, France.

~~tail1.il!.,CL:

Ireland, Philippines, ~oly See, Sweden, Turl~ey, Australia,
Austria, Burma, Brazil, Chile, Colo~bia, Greece, Guatemala.
The aMendmc'nt to articlc 1 (C;-)D::jI/71),
Rbstcntions.
by 70 votes to ?l, with l~
..:-.-------- -----.-.

4J.

The CBAIm.;M~ 'Jointec. out thnt by the adoption of that amendment all
the other amendments submitted to article 1 of draft Protocol I had been
excluded.
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411.
Mr. CUTT3. (Austrp-li?-), exnlairring ~is vote, said that his delegation
was in favour of the a~nlication of drp-ft Protocol I to those ~truggling
for self-determination; it could net, however, agree to certain terms in
amendment CDDH/I/7l which introducec the concept of just or unjust war;
it was for that reason that it had abstained.
He regretted, moreov~r,
that the Commi ttee hp-d not taI<-en 1". separate vote :)n eRch paragraph, for
he would have been able to support some of them unreservedly.
He also
deplored the fact that the discu~sion had been closed prematurely.
1±5.
i"lr'2A~ (fi'inlanc!), speaking in ex!!lanation of his vote, said that
what was most important was to r8ac~ a solution that was Rcceptablc to all.
The object of tIle Conference WAS not to draw up 11 juridical defini tion of
struggles for national liberation, but to find a mep-ns of extending
protection to all victims of conflicts, whatever those conflicts might
be.
In s'.lpporting amendment CJJD;~/1/71, hi s delegation had therefore
voted in favour of the un~crlying principle rather than the forr.! in which
it had been submitted.
Pis delegation did not consider that the Committee
had given enough attention to draft resolution CUDH/I/78.

46. Mr. de GERLICZY-BURIA~ (Liechtenstein), explaining his vote, said
that his dclcgRtion's position wan based on juridical considerRtions.

The meeting

ro~e

at 1

p.~.
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SUMMARY, RECORD OF T}lE FOURTEENTH IiIlEETING
he~d

on Monday,

Chairman:

~5

March 1974, at 10.15 a.m.

i'1r.

HAMBHO

CONSIDERATION Oli' DRAFT PROTOCOL I

(CDDH/l)

(Norway)

(concluded)

Article 1 - Scope of the pre~~nt Protocol (CDDH/l; CDDH/I/71. CDDH/I/78)
(concluded)
1.
Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) said that his delegation had maintained on
several occasions, both before and during the Conference, that the
struggle of peoples against colonialist and racist regimes deserved under
standing and sympathy and that adequate protection should be given to
combatants engaged in such conflicts.
It had participated in the 1vorking
Group's discussions to see!~ a solution to the ~roblem of covering stich
conflicts in an appropriate text and had therefore welcomed the draft
resolution submitted by Canada and New Zealand (CDDB/I/71).
2..
'He considered that the vO.te on amendment CDDH/I/?l, submitted by
Argentina, Honduras, Mexico, Panama and Peru had been premature, since
furth.::r discussion might have led toa more ;)recise text guaranteeing
adequate 9rotection for war victims.
T~at amendment had discriminatory
and subJective 'features which were out of place in the GeneVft Conventions.
He hoped that, despite the result of the vote, texts would be drftwn up
at the second session which would give effective protection to the victi~s
of all forms of armed conflict in accordance with universally accepted
standards and could be adopted by consensus.

J.
His delegation considered t~at the Committee should examine the
Canadian and New Zealand draft resolution (CDDH/I/7!?), take note of
amendment CDDH/I/7l and reaffirm the need to maintain the universality
of humanitarian law.
4.
Nr. CAf'iEJO-ARGUDIN (CUbed said.that the amendment in document
CDDH/I/7l had not been sutlDorted by all Latin-American countries because
they were reluctant to vote against the Uni ted, States Government.
His
delegation had vpted in favour of the proposed amendment, on the under
standing that the text was interpreted as referring not only to the
national liberation movements present at the Conference and those recognized
by the Organization.of African Unity and the League of Arab States, but
also others such as the Puerto Rico liberation group.
5.
Mr. HESS (Israel), ex~laining his delegation's negative vote on the
amendment in document CDDP./I/7l, said that his delegation's statements in
plenary had indicated why, in its view, a clear distinction existed and

*

Incor~orating

document CDDH/I/SH.14/Corr.l
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must be maintained betwecn international and non-intcrnational conflict~,
and why ~ubjective distinctions based on the motives or the cause of one
or other :larty con!Jlctely dic,regarded the fundrunental urinciples of inter
national humanitarian law.
~e suryported, and would have voted in favour
of paragra:'hs 1, J and Ir of that document, hf'cd that been possible.

6.

r·,r. LYSAGll·.·' (Ircl.:md) saie' t!H!t hi;:. delegation hp_d not oT)Dosed the
amend;;;~t ~{~;- clo;·ume~1t CD0E/I/?1 because hi s Govern::18nt ~,as syr:l:w.thetic
to the as?irations of n~tional liberation movements Bnd to their claim to
tbe ryrotectioll of intl'nv:tione.l ];ur.1c.::i tnrio.n L:!\v.
ric was, hOliever,
disH~pointed that tho sponsor6 had not ~ro~uccd a more objective defini
tion of the circumstances in which the Protocol ~~~ to be BD?lied to wars
of ,-,clf-determination, <>-no he r!:';Jealcd for r: r.l()dific,~tion of the "mendl'lcnt
in accorclp.nce ~. . i th the rescrvation~ which he had e[i,rcssed.
lie horyed that
the mnttcr would not be pressed to a vote in Jlenary at the current session.

7.
f·;r~~AL·.'J.i:;.r (Feder;:!.l 3.c;'lUblic of Germany) sC',id th['..t the chnre.cter of
wars of national liber"tion was often a controversial political issue;
they should not euto~ctically be labelle~ Q~ intcrn~tional conflicts, as
described ill article? common to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949.
ilis delegation hAd o,~osed amendment CDDH/I/71 because it did not
differentiate between the international or non-international character
of wars of liberation.
Ilevertheless, he di~ support the Daximum extension
of the Geneva Convention~ to all victims of WArs of liberation, as inter
nntionnl humanitariar! law should be univers,d.

s. He conr,;idered that the definiti.on of self-determinntion ap-:-Jlicf'cble
to arens of fighting i'against colonial domin['..tion nnd alieri occupation
and reci st regimes", given in parDgra;:;h 2. of the amendment, was too
limited: that principle should apply to all nartE- of the world.
9.
Mr. OFSTA~ (Norway) said that his delegation's vote in favour of
the amendment waR the expression of its desire to give the GeneVA
Conventions the widest possible apulication.
All war victims must be
protected, regardless of the political and legal cla~Eification of the
conflict, an~ th~t was only possible if the ap91ic~bility of inter
national humanitarian lew was severed from all controversial political
and legal concepts.
The distinction between international and non
international conflicts was not a convenient crit~~ion for the a~plication
of international humanitarian law.
As many victiD~ BE possible must he
given maximum nrotection under the Geneva Conventions and the proposed
Additional Protocol~.
10. Although supporting that principle, his delegation did, however,
have strong reservations ~gainst some of the wordinc of document CDD~/I/71,
and regarded the p~r?.se :'agninst colonial dor.1ination [md alien occu:')ation
and racist regi:;]es:: as su:,erfluous.
It would have preferred the wording
of document CD1;!1/1/11
and Add.l to J.
11.
Ado~tion of the amendment in document CDDH/I/71 did not amount to
acceptance of the so-cnlled ·'jUHt war:; concc;:Jt.
It \vas intended to ensure
equal protection of all victims on both sirles in wars of national liberation.
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12. Lastly, he wished to recall that his delegation had reserved its right
to propose at a later stage of the Conference that the two draft Protocols
be amalgamated into one single Protocol applicable in all armed conflicts.
Consequently, he did not consider any adoption of article 1 as final at
the nresent stage of the Conference.
13. Baron van BGETZ~LAER van ASPEREN (Netherlands) said he hoped that
decisions would thereafter be taken by consensus, which was essential- in
dealing with matters of substance.
Bis delegation would continue its
efforts to find a universally acceptable solution to the problem of
defining wars of self-determination. His delegation had voted against
amendment CDDH/I/?l, as it sup:n.orted the ICHC's view that humanitarian
princi~les must be a~~lied in all circumstances.
14. ~1r. PICTEI' (Switzerland) said he regretted that the amendment in
document CDDE/I/?l had been put to the vote, since key provisions should
be adopted by consensus, even at the expense of long and arduous search.
All possibilities of reaching a generally acce~table text had not been
completely explored.
15. His delegation's vote concerned the wording of- paragraph 2: it did
not refer to the struggle against colonial domination, alien occupation or
racist regimes.
His delegation h~rl doubts concerning the opportuneness of
introducing concepts of a political nature into matters of humanitarian
law.
The Geneva Conventions had always been above all considerations of
that type in order the better to protect the victims of all conflicts
whatever their origin.
He hoped that the question would be studied more
deeply.
16. Mr. LEEi',ANN(Denmark) Gaid that his delegation !1ad voted against the
proposed amendment because it introduced subjective and political criteria
into ~ legal text whose purpose was humanitarian.
The Conference should
work for the adoption of humanitarian rules governing the'largest possible
number of victims of all armed conflicts, whatever their nRture.
Such
protection could only be based on objective, non-r-olitical criteria.
Considering the importance of the issue, his delegation would have
preferred that no vote had been tru(en.
It fully supported the draft
resolution in doeumcnt CDDH/I/7~ which it hoped would lead to a consensus.
17. Mr. PLA~A (Albania) said his delegation had voted in favour of
amendment C;}Dn/1/71, in accordance \vi th its Government's principle of
support for DDpressed peo~les fighting against colonialist and racist
regimes.
The fact that war~ of liberation were recognized by the
Conference represented a victory for peace-loving countries.
The
provisions in paragraDh 2 should be re£lected in the draft Protocols,
although he would have preferred a more clear-cut wording.
He also had
some reservations about the wording of paragraph 3.
1°
i''ir. DAYAL (India) said th.at the introduction into the discussion
before and ~fter the vote of t~e idea of just and unjust wars, and
consequently that of discrimination, had only confused the issue.
The
question before the Committee had simoly been to decide whether a specific
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type of ccmfi.ict which ',:no. 8. mA.jor 'llwnomenon of the tif!lc should be
recognized as an jI\tern~tional conflict.
Different interpretations of the
implications of that~~cisiun could only create difficulties in the work
of the Confercnc~.
19.
f.Irs._~:JIl-rf2:1g. (Cole::Jbiu) D~id she ",iohed to rea!finn her country's
unwavering attachment to the princi?le of the free self-determination of
peoples, as ensi1ri!wQ i::-;. the United. Neti·ons ChaTter.
Eel' delegation had
absta~De0 trom the vote on ~mendment CDD~/I/7l, however, for reasons of a
juridic~l nature, since i t was not satisfied with the way in which the
concept of libflration struggles was linked to Protecol I.
None the less,
in view of th~ importance of the issue, her delegation had been in favour
of continuing thG

dis('us::..~ion

in the hOIlC of rC2.ching

C:..

compromise solution,

since it feared tha~ ~doption of the amendment might have ~mmediate
political rather ~h?n 129~1 effects, thus jeopardizing the principle of
univel-s['.lity'on ",:,.1.ch the", e.rJplice.tion of hum.:mitari?d1 12.w should ])e based.
20.
Mr. SPERDUT! (Italy) baid thnt his delegation felt that 31though, in
certain cases, the strugrlbR of nationel liberation movements reEulted in
internntio~al conflicts, thct type of conflict hA~ s~ccial characteristics
end Has not en Intcr-Stute conilict for the regulation of which intcr
nation,''.l hur.la;:.i tRri.nn lc~w l1,,-d been· devclo;.:>ec:.
S)ecial int~rnational rules
npplicnble to nqtic·,~l libe.-ntio~ ~ars should be worked out, ~hish would
be acc8Ilt?ble ·co both parties engaged in t11at type of conflict.
His
delegation hac -,rated "d.gai;:Lst tr.e amendment bec{!.usc it considered that
t:... e text would jrej\lc,-icc -~;le furti!cr exC!minaticn of n whole category of
prob10E1S, ir:.clu(1.in; ;::risollcr-of--,;rar stntus and the ?rotection of the
civiliar:. popUlation.
7

?l.

I~e

,"ror~~in(j

SU~p('!-te(1
C;l·O·~~:"

Co~ve~tions

a~d

s-::"ugglcs for

ar,~:ft

"::Ut.:~LJ.
~r.

r·"solution C:JDH/I/?3, because an intersEssio"ul

(~.s-~a~lisiJ.

the draft

the conditions under

Lddition~l

:f-Q0-'::.2rlninlltion

w~ich

the Gencv::t

Protocols could be Boplicable to

0

3?-.

I'!gr. L:)Oi'JJ (:-bly Sep) s<:'.id tnat .11.S delege.tion had kept silent during
the dTs-~~~si-:;;-w):':'c~ h.:lJ ~:-2<::eded the vote on flf!londment CDDH/I/71, but
would n~t ccnc0~1 ~t~ anxiety as t~ what the consequences of that vote
rn~_C'l,.~: hnfcr t!-"r~ ~:u ~urc c)' the CC!1fr.rence.
Other international orgiJ.!"liza
tions werE: re!:;')onsib:_(~ for tf"\l::'nQ decisions of a fundamentillly Clolitical
nature and for the Conference to t~~e such decisions could only increase
the oxi[:,tillo co::ft'~,ion conccrflir,g the comnetence of the different organ
izations.
The vot~ hA~ s~lit the Conference into two grou~s.
The value
of any rules tha~ rniUht Lc adopted would be diminished if there were a
certain numb0r of States ~hich thought it against their interests to
ap~ly thorn, ~s had been th0 case in the pest, when a number of countries
had ref,lf;ec to accc,;pt a d,aft. proposed by the ICRC.
In the c~se of rules
of intarnationel humanit~rian law4 it was desirable to seck a consensus.
What WAS absolutely essential wa~ to leave the door open for further
dialooue; his delegation hoped it would not he a dialogue of the deaf.

23.
r'r. i';CDA (JflC')an) saj.d that his delecntion haC: o;JPosed amendment
CDDI-:/I/'71-bcc'ausc- it implied a radical T:1~dification of the basic ~orinciples
and the whole s~ructure of the Geneva Conventions ond the draft Protocols,
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even the titles of which would have to be changed.
He hoped to hear the
observations of the ICRC representative on the amendment and suggested
that the ICRC should provide the Conference with a set of new draft
Protocols as a basis for discussion at the Eecond session of the Conference.
The Japanese delegation felt that the convening of an intersessional
working group as proposed by Canada and New Zealaad might be helpful.
24. Mr. ECONOMID~S (Greece) said that, to be effective, international
humanitarian law must be universal. The absence of a compromise solution
might have serious consequenceE.
The United Nations or some other inter
national organization might be made responsible for deciding in the light
of objective criteria - Euch as the duration, intensity or scope of a
conflict - whether it was to be considered as having an international
character. IH s delegation regretted that the Canadian and r~ew Zealand
draft resolution (CDD~/I/78) had not been discussed before the vote was
taken on the amendment.
25. Hr. VIEYTE (Uruguay) said that his delegation had voted against the
amendment, first because it. did not connider that the conflicts in question
were of an international character, secondly because the text might open
the door to arty seditious movements which disturbed the internal life of·
States, and thirdly because authentic humanitarian law ought to protect
all victims of war, without considering what particular ~ar it was or for
what motives it was waged.
26. Mr. PRUGH (United Gtates of America) said that the vote of the United
States delegation had been in~ended to ensure the widest possible human
itarian law protection for the victims of war on the basis of univers
ality and regardless of the cause for which they were fighting.
The
scope of the Conventions and of Protocol I must be clarified so that they
applied to any armed conflict which attained a certain level of intensity.
The text of amendment CDDH/I/7l might fail to cover certain armed conflicts
which were of greater intensity and involved a greater need for protection
than those covered by it. He would li1::.e to believe those delegations
which had assured the Committee that the amendment did not raise the issue
of ;;just; or "unjust" wars, but his interpr~tation of the language of the
amendment was just the opposite.
Possibly there was some failure of
communication; if that was so, everything should be done to clear it up.

?,7. Consensus was important in international law and particularly in the
case of the issues under discussion; it was regrettable that certain
proposals which might have led to a consensus had not been discussed.
Efforts should continue to seek a solution on which it would be ~ossible
for most delegations to agree.
23. Mr. MBAYA (United Republic of Cameroon) said that under cover of an
explanation of vote many speru<ers had merely repeated what they had said
in the general debate.
One had described national liberation movements
as ;;collections of individuals in rebellion against their Government".
That description might, for examnle, apply to a group of Portuguese in
rebellion against the Portuguese Government, .but could not possibly apply
to movements of Africans seeking liber<".tion from foreign domination.
No
speaker had replied to, or even mentioned", the !Joint made at an earlier
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meeting by there~rescntative of the Syrian Arab Republic that inter
national humanitarian law already took cognizance of subjects of inter
national law other than States.
Some spea}:ers seemed to wish to invent
a third, intermediate, category of wars which were both international
and non-il~ternationai.
It woul' be difficult to admi t such a ';mixed';
category, but in any case jt could not affect the fact that wars of
national liberation were international.

29.

He appreciated the suggestion of the re~resentative of Norway that
there should be a single legal instrument applicable to all armed
conflicts irrespective ~ whether they were internal or international
since, in either ca~e! the suffering victims were equally deserving of.
the protection of humanitarian lmv.
But the tendency of the Conference'
seemed to be to maintain the distinction: Protocol II provided less
protection than ?rotocol I.
Since national liberation wars had to be
included in one category or the other, the question was which degree of
protection should be afforded to the victims of those wars? National
liberation.wars were not civil wars; the inhabitants of southern Africa
were riot Portuguese.
It was clear, therefore, that the victims of those
wars must receive the protection of draft Protocol I.
~hat w~s particularly
disquieting was that it was precisely those Powers which possessed over
whelming military force which now appeared to be unwilling to apply the
Conventions if the amendment supported by the majority was incornorated
in them.
JO.
Mr. El Hehdi ZL'Y. (Mauri tania) said that he fully su~~orted the
statement by the representative of the United ~epublic of Cameroon.
Jl.
Mr. CLAR~ (Nigeria) said that the tas~ of the Conference was to devel09
laws whieh would be acce~table to humanity.
The amendment, whi~h had had
the support of 70 countries, did not speak of "just" or ;'unjust" wars, but
of wa~s of national lib~ration, which was a perfect.ly objective concept.
Mr. ~issinger had recently said that a new world order was evqlving; he
appealed to the re:)resentati ves ')f the minority to accec>t that fact and
to abandon their outlvorn !=>rejudi.;es.
They shoule: not attempt to poison
the atmosphere by pretending that, because of their power or geographical
position, they were better entitled than the majority to spea~ in the
name of the international communi ty.
J?.
Mr. YO;CO (2aire) said that all delegations had ;1aG the opportuni ty
to express their views on article 1 during the general debate and during
the discussions in the Committee and the Working Group.
An attempt had
been made to reach a consensus, but it had become clear that that was
impossible.
After a very long di~cussion, the Committee had deci~ed to
apply its rules of procedure and ~roceed to a vote, which had given a
majority of well over two-thirds.
Certain members of the minority, who
had been opposed to the principle of the amend'ment and not merely to its
wording, were now trying to pretend that the question had not been
maturely discussed.
?he Committee had accepted the princi~le that a two
thirds majority revresented'~ practical consensus.
Some delegations now
seemed to be seeking to go back on ~hat ~rinciDle:they spoke of acce~t
anee by "most of the delegations', or even of unanimity.
The implication
appeared to be that anythi.ng agreed u~on by two or three Western countries
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was universal but that the ~elecations of the majority did not represent
sovereign ~t~tes at all.
~e a~~ealed to tte representatives of the minority,
in a spirit of compromise and true democracy, to accept the decision of
the overwhelming m~jority and not to try to reo~en the discussion.
The
delegations which had voted for amendment CDDH/I/71 had done ·so because
it represented a necessary development of international humanitarian law .
_h_;r_._L_E_~ (nepublic of :::orea) said that hi s delegation supported
national liberation movements, but had not voted for the amendment because
it would be difficult to distinguish between real national liberation
move~ents and other ~olitical movements.
r'e regretted that a decision
had been taken by vote instead of by consensus.

.: 3.

Mr. MA~TIN HERRERO (Spain) said that his d~legation ha~ urged t~at
craft resolution CDDH/I/73, submitted by Canada and New Zeala:1d, should
be discussed before a vote was ta~en on amendment CDDH/I/71.
His deleg
ation could accept the four operative paragraphs of the Canadian proposal,
but not the preamble, which seemed to be in contradiction with operative
paragraph 3.

34.

Mr. QUENTIN-BAXTCI~ (New Zealand) said that the joint resolution
submi tted by Canada and New Zealand (CDDE/I/7Q) was not bac::ed by any
bloc nor were its contents a t~reat to any minority.
It was merely a
proposal that an inter sessional Yorking Grou0 should be Det up to
consider as its primary ta~c the ?roblem of the right of peoples to self
determination in relation bot~ to ?rotocol I and Protocol II j beginning
with the relevant :-ro?osals advanced during the current session of the
Conference and to submit to the resumed seseion a rB?Ort containing agreed
texts and, if necessary, such alternative formulations as were considered
necessary.

J5.

The delegations of Canada an~ Now Zealand had not attem7ted to obtain
priority for tho consideration of their ~roDosal when th~ amendment to
article 1 of draft Protocol I «(~DD::!I/71) "ias beina considered.
They had
not thought it right to com,ete with a strong majority movement, the
reasons for which they understoo~ even if they did not share the views
expressed in support of the aMen~m0nt.
~hey conDidered that the problem
mentioned in oDora~ive paragraph J of their ~ronocal needed to be examined
more thorouuhly and not within t~e conte~t of any article which had been
ado;,ted.

36.

~7.

The delegation~ of Canada and New ~ealand were interested in ltnowing
how the wording of t~eir ~roryosal coul~ be imnroved in order to achieve
its air;!

0

The main requiremf-.:!nts

lJ~-:,.ich

they

,~!is~1.cC

to meet were,

first,

the extension of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 to cover the present
situation; ~~condly, t~e avoidanc0 of subjective criteria, since neit~er
the IC~C nor any ?rotacting agencies could be asked to ma~e decisions of
a nolitical nature and, thirdly, the avoidance of any result which might
act as a lever to ~isru~tion within national societies.
The New Zealand
delegation thought it was possible by ~~illed an~ ~atient work to Droduce
a text which met those three criteria and would also satisfy the
Conference.
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38. Mr. BARRO (Senegal) said that the sponsors of draft resolution
CpDH/I/78 had no doubt been inspired with a desire to reach a consensus
in Committee I on article 1, but later developments in the Committee had
shown that the majority of representatives had decided otherwise.
The
scope of article 1 had been dec~ded by a vote on amendment CDDH/I/7l and
therefore the joint Canadian and New Zealand draft resolution had no
raison d'etre.
Mr. YOKe (Zaire) said that the ~deasexpressed in draft resolution
CDDH/I/78 were out-of-date, as the Committee had adopted the amendment
to article 1.
It would be a waste of time to examir.e the proposal.

39.

40.
Mr. ?lILLE!1. (Canada) said that draft resolution CDDH/I/78 was not
particularly a Canadian or a New Zealand one; it was an attempt to
advance an idea of the way in which advantage could be tru:en of the
period between the two sessions of the Conference to work towards a
more universally accepted way of dealing with the very real and
compl.icated issue of the right to self-determination in a manner which
would.do credit to the fundamental principles of humanitarian law. He
was glad to note from the discussion at the present ~eeting that there
appeared to be considerable support for an intersessional working group.
Many speakers had pointed out that the decision ta~en at the Committee's
thirteenth meeting had raised a new set of ?ractical problems: first,
that there were substantive consequences which flowed from that decision;
secondly, that there was a need to reflect carefully and to continue the
dialogue on the issue and, thirdly, that there was some advantage in
having an intersessiohal mac~inery in which that could be accomplished.
41.
He agreed that draft resolution CDDH/I/73 as it stood was out-of
date, but some interesting snggestions had been made by certain represent
atives as to how the wording could be im~roved.
He was aware that within
the Committee several representatives were actively considering how the
text could take fully into account the decision that had been adopted at
the thirtpenth meeting on ehe arcendment to article 1 (CDDH/I/7l).
It
would the~efore seem that, unle_s there was some objection to the idea
of an intersessional working group per s~, it might be worth while if
efforts were. :made to organize an informal meeting at wt!ich those who
supported the idea of having such a group could suggest .how its terms
of reference and functions might be described in a better way than in
draft resolution CDD~/I/73.
He therefore suggested that such an
informal group might meet within the next day or two under the chairman
ship of the RapIlorteur of Committee I in order to make the proposal a
Conference document and prepare the ground worl~ for its acceptance in
plenary later.

4?
The CHAIRMAN suggested that t~ose members who wished to participate
in the informal 'meeting proposed by the Canadian representative should
get in touch with the Secretary of the Committee.
43.

Baron van . .'DE1'ZELAER van ASPElcEN (Netherlands) said that draft

resol~tion CilDH/I/71, containing the suggestion that an intersessional

working group should be set u~, should be brought ur to date on the lines
suggested by the 3elgian representative; the Netherlands delegation would
be glad to co-operate
in finding a solution to the problem mentioned in
the pro0'osal.
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44. I'ir. CRISTESCU (Fl.or.Jania) Baid that he understood the wish of the
Canadian and New Zealand delegations who were anxious that continuing
efforts should be made to find a solution to the situations referred to
in article I of draft Protocol I.
He t~ought that all delegations should
partici~ate in finding such a so~ution an~ not jLst a small intersessional
group.

45. The CHAIRr1AN, re;-Jlying to questions by dr. lliISHHA (India) and
Mr. BOULA~lENZOV (Union of .'3':Jviet Socialist Republics), eaid that any
text agreed upon by the informal meeting on draft resolution CDDE/I/73
need not be referred to Co~mittep. I but could be submitted direct to a
~lenary meeting of the Conference.
No rule of ~rocedure forbade such
action.
46. l'lr. de :Sil.~uc/J!:r~ (Belgium) said that victims of armed conflict must be
given the widest ~ossible protection, there must be no discrimination in
granting such protection and the universality of humanitarian law must be
maintained.
Although certain delegations considered that the Canadian/
New Zealand draft resolution was of no ir.;~ortance now that the amendment
to article 1 had been ado::,ted, its philoso;Jhy was still valid and the vote
taken at the Committee's thirteenth meeting did not bind that body's
future wor~.
The joint draft resolution was an apneal for further studies
to be made during the period between sessions of the Conference, which he
thought would be useful.

47. Mr. MULLER (Finland) said that, although he could not fully approve
the suggestion by the Chairman that any text agreed u~on by the proposed
informal meeting should go straight to the plenary meeting of the Confer
ence, he would not object to suc~ a procedure.
~~.
Mr. RATThNSEY (United ~8~ublic of Tanzania), supported by
Mr. YO~O (Zaire), said that it would be c0ntrary to procedure for joint
draft resolution CDDH/I/7~ to be sub~itted direct to t~e nlenarYI it
should first be discussed by COGmittee I.

49. Mr. ABADA (Algeria) said t~at the joint draft resolution no longer
existed.
Delegations might meet in order to disc~ss whether a new proposal
should be drafted.

The meoting rose at

1~.35

2.m.
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:JUMMARY RECORD OF TEE FIFTEENTH MEETING
held on Tuesday, 86 March 1974,

Cbairman:

at 10,25 a.m.

(Norway)

ADOPTION OF THE REPOl,T 01"" TIm CON},JITTEE (CDDE/I/Sl and Add.l)

(CDDH/I/)?)

1.
Mr. MARIN-BOSCI! (Mexico), Rapporteur, ~ubrnittcd the draft report
(CDDH/I/Sl), whicb. w·as a brief summary of the worY.. of the Commi tte.e and
was designed to facilitate th.:} wor!~ of the second session, t'1e report of
which would be far more comprehensive and cover all the work.

2..
He then submitted the addendum (CDDE/I/'31/Add.1) to the draft report
and drew attention to some other additions to be made to the draft reryort:
in paragraph 3, the figure 16 should be inserted before the ,,"ord "meetings'
and after "SR.l to', and the figure 26 before the word "Harch:·, in
paragraph 7, the word "fourteenth·· should be inserted befOre the wOrd
;'meeting"; and in paragraph 33, the words "and Corr .1': should .beinserted
at the end of sub-paragraph (n).
In paragraph q (a), Alge~ia should be
deleted from the list of s~onsors.
Paragranh 34 should be redrafted to
read:
;;The Commi ttee ini tiated its consideration of article 5,
it had decided to study together with sub-paragraphs (d) and
article 2, which ~rovide definitions of the terms 'Protecting
and 'substitute'.
In the initial debate, which covered only
~aragra9hs 1 and? of the IC~C text, many delegations were in
of strengthening the system of '?rotecting Powers'.;'

which
(e) of
Power'
favour

3.

In paragraph 88 of the Spanish text, the following should be added
after the ~{ord Hrevisada i ' - "del articulo;.
En la lOa sesion de la
Comisi6n, las deiegaciones (1,,-U~h·o.bian partici2.c,-do en esas consulta!}
oficiosas presentaron.una versi6n revisada".
4.
In paragra,h 4 of the French teyt, the first eight words should be
replaced by the fqllowing: I'La C<:'r.Jrnission ~ etc assistee Dar", and the
present paragraph 1;:, should be rel)laced by the following: "I?,.
~u sujet
des travaux ,de la Cornr.;i ssion sur Ie J?rojet n' article-Erer.;ieG Ie document
suivant a ete prese~te : Canada et Nouvel,le-Z(dandcL CDD!VI/""~' ff
Paragr:,ph 6 of the English version should begin ~s follow~,::
~li th reg ard tq the IC::1C teyt, t.he
il 7 in
t~e sarne :->aragrap!!,
the word "by" at the beginning of each of sub-paragranhs (a) to (g)
should be dele tee! ; in paragraph? of Ute amendment appearing in para
graph 15, the '"ords "colonial and alien occupation anc against racist
regimes" ~hould be reylaced by the words ;;coloni;~l domination and. alien
occunation and against raci st regimes;;; in pe.ragrf'-;:Jh 1 '" the word "verylr
should be inserted after the ",orc1.s ;l a fter a".
F'inally, ::>aragrap~1 ;:>,6
5.

n.r;.

0

....
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should be reylaced by the following: \;26.
At the Committee's eighth
meeting, the sponsor of the amendment suggested that its consideration
be deferred and that it be studied together with the amendments in
documents CDDH/I/2 7 , CDDH/I/~~ and CDDH/I/25 concerning articles 7,
7 bis and 7 ter, respectively."

6.

Mr. SHAH (Pakistan) said that the draft report did not sufficiently
reflect the decisions taken by the Committee. ~hile it was true that
the examination of article 1 only had been concluded, decisions had
nevertheless been taken with regard to the methods of examining the
other articles at the second session, and those decisions should appear
clearly in the report.
7.
Th~ CHAIRMAN suggested thAt the Committee should consider the draft
report paragraph by paragra~h.
It was so agreed.
Paragraphs 1 to

~

Paragraphs 1 to 2 were approved.

e. Hr. CLA;ti~ (Nigeria) said U.at it should be indicated in paragra9h 9
that several s~onsors of amendment CDDH/I/ll and Add.l to J hac decided
to withdraw their s,onsorship.
9.
Mr. LONGVA (Norway) said that he seemed to recollect that only Nigeria
had announced during the debate that it wished to withdraw its s~onsorshiD.
10. Mr. CLARE (Niocria) pointed out that
announcement during the meeting.

Pa~istan

had made a similar

11. Mr. CUTTS (Australia) saidth~t, so far as he knew, Nigeria and
Pakistan were the only countries which had expressly withdraWn their
sponsorship.
l~.

Mr. BOULAN~NKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that it
should be stated in paragra~h 9 that, in sponsoring CDDH/I/4l and Add.l
to 7, the sponsors of CDDn/I/ll and Add.l to 3 had automatically withdrawn
their sup~ort for the earlier proposal.
The proposals in CDD~/I/ll and
Add.l to J and CDDH/I/13 should be cited together.
13. !VIr. HAHIN-BOSCH U~exico), Ra,)porteur, said that, unlil;:e the represent
ative of the Soviet Union, he thought that the proposal in document
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l to :; had not been withdrawn.
''-'0 reconcile the various
views, however, t:,e following sentence could be added at the end of
!1aragra!Jh 9: "50me s;>onsors of amendment CDDH/I/ll and Add.l to J
subsequently withdrew their s~onsordhiD and joined the oponsors of
amendment CDDH/I/4] and AdcL 1 to 7".

-
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14. ~r. MISHRA (India) suggested that the beginning of the sentence
proposed by the Ra:1jlorteur should read: "l'lost s1)onsors of amendment
CDDE/I/ll and Add.l to ] ... ".
15. Nr. BOULANTI;NrOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Hepublicc) proposed the
follmdng text: liThe sponsors of amendments CDDH/I/5 and Add.l and ;;" and
CDDH/I/ll and Add.l to J, \-lith the exception of Nonray and Australia,
subsequently withdrew their sryonsorship and jointly s~onsored CDDH/I/41
and Add.l to 7.
16. Mr.
ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt) pointed out that his delegation
had never withdrawn its s;)onsorship of CDDi-!/I/11 and Add.l to ].
17. Mr. MA~lN-BOSC~ (~exico), ~a~porteur, proposed to add the following
sentence, to the end of parag,r,aph 9: "r':ost sponsors of CDDH/I/ll and Add.l
to 3 subsequently withdrew their sponsors!":ip and, together with other
delegations, presented amendment CDDH/r/~l and Add.l to 7."
Para{!raph 9, as amended, waG adonted.
Paragraph 10
11.
Baron van B02TZELAEH van ASPE~EN (Netherlands) drew attention to the
amendment to?aragra;:>h 10 )roposed in document CDDR/I/l?,.
19. Mr. OGOLA (Uganda) considered the amendment, eSgeciaily the last
sentence, to be completely ina~propriate.
The Committee had not sought
to determine whether article ~ would be a9~licable only to States, but
ha~ tried to determine whether wars of national liberation were inter
national conflicts.
That waG the ?robleQ which should be reflected in
paragraph 10.
Eis delegation . . r af:. therefore against the amendment in its
existing form, "articularly as the terms u!:',ed therein were unacceptable.
20.
Mr. CUTTS (Australi~j suggested the addition of the following
sentencE! at th'e end of paragraph 10: "Yet. other deleg,ations, \1Thile
accenting the ~rinci~le that Protocol 1 should aD~ly to armed conflicts
of self-determination, con5idercd that t~is should'be expressed without
qualification. i1.
?l.
M~. LONGVA (Norway) said that his delegation could acce~t
paragraph 10 i~ it5 existing form, but had no objection either to the
amendment in document eDGE/r/'"? or to the Australian cunendment . I f
the latter were ado9ted, a sentence should be added to the end of
naragrapl:1 10, to read: "It was em~'!-,asized tl-_at this would merely be
a restatement of iJositive international Imv, and tC-H'.t'it would not
involve any subjective element or political motivation as criteria for
the application of internatioDl\1 humanitarian law."
?~.

(Indin) suggested that ~aragra~h 10 should be wo~ded as
tiThe ,great majori ty of delegations w'ere in favour .•. against
colonial domination and alien occupation and against racist regimes.
That fact was reflected in the vote ()n document CDDf-i/r/71 as 'amende(~ orC1.11y.
Mr.

follo~Is:

MrS~RA
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f.'Iost delegations express~d views on the amendments under reference. These
views are summa~ized in the summary records of the second to fourteenth
meetings of the Committee."
23.
FollO'."ing an exchange of vi iws in which r.-Ir. '~Al<OLECKI (Poland),
Mr. BARRO (Senegal), Mr. KHATTAEI(Morocco), Mr. MBAYA (United Republic
of Cameroon), Mr. GLORIA (Philippines), Mr. OULD SIDI HAIBA (Mauritania)
and Mr. GIRARD (France) took part, the CHAIRMAN suggested that delegations
submitting amendments to paragraph 10 should consult one another with a
view to presenting a joint text.
It was so agreed.
24.
Barbn van BOETZELAER van ASPEREN (Netherlands) announced that,
following their consultations, the delegations presenting amendments to
par'agraph 10 had agreed on the following: "The majori ty of delegations
were in favour
against colonial domination and alien occupation and
against racist regimes.
Other delegations did not share this view.
The
various opinions expressed on the subject appear in the summary records
of the second to the fourteenth meetings of the Committee." If that
wording were adopted, t~e sponsors of the amendment in CDDH/I/3~ would
be prepared to withdraw it.
000

25.
Mr. OGOLA (Uganda) as 1,(ed that the words ;'the majority" sh,ould be
replaced by nthe great majority".
26.
The CHAIRMAN said that, in the absence of any objection, he would
take it that ;::>aragraph 10 as read out by the Net!1erlands representative
and amended by the Ugandan representative was adopted.
It was so agreed.
Paragraph 10, as amended, was adopted.
Paragraph 11
27.
Mr. BOULANEN~OV (Union of Soviet Socialist ~epublics) said that the
differences mentioned in the l~st sentence of the paragraph were undeniably
a matter of substance.
23.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the last sentence of the paragraph, from
the word IInoriJ onwards, should be deleted.
It was so decided.
Paragrauh '11, as amended, ",as adopted.
Paragraph

12~

29.
Mr. CLAH~ (Nigeria), Mr. BOULAN~NKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist
:1epublics) and hr. PAT~MARAJA!-': (Sri "Lanka) said that they saw no need
for paragranh I?
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Paragra;-Jh 16
)0. Mr. MARIN-BOSCH (Mexico), Rapporteur, said that paragraph 16 of the
draft report should be worded as follows: "In connexion wi tho the proposal
contained in CDDH/I/7~, the Commi,ttee decided at its fourteenth mee'ting
to make no comment."
31. ~jr. ABDINE (Syrian Arab Republic) lJointed out that, in accordance
with rule 4c of the ruleD of ?rocedure, draft resolution CDDH/I/71 had
been rejected by the Committee in view of the Rdo~tion of amendment
CDDH/I/n.
Mr. QUENTIN-BAXTE;i (New ;::;ealand) ~Jointed out tbat draft resolution
CDDH/I/7J had been submitted by its s~onsors, not RS an amendment to
article 1 of the draft ~rotocol, but aB a document designed to facilitate
the work of the Committee Rnd of the Conference.

32,.

33. Mr. ABDINE (Syrian Ar~b ~epublic) said that draft resolution CDDH/I/7~
had been presented concurrently IIi th other :>ro;JosRl sand it had been
decided to give priority to the examination of one of the other proposals
- that anpearing in documentCDDE/I/71.
In accordance with the rules of
procedure, the adoption of the latter proposal had resulted i~ the
elimination of draft resolution CDDH/I/7~.

34.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that no decision had been taken, pursuant
to rule 40 ,of the' rules of Jrocedure, on the :Jriority to be given to
the examination of draft resolution CDDH/I/7~.
T~e matter had been left
in abeyance.

35. Mr. MISHRA (In~ia) said thRt draft resolution CDDH/I/7J did not
relate specifically to?rotocol 1.
It might be better to s:::teak of it,
not in reference to article 1 of Protocol I, but rather t? ,all the work
of the Commi ttee.
He therefore, suggested that the following :paragraph
should be added at the end of the Committee'!:' report: "In connexion with
the work of the Committee, the ~alegations of Canada and New Zealand
subni tted document CDDri/l/7~',.
However, thi s documc'nt was not pressed
to a vote by the sponsors.';
Mr. ECONOMIDE~ (Greece), referring to the statement by the Syrian
representative, stressed that the C~airman had not regarded draft
resolution CDDH/I/7S as ~oming within the sco,e of rule 40 of the rules
of procedure but as a new pro~ose.l which could ,be examined in plenary.

]6.

37.

Mr. GI~A2D (France) said that he did not thi~k that paragraph l~
accurately reflected \vhRt had i,1anpened in the Cor;lmi ttee.
Some delegations
seemed to wish to give the impres~ion that the majority opinion had been
uncontested.
Mr.

;3.

Obradovi~

(Yugoslavia), Vice-Chairman) took the Chair.

I'!r. CLAl::"'~ (Nigeria) f',uggested that the words "following the vote on
CDD'"1/I/71" should be nd~ed at the encl of the naragraph ')roposed by the
Indian delegation.
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Mr. NISHrtA (India) su;.:>ported that suggestion.

4:0.

f.'ir. QUENTIN-BAXTER (New Zealand) welcomed the wording proposed by
the representative of India.
The sole concern of the sponsors of draft
resolution C~DH/I/73 was to reflGct the facts accurately. On the other
hand, the addition proposed by the representative of Nigeria was not
acceptable.
The fact that the sponsors had not pressed for their proposal
to be put to the vote was not because of the adoption of amendment
CDDH/I/7l, but because their proposal did not conflict in any way with
the amendments proposed to article 1. Amendment CDDH/I/7l and draft
resolution CDDH/I/78 could not be mutually exclusive.
The text proposed
by the Indian delegation would therefore afford complete satisfaction if
that point was made clear in it.
4:1. Mr. MILLER (Canada) shared the opinion of the representative of
New Zealand.
The Indian proposal would avoid the Committee having to
make it clear that there had been no request for amendment CDDH/I/71
to be considered as a matter of priority.
4:'2.. Hr. CLAmC (Nigeria) recalled that the representative of India had
agreed to the addition of the words "following the vote on CDDH/I/7l"
to his proposal.
4:). Hr. MISHRA (India) pointed out that the renresentative of New Zealand
was a-;serting that draft- resolution CDDH/I/7J h~d not been nullified by
the fact that amendment CDm-VI/71 had been adopted.
It was accepted that
draft resolution CDDH/I/7B had been dropped, it was perhaps not necessary
to add the words proposed by the representative of Nigeria.
44:. Mr. BOULAN2NKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) supported the
addition proposed by the representative of .Nigeria. At the fourteenth
meeting, the representative of C?~ada had recognized that draft resolution
CDDI-i/I/78, as it stood, had. been ruled out by the adoption of amendment
CDDH/I/7I • . l-ie had not pressed for it to be put to the vote, but had
suggested that an informal group should meet in order to draw up a
document for Dubmission to the Conference. A suggestion of that kind
amounted to a withdrawal.

45. Mr. MA~TIN HERRERO (Spain) thought that paragraph 12 of the report
did not give an adequate picture of what had occurred in the Committee.

46. Mr. BARRO (Senegal) expressed the view that the Committee should
consider that draft resolution CDDH/I/72 had never been submitted to it,
since the situation which it was designed to cover had not arisen.
The
sponsors of the draft resolution had had in mind circumstanCB$ in which
the Committee might not succeed in reaching agreement on article 1.
4:7. Mr.
added at
the text
decision

J-HLLER (Canada) suggested that the following ,...ords should be
the end of the text proposed by the Indian delegation: "Since
of the proposal became out of date after the Com~ittee's
on CDDH/I/7l".

-
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43. Mr. YOKO (Zaire) said that he associated himself with the remarks
made by the representative of Senegal. The sponsors of draft resolution
CDDH/I/7j recognized themselves that its contents had been overtaken by
events.
The majority of the Committee seemed to take the view that that
proposal, like other proposals which had become out of date, need n~t be
mentioned.
In consequence, he nroposed that any mention of draft
resolution CDDH/I/7S should be deleted.
f·1r. :-rambro (Norway) resumed the Chair.

49. Mr. SPCRDUTI (Italy) said
draft resolution CDDH/I/7~ was
of date following the ado~tion
be defended by its sponsors if

that it was not possible to declare that
out of date.
Perhaps its wording was out
of amendment CDDH/I/7l, but it could still
it were suitably modified.

50. iVjr. r.mAYA (Uni ted Re::>ublic of Cameroon) said that he did not think
that an accurate presentation of the facts would harm anyone.
Two
delegations had submitted a draft resolution, which had been the subject
of considerable discussion, and then, following the adoption of amend
ment CDDH/I/7l, the draft resolution had become out of date, as had been
confirmed by one of itc sponsors.
Consequently, he was not in favour of
paragraph I? being deleted.
51. Mr. YO~O (Zaire) said that his delegation, in agreement with the
delegation of Senegal, was withdrawing its propooal for the deletion of
the passage in the report relating to draft resolution CDDH/I/73, both
delegations accepted t~e Indian ~ro?osal, as amended by the Canadian
delegation.
5?
The CHAIRl·iAN said that·, if there were no objections, he would consider
that the Committee accepted the ne,. paragraph propoced by the Indian
delegation, as amended by the Canadian delegation.
It was so decided.

The meeting rose at l?JO p.m.
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SUNJVLARY RECORD OF THE SIXTEENTH (CLOSING) JVlEcTING
held on Tuesday, 26 March 1974, at 4.20 p.m.

Chairman:

Mr. HAl-mRO

(Norway)

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE (CDDH/I/Sl and Add.l)

(concluded)

1.
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue the examination of its
report (CDDH/I/11 and Add.l).
Paragr~hs

13 and 14

Paragraphs 13 and 14 were approved.
Paragra,2b 15
2.
Hr. MARIN-BOeCh (JViexico), Rap;)orteur, said that the word IIdomination H
should be inserted after the word "colonial;; in paragraph?' of the English
version of article 1 (CUDH/I/~l, paragraph l~).
It was so agreed.
Paragraph 15, as amended, was approved.
Paragrauh 16

3.

The CHAIRMAN said that paragraph 16 should be deleted in view of the
decision taken at the fifteenth meeting.
Paragraph 16 was deleted.

Paragraph 17
'paragraph 17 ","as aU'Jroved.
Para.2,raDh 18
4.
Mr. MARIN-BOSCH (Mexico), Rapporteur, said that the first line of the
Englil3h version should be amended to read: H18. After a very short
debate
"
In all three language versions, the reference should be
to the "legal exvert of the ICHC" and not to the "ICHC representative".
5.
Mr. PRUGH (United States of Anerica), referring to the first sentence
of pa~agra()h 18, r;aid that the amendment in document CDDH/I/36 and Corr.l
to article 2 (a) and (b) had not been withc!rawn by its sponsors: they had
merely indicatec! that they hac! no objection to its being referred to the
Drafting Commi ttee.
;Ie therefore suggested that the second part of the
first sentence be amended to read: " ••. the sponsors of the above amend
ment, which they described as being of a methodological nature, agreed to
its being referred to the Draftin!) Committee."
Pc:!:agral,h 18, al3 anended, was Cl.'1'Jroved.
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Paragraphs 19 to 25
Paragraphs 19 to 25 were approved.
Paragraph ::-6

6.
Mr. MARIN-BOSCH (MexiCo), R~pporteur, said that the English version
of paragraph 26 should be amended along the following lines:
tlAt the Committee's eighth meeting, the sponsor of the amendment
suggested that its consideration be deferred and that itbe studied
together with the amendments in documents CDDn/I/27, CDDH/I/28 and
CDDH/I/25 concerning articles 7, 7 bis and 7 ter respectivelyo"

7.

The addendum to the draft report (CDDH/Sl/Add.l) suggested that the
following sentence be added at the end of paragraph 26: "The Committee
decided to adopt that procedure."
, It was so

agree~.

Paragraph 26, as amended, was approved.
Paragraph 27
Paragraph 27 ""as ap;:>roved.
Paragraph? },
3.
Mr. MARIN-BOSCH (Mexico), aapDorteur, said that the Spanish version
should be aligned with the English text.
In all three worldrig languages
reference should be made to the ;'legal expert of the ICRC" and not to
"the ICRC representative".
Paragraph ;:>,3, as amended,

was_~:yproved.

Paragraphs 29 to 32
?aragra,hs ?9 to 32 were approved.
Paragraph 33
9.
t~r. HAI1IN-BOSCI! (t1exico), :<::apporteur, 'said that the name "Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic" should be included in the French version of para
graph JJ (n) and that ''Brazil and the Philippines li should be mentioned as
co-s90nsors in paragranh 33 (r).
i'iir. ABADA (Algeria) said that the nrune "Algeria" should be substituted
for the name "Argentina" in the I!rench version of paragrap!1. 33 (0).

10.

11. Mr. FRUCHTZRMAN (United States of America) said that the symbol of the
document mentioned in naragrar>h J3 (0) shoult: read "CDDI-I/I/75" , not
nCDDH/I/76".
,?aragra.Jh 33, as amended, was apnrovcd.
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Paragraph :; ~
1;C:.
Mr. f1ARIN-BOSCH (Heyico), :ta~)porteur, said that paragraph 34,
revised should read a~ follows:

aD

"J/h The Committee initiated its consideration of article 5 which
it had decided to study together with sub-paragraphs (d) and (e) of
article ~, which provided ~efinitions of t~e terms 'Protecting Power'
and 'substitute'.
In the initial debate, which covered only paragraphs 1 and? of
article 5 of t~c IC~C dra~t, ~eny delegations spoke in favour of
strengthening the IJysten of Protecting Powers.;i
Mr. ;CA;'~OLEC~I (Poland) suggested that :'aragra,.-,h 34 include a reference
to the fact that some delegations considered that the system of Protecting
Powers should be based on an agreement between the ,arties to a conflict 1
concerning not only the designation of a Protecting Power but also the
.
acceptance by the ~arties of the Protecting Power.

13.

14. Mr. SHAH (P~:istan) said that the Committee's report was incomplete.
?aragraph 31r referred to the "ini tie.l" debate, which might suggest that
there had not been any further debate on the Question.
He therefore
suggested that a sentence drafted along the following lines be added at
the end of the paragra:::>r,: "Owing to lace: of time, conlJideration of these
articles could not be completed and they were therefore referred to the
.
\'
next EeBSlOr...
'0

15. Mr. MARIN-BC~CH (Mexico), ~a~uorteur, said that the revised text of
article 31;-~hi~h he has read out ~eflected the fact that the Committee had
not concluded the debate on articles 2 and 5.
16.
Mr. CLARY (Nigeria) suggested that in the revised text the
"initial" ~~e;)laceu by the word "ensuing".

wor~

17. Mr. BOULAN~N~OV (Union of Soviet ~ocialist Reoublics) said he supnorted
the Polish rc~resentative'G suggestion.
The report shoulJ reflect what had
been said in the Committee, namely, that the system of Protecting Powers
should be .strengt>.ened.
,Ie therefore .suggested that the words "on the basis
of the urinci~le of consent by the partied to the sonflict with respect
both to designation and tbe acce::otance of the Protecting Power;;, be
inserted in the secon~ ~aragraDh of the revised text, after the words
'IProtecting Power.s ii •

IJ. Mr. DRAPE~ (United
by the Ra~00rteur.

~ingdom)

said that

h~

preferred the text read out

19.
3aron van BOETZELAE'.: van ASPE'·l.EN (Netherlands), sU:lporting the
Rappo;teur's text, said that a useful precedent had been IJet by the
Committee when rtealing with naragraph 10, in connexion with which it
had been decided that reference should be made to the summary records
for the opinions ex,ressed by delegations.
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20. Mr. KNITEL (Austria) suggested that a phrase drafted along the
following lines be included in article 3~: lIThe majority of represent
atives ,..ere in favour of strengthening the system of Protecting .Powers.

II.

21.
Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (S~ain) said he agreed ~ith the views expressed
by the Polish and USSR ~epresentatives, but thought that the formula
suggested by the Ra~porteur should be approved.
22.
Hr. CUTTS (Australia) said that the majority of representatives had
been in favour of having an automatic arrangement for the appointment of
Pr'otecting Powern.
23.
Mr. MISHRA (India), supported by Hr. l(Al:OLECEI (Poland), said that
his delegation also considered that attention should be drawn to the
·su~m~ry records of the Committeels meetings in order to br~ng out clearly
~he views of partitular delegations.
He therefore suggested that the
second paragraph of the revised text be redrafted along the following
lines:
IIIn the ensuing debate, which covered only paragraphs 1 and 2
of· the text of article 5 proposed by the ICRC,many delegations
expressed their views on the appointment of Protecting Powers and
their substitutes and these views may be found in the summary records
of the relevant meetings. II
24. Mr. BOULANENKCV (Union of Soviet Socialist Re9ublics), Mr. RECHETNJA~
(Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic), Mr. DHAPER (United Eingdom) and
Hr. de BREUCKE~ (Belgiu~), supported the amendment propose~ by the
representative of India.
The amendment proposed by the re2resentative of India was adopted
by consensus.
Paragraph

J~,

as amended, was

a~proved.

ParagraDhs 35 and 36 (CDDE/I/81/Add.l)
25.
Mr. BUGLER (German Democratic Republic) said that if he remembered
rightly the proposal by Australia, Lebanon and Morocco (CDDH/I/60) had
neve~ been submitted to the Committee.
He t~erefore proposed a new
wording for ~aragraph 35 along the following lines:
IIIn connexion ,.;i th the question of the protection of journali sts
engaged in dangerous missions in areas of armed conflict, which the
S~cretariat of the Conference had referred to Committee I j the
Committee decided to refer it bac% to the plenary meeting of the
Conference. n
26.
Nr; CUTTS (Australia) said that th~ proposal had been circulated in
docum;nt CDDH/I/60 and he would be glad if that fact c6Uld be recorded in
the report.
27.

Mr. BUGLER (German Democratic f1epublic) withdrew his amendment.
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~3.
Mr. MISHRA (India) suggested that the heading to paragrauhs 35 and ]6
might read "Other matters" rflther than ;'Other decisionsr;.
~~as

New

so agreed.

paragra2~J7

29.

Mr. MARIN-BOSCH (Mexico), Rn?porteur, said that a Canadian proposal
for an additional paragrn?h 37 had been submitted that morning, to read
as follows:
"In connexion 'vi th the wor'': of the Coromi ttee, the delegations of
Canada nnd New Zeala~d submitted document CDDn/I/7:.
However, that
document was not pressed to a vote by the co-sponsors since the text
of the proposal became out of date after the Committee's decision on
document CDDE/I/71."
Parag:caph 37 ;/as ap.proved.

30. Mr. MARIN-D03CH (Kexico), ~aDporteur, said that under article 70,
Poland should be added. to t:,e list of co-s;:JOnsors of amendment CDDi-i/I/39
which had two addenda (CDDE/I/J9 and Add.l and ~).
'l'he annex -Co document CDDE/I/i;l, as amended" wa!:: approved..

31.

Mr.

MIS~RA

(India) said that the normal

~rocedure

was that a main

Committee,~h~~ submitting its report to the ;lenary, should mention any

im\1ortant recommendation;:; it had ado~ted.
';e accordingly proposed t"e
inscrtion, before the annex, of a new paragraph J ~ with the heading
"Recommendation to the Plenary" and reading: "3 ".
The Committee
recommenQ~ the tex~ of article 1 of draft Protocol I as contained in
paragraph l~ of this re~ort for ado~tion by the Conference".

32,. !jr. GLor,~ (Fhiliy)ines) <.::aid that t;1e new Y,)aragraph ,'lelS sU~:lerfluou[;
because it was already clear from the report that the Committee ~ad
adopted the text set fOlth in uaragra9h 15.
JJ. .B_~~~_ BOETZ;:;;LA~,( van ASP2RE!~ (Netherl ands) said that he agreed
with the ?hili~pines re9resentative.
The nroposed new paragraph went
outside the Committee's function, which was to an?rove the report.
Jlk • !"Ir. :'~Aj~(;U<;Cj~I (Poland) said that the ;Jropo<.::ec new paragra7Jh "TOuld be
useful in that it underlined the s0ecial imnortance attached by the
Committee to it~ decision on article I.
:35. Er .. .£LA;~~ (Nigeri"..) said that t:1e ne"T ?aragra::-h ,'ras necessary to
enable the plenary to see at a glance what the recommendation of the
Committee was.
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36. Mr. DRAPER (United ~ingdom), supported by Mr~ ?RUGH (United States of
America) and Nr. ;·iUHILLO RUBIE[{A (S?ain), said that the proposed new pcra
graph would alter the nature of the report.
It would make it very hard
for those delegations which had difficulty in accepting the new text of
article 1 to accept the report a~ a whole.
Hr. MBAYA (United Republic of Car:Jeroon), supported by Hr. de BREUCl~ER
(Belgium), said that the Committee seemed to be splitting hairs.
It was
difficult to see the value of the proposed new paragra~h.

37.

33.

The CHAInMAN said that adoption of the report would not imply any
change of attitude on the ~art of delegations tow2.rds the substantive
issues referred to.
It merely meant agreeing that the report was a
faithful refle~tion of what t~e Committee had done.

~U7TS (Australia) said that he \.,ras opposed to the suggested
addition because it seemed an unusual procedure to make such an insertion
in a text produced by the Rapporteur which, in section III, already gave
extensive coverage to the point in question.

39.

40.
Hr. DOULAt1;:;;NI':(;'~ (Union of .soviet Socialist :{epublics) said that there
was nothing unusual in a comr:littee's including a recommendation in its
report to the plenary.
The puroose of the addition was to recommend to
the plenary that it deal with the matter during the present session of
the Conference and not ?ostpone it to a later session.
41. Hr. RATTAlL::;2Y (United ;J.epublic of Tw.'1zania) said that .i t was qui te
normal at international conferences for a main committee to incorporate
the gist of its work in a recor:lmendation to the plenary.
The plenary
could, of course, reject the recommendation, but the recommendation served
to ensure that the point was ta~en up and not held over.
42. Mr. BA~RO (Senegal) said that if the Committee failed to include such
a recommendation in its report, it would have failed in its mission as ft
main committee, which ,,,as !Jrecis",ly to mal<::e recommendations on matters it
considered important.
If there was no recommendation, the document
submitted to the ~lenary would not be a report but a mere summary of the
summary records.

4j.

Mr. YOKO (Zaire) said he appealed to members of the Committee to
show the same spirit of com?romise and moderation as had been shown by
those members "rho had agreed to support the Canadian proposal for an
intersessional working group despite their initial reservations.
The S:HAIRMAN said that, ",hother the Indian proposal was adopted or
the ~lenary would retain its full free dOD of action.

115.
Mr. PIC'~~~T (Switzerland) said that the Indian !,Jroposal involved a new
decision on the part of the Committee and should be treated accordingly.

l'ir. GLORIA (?hili:)~)ines) as!(ed whether delegations really believcd
that failure to include the ~ro!,Josed new ,aragra?h would mean that the
plenary woule1 ta'.-cc no action on the text adOIJted for article 1.
J!6.
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47.
Mr. MISHRA (India) said that the discussion had confirmed him in his
view that the proDosed new ~aragraph was by no means superfluous; there
seemed to be a number of delegations which felt that the ~lenary should
not take any action on the text adopted for article 1.
~Hs '.Jroposal was
merely procedural and involved no new decision of substance.
The plenary
would, of course, have complete freedom to deal with the recommendation
as it saw fit.
l,3.
l.k-=-"}2HTSL (Au[";tria) G<'.id that, so far as he l.-:new, none of the other
Committees had included recommendations in their reDorts.

,-)/). Mr. CLAl,:': (Nigeria) said that the Committee I.-as not obliged to follow
the same procedure as the other Committees.
50.
Mr. ABDINE. (Syrian Arab Re?ublic) said that there was no rule against
commi ttees ma!-cing recor:1mendations.
It was not a decision of substance; in
adopting the Committee's report containing the recommendation, the plenary
would merely be noting that that was what the Committee had decided.
51.
Hr. :a-:ATTABI (rJ!Orocco), sU11ported by ]Vir. YC=~O (Zaire) and
Mr. Ei GHONBh~ (Arab Re~ublic of EgYDt), a~ted that the Indian ?roposal
for a new paragranh
should be Dut to the vote.

Jr

5?
l~lr. Pli.U,9H (Uni ted States of America) ;:-,ro:Joseo. that the word lladoption"
in the last line of the text proposed by India be re~laced by the word
"consideration" .
53.
'1':"1e CHAI,~NAN invited the Committee to vote on the Uni ted States
N7lendment.

The United States amendment was rejected by 40 votes to 86, with
10 abstentions.
54.
The CHAIRMAN invited t~e Committee to vote on the text proposed by
India for a new ~aragra~h 33.

ltTi".S

T.0.e tC),t of a ne".' ~;ara5Jra':JI~:"-,.....l?!.:",Slposed hI the Indian delegation,
by 51 votes to ?J t_~i th 9 abstentions.

ado~tec1

55.

The CHAI3MAN invited the Committee to adopt the draft report
(CDmVI/:2i--~G-i;G.l), as a whole, as amended.
The draft re.rort (CDD:VI/~l and !<~£:.:l-), ae; a whole
by )~) vo.!~s to none wi th ?,;:>. abstentioils.

I

as amended, vras

~ted

CLosu;m OF 'C:-lE S;::::;::;ICN
56.

The CHAIRMAN

d~clared

the first session of the

The meeting rose at 6.10 p.m~

Com~ittee

closed.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SEVENTEENTH (OPENING) MEETING
held on Friday, 7 February
Chairnlan;

Mr. HAMBRO

1975~

at 10.10 a.m.

(Norway)

INTRODUCTION BY THE CHAIRMAN
1.
The CHAIRMAN reminded Committee I of its decision at the first
session of the Conference that in 1975 it would resume its work
exactly at the point at which it had left off at the end of the
first session and that, as in 1974, the two draft Protocols would
be considered simultaneously, Part by Part.
He pointed out that,
so far, Committee I had only considered the first five articles of
draft Protocol I and a number of amendments submitted to them.
He
mentioned the decisions taken on each of the five articles.

2.
Referring to the future organization of work, he suggested
that the Committee should continue with and conclude consideration
of Part I of draft Protocol I~ beginning with article 5, paragraph 3,
and that it should then turn to Part I of draft Protocol II.
Articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II would be examined immediately
after the provisions on application, not after the final provisions.

3.
He suggested also that the Committee should meet only once a
day, in the afternoon, to enable the working groups and sub
committees it would set up to consider the articles after their
discussion at the plenary meetings.
4.
Each article could be considered under the procedure adopted
the previous year 3 namely:
enur~eration by one of the legal
secretaries of the amendments submitted, then comments on the texts
before the Committee by the expert of the International Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC), and. finally, introduction of the various
proposals by one of the sponsors.
5.
As the Committee wished to perform its work as· effectively as
possible, there should be no political discussion and it should
not be necessary to limit the number of speakers or the length of
speeches.

6.
The Committee should set up a Drafting Committee as soon as
possible.
He suggested that that Committee should comprise only
two, instead of three, representatives from each regional group,
besides the representatives of delegations that had submitted
proposals.
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7.
A draft time-table had been circulated, but Committee III had
not yet finally referred articles 63 to 65 and 67 to 69 of draft
Protocol I and article 32 of draft Protocol II to Committee I; and
it had not yet been decided whether United Nations General Assembly
resolutions 3058 (XXVIII) and')"') (XXIX) on the protection of
journalists engaged in dangt.,ru.h missions in areas Gf armed conflict
fell within the competence or Cc<,rnittee I or of Committee III.
8.
If there were no objections. he would consider that his
suggestions had been adopted.
It was so agreed.

9.
Replying to questions by Mr. LOUKYANOVITCH (Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic), the CHAIRMAN announced that a document
showing the progress of work would be circulated, that the
Committee's decision to meet in the afternoons would be applicable
throughout the entire session and that the list of members of the
Committee would be brought up to date and circulated by the
Secretariat.
10.
In reply to a question by MI'. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of
Egypt), the CHAIRMAN said that, after concluding the examination of
draft Protocol I, article 5, which had been broken off at the end
of the first session, the Committee would consider articles 2, 3 and
4 0f that Protocol.
ELECTION OF RAPPORTEUR
Mr. Antonio de Icaza (Mexico) was elected Rapporteur by
acclamation, in succession to Mr. Miguel Marin-Bosch (Mexico), who
was not participating in the proceedings of the second session.
CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/1)
Article 5 - Appointment of Protecting Powers and of their substitute
(CDDH/1, CDDH/56; CDDH/I/9, CDDH/I/50, CDDH/I/54, CDDH/I/64,
CDDH/I/67 and Add.l, CDDH/I/70. CDDH/I/75, CDDH/I/77, CDDH/I/83)
Paragraph 3
11. Mr. PRUGH (United States of America). referring to an address
delivered by Mr. Baxter (United States of America) in December 1974,
said that, despite all Efforts to build up a system of humanitarian
law applicable in cases of al'med conflict, the progress achieved
had been poor.
He had noted one principle necessary in building
up that law:
the principle of openness and accountability~ as
exemplified in the obligation for belligerents to respond to
requests for a Protecting Power or substitute, and the obligation
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to give account of the situation of detained civilians or prisoners
of-war.
It was highly desirable to use that principle of openness
and accountability as a basis for the discussions of article 5
which, of all the articles before the Conference, was the one with
the most direct humanitarian function.
12.
Introducing the United States amendment (CDDH/I/64) to
article 5, paragraph 3, he noted that in recent armed conflicts the
machinery of humanitarian protection by the Protecting Power or its
substitute had not operated satisfactorily, with the result that
the effectiveness of the 1949 Geneva Conventions in providing
protection for war victims had been seriously weakened.
It might
be concluded that, because of political pressures which deterred
States from complying with their obligations~ it was often difficult
to obtain the 3 0 re8ment of the Parties to the conflict on the
selection of Protecting Powers or their sUbstitute.
Consequently~
the United States delegation proposed the following procedure: if
a Protecting Power had not been appointed within 60 days of the
time when one Party had first proposed such an appointment, the
Parties to the conflict would automatically accept an offer made by
the ICRC, where it deemed that necessary, to act as a substitute
for the Protecting Power to the extent compatible with its own
activities.
Thus, in giving their agreement, the Parties would be
free from political pressures, and States would be protected from
any real or imagined harm which might corne of their acceptance.
13.
He believed that his Government I f. proposal vl(llJ.ld go far to
correct the deficiencies that had been observed for some years in
the protection of war victims and hoped that delegations would give
it careful attention.
14.
r,;r. STJRBECK (Legal Secretary) enumerated the 8J'11endments which
had been sUbmitted to article 5) paragraph 3.
15.
Mr. AGOES (Indonesia) asked whether it would be possible to
submit further amendments.
16.
The
question.

CHAIRMA~

said that no decision had yet been taken on that

17.
Mr. MILLER (Canada) proposed that a time-limit should be set
for the submission of amendments.
It was so agreed.
18.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)~
before introducing article 5, paragraph 3. reminded the Committee of
certain important points affecting the article as a whole.
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19.
At the first session of the Conference, Committee I had
decided to consider artic Ie 5 9 entitled ;, Appointment of Protec ting
Powers and of their substitute;;, paragraph by paragraph,
(CDDH/I/SR.12, para.g») because of the wide scope of the article
and the specific purpose of eac~ of its provisions.
As the
Committee had decided, consideration of the article was bound up
with consideration of article 2) sub-paragraphs (d) and (e), which
contained draft definitions of the terms LProtectlng Power and
iisubstitute of a Protecting Power".
A number of amendments had
been submitted, and the debates on the article appeared in the
summary records of the eleventh and t1r;relfth meetings of Committee I
(CDDH/I/SR.ll and SR.12).
Y
'

20.
During the preparatory work. a majority of the experts
consulted, as well as a majority of the Governments which had
answered an ICRe questionnaire on measures designed to reinforce
the application of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949, had declared
themselves in favour of maintaining and strengthening the system of
Prot~cting Powers, and the United Nations General Assembly had
expressed similar views in various resolutions on the subject.
In
the general opinion of the experts consulted and the Governments
which had replied to the ICRe questionnaire) the appointment and
acceptance of Protecting Powers could not be settled by an automatic
process independent of the a0reement of the Parties to the conflict.
21.
Article 53 paragraph 3. dealt with the role which the ICRC
would, as a last resort, be prepared to assume as the substitute
for a Protecting Power within the meaning of article 2. sub
paragraph (e).
It was important to bear in mind the provisions of
the Geneva Conventions of 1949 concerning the question of substitute
of Protecting Fowers.
Under the first paragraph of article 10
common to the first three Conventions of 1949 (article II, para
graph 1 of the fourth Convention), the Parties to the Conventions
were entitled to appoint an organization as the substitute for the
Protecting Powers.
The organization in question would have to
offer all guarantees of impartiality and efficacy,
the Parties to
the Conventions might appoint the substitute at any time, before or
during hostilities; and they would entrust to it the duties incum
bent on the Protecting Powers by virtue of the Conventions.
That
right had so far never been exercised.
22.
The second paragraph of Article 10 common to the first three
Conventions of 1949 (Article 11 of the fourth Convention) provided
that if the persons protected did not benefit or ceased to benefit.
no matter for what reason, by the activities of a Protecting Power
or of an organization appointed in accordance with the first para
graph, the DetaininG Power should request a neutral State, or such
an organization to undertake the functions incu~~ent on the
Protecting Powers by virtue of the Conventions.

~
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23.
Lastly~ the third paragraph of Article 10 common to the
Conventions (Article 11 of the fourth Convention) stipulated that 3
as a last resort and in the event of failure of the aforesaid
system} the Detaining. Power should request an organization such as
the International Committee of the Red Cross) vo assume the .
humanitarian functions performed by the Protecting Powers~ or should
accept the offer of the services of such an organization.
24.
He had thought it necessary to mention the substitute system
provided for in the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 because 9 since
draft Protocol I was an additional instrument designed to supplement
those Conventions, the machinery of Protecting Powers or their
substitute set out in those instruments would remain fully in force
and the HiGh Contracting Parties would retain the option of estab
lishing an organization to replace the Protecting Power~ as
envisaged in the first paragraph of Article 10 of the Conventions.
At the Conference of Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and
Development of International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed
Conflicts, the ICRC had, moreover, raised the question of estab
lishing a standing supervisory body, even though most of the experts
and also Governments replying to the ICRC questionnaire were against
introducing an article on the establishment of such a body;
some of
them, of course~ would have welcomed the establishment of an
automatic back-up institution or a standing body established or
designated for that purpose by the United Nations.
In that
connexion, reference should also be made to cert.ain proposals made
at the XXIInd International Conference of the Red Cross, held at
Teheran in 1973, and to some of the amendments submitted at the
first session of the Diplomatic Conference.
25.
So far as the ICRC was concerned, it should be remembered that
a general provision in the 1949 Conventions, Article 9 common to
three of the Conventions (Article 10 of the fourth Convention)
entitled IlActivities of the International Committee of the Red
Cross;;, recognized the activities of the ICRe and its traditional
right to take the initiative.
Under Article 9) no provision of
the Conventions constituted an obstacle to the humanitarian
activities of the ICRC or any other impartial organization.
Besides, certain provisions of the 1949 Conventions described the
humanitarian activities of the ICRC: most of those activities were
distinct from, although in certain cases related to those which the
ICRC would be called upon to assume as a substitute for a Protecting
Power.
Article 9 would thus retain its full validity - a fact that
should be emphasized.
26.
With regard to the part to be played by the ICRC as a
substitute in the true meaning of the term. it should be remembered
that shortly after the 1949 Conventions were concluded the ICRC had
decided, and had made known its decision, that it was prepared in
principle to act as a SUbstitute for a Protecting Power in default
of the latter o either acting normally as a illast resort 1; under the
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third paragraph of Article 10 common to three of the Conventions
(Article 11 of the fourth Convention) or in cases where States
agreed to describe it as an i'international organization which
offers all guarantees of impartiality and efficacy/', in accordance
with the first paragraph of Article 10.
However, since the ICRC
had made certain reservations of detail concerning the scope of
its role. the false impression had been created in certain quarters
that the ICRC had refused to act as substitute for a Protecting
Power.
Those reservations of detail mainly related to the ICRC's
stipulation that, in becoming a substitute, it would retain its
essential character - that of an instituti6n with its own prin
ciples.
If its activities were to become more Y;protective il than
in the past. it would not thereby become a ;iPower::, or a State
with the pertinent diplomatic characteristics.
The ICRC substitute
would not act as the representative of one State to another, but
would represent the whole community of States Parties to the 1949
Geneva Conventicns. All rnisunderst~ndings in that connexion must be
disp~lled and the statement made by the President of the ICRC to
the second session of the Conference of Government Experts, held in
1972, should be reaffirmed.
That statement read as follows:
If • • •
the ICRC proposes to make use of the power conferred on
it to assume the role of substitute for the Protecting Power
whenever it considers it necessary and possible to do so.
This role should not, however, be automatically imposed on
the ICRC.
Only when all other possibilities were exhausted
would the ICRC offer its services.
Any such offer would
then require the agreement of the Parties concerned.
To
fulfil those functions the ICRC will obviously need to be
supplied with adequate funds and staff.
Finally, the ICRC
would like to make it clear that, should it agree to act as
substi tute, it does not intend in any wa-· to weaken the
II
system of Protecting Powers provided for in the Conventions."

27.
The two proposals in article 5; paragraph 3. which were in
conformity with the statement of the President of the ICRC, clearly
showed that the ICRe was prepared to assume the functions of
substitute for Protecting Powers.
28.
He reiterated that the IeRC was not afraid to play such a
part, since it had already carried out many of the functions of
substitute for Protecting Powers as part of its traditional
activities.
Through its delegations on the spot) it was fortunate
enough to be informed in advance) and very precisely informed,
concerning all the problems of applying the Geneva Conventions in
any given conflict.

II

See ICRC: Report on the Work of the Conference (of Government
Experts on the Reaffirmation and Development of International
Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Conflicts). volume I, p.208.
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29.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked
whether the ICRC intended to oppose the automatic system and~ if
so~ whether it was in favour of proposal I in article 5~ paragraph
and against proposal II.

3~

30.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
said that under proposal II the Red Cr6ss would accept the offer
made to it if it saw fit to do so.
As the President of the ICRC
had emphasized at the Conference of Government Experts~ the ICRC
would see fit to do so only if it obtained the agreement of the
interested parties.
31.
Mr. ROSENNE (Israel) asked whether the text of the ICRC
representative's statement could be distributed~ so that it could
be studied before the discussion of article 5~ paragraph 3.
32.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
said that the Secretariat would make the text available to
representatives as soon as possible.
33.
Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that his country's delegation to
the Sixth (Legal) Committee at tne twenty-ninth session of the
United Nations General Assembly in 1974 had stressed the importance
it attached to any proposals designed to facilitate the implement
ation of the 1949 Geneva Conventions.
His delegation had not sponsored any of th~ amendments
would adopt a clear, precise
conflict could accept a
substitute for a Protecting Power only if there was no agreement on
the Power proposed.
34.

submitted~ but hoped that the Committee
text~ stipulating that the Parties to a

35.
He was in favour of proposal II concerning paragraph 3 which 3
in his view, was better worded than proposal I and provided that
once the ICRC had offered to act as a substitute, the Parties to
the conflict would b3 obliged to accept that offer.
36.
Short of providing for the establishment of an ad hoc
committee before the start of a conflict, proposal II would meet
the concern of those who advocated a stronger, semi-automatic
system for replacing the Protecting Power.
37.
Several amendments mentioned a time limit; he would like
that limit to be clearly stated in order to avoid any delay in the
Various comments on the matter had
acceptance.of the offer.
already been made at the current meeting.
j
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38.
Mr. CALERO-RODRIGUES (Brazil) said that, in order to ensure
a certain degree of automatism without making that an absolute
rule~ the system adopted should offer several variants with regard
to the choice of Protecting Power or its substituteo
Yet the
proposed texts referred to one possibility onlj~ that of recourse
to the ICRC. whereas some other international or regional body
might be more acceptable to the Parties to the conflict.
The
Brazilian amendment (CDDH/I/54) provided for several solutions.
The role of the ICRC would then be to see to it that the Parties
to the conflict accepted the proposed body; alternatively. it
would accept that responsibility itself.
Objections by the'
Parties to the conflict to the ICRC as a possible substitute could
be avoided by unofficial consultations.
39.
It would be necessary to study in greater detail the other
proposals submitted, particularly the question of time-limits.
It should be possible to formulate a general text on the basis of
those amendments since none of the delegations appeared to oppose
strengthening the role of the Protecting Power.
40.
Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt) said that the amendment
submitted by his country and twelve others (CDDH/I/75) had much in
common with many of the proposals advanced up to that point;
they
all aimed at perfecting the system of scrutiny of implementation
provided in the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
41.
The institution of Protecting Powers had in practice been
followed before having been codified in the successive Geneva
Conventions.
It aimed at ensuring proper implementation and
preventing violations during armed conflicts instead of resorting
to sanctions after the harm had been done.
The 1949 Conventions
considered that institution an 0ssential and obligatory component
of the system provided in those Conventions, and in order to ensure
the existence of a mechanism of surveillar.ce in all circumstances~
they provided for a whole range of substitutes for Protecting
Powers in order to meet all the contingencies of the absence of
such a Power.
42.
Paradoxically. however, since 1949 the system of Protecting
Powers and their substitutes had all but cEased to function.
That
might have been caused by the extension of the role of Protecting
Powers under the Geneva Conventions of 1949 or by the nature of
contemporary armed conflicts, but it was more immediately the
result of the consensual character of the procedure of the
appointment of Protecting Powers and. to a lesser degree. of their
SUbstitutes.
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43.
Article 5 of draft Protocol I tried to remedy that situation
in three different ways:
first~ paragraphs 4 and 5 provided
assurances or clarifications designed to remove some of the presumed
causes of the reluctance of States Parties to a conflict to appoint
Protecting Powers;
second. paragraph 2 aimed at facilitating the
procedure of appointing such Powers by authorizing the ICRC to act
as an intermediary between the Parties to the conflict in that
respect;
third) but the most important, came paragraph 3 with its
two alternative versions, providing for the possibility for the
ICRC to assume the functions of a substitute in case no Protecting
Power was appointed.
44.
However~ neither of the alternative versions of paragraph 3
went far enough:
the first contributed little that was new since
it explicitly required the consent of both Parties to the conflict;
the second version went further since it imposed an obligation on
the Parties to accept the ICRe's offer.
But the ICRC was under no
obligation to make such an offer in all cases.
Moreover, the
representatives of the ICRC had made it abundantly clear at the
1972 Conference of Government Experts and later on that the ICRC
would make such an offer only if certain conditions obtained, the
first being the consent of the Parties to the conflict.
45.
Thus, both alternatives remained resolutely consensual and
did not go much further than what was possible at present.
Indeed,
the ICRC had already tried to fill the gap as far as it could and
considered fit, basing itself on its autonomous functions under the
Conventions and on its right of initiative according to Article 9
common to three of the 1949 Conventions (Article 10 of the fourth
Convention) which safeguarded its right to undertake tasks and
activities other than those specifically attributed to it in the
Conventions, subject to the consent of the Parties to the conflict.
46.
What was now needed was a provision which would leave no
loophole and which would provide a safety net to be applied, as a
last resort, in all cases of absence of a consensual designation
of a Protecting Power or a substitute.
47.
The Parties to the conflict must be placed under the obliga
tion of accepting a substitute such as the ICRC or, as the Brazilian
representative had suggested (CDDH/I/54), a regional body; and a
procedure must be provided for the appointment of that substitute,
by assigning that task in the final instance to the United Nations
for example. 'as proposed by the Norwegian amendment (CDDH/I/83), or
to the Conference of the High Contracting Parties as proposed by
the Arab Republic of Egypt and co-sponsors in amendment CDDH/I/75.
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48.
It was true that there was no way physically to compel a
reluctant party to co-operate with a sUbstitute it had not accepted
or to allow it to function in territories under its control.
But
at least~ if the above approach were followed~ such a negative
attitude would constitute a characterized violation of a clear and
specific obligation;
and that in itself would be an important
source of moral and political pressure towards compliance.

49.
Such a solution would not undermine the essential role of the
ICRC.
On the contrary~ it would enhance and supplement it~ by
covering those cases in which the ICRC could not or would not offer
to act as a substitute.
50.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that an informal meeting of the
sponsors of the amendments to article 5, paragraph 3~ should be
held on Monday morning, 10 February. and should be attended by
representatives of the ICRC.
It was so agreed.
51.
Mr. GIRARD (France) said that, although he understood the
desire of some delegations to Bake the procedure regarding the
substitute an automatic one. he considered that the Committee's
main concern should be directed towards adopting a more efficient
system than the one so far applied.
The French delegation was in
favour of proposal I. in spite of the fact that it did not represent
much change.
It was not entirely opposed to proposal II, although
the text did place a fairly heavy responsibility on the ICRC.
Furthermore, the words "if it deems it necessary!> were very vague
and the idea of necessity could be interpreted in various ways.
52.
He had followed with intepest the statem0nts in support of
strengthening the moral obligation of the Parties to the conflict.
However, the proposal suggesting the appointment of a Conference
of the High Contracting Parties as the final authority was hardly
compatible with the Cesirability of very short time-limits.
He
approved of the suggested informal meeting of the sponsors of the
amendments to article 5, paragraph 3.

53.
Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) said he did not consider the text
of proposal I very s~tisfactory. since it required the agreement
of two Contracting Parties.
It would be preferable forthwith to
reserve for the ICRe the power to act as a substitute if the Parties
to the conflict tried to evade or back out of their obligations.
The words 'Iin so far as those functions are compatible with its own
activities" should be deleted. since they constituted a retrogre
ssion from Article 9 common to three of the 1949 Conventions.
In
any event, it would be advisable to protect the ICRe's right to
exercise initiative.
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54.
On the other hand 3 proposal II seemed to be entirely satis
factory.
Paragraph 3 of amendment CDDH/I/67 and Add.l 3 submitted
by Belgium, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, endeavoured to
establish~ on the basis of the third paragraph of Article lO of the
first Geneva Convention of 19453 the obligation of the Party to the
conflict holding prisoners of war or occupying enemy territory to
apply to the ICRe:
'1 ••• shall ... request or accept the offer of
the services of the International Committee of the Red Cross to
assume the function3 of a Protecting Power under the present
Protocol il •
55.
His delegation wished to participate in the informal meeting
of the sponsors of amendments.
56.
Mr. NGUYEN VAN LUU (Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam), having
stressed the importance of the system of the Protecting Power for
the effective application of the Geneva Conventions~ referred to
the origin of the deadlock in which the Committee found itself over
article 5: indeed, the impartiality of the Protecting Power was
being called in question.
57.
His country's experience had shown that public opinion
constituted the very source of humanitarian law.
That opinion,
which was represented by non-governmental organizations~ must
therefore be taken into account.
Consequently, the participation
of the States and of the non-governmental organizations of the two
parties was indispensable if the impartiality of the Protecting
Power was to be guaranteed.
58.
His delegation. while appreciating the work of the ICRC,
considered that that body did not always provide th& guarantees of
impartiality which were requirel of a substitute,for the Protecting
Power.
It opposed amendment CDDH/I/9. submitted by the Republic
of Viet-Nam. from that point of view and recommended the adoption
of amendment CDDH/I/70~ submitted by the Byelorussian SSR, the
Ukrainian SSR and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
It was
prepared to consider other amendments along the same lines.
59.
Mr. Bohyung LEE (Republic of Korea) said that he recommended
the adoption 'of proposal II and suggested that the words "without
delayii be inserted before the words ;'the offer made by the
International Committee ... '1. with a view to protecting the
interests of the parties and of their nationals.
60.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
his country's delegation based itself on the provisions of the 1949
Geneva Conventions, taking into account tte reservations made when
those instruments had been drawn up.
It could not accept the idea
of a Protecting Power being inposed without the consent of the
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parties concerned and did not think that there could be any question
of automatically granting an international organization th~ right to
assume the role of Protecting Power.
Proposal I was largely
consonant with th~ amendment submitted' by the Byelorussian SSR j the
Ukrainian SSR and the Union of 30viet Socialist Republics
(CDDH/I/70).
The Soviet delegation was prepared to take part in
the informal discussions between the sponsors of amendments to
article 5, paragraph 3.

61.
Mr. FERRARI··BRAVO (Italy), introducing his delegation's
amendment (CDDH/I/50), said that; although experience might have
shown that the system of a Protecting Power ,required improvement~
the intervention of an impartial body to ensure the application of
humanitarian law was in the interests of the entire international
community.
Admittedly, that system was in principle based on
acceptance by the parties, but in view of the ultimate aim~
attention must be paid forthwith to situations where it might prove
impossible to reach agreement on the designation of a Protecting
Power or a SUbstitute.
As to the proposal to convene a conference
of Parties to the Geneva Conventions of 1949~ such a procedure
would involve delays incompatible with the urgency of action
required by modern warfare
The intervention of an organization
offering every guarantee of impartiality must be provided for in
the Protocols.
The question was not one of imposing an obligation
on the ICRC. but r~ther one of avoiding its being handicapped in
advance by having to seek the agreement of the Parties to the
conflict at the diplomatic level.
0

62.
The Italian amendment was reasonably close to proposal II put
forward by the ICRC for article 5, paragraph 3, and the Italian
delegation was prepared to consider any proposal that would lead to
a consensus of opinion.
In that spirit, it supported the
Chairman's suggestion for a meeting of the sponsors of amendments.

63.

The establishment of a time-limit for the intervention of the
ICRC, suggested by several delegations, seemed to be dangerous in
view of the nature of modern warfare, which called for rapid action.
It would be better to leave it to the ICRC to select the time it
considered most favourable for intervention.
The main considera
tion was that States should be obliged to accept its intervention.

64.
Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that delee:ations attached
the greatest importance to machinery for action by the Protecting
Power.
It was essential to improve that machinery) in order to
ensure better application of humanitarian principles.
He would
limit his remarks to article 5. paragraph 3. of draft Protocol I
and to paragraphs 3 and 40f the amendment submitted by his
Government (CDDH/I/77), but that did not mean that he underestimated
the value of the proposals put forward by other delegations.
With
regard to the two alternatives proposed by the ICRC for article 5.
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paragraph 3, he thought the difficulty lay in the need for efficient
machinery, on the one hand, and for respect for the wishes of the
Parties to the conflict, on the other.
Delegations thus tended, to
favour a flexible automatic system to prevent action from being
blocked by the opposition of Ot:8 of the parties.
A certain degree
of automatic procedure could nevertheless be introduced, in vi~w of
the adoption at the first session of the Diplomatic Conference of
an amendment to article 1 of draft Pro~ocol I, whereby the parties
undertook to respect and to ensure respect for the Protocol in all
circumstances.
The first alternative proposed by the ICRC for
article 5, paragraph 3, had the weakness of delaying intervention,
which could prove dangerous.
It would be better to adopt the
second alternative, which should nevertheless be improved, since it
did not set any time-limit.
The Spanish delegation therefore
suggested introducing the words l'immediatelyll and 'iwi thout delayY;
into the text.
In view of the heavy responsibility imposed on the
ICRC by paragraph 3 of the Spanish amendment, it should be provided
that the substitute could be replaced by another Power or another
organization, and that was the purpose of paragraph 4 of the
amendment.
The Spanish delegation would willingly participate in
the meeting of sponsors of amendments suggested by the Chairman.

65.
Mr. PICTET (Switzerland) said that, as he had already stated
at the first session of the Conference, his delegation preferred
proposal II, (see CDDH/I/SR.ll. para.34)3 which seemed to it to be
a satisfactory compromise between the various proposals.
Indeed,
his delegation would favour, if that were possible, the greater
strengthening of the institution of Protecting Power and its
substitute.
It would be advisable to provide in paragraph 3 for
a time-limit which should be short.
That would enable the ICRC to
seek, under the best possible conditions. the agreement between the
Parties to the conflict which it considered necessary before
offering itself as substitute.
66.
JVIr. KARASSIMEOlTOV (Bulgaria) said he agreed with the speakers
who thought it indispensable to draw up a text acceptable to all
members of the Committee.
As had been suggested, a small working
group should be entrusted with the study of all the amendments
submitted:;
it could include the sponsors of the various amendments
and any representatives who had suggestions to make.

67.
The Bulgarian delegation preferred proposal I since the
selected text must be flexiblc, must not lay down an automatic
system, must safeguard the sovereign independence of the States and
must provide for the possibility of agreement between the Parties
to the conflict.
That text might be supplemented by certain
amendments.
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68.
He supported the amendments submitted by the Byelorussian SSR,
the Ukrainian SSR and the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics
(CDDH/I/70), and by Brazil (CDDH/I/54), which made it possible to
call upon a humanitarian organization other than the ICRC.
The
representative of the Democratlc Republic of Viet-Nam j while
recognlslng the vital role which the IeRC had played and would
continue to plaYj had emphasized the importance of that possibility.
69.
When drawing up the final text j consideration must be given
to the statement of the President of the ICRC at the second session
of the Conference of Government Experts,held in 1972 j to the effect
that the ICRC would accept the duties of substitute for a Protecting
Power only with the agreement of the Parties to the conflict.
The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTEENTH MEETING
held on Monday, 10 February 1975, at 3.15 p.m.
Chairman;

Mr. HAMBF.O

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/l)

(continued)

Article 5 ., Appointment of Protecting Powers and of their substitute
(CDDH/l~ CDDH/56;
CDDH/I/31, CDDH/I/50~ CDDH/I/59, CDDH/I/61~
CDDH/I/67 and Add.l, CDDH/I/70, CDDH/I/75) (continued)

Paragraph 3 (continued)
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to continue the considera
tion of article 5, paragraph 3.

1.

2.
Mr. LEHMANN (Denmark) reminded the Committee that his
delegation had already stated at the first session of the Diplomatic
Conference and at the Conference of Government Experts on the
Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law
applicable in Armed Conflicts that it attached the greatest
importance to the question cf control.
Clearly, effective
protection of human rights in time of peace as well as during armed
conflicts called for some kind of international control 
specifically, protection of the individual again~t arbitrary
interference from his own national authorities.
To be effective~
control must be carried out by an independent and impartial body.
Otherwise, all efforts to reform the rules of international law
relating to armed conflicts would be thwarted.
3.
The question, therefore, was what would be the most realistic
way of modifying and strengthening the system of designating the
Protecting Power, as laid down in the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
4.
His delegation believed that the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC) by offering to act as a substitute for the
Protecting Power, had made a break-through in the search for a
strengthening of the system of control provided for in the 1949
Geneva Conventions.
That offer deserved all possible support:
acceptance of article 5, paragraph 3, was therefore of crucial
importance.

5.
He fully endorsed the views expressed by the representatives
of Pakistan) Switzerland and the Netherlands (CDDH/I/SR.ll, paras.17,
34 and 40) who had supported proposal II concerning paragraph }
which represented an advance so far as concerned the procedure ~or
designating the Protecting Power.
But the proposal could be
improved.
It in no way violated the principle of the sovereignty
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of States.
Under international customary law. States were under
no obligation to accept any kind of international control) on the
other hand. there was nothing in such law which prevented them
from concluding treaties by which they subjected themselves to a
certain degree of international control.

6.
To improve proposal II, recourse could be had to the Italian
delegation's suggestion in amend~ent CDDH/I/50 that 11 • • • until
such time as the Protecting Powers begin to exercise their
functions. each of the Parties to the conflict shall accept the
offer made by the ICRC ... to act as a substitute ... 11.
7.

The Canadian delegation had also proposed the fixing of a
time-limit in respect of the ICRC offer and acceptance by the
Parties to the conflict.

8.
In conclusion. he pointed out that. at the present stage, the
problem was to improve the control system envisaged for an armed
Gonfiict;
article 5 would appear to be the central provision.
One should not lose sight, however, of the more traditional system
of control; under which procedures were established for settling
disputes. and which was, in a sense, of a preventive character.
The draft Protocols contained no such rules.
9.
Mr. ROSE NNE (Israel) said that) as his delegation had already
pointed out at the first session, neither the institution of
Protecting Power as envisaged in the 1949 Geneva Conventions nor
the concept of sUbstitute Protecting Power had been resorted to in
the Middle East conflict.
10. Despite the intricacies of the general political problems in
that area and the complications which might have arisen from a
formal designation of the ICRC as a sUbstitute Protecting Power.
the ICRC had been operating on a de facto basis with the agreement
of the Parties to the conflict.
11. Israel had no direct experience of the system of designating
a Protecting Power. and he would therefore limit himself to one
observation only.
12. His delegation shared the view expressed at the first session
that it would be preferable not to overload article 5 with
reference to another type of Protecting Power altogether - as
partly codified in Ar£~cle 45 of the 1961 Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations.There was a difference between representa
tion of national interests in the case of a temporary rupture of
diplomatic relations and the element of ;'scruti ny i1 inherent in the
YiGeneva mandate".
The Drafting Committee should make a careful
study of that question.
1/
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13.
Paragraph 3 envisaged two entirely different hypotheses.
One was where no Protecting Power was appointed between two States
which had broken off diplomatic relations; the other was where
there had never been any Protecting Power - whether under the
Vienna or Ceneva mandate~ or aLY other basis cf customary inter
national law - for the basic reason that there had never been any
normal diplomatic relations between the two States in conflict.
Israel was a case in point.
14.
He then indicated some factors which influenced Israel's
position.
The control body must be effective and impartial.
Its
effectiveness did not depend solely on its means and staff;
the
real consent of the Parties to the conflict was also essential.
His delegation therefore favoured proposal II.
15.
Some of the amendments before the Committee envisaged appeals
to the United Nations or to an ad hoc conference of the High
Contracting Parties to designate a Protecting Power or a substitute.
That approach would not meet the basic requirements of effectiveness
and impartiality.
Other amendments raised the question of fixed
time-limits for the appointment of a Protecting Power or substitute.
Some of the periods suggested se8med rather long, but as against
that) the introduction of a fixed time might enhance the
effectiveness of the provisions currently being drafted.

16.
Despite their large number" the al'ilendments did not raise
great questions of principle; there seemed to be a consensus in
favour of an approach which was not based on any automatism in the
designation of the Protecting Power or its sUbstitute.
The
Drafting Committee or the Working Group should consider paragraph 3
in the light of the discussions which had just takeq place.
17.
Mr. LE MINH CHUC (Republic of Viet-Nam) said he believed that
the agreement of the Parties which was required for assumption by
the substitute of the functiors of a Protecting Power was a normal
concession to the sovereignty of States, in the hope that the
Parties would accept the offer made by the substitute) since they
saw that to be in their joint interest.
But that hope could be
vain if one of the Parties washed its hands of the fate of any of
its nationals captured by the enemy while reserving the right to
deal with members of the adverse Party detained by it in the most
inhumane manner.

18.
An automatic system for designation of the substitute appeared
to be acceptable.
His delegation supported proposal II.
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19.
Regarding the designation of the substitute j some delegations
had expressed the viev/ that the choice should not be limited to the
ICRC alone~ but should embrace a complex of suitable international
humanitarian organizations.
Other delegations had proposed an
extension cf the choice to bodies of a politic~lj regional or
international character.
A political body would present the same
difficulties which had arisen in regard to designation of the
Protecting Power.
One delegation had even provided a definition
or the criterion of impartiality required in a sUbstitute and had
said:
HUnjust equality is L1equali ty. unjust impartiality is
partia1it y l1.
An international humanitarian body such as the ICRC,
with its strong moral authority~ its resources and its experience j
could take on the role of substitute.
20.
Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) observed
that the fact that there were two alternatives for article 5j
The
paragraph 3. bore witness to the presence of difficulties.
statement by the ICRe representative had clearly shown that his
organization had some conception of the problen and that it
prererred proposal I.
21.
The many amendments submitted revealed a wide range of diverse
and contradictory opinions.
His delegation recognized that the
good offices of the organization acting as a substitute for the
Protecting Power could be of value; he therefore accepted the idea
or such substitution where designation of a Protecting Power met
with difficulties.
But it should be remembered that the
humanitarian organization acting as a substitute should function
impartially and effectively.
It was thus absolutely essential
that both Parties to the conflict should be convinced of its
impartiali ty.
The word i1effecti veness 11 implied that the
organization must not merely be willing, but also able, to play
that role.
Consequently, the pool of substitutes should include
other organizations than the ICRC and comprehensive information
should be provided as to possible candidates.

22.
His delegation could not accept an automatic system for
designation of the Protecting Power, and would draw attention to
the reservations expressed by his delegation and by those of the
Byelorussian SSR and the Soviet Union concerning Article 10 common
to the first three Geneva Conventions of 1949 (Article 11 of the
rourth Convention).
23.
He did not believe that a problem of that type could be solved
by laying down strict rules.
Only the agreement of the two Parties
could enable the Protecting Party to act effectively.
24.
Mr. AGOES (Indonesia) said that he considered article 5 to be
a key provision and that a satisfactory solution should therefore
be sought which would be acceptable to all.
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25.
His Government was of the firm belief that the designation
and acceptance of the Protecting Power should not be based on an
automatic process but on the consent of the two Parties to the
conflict, in line with the principle of the sovereignty of States.
Failing agreement on the appointment of the Prctecting Power, his
Government would strongly favour giving the ICRC priority to assume
the functions of substitute.
26.
He was in favour of proposal II, but would like it to be
expressed in stronger terms, so that the ICRe could immediately
function as a substitute when the system of appointment of the
Protecting Power mentioned in article 5, paragraphs I and 2 proved
inapplicable.
He suggested that the ,~ords /lshall accept the offer
made byll should be replaced by the words I'shall permitl/.
27.
In order to provide for cases where the ICRC could not assume
the functions of a substitute, he proposed as a reserve solution
that reference should be made to "an international organization
designated by the Secretary-General of the United Nations i ' , which
could offer all guarantees of impartiality and efficacy.
28.
Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that, while she recognised the
importance of the part played by the ICRC. she considered that to
name only that organization as a substitute would be to close the
door on other international organizations which were equally able
to contribute to the development of international humanitarian law.
Such organizations already existed and new ones might be set up.
Draft Protocol I should therefore be worded in terms that allowed
forthwith for the creation of such organizations.
Her delegation
suggested that the words ~the International Committee of the Red
Cross ll should be replaced by the words 'Ian international humanitarian
organization li •
If; however, other delegations insisted that the
ICRC be named and given priority, her delegation would agree, as a
compromise, to such a wording as: "the IeRe or other international
humanitarian organizations':.
29.
In addition, her delegation was opposed to the fixing of a
time limit, as proposed by several delegations; such a measure
could lead to misinterpretation of draft Protocol I and to practical
difficulties should no sUbstitute be appointed ty the end of the
time limit.
30.
With regard to amendment CDDH/I/75, which provided, as a last
resort, for recourse to the conference of the High Contracting
Parties pursuant to article 7 of draft Protocol I, she was of the
view that it would be difficult for that conference to meet in time
of conflict because of the inevitable political tensions, and that
one of the Parties might use such a meeting to delay application of
the Protocol.
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31.

Mr. Tchoung Kouk DJIN (Democratic People's Republic of Korea)
said he thought that if the aims of international humanitarian law
were to be achieved and present-day realities taken into account
the designation of the Protecting Fower and its substitute must be
based on the assurance that the interests of w&r victims would be
scrupulously protected.
The victims' sufferings were caused by
the imperialist aggressors s and it was to the inhuman crimes
cOInmitted by those aggressors that the Protecting Power or its
substitute must put an endo
Sovereignty and the right to self
determination must also be respected, and the Protecting Power must
therefore be appointed on the initiative of the Parties to the
conflict and with their consent.
The same should apply to the
designation of a substitute, which should be an international
organization offering all guarantees of impartiality and efficacy.
Throughout the world United States inperialists were infringing
international law by interfering in the internal affairs of States
and bringing misfortune to the peoples concerned.
They had been
occupying South Korea, for example, for the last thi~ty years.
It
was natural that progressive men and women should condemn such
practices.
In view of the experience of its own country, his
delegation reaffirmed that the designation of the Protecting Power
or its sUbstitute must offer all the necessary safeguards against
the United States aggressors.

32.
The CHAIRMA~ reminded the meeting of the aims of the
Conference and asked delegations to refrain) in their interventions,
from making attacks on other countries and using langu~ge which
implied that some victims were more entitled to protection than
others.
Moreover~ any delegation which considered that its country
was being criticized could ask to exercise its right of reply, and
that might needlessly delay the Committee's work.
33.
Mr. ZAFERA (Madagascar) said he considered article 5 to be one
of the key provisions of the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
34.
Like others, his delegation w&s opposed to automatic designa
tion.
The sovereignty of the Parties to a conflict must be
safeguarded, and their consent to the appointment of the Protecting
Power was essential if the Conventions were to be correctly applied.
35.
His delegation also thought that no specific time limit
should be set for the designation of the Protecting Power or for the
acceptance or rejection of that designation.
36.
As to the ICRC, the responsibility it was prepared to assume
in the last resort should not be imposed on it automatically,
whatever function it might undertake.
The greatest latitude must
therefore be given to the Parties, whose authorization was just as
vital for the designation of the SUbstitute as for that of the
Protecting Power.
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37.
He therefore supported the first variant proposed by the ICRC
for paragraph 3.
3S.
Mr. GRAEFRATH (German Democratic Republic) said he also
considered article 5 to be a key article.
No Protecting Power or
substitute could work effectively if its designation had not been
approved by the Parties to the conflict and if it did not have
their confidence.
39.
As most of the speakers had pointed out, the Protecting Power
system provided for in the Geneva Conventions of 1949 had not
worked, and it was therefore unrealistic to imagine that States
would be able to agree on that point in advance, as the proposal II
suggested by the ICRC for paragraph 3 and certain amendments
envisaged.
40.
The only possible solution was that contained in ICRC
proposal I and the amendments submitted to the same effect, for
example amendment CDDH/I/70.
The representative of the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea had therefore been right in pointing out
that the designation of the Protecting Power or its substitute
should be subject to the authorization of the Parties.
41.
If the number of bodies authorized to provide protection were
increased, that could provoke competition between Protecting Powers
or substitutes. and political bodies would then experience greater
difficulties in performing their humanitarian function.
42.
His delegation was in favour of the designation of a
humanitarian organization with the consent of the Parties to the
conflict.
43.
Mgr. LUONI (Holy See)* drew attention to certain points that
were common to all the preceding statements, namely, that a
substitute for the Protecting Power must be designated;
that the
SUbstitute must be accepted by all Parties to the conflict; and
that in the interests of the civilian populations to be protected
the SUbstitute must be able to fulfil its mission as soon as
possible.
The third point necessarily implied satisfaction of the
second.
44.
Several representatives had very aptly described the tragic
consequences which would result if there were no Protecting Power.
Attention had also been very rightly drawn to the difficulties and
delays inherent in the diplomatic procedure currently applied in
times of conflict to reach a solution acceptable to all the Parties.

*

The statement was read out by

~1rs.

Roullet (Holy See).
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45.
As delegations were generally agreed that sUbstitutes other
than the ICRC could usefully replace Protecting Powers, his
delegation wished to suggest that other international humanitarian
organizations, duly approved by the Confer~nce, be mentioned in
draft Protc~ol I alongside the IeRe.
Such or~anizations could
either work with the IeRe or replace it, so that the Parties to a
conflict would have a choice of several possibilities.
46.
His proposal was designed solely to avoid, as far as possible,
the dangerous drawbacks presented by the lack of a substitute for
the Protecting Power, and it in no way diminished the esteem in
which his delegation held the IeRe, which, in its view, was still
the organiz.ation most fitted to assume the functions of substitute
for the Protecting Power.

47.
Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that the neeting of the
Working Group on amendments to article 5, paragraph 3, had shown
that delegations must answer three basic questions: which body was
competent to act as a substitute} whether designation should be
automatic, and whether a time limit shou Id be s.et for designation.
48.
Although he had already made known his delegation's views and
did not wish to speak on the substance of the matter for the time
being, he considered that some of the observations made in the
course of the de'bate warranted further attention.
He referred in
particular to the observations made by the Belgian and the United
Kingdom representatives regardin~ the influence which the wording
adopted for article 5] paragraph 3, of draft Protocol I might have
on the legal system provided for in Article 10 of the Conventions.
49.
Mr. CHOhTDEURY (Bangladesh) pointed out that the provisions of
article 5 were intended to relieve the sufferirgs of the civilian
population of Parties to the conflict and to afford it all the
necessary protection, whatever the nature of its government.
In
the circumstances, any reference to imperialism or colonialism was
out of place, since ~t was only a matter of applying legal
principles.
50.
With regard to the question of a substitute when no Protecting
Power had been appointed, some representatives had stated that
nothing should infringe the sovereignty of States, but in his view
an acceptable Protecting Power must first be found.
The IeRC
should propose five names from which the Parties to the conflict
could choose.
What was essential was that if a substitute proved
necessary, the leRC should be able to ensure the protection of
human life and the property of the civilian population, and to act
in the capacity of substitute.

-
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51.
Careful study of the amendments submitted showed that the aim
of all delegations was to ensure that there was a sUbstitute in
order to reduce the sufferings of the civilian population.
It was
important to adhere as closely as possible to the text drafted by
the ICRC~ which took into account the structure of the two Protocols.
His delegation had submitted an amendment (CDDH/I/61) relating to
proposal I~ the purpose of which was to enable the ICRC to
strengthen its position to the utmost.
Cases had already occurred
when Red Cross representatives found themselves in difficult
situations.
Their activities ~ust not be dependent on the whims
of the Parties to the conflict.
52.
His delegation preferred the text of proposal I.
Proposal II
could, however, be improved by deleting the words 1. if it deems it
necessaryil.
53.

Mr. Bohyung LEE (Republic of Korea), exerclslng his right of
said that it was most regrettable that the delegation of the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea had revived a controversy on
political questions outside the scope of the Conference.
His
delegation denied the allegations of the North Korean delegation.
reply~

54.
Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) pointed out that the effective
functioning of a Protecting Power, or its substitute 9 from the
outset of any armed conflict until its conclusion, was essential if
the rules of the Protocol were to have any meaning.
It was
particularly vital that the Protecting Power should monitor those
rules from the outset of the conflict.
It was at that stage that
the worst atrocities occurred, particularly in relation to prisoners
of war.
55.
Article 10 common to the 1949 Geneva Conventions (Article 11
of the fourth Convention) provided an effective mechanism in the
case of default of a Protecting Power.
Unfortunately~ certain
States had been unable to accept that provision.
In paragraphs 1
and 2 of article 5) the monitoring mechanism for the application of
the Protocol was defective because it was based upon agreement of
the Parties.
Only in proposal II relating to paragraph 3 had any
attempt been made to bring draft Protocol I into line with the
provisions of the Conventions he had mentioned.
In his delegation's
view, the possibility of ~ar victims receiving the benefit of the
humanitarian protection afforded by Protocol I, should not be
dependent on the hazards of an agreement made in the course of armed
conflict nor could that protection be sacrificed to the claims of
national sovereignty of the Parties to the conflict.
His delegation
therefore supported the adoption of proposal II, which might be
improved by a reasonable time provision 9 as suggested by other
delegations.
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56.
Moreover, proposal II only provided for the case of no
Protecting Power being appointed:; l'Jhereas Articles 10 and 11 of the
Geneva Conventions and amendment CDDH/I/67 provided also for the
contingency of .aProtecting Power being appointed and ceasing to
act during .the conflict.
That was a ;nat~er of' great importance,
particularly for prisoners of war.
Proposal II had the further
merit that it would enable the substitute to discharge ilall or part
of the functi0l1s" of a Protecting Power (article 2~ sub
paragraph (~)~
It was not an automatic system but a safe one,
offering guarantees of security in case of disagreement.
57.
His delegation did not believe that regional bodies or some
new institution to be created v!ithin the United lJations family
could effectively assume the function of SUbstitute.
Such bodies
lacked skill and expertise; moreover) it would be difficult for
them to exclude political considerations entirely. as the ICRC had
managed to do for a century.
58.
His delegation was willing to participate in all meetings of
the sponsors of amendments relating to article 5, paragraph 3, in
order to ensure effective implementation of the Protocol.
59.
Mr. PRUGH (United States of ~~Drica) said that it would be
well to ascertain in advance what international humanitarian
organizations existed how they were orEanized, whether they were
impartial or had the apparent ability to perform at least the
essential humanitarian functions of a Protecting Power.
In
article 6 of draft Protocol I the high Contracting Parties were
requested to recruit and train personnel. to establish lists of
persons so trained and to define the conditions govorning their
employment, perhaps the same request should be addressed to
international humanitarian orga~lizations.
Such organizations
might be asked in a separate paragraph to identify themselves to a
central agency. SUCh as the depositary State or the ICRC.
A number
of impartial humanitarian bodies existed, no doubt, but his
delegation believed that States would wish to consider in peace
time, when they were free froIH the immediate pressures applied in
conflicts, what organizations miGht consent to act. as a last
resort, in the capacity of a substitute.
j

60.
r1rs. MANTZOULINOS (Greece ) said that the 1949 Geneva
Conventions and the draft Protocols were due to the initiative of
the ICRC.
She saw no point in looking for some other body~ alien
to the ilLaw of Geneva".
For the designation of the substitute an
automatic mechanisn should be adopted which in her delegation's
view would in no way prejudice the sovereignty of the Parties.
Her delegation had submitted an amendment to that c~ffect (CDDHII131).

-
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61.
Nr. Antoine NARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross),
said that~ after hearing all the statements concerning article 5~
paragraph 3, he wished to express thanks on behalf of the ICRC for
the confidence shown in that organization.

62.
Although it was true that the sUbstitute system had so far
never been used. it would be wrong to say that the system of
Protecting Powers had not been used:
it had served in three cases.

63.
He endorsed the statements he had made in introducing
article 5, paragraph 3 at the seventeenth meeting (CDDH/I/SR.17).
The ICRC was quite willing to assume the role of substitute, but
only when all other possibilities, n~nely the machinery of
Protecting Powers followed by that of substitutes as provided for
in the first and second pal'agraphs of Artie Ie 10 common to the
1949 Geneva Conventions (first and second paragraphs of Article 11
of the fourth Conv8ntion) had teen exhausted.
64.
The words i'or substitute Hi thin the meaning of the first and
second paragraphs of Article 10 of the Conventions (Article 11 of
the fourth Convention) I ~ight be ;nsert0d after the words
"Protecting Power n in pa.ragraph 3.

65.
In view of the supple~entary na~ure of the Protocol, it had
not been thought nr;;ce"sar-y 2;:p'~essly to reaffirm all the articles
relating to the monitoring and ~pplication system set out in the
1949 Conventions.
In pursuance of Article 10 common to those
Conventions (Article 11 of the fourth Convention), an organization
which offered all guarantees of impartiality and efficacy, as well
as any humanitarian organization, might be entrusted with the tasks
incumbent on the Protecting Power by virtue of the Conventions.
That proviEion common to the Cr,nventions would retain its validity.
66.
Other impartial humanitarian organizations had not been
expressly designated because several experts had said during the
Conferenc9 of Govern;nent Experts on the Reaffirmation and
Development of International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed
Conflict~ that it would be difficult to mention such bodies in
general terms and that it wOU-Ld be necess2:::'y to indicate which l'lere
envisaged; but there had been disagreement on that point.
The
ICRC had never considered that it had a monopoly in that regard and
it would only assume the role of substitute if all other possibil
ities had been exhausted.
Paragraph 4

67.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should examine
article 51 paragraph 4.
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68.
Mr. de SALIS (Legal Secretary) read out the list of amendments
relating to paragraph 4.
69.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
said that~ within the particular context of th8 system of Protecting
Powers, the provision constituted a reaffirmation of the general
principle laid down in article 4 of draft Protocol I, entitled
rtLegal status of the Parties to the conflict" and already considered
at the first session of the Conference.
A large majority of the
experts consulted considered that a reaffirmation of that kind was
necessary under the terms of the article relating to international
machinery for supervising the application of humanitarian law.
In
the case of Governments, nearly all of those which had replied to
the ICRC's questionnaire concerning measures intended to reinforce
the implementation of the Geneva Conventions strongly favoured the
inclusion of such a provision.
70.

. The previous year, when introducing at the eighth meeting

(CDDH/I/SR.8) draft article 4, the ICRC had made it clear that its
purpose was to ensure a more thorough implementation of the
humanitarian purposes of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and draft
Protocol I, since the Parties to the conflict might be afraid,
though unjustifiably, that the application of those instruments
might have political or legal consequences affecting their
reciprocal status, and it was desirable to dispel all doubts in
that connexion.
Paragraph 4 which was now being introduced was
based on the same ratio legis.
At the first session of the
Conference, during the discussion of article 4 - with regard to
which many delegations had not been prepared to express an opinion
until the scope of draft Protocol I had been established in
article 1 - some representatives had criticized the words "or that
of the territories over which they exercise authority" and, on
being requested to clarify that point, the representative of the
ICRC had replied that, in fact, those words had not been included
in the draft submitted to the Conference of Government Experts, but
that the ICRC had considered the addition of those words to be
desirable in the light of recent events (CDDH/I/SR.8, para.19).
As in the case of article 4, amendments had been submitted at the
Conference, proposing the deletion of the phrase or improvements of
its wording.
71.
The ICRC naturally attached great importance to the inclusion
of a provlslon of that kind in the article relating to the machinery
for supervising application.
72.
Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt) said that his delegation,
together with those of twelve other countries, had submitted an
amendment to article 4 (CDDH/I/59) which also applied to article 5,
paragraph 4 and was intended to clarify the last part of the phrase
1' • • •
or that of the territories over which they exercise authority".
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The text submitted by the ICRC was open to different interpretations;
and the purpose of the aforementioned amendment was to eliminate any
ambiguity as to the compatibility of the provision with the
fundamental rule of general international law underlying The Hague
Regulations annexed to The HagL.2 Convention No. IV of 1907
concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land 3 and the fourth
Geneva Convention of 1949 to the effect that occupation did not
affect title to territory.
He reserved the right to develop the
argument further in the context of article 4.
j

Paragraphs 5 and 6

73.
The CHAIRMAN asked the representative of the ICRC to introduce
article 53 paragraphs 5 and 6 so that paragraphs 4~ 5 and 6 could be
discussed simultaneously.
74.
Mr. de SALIS (Legal Secretary) read out a list of the
amendments relating to paragraphs 5 and 6.

75.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)3
referring to paragraph 53 said that a very large majority of the
experts consulted and of Governments in their replies to question 5
of the ICRC questionnaire concerning the measures intended to
reinforce the implementation of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949,
had expressed the hope that such a provision would be incorporated.
Some of them had even expressed the wish that in such cases the
appointment of Protecting Powers should be made obligatory.

76.

It had become apparent that the implementation of machinery
for supervising the application of the Geneva Conventions of 1949
was distinct from the question of the maintenance or breaking-off
of diplomatic relations between the Parties to the conflict.
Some
experts had drawn attention to the fact that the diplomatic mission
of a Party to the conflict which remained on the spot would probably
have great difficulty in carrying out ail the duties assigned to it
by the Conventions a~d by draft Protocol I to the Protecting Powers.
It should be pointed out that a minority of experts had expressed
their fears that the simultaneous presence of diplomatic
representatives of the Parties to the conflict and of the Protecting
Powers might cause disputes as to competence between the two
authorities concerned, which would only be of disservice to the
cause itself.

77.
In its Commentary on draft Protocol I (CDDH/3). the ICRC did
not refer to paragraph 6 because that provision was self-explanatory.
However 3 some experts had expressed the view that to make the
provision perfectly clear it would be better to say II wheneve:r'
hereafter in the present Protocol mention is made of the Protecting
Power i1 •
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78.

It should be pointed out that the Committee had decided to
examine the definition of the "ord Ii substi tute" in artic Ie 2 ~ sub
paragraph (~) together with article 5 now under discussion.

79.
With regard to that defir:ition the ICRC:;oncurred with the
views of those who had expressed the hope that the organization
replacing the Protecting Power could, if necessary, be called upon
t6 exercise only a part of the latter1s functions: that might be
the case where, in accordance with the wishes of the designated
Protecting Power and with the approval of the Parties to the
conflict, the said Power and the substitute shared the tasks in
question; that would also be the ~ase if the substitute, with the
consent of the Parties to the conflict> agreed to undertake only a
part of those activities.

80.
At a meeting of the Committee's Working Group on article 5,
paragraph 3~ a representative had ask""d whether the ICRC should be
regarded as a substitute on tlle SClmc footing and in the same
capacity as the other substitutes that might be envisaged under the
terms of the Geneva Conventions.
81.
Although empowered to exersisc its humanitarian initiative in
favour of victims of conflict3 in accordance with Article 9 common
to the 1949 Conventions (.Cl.rticle 10 of the fourth Convention). and
to perform the humanitarian tasks incumbent upon it under the
Conventions and the principles ;f the Red Cross. the ICRC would be
a substitute in the same capacity as any other substitute assigned
to carry out the functions of Protectin~ Powers as defined by the
Geneva Conventions.
""
82.
The CHAIRMAN declared open the debate on article 5, para
graphs 4, 5 and 6.
83.
Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) said that his delegatiort was in
favour of the ICRC text but together with Belgium and the
Netherlands had sllbm'tted a::. a;nenclrncnt (CDDHII/67 and Add.l).
Since article 5. paragraph 1, ~lready contained the binding
obligation to designate a Protecting Power) that binding character
should be restated in para~rarh 5, i~ order to strengthen the ICRC
text.
84.
Mr. PICTET (,c;""itiC8'."'lanc,;) referring to paragraph 5, said that~
at the Conferen~e of Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and
Development of International Hum3nitarian Law applicable in Armed
Conflicts, Switzerland had boc;n arlOlW t110 minority which considered
the inclusion of that parag~aph in d;aft Protocol I unnecessary.
He drew attention to the view alrpady ~xpressed that there could
not be a Protecting Power wilile diplom":tic relations were maintained.
Besides, some experts ft'aTecl \~l:a I~ ths simultaneous presence of
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diplomatic representatives and representatives of the Protecting
Power might cause confusion or disputes as to competence.
However~
the Swiss delegation would not oppose the adoption of paragraph 5
if that was the wish of the majority.

85.
Mr. CHOWDHURY (Bangladesh) observed that the United Kingdom
delegation shared the opinion of Bangladesh that the ICRC should
be under an obligation to intervene.
Amendment CDDH/I/67 and
Add.l was perfectly straightforward and should Le adopted.
Since
countries might become belligerents without breaking off diplomatic
relations~ it was desirable to provide for such a contingency.
86.
Replying to Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia)) who considered that the
ICRC should not be obliged to intervene automatically as a
substitute, Mr. CHOWDHURY (Bangladesh) specified that the obligation
he had referred to concerned the preceding paragraph of article 5
and that in any case action by the rCRC was subject to the consent
of States.
The meeting rose at 5.50 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETEENTH MEETINC
held on Tuesday, 11 February 1975, at 3.15 p.m.
Chairman:

Mr. HAMBRO

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/l)

(continued)

Article 5 - Appointment of Protecting Powers and of their substitute
(CDDH/l~ CDDB/56; CDDH/I/51, CDDH/I/523 CDDH/I/67 and Add.l~
CDDH/I/68, CDDH/I/75. CDDB/I/77, CDDH/l/Sa and Add.l) (continued)
Paragraphs 3, 45 5 and 6 (continued)
1.
The CHAIRMAN said that a Working Group had been set up to deal
with the two alternative proposals, I and II. which had been
submitted for article 5. paragraph 3 (CDDH/l).
If delegations
had other amendments to submit to that paragraph. they could be
included as part of the Workin~ Group's report.

2.

He invited delegations to resume their discussion of article 5.
,-

3.

Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that, in ~enera13 the text of
article 5 was acceptable to his dele~ation.
While it preferred
proposal I for paragraph 3, it was prepared to be adaptable and
hoped that the Workinr Group would be able to find a wording
acceptable to all.
4.
With regard to paragraphs 4 and 5, his 30vernment did not
consider them indispensable, since under prevailing international
law 3 the maintenance of diplomatic relations during-armed conflicts
would not eyempt the Parties to the conflict fr0m having recourse to
the Protecting Power under the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
With
all due respect for the views expressed by the representative of
Switzerland at the eighteenth meeting (CDDH/I/SR.18) it seemed to
him that, as far as the application of the provisions of the Geneva
Conventions was concerned, there was an obligation for the Parties
to ~rmed conflicts to desi~nate a Protecting Power even if
diplomatic relations between them had not boen broken off.
It
was obvious that the appointment of a Protecting Power had no effect
on the .juridical stat.us of the Parties in question or on that of
the territories in which they exercised thGir authority.
5. His delegation was a~are of the arrurnent which had been advanced
at the Conference of Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and
Development of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed
Conflicts that precisely because of some 0ncertainty about the
interpretation of the act of rtesifnating a Protecting Power) as far
as the status of the Parties and the territory was concerned, States
would in actual C2EGS refrain from desi~natin~ a Protecting Power.
j
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In the same way, the fact that diplomatic relations had not been
broken off had in some cases served as an excUSe for not having
recourse to the Protecting Power.

6.

In view of those unfavourable factors, which in practice were
inevitable, his delegation was not opposed to the inclusion of
those paragraphs in article 5, but it thought that some amendments
might be made to the present text of paragraphs 4 and 5.
As far
as paragraph 4 was c6ncerned,'his delegation ·favoured the amendment
submitted by the Arab countries (CDDH/I/7S)J since it made the
provision much more clear.
The text of paragraph 5 in amendment
CDDH/I/67 and Add.l would also be entirely acceptable to his
delegation. since it made the ICRe text of parafiaph 5 clearer.

7.

Mr. CUTTS (Australia) said that it was pmer311y as;reed that
the system of Protecting Powers and substitutes was of the utmost
importance for the operation of international humanitarian law in
armed conflicts.
it was also G~nerally a~reed that it was
particularly important to set up effective machinery in draft
Protocol I now under consideration because that devised in 1949
had proved ineffective.
For one reason or another, States which
had been engaged in armed conflict since that time had not chosen
to appoint Protectinf Powers,

8.

For that reasoIT) many delegations had ur:ed that the appointment
of a Protecting Power or a substitute should be automatic or
compulsory in all cases of armed conflict.> while others had urged
that nothing should be done which might infringe the sovereignty of
the States concerned and that a Protecting Power or substitute
should be appointed only with the agreement of such States.

9.

In his opinion. that appare~t conflict seemed sli~htly unreal.
It was true that the final sariction in the matter would be the
sovereignty of the States concerned, which could not be forced to
appoint a Protecting Power.
On the other hand, international
public opinion would not w21come a docum~nt which left to the
belligerent parties the choice whether o~ not to invoke machinery
to alleviate the sufferin~s of the victims of war.
What was needed.
therefore, was a text which would placie the ~aximum pressure upon
belligerent states to accept a machinery of Protecting Powers which
would not in any way infringe their national soverei~nty,
~hat. he
thou'Sht,was precisely what the IeEe had had in mind when it had
devised its ori~inal draft of article 5, which had clearly been
designed to provid(; the maximuTTJ ranfe of alternative methods of
bringing tho Protecting Power app~ratus into operation and to bring
maximum pressure to bear on the States con6erned to make use of that
machinery.
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10. From that point of view, article 5~ paragraph 1 provided for
the Parties to a conflict to act of their own volition in appointing
Protecting Powers.
If they failed to do so; the ICRC was empowered 3
under paragraph 2, to take steps to persuade t!:e Parties to take
such action.
If that procedure still failed to produce results,
paragraph 3 provided that the ICRC itself was empowered to act as a
substitute or at least to offer to do so.
11. The two alternative texts provided by the ICRC for paragraph 3
were not far apart, since neither was intended to provide for the
automatic or compulsory appointment of the ICRC as a substitute for
a Protecting Power.
His delegation preferred proposal IIc not
because it made it more obligatory for the party concerned to
accept the offer of the IeRe but because it appeared to do so.
For those seeking the automatic application of the -'substitute"
provisions 3 which had been described as iautomaticity". the ICRC
text was really the best which could be hoped for, although some
devices for tightening up the procedure had been proposed in some
amendments.
In answer to those who wished to emphasize the
principle of State sovereignty. he said that world public opinion
would not thank the Conference if it failed to make an effort to
take the application of international humanitarian law a step
further than it now stood.
12. Among the devices which had been suggested to strengthen the
ICRC text. he asreed with the statement of the representative of
Mongolia at the eighteenth meeting (CDDH/I/SR.18) that a rule
calling for the expiry of a deadline might appear to weaken its
application.
Further consideration should also be given to the
proposal made by the representative of Canada at the seventeenth
meeting (CDDli/I/SR.17).
13. With regard to paragraph ~_ his delegation could accept the
ICRC formulation but would ~ive careful consideration to the
amendments which had been proposed to it.
14.
Concerning parasraph 5. he was inclined to agree with the
Swiss representa~ive's statement at the eighteenth meeting
(CDDH/I/18) that such a provision was hardly necessary.
In his
view, the Protecting Power machinery was an alternative which would
come into effect when diplomatic relations were broken off.
It
was difficult for him to envisa~e a situation in which the maintenance
of diplomatic relations could constitute an obstacle to the
appointment of a Protectinv Power in a situation which called for
such an appointment.
Like the Swiss dele~ation; however. his
delegation would not object to that formulation if it was desired
by the majority of the Conference.
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15. Lastly; with regard to paracraph 6, his delegation had proposed
an amendment (CDDH/I/51),
Although that amendment was not of such
a nature as to involve the sovereignty of States, he hoped that it
would receive the consideration of-the Draftin~ Committee.
The use
of the term ;'implies "" at least in the English text, did not seem
appropriate.
In his opinion, it would be more direct and more
accurate to say that mention of a Protecting Power included the
substitute.
16. Mr. SOOD (India) said that his delegation had proposed the
insertion of the words 'or the entrusting of the protection of the
party's interests and those of its nationals to a third State" in
paragraph 5 (CDDH/I/68) because it felt that, once the conflict had
started, the presence or absence of diplomatic relations should not
prejudice the appointment of a 'substitute' under article 2, sub
paragraph (e).
His delegation considered that the duties of a
Protecting ~ower or sUbstitute under articles 5 and 2) sub-paragraph
(e), 'were different in nature and scope from those of a third party
entrusted with the protection of the interests of Parties to the
conflict.
17. Miss GUEVARA ACHAVAL (Aro;entina) said that her delegation found
it difficult to accept the present wordinf of article 5) paragraph
4, because of its colonialist implications,
It should be borne in
mind that at the present time situations existed in occupied
territories which were forever beinr called in question by third
States, and that the approval of paragraph 4 might be interpreted as
the acceptance of such illegal occupation.
18. Her delegation would therefore support amendments CDDH/I/52 and
CDDH/I/77, which were designed to overcome that difficulty by
deleting the phrase
exercise authority"

"or that of the territories over which they
0

19. Mr. KNITEL (Austria). introducing the a~endment submitted by
'his delegation and others (CDDH/I/80 and Add.l), explained that the
amendment> which vvas designed to harmonise the new law as embodied
in the draft Protocols and the existing law as embodied in the four
Geneva Conventions of 1949, was influenced by the last paragraph of
article 10 common to the first three Conventions (Article 11 of
the fourth Convention) which spoke of substitute organizations .. in
the plural - and not of one single organization.
20.
In addition, his delegation would be able to support paragraph
5 as proposed in amendment CDDH/I/67 and Add.l if the words ;and
under the Conventions" were added at the end of that paragraph .
his delegation would submit an amendment to that effect.
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21. Mr. RECHETKIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that
his delegation had been ~lad to co-sponsor amendment CDDH/I/52,
since in the year 1975 most colonialist regimes had already
collapsed and progress was beir3 made towards the elimination of
those which remained.
22. Mr. KARASSIMECNOV (Bulgaria) said that ~is delegation could
not accept the words "the territories over which they exercise
authority" in para~raph 4, since that phrase was obviously contrary
to the spirit of the times, to current international law and to all
the decisions taken by the United Nations.
His delegation there
fore fully supported amendment CDDH/I/52, and also amendment
CDDH/I/75.
Article 6 - Qualified persons (CDDH/l, CDDH/56; CDDH/I/40, CDDH/I/55,

CDDH/I/66, CDDH/I/76, CDDH/I/A4)
23. The CHAIRMAN asked the representative of the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to introduce article 6.
24. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
said that for a long time past various circles - in particular
medical - had hoped that ~roups would be set up consisting of
qualified persons capable of carrying out the functions entrusted
by the Geneva Conventions to the personnel of Protecting Powers or
their substitutes and that they would be trained.
25.
In 1965, the XXth International Conference of the Red Cross had
adopted resolution XXII entitled !lPersonnel for the Control of the
Application of the Geneva Conventions'! which had considered it
necessary in case of armed conflict to supply ProteGting Powers or
their sUbstitutes with a suffic~ent number of persons capable of
carrying out such control impartially, and which invited States
Parties to the Conventions to envisage setting up groups of
competent persons capable of carrying out those functions.
The
ICRC had stated that it was ready to help train such persons but,
so far, as he had had the occasion to point out several times, no
one had come forward and no group had been formed.
26. In 1971, the first session of the Conference of Government
Experts, to which that question had been submitted, had noted it
with interest and had expressed the hope that the ICRC would include
it in a questionnaire concerning measures for strengthening the
implementation of the Geneva Conventions, to be sent to all Parties
to those Conventions.
The majority of Governments had replied in
favour and, while many of them had considered ways and means of
making such personnel available to the Protecting Powers, some had
also considered the role which might be assi~ned to such personnel
at the national level in peacetime.
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27. In 1972, at the second session of the Conference of Government
Experts, there had been a marked tendency to envisage s~ch personnel
as playing a part also in peacetime, especially as regards
dissemination and instruction, as well as in times of armed
conflict, in particular with a view to facilitating the work of the
Protecting Powers.
The commission entrusted to study that question
had made a proposal on which the ICRC had largely based article 6
at present under consideration.
The ICRC had certainly been the
first to recognize that it was not clear why that provision which
followed the article relating to the Protecting Power system,
regarded merely as incidental the role which such qualified personnel
could play within the framework of such a system.
It was obvious
that the functions which that personnel could perform in peacetime
on the national territory or, should the occasion arise, on that of
a third State, had no direct link with the machinery of the
Protecting Power system, but were connected with the question of
the implementation of the Conventions under Part V of the present
draft Protocol - a Part which included article 71 concerning the
use of qualified legal advisers in armed forces, and also article
72 which dealt with the dissemination of humanitarian rules.
28.
The ICRC nevertheless considered that the two ideas on which
article 6 was based should be retain~d - first, to train qualified
personnel which could ensure the better implementation of the
Conventions and of,Protocol I in national territory and, second, to
ensure that that personnel could, should the need arise, be made
available to a Protectin~ Power or to a substitute.
The ICRC
recognized, however, that article 6 might be made clearer in order
to establish its link with the Protecting Power system and that
another formula might be considered for paragraph 1.
For example,
consideration might be given to some such text as the following:
111.
In peacetime the Hir,;h Contracting Parties shall
endeavour to train qualified personnel with a view to
ensuring the application of the Conventions and of the
present Protocol and to enabling the Protecting Powers
or their SUbstitute to cal'ry out the functions incumbent
on them under these instruments."

29.
With regard to para~raphs 2, 3 and 4 which did not call for any
special comment, he would simply refer the Committee to the text of
the Commentary to the draft Protocols (CDDH/3, p.15).
30.
The ICRC had carefully studied the various amendments proposed
and was prepared to answer any questions concerning them.
31. Mr. KNITEL (Austria) said that he would be ~lad to know between
whom the special agreements referred to in paragraph 4 would be
concluded.
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32. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Ped Cross)
said that it was intended that the special agreements referred to
in article 6~ paragraph 4 would be concluded between the party
supplying the qualified personnel and the party receiving them.
Amendments had been submitted ·uy Brazil (CDDHIi155) and the German
Democratic Republic (CDDH/I/84) with a view to making the text
clearer on that point.
33. Mr. PRUGH (United States of America) said that he would be glad
to hear the ICRe representative's comments on the advisability of
inserting a reference in paragraph 1 to the p2rt that might be
played by national Red Cross societies.
34. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
said that the ICRC, in c~ose collaboration with representatives of
the League of Red Cross Societies and of national Red Cross
Societies (Red Crescent, Red Lion and Sun) was drafting a general
provision for strengthening the Red Cross Societies' role in
humanitarian law.
Any amendments submitted on the subject would
be dealt with under that general provision and not under s0~arate
articles.
It t'Wuld therefore be advisable for the Committee to
await submission of the text in question before considering such
amendments.

35. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that he would be glad to see the
English version of the ICRC proposal for paragraph 1 in writing.
36. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
explained that the ICRC was not empowered to make formal amendments
to its own draft articles.
He had merely made a tentative
suggestion on the lines of which delegations might sGbmit an
amendment if they so wished.

37. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said he would be satisfied to see the
English version in the summary record provided it had received the
prior approval of thb ICRe representative.
38. M~. ZAFEEA (Madagascar) said that his delegation, which
supported the basic ideas ill article 6, endorsed the ICRC repre
sentative's suggestion for paragraph 1.
A reference might be made
in paragraph 2 to the part the ICRe mi~ht play in training qualified
personnel.
39. Mr. CHOWDHURY (Bangladesh) said that his delegation, too,
supported the basic ideas in article G.
Its amendment to paragraph
1 (CDDH/I/66) entailed the replacement of the words ilshall endeavour
to train" by the words Hshall imp&rt training li and placed emphasis
on the number and capability of persons to be trained.
His
delegation's amendments to the other paragraphs, which were of a
drafting nature ~ 1tJOuld be considered by the Draftin,".; Committee.
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40. Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) said that his delegation, which fully
supported the provisions of article 6, would like to see the
addition of a new paragraph 5, as proposed in its amendment
(CDDH/I/40).
As parts of a gr~at humanitarian organization, the
Red Cross societies, with whose work he had long been familiar,
should be given an important part to play under article 6.
The
Philippines Red Cross Society had offered its assistance to the
Advocate-General of the Armed Porces of the Philippines when he had
published a manual simplifying the provisions of the four Geneva
Conventions of 19 L19.
The societies, Hhich had always been to the
fore in implementing the Conventions, carried out their humanitarian
work not only in armed conflicts but in other times of calamity.
They were in the best technical position to apply most of the
provisions of the Conventions and Protocols, and particularly those
of article 6.
"'.Thile each Contractin~ Party was required to play
its part, better results would be obtained if the national Red Cross,
Red Crescent or Red Lion and Sun societies could offer their services
to the authorities responsible for recruiting and training the
qualified personnel.
There should be effective co-ordination
between the Government and the national Red Cross Society in all
aspects of training and recruitment.
41. Mr. Bohyung LEE (Republic of Korea) said that his delegation
found draft article 6, the terms of which were no doubt intended to
supplement the provisions of article 5, ~enerally acceptable.
The
possible need of developing countries for the assistance of an
international organ such as the ICRC should, however, be taken into
consideration in paragraph 2.
That was the purpose of his
delegations's amendment (CDDHiI/76).
42. Mrs DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that her delegation failed to
understand the purpose of the list referred to in paragraph 3.
If
the ICRe was expected to accept the list without question there would
be no point in submitting it; if, on the other hand, the ICRC
rejected any of the persons listed, it would be acting as a supra
national authority, which it could not be.
It was the sovereign
right of States to determine the competence or otherwise of their
own nationals.
43.

She agreed with the proposal of the German DeMocratic Republic

(CDDH/I/84) for the addition of the words "between the Parties
concerned" at the end of paragraph 4.
Without that addition the
agreement of one of the Parties might be overlooked.
The Brazilian
amendment (CDDH/I 155) ",ras too restrictive.
44. Mr. SATO (Japan) said that the basic concepts of article n were
acceptable to his delegation, although some of the proposed amend
ments might be useful.
The maintenance of a body of qualified
persons would be an important element in an over-all system to

\
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facilitate the dissemination of information and to ensure the full
implementation of the Conventions and Protocols.
Article 6 should
therefore be read in conjunction with articles 71 and 72.
45. Article 6~ paragraph 2 left the recruitment and training of
qualified personnel to the discretion of the Contracting Parties.
Their decision on the number and level of training of qualified
persons to be renruited would be influenced primarily by the
availability of numan and financial resources and by other internal
circumstances.
It might therefore be appropriate to leave
paragraph 2 as it stood.
His delegation would, however, like to
have an indication of the number of personnel and level of training
envisaged, so that the Contractin~ Parties could take that into
account in applying the provisions of the article.
46. The concept of qualified persons would be particularly useful
in cases in which a Contracting Party was required to act as a
Protecting Power.
His delegation therefore could not agree to the
deletion from paragraph 1 of the reference to the activities of the
Protecting Powers; nor could it support the deletion of paragraph
3, since a list of qualified persons would be essential to facilitate
the use of their services.
47. Mr. ROSENNE (Israel) said that his dele~ation had no rtifficulty
about article 6 as submitted by the ICRe.
Although it could accept
in principle the idea that the national societies might offer their
services, it regretted that it was unable in present circumstances
to support the Philippine amendment (CDDH/I/40).
The comments he
was about to make would also relate to any general proposal that
might be put forward in respect of the national soci~ties.
48. His delegation had dra*n attention on various occasions to its
position concerning the use in Israel's armed forces of the Red
Shield of David as the distinctive emblem of the medical services,
while respecting the inviolability of other emblems.
At the
twelfth (closing) meeting of Committee II (CDDH/II/12, para.41)
at the first session of the Conference, his dele~ation had indicated
that Israel's national society was the Red Shield of David Society.
One of the incongruous results of the non-recognition of its
distinctive emblem was that the Society remained excluded from the
International Red Cross, despite the fact that it possessed all the
necessary qualifications and stood in high repute for its spontan
eous response to calls for aid to victims of distress and disaster,
regardless of race, creed or nationality.
Such exclusion was
compatible neither with the aims of universality ~nd non-discrimina
tion, which were the hallmarks of the International Red Cross, nor
with the Conference's objective o~ strengthening the role of the
national societies - an unattainable aim so long as unjustified
restrictions continued to be placed on the acceptance of qualified
national societies within the framework of the International Red
Cross.
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49. His delegation's inability to vote in favour of the provision
in question indicated its dissatisfaction with the existing state of
affairs.
50. Mr. CALERO-RODRIGUES (Brazil), referrin~ to the Mongolian
representative's comments, said that he did not consider his
delegation's amendment (CDDH/I/55) to be more restrictive than that
of the German Democratic Republic (CDDH/I/84).
The fact that two
Contracting Parties had been specified did not mean that others would
be precluded from signin~ agreements.
The ICRC representative had
drawn attention to the need to clarif~,' paragraph 4 and that was the
intention of his delegation's amendment.
51. Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that
the fundamental task of the personnel in question would be to
facilitate the application of the Conventions and of the Protocol.
That task would also require the services of the military and civil
ian medical and judicial authorities.
52.
It was unnecessary to refer in particular to the activities of
the Protectinz Powers or their substitutes, since those activities
were covered by the application of the Conventions and of the
Protocol.
The reference at the end of para~raph 1 could therefore
be deleted.
'\

53.

He supported the Mongolian representative's comments on the
list referred to in paragranh 3.
It was not a proper function of
the ICRC to examine the qualifications of national personnel; to
require a Contracting Party to submit such a list would be an
unwarranted interference in its internal affairs.
He supported the
amendment of the German Democratic Republic to paragraph 11.
Its
use of the Hord iiparties" made it broader than the Brazilian
amendment, which referred only to States.

54. Mr. Antoine ~1ARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross),
replying to questions asked by representatives, noted that the
representatives of Mongolia and of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic had expressed some con.cern about the wording of article 6,
paragraph 3.
He emphasized that the IeRC in no circumstances
wished to supervise the training of qualified personnel to facilitate
the 1'application of the Conventions and of the present Protocol and
in particular the activities of the Protectinr Powers".
If doubt
existed concerning the interpretation of paragraph 3, the wording
should be amended.
55.
Pointing out that article 6 had been drafted by one of the
commissions of the Conference of Governnent Experts convened by the
ICRC, he referred to the commentary on paragraph 3 of the article
(see CDDH/3, p. 15), and said that it would be useful for the ICRC,
which closely followed the application and the dissemination of the
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Geneva Conventions, to have li~ts of qualified personnel.
If, in
accordance with article 5, pardgraph 2, the ICRC was entrusted with
procedure concerning the designation and acceptance of Protecting
Powers, it would certainly be useful for it to have the names of
persons who could be called UpCl to play a part ',ri thin the framework
of the international supervisory machinery.

56.

Replying to the request by the representative of Japan for an
indication of the number of persons who should be trained and the
way in which they should be trained in order to ensure the application
of article 6, he said that the ICEe had no rir.;ht Nhatsoever to
interfere in the internal affairs of a State.
It would, however, be
glad to make suggestions upon request concernin~ the personnel
mentioned in article 6 and would be glad to train such personnel if
so requested.

57. Replying to the representative of the Philippines, who had
referred to his delegation's amendment (CDDH/I/40) concerning the
part to be played by national Red Cross societies, he pointed out
that that question would be re-examined when the text relating to
the general provision for strengthenin~ the role of those societies
was examined.
In any case, as it Mas obvious that national Red
Cross Societies could at any time offer their services in order to
ensure the better application of the Geneva Conventions, he felt that
amendment CDDH/I/40 might bo unnecessary.
58. Replying to the representative of tho Republic of Korea, he said
that the ICRC, while deeply honoured by the proposal in amendment
CDDH/I/76, considered that it was rather a declaration\of good will
than a legal obligation, and that the amendwent was not absolutely
essential.
59. The CHAIRI1AN sug'sested that article 6 shOlJ.lo. be referred to the
1;;Jorking Group.

It was so agreed.
Article 7 - Heetings (CDDHI1, CDDH/56, CDDH/I/48 and Add.l and
Corr.l, CDDH/I/65)
60. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross),
introducing article 7, said that it had given rise to much discussion
during the preparation of draft Protocol I.

61. In 1971, at the first session of the Conference of Government
Experts on the Reaffirmation and Development of International
Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Conflicts, a proposal entitled
"Possibility of ensurin~ the better application of the Geneva
Conventions of 1949" had requ~stcd the IC~C to prepare a special
study on the role to be plaY80 hy the High Contractinp: Parties in
order to ensure that those Conventions were duly respected.
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62. TIle ~ame year, In ~ questionnaire on ~easures to be taken for
strengthenin,,; the a;J01ication :)c~ t~12 foUl~ Geneva. Conventions of
1949, the ICRe had aaked States Parties to the Geneva Conventions
whether they could and should exerciso collective control action in
pursuance or ~rticl2 1 common t, those Conventions and, if so, what
procedure was envisr};-;ed in that ~('esJJect.
Sorie of the replies to
the questionnaire had been in the affir~ativp but ~any had replied
in the ne~ative an~ others ha~ Exprussed doubts about the effective
ness of such a proposal.
63. Some of the eX;Jerts consulted }~a/'l cf.1pha.sized the nee rl to
develop the article on inQuiry proce~ure common to the Conventions
of 1949i some of them had hopod for t~e establishment of a legal
body with the poucr to i'.1l~uir:;:~ in ~C';; ~'.nd r2Dort 0(1. any violations
of the Conventions. and othei'S had callec1. for the establishment of
collective control either within the framework of the United Nations
or by a conference of the Hi7h Ccntractinr Parties.

64.

After a close study of all those nroposals, the ICre had
finally decided to li~it itself to includin~ in the draft Protocol
submitted to the present Conference a provision concernin~ only the
examination by the pronosG~ meetin~s of the ~enerai problems relatin~
to the application of the Protocol..
Th: neetings of the HiS;h
Contractin:; Parties vwulci. not taJce r1ecisions eoncerninR; the applica
tion of the 1949 Genev~ Conventions, because the IeRe considered, as
did other l'x';crts" thE"; tlie ';con"'c'ntion cor:~!1unit:\Tll of t~e Parties to
the Protocol woul" bE: lJ.n,!.l: It:: to,d vc a ~C';cision C)n prob lemf; of the
application of the Conventions 0 [ 1'") 4S "Thieh Jin;:ed another
1/ Conv _ntion
cOi''lpuni tyii.
r1r. ABU-GOUnA (Jordan), ref'crrin,~ to the sU,:>:'1:estion in Rrticle
7 that 11 a meetin,~ of the Hi z,l-, CO;] tl~actirl"" PartiF:s shall be convener'!.
at the rec:uc..3t of t 1oJo-,thirds O('l;h:0>f:1", saiel thaG it 1N'ould be
difficult to obtain such ~ ~djority.
He consirtered that meetin~s
should be convene~ at the ~equ€st of one or more of the High Contract
inr: PartieG o.nc1 ?lv Ti tb tho ,:>'rI:l'oval of a. ~~aj ori ty of the said
part.ies ll , a3 rrOp(1:3ed hi ;::rrll:'nc: nt. ·:::~\DI'/III!':J ;:mc Ade1.1 a.nd Corr.l,
of v"hich his ,.~eU':);atiOn\·T.ls 2. :'00)-,301"

65.

66. fIr. EL A {A8Y ('''.j·ab ";CD1.'hljc (',f r":-,,t), ';"'Jeakinc as a se-onsor of
amendT 0ent CDDil/ J.;'~! f; aor1 ~.dd.l ,wr.l Cor:>:'. 1, sai,-1 that 8uch FW important
meetin~ as that envisa~ed in article 7 should not be confined to
dealin~ wit~ ~en2ral proble~s concGrnin~ the a~"lication of Protocol
I; it flhoub deaJ also Hit1, th2 ?,j:!pUc8cion of t'le 1949 Geneva
Convention~.
The proc2~ur~ f01~nwcd in ca11in~ mcetin~s of the
Hiph Contractin~ P2rtics ~~oul( be si~ilar to that fnllo~ed by the
Uni ted ;:at i on3 \.';1en c 0nv:_~:1i'" c; Si' ';C :;'21 cllic1. Crrrerr,.'enc \1 ,Srwc ial Sos s ions
of the General Asscnbly.
r
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67. r~r. r.L-:LISBIU~ CL SAJIG (Sudan) said tllat the object of amend
ment CDDII/I/4S and Add.l anrt Corr.l was to simplify the convenin~ of
a meeting of the Hi~h Contracting Parties anj the ICRC's task by
propos inc; that such a meetin,p.: Gould be requested b:.' lione or more of
the said Parties l : .
It would t3 difficult to obtain the two-thirds
majority proposed in article 7 of draft Protocol I.

68. ?1r. CHm'JEUFY (B3.ni,lad.esh) 3 8upl)orting the basic idea in
article 7~ pointeJ out that amendment CDDH/I/65 3 submitted by his
delegation 3 su~gested that a review conference should be convened by
the depositary of the 19 1:9 Geneva Conventions 8i ther at the request
of one-third of the Hi~h Contractinc Parties or ten years from the
date of the coming into force oP the Protocol.

69. Mrs. DARIIMAA (non~olia) asked how article 7 would be put into
practice.
She considered that th~ article lacked consistency and
pointed out that in international practice meetings such as those
proposed in article 7 ;'fPre convened at the request of the High
Contractin~ Parties only.

70. Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) said that Lc saw no need for such
meetings as those proposed in article 7 to be convened by a two
thirds majority in order to consi(er matter3 which by the time the
meeting was convene1 mi~ht be a thin~ of the past.
71. He wondered whether the provisions of article 7 and those of
article 86 were related.
72. f'1r. CUTTS (Australia) sc'id that article 7 made necessary
provision for the 00ssibility of revi2win~ problems which might
arise from the application of Protocol I.
The question to be
decided was how the meetings of the Hi~h Contracting Parties should
be convened.
It ~as hi~hly desirable that the ICRC~ in addition to
the High Contr~ctin~ Parties~ should b~ in a position to request the
depositary to conVFne a meetinr of those Parties.
However~ the
two-thirds majority su~~est8d in article 7 mi~ht lead to
difficulties and his dele~ation would prefer such meetings to be
convened at the rco.uest of haLf tile number of the Hip:h Contracting
Parties.

73. His delegation could supoort amendment CDDH/I/40 and Add.l and
Corr.l if the words none or more of the sair1. Partiesi> "rere deleted.
74. ~r. Antoine r'A~TIN (Inte~national Committe0 of the Red Cross)
drew attention to the commentary on article 7 (CDDH/3~ p.IS) and
said that doubts had been eXDresse~ b~ some of the Government
experts re~ardinv the proposed two-thirds majority required for
callin~ a meeting of the Hi~h Contractin~ Parties.
As stated in
the commentary, 11owever, the maj ority of the experts had pointed out
that it was necessary to determine at what J110ment the fi,,;ure of
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two-thirds would be taken into consideration, and a proposal had
been submitted at the 1972 Conference of Government Experts to the
effect that no such meetings could be convened until at least one
half of the Parties to the Conventions had become Parties to the
Protocol.
None of the suggestions put forward in that respect had,
however, been approved by a majority of the experts.

75. Replying to the representative of Mongolia, he said that the
text of article 7 had been d~afted by the IeRC bearin~ in mind the
maj6rity opinion of the Conference of Government Experts.
Many
experts considered that the ICRC should have the right to make a
request t6 the deposita~y fo~ the convening of a mGeting of the High
Contracting Parties because the ICRe had the task, accordinr, to the
1949 Geneva Conventions and its own statute, to follow closely
questions relating to the application and the implementation of the
Geneva Conventions.
Furthermore, the IeRe had a continuing link
with the depositary.
If the last sentence of article 7 proved
unacceptable, the ICRC would be the first to agree that it should
be deleted.
76. Referring to the statement by the representative of Belgium, he
pointed out that the draft prepared for the 1972 Conference of
Government Experts provided that the proposed meeting of High
Contracting Parties would study problems concerning the application
of Protocol I and in addition any amendments to the Geneva
Conventions proposed by Parties to that Protocol.
A number of
experts had then said that the amendment procedure was complex and
that it should be introduced in Part VI - Pinal Provisions.
The
ICRC had supported that point of view by introducin~ in Part VI a
detailed article on amendment procedure.
Several of the amendments
submitted to article 7 should therefore be dealt with when the
Committee considered article 86 of draft Protocol I.
The

meetin~

rose at 5.55 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE TWENTIETH MEETING
held on Wednesday, 12 February 1975, at 3.15 p.m •.
~hairman:

Mr. HAMBR0

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/l) (continued)

7 - Meetings (CDDH/l, CDDH/56; CDDH/I/16, CDDH/I/28,
CDDH/I/48 and Add.l and Corr.l, CDDH/I/62, CDDH/I/65) (continued)

Article

1. The CHAIR.MAN invited the Committee to continue the consideration
of Article 7.
2~
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) said that Article 1 common to the four
Geneva Conventions of 1949 stated that the High Contracting Parties
undertook to respect and to ensure respect for the Conventions in
all circumstances.
The experience of contemporary armed conflicts
had shown, however, that observance was far from satisfactory.
His
delegation accordingly welcomed the insertion of article 7 in draft
Protocol I, providing for the possibility of convening a meeting to
study general problems concerning the application of the Conventions
and Protocol.
The absence of such a forum had been a serious
impediment to the smooth w6rking of the Conventions.
In the view
of his delegation, however, restriction of such meetings to the
study of general problems was unnecessary and was likely to
constitute a handicap to the proper implementation of the Protocol,
since any problem arising out of a concrete case would seem to be
excluded.
In his view, the meeting itself should decide what
problems it would deal with and its freedom of action should not be
unduly circumscribed by the wording of the article.
In Pakistan's
amendment (CDDH/I/28), the present draft article 7 became paragraph
1, while paragraphs 2 and 3 referred to problems concerning the use
of weapons causing unnecessary suffering and indiscriminate weapons
and to problems arisin~ out of serious and continuing breaches of
the Protocols.

3. There was nothing essentially new in such provisions: Article
1 common to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and article 70 of
draft Protocol I implied that, if a Party failed to carry out its
obligations, the other Contracting Parties were bound to endeavour
to bring it back to an attitude of respect for its engagements.
4. His delegation regarded article 7 as one of the most crucial
articles in draft Protocol I, since it was just as important to
ensure implementation of what had already been settled in the
Conventions as to embark on fresh law-making.
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5.

l'lr. BLOEf1BEEGEN (Netherlands) said that his deler;ation 1.Nas not
convinced that article 7 was the best wa u of dealin~ with the
problems to which it referred.
As other speakers had pointed out~
the I}uestion of possible o.mendnlents to t ' -Ie Protocol l'1aS already
dealt with in article ~6.
The su~qestion that a meetins for the
consideration of amendments mi~ht develop into a ki~d of review
conference was a very interestin~ idea; his Government would always
be happy to participate in any conference desi[r,ne( to irr.prove
humanitarian law.

6. Article 7, however. referred to ~eneral problems concerning the
application of the Protocol.
The utilit:r of a neetinr:': of the High
Contracting Parties seemej doubt~ul because, with the existin~ tight
conference schedule, it seemed likely that the prohlens to ~e dealt
with would have been by-nassed b" events before the meeting could be
convened.
In any case, question~ of th2 application and inter
pretation of the Protocol could always be put before the International
Court of Justice at The Hd~ue, ~hich was at all times available to
settle le~al disputes or ~ive ~n Advisor~ Opinion.
Any provision
on that point, h01~Tever, shoulc1. he included in the final provisions
and not at the be~inninr of the Protocol.

7. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said he must aDolo~ize for not having
been able to introduce at an earller meetin~ his dele~ation's
amendment to article 6 (CDDI-l/I/l7), ~i;1.ich 'Tas designed to ensure
that the personnel covered ty that ~rticle remained under the
jurisdiction of their State of ori~in.
8. His delegation's c:.mendnent t.o article 7 (CDJ:-IlI/16), ,-ras designed
to fill a gap in the Conventions 3 which contained no provision for
their possible amendment or revision.
The qomanian amendment
provided that the depositary of tb~ Conventions, at the request of
t¥o-thirds of the Parties thereto, ~ould convene a diplomatic
conference with a view to ~~endin7 or revising the Protocol.

9.

The CHAIRMAN pointe~ out that article S had been passed to the
Group, of w~ich the RapDo~teur was Chairnan.

Workin~

10. Mr. £L ARABY (Arab Republic of L~ypt) said that he would reply
to comments made at t.:.1e previous mec;tinF~ (CD;lP II ISl1..19) on amendment
CDDIIII/4·j and Add.l and Corrol.
11. The first comment hao related to the VJords "one or more of the
said Parties".
~he intention of the sponsors ~a3 to provide
machinery ~or convenin~ a meetin~ of the 9i~h Contracting Parties at
the request of any party.
r~he l'1eaninr::- 'Iiould remain unchanr;ed if
the expression "any p~rtyn were used, as so~e representatives had
sug~ested.
Such a meetin~ woul(, of course~ not take place unless
a majority accepted it.

-
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12. The second comment had bee~ on the type of problem to be dealt
with by such a neetins.
The sponsors wished it to be possible for
the meetinp to discuss more than merely ~eneral matters, but again
they realized tha~ a majority would be required to tak~ a decision
on the matter.
13. The last observation had been on whether the problems to be
discussed should include the Conventions of 1949 as well as the
draft Protocols.
The sponsors had no intention of askin~ for a
revision of the Conventions at such meetin~s, but, under Article 1
of the four Conventions, the Hi~h Contractin~ Parties were collect
ively responsible for ensurin~ respect for the Conventions, while
article 1 of the Protocol made it clear that the Protocol was
su)plementary to the Conventions.
For those reasons the sponsors
of the amendment (CDDH/I/4G and Add.l and Corr.l) wished to maintain
their text, which he hoped would be acceptable to the najority.
14. f1rs. DARIH1AA (1'~onsolia) said that she had searched in vain in
the Statutes of the International Corn~ittee of the Red Cross for a
provision that the Hi~h Contractin~ Parties could present
instruments approvin~ its Statutes, as was provided in the rules of
other international or~anizations.
The Swiss Government was not a
depositary of the Statutes of the ICRC.
An interestin~ and
unusual legal problem arose in that article 7 provided that the
depositary of the Conventions "may convene such a meetin~ at the
request, also, of tlle Interna.tional CO~1mittee of the Red Crossil.
Since the first sentence of ~rticle 7 provided that the decositary
could convene a meetin~; at the request of b'o-tl-Jirds 0 f' the i-1igh
Contractin~~ Parties, a situation coulr1. arise in 1'Thich tHo-thirds of
the Parties to the Geneva Conventions were Jut on an equal footing
with the ICRC.
Since the Statutes had not been approved by
Governments, she thou?ht that a careful examination of the provision
was needed.
15. Mr. PARTSCH (rederal Republic of Germany) said that, ln
principle, his dele~ation was i~ favour of article 7.
16. Several representatives had referred to the United Bations
method of convenin.0' conferences;
but the United Nations 1f{aS a
permanent bodv with a fixed budget, whereas article 7 referred to
ad hoc con:l'erences 1fTithin a quite different framevrork.
In general,
his delegation thoup;ht that the United Nations General Assembly
could not be taken as a model in the present context.
His dele1ation was in favour of enablin~ a meeting of the High
Parties to study also the application of the Conventions.
But it was important that the study should be confined to ~eneral
problems; specific cases should not be discussed.

17.

Contractin~
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18.

With regard to the bodies that 00uld be able to reouest the
of such a meetin~9 he ,ointed out that there was no
obligation on the part of the depositary to convene a meeting at
the request of the ICRC:
it wps merely author~zed to do so.
There
was thus no question of placins two-thirds of the High Contracting
Parties on the same footin~ as the IeRe.
convenin~

19. Mr. LOUKYANOVITCE (Eyelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said
that the number of amendments subnitted to article 7 showed the
interest it had aroused.
Its original wordiny seemed rather
complicated~ however~ and he thourht that the point raised by the
Mongolian representative mi~ht be covered by the deletion of the
last sentence~ which would be in line with other amendments
submitted.
20.
Mr. PICTET (S1;. itzerland) said that, since SI"itzerland was the
depositary of the Conventions, its interest in a~ticle 7 was
obvious.
T

21.
The Swiss dele~ation wns opposed to any attempt to widen the
scope of the meetin~s referred to in artjcle 7. The question of
amendments to Proto~ol I WBS ~eqlt with in article 86.
The
meetings provided for in article 7 would not be an appropriate
place for the negotiation and adoption of amendments which should
be the task of diplomatic con~erences preceded~ where necessary,
by the work of experts and by the usual consultations.
The idea
of having an assembly of Contractin,C" Parties that would become a
kind of collective contr01 body seemed neither feasible nor
desirable.
The difficult·r of orcranizin(" such meetinp;s would be
great ~ and there was OJ. dc.neer of' t"leir b8lw; unable to act in time.
Such an arran~ement would also ~ive to any State the possibility of
intervening in an international conflict which might produce
reactions among the parties to it that would make effective control
difficult.
If a control or~an was to he set UD, it should be a
permanent body, not an occasional one.
It would be preferable for
the meetin["s to confine themselves to general problems, as the
existing text of article 7 provided; such !'leetin~s could be
useful, as an exhaustive discussion of ~eneral problems might
eventually lead to the introduction of tho amendment procedure
provided for in article [;.6.
TIis delegation feared 9 hO\f.Tever ~ that
it might prove impossible to avoid the diBcussion of concrete
situations, with all the resultant drawbacks.
22.
As the depositary State, Switzerland was ready to assume the
duties that would be entrustect to it if article 7 was adopted.
His
delegation nevertheless thoupht that, precisely because they were
important~ such meetin~s should not be frequent and should be
convened only if a larCSe number of Ei;:!;h Contractiw~ Parties so
desired.
It would be unwise to fix the fi~urc at less than the
two-thirds mentioned in article 7.
.

-
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23. ;"Ir. T'Hi<~ELMJD (United. Kin,Q:c~.om) sUr",:'ested tllat amendr'lent
CDDH/I/43 and Add.l and Corr.l might.form the basis of a compromise,
if everything after the '.Tords ;;upon the 8.pproval ~i were de leted and
replaced by the words Lof two-thirds of the said ?arties, to
consider general problems conc"rnin~ the application of the present
Protocol".

24. Mr. GIRARD (france) said that conventions of such a kind
should be as permanent as possible.
He agreed with the represent
ative of Shritzerlan~~ that ul71enl:'nents to the Conventions should be
dealt with under t}1e "final clauses.
tIis cJ.elen:ation would have
been prpparecJ. to suoport the ori~inal text, but it could also
accept the wordin~ of arnend~ent CDDH/I/48 and A~d.l and Corr.l if
it were modified on the lines ~~~~ested by the United Kin~dom
representative.

25. Mr. GRAEFRATH (Cerman Democratic Reputlic) supported the
United Kina:dom propos;)l, widcll could provide a .'<:006. starting point
for the discussion in the workin- Grour.
25. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross),
replying to the r10ngolian representative, said that the proposal
in the last phrase of the ori~inal text had been supported at the
meetings of the Conference of Government Experts on the Reaffirma
tion and Development of International Humanitarian Law applicable
in Armed Conflicts, since thev knew that the International Committee
of the Red Cross closely followed the implementation of the Geneva
Conventions.
Since, hOF8v2r, the nroposal had aroused some
objection, the ICRC would have no objection to it bein[ withdrawn.
27. He firmly maintained the point of view he hed expressed at the
nineteenth meetinr~ (CDlJE/I I.~n. 1 g) ,::'urinv, his i'ltroductory statement
on the draft article, namely, taat the meetings should examine only
~eneral problems relatin~ to the application of the Protocol.
The
study of such questions mip:ht result in a ,jesire to amend the
Protocol, in accordance 1·;lth the j)rovision:3 of article 86.
28.
'I'he tArm IIH1.[':h Contre.ctin::o: Part:,"! applied to Parties to tl1e
Protocol, not to the Parties to the Conventions.
The ~oment at
which the fip:llre of tlTo-thirds 1,'ould be taken into consideration
should be discuss~d in the Workins Group or some similar body, which
could also study the other matters left open in the ori~inal text.

The Committee decided to
it to the Workin~ Group.

~efer

article 7 and tho

amenct~ents

to
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Article 7 bis - Inquiry procedure concernin~ alleGed violation of
the Conventions (CDDH/56; CDDH/I/27)
Article 7 ter -

Settlem~nt

of disagreements (CDDH/56;

CDDH/I/25)

29.
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) said that his delegation had proposed
the addition of two new articles (7 bis and 7 ter) deal'in~ respect
ively with the inquiry procedure for examining ~lleged violations
of the Conventions and with the settlement of disputes (CDDH/I/27
and CDDH/I/25).
He understood, ho~ever, that similar proposals
were to be submitted by the Scandinavian delegations in the form of
an amendment to article 73 of draft Protocol I.
He accordingly
suggested that, io avoid duplication, discussion of his own
delegation's proposals should be postponed until article 73 came to
be considered.
It was so agreed.
The meeting rose at

~.~O

p.m.
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(llonvay)

In the absence of the Chairman, Nr.
Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.
CONSIDERATION

O~

r.

Obraclovic (Yugoslavia) ~

DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDP/l) (continued)

Article 2 - Definitions (CDDH/1, CDm1l5");

CDDH/II38)

Hr. ROS~N~E (Israel) said that, when creparing a lefal text,
i t ~-!a3 the usual practice to brinr\ all the defini tions to'~ether in
a single "Definitions" articlo which was discussed at the end, when
it had become clear which terms needed to be defined.
He suggested
that the same pr06edure should be followed in the case of the draft
ProtocolG instead of havin~~: a ~umber of tlDefinitionsi1 articles in
different parts of t~2 text.
1.

2. r1r. 'Antoine ~qAF.TFi (International Committee of the Red Cross)
said that the definitions in article 2 we~e ~eneral definitions
which held ~ood for the whole of draft Protocol I.
The articles
entitled ;;Def:i_nitions~; at the ber::inn~ns of -3. Part_. Section or
Chapter indicated the meanin~ to be ~iven to the terms defined in
the particular Part, Section or Chapter in question.
Committee II
~las considerinr:r the definition of F area of militar~l operations" and
had sugGested that 'l Joint I!Jorkinr': Group of Committees I and II
should be set up to consider lJhether or not a definition of that
expression should be included in article 2.
Other Questions of a
similar nature mif,l1t arise in r)rJmittee III, a;-d be referred to
Committee 1.
3.
r1r. ROS:C;JIJE (Israel ) said that the present arranr.:rement might
render Protocol I unduly complicated.
He hoped that an attempt
would be made to consolidate all the necess~ry definitions in a
single nDefini tions 11 s,ection.

The CHAIR~IA:r, replying to a (1uestion from P~r. PERRARI-BRAVO
(Italy), pointed out that the Committee ha~ alread~ decided to
refer sub-pararraphs (~) and (~) to the DraftinIT Committee (see
L!.
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5.

~:r. Antoine l':~AnTIN (Inter!1a tiont:ll Committee o,f' the Red Cross)
said that, at the seventh meeting of the first session of the
Conference (CDDH/I/SR.7~ it ha( been decided to defer consideration
of article 2, sub-paragraph (c), containin~ the definition of
"protected persons and protecied objects", until the articles
containin~ those expressions, namely, articles 11 and 74 of draft
Prot6col I,had been exawined.

Sub-paragraphs

(~)

an~

(e)

6., Mr. Antoine :lARTBJ (International Committee of the Red Cross)
said that a Working Group was at present considerin~ article 5,
paragraph 3; it would therefore be advisable to wait for the
results of its work before taking a decision on the definitions
of "Protecting Power ii and Il substitute\?, given in sub-parac;raphs (£)
and (~) respectively.

7.

Mr. KNITEL (Austria) said that it would be unnecessary for the
Committee to discuss sub-para~raphs (d) and (e) in plenary.
He
proposed that they should be referred-to the Dorking Group.
It was so

a~reed.

Proposed new sub-paragraphs (f) and (Ii)

(CDDHII138)

8. Mr. CALERO-RODRIGUES (Brazil), introducin~ the ~razilian
amendment (CDDH/I/38), said that it was a purely technical one
designed to clarify the terms ~!Party to the Conventions Hand
"Party to the conflict Yi •

9.
Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that she could not understand
why, if it was a purely technical amendment, those terms had been
selected for definition.
If representatives were goin? to clarify
every obvious ter r '1, draft Protocol I would not be, complete unless
every important term it contained was clarified.
Clarifying
every word would result in overloadin~ the Protocol, which appeared
undesirable.
She therefore opposed the Brazilian amendment.
10. Mr. LONGVA (Norway) said that his delegation intended to submit
further amendments to article 2 and he understood that other
delegations mic:ht do the sarre.
He therefore proposed that the
discussion of the article should be deferred and that, for the
present, it should not be sent to the Workin~ Group.
11. Mr. GRAEFRATH (Ger~an Democratic Republic) said that, by
defininc; the oxnre.ssions "Party to the Conventions" and "Party to
the conflict" in terms of States, the Brazilian amendnent excluded
peoples fiphting for their independence which had not yet estab
lished 2 State.
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12. l\1r. l\fGUYEJl \TAU LUU (DeT:lOc:ratic 0'erublic of Viet-Nam) said
that he a~reed with the ~orwe~ian representative's proposal and
with the ~iews expressed by the representative of the German
Democratic Republic.
The issue was that of the scope of
applicatioil of the 19 u9 Geneva Conventions; the Brazilian
definitions were incompatible 1'lith the C!esire that those Conven
tions should apply universally to all armed conflicts.
It was
far too important a matter to be decided until the effect of the
new text adopted for article 1 on the whole of t~e rest of draft
Protocol I had been studied.
13. Mr. ABADA (Al,7,eria) D'ree,:i th.at the cuestion vJas not yet
ripe for solution.
11:e accordincly supported the ;'Jorwer,>;ian
proposal.
14. fIr. FREELAND (Unitec~ l(inE~dorrl) also supported the NorweGian
proposal.
The brief discussion so far had been very useful. but
it would be prudent to adjourn it and rasure the debate at a later
meeting.
15. Mr. CALERO-RODRIGUrS (Erazil) said that he had no objection to
the postponement of t~e ~iscussion of his amendment.
16. Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) said there was no need to defer the
discussion.
The definitions were unnecessary and the amendment
could simply be rejected.

17. The CHArRfiAN said that the ],,1ajority of representatives appeared
to support the Norwe~ian proposal.
He therefore suggested the
adjournment of the discussion of article 2 until later.
It was so agree(.
Article 3 - Be,:,;inning and end of applic2t:lon (CDDEIl, CDDH/56;
CDDH/I/45s CDDH/I/46. CDDH/I/~3 and A~e.l and Corr.l, CDDH/I/49,
CDDH/I/63 and Corr.l, CDDH/I/213. CDDH/I/215)
18. Mr. KNITEL (Austria) sai~ that there appeared to be a mistake
in the wordin~ of the amendment proposed by the Workin~ Group of
Committee I (CDDP/I/63 and Corr.l) as reproduced on page 16 of
docuJ:lent CDDH/56: the v,lorr' 11 case" should be replaced by the word
"situation H •
19. Mr. PRUGH (United States of America) said that one delegation
had insisted very stron~ly on t~e inclusion of the word "case"
instead of the ','lord i1situation" anr:c after ~ len,r::thy discussion that
solution had been adopted.
20. He had introduced tbe United States amendments (CDDH/I/4g) at
the first session of the Conference (CJDH/I/S~.g, para.5) and did
not wish to repeat what he had t~en said.
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21. I1r. CUTTS (Australia)~ introducing the Australian amendment
(CDDH/I/213)3 said that in his delegation's vie~3 the ICEC draft
of article 3 1ras generally satisfactory 3 but one or two improvements
could be made.
His delegation nroposed that the words nIn addition
toll at tl,e be::r.innins or the ar:-icle 3 should be replaced by the words
i!Except fori; 3 because the former expression seemed to imply that the
majority of the provisions of the Protocol Mere applicable in peace
time, which was not the case.
Secon41y, the exception in question
applied to all three parW';r'aphs of t'1e article a.nd not merely to
paragraph 1; in the Australian aMendment the words w~re accordingly
taken out of paragraph 1 and made it into a kind of preamble.
The
third amendment~ which was one of su~stance~ was the addition of the
second sentence to paragraph 2.
Althou~h, in senera1 3 the
application of Protocol I should cease on the ~eneral close of
mili tary of·erations 3 P'.ere 1.'Wulrl still be 8. considerable number 'of
persons in need of the protection of the Protocol after that time.
The new sentence took account of those persons.
22. Hr. H[;CHET~nj'\l\ (Ul{rainian Soviet Socialist !l.epublic) said that
Article 2 common to t 11e Geneva Conventions of 19 L' C) 3 referred to in
the ICRC draft and in the Australian amendment (CDDH/I/213)~ did not
cover all the situations th2t mi~ht arise.
p,;.' adopting the neN
text of article 1 of draft Protocol I at th~ first session
(CDDH/I/SR.13)3 the Conference had broadened the scone of the
situations referre~ to in Article 2 common to the four Geneva
Conventions of 19)~9 to include ca.ses ill 1'Thicl-) one of the Parties to
the conflict was a national liberation movement.
He therefore
9roposed that 3 whichever text was adopted. the i;.JOrds "Article 2
common to the Conventions'! should be replaced by "article 1 of the
present Protocol'·.
Such an a~endment would be in line with the
decisions alre::tdy t!lken by the Confer0nci".
23. The CtAIR~r:j\l~ invi tec~ the Ukrainian representative to submit
his amendment in writinr.
24. Mr. ROSENNE (Israel), recallin~ his dele~ation's statement at
the Committee's ninth meetin~ (CDDR/I/SR.9 3 para.l) during the
first session of the Diplomatic Con~erence. said that all the
provisions concernin~ the application ratione temporis of the
provisions of draft Protocol I ~hould te ali~ned on the correspond
ing provisions of the Co{nrentions.
A complete exaiTlination of the
temporal aspect could only he completed satisfactorily when all the
substanti ve provision-: of draft Protocol I IB.d heen drawn up 3 the
mattpr's dealt with in article 3 really concernin~ the 'Ifinal clause"
of the Protocol.
~he whole ouestion should he referred back to the
Horking Group.
25. His delegation could accept t~e text proposed by t~e Workin~
Group (CDDH/I/G3 and Corr.l), tbe wordin~ of which 3 and in
particular the exoressjon Ilat all tiDes"3 see~ed prefer!lble to that
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On the other hand,
used in the Australian amendment (~DnH/II213).
favourable consideration rhould be ~iven to the structural change
proposed in that amendment.

26. Article 1 dealt only with the be~innin~ of applicability of
the provisions of the Protocol.
1Jith re~ard to the cessation of
applicability, the Israel arenJment (CDDH/I/DS) drew attention to
the fact that ~erson~ hors de combat ~i~ht continue to require
protection after the ~eneral close of military operations.
The
proposed Australian addition to para~ranh 2 was in line with that
sur-:gestion s but it did not co f~r:~noui:':h; it ',Tas not only
prisoners of war ~'ho nee1e~ continued protection - wounded persons
on the battlefield also needed it.
The question of persons hors
de combat had been considerec. in Committe·:; II, l,\!hich hCl.d taken the
view that the substantive issue ii~ not fall within that Committee's
competence but in that of Comnittee III.
In his view, the Workin~
Group mi~ht usefully deal with that ~uestion in its temporal
aspects.

27. Despite the rather tachnical appearance of article 3, it had
implications of considerable practical importance.
23.
T1r. SOOO (IncHa) sai( that, in document CDDHIIjLl6 s his dele73.tion had. submi ttecl an aJTlendm?nt to pa;~,"l.:·,rai)h 1 of article 3, and
f.lad also proposec1 a neT,1 :oara?r~;Y)h Ii.

29. The words Hber~:innin.G of any si tuation Yi in article 3, paragraph
1 were very va3ue and it was therefore desirable to redraft that
paragraph on the li,.2s of J\:tiele 2 common to the four Geneva
Conventions of 1949.
30. flrticle 3, pararcr-3.ph 2 st"'.ter'. thqt i1t;1C:' c'J1)lication of the
present Protocol shall ceasp on the ~eneral close of military
operations~.
Article ll~ of the thir~ Geneva Convention referred
to I1the e8ssation of Jctive hostilities".
ll"rticle 65, paragraC)h
5 of draft Protocol I use5 the ter~ .i~eneral cessation of
hostilities l ! .
Hi~ dele,Q~8t:1on PlOu0"ht it prefera.ble to use the
wordin~ of the Conventions, other~ise di~ficulties of interpretation
Itvould arise.
31. Lastly, article 3 gave no date after whic~ the Protocol would
continue to apply to protected persons within the meaning of
article 2, sub-para~raph (e), and his ~ele[ation was therefore
proposinr to add a new par~~raph 4 to cover such cases.

32. Mr. PICTET (Swit?erland) ~ajd that, in French at least, the
Austrcdian 2."~r:;ndmeY"t ';·,'as mainly a r.1atter of draftinrr:s lvi th a single
Doint of substance.
He thOU''-~1t tr:;at draftin~'. c;lan~es should be
avoided as far as possitle.

CDDH/I/.'3:R.?l
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Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arat Republic of

r~ypt)

CDDH/I/48 and Ad~.l and Corr.l~ submitted

sai~

that amendment

by his delegation and

several others 3 1·lJas in tHO parts.
'T.'he fi.rst part proposed the
inclusion in the three cararr2chs of article ~ of the words "the
Conventions a.TId Y" before- the V<To~ds ;'the present Protocol il •
There
could be no discrepancy between the Conventions and the Protocol
as to their scope of QPplication i~ time.
Th2 Protocol was not
an independent instrument capable of independe~t application, but
was supplementary to the Conventions and could only be applied in
conjunction with theM.
'T.'he possible ar~ument that the Conventions
should not be mentioned in orrter to avoid ~ivin~ the impression of
revisins them was untenable.
~echnically, revision included
additions to, deletions from or changes in the substance of a legal
instrument.
A "supplementary" Protocol constituted lefjally, by
its very essence~ an instru~ent of revision 3 whether it was so
called or not;
and t'1ere was no leo;al difference between adding
to the substantive protection provided by the Conventions and
extending their a~nlication in time.

34. The second part of the a~endment proposed to add a paragraph 4
to the article in order to extend the application of the Conventions
and the Protocol to protected persons remainin~ in the hands of the
enemy until their release, repatriation or reestablishment.
It
corresponded to para[~raph 2 (c) of Ule llni ted ,States amendment
(CDDH/I/49), the In~ian amend;ent (CDDH/I/45) and the Australian
amendment (CDDH/I/21?,).
'The sponsors of' amendr~ent CDDH/I/48 and
Add.l and Corr.l hoped that a small worldn/S ",roup would be able to
arrive at a consolidated text.

35. Mr. TORGES AVALOS (Argentina) thou~ht it would be wiser to deal
with article 3 para~raph by 9ara~raph.
36. The CHAIRr~AN sairt that the prevailin~ confusion was due to
the lapse of time between the first and second sessions of the
Conference.
NorMally, the Ra0~orteur of the Workin~ Group would
have made a reoort "hich the Comnittoe 'Tould have discussed; but,
in view of the confuEion, he (the Chairman) felt that it would be
better to discuss the whole article.
The Israel representative
had now su~~ested that~ ~fter the discussion on article 3, that
article should be referred to a workinr ~roup.
But, obviously,
what had already been sent to the l,T orldng ('!rou1) could not be
referred back to it a~ain.

37. Mr. ROSEN0E (IRrael)~ said that, speakin~ fro~ memory, he was
under t11e impression that 1,IThen ti:t8 text of artie Ie ), submitted by
the l'Torkin~" Group of Committee I (CDD;-I/I/63 and Corr.l), had been
discussed at the Conrllttee's tent!'> meetinrr (CDf)F/I/S'1.10). the text
had met 1!.rl th some difficl~l t~l anr" that a ne'" text had been dr~fted
which contained words and phrases in square brackets.
Was the
C0111JTlitte8 uoinc; to start from there?
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38. ilr. Antoine ,/iAH']:'J;! (Ir:ter!1n.t~ons"l Cornmi_ttee of tlle ,"{eel" Cross)
said that the Horkin,?, 0rouY: on artic12 3 had :"'"'ade onl:' one proposal
on para~raph 1, which was contained in dOCUDent CDDH/I/63 and
Corr.l, in which there were no square brackets.
He then quoted
para;<:raph '13 of SUr1mar~T record C:DlI/I I.'3R.l ').
'"('he Committee had
decided to :postpone tr12 votc, on t1l0 ~hoice ret].,reen the t".TO basic
texts proposed for ~rticle 3, para~raph 1.
39. The CH{:,nmA"i "lslcecJ tLe Cor;rni ttet; ',.,hether it '.r:tshed to vote
first on the ICre text.

40. Mr. PRUGH (Unite~ ~tates of ArJerica) said that the confusion
had arisen because at the end of the Committee's tenth meetins,
when the CorrT11i ttce hac~ had the t"IO rroposals before it, the
susgestion of usin~ a hracketed form had heen made but the matter
had not been pursued .
"ar:y represent8.tives had. pointed out that
everything would de:pend on the report from the Working Group which
was considerin~ ~rticle 1.
~~at report had never been dealt with
in connexion wi tl1 article :5 beCi'iUS8 its r-resent,""tion had been the
concludin~ action of the Committee.
Nothin~ further had been done
to consider the impact of what had been done with article 1.
More
discussion was therefore needed.
~he Egyptian representative's
su~~estion ni~ht reconcile the variouG 00ints of view.
The
1.'!orkinp.- (~roul)'s text (Cnn;;/I/:~~~ 2.:l.d Cor:v'.J.) clearly did not take
into account the situ~tion with respect t~ t~e q~endrnent to
article 1, which l'1ust now 1)e consioered.
41. It would therefore ba appropriate for a ~roup to try to
reconcile the differences, and the Committee should also have a
serious discussion.
42. f1r. RTCHL:TJ'TIAK (!Jkrainian 30viet ~:ocialiE;'~ c;epub lic) thougllt
that the C6~mittee c2uld not yet vote on para~raph-l, for ~everal
proposals had been made an~ in fact his dele~ation had just
submitted an amen~ment to toe end of the para~raph.
It would
therefore be better i:;o set ur, a j··Torkinr,r Croup.
43. '['he CHAIE"1/l,JJ pointsG out that lle 1tras not ins is t inf': on a vote,
but it would be inapDropriate to send a matter already dealt with
by one Workin~ Group to another.
He was, however, inclined to
agree with the Israel representative and set up a Workin~ Group.

44. Miss BOA (Ivory Coast) asked ~hether para~raph 1 should not
be discussed and then sent to the Draftil'Y" Committee as usual
instead of settin~ up a Workin~ Grour.
What countries would be
represented on that Group?

CDDEII 1.311.21
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45. The CHAIRi'ir.n repli2c. tl-'8t s:i.l1ce t:1ere 1qere other proposals,
including t!VJt of ',:he Dkrpdnian delc~2.tion9 t:,e of' f'icers of
Committee I thou~ht it beGt to ask a Workin~ nrou~ to deal ~ith
the matter instead OF the Draftin0' CO"lFJittee.
That 1t1'o::ld in no
:he Grour would be open to any
way constitute a precedent.
delegations interested.
46. )-.:1". de ICJl,ZJ\ C~exic(,'), 8.appo;-teur, sai:: th2.t amendment
CDDH/I/4S apd Add.l and Carr.l 82emed to be the same as amendment
CDDH/I/63 and Corr.l ai1=1. .-,3:;~"t U,ereforE:- co St"t asi,ie, thus leavin~;
t1.vO texts cnl~1 - i}.'""l.end''lcnt CDDH/IIC:; Rn,.1 Cor:r.,l 2w1 the ICEC text.
He asked for ~uidance from th~ IC~C expert.
47. . r. Antoine rlfd:r"pT (International COiY1ittee of the ned Cross)
said that in fact a"l.endnent CDr:;H/II!13 A.nc} Ac1 rl.1 and Corr.l
differed from amend,;ient CDDH/I Ie:: rmd Corr. J because it inserted
lithe Conver:tions'~ before :;tl1e present Protocol".
In intrOducing
article 1 oP, draft Protocol I at the first session (CDDH/I/SR.2).
t11e ICRC had indic&ted vi:!.y it l'laCl not ir:clucled i;the Conventions ll
in that article:
first, because the Co~vc~tionR already provided
for the be~dnnin·' ;.w.. ~ '.?-nee of their W::-:>licCl.tion, in Article 5 of
the first ~ /\}"ticle 5 of t:-,e thin') :mr !l"rticle 6 of the fourth
Geneva Conventions;
a.r~'l9 S,;CO'1G 9 an,l more im"o:rt3.nt, the present
article 3 of draft Protocol I hart been jrafteC in accor~ance with
the wishes of a n~jb:rity of Government eXDe~ts, who had a~reed
that draft Protocol I did not revise but only supplemented the
Geneva Conventions.
T~e IeRe ha1 therefo~c thou~ht it best not
to mention the Conventions in article 3.

48. Mr. ~NI~EL (Austria) endc~sert the proDosal that the text
should be referre"!. to a T,lorldDfi~ Croup.
49. i'1r. TOP'=lES jlliALOS C\r::entin3.) 8sv,ed l',hether the Horkins Group
would deal with tha lJhole of artic10 3 or just with para~raph 1.

50.

:"r. I'IC'lTCfl (~~'·it?:erL'.'1c!) fl';'prove i , the ;:;u0:,"ec,tion to set ue a
Horlein::;- Group but t ' lO\l'.c:,.t that it sl)Qulc1 not constitute a precedent
anc tllat it VvouJ/ be tH·,tt81: to 8rV r,o L:J~ther amenGT'lents.
51. T:w ChAIO"'AN s2ic:' t[:<ll:; only '.iaracrflph 1 "roulCi be referred to
the \.·Tor1cin c' (iroup.
Ps.ra ;Y'2pbs 2 3.ncl '3 1-TQuld be di:;cuGsed b? the
full COi'1r.;ittee.
1)01!.'c'12r, the l]l{r2.il1ia~ 3.!llendment (CDI'H/I/21:')
c

h~rt

alreaJ~

hee~

sut~itted.

52 •
cr. Ir~CHFT:'~L~;: (TJJ<:r3.; niaD Sovi pt
his amendment.

53.

~lr.

should be
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Article 4 - Le~al status of the Parties to the conflict (CDDH/l,
>
Cf)I'~J'
'1'1 I )I;~
-, ~
C")"]-1"'
'")
CDDB/I/59 and Ad6.1 and 2,
L
!.:.I.I_I I h)L_~
CDDu I 5 b;
J..L

CDDII/II73,

.-!

CDD;~/I/)l!l)

5 11. llr. Antoine i1ARTLl (Inter""at i_on"l Commit '; ee of the Red Cross)
said that, at the first session of the DiDlomatic Conference, it
had become evident that mAny dele~ationR were not prenared to
discuss artidle 'I until the field of ap~lication of draft Protocol
I had been definitel? esta1:'Llshed in article 1 (see CDDH/4t1/Rev.l,
para. 28) •
Since th~' fiel: of a.DDlication had nmlJ been established,
he thou[;ht that the Cor;1mittec: cou.ld pJ"ocee,:' to discussion of'
article Ij.

55. Mr. SOBYLEV (Union o? 80viet 20cialist Renublics) said that
amendment CDDH/I/52 was or 9articular importance and was supported
by aJ11endment CDnE II I~)(:l a'1c~ Add.l and. 2.
If interpreted in a
broad sense. the provisions of the ori~inal text of article 4 could
be extended to colonial and depen~ent territories and might be taken
to mean that the status of those territories lT~R oermanent.
56. I1r. r01IE (J\ustra.lia) said th,-:)t, on reflection, his delep;ation
had decided to l·jithdra'.I' its 'l.rn.cnc'inent (CnD~~/II34), but it hoped
that the Workin~ Group would endeavour to ensure that the titles
of articles ref18cted their su~stance.
57. In the amendment; just subn.itted :')" hi::: d01e':',ation (CDDHIl12l4) ,
the references to ,I Conventions \' and il ar:"ree"1e!1ts)) had been omitted
because his rtele~Rtion considered it inaporopriate for the Protocol
to contain provisions concernin~ the le~al effects of the
application of the Conventions or those of any a~reernents which
might be reached in the future.
The leaal effects of the latter
should be provided for in the a~reernents themsolves;
His
delegation had no serious o~jeccion to the oririnal text and had
merely submitted itf: a:"(Or.,lwent to ensure that the point raised "Tould
be consirlere(~ by the Uorl-cinf Group.
5S. nco EL j!.~f,BY U\.)~ab Hepublic of r::'T"t)saic' that the sponsors
of amendment CDDE/l/59 an~ Add.l an~ 2 were 7rateful to the
sponsors of amendJ11ent CD'~'c~ II 1')2 for t;'leir su~:oort.
The purpose of
the sponsors !Tas to make the oriro:inal Hordinc:; of article 4 clearer
in order that there mi~ht be no controversv over future inter
pretations.
It 1(,ra8 in conformi t'T v'i tll the United :'Jations Charter,
The Ha~ue Re~ulationsll and the provisions of international law.

l/ Annext:d to 'l'he Haem; Convention
the La11'!s Clnd Customs of 1; i cl,r on L,a.Dc'.

:;').11[

of 1907 concerning
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59.

f1rs. DARIIi"lAA U1oncolia) saiC'. that the deletion of the 1vord
ilConventions.Y1fromthecriginal text as su[,:;::"ested in the Australian
amendment (CDDH/I/211~) mip:ht lead to difficulties in a conflict
between Parties to the Ge~8va Conventions and Parties to the
Protocol only. for example nat-Lonal liber3.tion novements.
A
situation wherein a part:' coulc', occuPY ::> te!'ritor~' by· force and
establish jurisdiction over it must at ~11 costs be avoided.
The
original wordin~ appeared to be more in accordance with humanitar
ian developments in the rules of international Imi.
60. Mr. ABDUL-MALIK (Nir;eria) said that his delevation supported
amendnents CDDHII/5~. CD6r.IIh'- anc~ Ac1 ::.1 and ~:'lnd CDDH/II73
because it considerpd the last phrase of the ori~inal text to be
the expression oT an outdated colonial '~Lental:i.ty lrhich I,Tas n.ot in
line "Tith the present situ.J.t;5.on, :in 1/.Thich the n18.in remainiw,:
colonial Power was ororrressively rrantinr independence to its
territories.
His deleGation had at first thou~ht that the
phrase should merely be deleted but aD rerlection it realized the
need to take into consideration certain situations such as the
occupation of a territory. 8S was done in 2nendment CDDE/l/59 and
Add.l and 2. for instance.
?hr exact wo"~tn~ could be a~reed
upon by the Workinv Croup.

61. "'[r. BAR1:l.0 (SenecIal) sc,.ii~. th.at his dele-:~8tion had submitted its
amendment (CDDII/I/73) ~esause it feared that the expression used in
the original text mi~ht heco~e a pretext to ~ive le~alit~ to the
occupation of a territory durin,,: 3. conflict.
"fit]) that amendment~
the text would confor;-r) to the rules a;lcl Drinciples of international
1m" set forth in the lin:i.teci. >.T'3.tions C~larter and 1"ould in no way
legitimize a conflict started by a colonial Power in order to
maintain domination over a territory in contravention of its
people I s ri~ht to se1f-(leter1'1i, ·3.tion.
62.

~/Ir.

Antoine .":'"tL\J\TI/T (Intern.'~.tion<-=t.l Co~rnittee of th.e ReQ. Cross)

said that the reference to the Co~ventions in the ori~inal text of
article h had been LicJuded beC:lUse the maj ori ty of the expertf
consulted had conGi(lerec~ it necessar". since the GenevA Conventions
of 1949 contained no provision to that effect, except in common
Article 3 concernin~ non-in'ceJ:'n:ltional arred conflicts.
As draft
Protocol I aiGcd at surplementing the Convention8, the experts had
thouQ:ht it essenti81 to in:~rod';ce suc> '1 cli'l.u,se in respect of
provisions relatin~ tn internacional arme~ conflicts also.
It should be notect that 2rticle ~ ~22 reaffirmed in article 5.
!~, th2 l'orc' :iiF' oi','hic;, slJOul(~ therefore conform as
closely as possible to t~at us~d in article 4.

63.

para:~ra~)h

The COMmittee decide~ to refc~ the study of article
amendment3 to it to tLe ;'ol~!·Cii)·' Gr-oclp.

II

and the
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beld on Friday,
Chairman:

or 'i'BE TVKJTY -SECO~JD I'lliETING
l}~

"'ebruary 1975, at 3.15 p.m.

f1r. BAr-IGRO

(Nor~'!aY

)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PPOTOC0L II (CDDB/l)
Art~cle

1 - Mate~ial field of applicatio~ (CDDB/l, CDDH/56;

CDDHII/88)

1. Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that the majority of armed conflicts which had taken place since
the end of the Second World War had been of a non-international
character, and they had caused tremendous suffering and claimed
a large number of victims.
It was true that since 1949 non
international armed conflicts had no lon.crer been completely
ignored in the law of armed conflicts; Article 3 common to the
four Geneva Conventions of 1349 laid down essential humanitarian
rules guaranteeinF fundamental humane treatment to victims of all
non-international armed conflicts and ~stablished a legal base
for offers of services that mi~ht be made to the Parties to the
conflict by an i~partial humanitarian body.
When put to the
test of non-international armed conflicts, however, the rules of
protection in Article 3 com~on to the four Geneva Conventions of
1949 had been shown to require elaboration and Gompletion,
Government and Red Cross experts consulted by the ICRC since 1971
had confirmed the ur~ent need to strenBthen the protection of
victims of non-international armed conflicts by developing inter
national humanitarian lal,T applicable in such situations.
That
urgent need had been emphasized by a nu~ber-of delegations during
the general debate at the firrt session of the Conference - the
need to stren~then protection of victims, to Drevent an increase
in violence, and to prevent the opposing forces taking action that
would render national reconciliation ditricult.
2.
The object of draft Protocol II was to protect all persons on
the territory of a State in which a non-int8rnational armed
conflict was taking place against the arbjtrary authority of the
Parties to the conflict when constitutional ~uarantees had been
generally suspended or which no 10:1,.,.er applied effectively in the
troubled times through which that State was passin~.
By setting
certain standards to be obscrvee by the Parties to the conflict in
their behaviour tOj,'lards the an'led fOY'ces of the adversary and
towards the civilian population, it also souQ:h1., co limit the
intensity of hostilities and to restri~t su~ferin~.

3.

The entire Protocol was centred o~ the protection of the human
In order to arrive at an instruffi2nt such as draft Protocol
II boldness ]"Tas necessary for V,ere Fel'e -numani tarian considerations

bein~.
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that were more important than anythin~ else.
But realism was
also required to make the Protocol anplicable and to ensure its
application.

4. In order to take into account the fundamentally different
political aspects which existed be~ween international and non
international armed conflicts, the IC~C had respected the
distinction, well established in public international law, between
those armed conflicts, in confor~ity with the wish expressed by
the vast majority of experts consulted.

5. To take into account the particular naterial conditions in
which hostilities took place because of the inequality of the
opposing parties, the IeRe had endeavoured to draw up simple rules
which all the Parties to a conflict should apply to the entire
population affected by it, thu~ avoiQin~ the estnblishment of
special categories of protected persons.
6. With a view to achieving a delicate balance between the needs
of humanity and the security requirements of the State intendin~
to take the requisite ste~s to maintain or re-establish order on
its territory, draft Protocol II left intact the ri~ht of the
constituted authorities to prosecute and sentence persons guilty
of offences committed in connexion with the armed conflict.

7. To safe~uard the principle of the sovereignty
non-interference in their internal affairs, draft
contained a safe~uard clause statin rr that nothing
should be interpreted as authorizin~ thirc States
the armed conflict.

of States and of
Protocol II
in the instrument
to intervene in

Lastly,draft Protocol II ~eaffirmed the principle that the
status of the Parties to the conflict would not be affected
by the application of its provisions.

8.

le~al

9.

Referrin~ to the structure of draft Protocol II, she said th~t
emphasis had been placed, after the ~eneral provisions contained
in Part I, on the protection of the population R~ainst the
arbitrary authority of the Parties to the conflict in whose power
the population misht be (Part II) and on the protection of wounded,
sick and shipwrecked persons (Part III) followin~ the order
adopted in Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949.
Parts IV and V dealt with certain rules to be observed in the
conduct of hostilities by the Parties to the conflict in their
behaviour towards the combatants and the civilian population.
Part VI was devoted to provisions on relief an(' 0umanitarian
assistance, Part VII to provisions for execution and Part VIII to
the final provisions.

-
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10. Jraft Protocol II took over fro~ th~ Geneva Conventions and
from draft P~otocol I the basic nrovisions which seemed indispens
able for ensurin~ the nrotection of the victims of non-international
armed conflictG.
11. Article 1 - '~aterial fleld of ~~plication - which defined the
circumstances in which the ~rovisions of Protocol II would apply,
was the cornerstone o.? t'.e Protocol, for on its BcoDe the I\Thole
contentn of the instrume!1t would (~cepend.
'l'he Confe~ence of
Government Experts on t~e Reaffirmation and Develop~ent of
Humanitarian Law applicable in Arrne0 Conflicts had drawn up six
alternative texts: the firpt. was based on the idea that a single
Protocol Sllould appl~ without distinction to all armed conflicts;
the other five alternative texts, ap9licable only to non-inter
national armed confli ets, raw'er. from the broadest possible
definition, coverin~ all non-international armed conflicts,
includinR those which were limited. to the narrowest definition~
coverin~ only non-international armed conflicts with all the
caaracteristics of a \'ar.
The Government Lxperts had concluded
that a choice \,rould hELve to be 8ade bet 1lr een a Protocol Hit'! a
narro~ field of application and broad rules and one with a broad
field of aprlication and only a few basic humanitarian rules.
Those vie~.'Ts had also been !'<X"Ilressed b:v a number of deler.;ations at
the first session of the COl~ference.
12. The IeRC had had t~2 difficult task of determinin~ the field
of application of draft Protocol II; it had chosen a broad field
to cover all non-international armed conflicts and for that purpose
had endeavoured to specify the characteristics of a non-inter
national armed conflict by means of Objective criteria so that the
Protocol could be applied when those criteria were fflet and not be
made subject to ot"er cO!1sicler,:.tior:'s.

13. The characteristics of a non-international armed conflict
,1ere described in qrticle 1, paravranhs 1. all". 2.
Paragraph 1 was
intended, firat, to diRtin~ujsh non-international armed conflicts
from international armed conflicts.
It made the distinction by a
ner.;ative reference to ~rt~cle 2 common to the four Geneva
Conventions of 19~9, reaffirmin~ thereby that a non-international
armed conflict differed from an international armed conflict
because of the le~al status of the subjects of law involved: in
non-international armed conflicts tl;e le~al status of the parties
was fundamentally une~ual, since nart of the population would be
fightinp against the GOV2rnment in p01:'er, actinr; in t~1e exercise of
its orir,inal public autt.ority.
'rhe ne2:2tive reference to Article
2 common to the four Geneva Conventions of IS'i9 should be supple
mented by a reference to article 1 of draft Protocol I so as to
exclude from the scone of draft Protocol II th~ situations referred
to in article 1.
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14. Article I, para~raph 2 n: draft P~otocol II distinguished
between non-international a~T:~d conflicts and situations of
internal distu~bance ~nd te~sio~> which were excluded from the
field of arplication of Prot~c01 II.
15. The upper and 10ltIer li!.11t~3 of non-international armed conflict
being thus establishRd" the co~flict itself was derined in the
second part of paragraph 1 23 the opposi~ion of armed forces
capable of concerted milita;'y action under responsible command.
In response to a requcs~ by ce~tain exnerts J 2 distinction had
been made bet~veel1 the expression YlaLned forcet:';; 1,rhich applied
to the armed forces of the established Government. and the
expression "organiz?c~ armec :::roups under l'esponsible command" ~
which applied to a~_'med fo:.:'ccs Grg~ir:~_zed oy insurvents for the
purpose of the struggle.
T~at distinction implied no difference
in deg;ree of orr:anization: :~_w:)ur,,:ent m'h2d forces had to have an
organic structure) in other words, they ffiust- be endowed with a
system of competence an0 re;;por:sibility and Guhject2d to a system
of internal discipline as i~plied ~y article 36 - measures for
execution· which stipul~ted that each r&r~y ~o the conflict
should take measu~es to ensure ~Lrs~v~nc2 of the Protocol by its
military and civilian C'_ge:-,ts ::L!(~ persons suhject to its authority.
16. It should be borne in m~rd th3t unl:~e article 1 of draft
Protocol II, Article 3 80mi'~U~ en ~~Ge fOUl' Uene'va Conventions of
1949 contained no precise ~ateriQl ~riteria for defining its field
of application.
Some ex~erts had drawn the attention of the ICRC
to the fact that very small non-international armed conflicts might
be covered by Al,ticle 3 co;n:non ~~G t;te GpneV2. Conventions of 1949
without falling ~\fithin tho sr;o~Je ()l~ 2rtic12 1 of P::'otocol 110 and
had added that bear~ng that faJ~ in mind the linking of Protocol
II with Article 3 com;n0;1 to t~'1G ,0 Conventiow-, lilir:ht have the effect
of restrictin~ the latteris field o~ application, and that,
consequently, it l\faS desir~bie th~- cammon Article 3 and Protocol
II should co-exist Ctllt0--;01;wusly in ()rde~" that tJ-Je conditions of
application of con;:-;Oi1 !\rti -;12 :; Tnircht rerrFL:_n unchar,r.-ed.
In view
of the uncertainty as to U.\I f:Le~IJ-;_ ,):.' applic2tiJ"-' 0" draft Protocol
115 on l'Jhich thr:: Confer:.:!'lce m=_v,hi:, rca8;1 ar:l'e2J1ent" the ICRC had
supported that standpoint.
Drafj ProtocoJ. II was thus conceived
as an instrument additional to the four Gennva Conventions of 1949.
the conditions of 3,pplicctUon of At'ti818 3 80mmon to them remaining
unchanged. as stateC in article 1, paragraph 3, of draft Protocol
II.
The great advantage of ths system w~s th2t it left intact the
guarantee in Article 3 cor;~L1on to the:; COllV=:,_tiCiDr. Gf basic humane
treatment to victims in a1] C&S~G of nr~'·internatio~al armed
conflict.
Its disadvantage ~~~ t~at ~t cr0atert a somewhat
complicated conventio:1al situa.tion :)7 C'sta-:::Jli::::hinr; two instruments
applicable to non internatio',,'ll c;.r;,;e( eonfLLctJ,
However; in
most cases Articl~ 3 common ~o ~he G2ne~~ Con~entions of 1949 and
Protocol II could be appl:Lo,_l ~irr1.U}t.}ncousl'T,
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17. r'lr. 'I'ORRES Ai/ALOS (Ar~'entina) said tl"'.at his deleration
appreciated that draft Protocol II had been based on the idea of
the protection of humanity.
It was~ however, unrealistic in some
respects.
Certain articles, and particularly article 1, to some
extent infringed the jurisdiction and sovereignty of States.
His
dele~ation would like to see a realistic and effective instrument
which could be acce9ted bv sovere~zn States.

18. Mr. CLORIA (P~ilippines) said he would be interested to know
how the JCRe had seleci~d t~e headin~s of article 1 (Material
field of application) and article 2 ~Personal field of application).
He had noted that they had not been mentionei in any of the
amendments which had been submitted.
19. 1'1r. rHLLER (Canada) said thr:ct the comments of the ICRC
representative had shown the purpose of draft Protocol II in its
essence.
In its concern for an advance in humanitarian law
applicable to all armed conflicts, Canada had submitted a draft
Protocol at the first session of the Conference of Government
Experts in 1971, startin~ with a basic and fundamental approach.
It had been aware of the c1.ifficul ties "rhich the autho:ts of the
four Geneva Conventions had faced in l0 1!9 ilJhen they had inserted
common Article 3.
That had then represented a significant advance,
but the time had now come to expanc~ an( improve on l~That had been
done.
The purpose of dra.Tt Protocol I:r: was. to add sir:;nificantly
and in a practical manner to t~e fundamental hu~anitarian
provisions of the article.
20.
That should be done, first, by definin~ non-international
armed conflicts, second, by covering all instances involving the
use of armed forces ano, third, by establishinv new,' simple, clea::'
and basic provisions that ever:' ros~!onsible (!overnment would wish
to apnly in the full exercise of State sovereisnty.
Protocol II
should therefore be one intended lar~ely for application within a
sin~le State anG desi~ned to pcrsu~de Gover~ments and insursents
alike of the humanitarian" benefits of actiri~ with reasonable
restraint in their treatTent of civilian~ and captured combatants.
What Canac".a was seeking 1'Jas a rea:L5_s tic 5 victim-oriented protocol
well within the capacity of the adversaric~ in an internal conflict
to apply and considered hy both sid08 to a dispute to be mutually
advantaGeous.
21.
The IeRC had no doubt h~d a difficult task in balancing all
the various factors with a bearinr on the sco,e and content of
draft Protocol II.
His Government, which had given all the
assistance it could, v,relcor.ed the way in 1'lhic11 article 1 vJaS
formulated.
It had originally wished Protocol II to ~pply to all
cases of armed conflict involvin~ ~ovcrn~ental military forces on
the one side and militar" forces 'iJheth("~ re~'U13J' or ir-_'ep;ular on
the other, and had emnhasized that it should apply to all persons
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whether military or civilian, combatant or non-combatant.
It was
satisfied with article I, however, because, althou~h paragraph 2
excluded'situations of internal disturbance and tension, it had
achieved a balance between the low threshold originally'advocated
by his Go·..rernment and the hig;ler one advocated by others.
His
dele~ation had taken careful note of the ICRC representative's
comments on the need to insert a reference to article 1 of draft
Protocol I, and would be Drepa~ed to put t~e idea forward in a
workinr; group.

,22 ~
rtIrs. DUcTAHD ( International Committee of the TIed Cross),
replying to the question raised b:- the Philipnine representative,
said that the ICRC had considered it necessary to devote two
different articles to the field of application of Protocol II:
the first concerned the material elemsnts constituting armed
conflict, namely, the confrontation of armed forces or organized
armeri groups under responsible command; the second indicated the
persons to whom the Protocol applied.
2.3. Hr. GRAEFRATE (German Democratic Rel)uolic) said that the
comments of the IeRC represent:;tive on the relationship between
draft Protocol II and I-\.rtic Ie ) common to the four Geneva
Conventions of 1949 would form a useful subject for discussion.
The purpose o~his dele~ation's proposal (CDDE/I/BS) wa~
to re-establish and secure identity of field of application as
behTeen Article 3 com:non to the {our Ceneva Conventions and draft
Protocol II.
Up to the time of the second Conference of Govern
ment Experts, the field of application of draft Protocol II had
been identified in ail texts with the field of application of
Article 3, and that identity had been expressed in the title of
draft Protocol II, in conforr:1i ty wi th 1"fhicl! t~1e fie 1(1 of applica
tion had been determined in article 1, notwithstandin~ a diver~ence
of views on individual criteria.

24.

25. The startin~ point had now been substantially chan~ed, how
ever:
draft Protocol II no lonrr,er supplemented. Article 3 common to
the Geneva Conventions of 191~9 but bad been made additional to the
Conventions without modifyinp' the concIi tions governing tLe applica
tion of that article.
If that ~eant that dr~ft Protocol II
supplemented Article 3 and related to all cases of non-international
armed conflict covered by it, the idea had been expressed more.
precisely and unarnbi~uously in the earlier proposal,uDon which his
delegation's amendment was based.
Draft Protocol II was obviously
meant, however, to cover o~ly a particular cate~6ry of non-inter
national armed conflicts, a certain ~rou~ bein~ selected from those
covered by tJ:"12 br'oad scope of Articl!,; 3.
':'"'hat meant a complete
chan~e from the system of the four Geneva Conventions, in which the
distinction was made between international and non-international
armed conflicts.
It was a very important distinction, based on
respect for State soverei~nty and territoridl integrity.
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26. The effort was now beins ~ade to distin~uish between three
catesories of armed conflict - first, international armed conflict
covered by draft Protocol I; second, non-international armed
conflict covered by draft Protocol II; and, third~ non-inter
national armed conflict coverBd by Article ~ common to the four
Geneva Conventions of 19~9.
27. His dele~ation considered that the introduction of new
cate~ories an~ difficult distinctions was not calculated to
strenc:then the deve lO!::)!r](:mt of international hum&ni tarian law.
Instead, it mig;Ilt encoura.r~e interference in tlle internal affairs
of States.
28. ~he title of draft Protocol II gave the impression that the
Protocol relatert to all non-international armed conflicts, but
that was not the case~ as could be seen from article 1, para~raph
3.
Furthermore, article 1, para~raph 2 of draft Protocol II
might give the equally mistaken impression that Article 3 common
to the four Geneva Conventions of 1;49 related to internal
disturbances, as distinct from the ldnd of conflicts to Nhich
draft Protocol II related.
Such an interpretation would be
contradictory to the clear texts of t~e four Geneva Conventions
of 1949 which referred to non-intern~tional conflicts and not to
internal disturbances.
29. Protocol II as at present 'forded vTas dan;>~erous~ for it was
aimed at the internationalization of internal c6nflicts, and would
thus encoura~e interferencE in the domestic affairs of States.
The aim of draft Protocol II was no doubt to ensure the greater
protection of victims of non-international armed conflicts, but
whether or not the Protocol ~as applied would depend ~n the
authorities of the Sta~e on wt~se territory the armed conflict
occurred.
30.
The amendment submitted ~y his dele~ation to article 1,
paragraph 1, of draft Protocol II (CDDH/I/ 88) ''.Jas based on the
draft approved at the second Conference of Government Experts.
It was designed to re-establish the identity of the field of
application of draft Protocol II and Article 3 common to the four
Geneva Conventions of 1~49.
31.
Mr. SOOD (India) said that various tvpes of armed conflict had
been mentioned in article 1 of draft Prot~~ol I~ adopted by
COT"lrdttee I at the first sessl.on cf the DiDlomatic Conference.
He thou~ht thRt the term "non-international armed ~onflicts" used
in the commentary to 0raft Protocol II, article 1, should be
defined.
Article 3, common to the four Geneva Conventions of
1949, was va~ue and die not define the ter~ "armed conflict not of
an international character';.
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32. Under article 1, paragrnrh 2 of draft Protocol II the Protocol
as at present drafted Jid not apply to "internal disturbances and
tensions, inter alia riots; isolated and sporadic acts of violence
and other acts of a similar nature".
Would rebellion or large~
scale lawlessness be covered t j the provisions of draft Protocol
II rather than by the laws of the State concerned?
33. Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) pointed out that humanitarian law
arose from an increasing.awareness of the demands of humanity and
from the stirrings of the public conscience.
The purp.0se of the
early rules on the subject
those of lA99!/ and 1907~7 - was to
govern conflicts betwesn Stat's,
In 1949, for the first time and
to an extremely modest devre~; certain rules were worked out for
the benefit of victims of non international armed conflicts.
Those were the rules that no"! had to be amplified and developed"
despite the existence of two Doles of dialectical tension: State
sovereignty on the one hand. ~nd the increased requirements of
protection, seen from the st8ndpoint of implementing human rights,
on the other.
In his view. draft Protocol II stated the problem
admirably.
Article 1 of thqt draft Protocol covered the field of
application of that instrument adequately.
The words used to
describe non-international ar~ed conflicts of the usual kind could
not be made subject to additional conditions relating to the
duration or intensity of the conflict, or to still other conditions,
whose only effect would be to suspend or qualify the application of
the Protocol.
34. Although he endorsed the principle in article 1. paragraph 2,
he thought that its wording might be made more restrictive as a
result of changes to be discussed wi thin the '!Jorking Group.

35. With regard to article 1) paragraph 3, which stated that the
provisions of the Protocol to be drawn up would not modify the
conditions governing the application of Article 3 common to the
four Conventions of 1949, he considered that the ICRC had adopted
a very sensible approach;. since, in fact, Article 3 did not define
non-international armed conflicts.
However admirable the ICRC
approach, a more precise definition of the applicability of the
rules governing; that type of conflict must leave open the field of
application left undefined in Article 3 common to the Conventions,
particularly if article 1 were to be amended by raising the

!/ See the Regulations respecting the Laws and Customs of War
on Land annexed to The Hague Convention of 1899.

~/ See the Regulations respecting the Laws and Customs of War
on Land annexed to The Hague Convention No. IV of 1907.
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threshold of application of the Protocol.
Any other course of
action might be a retro~rade step by contrast with the very broad
field of application of Article 3, despite the preparation of a
Protocol applicable to the type of conflict to which that Article
referred and such a retroi'rad~ step would prove prejudicial to tl:.e
very ~uarantee8 of humanitarian law which the Conference was
endeavouring to promote.

36. Mr. MARTIN HERRERO (Spain) s2id that ever since the first
Conference of Government Experts his countrv had taken a special
interest in the wordin~ of draft Protocol II and, in particular,
article 1 of that document concernin~ the naterial field of
application of the Protocol.
~is deleration had submitted an
amendment to article 1 at the Conference of Government Experts
which, however, had not been artorted.
37. The Spanish delegation was not completely satisfied with the
present wording of article 1 which it found rather confused, and
would therefore submit an amendment in the Workin~ Group.
The
terms iiresponsible command'ii and "armed forces i ! should be defined.
IIis delegation understood the latter term to mean the re~ular
armed forces of a State.
38. Wir. RICHETNIAK (Ukrainian Sovi.et Socialist Repub lic) drew
attention to the statement he had made in connexion with article 3
of draft Protocol I at the twentv-first meetin~ and the amendment
(CDDH/I/21S) he had submitted to that article.

39. His delegation considered that the wordin~ of article 1,
paraFraph 1 of draft Protoc61 II should also be amended, by
replacinp; the phrase ;/bV Article 2 CODmon to the Geneva Conventions
of August 12, lS!l19: r , by the words l:by article 1 of Additional
Protocol I to the Geneva CODvontions of Au~ust 12, 1949.".
40. Mr. GIRARD (France) R8i0 that his dele~ation welcomed the
initiative taken by the Iere in proposinp a ~rotocol applicable to
all armed conflicts not covered by Article 2 CODmon to the four
Geneva Conventions, that was to sa v , applieable to conflicts in
which one of the belli~erents ~as not a St~te.
The economy of
the IeRC drafts had, however, been considerably chan~ed.
An
effort s110uld be r"lade, ho~.';'ever > to define the tenl1 linon-inter
national armed conflicts".
41.
~he representative of tho Cerman Democratic Republic had
expressed the o:9inion that the Committee "Tas considerinG three
different categories of armed conflict.
In his (0r. Girard's)
vie~ there were fou~, namel~ ordinary conPlicts between States,
which were covered by draft Protocol I; non-inter-State conflicts
Which were covered, or 1-Thie l ) it ''las thour~ht s11ou1(1 be covered, by
draft Protocol I; non-inter-State conflicts 1;.rhicl1 Here at present
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covered by draft Protocol II and which, unlike the first two, were
considered not to be of an jnternational nature; and, lastly,
non-inter-State conflicts which, it had been su~~ested, miGht not
be covered by draft Protocol II, but rather by a protoco! III.
42.
It was difficult for his dele~ation to take a position on
article 1 before knowin~ the content of the Protocols.
He
thought, however, that instead of f~ur cat~"ories of armed conflict
it mi~ht be better to have twc - one clearly covered by ~raft
Protocol I and the other clearly covere~ by draft Protocol II.
Article 2 - Personal field of application (CDDH!l, CDDR!56;
CDDHII137, CDDHII/79)

43. f1rs. RUJARD (International COJ11.i,ittee of the fle(l Cross),
introducing article 2 of draft Protocol II, said t;lat parap;rap.h 1
enunciated the principle that draft Protocol II applied to all
affe6ted in one way or another by hostil~ties, namely that not
being combatants they should ben2fit froT'1 the nrotection afforded
by the Protocol a~ainst the danpers of armcct conflict, or if
taking part in hostilities they s~ould conform to certain rules of
behaviour as regards the armed forces of t'1e adverse Party ano. the
civilian population.
44. That meant that the Drovisions of the Protocol applied to
everyone, without distinction, affected by ar~e6 conflict - what
ever their nationality - inclu~in~ refu~ees and Statel~ss persons:
humane treatment should be the same for all.

45. Naturally that provision did not affect the right of the
authorities to take special security measures in the case of
persons of forei~n nationalit~T.
It miCht also hapDen that certain
offences would be considered as more or less serious depending on
whether they had been committed by nationals or by forei~ners.
That was an administrative or lc~al measure which might have
nationality as a criterion but which had no effect as regards the
treatment of individuals.
46. ~he purpose of article 23 para~raph 2, was to guarantee
humane treatment to persons whose liberty had been restricted and
who were not set free at the en~ of the armed conflict and also to
persons who might be arrested by the victorious partv at the end
of the conflict.
The ICRC considered that such persons should at
least remain covered by articles Sand 10 at all times and without
a time limit, until they were released - even if that occurred
twenty years after the end of the armed conflict.
That provision
did not in fact impose on the victorious part:' an excessive
obligation especially when security and order had been re
established.
Articles J and 10 enumerated only those ~uarantees
provided in national ler:islation for all comr'lon law offenders.
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47. fTr. l'~iUGE (Pnited States of America), referrin'T to article 2,
pararrapl1 1, asked 1'Thet;wY' the ar,nlication had any fSeorsraphical
li~itation, ns, for ex&mplc, to the territory of the party where
the conflict occurred.
None was expressly stated.

4:J. ~lr" •.CUJARD (Intnna tion;d Co~rni ttee of the Red Cross) said
there had been a lon~ discussion of that point at the Conference
of Governmept Experts, but the ex~erts had pointed out that in a
lar~e, federal Stat8, for ex~mrle, it night be better that the
Protocol should ~9ply to t~e ~ersonf affectert by an armed conflict
rather than to the territory where the arned conflict took place.
To ~eet that wish, t!le ICRG had not included in its draft an
article concerninc the territo"i~l scope of the Protocol.

49. ~r. MILLER (Canada) drew ~ttention to ~he amend~ent (CDDH/I/37)
which his dele~ation had proposGd to article 2 at the first session.
It bad considered it useful to state more specifically in para~raph
1 what "Tas meant by the phrase "without a;)y adverse distinctionY?
It also intended to incor)orate that amendment in a proDosal for a
definition, which it ~ould submit later.
50.

The twrds !11n the conclusion 0:' t'1e conflict 71 had been omitted
in error at the be~innin~ of para~raph 2 of h{s delegation's
amendment.

51. ;Ir. CALERO-RODHIC'ULS (Brazil) saict that hi,s dele.,<:ation had
submitted its amendments to articles 1, 2 and 3 (CDD~/I/79)
because, after a careful study of the amendments submitted by other
delegations, it had concluded that it was necessary to choose
between the idea of the field of raterial apolication, which was
admittedly a vast one, and the idea of a rore limited form of
protection than tllat envisa~e~.
In draftin~ its amendment to
article 1, the Brazilia.n c~·:?lef_2.tion had ar30pted the second
alternative, which was close to the IeRe draft and continued to
stress t:,e application of P.rticle ) common to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 Au~ust 19~9.
Mr. AGOLS (Indonesia) sai~ ~e wished first to refer to his
vieNS on dr2~t Protocol II as a whole.
It was
intended to provide rn]J?S concerninr- the applic2.tion of humanitar
ian principles in armed conflicts of sn internal or dom2atic
nature.
His c1ele,o:ation ",as in full a:-ree~ent that humanitarian
principles should [~overn t~'le treatrn.ent of human persons in any
armed conflict an~ th~t the victi~s of suct conflicts should be
given maximum protection.
52.

dele~ation's

53. Nevertheless, in their continuous pFforts to improve and
develop the application of those h~nanitarian principles, States
should not be too idealistic:
a realistic aoproach was also
necessar;'.
Draft Protocol II cee.lt 11'li tli T'latters caminr; wi t;,in
the domain of the dorrlestic affairs of a sovereivnSta.te, and the
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Committee should therefore take a cautious and practical view and
give due consideration to the principle of the integrity and
soverei~nty of States.
He hoped that no decisions would be taken
on the provisions of draft Protocol II which misht be interpreted
as interference in the internR~ aff~irs of St~tes.

54. Despite the provisions of draft Protocol II, article 3, his
delegation deemed it necessary to say that the effect of applying
Protocol II, if such a Protocol was really nee~ed, should not in
any way be interpreted as a direct or indirect reco~nition of the
forces hostile to the lawful povernment.
55. In his delegation's view, article 1, paragraph 1, in particular,
should be made subject to the followinC conditions.
~irst, it
should apply to regular armed forces under responsible command
which took up arms a~ainst the le~itimate ~overnment, or to armed
conflicts takin~ place between re~ular armed forces and orzanized
armed groups.
Secondly, the armed forces or orcanized armed
groups hostile to the le~itimate ~overnment must exercise continuous
and effective control over a substantial or non-ne~ligible part of
the territory of the High ContractinG Party.
Thirdly, the armed
conflict must reach a certain de~ree o~ intensity and continue for
a prolonged neriod.
56. Mr. QUACH TONG-DUe (Repuhlic of Viet-Wa~) said his dele?ation
welcomed the ideas on which draft Protocol II was .based and fully
associated i tself ~\Ti th the desire of the international community
to promote respect for h~man di~nity and the human person in armed
conflicts which were not of an international character.

57. In order to ensure that there was no reluctance in applyinS
draft Protocol II, his dele~ation thou~ht that t~e concept of
"non-international armed conflicts" should be defined as precisely
as possible.
There was a wide variet" of Bucl,. conflicts, ranging
from internal tensions to civil war, and, in fact, the 1971
Conference of Government fxperts on the Reaffirmation and Develop
ment of Internationiil Hurrdni tarian Law (l')plicable in lI.rmed Conflicts
had expressed the view t~at some definition based on objective
criteria should be sought.
58. In order to justify the application of humanitarian law and to
reconcile it with the principle of non-intervention in the internal
affairs of States, his dele~ation considered that the scope of
Protocol II should be limited to situations of armed conflict of a
particularly serious nature.
Por the purposes of a definition,
the Drafting Committee of CormT)ission II of' t~w 1971 Conference of
Government Experts had proposed the a~option of the criteria of
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duration and orranization. 21
Others had also been proposed, such
as the occupation of territory or the de~ree of intensity of the
conflict.
. In its Olm (i.raft, the ICRe had adopted the requirement
that the armed ~rOUDS should be or~anized and had excluded internal
disturbances and te~sions from the application of the Protocol.

59. His delegation proposed that, in addition to organization, two
other criteria should be adopted:
the occupation of territory, and
the support of the nopulatioll.
The Party in conflict with the
lawful Government should at least be fightin~ for a just cause in
order to have that popular surport, which was not a purely
subjective factor but could be easily evaluated on the basis of
actual demonstrations.
60. The occupation of a considerahle part of the national territory
implied control of that ~ortion of territorr by the responsible·
command and was proof of the seriousness and hi~h desree of
intensity of the hostilities between the ~overnment of a State, on
the one hand, and one or more factions on the other.
61. Those criteria were the reason for his dele~ation's new
amendment (CDDH/I/91) which replaced its ori~inal proposal

(CDDH/I/7) •
62. Mr. MILLEn (Canada), introducin~ his dele~ation's proposed new
article (CDDlIII/37>, sai e] t11at parar-raph (a) repeated Article 1
common to the Geneva Conventions, which he-considered it important
to stress, while para'J"-raph (b) related to the Parties to an armed
conflict.
'The word f\ Party"-in p,1ra rtra,)h (b) should be corrected
to read "party" in order to Y,lake it c lea.r that a corresponding duty
devolved on Parti8s to a conflict \'Thich were not Hi~h Contracting
Parties.

63. r'~rs. DARIH'1AJ, (f 10nQ:olia) said that s;\e (lid not Quite understand
the text of para~raph (a) of the new article proposed by Canada
(CDDH/I/37).
She mentIoned the case of two parties composed of
citizens of the same State who were en~a~erl in hostilities in the
same terri tory amI wi thin the frontier"s of the same sovereign State 3
and said that if the exnression "Hi~h Contractins Parties" was
adopted, the insur~ent party, in order to become a ~Hi~h Contracting
Party" 1tTould have to subml_t instruments of ratification to the

11 See Conference of Governments Experts on the Reaffirmation
and Development of International Humanitarian Law applicable in
Armed Conflicts (Geneva 24 May - 12 June 1971) qeport on the Work
of the Conference, p.G3.
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depositary of the Protocol.
Tn order to agree to observe the
provisions of the Protoc~l ~'.:11 the insurgent party have to ratify
that document?
The substitL~~ion of the words Hthe Parties to the
conflict II by the Nords ';Iii(;:h vmtractinz; Parties Ii would lead to the
text being interpreted an~ U~G~rstood in that way and would make
its meaning obscure.

64. Mr. de BREUCKER (',21s;itnj saiCi he \ivondered whether the new
article suggested by th2 C~r2;'inn dele~ation was not already
covered by article 5 of drar~ Protocol II concerning the rights and
duties of the Parties to the ~~nrlict.
In particular~ paragraph
(a) of the Canadian dr2ft~ which referred to the "High Contracting
Pirties¥1, might give riG2 to ~ifficulties which it might be better
not to raise.

65.

f>1oreover~ he did not: sec ,ow paragraph (b) added anything to
article 36 of draft Protocol TI concerning meisures for execution,
.which stated:
"Each p,'".rty t" the conflict shall talce measures to
ensure observance of this Protocol by its military and civilian
agents and persons subject to its authority".

66. Mr. MILLER (Cansd.l), r2;1~iing to the representative of Mongolia,
said that theconferencc was, nf' course~ drafting a Protocol to
which States~ but not insur~e~t ~roups, Nould become Parties.
It
Nas necessary, therefore, to state early in the Protocol that States
which were Parties to it would undertake to respect and to ensure
respect for it in all circuwstances.

67. In reply to the representative of Belrium~ he said he was not
sure that article 5 of draft Protocol II covered the same ~round as
his own proposal, and he woul~ ~refer to wait for an expla~ation of
that article when it was introClced by the ICRC.
With reference to
paragraph (b) of his amenrjnECnt, he ar;reed there was a somewhat
similar provision in article 3(, but he considered it important to
state the principle at the bc~innin~ of the Protocol as a balancing
factor.
The CHAIRHAN sUC~heste(l that a Horlcinc Group should be set up
to deal with draft Protocol II under the chairmanship of the
Committee's Vice-Chairl"1an, ~rtr. Obradovic (Yugoslavia).

68.

It was so agreed.
The

meetin~

rose at 5.25 p.m.
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17 February 1975, at 3.15 p.m.

Chairman:
CO~~SIDE">tATIO~J

0]7 DRAl"i' P'::WTOC'OL II (C::-DFIl) (continued)

Article 1 - !1aterial field of ,1;'rlication (CDDFIl, CDDH/56;
CDDHII/26, CDDHII130, CDDrfII132, CD,')F/II37 , CDDH/II79, CDDH/II88,
CDDH/II21;), CDDH/I/219) (continued)
Article 2 - Personal field of application (CDDH/l, CDDH/56;
CDDHII/21, CDDH/I/37, CDDH/I/70 , CDDEII/21f) (continued)
The CHAIm~AN invi te(~ the COJ.\J!1.i ttee to continue i ts consideration
of draft Protocol II, articles 1 and 2.

1.

2. Mr. KNITEL (Austria) said that Austria would always endeavour
to obtain maximum protection for all victims of all types of armed
conflict.
That 1<Ta3 l'rJ-:.y it l'ras in principle in favour of draft
Protocol II.

3.

In 1946, at its XVIIth International Conference, the ICRC had
a draft providin~ that in all non-international armed
conflicts, especially civil vars, colonial conflicts and wars of
religion, the Parties to the conflict should apply the provisions
of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949.
The draft had been
finally adopted subject to the deletion of the non-exhaustive list
of non-international armed conflicts.
But the reason for that
deletion was not to narrOl" the sco;:>::: of the provision, but on the
contrary to avoid th0 risk of the Conventions not bein~ applied
because the notion of non-internationEl arme~ conflict had been too
restrictively defined.
subrnitt~d

4. At the first session of the Conference, Committee I had decided
to brinry 1'\TarS of liberation "rithin the am1:it of draft Protocol I
so that all the provisions of the Geneva Conve~tions of 1949 as
well as Protocol I itself 8houl~ apnly thenceforth to that category
of non-inter-State ;:'lrmc" conflicts, as hJ/l been provided by the
ICRe in its 1946 draft.
5. i\)01'r, in 197'), the Committee ',·.1a.s beiw,; asked to find a set of
humanitarian international rules ~overninp all tyves of that
cateFor~r of non-internationalarmec. conflict because, as he.d been
pointed out by the Hea1 of t~e JSSf dele~ation in 1949, the
sufferin~s of the victims of non-international ar~ed conflicts were
certainly as keen as those which had led Henry Dunant to propose a
set of ~umanitarian international rules fo~ international conflicts.
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In 1912, on the other hand 9 the representative of the Imperial
Russian Government had refused even to discuss the ICRC report on
the role of the Red Cross in civil wars on the ~rounds that, under
Russian law, insurgents or revolutionaries could only be considered
as criminals.
Further, by a curious twist of history, the
representative of a delegation which in 1949 had requested the
deletion of Article 3 common to the four Conventions, was now one
of the most ardBn~ advocates of draft Protocol II.

6. That showed how the passa~e of ti~e could brin~ about a more
enlightened attitude to humanitarian problems.
It was to be hoped
that· thoSei'lho in 1949 ;.rere not in f8vour of Article 3 common to
the Geneva Conventions would now supoort draft Protocol II, and
that those who had supoorted that Article would now press for the
maximum extension of humanitarian protection to that category of
victims of non-inter-State armeQ conflicts.
7. At the first session of the Conference, a larRe ~ajority of
representatives had wished to have such protection extended to one
of the two cate~ories of non-inter-State armed conflicts, by
broadening the field of application of Protocol I.
Why should the
same extension of hunanitarian protection now be refused to the
victims of the other cate~ory of non-inter-State conflicts which
had to be regulated.by Protocol II?
Public opinion would be
astonished at such discrimination.
It mi~~t be~in to suspect that
the protection given to the first cate~ory under Protocol I had
been accorded not just for humanitarian reasons 9 but for other
reasons as ",rell.

3. He had listened with interest to the explanation by the ICRC
representative of the relationship between the system of Article 3
common to the four Conventions -md that of dra:·:t Protocol II.
Alghough he had some doubts as to whether the creation of so many
catevories of armed conflict mi~ht not lead to 1iffjculties of
application, he now f~lt that the ICRC formula perhaps best
reflected the common aim, the desire to pr8vent Article 3 common to
the four Conventions from bein~ interpreted differently in the
future from ho,,,, it was nov.
9.

The wordinr of draft Protocol II, article 1, parasraph 1 should
take into account the decisions reached at the first session of the
Conference.
With resard to the reference to "other or~anized armed
~roups" in para~raph 1 of article 1, it was hard to see how
Protocol II could be applied without Government forces being
involved.
10. He was opposed to amendments to para~raph 1 which sought to
introduce additional criteria for the definition of a non-inter
national armed conflict.
It was a ~istnke to try to carry
definitions too far.

-
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'Phe Canadian proposal (CDDEII137) for a new article at the

be[innin~ of draft Protocol IIwas an extension of an idea which had

already been taken up in draft Protocol I and which the Austrian
delegation su~ported.
12. !1r. LOl,WVA (Norl,ray) said his Government's vie v T,'JaS that the
protection of victims of armed conflicts should be the same regard
less of their le~al or political classification.
The Conference
should establish identical le~islation for all victims of all armed
conflicts.
'l'j--,e ctic;tinction dra'JD bet1/reen international anc~ non
international con~licts, and the elaboration of two different
Protocols with different levels of ')rotection for victims only led
to discriminat:;ion or what had been calleri. ilselective humanitarianism".
There should be one sin~le protocol coverin~ all victims of armed
conflicts.
Ho~ever, in a spirit of realism, the Norwe~ian
delegation would participate in the Conference for the time being
on the assumption that there would be two separate protocols, but it
reserved the ri~ht to propose at a later stave that they should be
amalgamated into one sinple instrument.
13. Pi th re~;ard to draft Protocol II, article 1, 11e was concerned,
as were other representatjves, that it might increase the categories
of armed conflicts from two to t~ree;
His delegation had therefore
submitted an amendment (CDDH/I/21S) d~si~ned to harmonize the
Nording; of article 1 with t;"." text of ;crticle 3 common to the four
Geneva Conventions; it did not affect the substance of article 1.
In his view, there could not be an armed conflict in the sense of
Article 3 common to the four Conventions except in cases where
hostilities broke out between armed forces or other or~anized
groups under responsible command.
14. Some sneakers were of the npinion that there might be a
contradiction between draft Protocol II and the nrinciple of State
sovereiGnty.
That was not the case, as had heen ~ade clear in the
jud8ment of the Permanent Court of International Justice in the
S. 3. fljiTirnb ledon i1 case 1hJhich s ta ted;
"~he Court declines to see in the conclusion of any treaty
by which a State undertakes to nerform or refrain from perform
ing a particular act an abandon~ent of its soverei~nty.
No
doubt any convention cre2tinp an oblipation of this kind places
a restriction upon the exercise of the soverei~n rights of the
State, in the sense that it reGuires the~ to b~ exercised in a
certain way.
But the right to ~nter into international
engagements is an attribute of State sovereignty.n!1

II See Publications of the Permanent Court o? International
Justice, Series A. No.1, Au-cw;t 17th lC::23.
Collection of
Jud;>;ments - The oS. S. ;'WII'lBLEDO],J".
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therefore in no way im91y an
the exercise of it.
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d~aft

Protocol II by a State would
of sovereipnty but rather
j

~bandonment

16. Mr. KLITH (New Zealand) said that there ~ere four main factors
to take into account: the protect:on of individual human beinrs in
armed conflicts; the general law relatinp to the Drotection of
human rights and fundament~l freedoms; soverei~nty; and realism.
17. With regard to the first, so far as the individual was
concerned whether he was wounded, injured, having his house
bombarded or beine tried for ,-;.11e':,e6 "TJ.r crimes, he needed the same
protection, no matter how the lRw~ers or politicians defined the
conflict or whether it came under Protocol I, Protocol II,
Article 3 common to the four Conventions, or Protocol one and a
half as the French representative h~d perhaps su~pested.
There
must be equal ri~hts and eoual erotection for all.
j

18. The developin~ l~J on the protection of hu~an ri~hts and
fundamental freedoms ar~ued in t~p 8a~e ~irection.
States were
bein9; asted to accept an~ ~c\:nolTle"1,(:e ob 1 i "~a tiOieS of an international
character to provide and reco~ni~e suct protection and were ioing
so.

19. Soverei~ntv was not a Monolithic ,rinci~le standin~ in the way
of law but somethin~ much more f12xible d2velo9in~ fro~ ~he
collective will of manlcinc~.
;~x'3J'lr'les of t''}e chaw';inr::::cattern of
views on soverei'''nty '''FTt~ ths 103.;·'3 relc::'c;';'::,~ to "'t'nocide and rc'cic::"
discrimination.
How it develol)E:') ente~ed.· :i.nto tl}c realm of
politics and ~hat States were "illin~ to acknowled~e in draftinr
and ratif;rinrr; internJtion21 instru11121~tS.
.
20.
Realis0 demanded certain stees b7 States involved in the law
making process.
One essential was the nrotection of the individual,
a matter of paramount i~portance.
~urther. it was i~portant that
rules of restraint s,10111c1 DC obGerveJ b:" both. si:~·';s to an armer'l
conflict.
21.
But some c1.ele''"3.tions evicicY'tly th01H~ht there was a le.l7al and
political difference between the situations coverert in draft
Protocol I and those covereC::. in ::jra~t Protocol II.
Tllere VTas
obviously a need to reach 8 co~promise on the scope and content of
the proeosed draft.
He su~norted a broad formulation of articl~ 1
and did not arree with tho~~who ~ished to ilarrovr its area of
applic:::tbility.
Aw;, if ros;:il)le, the number o~c> c2te;-rories of no;,
international armed conflicts should be reduce~. as had been
proposed b~! hle i'Jor IJe;'·.ian '~1elc:dt:'cm: too ~1.8.ny could confuse the
issue.
1
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22. Mr. CUTTS (Australia) said that draft Protocol II would be an
important international instrument for the development of humanitar~
ian law and the protection of victims in non-international armed
conflicts.
The Protocol should apply to all armed conflicts of
that nature but not to conflicts covered by Article 2 common to the
Geneva Conventions of 19~9 or those specified in draft Protocol I,
article I.
The type of conflict to be covered by draft Protocol
II would be major civil war conflict and armed conflict which
amounted to insurgency rather than belli~erency but which was still
well above the level of internal disturbances such as riots which
were rightly excluded from draft Protocol II" article 1, paragraph 2.
23.
In order to indicate more clearly the conflicts covered by
draft Protocol IIc there should be a reference to the exclusion of
wars of self-determination as envisaged in article 1 of draft
Protocol I.
The Australian delegation had therefore submitted an
amendment (CDDH/I/219) for insertion in draft Protocol II, article
1, paragraph 1) after the reference to Article 2 common to the
Geneva Conventions, of the words "as supplemented by article 1 of
the Additional Protocol relating to the protection of victims of
international armed conflicts".
24. With regard to article 1, paragraph 3. the chief source of
legal obligations in relation to non-international armed conflicts
was Article 3 common .to the four Geneva Conventions; draft Protocol
II would enhance the protection nrovided by that article.
His
delegation therefore thought it important that draft Protocol II.
article 1) paragraph 3 should be retained, since it indicated the
relationship between the Protocol and Article/3 common to the four
Geneva Conventions.
25. Mr. PICTET (Switzerland) ~xpressed the ho)e that there would be
early agreement on the broad lines of draft Protocol TI. article 1 J
for once the field of application of the Protocol had been defined.
the other Committees;_ particularly Commit tee III) would be able to
consider the articles allocated to them on a more solid basis.
26. Definitions were always difficult and could even be dangerous.
The negotiators of the 1949 Geneva Conventions had deliberately
refrained from defining the non--international armed conflicts which
were the subject of Article 3 common to those Conventions.
Since,
however. the majority of the experts had thought that there should
be a definition in draft Protocol II. the Swiss delegation accepted
the principle of a defiDition and found the definition proposed by
the ICRC satisfactory.
The combination of negative and positive
criteria in that definition made it both flexible and precise.
27.
Draft Protocol II was of particular importance as a supplement
to the Geneva Conventions.
Once it was decided to define the
non-international armed conflict to which Protocol II applied c it
was essential to stipulate that Article 3 common to the Geneva
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Conventions remained v~lid.
It should remain In force in all
circumstances, even if i t ea."~3ec1 legal cOr.1plications in cases 1IJhere
the conditions for the applic~tion of Protocol II, as defined in
article 1, were not fulfillel.
Such le~al inconveniences were
negligible compared wi~h the s_ffering of victims of non-inter
national armed conflicts if they were deprived of the protection
afforded by article 3 of tho Pour Geneva Conventions.
28. His delegation was hiShlv in favour of ~reater protection for
the victims of non-international ar~ed conflicts and would support
any proposals made in that connexion.
29. Mr. PARTSCH (Federal R€~ublic of Germany) said that the
importance of draft Protocol II should not be underestimated.
According to the ICRe, So per cent of the victims of armed force
in the last thirty years ha~ been victims of non-international
armed conflicts.
It had been sug~ested t~at such conflicts should
be treated as purely internal affairs according to the IJnited
Nations Charter.
Great care should, of course, be exercised in
such matters, but there had been considerable developments in
international law since the drafting of the Charter and the legal
position of the individual had qlso chansed.
~he Universal
Declaration of Human Rights had been adoDtec1 b~T t~le General Assembly
of the United Nations on 10 Dece~ber 1948, but it was only now
becoming clear tha~ the individual had a part to playas a subject
of the new le~al order.
30. One result of that develop0ent had boen a change in the
definition of State sovereignty in international relations.
One
of the most important limitations on State sovereignty was respect
for human rights.
Although the two Covenants on Human Ri~hts 
the International Covenant on fconornic, Social and Cultural Rights
and the International Covenant on Civil anQ Political Ri~hts,
adopted by the United Nations nenor'l1 Assembly on 16 December 1966 
had not yet received the necessary thirty-five ratifications, they
had been accepted by the vast majority of Member States.
Draft
Protocol II was a new effort to make those limitations on State
sovereignty compulsory.
31. The IeRC text endeavoured to define the types of conflict to
be covered by draft Protocol II.
Article 1, oararraph 2 excluded
certain acts of violence, although it i!ent beyond .lIrticle 3 common
to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, which avoided definitions.
He
doubted whether it was wise to stipulate conditions, such as the
duration of a conflict or the occupation of State territory, as was
proposed in some amendments.
Ba1 a Government the right to take
action which infrin~ed mini~urr huran rishts just because a rebellion
was of a recent nature, or tecause no part of its territory had
been occupied?

-
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32. The question whether draft Protocol II should be more closely
connected with Article 3 common the Geneva Conventions was more a
technical than a political question.
If draft Protocol II was to
be regarded as independent of the protection given by Article 3
common the Conventions, there ~ight be a field of application that
it did not cover.
The idea behind the concept of draft Protocol II
was to broaden protection and not to limit it by new definitions of
non-international armed conflicts.
As Ions as there was no
difference between a non-international armed conflict according to
Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and the new definition
in draft Protocol II, article 1, paragraph 1, both concepts could
be merged.
33. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that his delegation attached
considerable importance to the field of application of draft
Protocol II, since the soverei~nty of States was involved.
There
was a fundamental difference between international and non-inter
national armed conflicts, and it would be a mistake automatically
to transpose the provisions of draft Protocol I to draft Protocol
II.
In a spirit of co-operation, his delegation was prepared to
consider th~ establishment of rules for non-international armed
conflicts, provided that every care was taken to ensure respect
for the principles of national sovereisnty and non-intervention
in a State's internal affairs.
He a~reed with the statements made
at an earlier meeting by the representatives of India and Indonesia
that the type of armed conflict in question was not easy to define.
He also shared the view expressed by the Australian representative
that additional criteria to those proposed in the ICRC text should
be considered, such as, for example, the duration and proportions
of the armed conflict.
34. Nevertheless, the IC~C text provided a useful basis for
discussion.
With regard to drdft Protocol II, article 1, he drew
attention to his dele~ation's amendments to paragraphs 1 and 3
(CDDH/I/30).
The purpose of the first amendment was to ensure
respect for the territorial sovereignty of States.
The second
sought to delete paragraph 3, which his delegation considered
unnecessary.
35. His delegation had also proposed two amendments to draft
Protocol II, article 2 (CDDH/I/2l).
The first, which concerned
paragraph 1, sought to ensure respect for the sovereignty of the
State and for the latter's authority over its armed forces, while
the second sought to delete paragraph 2, since it dealt with
situations that were the concern of national penal law.

36. Mr. FACK (Netherlands) said that he would enlarge on the
general view expressed by his delegation at the first session of
the Conference, namely, that the world was badly in need of a
generally acceptable set of rules concerning essential humanitarian
protection in non-international conflicts.
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37~
Over the past decade, there had been many conflicts that
would have been covered by Protocol II had it been in force.
Human suffering in such situations had been extremely severe
and in almost every case humanitarian rescue operations had had
to be launched by the internatlonal community.
In that connexion
he paid a warm tribute to the ICRC for its unceasing efforts to
render assistance to needy victims wherever and whenever possible
in such situations.

38 •. It was hardly surprising, therefore, that draft Protocol II
was presented as an essential part of the ICRC draft.
It was
indeed indispensable; its significance as a modern instrument
for humanitarian protection could hardly be overestimateg.

39. Article 1 was the heart of draft Protocol II and the text
proposed by the ICRC was to be commended.
It was true that the
wording of paragraph 2 might be subject to various interpretations,
but that could not be avoided in a world where there was often a
clash between matters of international concern and matters
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of States.
It was
therefore inevitable that the State concerned would exercise its
own judgment with regard to applicability.
His delegation's
interpretation of article I was that draft Protocol II would not
be applicable in situations of conflict that were being dealt with
by police forces using normal police methods and equipment, but
that it would become applicable as soon as the authorities were
forced to seek sUbstantial assistance from military units or to
hand full responsibility for dealing with the conflict over to the
armed forces.
His delegation did not consider that it would be
applicable in cases of i~cidental terrorist activities, but thought
that it would apply in cases of armed action and activity that
obviously involved more than incidental occurrences.
40. With regard to the concept of sovereignty, he pointed out
that the power of GoverDments to deal with internal armed conflicts
in order to restore law and order was limited by various principles
and provisions embodied iD international la1tf.
Al though some of
the international instruments concerned had been designed primarily
for peacetime situations, they embodied several fundamental rights
to be safeguarded also in times of armed conflict or public
emergency.
Nevertheless, there remained an undefined area
concerning rights, powers and obligations in non-international
armed conflicts and it was in that context that draft Protocol II
was needed.

41. The character of draft Protucol II was twofold: it sought to
safeguard certain fundamental rights of individuals and it laid
down - particularly in articles 20, 24 and 26 ~ some fundamental
points of law of armed conflict.
His dele~ation welcomed the fact
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that it did not provide for any implementation machinery.
It would
indeed be inappropriate to include in draft Protocol II complicated
norms of the sort that had rightly been embodied in draft Protocol 1.
42. His delefation attached p~rticular impor~ance to the obliga
tions which draft Protocol II imposed on both human beings and
States.
It accordingly subscribed to the tenor of sub-paragraph
(a) of the new article which the Canadian delegation had proposed
far insertion at the beginninp of draft Protocol II (CDDH/II37>.
43.

It would be clear from his remarks that the Netherlands
did not consider draft Protocol II to be utopian.
The
ICRC, which operated tirelessly in the midst of deprivation, blood
shed, misery and starvation, was certainly better aware of the grim
realities of the modern world than any other international organiza
tion and the world owed it a debt of gratitude for its constructive
and patient efforts to develop and improve the protection of victims
of non-international armed conflicts.
dele~ation

44. Mr. FERRARI-BRAVO (Italy) said that it was difficult to express
an opinion on the general scope of a text without having precise
knowledge of the contents.
Consequently, his- delegation's attitude
would larGely depend on the outcome of the Conference's discussions
concerning other provisions.
Great care would be needed in
drafting the provisions of draft Protocol II, which was narrower
in both scope and applicability than draft Protocol I.

45. The IeRC text of draft Protocol II, article 1 was entirely
acceptable to his delegation.
Paragraphs 1 and 2 were complemen
tary and established a zood balance between humanitarian demands
and the need to ensure non-interference in the action of the public
authorities.
In particular, his delegation h~d no objection to
the phrase "armed forces or other organized armed groups".
To
amend the text of paragraph 1 would be to destroy the scope of the
Protocol; and his delegation was therefore unable to support any
of the amendments that had been proposed to that para~raph.
It
also considered that para~raph 3 should be retained.
46. Draft Protocol II was closely linked to all the international
rules relating to human rights and could contribute to the
application of certain ideas which had received increasing support
since the adoption by the United Nations General Assembly of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights on December 10, 1948.
It
might usefully be simplified even further to bring it more closely
into line with the general system for the protection of human rights.

47. He supported the new article proposed by the Canadian dele~a
tion for insertion at the beginnin~ of draft Protocol II
(CDDH/II37> •
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48. Mr. SOOD (India) saio that his deleR:ation ha.d expressed its
doubts concerning draft Protocol II at an earlier meeting of the
Commi ttee.
If national liberation movements 1tTere included under
article l~ the application of draft Protocol II to internal
disturbances and other such si~uations would be tantamount to
interference with the soverci~~ rights and duties of States.
The
definition of non-international armed cnnflicts was still va~ue
and no convincing ar~uments had been put fnrward to justify the
need for draft Protocol II, the provisions of which would not be
acceptable to his dele~ation.
49. Mrs. DARIIT'IAA (flionr:olia) said ti1a t she had difficulty in
understanding the purDose and meanin~ of some of the amendments
proposed to articles 1 and 2.
Por exapple, the Pakistan and
Brazilian amendments to article 1 (CDDH/I/26 and CDDH/I/79) sought
to define non-international armed conflicts.
She doubted whether
it would serve any purpose to lay down a clear-cut definition.
Only when the Protocol had entered into application would it be
possible to judge whether or nat the definition was good.
In
such cases, jurists usually tried to find a flexible formula which
would serve to cover a wide ran~e of future situations.
50. Accordin~ to paraGraph 2 of the Pakistan amendment (CDDH/I/26),
the Protocol would only he applicable once the High Contractin~
Party in question had reco!nize~ the existence of a non-international
conflict in its territory.
Whether or not such recovnition took
place, however, hu~an bein~s an~ their inctividual fate would be
involved.
From the standpoint of hU!'1iln ri;~hts, lIlhat would be the
position of the wounded and sick and of prisoners of war before the
State in question had reco~nized the existence of a conflict?
51.

The

meanin~

of

para~ra~h

J (b) of the Dra=ilian amendment

(CDDH/I/79) was quite cl~ar, but ;a~ not c1~ar who would decide

whether or not the forces hostile to the a0ve~nment exerted contin
uous and effective control over a [lOn-Dcr:IL"ible part of the
territory.
A similar difficulty arose from the indonesian a~end
ment to paragr8.:;h 1 (CDDHII132), which sroke of "a prolonp;ed period';
but neither define~ such a period nor indicated which of the Parties
to the conflict woul~ decirte what was ~eant.
A~ain, in the Spanish
amendment to para~ra~h.l (CDDH/I/33), there was no mention of who
would jud~e whether or not the ~uarantee in question was present.
The German Democratic ReDublic's amendment to para~raph 1 (CDDH/I/88)
was more acceptable) since it was based on Article 3 common to the
four Geneva Conventions an( did not introduce the idea of personal
or individual assessments.
52.
Turnin~ to article ?, she said tllat she did not understand the
meaning of the Philippine proposal to chan~e the title (CDDH/I/216).
It was not clear whether that pronosal sou~ht to extenrt or to limit
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the field of application of the Protocol to individuals.
If it was
mainly a question of lan~ua~e, the wordins should be improved; if
not, some explanation was required.

53.

Para~raph 1 of the Canadi~n proposal concerning article 2
(CDDH/I/3i) contained a definition which mi~ht be important for a
federal or multinational State but which had comparatively little
significance for a small State.
In para~raph 2 of that amendment
the phrase 'land who mi~ht not have been released, as well as persons
arrested for these same reasons" appearing in the ICRC text had been
omitted.
She wondered what would be the position of persons in
those categories if the Canadian amendment was ado~ted.

54. Referrin~ to paraGraph 3 of the Brazilian amendment to
article 2 (CDDH/I/79), she observed that the problems of the
wounded and of prisoners of war did not cease to exist upon
cessation of military operations.
Yet they were not mentioned
in either that paragraph or in the new article 3 proposed by the
Brazilian delegation.

55. The shorter the Protocol, the clearer it would be.
The final
text should be compre 11ensible to every soldier and peasant.
v.!hen
it considered draft Protocol II, the Working Group should take into
account the general questions involved and should produce rules
that were acceptable to all and did not represent the views of only
a few delegations.
56. The CHAImlAN announced that there vJOuld be a meetinp: of the
Working Group on 19 February at which delegations could discuss
points of detail.
Statements at the present meetin~ should be of
a ~eneral character.
57. Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) said that it had been the consistent
position of his Government to recognize the imperative necessity
to elaborate and extend the application of humanitarian law to
armed conflicts of a non-international character.
It favoured
the extension of rules applicable to international conflicts to
cover all armed conflicts.
His dele~ation had therefore submitted
amendment CDDH/I/26 to draft Protocol II, article 1.

58. His delegation considered that precision should not be
sacrificed to brevity and that the provisions should be easily
understandable and sufficiently detailed to enumerate a number of
conceivable situations.
His delegation's amendment attempted to
~ive a clearer and more positi~e wordin~ to the article.
Paragraph
1 stressed the fact that Protocol II sUl)plemented Article 3 common
to the Geneva Conventions.
Reference to conflict "occurring in
the territory of one of the Pi~h Contractin~ Parties", which was
clearly made in Article 3 co~®on to the Geneva Conventions and was
missin~ from draft Protocol II, had been duly incorporated in the
reformulation.
Sub-paragraphs (.0;.), (!2.), (~) and (d) explained the
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scope of the Protocol, including a condition that insurGents must
their intention of observing the humanitarian rules laid
down in Article 3 thus avoiding unilateral application of the
Protocol.
It was essential that both Parties to the conflict
should be bound to apply the provisions.
decla~e

59.
He would answer the points raised by the representative of
Mongolia at an appropriate moment in the \lorking Group.
60.

Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom), speakinr on a point of order)
said that points of detail such as those raised by the represent
ative of Mongolia would be better dealt with in the Working Group.
He requested that, as the provisions under discussion were key
provisions and as the Working Group would not meet to examine
articles 1 and 2 until 19 February, those articles should remain
on the agenda of the Committee meeting of the following day.
The
statements made had been the result of careful consideration and
his own delegation and perhaps others would be glad to have time
for reflection and possibly make further general statements on
those articles.

61.
The CBAIRMAN said that articles 1 and 2 would remain on the
agenda for the followin~ day if t~e Committee so desi~ed.
62.
Hr. OBHADOVIC, (Yugoslavia) supported thE: proposal of the
United Kingdom representative.

63.
Mr. ~nLLER (C:mada) supported the remarks nade by the United
Kingdom representative.

64.
In reply to the representative of Mon~olia, he said that he
had already pointed out the error in para~raph 2 of his delegation's
amendment to draft Protocol 11_ article 2 and a new proposal would
be submitted.
65.
'J'he CHAIFlVLAIJ f,110Gested thatj if there were no objections; the
discussion on articles 1 and 2 might be adjourned and the Committee
might pass on to article 3.
It was so agreed.
Article 3 - Legal status of the Parties to the conflict (CDDH/l)

66.

Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross),
introducing article 3, said that some delepations had expres;ed
concern that draft Protocol II mi~ht weaken the well-established
principles of international law concernln~ sovereignty of States
and non-interference in internal affairs.
Governmental experts
consulted in 1971 and 1972 had expressed sinilar concern.
For
that reason" draft Protocol II, which was purely humanitarian in
purpose and which did not limit a 3tate l 3 ri~ht to take all
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necessary steps to maintain or restore order within its own
territory, and did not open the door to any possible intervention
by another state, included two safeguarding clauses: article 3
relating to the legal status of the rarties to the conflict, and
article 4 dhich reaffirmed the principle of suvereignty of States
and of non-intervention.

67. Article 3 was based on the principle set forth in paragraph
4 of Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949.
68.

Under draft Protocol II, whose sole purpose was to assure
fundamental guarantees to the human person, Parties to the conflict
must ensure that in the case of a human being affected by an armed
conflict there must be respect for humanitarian rules.
But the
fact of applying Protocol II would not in itself constitute, on the
part of the established Government, recognition of any power what
soever of any insurgent party and no recognition even implicit, of
belligerency.
Also the fact that the insurgent party applied that
Protocol would not confer on it any 1~ider authority or power, or
any immunity.
As had already been said, draft Protocol II did not
in any v..ay affect the right of the established Government to repress
insurrection, to prosecute, to judge or to condemn its adversaries.

69. The present provision therefore specified that the legal status
of the Parties to the conflict "shall not be affected by the
application of the provisions of the present Protocol".
Further,
that principle was not only valid for Protocol II itself, but also
for the other provisions of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and of
draft Protocol I which the Parties to the conflict might decide to
bring into force in accordance with article 38 of draft Protocol II
entitled HSpecial agree!'1ents".
70. The purpose of article 3 was thus to establish clearly that the
application of international humanitarian law in case of non-inter
national armed conflict would have no effect on the legal status of
relations existing tatween Parties to the conflict.

71. Mr. MILLER (Canada), referrin~ to the doubts expressed by the
representative of India about draff Protoccl II and its possible
effect on the rights of a State to act within its own territory,
stated that his delegation considered that article 3 included
sufficient safeguards to dispel any concern that Protocol II might
be used as a vehicle for obtaininc political recognition.
It
should be possible to draft Protocol II in such a way as to be
beneficial both to the Government and to the insur0ents.
The
fundamental humanitarian objective of draft Protocol II, and indeed
of the Conference itself, should ~ot be frustrated by expressions
of concern that the prOVlSlons might be used to enhance the
political status of a Party to the conflict.
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72. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that she did not understand the
phrase lior that of the territories on which they exercise authority"
She would like the representative
in draft Pr~tocol II, article 3.
of the ICRC to explain its ori~in.
73. Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that the formula appeared also in draft Protocol I and was not new.
In non-international armed conflict it took on a different meaning
and concerned only the territory of the State in which such an
armed conflict was taking place.
In principle, the established
Government exercised control over the whole territory, but in
situations of armed conflict the insur~ent party might exercise
de facto control over part of the territory.
In such a situation
the legal status of the State was unaffected even if the insurgent
party applied the provisions of Protocol II to the part of the
territory it controlled.
74. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) suggested that if the
phrase lior that of the territories on which they exercise authorityli
was amended to read lior that of any territory" the question of
defining who was exercising authority would be avoided.
The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE TWENTY· FOURTH MEETING
held on Tuesdav
Chairman~

Mro

18 February 1975. at 3.10 p.m.
RMmRO

(Nor1,lIay)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL II (CDDR/l) (continued)
Article 1 " Material field of application (CDDH/1 9 CDDH/56;
CDDH/I/2l7, CDDH/I/2l9) (continued)
Article 2
Personal field of application (CDDH/l, CDDH/56:
CDDH/I/37) (continued)
Article 3- Leval status of the Parties to the conflict (CDDH/l,
CDDH/56) (continued)
1. The CHAIRr1AN invited the Committee to resume its consideration
of articles 1 to 3.
2.
Mr. PRUGH (United States of America) said that his delegation
generally approved of the basic concept of draft Protocol II as an
instrument for promoting an advance in humanitarian law and equally.
humanitarian protection for victims in non~·international conflicts
occurring within the territory of a High Contracting Party.
It
wished to endorse the limitations and provisions which were
consistent with that concept ani which did not encourage the
spread of further suffering caused by an internal armed conflict
and terrorism.

3. It agreed with and supported the text concernin~ the field of
application and considered that draft Protocol II should be
congruent in that respect with draft Protocol I
so that there
was no rap as re~ards the application.

4. Concerning the issue raised in draft Protocol II, article 3 9
his delegation understood and supported the view expressed in the
text that the application of humanitarian law in any type of armed
conflict, and pertinently for Protocol II, in non',international
armed conflict, in no way signified approval or complete recognition
of the opposing groups or movements or in any way affected the legal
status of any party or territory.
~

5. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that he wished to begin by out
lining his Government's views on draft Protocol II.
The main
purpose of the draft Protocol VJas to reduce atrocities committed
in internal conflicts, it was based on Article 3 common to the
four Geneva Conventions of 1949.
The task in hand was to ensure
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that the provisions of draft Protocol II fully covered non-inter
national conflicts and were drafted so as to be acceptable to all
States.
A balance was necessary between humanitarian requirements
and the rights of States. including sovereignty, non-interference
in internai matters and non-intervention.

6. While, in general, dtaft Protocol II as worded conformed with
his Government's views, there were some provisions which he would
like to see worded somewhat differently) since in their present
form they could be used as a pretext for foreign interference in
an internal conflict.
His dele~ation also had certain objections,
mainly of form rather than substance,
The draft articles were
however" an excellent basis for the Committee's work.

7. With regard to article 1) he preferred the original texts of
paragraphs 1 and 2) which provided a reasonable definition of non
international armed conflict.
Although they were not perfect, he
felt .that the Committee would only complicate its task if i t tried
to find a better definition.
He would, however, support the
Ukrainian amendment to paragraph 1 (CDDH/I/217) which took account
of the substantial changes that had occurred in the definition of
international conflicts-since the first session of the Conference.
In the case of para~raph 2 particularly, which covered the import
ant problem of determinin~ precisely at what point internal
tensions or disturQances became a conflict within the terms of
draft Protocol II, it would be impossible to produce a text which
covered all the nUMerous individual situations.
Hhatever wording
was adopted, there would inevitably be problems in practice in
deciding at \AThat point a situation had developed into an armed
conflict within the terms of draft Protocol II.
It would be best
to leave it to the parties concerned.
Paragrach 3 was acceptable.
8. Regarding article 2, the draftin~ could be improved, but that
was a matter for Working Group B.
Article 3 was rather too
complicated: he hoped that it cou~d be si~plified.
Since
articles 4 and 5 were simple and, he hoped, generally acceptable,
he su~gested that the Committee approve them 1.ATithout referring them
to Working Group B.
.
9. Mr. TORRES AVALOS (Argentina) said that he had already indicated
his general criticisms of the ICRe draft, thouph he recognized the
valuable work the latter had done.
10. He agreed with the ~eneral approach that there was one limit
ation on the sovereignty of the modern State and that concerned the
application of humanItarian law and the protection of the human
being.
A parochial approach to soverei~nty was out of date.
The
act of signing a treaty was an act of sovereignty but it did not
imply any recognition of sovereivnty.
Althouvh in accordance with
international jurisprudence the si~ning of a t~eaty was an act of
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sovereignty, the subj ect under discussion was different.
vlhat was
required was an international instrument that would be of real
service in the protection of the human being and that would there
fore be effectively applied.
11. To turn specifically to draft Protocol II, articles 1 to 3,
the first part of article 1 contained a nu~ber of imprecisions which
should be removed, because the work that was being done was not just
of short-term importance but important for the future as well.
In
paragraph 1 the expression "armed forces or other organized armed
groups under responsible command" was too vague.
There should be
no possibility of confusing the situation described there with the
situation described in paragraph 2 since otherwise it would not be
clear when the Protocol should be applied.
It would be helpful to
introduce a limit as a means of distinguishing between the
situations described in the two paragraphs.

12. Instead of the words '1Article 2 common to the Geneva Conven
tions of August 12, 1949" in article 1, paragraph 1, he would
prefer to start with a more positive formulation, making it clear
that the purpose of the Protocol was to develop Article 3 common
to the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
It ~ppeared from some
interpretations that the development of Article 3 could make it
applicable to conflicts between two parts of the armed forces in
the State of a High Contractin~ Party, but he thought it would be
extremely difficult to get agreement with that view.

13.

He was concerned about the present drafting of article 3 and
that, in the inter~sts of clarity, the phrase lior that of
the t~rritories on which they exercise authority" should be deleted.
sug~ested

14. Mr. de ICAZA (Nexico) said that his deleg,.tion 'attached the
greatest importance to the scope and field of application of the
draft Protocol concerned with the victims of internal armed
conflicts.
It considered it essential that the Protocol should
safeguard the sovereign rights of States.
In the past, and even
very recently, the protection of actual or possible victims of an
internal conflict had been made the pretext for external armed
intervention.
Hence he had approached the consideration of draft
Protocol II with a great deal of mistrust.
He was opposed to the
proposal for the insertion of a new article at the beginning stating
the obligation of the Contracting Parties to ensure respect for the
Protocol, for there was only a remote possibility of the Protocol
being used in bad faith.
He did not like the idea of the list of
exceptions, 1,.hich would be reached by compromise and was bound to
be incomplete: he would prefer the more positive formulation of
cases which would be governed by the provisions of the Protocol,
where it was applicable.
.
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15.
In his. view~ article 2, parav,raph 2 concerned a field coming
within the competence of the penal legislation of States, since it
would enter into force at the end of a conflict.
It extended the
application of the Protocol in time.
16. His delegation's attitude to the Protocol as a whole would
depend on the extent to which articles 3 and 4 precluded the
possibility of external intervention in the domestic affairs of
States on any grounds whatsoever.
17. Mr. ABDUL-MALIK (Nigeria) said that he would urge the delega~
tions which did not see the value of draft Protocol II to look at
it as an integral whole and not at specific articles.
He was sure
that they would then overcome their objections to what was a care
fully·-thought···out legal edifice.
His own delegation had wondered
whether~ in view of the changes brought about by the adoption of
article 1 of draft Protocol I, there should not be a merger between
the two Protocols. as the representative of Norway had suggested at
an earlier meeting.
There w~s merit in that suggestion. but it
was far ahead of its time and realism dictated otherwise.
Human'·
itarian principles were indivisible) but different rules had to be
made for different situations.
18. His delegation had also wondered whether draft Protocol II was
necessary 5 since dr,aft Protocol I,; artic Ie 1 covered the three
possible situations, namely those in which peoples were fi~hting
against cOlonial domination, alien domination) or racist regimes.
There might, however 3 be other situations. since the three
situations mentioned were,. by definition, international armed
conflicts under Article 2 common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949.

19. Draft Protocol II was concerned with non-international armed
conflicts, which made it a unique document in the field of human
rights9 since the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and similar
international declarations dealt mainly with peacetime situations.
All political systems and their associated le~al systems> of course,
professed to look after the individual in such a way as to make
such documents unnecessary, but in the last analysis what mattered
to the individual was his life. health and physical well-being.
Those basic necessities were covered only by draft Protocol II and
could be guaranteed only by its adnption.
That did not mean that
the Nigerian delegation agreed with every article) provision or
sentence of draft Protocol II, but it supported the Protocol in
principle.
20. The ICRC draft of article 1 represented the views of his
delegation to a lar~e extent.
He a~reed, however. with the
Australian suggestion (CDDH/I/219) for the addition of certain
words to paragraph 1.
What his dele~ation had in mind was the
expression "as modified by article 1 of the draft Protocol
additional to the Geneva Conventions of August 12. 1949. and
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relating to the protection of victims of international armed
conflicts".
With regard to article 1, paragraph 3, he could
not see that Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions was not
modified bv the provisions of rtraft Protocol II, article 1;
those provisions· supplemented Article 3 although they did not
derogate from it.
His delegation would be happy if a formula
could be found to reflect that point.

21. His delegation agreed with the principles embodied in draft
Protocol II, article 2, but thought tllat the formulation could
be improved.
The Canadian proposal (CDDH/I/37) was interesting,
but as it was apparently to be modified his dele~ation would
reserve judgment until it had seen the revised text.
22. He hoped that he had been able to dispel the fears of some
delegations about the encroachment on State ~overeignty that
draft Protocol II seemed to represent.
State sovereignty was
not and could never be an impregnable fortress:
slight inroads
into it were often necessary to enable mankind to live in a better
world.
The present was a r,ood occasion to make sacrifices in
the interests of humanity and the development of international
humanitarian law.
Nevertheless, his delegation had serious
misgivings about the danger of the derogations from State
sovereignty that Protocol II might brinr about, but it was
confident that a solution would be arrived at that could be
adopted by consensus.
23. Mr. ABADA (Algeria) thought that draft Protocol II met the
need to guarantee certain fundamental human ri~hts to all those
engaged in armed conflicts, of whatever kind.
He reaffirmed
the willingness of his dele~ation to participate in the joint
task of preparin~ texts that w, Jld be acceptab:e to all.
24. The humanitarian intentions of draft Protocol II could not be
denied, but in the interests of realism, it was necessary to define
its precise scope so that it wouJd at all times be in conformity
with the requirements of national sovereignty and the principle of
non-interference in the internal affairs of States.
Humanitarian
law and national sovereignty should not be considered irreconcilable
and he hoped that a suitable balance between them could be reached.
25. With regard to draft Protocol II, article l,his delegation
supported the proposals desi~ned to bring it into line with Article
3 common to the Geneva Conventions of 19J~9.
It 11[ould be preferable
for the new provisions to be based on what had been accepted in
1949, which could be developed and improved.
His delegation thought
that some of the amendments proposed were of too explicit a nature
and that attempts to define rtifficult concepts might only lead to
complications.
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26. Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of E~ypt) said that there could be
no such thing as "selective hu~anitarianism!!. which was a contra
diction in t~rms.
The drive and motivation which prompted the
effort to develop the law and ~xtend protection applied equally to
the victims of international and of non-international armed
conflicts.
27. Draft Protocol II was no more thqn an interpretation and an
elaboration of Article 3 common to the 1049 Conventions.
That
Article was called "a convention in niniature"; it laid down
general principles only.
Any Government in a situation covered
by that Article which a~reed to apply it in ~ood faith would
observe in practice most of the standards of behaviour prescribed,
in greater detail, by draft Protocol II.
He wished to emphasize
that essential identity between common Article 3 and draft
Protocol II.

28 •. Several delegations from tbe third world had expressed
legitimate anxiety, however, about the possibility of Protocol II
being used as a justification for intervention.
In a world· in
which threats as well as acts of intervention, military or other
wise, were common, it Has important that those misr-:ivings be taken
into consideration.
Draft Protocol II did endeavour to meet them
in general in articles 3 and ~, and more specifically in some of
its subsequent mor~ detailed articles.
Thus, the mechanism of
scrutiny of imnlementation (significantly described in article 39
as Iico-operation in the observance of the •.. Protocol H ) was
voluntary, and the Protocol did not provide for a prisoner-of-war
status.
Nevertheless, the Conference should try to meet that
anxiety to a ~reater extent and shoulrt keep it in mind in drafting
each of the articles of Protocol II.
29.
In that respect, it might he advisable to follow a human rights
approach rather than one of the law of war.
The first was
generally accepted by States, but the second night arouse resistance
as implyin[ the projection into tbe internal snhere of the le~al
regulations developed for international ar~ed conflicts; to some,
that would amount, despite formal ~eneral denepations, to an inter
nationalization of internal conflicts.

30. Turnirlg to article I of draft Protocol II, he considered it
satisfactory in ~eneral;
but it shoulrt be hrouqht jnto line with
article 1 of draft Protocol I as a~enderl and adopted at the first
session of the Conference.
~rticle 1 of ~raft Protocol II had
chosen a different and hi~h~r threshold of apnlication than that of
Article 3 common to the Conventions o~ 1949.
That mirrht create
practical complications, as it would b~ necessary to ~istin~uish
three types of situations respectively c81lin~ for the application
of 'Jrticlp 3 conmon to '~!rAft T'rotocols I Ei.nd. II.
Put it Fas a
sten in the ri.r:ht di.rection ofrre8riu;' 1:.he scone of proL;ction to
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the level of intensity of the conflict rather than to abstract legal
catevories such as internal and international armed conflicts.
Such an approach by staves was more in conformity with the spirit
and purpose of humanitarian la1" and with the multiple forms of
contemporary armed conflicts, especially guerrilla warfare and
low-intensity conflicts.
For the same reason, it was essential
to safeguard the independent scop of application of Article 3
common to the Conventions of 1949 - as did parapranh 3 of article 1 
in situations not covered by Protocol II.
31. He considered, however, that for Protocol II to be of real
use, article 1 should not adopt excessively restrictive criteria
or establish too hip,;h a threshold for its apD'lication.
Amendments
to article 1 reouirin~ the reco~nition by the established
Government of the existence of a situation of an internal armed
conflict. introduced a purely subjective and voluntary criterion;
they revived the old-fashioned doctrine of recognition of
.
belligerancy.
But, if there were a recognition of belli~erency,
there would be no need for a Protoc~l II, because, accordin~ to
general international law, the whole body of the law of war would
then apply, including the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their
Additional Protocol I.
32. Other amendments purported to introduce the requirement of
territorial control by the rebels.
But that was too restrictive
in view of the nature of modern, and particularly guerrilla, war
fare.
In armed conflict situations characterited by high mobility,
territorial control continuously chan~ed hands, sometimes alternat
ing between day and night, to the point of becomin~ meaningless.
Other forms of intense armed conflict, such as urban guerrilla
armed conflict would not fulfil the reauirement of territorial
control.
Such a requirement "ould then exclude fro~ the ambit of
Protocol II many, if not most, of the contemporary types of internal
armed conflict and would confine it to the relatively rare cases of
characterized civil war; it would thus severely limit its real
si~nificance and usefulness.
33. With reVard to article 3 of draft Protocol II, his delegation
considered submittin~ an amendment to it Darallel to the amendment
made to the corresponding article 4 of draft Proto601 I, in order
to eliminate the possibility of misunderstanding and misinterpreta
tion to which the present lanrua~e of the two draft articles might
lend itself.

Mr. FREELAND (United Kin~dom) stressed the value of a
of the broad issues covered in draft Protocol II,
article I before the detailed discussion of subsequent articles
started.
A review of recent armed conflicts would show that many
or most of them had been internal conflitts, to which no recognized
body of humanitarian rules applied.
A lar~e number of the victims
34.

discu~sion
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of modern warfare had therefore been left without the protection
of any formal a~reement,
Article 3 common to the Geneva
Conventions of 1949 represented only a tentative first step in the
direction of Giving formal expression to the rules of common
humanity iil relation to internal conflicts.
There was evidence
to support the belief that the time had come to reconsider that
area of the law on armed conflicts.

35. At the first session of the Conference the extension of the
Geneva Conventions of 1949 to conflicts covered by Article 3
common to those Conventions, but not of an international character~
had been discussed.
The results constituted a new departure) but
their implications for the development of humanitarian law had yet
to be gauged.
Discussion of draft Protocol II provided the
essential balance to the work on draft Protocol I.
To consider
the extension of formal protection to one set of conflicts formerly
covered only by Article 3 common to the Conventions of 1949 and to
ignore all others covered by that article would indeed be the
"selective humanitarianism" mentioned by the representative of the
Arab Republic of E~ypt.
36. It was only realistic to recognize that the work on draft
Protocol II would be difficult.
The underlying difficulty was
that States were wary of accepting restrictions of their freedom
of action in their 'own territory, and] on the other hand; the right
of other States and the international community in q;eneral to
concern themselves with what was done in that territory.
While
that was true of conventions on human rights designed for applica
tion in peacetime, it was even more so in the case of a new legal
instrument designed for application at a time of national crisis and
tension when the rule of law itself was likely to be under severe
attack.
The United Kingdom Government shared that concern, but
would do its utmost to arrive at a Protocol that would be generally
acceptable as providing standards of humanitarian treatment that
could be applied by all States in an internal armed conflict.
It
was not enouRh for States to invoke soverei~n and vital interests.
As the representative of Niveria had said, sovereignty was not and
never could be an impre~nable fortres~.
States would have to agree
to accept restrictions if international law was to progress.
37. The underlying difficulty was that of strikin~ the right
balance between scope and content,
If the level of application
was set so hir,;h that only the Hclassicalf! civil war was covered,.
Protocol II would be useless; if it was set so low that it covered
police action against sporadic criminal or terrorist acts) it was
unlikely to be accepted by States.
The obli~ations imposed on
States and dissidents should not be so va~ue as to be nugatory) or
so high as to set an impossible standard.
In his delep.ation's
view) the ICRC had struck about the ri~ht halance in its text.
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38. His delegation reserved its position pending further
discussion of the meaning of article 1, but that article seemed to
require a level of intensity of the conflict and of organization
of the non-State party to the conflict that was satisfactory.
Police-type activities were effectively exclu(ad.
It was right
to divorce article 1 from Article 3 common :~') the Geneva Conven
tions of 1949.
That article should continue to stand on its own
for those unable to accept Protocol II, but the vagueness of its
scope, and its non-application in the past, made a new start
essential.

39. It would be premature to go into detail on matters of sub
stance, but he feared that in some cases, notably in Parts IV and
V of the Protocol, the content was too heavy for the scope as
defined in article 1, it 1~ould presuppose a conflict of very high
level.
His delegation might therefore su~gest certain amendments
or deletions at a later stage.
40. The CHAIR~1AN said that, as no further delegations wished to
speak on articles 1, 2 or 3, the Committee could proceed to
consider article 4.
Article 4

~

Non-intervention (CDDH/1, CDDH/56;

CDDH/I/23)

41. Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that article 4 reaffirmed the principle of State sovereignty and
of non~intervention.
42. The first part of the article, reading as [01101"8:
ffNothing
in the present Protocol shall be interpreted as affectinp the
sovereignty of States ..• n, recalled that the right ,to conclude an
international afreement was an attribute of State sovereignty and
that in concluding a treaty a State did not sacrifice its
sovereignty but exercised it.
Once a treaty was ratified it
became an integral part of national legislation and could not
consequently affect the sovereignty of a State.
But that
provision also signified that th~ Parties to the conflict must not
take advantage of the fear of an attack on State soverei~nty or of
a possible forei~n intervention because of the Protocol in order
not to apply the provisions of the Protocol.

3 e Referrinp: to the second phrase of article 4: "or as authoriz
ing third States to intervene in an armed conflict", she said that
a drafting error should be corrected, the use of the words "third
States Vi was in fact incorrect in the context of a non-international
armed conflict in which two States were not opposed but the
Government in power and a part of the population of the State.
'The iwrds "third Statss!1 shoulli be replaced by a more appropriate
expression such as "other States" or 11foreign States".
!{
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44. The second part of article 4 reaffirmed the principle of
sovereignty and non-interference in the internal affairs of a
by providing that no provision of the Protocol could serve as
pretext for intervention by ot~er States in a~ armed conflict
took -place on the territory of a Contracting Party.

State
State
a
which

45. -The Parties to the conflict alone must apply the rules of the
Protocol.
It was true that in certain circumstances the Parties
to the conflict might need the assistance of third parties in order
to fulfil the obligations laid down in the Protocol.
Draft
Protocol II foresaw three situations in which such assistance might
prove especially necessary - assistance to persons deprived of
their freedom (article 8, para.5); relief action concerning the
civilian population (article 33) and the recording and transmission
of information on the victims of armed conflict (article 34).
Further, article 39 reaffirmed the right of a body offering all
guar~ntees of impartiality and efficacity to take humanitarian
action.
46. But, in connexion with each of those provlslons safeguard
clauses had been introduced in order to prevent any action exceeding
that of assistance.
Such clauses would, in the last resort, leave
the Parties to the conflict free to accept or decline offers of
humanitarian assistance.
47. The CHAIRMAN said that the only amendment proposed, namely,
that of Romania (CDDH/I/23), seemed to be one of drafting rather
than of sUbstance.
He asked whether it was agreed that it should
be sent to the Drafting Committee.
48. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania), introducing amendment CDDH/I/23, said
that it had been prepared followinp the discusGions at the two
sessions of the Conference of Government Experts on the Reaffirma
tion and Development of Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed
Conflicts and as a compromise in order to accept the definition of
non-international armed conflict in article 1. A definition of
internal armed conflict was obviously needed primarily for other
Powers and for international organizations, but not for the State
on whose territory such a conflict took place.
His delegation's
amendment also recognized the territorial State as an element in
the definition of non-international armed conflict.
49. In connexion with the statement by the representative of the
Arab Republic of Egypt, he considered that acceptance of the
provisions by a territorial State did not imply recognition of
belligerent status for the other party, but recognition that the
territorial_ State, by virtue of its sovereignty, could allow foreifn
humanitarian activities to be carried out in its territory in an
armed conflict.
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50. Article 4 was intended as a safeguard to protect the State
of whose territory an internal conflict arose, but in its present
form it would in fact permit intervention in the internal affairs
of such a State.
His amendment was designed to make that safeguard
effective and to bring the text of the article into line with its
title.
51. Mr, GLORIA (Philippines) said that he preferred the
text to the Romanian amendment.

o~i~inal

52. Mr. ROSENNE (Israel) said that the EnlSlish text of the amend
ment was not co-ordinated with the original French text.
53. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico) said that he would support the Romanian
amendment subject to the ~eletion of the reference to "third States",
since that could only cause confusion.
It would be more appropriate
to refer to !Iany other State".
The matter should be considered by
the Drafting Committee.
54. Mr. GIRARD (Prance) said that he would have no objection to
the amendment if it meant that no provision of Protocol II could be
invoked to undermine the soverei~nty of States.
The Committee agreed to refe~ the Romanian amendment to
article 4 (CDDH/I/23) to the Drafting Committee.
Article 5 - Rights and duties of the Parties to the conflict

(CDDH/l, CDDH/56;

CDDH/I/35)

55. Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that the purpose of article 5 was to make it clear tbat draft
Protocol II should be applied ty all the Parties to a conflict,
whether established Governments or rebels.
The rights and duties
laid down in it were valid for all.
The article was based on the
same principle as Article 3 com~on to the Geneva Conventions of
1949, namely that an en~a~ement entered into by the State was not
only binding upon the est~blished Government but also upon the
constituent authorities and all private individuals on the territory
of the Hi~h Contracting Party concerned.
That meant that the
engagement entered into by the State was bindinf on an insurgent
party.
Neither the way in which the insur~ent party was constituted
nor the fact that it momentarily escaped control by the established
Government were of a nature to weaken or even to put an end to the
en~agement by the State - the insur~ent party would continue to be
bound by that engagement.
As regards the last Doint, it was not,
in the opinion of the ICRC, a legal impossibility.
56. Mr. CUTTS CAus tralia) introduced amendT'"\ent CDDHII/35, vThich
was a drafting matter and di0 not affect thp. French text.
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57. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee had completed its general
debate on Part I of draft Protocol II.
He suggested that further
discussion should be deferred until reports had been received from
the two Working Groups.
It was so agreed.

58. Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) suggested
that Working Groups A and B should not meet simultaneously, in
order to enable more delegations to participate.
It was so agreed.
The meeting rose at U,45 p.m.

-
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE TWENTY-FIFTH MEETING
held on Friday. 28 February 1975; at 5.5 p.m.
Chairman:

Mr. HAMBRO

(Norway)

ORGANIZATION OF WORK
1.
The CHAIRMAN said that he was disturbed at the lack of progress
made by Committee I in dealing with the articles assigned to it:
not a single paragraph of an article had been approved during the
week which had just elapsed.

2.
He realized that the Committee was faced \'lith a difficult task
but no headway had been made during the thirteen working days
reserved for consideration of articles 2 to 7 of draft Protocol I
and articles 1 to 5 of draft Protocol II.
The Committee had only
twenty-six working days in which to complete its work.

3.
It might perhaps be useful if the Committee's Working Groups
were to break up into smaller groups.
He hoped that the Groups
that were studying article 1 of draft Protocols I and II would
complete their work by the following week.

4.
Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that the Working Groups had worked
very hard during the Chairman's absence and had ·formed smaller
groups in order to complete their work.
5.
He considered that the difficulties encountered by the Working
Groups should be borne in mind and that they should not be
criticized.
6.
The CHAIRMAN said that i t had been far from his intention to
voice any criticism of the diligence and competence of the
Committee's subsidiary bodies and their members.
SETTING UP OF A WORKING GROUP ON THE QUESTION OF THE PROTECTION OF
JOURNALISTS ENGAGED IN DANGEROUS rnSSIONS IN AREAS OF ARII1ED CONFLICT

7.
The CHAIRMAN said that operative paragraph 2 of Conference
resolution 4 (I), adopted on 28 March 1974, stated that the
Conference 'IDecides to include the examination of this question as
a matter of priority in the agenda for its next session.1!
(CDDH/55, p.6).
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8.
He pointed out that no decision had ever been taken on how the
question of the protection of journalists engaged in dangerous
missions in areas of armed conflict should be dealt with by the
Conference.
The matter had no~ been referred by the General
Committee or by the Plenary to Committee I or vO Committee III, and
he considered that in view of the tasks facing it] Committee I
itself should not deal with the matter.

9.
He therefore suggested that an informal Working Group should
be set up to make recommendations to the President or to the
Secretary-General of the Conference on how the question should be
treated.
He thought that the States which had co-sponsored United
Nations General Assembly resolutions 3058 (XXVIII) and 3245 (XXIX)
might be asked to designate members to participate in the proposed
Working Group and that each regional group should be asked to
designate two members.
10 . . Mr. BETTAUER (Unit;ed States of America) said that if those
suggestions met with general approval, his delegation would have no
objection.
Nevertheless, he ha~ some doubts about the proposed
procedure.
11. His delegation had no objection to the question of the
protection of journalists engaged in dangerous missions in areas of
armed conflict being considered at the appropriate time, but it felt
that it would be a'diversion of effort for the Committee to consider
that item at present.
12. It was not clear which Committee should deal I'll th the item.
It might be useful, therefore, if the Chairmen of Committees I and
III conferred about the matter.
If, however, Committee I decided
to establish a Working Group, he did not think that the Group should
make an informal recommendation to the United Nations Secretary
General, and he could not agree that the sponsors of the two
General Assembly resolutions should form the nucleus of the proposed
working group.
13. Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom) said that, though his delegation
had no strong objection to the procedure suggested by the Chairman,
it felt there was force in the United States representative's
argument.
14. The idea of setting up an informal Working Group from among
the members o~ Committee I might prejudge the question of where the
matter of the protection of journalists engaged in dangerous
missions in areas of armed conflict should be studied.
Accordingly,
he suggested that a small group should be selected by the President
from among the various bodies of the Conference to make a
recommendation to [lim whL:!h could in turn be communicated to the
Conference as a whole.

-
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15.
Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that members of Committee I could
not be blamed for the delay which had occurred in dealing with the
items assigned to it.
The complex subjects before Committee I
were fraught with difficulties and could not be dealt with quickly.
The real t~3k of the Committee was to find the best method of
reaffirming and developing international humanitarian law.
16.
He agreed with the Chairman that a Working Group should be
set up to deal with the procedural question of where the item
concerning the protection of journalists engaged in dangerous
missions in areas of armed conflict should be studied~ but he
considered that the Group should receive clear directives, and
asked who would give them.
17.
If the proposed Group was set up by the Conference it should
report to that body; if the Group was set up by Committee I it
should report to that Co~~ittee,
He was in favour of the Group
being set up by the Conference and receiving instructions from that
body.
18.
His delegation supported the freedom of the Press and wished
to ensure that journalists engaged in dangerous missions were given
effective protection.
19.
Mr. KUSSBACH (Austria) said that his delegation considered
that Committee I had enough work to do and that a solution to the
problem of the protection of journalists should ~e found which
would not overburden the Committee.
20.
He supported the suggestion made by the United Kingdom
representative, but pointed out that, at a meeting of the General
Commi ttee, 1. t had been suggeste':1 that a Workin; Group should be set
up to consider the question of the protection of journalists, and
that members of the g~oup should not belong to anyone Committee.
After a few meetings ~uch a group would submit a report to the
plenary Conference wLich after adoption could be transsitted to the
United Nations Secretary-General.
Certain members of the General
Committee, how~verj had expressed concern at that procedure, since
there was no rule of procedure which empowe~ed the President or the
Secretary-General of the Conference to set up the proposed Working
Group.
They had decided 9 therefore that the viorking Group should
be set up by Committee I and had requested the Secretary-General to
send a letter to the Chairman of Committee I to that effect.
j

21.
Mr. DIXIT (India) said that the Committee must face realities.
Members of Committee I had worked very hard and within a short space
of time fewer members would be ab12 to attend the Conference.
He
suggested~ therefore, that the item concerning the protection of
journalists should be referred back to the General Committee.
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22.
Mr. GIRARD (France) agreed that thE work of Committee I had
reached a critical phase.
In its two resolutions on the question
of the protection of journalists, the United Nations General
Assembly had expressed the wish that the Conference should submit
its observations and suggestions on the question of the protection
of journalists engaged in dangerous missions in areas of armed
conflict.

23.
In operative paragraph 1 of its resolution 4 (I) the
Conference had asked the Secretary-General of the Conference to
transmit to the Secretary-General of the United Nations its request
that additional time be allowed for the submission of its comments
and advice on the draft articles on the protection of journalists
engaged in dangerous missions in areas of armed conflict.
In
operative paragraph 2 of the same resolution the Conference had
decided to include the examination of the question as a matter of
priority in the agenda for its next session.
He thought. there~
fore, that it would be rather difficult again to ask the United
Nations Secretary-General if the matter could be delayed for another
year.
24.
He supported the suggestion that the General Committee should
be asked to deal with the problem and could not agree that the
matter should be referred back to the President of the Conference
since he had alre~dy studied it.
The proposed Working Group should
submit a report to whatever body the General Committee suggested.
25.
The French delegation would be glad to be a member of the
proposed Working Group.

26.
Mr. FREELAND (United King,dom) said that his delegation had
been unaware of what had taken ~lace in the Gen2ral Committee
concerning the question.
He understood that the proposed Working
Group would be composed of members of Committee I and that it would
make a recommendation to the President or to the Secretary-General
of the Conference on how the question should be dealt with
procedurally.
The only difference between that proposal and his
own was that he had suggested that it might be better for members
of the proposed Group to be selected from other bodies in addition
to Committee 1.

27.
When the advice of the working Group was received, a
recommendation could be made by the President to the plenary
Conference on how the problem should be handled.

28.
Mr. CUTTS (Australia) agreed that it would be impossible for
the Conference to decline a second time to respond to the request
made to it by the General Assembly.
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29.
As the representative of a country which had been one of the
sponsors of the General Assembly resolutions in question~ he
considered that the Chairman had suggested the best way of dealing
with the problem and said that his delegation would be glad to take
part in the Working Group.
30.
The CHAIRMAN referred to a letter he had received from the
Secretary-General of the Conference dated 25 February 1975, drawing
attention to the General Assembly's express request that the
Conference should deal with the question of the protection of
journalists engaged on dangerous missions in areas of armed conflict.
In his letter the Secretary-General of the Conference had stated
that it was essential to deal with the question and that the
Conference could not return the same dilatory answer as it had
given in 197~.
31.
The item concerning the protection of journalists had been
considered by the General Committee and by the President and the
Secretary-General of the Conference.
He would suggest that the
proposed Working Group should be composed of representatives of
States who had taken part in the discussions in the United Nations
General Assembly on the question of the protection of journalists
and of two members of each regional group.
32.
Mr. MILLER (Canada) suggested that i t would be better to
place emphasis on the representation of regional groups and of
any States interested.
33.
The CHAIRMAN agreed with that suggestion.
It would be for
the Working Group to decide whether a recolTunendation should be made
to the plenary Conference or to the General Com~ittee on the problem
of the protection of journalists engaged in dangerou~ missions in
areas of armed conflict.
The Chairman's suggestion was adopted by consensus.
3~.
The CHAIRMAN said that he would convene the Working Group on
Wednesday, 5 March.

The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF TEE T\\TENTY ~-SIXTH MEETING
held on Thursday, 13 March 1975. at 3.10 p,m.
Ch,irman:

Mro

HM1BRO

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I

(Norway)
CCDDH/l) Ccontinued)*

Report of Working Group A on articles 2 to 7 -CCDDH/I/235 and Corr.l)
1. The CHAIRMAN said that since there were a number of mistakes in
the report of Working Group A (CDDH/I/235 and Corr.l). the
Rapporteur had declined to accept responsibility for the document in
its present form.
He sugp,ested that the Committee adjourn for a
short time to enable Working Group A to reconsider its report, after
which the Chairman of that Group wOL~_ld submit it to the Committee.
2. Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic)) supported
by Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of 20viet Socialist Republics) and
Mr. LOUKYANOVITCH (Byelo~ussian Soviet Socialist Republic). said
~hat the Russian version of the document had not yet been circulated.
The meeting was susponded at 3.25 p.m,

~nd

resumed at 5.25 p,m,

3, The CHAIRMAN announced that Workin~ Group A had adopted its
report on the first part of d~aft Protocol I (CDDH/I/235 and
Corr.l), which was now before the Committee.
Since the Working
Group had consisted of a large part of the Committee itself. it
would probably not be necessary to repeat all the arguments already
put forward in the Group.
He therefor~ suggested that) instead of
reopening the discussion on all the proposals, delegations should
have an opportunity of expressj~~ their views ~hen ~xplaining their
vote.
Al~ views would be recLrded in the summary records. 
It was so

a~reed.

Sub--paragraphs (d) and (e)
Article 3 - Beginning and end of application (concluded)

4.

The CHAIRMAN suggest~d that: since article 2. sub-paragraphs
(d) and (~). and article 3 had already jeen a~reed by consens~s in
tEe Working Group. no formal vote was needed on those article~.

* Resumed from the tWEnty'-first meet:':'nr:.
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Article 2, sub-paragraphs (d)
adopted by consensus.

~nd (~)ll

and article

3~1

were

Article 4 - Legal status of the Parties to the conflict (concluded)
5.

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on article 4.

Mr. OBRADOVI6 (Yugoslavia) sai~ that his deleration had become
a co-sponsor of the joint amendment in document CDDH/I/59 and Add.l
and 2.

6.

7. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that his dele~ation too was now a
co-sponsor of the joint amendment and wished its name to be
included in the first paragraph on page 3 of the Working Group's
ieport (CDDH/I/235 and Corr.l).
8 • . Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Chairman of Working Group A, said that
two alternative texts for article 4 were included in square
bracket~ in the Working Group's report.
A corrected version of
the first of those was given in document CDDH/I/235/Corr.l.
9. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee would vote first on the
text furthest removed from the ori~inal, namely, the second text;
if that 1rJere adopted there 1tJOuld no lon"er by any need to vote on
the first;
if it were rejected the Committee could then vote on
the first version:
The second text in square brackets in article
by 46 votes to 11, with 14 abstentions.

4 was adopted

Article 4 as a whole was adonted by consensus.31

10. Mr. GIRARD (France) said that he had voted against the second
alternative ver~ion, not becaUSE he had any objection to the
substance, but because he considere~ that th~t proposal concerned
a provision of international law which had no place in article 4
of Protocol I.

11

For the text of article 2, sub-paragraphs (d) and (e) as
adopted see report of Committee I (CDDH/2l9/Rev.l, paras. 23-and
27) •

21 For the text of article 3 as adonted, see report of
Committee I (CDDH/219/Rev.l, p2.ra. 31).
}/ For the text of article 4 as adopted, see report of
Committee I (CDDH/2l9/Rev.l, para. 36).
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11. Mr. CUTTS (Australia) said that he ~ad voted against the
second alternativ~ version because, although he reco~nized that
the occupation of a territory did not change its le~alstatus,
that was a statement of principles of international law which was
irrelevant to the text under dIscussion.

12. Mr. FREELAND (Uni ted:;:j nQ."dom) said that his delegation had
also voted a~ainst that version not because it was opposed to the
principle involved but because it considered it out of place in
article II.
He would have preferred the first alternative, which
exactly reflected the asreed wordin~ of article 5, para~raph 5.
13. Mr. PICTET (Switzerlan~) said that his delegation did not
dispute the correctness, in substance, of the text which had just
been adopted.
The only reason why it had voted a~ainst it was
that it considered it to be a reaffirmation of a general principle
of international law which, in that form, was in its opinion
unnecessary in the Protocol.
It therefore nreferred the other
alternative.
14. Mr. CARON (Can3.da), '1r. PAR'l'SCH (Federal Republic of Germany),
Mr. PACK (Netherlands) and ~r. de 03RLIC~Y-BURIAN (Liechtenstein)
said that they had voted against the second alternative for the
same reasons as the precedin~ speakers.
15. Mr. SAARIO (Finland) and N:r. rmnILLO PUDIERA (Spain) said that
they had abstained because, althou~h it was an established rule of
international law that occupation did not affect the legal status
of a territory, their dele~ations did not consider it necessary to
include a specific provision on t>lat point in the Protocol.
16. Mr. de BREUCKER (Be17iu~) said that he had voted against
article ~ as drafted because it contained two statements of
principle which were quit~ unconnected:
one quite ri~htly referred
to the application of the Conventions and draft Protocol I;
the
other repeated the rule of international law that occupation did
not change the title to a territory.
Those two concepts should
not be lumped topether in the same article.
Belgiu~ attached
importance to the rule that occupation could not change the legal
status of a territory.
The fourth Ceneva Convention of 1949 was
based in part on that essential rule.
If, durin~ the consideration
of other articles of the Protocol it ap?eared rtesirable to restate
that principle in order to crm,' useful conclusions from it in the
field of hUli13.nitarian la1\', then his c~el~,'(ation would certainly
study the position vith the closest interest.
17. Mr. BONDIOLI-OSIO (Italy) said th?t. althou~h there was no
difference of meanin~ between the two versions of article 4, he
preferred the former because it was simpler and better expressed
the intention of the article.
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18.

Mr. WIELINGER (Austria) said that his delegation had voted
against article 4 only because) in its opinion, the wording of the
article had no place in a document like Protocol I with regard to
occupied territories; he agreed with the view of the delegation of
Finland th~t it was a rule of international law that the occupation
of a territory in no way affected the legal status of the territory
in question.
19. Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that his delegation had voted in
favour of the second alternative because the purpose of the
Conference was to reaffirm as well as to develop international
humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts.
It was therefore
necessary categorically to reaffirm that fundamental principle at
the appropriate moment.
The first alternative seemed to him too
vague.
20 . . Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt) said that he associated
himself with what the Iraqi representative had said.
He wished to
remind those speakers who had said that the principle reaffirmed in
the amendment just adopted had no place in Protocol I that not only
The Hague Regulations~1 but large parts of the fourth Geneva
Convention of 1949 were hased on the p~inciple in question.
He
failed to see how it could be out of place to mention one of the
basic assumptions underlying the Conventions in a Protocol designed
to supplement thos~ Conventions.
21. Mr. EL-MISBAH EL SADIG (Sudan) said that he agreed with the
Iraqi and Egyptian representatives.
Article 5 - Appointment of Protecting Powers and of their sUbstitute
(continued)*
Paragraph 4 bis
22. Mr. HERNANDEZ (Uruguay) said that the four Geneva Conventions
of 1949 and Protocol I would have to be applied by all those who
might be involved in armed conflicts.
He accordingly thought it
advisable that a few words should be inserted in paragraph 4 bis
to make it clear that the l1investiv,ation and reporting of violations"
referred specifically to the Conventions and the Protocols.

~I Annexed to The Hague Convention No. IV of 1907 concerning
the Laws and Customs of War on Land.
* Resumed from the nineteenth meeting.
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23. Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt), supported by
Mr. EL~MISBAH EL SADIG (Sudan), requested that consideration of
article 5, paragraph 4 bis be postponed till the next meeting of
the Committee.
It was so agreed.
Article 6 - Qualified persons (concluded)
24. The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Committee adopt article 6 by
consensus.
25. Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) said that his delegation had no
objection to the rest of the article, but it had proposed that
paragraph 3 be amended because it was not in consonance with the
draft of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).
In
the new version given in document CDDH/I/235~ it appeared that the
whole intention of the ICRC had been reversed.
26. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider article 6
paragraph by paragraph.
Paragraph 1
Paragraph 1, was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 2
27. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that his delegation understood
that it was not only the recruitment and training of qualified
personnel to facilitate the application of the Geneva Conventions
of 1949 and of the two Protocols and, in particular~ the activities
of the Protecting Powers which lay within the national competence 3
but also the composition of such personnel.
It was so agreed.
Paragraph 2 was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 3
28. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that, since paragraph 3 had been
discussed at length in the Working Group and certain reservations
had been expressed) he proposed that a vote be taken.
,I

29. Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic)~ supported
by Mr. LOUKYANOVITCH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic), said
that it had been agreed in the Working Group that the Russian
version of paragraDh 3 should correspond with the English, French
and Spanish versions except that three words - "esli sochtut
nuzhnym" ("if they deem it necessary") - would be added at the end.
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On that understanding, the Russian-speaking delegations would
not oppose a vote on the version of paragraph 3 given in document
CDDH/I/235.
30. The CHAIRMAN invited the Cow~ittee to vote on article 6 3
paragraph 3 in the English~ French and Spanish versions of document
CDDH/I/235~ it being understood that the Russian version would be
as read out by the Ukrainian representative.
Paragraph 3, was adopted by 67
abstentions.

vot~s

to one 3 with 4

31. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that he had abstained from
voting because his delegation considered that the paragraph imposed
excessive obligations on the Contracting Parties.
Paragraph

4

Paragraph

4~

was adopted by consensus.

Arti~le £ as a whole was adopted by consensus.~/
The meeting rose at 6.20 p.m.

~/ For the text of article 6 as adopted, see report of
Committee I (CDDH/219/Rev.l~ para.78).
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE TWENTY-SEVENTH MEETING
held on Friday: 14 March 1975, at 3.30 p.m.
Chairman:

Mr. HAMBRO

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/l) (continued)
Report of Working Group A on articles 2 to 7 (CDDH/I/235/Rev.l)
(continued)
Article 5 - Appointment of Protecting Powers and of their sUbstitute
(text referred back to the ~o~~ittee by Working Group A)
1.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that, in accordance with the wishes of
Working Group A (CDDH/I/235/Rev.l), the text proposed for a
paragraph 4 bis of article 5 should be discussed and that the
normal procedure should be followed for the other paragraphs.

It was so agreed.
2.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico). Chairman of Working Group A. replyihg
to a question by Mr. GRAEFRATH (German Democratic Republic). said
that when paragraph 4 bis had been discussed in the Working Group.
a number of questions had been left in abeyance and the represen
tatives of the United Nations Secretary-General and the ICRC had
not yet replied to those questions.
3.
Mr. OBRADOVIE (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B, said
that he thought that) like Working Group A, Working Group B should
hold a last meeting before the plenary meeting of th~ Conference
at which the Committee was to r~port on the reoults of its work.
It was so agreed.
Paragraph 4 bis
4.
Mr. OFSTAD (Norway) said that his delegation supported the
paragraph 4 bis proposed in the report of Working Group A
(CDDH/I/235/Rev.l).
That paragraph was necessary in order to
ensure that the victims of conflicts would have the assistance of
a Protecting Power in as many s~tuations as possible.

5.
The main purpose of the text was to give the United Nations a
locus standi in the designation of Protecting Powers.
It did not
create any new rights or obligations for the United Nations and
thus did not in any way run counter to the provisions of the Charter.
It left the United Nations free to act or not to act.
Moreover.
even if that text was not adopted. the United Nations could still
offer to act as a Protecting Power under article 5} paragraph 4,
proposed by the Working Group.
Furthermore, the United Nations
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se6urity Council could appoint Protecting Powers in cases affecting
international peace and security.
In such cases s its decision
would be binding in accordance with Article 25 of the United
Nations Charter.

6.
The functions assigned to the United Nations under para
graph 4 bis were limited to the designation of a bo~y to act as a
Protecting Power. . The United Nations could obviously choose a
United Nations body which offered all guarantees of impartiality
and ~ffectiv~ness3 su~h as the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, but it could also designate an outside
body such as the ICRC or the World Council of Churches.

1.···· Ai'though the Committee was not competent to discuss the
creation of special United Nations bodies responsible for the
implementation of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, the posltion
taken by the United Nations Secretary-General on that matter, as
.recorded in his report entitled "Respect for Human Rights in Armed
ConflictsVl (United Nations document A/8052s paras.246 and 249)
should be borne in mind.
8.
His delegation was prepared to accept the following amendments
to the 'proposed text, provided that they were generally acceptable:
first~ the text might become article 5 bis instead of a paragraph
of article 5;
second, the words "including the investigation and
reporting of violations 1, might be deleted;
third, the word
Ii assumed i1 might be replaced by
the word 1i arranged;i, in order to
avoid what some participants had called a subjective element.
Lastly, the words i1 which offers all guarantees of impartiality and
efficacy" might be inserted after the word 1fbody['.
,

9.

Mr. CACERES (Mexico) said that his delegation would like to

associate itself with the sponsors of the text proposed for
paragraph 4 bis.
10. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said that his
delegation understood the motives which had inspired the authors of
paragraph 4 bis.
No country was more concerned than his own to
improve the Protecting Powers system.
His delegation was, however,
compelled to oppose paragraph 4 bis.
11. The text proposed by Working Group A for article 5 was the
result of a difficult compromise which was not fully satisfactory
to anyone s but which was none the less a positive step.
His
delegation was ready to defend it and to oppose any amendment which
would have the effect of destroying that compromise and preventing
draft Protocol I from achieving the widest possible adherence
without reservations.
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12.
Moreover, as far as the substance of the text was concerned,
the functions of a Protecting Fower or substitute must be impartial
in every aspect; to involve the United Nations in the process
would be to introduce many political factors in the appointment of
the substitute and in its performance of its functions.

13.
The United Nations certainly had an important role to play in
the promotion of human rights) but history had shown that that role
was heavily political.
In Working Group A, the representative of
the United Nations Secretary-General had expressed doubts about the
legal capacity of the United Nations} under the Charter~ to carry
out the role that would be assigned to it under paragraph 4 bis.
14.
Mr. EL-FATTAL (Syrian Arab Republic) said that draft para
graph 4 bis reflected a strong trend of opinion which had first
become apparent at the Diplomatic Conference of 1949.
In its
Resolution 2$ that Conference had recommended that II • • • considera
tion be given as soon as possible to the advisability of setting up
an international body, the functions of which shall be, in the
absence of a Protecting ower; to fulfil the duties performed by
l7
the Protecting Powers".The United Nations Secretary-General
had reflected that trend in paragraph 246 of his report (A/8052).
It was not therefore true to say that paragraph 4 bis ran counter
to the United Nations Charter or that it introduced an innovation.
It was in perfect harmony with the Purposes and Principles of the
United Nations Charter 3 from both the humanitarian and the security
point of view.
It was designed solely to establish an organic
link between the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the two draft
Protocols 3 on the one hanc; and the Articles of the Charter relating
to the protection of human rights, on the other.
To oppose it was
to show a lack of confidence in the United Nations.
15.
In conclusion, he pointed out that very few developing
countries were represented in Working Group A.
16.
Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that the United Nations had
always attached particular importance to the development of
humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts, as could be seen
from the various resolutions adopted by the General Assembly since
the International Conference on Human Rights held at Teheran in
1968.

1/

Final Record of the Diplomatic Conference of Geneva of 1949,
Vol. 13 p.361.
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17.
His delegation thought that the United Nations could playa
part in the designation of Protecting Powers, with the consent of
the Party concerned, and that was why it had submitted its
amendment (CDDH/I/18) to article 5.
It therefore endorsed the
motives which had prompted the proposal in paragraph 4 bis, as also
the comments of the Norwegian representative, but it stressed that
the powers of the United Nations could not extend beyond those
expressly assigned to it in the paragraph under consideration.
18.
Mr. PICTET (Switzerland) said that his delegation appreciated
the intentions of the authors of paragraph 4 bis, the more so since,
like them~ it thought that the Parties to a conflict should not be
able to oppose the appointment of Protecting Powers or a substitute
indefinitely.
The lengthy discussions in the Working Group had,
however, confirmed the fact that mosv delegations were still opposed
to a more coercive system .
.19.
Furthermore, his delegation did not think that paragraph 4 bis
in its present form would really strengthen the machinery providea-
for in article 5.
On the contrary, the adoption of that paragraph
might upset the balance of article 5;
that article was the outcome
of difficult negotiations and his delegation, for its part,
wholeheartedly endorsed it.
His delegation was therefore unable
to support paragraph 4 bis.
20.
r~. de BREUCKER (Belgium) paid a tribute to the authors of
paragraph 4 bis, which bore witness to their anxiety to ensure a
strict control) which the Parties would be unable to avoid, of the
application of the Conventions.
The absence of a Protecting Power
or a substitute in a large number of conflicts had undoubtedly
prompted the proposed text.
21.
Paragraph 4 bis simply gave the United Nations the right to
designate a body to undertake the functions of Protecting Power,
without specifying what authority that body would exercise with
respect to the Parties to the conflict.
22.
If it was to be a body acting as a substitute, designated and
accepted by the Parties to the conflict, it must be acknowledged
that the designation of such a humanitarian and impartial body
belonging to the United Nations family ~as already possible under
the existing law (first paragraph of Article 10 of the first and
second Geneva Conventions of 1949).
23.
If it was to be a body which the United Nations was empowered
to impose on the Parties - and that was the course advocated by the
Norwegian delegation - the proposal could not be envisaged in the
framework of the system which the Conference was developing.
The
system of Protecting Powers was based on a tripartite agreement:
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consent of the candidate Power, designation by one Party to the
conflict, and acceptance by the other.
hccording to paragraph 4 biL,
the substitute would be imposed on the requesting Power in the same-
way as on the adverse Party and the constraint on both Parties would
be established on behalf of an unspecified botj which the Protocol
would give the United Nations the right to designate.
That would
be sufficient to upset the balanc~ of article 5.

24.
According to the views expressed by the observer for the
United Nations in Working Group A, it was the duty of States to
respect the Conventions above all and to set up control machinery
in conformity with them.
If the United Nations was to consider
setting up a body superimposed on States in order to apply
humanitarian law in a spirit of compJete neutrality and impartiality,
or if it considered itself able to entrust that task to an external
body - as had indeed been suggested - it would have to be considered
whether such a decision Has in conformity ,\lith the Purposes and
Principles of the United Nations Cha~ter, and the Conference would
not be cowpetent to do 80.
25.
Moreover, the division of competence between the body
designated by the United Nations dn( the Prot3cting Power, supposing
that all or part of the functions of the Protecting Power had not
been discharged. would raise extrsm21y complex problems because of
the parallel actions 0f one body t~at had ~een accepted and one
that had been imposed.
Such problems wou:d be so complex that
States might perhaps be discouraged from assuming the duties of
Protecting Power.
26.
His delegation was therefore unable to support article 5,
paragraph 4 bis withi~ the Conference.
Its attitude did not
reflect in any way .)n the merit., vihich his couCltry recognized, of
the action of the United Nations in the matter of human rights,
which was reflected in the pstablishment of appropriate instruments
of great value ever since the adoption of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.
T'~e Dni ted rIa tion::" was also active in the many
bodies connected with it whose task it was to develop and to
encouraGe respect for hUlT,an rights af,d f'un-jaji1ental freedoms.
The
United Nations could and should continue iti &ction in the field of
human rights, since conflicts still b~oke out in the world~ and,
through the appropriate channels, i~ should call upon the Parties
to such conflicts to respect the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and,
when it was a case of applying ·~ticlc 3 COQmon to those Conventions,
to extend the unduly nar~ow field of ap01ic2tion of that article by
making a wide use of the other p~ovisions adopted in 1949.
27.
Mr. EL ARABY (Arab Republic uf Egypt) thanked the Mexican
delegation for joining the a~th0rs of ~aragraph 4 bis.
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28.
He wholeheartedly endorsed the remarks of the representatives
of Norway and of the Syrian Arab Republic.
Referring to the
statement made by the representative of the United Nations
Secretary-General in Working Group A, he pointed out that the
General Assembly had frequently advocated an improvement of the
system of Protecting Powers,
that was the reason for the proposal
in paragraph 4 bis.
He pointed out to the delegations which
found it difficult to support that paragraph as it stood that the
authors had asked in vain for proposals for its amendment.
The
Arab Republic of Egypt, as a sovereign State, was· aware of the
importance of the principle of consent but considered that it
should be abandoned in the case dealt with in paragraph 4 bis.
29.
Mr. BONDIOLI-OSIO (Italy) said that J in the opinion of his
delegation, paragraph 4 bis should be considered in the light of
the efforts already madeto reach agreement on the text of
article 5 .
. 30.
Paragraph 4 bis introduced an;additional constraint on the
Parties to the conflict.
Through the United Nations, a sort of
court of appeal would be set up to supervise the way in which the
Protecting Power performed its functions, and that might discourage
the Government designated as Protecting Power from accepting that
responsibility.
Moreover, the fact that the competent authority,
whether the United Nations General AssemblYJ Security Councilor
Secretary-General~ was not specified could lead to difficulties of
interpretation, as had been pointed out by the representative of
the Secretary-General himself.
31.
The Italian delegation realized, of course, that the authors
of paragraph 4 bis had wished to ensure that the Protecting Power
would be able, at all times, tc discharge its .~unctions to the
fullest extent, in itself a most desirable thing;
nevertheless; it
was sometimes better to leave well alone, and his delegation was
afraid that the adoption of draft paragraph 4 bis might upset the
balance of article 5; which provided for effective supervisory
machinery while respecting the principle of the consent of the
Parties to the conflict.
32.
Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that his country had always
given the most careful attention to the possibility of improving
the Protecting Power system having regard both to the gaps in
Article 10 of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and to those cases
where there was no Protecting Power or SUbstitute.
His delegation
therefore fully understood the intentions of the authors of
paragraph 4 bis and their desire to rectify an omission.
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33.
The text provided) however, for intervention by the United
Nations for the purpose of designating a body to undertake the
functions of a Protecting Power.
Bearing in mind the competence
of the United Nations in the sphere of human rights~ the Spanish
delegation wished to make cert, in comments on .;hat point.
First ~
the United Nations could alv.rays be asked to designate a body under
the provisions of the first paragraph of Article 10 of the
Conventions~ while respecting the three--sided agreement upon which
it was intended that the system of the Protecting Power should be
based,
secondly. it should not be forgotten that~ by providing
that the United Nations should fill any gap that might occur, it
was being proposed that the objective should be attained outside
the framework of the Geneva Conventions and of the Protecting
Power system; lastly; the United Nations, owing to its essentially
political character) would introduce a disturbing element into the
delicate machinery which Working Group A had endeavoured to set up
in article 5.
34.
For those reasons, his
paragraph 4 bis.

dele~ation

was not prepared to support

35.
Mrs. CHEVALLIER (Holy See) said she agreed with those
representatives who had expressed doubts as to the precise scope
of paragraph 4 bis.
36.
In principle, her delegation was prepared to consider
favourably any proposal that would ensure that ~ Protecting Power
or substitute was appointed as quickly as possible and that it
would be able to carry out its functions normally in the event of
a conflict.
But she was concerned about the precise implications
of the texts drafted by Horking Group A) and she therefore wished
to put two questions to the aut~ors of paragra,h 4 bis.

37.
The first was, what would be the status, and more particularly
the legal status~ of the body to be designated by the United Nations
under paragraph ~ -bis?
Reference had
been made in a previous
-J
statement to the guarantees which such a bOdy should offer and she
wished to know on what basis those guarantees would be assessed.
j

38.
Secondly, over and above all the difficulties of a technical
nature already referred tOj would the designation by the United
Nations of the body in question carry with it any coercive element?
39.
Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet 30cialist Republic) said he
understood the objectives of the authors of paragraph 4 bis, the
effect of which "ras to strengthen the machinery for appointing
Protectirig Powers and their suostitutes.
However, th~ paragraph
also dealt with a special situation, n2mely one in which all or
part of the functions of the Protecting Power, including the
investigation and reporting of violatioi;s) might not have been
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carried out.
But it was not possible to use a special situation
as a basis for rules of humanitarian law that would constitute a
principle governing the designation of the Protectini Power.
Moreover~ he had already emphasized that it was indispensable that
the agreement of the Parties sLould be obtained in designating a
body responsible for discharging the functions of the Protecting
Power.
40.
From the practical point of view, if the Protecting Powers or
their substitute were designated without the agreement of the
Parties, they would be unable to discharge their functions
effectively.

41.
From the legal point of vielt! s i t was surely inconceivable
that the United Nations should be asked to designate a body to
undertake the functions of the Protecting Power, when there was no
mention of such a possibility in the 1949 Geneva Conventions .
.When one took into consideration the rather negative opinion
expressed in Working Group A by the representative of the United
Nations Secretary-General" parag~a~h 4 bis left a feeling of
uncertainty and its adoption would lead~ serious difficulties.

42.
It would also be necessary to know which organ of the United
Nations would designate the Protecting Power.
Article 5 drafted
by Working Group A provided for a tripartite arrangement for
designating Protecting Powers and th~ir substitute.
43.

His delegation would vote against paragraph 4 bis.

44.
Mr. FACK (Netherlands) said he fel~ bound to state that his
delegation had doubts about paragraph 4 bis.

45.
His country had always observed the provisions of the United
Nations Charter, but it had to be remembered that the United
Nations was concerned with the maintenance of world peace and
security and that its aims were primarily political.
The ICRC,
on the other hand, was essentially an apolitical and humanitarian
body.
46.
The United Nations comprised four political organs, one legal
organ and one administrative organ.
H~ wondered which would be
the text and the
the body to be designated under paragraph 4 bis:
commentaries were not very clear,

47.
If it was a political organ, humanitarian protection would be
subject to political judgment~ and that was contrary to the aims of
humanitarian law.
In that connexion, the Committee should bear in
mind the doubts expressed by the representative of the United
Nations Secretary-General.
There were of course certain bodies
such as the Office of the Unit2d Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees whose activities were of a humanitarian nature, but were
nevertheless very limited in scope.
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48.
It was not certain whether the victims of armed conflic~s
would derive any benefit if the para~raph were adopted.
In his
view~ the article 5 drafted by Workinc Group A represented a
balanced compromise which the Committee ought to adopt as it stood.
Consequently, he would vote agc:~nst paragraph 1.[ bis.
49.
Mr. CUT'l'S (Australia) said that his delet;ation could not
accept paragraph Ii bis.
At the end it v'as stated that ;;the United
Nations may designa~a body to undertake these functions", but no
reference was made to the consent of the Parties.
The Parties to
the conflict were thus unaer constraint where the designation of
the Protect ins Power was concernec..
50.
There had been some differences of opinion in the Working
Group over the designation and acceptance of the Protectin~ Power;
then, after lengthy ne[otiations, the Group had reached a compromise
on the machinery for the designation of a Protecting Power and the
acceptance of the good offices of the ICRC with a view to the
designation of a Protecting Power and) failing that) assumption of
the functions of a sUbstitute.
51.
If paragraph 4 bis Vfere adopted _ the basic compromise would be
jeopardized, for the paragraph stressed the element of constraint
whereas article 5 was concerned rather ~ith the maintenance of
State sovereignty.
52.
If para~raph 4 bis were adopted. his dele~ation would have to
reconsider its posi tiOil wi th re,~ard to article 5 as a T~Thole.
The
new ;Jrovision contributed. nothinf.:, to humanitilrian law, and created
a danGerous precedent.
His viel 's in that respec t were the same as
those of the Netherland.s recresentative.
A

53.
Mr. GfAEFRATH (German Demccratic Republic) said he had already
had occasion to explain his dele~ation's position in Working Group A.
He appreciated the ideas of the authors of paragraph 4 bis and
shared their desire to ensure implementation of the Conventions and
draft Protocol I witn a view to protectinpthe victims of armed
conflicts> WllicIi still too;< place des~~'i te the e;enerHl prohibition
of the use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of a State.
54.
His delecation fully understocti why certain States had insisted
that violations of the Conventions and draft Protocol I should be
the subj ect of investigations and reports, as laid down in para-·
graph 4 bis.
The United ~ations or some of its specialized
agencies had~ in certain well··Lno1im C3.ses 0 investigated and reported
on violations of human ri~hts" the Geneva Conventions and especially
of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949.
But, although he approved
of the activities undertaken by those bodies, he aid not feel that
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the United Nations or its specialized agencies should assume the
functions of a Protecting Power or a sUbstitute.
A Protecting
Power or a substitute could only exercise its functions with the
consent of the Parties s as provided by the Geneva Conventions of
1949~ and as the Committee had clearly reaffirr;'ed when it
unanimously adopted the definition given in article 2, sub
paragraph Cd) of draft Protocol I.
The Committee had no power
to alter that fundamental rule of the Conventions.

55.
It would be dangerous to conpel the Protecting Power or the
substitute to assume the functions of an authority called on to
make investigations, or to link the humanitarian functions of the
said Power to political issues in such a way that States would
probably permit the body before which political and legal accusa
tions of violations of the Protocol and Conventions were brought
to determine whom a State must accept as Protecting Power or
substitute.
56.
He did not agree that the United Nations should be called
upon to designate a body to undertake the functions of Protecting
Power~ without the consent of the Parties.
He would therefore
vote against paragraph D bis.
57.
He expressed the hope that the authors of the paragraph would
withdraw their proposal. for Working Group A had reached a carefully
studied compromise on article 5.
Para[,raph 4 bis - especially if
corresponding reservations were nat permitted - would not only make
it impossible for certain delegations to adopt article 5, but would
challenge the acceptability of draft Protocol I as a vJhole.
He
still hoped that a vote on the paragraph could be avoided.
58.
Hr. PREELAND (United Kin;-;dom) said that, very reluctantly. he
had come to the conclusion that his deleGation must oppose the
adoption of paragraph 4 bis.
The object tif article 5 was to
enhance the effectiveness in practice of the syste~ for securing
the operation of Protecting Powers.
His delegation strongly
supported that aim and would indeed have liked the compromise text
to go further in the direction of ensuring that there were
Protecting Powers or bo~ies to perform the function of Protecting
Powers, in all situations of armed conflict to whicJl Protocol I
would apply.
It seemed clear, howeve~, that the proposal by
Norway and cert~in Arab countries went too far, havins regard to
present international attitudes; for it introduced an element of
constraint which other delegations found unacceptable.
In Working
Group A some delegations had tak0n as their point of departure a
position of princirle that the consent of the Parties was necessary
in each case as a pre-'condition for tIle functionin§c of ProtectinG
Powers.
From what they had said. there seemed a strong likelihood
that. if paragraph 4 bis were to be adopteC, that would call in
question the participation of thobe delegations in the Protocol.
That result would not enhance the effectiveness of the system.
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59.
The Norwegian repre:5entative had indicated that paragraph 4 bis
could become an article 5 bis and therefore be accepted with
reservations.
But that outcome also would not enhance the effec·~
tiveness of the system.
60.
The United Kingdom dele~ation would therefore vote against
paragraph LI bis) even if ari'.ended in accordance with the Norwegian
proposal.
61.
Mr. PARTSCH (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his
delegation would have preferred proposal II for article 5, para
graph 3 of draft Protocol I.
It had several objections to make
regarding the automatic operation of paragraph 4 bis.
As had been
stated by the representative of the United NationSSecretary~General~
that organization had special responsibilities in the field of peace
and security,
His delegation doubted whether those responsibilities
were fully compatible with the functions envisaged in paragraph 4 bis.
Under no circumstances should the United Nations system be mixed up
with the existing machinery for safeguarding humanitarian law.
62.
Miss MANEVA (Bulgaria) subscribed to the reservations formul
ated by the previous speakers.
The text of paragraph 4 bis was
imprecise and would Give rise to difficulties.
It ran counter to
the principle of securinc the consent of the Parties to the conflict
for designation and acceptance of the Protecting Power.

63.
She joined the representative of the German Democratic Republic
in hoping that a vote on para~raph 4 bis could be avoided.
If it
could not~ she would vote against the parap:raph.

64.
[~. ABDUL-MALIK (Niceria) said he considered that the six
paragraphs of article 5 proposed by the United Stat~s delegation
and approvec: by Working Group A -,!Jere an improveiJlent on the ICRC
text.
They were also a compromises but there were still some gaps.
Paragraph 4 bis sought to fill those gaps.
On numerous occasions 3
from Resolution 2 of the 1949 Diplomatic Conference to the latest
statement by the representative of the United Nations Secretary
General~ appeals had been ~ade for the creation of standing machinery
for the desiGnation of Protecting Powers, but nothing concrete had
been done~
for that reason, the initiative of Norway and certain
Arab countries was a happy one.
It had his full support.
Never-'
theless, certain editorial changes should be made to the text to
make it more consonant with the law of the United Nations and the
Geneva regime.

65.
The time had come to create a body of last resort:
since
paragraph 4 bis was a step in that direction. his delegation could,
under the exceptional circumstances _ accept its autor'latic operation~
which would, however, be unacceptable in another context.
All
things considered, and despite its ~issivings about other aspects of
the text; his delegation could accept paragraph 4 bis.
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66.
r~. TORRES AVALOS (Argentina) said that his delegation had
studied paragraph 4 bis with interest.
It had listened carefully
to the statement madeby the representative of the United Nations
Secretary-General in Working Group A.
It still had doubts,
however~ about the lesal aspect~.
67.

He wondered whether the text of paragraph 4 bis was in
conforl!li ty with the r'rovisions of the United Hatior-isCharter, and
whether it could really be adopted.
Por that reason, although
rather attracted by the underlying philosophy of the draft~ his
delegation would abstain in the vote.

68.
The CHAIRr!AN said he unders tood the Non,regian representa ti ve
wished paragraph 4 bis (CDOH/I/235/Rev.l) to be put to the vote.
In view" hm·/ever, ofthe appeal by two delegations> he asked the
Norwegian representative whether he maintained his proposal.

69.

Mr. LONGVA (Norway) said he di6 not withdraw the proposal.

70.

The CHAIRMAN put

para~raph

4 bis to the vote.

Paragraph 4 bis was rejected by 32 votes to 27) with 16
abstentions.

71.

Mr. PICTET (International Committee of the Red Cross) SalQ
that while the IeRe was pleased to place the technical skill of its
experts at the Diplomatic Conference's disposal, it did not consider
that it should take a stand on provisions which mainly concerned
Governments.
It "';2.S for them alone to decide on the commitments
they wished to undertake.
That was the reason for the ICRe's
frequent reticence ~uring the Conference.
In article 5, at present
under discussion, however. special f~nctions of great importance
"Jere envisaged for the ICnC, anc:, it would therei'ore be useful for
delegations to know its views on the subject.
72.
The IeRe had taken note of the article 5 submitted to the
Committee, and it welcomed the fact that the delez;ations particip~
ating in the discussions of \Jorkin[~ Group A had attached prime
importance to the strengtheninl:~ of the Protecting Power system and
had cone,idered artic Ie 5 to 1; e a key provision.

73.

No one) he thought, would be sur,rised or upset if he said
that the IeRC had not fo~nd ~ perfect wording.
It would perhaps
still be possible to make certain adjustments of forQ at a later
stage.
In article 5, paragraph 3. for instance~ the IeRC was
placed on a footinc of competition with other bodies; not specified,
and that might lead to practical difficulties.
Without asking for
a monopoly. which it had never contemplated) the IeRC would have
liked a more definite priority to be established in its favour.
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74.
In paragraph 4, the wording was also unsatisfactory;
were repetitions and vasue terms.

there

75.

Everyone realized_ of course~ that the texts in question were
the outcome of patient work and a real effort to achieve concilia
tion within Working Group A.
The ICRC had therefore asked him
as its Vice--President;) to inform the Committee that it was able, on
the whole, to undertake the tasks assigned to it even if complex
conditions were attached to them.
He would like~ however, in
connexion with that agreement in principle; to make two comments on
paragraph 4 for inclusion in the summary record.
j

76.
The ICRC had been gratified by the confidence that had once
again been placed in it.
As it had often had occasion to say~ it
had never dreamt of acting as substitute for the Protecting Powers
without the consent of the Parties to the conflict.
77.
Pa~agraph 4 was concerned only with the role of substitute
which the ICRe might be called upon to play.
That role was there
fore quite distinct from, and could in no way affect, the ICRC's
main role under the Geneva Conventions.
The Conventions expressly
assigned many tasks to the ICRC, and they recognized 9 in Article 9
common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 (Article 10 of the fourth
Convention) that the ICRC had a general right of initiative in
respect of the activities it might have to undertake on behalf of
the victims of armed conflicts, with the agreement of the Parties
concerned.
The new provision could in no way restrict, therefore~
the IeRe's traditional role.
78.
The ICRC would like a similar provision to Article 9 to be
included in the Protocols; in a place to be decided upon~ not
necessarily in article 5.
His second comment concerned the procedure provided for in
79.
paragraph 4 for a possible offer by the IeRe. after undertaking
consultations; to assume the task of substitute for the Protecting
Powers.
If, however, there had to be such consultations, without
publicity of course" the IeRe could obviously not keep the result
secret.
It would have to say in the end whether its collaboration
was accepted or not.
80.
He hoped that the discussions would give rise to conclusions
so that the control system; based mainly on the Protecting Powers,
could function harmoniously without its even being necessary to
resort to a substitute.
81.
He thanked the representatives of Governments for the trust
they continued to place in the ICEC, for without that trust the
ICRC could not successfully discharge the functions of which it
would, he believed; prove worthy.
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82~
The CHAIRMAN suggested that a vote should be taken on
paragraphs 1 to 7 of draft Protocol I; article 5.

83.

~1r. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) pointed
that the present wording of article 5 paragraphs 1 to 7, was
the result of long and strenuous efforts and he urged delegations
to accept the text as submitted.

ou~

j

34.
The CHAIREAN asked that rsembers of the Committee should
confine themselves to explanations of votes.

85.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico); Rapporteur, who had acted as Chairman
of Working Group A, said that the Drafting Committee must decide
whether ,the word Y'parties" should be li'ri tten with a capital or a
small letter.
86.. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) asked that a separate vote should be
taken on paragraph 1.
It was so agreed.

87.
r1r. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that Romania should be added ~9
the delegations which had expressed reservations on paragraph 1.
Paragraph 1
ParaGraph 1 Has adopted by 72 votes to one

j

with 2 abstentions.

Paragraph 2
Paragraph 2 was adopted by consensus.
Paragrap11 3

0SI

88.
The CHAIRMAN observed that two delegations those
Switzerland and Spain. had submitted amendment proposals.
j

89.
Mr. PICTET (Switzerland) said that the purpose of his
delegation's amendment was to stress the priority that should be
given to the ICRC in the matter of ~ood offices.
He would not
press for a vote to be taken on the prtiposal but would leave it to
the Drafting Committee to find a solutiono

2/

See foot-note

* in the report of

Workin~

Group A

(CDDH/I/235/Rev.l).
See foot-note
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90.
Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that his delegation main
tained its amendment proposing priority for the ICRC.
He suggested~
moreover; that a separate vote should be taken on the last sentence
of paragraph 3~ beginning with t'rte words) JlFor that purpose it
i;
may

91.
The CHAIRlI1AN suggested that a vote should first be taken on
the Spanish amendment, then on the last sentence of paragraph 3 and
finally on the paragraph as a whole.
It was so

agree~.

'.Che Spanish amendment was rej ected by 13 votes to 20> with
37 abstentions,

The last sentence of paragraph 3 was adopted by 61 votes to
none, with 4 abstentions.
Paragraph 3, as a whole, was adopted by 65 votes to none,
wi th 3

abstentio~13.

Paragraph 4
92.
Mr. EL ARf\.EY (Arab Republic of Egypt) recalled that his
delegation had pointed out to Working Group A the discrepancy
between the text of p2~agraph 4 and that of paragraph 3 of Article 10
common to the 1949 Conventions.
In fact, the latter had rightly
been interpreted as containing a compulsory element.
On behalf of
the co··sponsors of amendment CDDP/I/75" 1']e wished to submit an
amendment to article 5) parag~aph 4.
,

93.

Mr. GRAEF~ATH ~German Democratic Republic), speaking on a
point of on.. er pointed ou t tba~ under rule 3e of the rules of
procedure, amendments to texts being voted upon could not be
submitted orally after the vote had begun.
J

94.
Nr. EL ARABY (A~·'ab Repub lie of Egypt)., supported by
Mr. EL··FATTAL (Syrian Arab Republic) and. Mr. EL~·j\1JISBAH EL SADIG
(Sudan), propoLed that voting be postponed on paragraph 4, for
unless the new amendment to article 5. paragraph 4~ proposed by the
co-sponsors of paragraph 4 bis was 8onsidered, they would have no
alternative but to ask for avote on am8ndment CDDH/II75.
95.
The CHAI:Sj\lA~'j, supported by fIr. BE'I'TAUER (United States of
America), Mr. CUTTS (Australia). ?'lr. BOEYLEV (Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics) and f1r ,_Lp:CK (Netherlands) reqL"'2sted that the
voting should continue.

96.

nr. Ji'ACK (Nei.;herlands) 5aid that a proposal which could not be
considered by the Committee could be subnitted to a plenary meeting
of the Conference.
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Mr. 'I'ARCICI (Yemen) proposed that the meeting be suspended.

98.
The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal to suspend the
meeting.
That proposal was rejected by 32 votes to 213 with 4
abstentions.
Paragraph 4 was adopted by 53 votes to 10, with R abstentionE.
Paragraph 5

99.
The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the deletion of the words in
square brackets ~. ;;In accordance with article 4 - in the text of
that paragraph.
100. In support of the submission of r"r. £L ARABY (Arab Republic
of Egypt) that the vote should be on the deletion of the brackets
in question, Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt) pointed out that
at the time of the adoption of that paragraph in the Working Group.
two versions of 'lrticle i! had been referreo. to the Committee from
which to choose; one of those would have rendered superfluous
the reference in article 5) paragraph 4 to article 4, hence the
brackets.
But, as that version had not been adopted by the
Commi ttee;; the reference VJas logically valid and the vote should
be on the deletion of the braclcets and not on the reference within
them.
101. The CHAIRMAN asked representatives if they accepted
paragraph 5 in that form.
Paragraph 5 was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 6
fiir. FREELAND (United EingdoT:l; said that althour;h he consid
ered the scope of the "wrds "accordin~ to the Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations" too restrictive" his delegation would vote
for paragraph G on thE: u;lderstanding that the Drafting Committee
would be in a position to consider the replacement of those words,
for purposes of clarification. by a phrase such as din accordance
with conventional or customary rules of international law relating
to diplomatic relations\;.
102.

j

103. The CHAIRr,'!AN;; replying to 1'1r. EL~·FAT'I'AL (Syrian Arab Republic)
and Mr. SOOD (India). said that ~-question of drafting was involved.
Paragraph 6 was adopted by

c0nsen~:;us.

-
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ParaGraph "{
ParaGraph 7 was adopted by consensus.
Article

.

.

4/

5 as a whole waf adopted by consensus.

S'lATSrmNT BY THE nEPfLESLNTATIVL

QI.'

THL SOVEHEIGN ORDER OF MAL'IA

104.
Mr. DLCAZES (Sovereign Order of Malta) said that during the
Committee's delib~rations t~at day) reference had been made to
bodies which could, if necessary) act as substitute for the
Protectinc Power.
In ttat connexien he thou[ht it would be a good
moment to explain to delegations th~ very special and unique inter
national status of the Soverei[n OrGcr of [1alta and its activities.
105.
'I'he SOVerelf'n Order of l[alta 1;[[;.S a subject of international
public law with operational sove~eicnty. the right to appoint and
receive envoys and the ritht to conclude treaties.
It was one of
the most Ions-standing subjects of international public law.
106.
It had in fact enjoyed that status without interruption for
centuries c and at the present time was diplomatically reco[nized by
about forty Pevers bound tOLether cy common huuanitarian interests.
Those countries were all represented at the present meeting, and he
welcomed the occasion to thank there for the interest and support
they constantly demonstrated.
107.
The Order's traditional task was to assist the wounded victims
of armed conflicts.
It also provided aid to the victims of natural
catastrophes.
At the international level) it undertook. or parti
cipated in. organized works for refu~ees, emicrants; exiles. and the
sick in general_ particularly lepers and abandoned children.
108.
In the exercise of its secular ana humanitarian mission. the
Order was inspireJ by the principles of total impartiality and
neutrality.
It offered assistance to alJ. those who had need of it,
without distinction of nationality. race) cree~. status or location.
It complied with trw conventions in force in the context of inter-'
national humanita~ian law, includin r the Ceneva Conventions.
109.
For that purpose;; it had forty ambass::1_dors in Africa, La tin
America. Asia. Europe an~ the ~~iddlo East; well equipped groups in
many of the countries of those continents) and personalities who
were members of the Order and ~ualified in the diplomatic, military.
medical, legal and humanitarian fields.

4/

For the text of article ~ as adopted see the report of
Committee I (CDDf-l/21<j/Rev.l" paras. J!2J l- t 5) 52, ')0, 6 1f> (8
and 71)
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Thus, as in the past~ the Order had been able to intervene~
and effectively, on the occasion of recent conflicts and
catastrophes.
It had s for example~ been able to carry
functions of substitute for the Protecting Power at the
the Suez conflict of 1956.
The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH MEETING
held on Monday, 17 March 1975. at 10.20 a.m.
C~airman:

Mr. HAMEEO

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/l) (continued)
Report of Working Group A on articles 2 to 7 (CDDH/I/235/Rev.l)
(concluded)
Article 5 ~ Appointment of Protecting Powers and of their substitute
(concluded)
1.
Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that his delegation had voted
against paragraph 1 of article 5 of Protocol I, the provisions of
which seemed to him to be an extension rather than a revision of
Articles 8 and 9 of the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
Article 5~
paragraph 4 showed clearly that the procedure for the designation
and the functioning of the substitute for the Protecting Powers
was subject to the consent of the Parties to the conflict.
2.
Mr. CARON (Canada) said that his delegation was convinced
that article 5~ as adopted. strengthened the Protecting Power
system, for it was clear, practical and progressive.
In addition,
it offered the advantage of having been adopted by consensus.

3.
His delegation did not subscribe to the reservations expressed
by some delegations with regard to the words ilwithout prejudice to
the right of any other impartial humanitarian organization to do
likewise l ; since that expression merely stated a fact and in no way
altered the obligation laid dow~. in paragraph j or the priority
given to the ICRC; moreover, the ICRC was the only body on which
that paragraph imposed an obligation.
As the Swiss representative
had pointed out at the twenty-seventh (CDDH/I/SR.27) meeting of the
Committee. Articles Si and 10 commrm to the first three Conventions
(Articles 10 and 11 of the fourth) remained fully valid.

4.
Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt) said that his delegation
had accepted article 5, but had voted against its paragraph 4 since
it considered that paragraph imperfect and dangerous.
It was
imperfect because it fell short of achieving the desired humani
tarian objectives.
Its basic defence was that it achieved
consensus on a controversial issue which was subject to reservations
in the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
But that consensus was between
East and West and did not raIl; the thjrd world countries which had
been very poorly represented in tte discussions and. as shown by
the vote on paragraph 4 bis) ~ere dissatisfied with paragraph 4
which they considered insufficient to aC!lieve the humani tarian
purposes of the Conference.
That was particularly unfortunate
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since it was in the third world that armed conflicts were taking
place at present and were more probable in the future.
The East
and West were legislating on a subject in which third world
countries were the most directly interested parties. without taking
their views sufficiently into consideration.

5.
Paragraph 4 was also dangerous.
Indeed~ article 5, as adopted,
dealt with two different aspects: first. the procedure of
appointing the Protecting Powers; and in this respect its
contribution (paragraph 3) was positive, though modest; and second,
the sUbstantive obligation for the Parties to accept a substitute
and in that respect the present text was dangerous because being
retrogressive in relation to the third paragraph of Article 10
common to the first three GeneV2. Conventions of 1949 (Article 11 of
the fourth Convention), which imposed a much stronger obligation on
the Parties than did article 5) paragraph 4 the latter provlslon
could be used retroactively to interpret the former in a restrictive
manner, bringing it down to its own level.
6.

It would therefore be a serious mistake to adopt that provision
in plenary without specifying that it related exclusively to
paragraph 1 of common Article 10, and that it had no incidence on
paragraph 3 of that Article.

7.

He welcomed the statement by the ICEe representative at the
twenty-seventh ~eeting (CDDU/I/SR.27) since it indicated a willing
ness on the part of the ICRC to playa more active role in the
future than in the past.
He also welcomed t~le declaration that the
ICRC did not seek a ~onopoly in the humanitari~n field) and
expressed the hope that that organization would. in deed as well as
in word. endeavour to join with other organs interested in the
humanitarian field, in order to increase the possibilities open to
the Parties to the conflict of finding an accep~able substitute.
Such an attitude was particularly important now that paragraph 4,
by specifically mentioning the ICRC, attributeG to it a priority in
negotiating with the Parties the possibilities of an acceptable
offer from a suitable substitute.

8.
Mr. AL-·FALLOUJI (Irc.q) said that his dele3;ation had been
surprised to hear some sreakers refer to the United Nations as a
political or basically political organization, while acknowledging
the importance of its activities in connexion with human rights,
and maintain that the United Nations had no competence in humani
tarian matters.
Such an attitude disregarded the spirit prevailing
in the United Nations, and overlooked the fact that Article 1,
paragraph 3 of its Charter stressed the need to solve problems of a
humanitarian character.
Moreover, the responsibility of the United
Nations for thE maintenance of peace was inseparable from the
efforts made by the international community to alleviate the
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suffering caused by war.
The United Nations itself had requested
the Conference to consider the question of the protection of
journalists engaged on dan~erous missions in time of armed conflict,
not because it judged itself unable to do so but because co~
operation on that matter was essential.

9.
His delegation thouGht that the texts of the draft Protocols
should be adopted by consensus as far as possible, because in
humanitarian law any article weakened by a vote was already doomed
to ineffectiveness.
Article 5. par~craph 4 had been rejected by
a small majority with a large number of ~bstentions and with many
representatives absent.
That result diu not absolve the Conference
from its responsibility vis-a<'vis the still unsettled problem of the
defects in the Protecting Power system.
It must be acknowledged~
too, that the proposed text did not dispel the misgivings voiced
about recourse to compulsory machinery.
A consensus could and
should still be SOUGht and his delegation would do everything it
could to co-operate with the other delegations to that end.
10.
His delegation's vote shoul( be interpreted as a mark of
confidence in the mission and work of the United !~ations. of the
ICRC, and of every other international organization concerned with
international humanitarian la~.
Yet his delegation thought it
inconceivable that an attemrt should be made to reaffirm and develop
international humani t&rian la1lJ vi thou t at the same time ensuring
that the bodies responsible for applyinf it co-operated with each
other and co-ordinated their activities.
11. Mr. LONGVA (Norway) said that if a formal vote had been taken
on article 5 his delegation would have abstained) since that article
did not seem to provide an adequate solution to the vital problem of
implementing the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Profocol I.
The
new article 5 should in no way je interpreted &s limiting the
applicability of Article 10 of the first three Geneva Conventions of
1949 (Article 11 of the fourth Convention), since it merely develope~
the first paragraph of that Article.
If no Protecting Power were
designated under those two provisions. the Parties to the conflict
would have to assume their obligations un~2r the subsequent
paragraphs of Article 10 of the Geneva Conventions.

12. Mr. NGUYEN VAN LUU (Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam) said that
although his delegation had accepted article 5 as a whole) it had
abstained in the vote on paragraph I, since the words 1idutyli and
i1from the bei.:';innint; of that conflict'; iil the first sentence seemed
to indicate that the principle of ensuring respect for the
Conventions by applyinc the ?rotectin~ Power systen could take
priority over the fundamental principle laid do~n in ~rticle 1
common to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, VJhich made it bindinr; on the
Parties" to respect and to ensure respect .': for the Conventions n in
all circumstances".
Under Articles 8 and 9 common to the Geneva
Conventions the Prot8cting Po~er had a furely supporting function
in the application of the Conventions.
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13..
Hr. BLOE~BERGEjIJ (Netherlands) said that~ in Horking Group A~
his delegation had been ready to support any proDosal which
strengthened the Protecting Power system as defined in the 1949
Geneva Conventions.
The 2ttitude of his delegation was based on
certain considerations.
The first was that it would not be
satisfied with a mere reaffirmation of the provisions of Articles 8~
9 and 10 of the Conventions but that it shciuld rather strive to
create further COIi1Di tments for the Parties to the conflict ~ v-rherever
circumstances permitted.
The second consideration was that the
designation and acceptance of Protecting Powers was a matter of
extreme urgency.
The victims of armed conflicts should benefit
from the protection afforded by the Geneva Conventions and the
Protocols as soon as possible after the outbreak of the conflict.
His delegation therefore had expressed reservations concerning any
elements in the procedure for designating the Protecting Power that
would imply an avoidable loss of time.
In his delegation's view~
it was advisable. for the benefit of the victims. to fall back on
the ICRC as a substitute after a relatively short time.
That did
not mean that the Parties to the conflict should not continue their
efforts to ~each agreement on the designation of a Protecting
Power. in conformity with the provisions of article 5. paragraphs 2
and 3.
14.
His delegation feJ.t reasonably satisfied with the first four
paragraphs of article 5 which imposed on the Parties to a conflict
the duty to ensure the implementation of the Conventions and of
Protocol I through the application of a system requiring them to
designate and to accept a Protecting Power.
A careful balance had
thus been struck between the requirements of humanitarian law and
respect for national sovereignty.
15.
Mr. WIELINGER (Austria) said that his delegation had voted for
article 5 of draft Protocol I b0cause of its great interest in any
neasure that might help to improve the condition of all victims of
armed conflicts and also because it re6arded the provisions on
Protecting Powers as key elements in that Protocol.
It welcomed
the fact that the provisions of article 2) sub-pa~agraphs (d) and
(e)3 and of article 5 in no wav derogated from the provisio~s of
the Geneva Conventions of 19~9°but rather expanded the form of words
used in them. which was perhaps too succinct. while retaining the
terminology they employed to define the Protecting Power.
16.
His delegation had also noted with satisfaction that the
article allowed another State or a substitute to share a part of the
functions of the Protecting Power that a State acting in that
capacity might be unable to perform.
Article 5 in no way ruled out
the possibility that the functions of a Protectinc Power might be
jivided among several substitutes.
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17..
Mr. ABADA (Algeria) said that Algeria, a young State. attached
primary importance to the notion of sovereignty. from which respect
for the fundamental principle of the consent of the Parties
logically derived.
It was precisely because that principle was
respected throughout article 5 of draft Protocol I that his
delegation had voted in favour of each of its paragraphs.
18.
His delegation had 1velcomed the clarifications given by the
representative of the ICRC concerning the third paragraph of
Article 10 of the 1949 Conventions:
those explanations had greatly
facilitated the preparation of an acceptable text.
His delegation
would have been unable to accept any interpretation of that para
graph which could have implied any threats.
The acceptance of
draft Protocol I
article 5 by consensus represented real progress
in terms of practical achievement.
J

19.
Mr. PICTET (Switzerland) said that one of the main objectives
of the Conference was to strengthen the provisions relating to the
application of the Conventions~ and especially to the Protecting
Powers system described in the fi~st paragraph of both Articles 8
and 10 of the Geneva Conventions.
The text of article 5 which had
just been adopted represented appreciable progress~ but his
delegation would have preferred the article to include an element
of constraint.
The progress achieved consisted, in the first
place, of the statement in paragraph 1 that it was the duty of the
Parties to'a conflict to apply, from the beginning of that conflict~
the Protecting Powers system, tllus making possible an effective
implementation of the Conventions and Protocol I in favour of the
victims.
Secondly. article 5 instituted well-ordered machinery
which would enable the systeF1 to function without delay. and which
laid down a definite procedure, particularly in paragraph 3, to
facilitate the designation and the acceptance of Protecting Powers.
Lastly. article 5. paragraphs 3 and 4 referred specifically to the
IeRe. which was now called upon to playa leading part in putting
the whole system into effect.
20.
The fact that other iIr.partial humanitar'ian ortsanizations were
mentioned as well as the IeRe could not be taken to mean that any
rivalry c6uld arise~ to the detriment of the efficiency of the
agreed machinery.
Paragraphs 3 and 4 could therefore be interp
reted as conferring on the IeRe 30~e measure of priority both with
regard to the offer of its good offices with a view to the designa
tion of Protecting Powers and with regard to the offer to act as a
substitute.
He hoped that. in accordance with his previous
request, the Drafting Committee would word the French text of
paragraph 3 in such a way as to give greater emphasis to that
priority.
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21.
Though it accepted article 53 the Swiss delegation wished to
state forcefully that that provision in no way affected the second
to sixth paragraphs of Article 10 common to three of the 1949 Geneva
Conventions (Article 11 of the fourth Convention); nor could it
alter in any way the right conferred on the ICRC by Article 9 common
to the Conventions to undertake) subject to the consent of the
Parties. its traditional humanitarian activities for the protection
of the victims of conflicts.
He would like to see that point of
view reflected in the Committee's report.
22.
Mr. AGOES (Indonesia) said that his delegation had abstained
in the vote on article 5) paragraph 3 because it considered that the
IeRC was the most suitable and the most efficacious organization to
carry out the duties described in that paragraph~ and that there was
no need to grant the same right to other humar,i tarian organizations
which offered all guarantees of impartiality.
23.
Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that his rtelegation had
abstained in the vote on draft Protocol I) article 5. paragraph
thus expre~sing its disapproval of a rule which it considered
illogical~ defective and incomplete.

3~

24.
It was illogical because the procedure laid down in connexion
with the offer of cood offices did not give the ICRC the priority to
which it was entitled in view of the obligation implied by the words
"shall offer;:.
In-his delegation's opinion; the recognized right
of other impartial humanitarian organizations to act thus should
remain distinct from the obligation which that paragraph placed on
the ICRC and the fulfilment of which could be accompanied by
numerous other offers. since those organizatioi-'s could do lilikewise 1; ,
in the same way as the institution which had not only the right but
also the obligation to act whenever Protecting Powers had not been
designated or accepted.
25.
A multiplicity of offers wou10 not make it any more likely
that the Parties to a conflict would respect the obligation which.
under article 5, paragraph 2, they should discharge spontaneously
from the very beginning of the conflict.
What would ensure that
the Parties to a conflict would feel bound to concern themselves
with the designation and acceptance of Protecting Powers would be
their knowledge that, if they did not do so of their own accord, a
specific body would at once offer its good offices.
26.
Moreover, paragraph 3 was defective because the machinery for
communication of the lists which the IeRC ffiight request in order to
remedy the situation was described in confused and equivocal terms.
It was impossible to speak of askinf.S "the other Part y l1 when, a few
lines above) the provision \I'as to i'ask each Party".
It was also
the two Parties which should provide another list of five States
which they would be willing to accept in their territory as
Protecting Power of the adverse Party.
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27.
It coul6. not be'lr::",ued t;jat it 'I"as .J. matter of drafting~ for
it was a requirement of the internal logic of the rule.
28.
The drafting of a lc~al provision could always be improved
but the obscurity of idea~ refl' cted in a confused text could not
be accepted by a legislator.
29.
There "ras certainly obscurity in the term . other Partyii ~
without any reference in the text to a previously mentioned Party.
30.
Confusion was com~ounded by the allusion, at the end of the
text. to two lists on both of which the sane State should be named.
What were those lists?
The text mentioned three specifically;
whereas it was common t-:J:lowlec.Ge that th~ machinery called for
four " two for each Party.
It va:::: also well known that the same
State proposed should appear on two lists from each Party to the
conflict, one for designation and the other for acceptance.
But
the text must specify that clearly, without any need for explana
tion.)
tIle text did not do so and thus was certainly obscure.
31.
FinallYJ para~raph 3 vas incomplete because it should in any
event envisage the likelihood that no State would appear on both
lists.
32.
By their very nature" procedural provisions - as in the
}jresent case- should specify tile vario"Js pha.ses of the process
laid down.
Even if they were over-detailed) they would at least
have the advantase of achieving what they sought to achieve.

33.

For those reasons, his delegation could not support paragraph 3.

34.
Moreover, his delegation would have liked the-efforts to ensure
the availability of a Protectinf POI:rer to have been such as tc make
it possible to attain the essential objective:
to ensure that, for
whatever reasons, victims of conflicts \·'ere not deprived of the
protection afforded by efficient apI:lication of the Conventions.
Such was not the case, since there had been no real progress from
the 1949 position.
~~en all was said and donsJ paragraph 3 did
not guarantee the availability of a Frotectinc Power.

3::>.
fIr.
favour of
certainly
envisaged

CONDOFELLI (Italy) saici. ti:,at his dele,',;ation had voted in
article 5 because it had felt that the text) although
not the best> -;ws sii:1ply the least bad that coult. be
in the present circumstances.

3S.
Throughout the work that had preceded the Conference and even
since the Conference had opened. his deleg~tion had submitted
proposals for the establishment of machinery for humanitarian
protection that would be qS automatic as possible) in order to
ensure in all cases the availability of an impa~ti~l or~anization,
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as could be seen from the Italian amendment to paragraph 3
(CDDH/I/50).
It was a pity that that point of view had not
prevailed J for whenever the Parties to a conflict refused their
consent 3 humanitarian needs would remain unsatisfied.

37.
Nevertheless_ the compromise version approved by the Committee
was acceptable in so far as, under article 5) paragraph 1, the
system of Protecting Powers was mandatory, although subject to
procedures requiring the consent of the Parties at all stages.
In
other words. a Party which) at any stage. refused to collaborate in
the application of the system or hindered its operation would be
committing an international crime.
38.
Consequently, and in view of the procedure laid down in
paragraph 3; the procedure prescribed in paragraph 4 for finding a
SUbstitute clearly presupposed that at least one of the Parties to
the conflict had not fulfilled the obligations laid down in the
preceding paragraphs.
39.
More6ver 3 paragraph 4 empowered the IeRe to offer its services
as a substitute) after due consultations with the Parties, but
without the consent of the latter being necessary.
It was only
the exercise of the functions of substitute that was subject to
acceptance by the Parties.
Since. howeve~s the latter were
required to make every effort to facilitate the operation of a
substitute. that ~rovision was clearly breached if a Party to the
conflict, having been obli~ed to accept the offer of the IeRe, did
not allow the latter to carry out its functions.·
All that was
admittedly theoretical for the IeRe had repeatedly stated that it
had no intention whatsoever of intervening without the consent of
the Parties concerned.
Perhaps) however) it would one day deem it
advisable to exercise that function in view of the particular nature
of a conflict or the conduct of the Partieso
40.
jVlr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Re~)ublics) s8.id that"
in common with others, his dele,sation considered the provisions of
article 5 to be of fundamental ir:1portance.
The text prepared by
Working Group A and approved by the ConFli ttce was th,~ result of
painstaking efforts.

41.
His country's position was clear: the activities of the
Protecting Power designated by one of the Parties to the conflict
must be subject to the consent of the other Party.
The same held
good in regard to the SUbstitute.
In the absence of a Protecting
Power. the IeRe or other organizations which offered all guarantees
of impartiality and efficacy would not automatically intervene.
They should not be enpowered to exercise the functions of Protect inc
Power except with the cons8nt of tIle interested Parties.
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42.
His deleGation llad therefore voted in favour of article 5 and
thought th2t any ~ttempt to amend the text would have untoward
consequences.
~ho fact th2t the Committee had approved it
unanimously was encouracing and :ave grounds for hope t~atj in the
same spirit of collaboration, Eoluticns 1"Jould '_'8 found to the
problems presented by the other articles.

43.
Mr. de BRLUCKEf (Belgiu~) pointed out that; from the beginning
of the work Qndertaken by the Conference of Government Experts on
the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law
applicable in Arl'lec1 Conflictc) tis countr~- had shown the keenest
interest ill everythin~ pertaining to the supervision of the
applicatioil of the four Geneva Conventions of 19 1'9.
During the
present session of the Conference) it had joined in the efforts
made to reaffir8 the neee for such supervision and to facilitate
the implementation of the provisions to that end included in the
Conventions. d~ was shown by amendment CDDH/I/67 and Ade.1 9 which
it had submittc~ jointly with the enited Kingdom and Netherlands
delegations.
Articll'; 5 '" tile r8sult of painst2.kinb efforts by
t-Jorkinr.::, Group Pc .- which hau been apr,roved by the Commi ttee ~
supplemented the too brief terms of Article 8 of the first three
Conventions and Article 9 of the fourth Convention. and similarly
reaffirmed and supplemente~ the terms of the first paragraph of
Article 10 of the first three Conventions and the first paragraph
of Article 11 of tiiC foupt]~l COlivention.
~,Tith respect to the
Conventions) not~ins conc8rnin~ the other obli~ations incumbent on
the Detaining Power or the duties incumbent on the Protecting Power,
its means of supervision and the field of application of such
supervision, wes weakened or called in question in the present
article 5 of draft Protocol T.
44.
The sole purpose of article 5 was to work out a Jesignation
procedure and ~ i;--1 tbe eVent of ,l breakdovJn of tlle machinery;, a
procedure for good offices; and then for substitution.
The opening
sentence of paraerap~ 1 ri~htly reminCed the Parties that it was
their duty to have recourse to the systen.
The second sentence
confirmed; perhaps a little too discrcetly~ t~e highly important
nature of the duties assumed by the Protectin~ Power.

45.
Paragruph 2 described the procedure whereby a Protecting Power
vas entrusted with its powers.
46.
In caseS Where" despite;, the obli~',ation provided for in
paragraph 2. designation or acceptance was lackinG from the Qutset 9
a good'-offices procedut'I::' 1.-1 a8 pr'ovided in pnrac;r[:ph 3.
The finality
of that procedure was the same as that of the preceding paragraph.
furthermore, a specifically desiGnated administrator) namely, the
ICB(;., l,vRS provided for its implementa tioD.
That explicit reference
to t~e renc gave that orranizntion priority with respect to other
bodies vlhich c accordin[~ to the text; (llso ho.d the ri~',ht) if necessary;
to offer tlwir .cood office ["
The drafting~ of thR t part of a sen~'
tence relo.tin~ to the possible intervention of such bodies could be
improv8ci.
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47.
Paragraph 4~ which was baseC on the regrettable supposition
of there not being a Protecting Power ". which should? in future,
occur only in exceptional circumstances . again brought the ICRC
to the fore, in the capacity of a substitute) but allowing any
other impartial and effective c~ganization the right to intervene.
The Belgian delegation understood that p~ragraph to mean; firstly,
that reliance had to be placed on the wisdom of the ICRC in its
consultations with the Parties regardinf the offer it might make
and; secondly, that the Parties were under an obligation to do
their utmost to facilitate the task of the substitute.
48.
Article 5 approved by the Committee should enable the 1949
Geneva Conventions to be promptly and satisfactorily implemented.
The words "from the bebinning .... ) appearinG in the first three
paragraphs" and ;Hi thout delay': appearing in paragraphs 2 3 and
4, took on a special meaning in that respect.
j

49.
The few rules thus adopted should help to strengthen the
supervision of the observance of human rights during armed conflicts.
50.
Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom) said that it would be clear
from his delegation's explanation of its vote on paragraph 4bi3-tbat
the United Kingdom would have liked article 5 to go further-in the
direction of ensurin~ that the functions of Protecting Powers would
be exercised in all. cases of armed conflict to which Protocol I
would apply.
His delegation recognized. however. that the text
drafted by Working Group A - which was the result of a difficult
compromise - went as far as it could in that direction in existing
circumstances if the Protocol was to command that degree of
adherence by the international community y.Thich should be the aim of
all.
It had therefore voted in favour of article 5, all the more
readily in view of the inclusion in the text of cert~in elements to
which it attached importance.
Examples were tile mandatory terms
of the first sentence of paragraph 4 aDd the clear statement in
paragraph 1 of the duty of the Parties to the conflict to make the
system of Protecting Powers worh.
As the Eel~ian representative
had pointed out in connexion with the second sentence of paragraph 1,
the reference to the duty of the Protecting Fowers to safeguard the
interests of the Parties to the conflict should be understood as
meaning not that Protecting Povers were to serve th~ narrow national
intere~ts of the Parties.
It should ~e read as applyin~ to the
interests of the Parties in a wider humanitarian sense, that was to
say as meaning primarily their interests in relation to the well
being of their nationals who were victi~s of the conflict in
question.
Tllat had been the meaning which, in his dele,,:!:ation's
view J attached to the same expression in Article 8 of the first
three Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Article 9 of the fourth
Convention.
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51.
l'-lr. LOFUS;:'AIJSKI (Poland) said that his delegation attached
great importance to the opepaticn of the system of designation and
acceptance of Protectinc: PmJers., which was one of the key provisions
of humanitarian law.
52.
His delegation had voted in favour of article 5 as drawn up
by Working Group A.
Although t::at J.rticle :',as not entirely to its
satisfaction, it represented a genuine compromise between the
principle of the protection of victims and that of the sovereignty
of States, which gave grounds for hoping that the system of
Protectins Powers would function satisfacto~ily on behalf of the
victims of armed conflicts.

53.
Mr. GIRARD (France) said that his country had been satisfied
vIi th the 19 1;9 provisions and (lid not really see in what \vay they
could be improved upon.
His delegation's position on article 5
was based_ firstly, on the principle of the universality and
objectivity of international lav - and in that respect the ICRC
seemed to the French authorities to offer all the necessary
guarantees of impartiality and efficacy, and further. on purely
practical considerations,. namely. that the fact that it had not
been possible to apply the 1949 Conventions in certain cases was
attributable to particular problems which cOuld not be solved by
provisions of conventions.
Neve~theless> his delegation had made
a point of participatinl in the preparation of tile compromise which
a number of dele~ations had thou~ht necessary.
During the debate
in Working Group A) it had upheld the principle which it regarded
as esseritial;, namel." J thE: consent of the Parties.
If a Protecting
Power or its sub~titute was imposed on a country. no positive
results could be obtained and tension would inevitably be created
between the country concerned
and its allies - and the substitute
imposed on it.
54.
Miss FAROUK (~unisia) saia that, while her delegation under
stood the concern of the delegaticns whic;) would have welcomed more
binding provisions and closer co'ordination between the United
Nations anc1 the Conference j_ll ordpr to ensure & more reliable system
of protection" it llad voted ir, favour of each of the paragraphs of
article 5.
It thought that the provisions of that article wain
tained a suitable balance between respect for the sovereignty of
States and improvenent of the ~achinery of humanitarian l~w.
njoreover -' international lc:n,r Has a fon11 of lal:; which was in process
of beine. develored" anc~ 11rl1at l'lipht :::.pr;car to represent considerable
progress but was ~t present thou:ht by so~e to be premature might
be achieved in the not too distant future.
55.
At all events, the ai~ of tte Conference was to be effective
and it was important that the text of draft Frotocol I should be
adopted by consensus.
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she thanked the ICRC for its interpretation of

3 of Article 10 of the Conventions.

57.
Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said that his
delegation had associated itseJf v.rith the cons-':nsus on article 5~
whose adoption by Committee I markeG a si1e~nificant step forward.
58.
As he had pointed out at the time of the vote on para
graph 4 bis: at the twenty-seventh meeting (CDDH/I/SR.27), the
United States delegation had alwa~'s stressed the need for improving
the system of designation and acceptance of the Protecting Power,
in order to ensure that the law would be implemented.

59.

The ideas in paragraphs 2. 3 and 4 of article 5; which had
just been approved, concerning the designation of Protecting Powers
had already been put forward in a preliminary form by the United
States delegation at the first session of the Conference of
Government Experts" held in June IS71 (document CE/Cm1.IV/2).
At
the second session~ in 1972, the United States delegation had
submitted a formal amendment refininr-: the ideas that had been put
forward in 1971 (document CE/COM.IV/S).
Those efforts had
culminated in the adoption of article 5; which set forth clearly
the duty of Parties to secure the supervision and implementation
of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Protocol I.
A procedure
was laid down by wh,ich the ICRC could offer its sood offices to
aid in the designation of Protectin~ Po~ers.
60.
In addition, paragraph 4 of the article provided that Parties
would accept an offer made by the ICRC or other organizations which
offered all guarantees of impartiality and efficacy to act as a
substitute for a Protecting Power.
That was a new and crucial
obligation, one that provided a final fallback to ensure that the
system would work.
His delegation did not see the need to include
the second sentence of that paragraph but saw no ~reat harm in its
inclusion.
61.
Finally, his dele~ation supported the staternent of the
representative of the IC:2C that the specification of responsibil ..
ities in article 5 in no way interfered with the ICRC's right of
initiative or undercut any of its ri0hts and responsibilities;
whether derived from the Geneva Conventions or elsewhere.
2e
considered that so clear that it would not be necessary to insert
a new article to that effect.
62.
!I1r. ABDUL··j\:ALIK (Nigeria) said that his c'celep;ation had voted
in favour of article 5 as a ~~ole, but had abstained in the vote on
paragraph 4.
As it had stated in connexion with para~raph 4 bis.
it considered tha.t paragraph 4 did not So far enou~£h; 3.lthough it
included a number of interesting points.
It had been pointed out
in v.Torking Group A that the ICRe should be accorded priority in the
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matter of humanitarian protection.
His delesation considered,
however, on the basis of the experience acquired in Africa by the
Organisation of African Unity. that other organizations offering
all guarantees of impartiality and efficacy should be authorized
to carry out the role of Protec~ins Power.

63.
His delegation was ~'lad to note that in the text approved by
the Committee cer'tain terms Hith 3. colonialist connotation which
had appeared in the oriGinal draft of the article had been deleted.
Article 7

r~eetings

64.
The CHAIm~N recalled th2t it had been decided that the
Committee would proceed to vote on article 7 without opening a new
discussion.
Workinp Group A) havin~ failed to reach a~reement,
had submitted a text-to the Committee (CDDHII/23~/Rev.l).
The
Committee had to decide. first whether to retain the words "I-two
thirds 1\' or II I-a maj ori ty T ~ then ;"hether to retain the word
"I-general 7" ano" fina.lly: ].!hether to retain the words '-1/-of the
Conventions and /Ii.
65.
Mr. TORRES AVALOS (Ar~entine) said that. as was stated in the
report of Working Group A, some deletations had ur~ed the inclusion
in the report of a statement to the effect that article 7 should be
considered in relation to article 86 of draft Protocol I, in view
of the close link betV!eer, the two articles.
There coulc. indeed be
some confusion between the idea of 1general problems:' and that of
amendment, which was the subject of article 86, and it could lead
to complications and misinterpretation.
He suggested. therefore,
that the vote on article 7 should be postponed.
66.

The CHAIrMAN invited the Committee to vote on.that proposal.
The Arp'entirJe proposa.l 1·ras rejected by 1:3 votes to 73 v.rith

17 abstentio~s.
67.

'I'he CEAIfU1A,J invl ted the CoriEli ttee to vote on article 7.

68.
Mr. CONDORELLI (Italy) said that it woulJ be preferable to
vote first on the retention of the word "general:, then on the
question of the maj ori ty., an6 finall: 1 on retention of the words 'of
the Conventions and".
It was so asreed.

69.

Mr. HUSSAIiJ (Pakistan) said that he would like his amendments
(Article 7 bis- CDDH/I/27, an~ article 7 ter - CDDH/I/25) to be
considered a:t""the saine time as amen~r,ents tc)article 7CJ bis
(CDDH/I/241 and CDDH/I/267).
It

~as

so agreed.
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70.
The CHAIRI~AN invited the CO!'1mi t tee to vote on the retention
of the word "general H •
The Committee decided, by 42 votes to
to retain the word "general".

24~

with 6 abstentions,

71.
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on the retention
of the words "a majority".
The Committee decided, by 35 votes to 29
to retain the words "a majority".

3

with 8

abstentions~

72.
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on the retention
of the words liof the Conventions and il •
tions~

The Committee decided,; by 62 votes to none" with 10 absten
to retain the words "of the Conventions and".

73.
The CHAIRMAN read out the following final text for article 7"
it being understood that the amendments submitted by the Pakistan
delegation would be considered later.
"The depositary of the present Protocol shall convene a
meeting of all the High Contracting Parties at the request of
one or more of the said Parties and upon the approval of a
majority of 'the said Parties, to consider general problems
concerninc; the application of the Conventions and of the
pref?ent Protocol.!!
.
II
Article 7; as amended, was adopted by consensus-

OTHER BUSINESS
74.
The CHAIRMAN drew the Committee's attention to the note by
the Secretary-General concerning the summary records of the
Conference which appeared in one of the Conference Journals dated
17 March 1975 (CDDH/JC/216).

75.
He suggested that) pending agreement with the Chairman of
Committee IlIon articles 63 to 65 and 67 to 69 of draft Protocol I
and On article 32 of draft Protocol II, consideration of articles 6
to 10 of draft Protocol II and 70 to 79 of draft Protocol I should
be placed on the a~enda of a forthco~ing meeting of Committee I.
It was so agreed.
The

II

meetin~

rose at 12.5 p.m.

For the text of article 7 as adopted, see the report of
Committee I (CDDH/219/](ev.l, para.86).
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SUMr,1ARY RECORD 017 THE TWENTY ·NINTH

~mETING

held on Monday, 17 March 1975, at 4.35 p.m.
Chairman:

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL II (CDDH/l)

(continued)*

Report of Working Group B on articles 1 to 5 (CDDH/I/238)
1.
Mr. OBRADOVI6 (Yugoslavia). Chairman of Working Group B, said
that the report (CDDH/I/238) had been adopted by consensus.

2.
There were two points he wished to make with regard to the
report.
The first was that the square brackets in article Is
paragraph 1 should be removed, since it had now been agreed that
the expression 'armed forces' should be used in preference to
either of the two other expressions considered ori~inally;
the
last paragraph on page 2 of the report should therefore be deleted.
In draft Protocol II~ in so far as the armed forces of a High
Contracting Party were concerned, the expression armed forces"
meant all the armed forces; includin~ those that) under some
national systems. mi~ht not be considered regular forces constituted
in accordance with the national law.
Under some national systems.
according to the views ex~ressed by a number of dele~ations, the
expression armed forces, would not include other ~overnmental
agencies the members of which mis:ht be arl!1ed
examples of such
agencies were the police Custons and other similar bodies.
3. The second point related to article 4) the text of which had
so far been adopted only in the English version.
The French,
Russian anc Spanish versions "Tould be availabl':, later.
Article 1

r1aterial field of anplication (CDDH/I. CDDH/56:

CDDHII/30) (concluded)
4.
The CHAIRMAN said representatives would appreciate that all
questions relating to articles 1. 2 3, 4 and 5 of draft Protocol II
had been fully considered in Working Group B.
For that reason,
he was not inviting discussion" but would be takin~ a vote on each
article; if representatives so desired.
Explanations of vote
could. of course) be made for the summary record.
He asked
whether~ in the light of the explanations given by the Chairman
of Working Group R, article 1 could be adopted by consensus.

* Resumed from tte twenty fourth meetinp.
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5. Mro PARTSCH (Federal Republic of Germany) said that in
Working Group B his delegation had proposed an amendment to
article 1 to add at the end of the article the words ;'within the
meaning of paragraph I·' 0
The purpose of that amendment was to
ensure that article 1, paragraph 2 could not be interpreted as not
being in conformity with paragraph 1.
Since so many of the
delegations that had participated in the drafting of article 1
did not share the concern of the dele~ation of the Federal Republic
of Germany, he would not press for the inclusion of the words in
questiono
Both paragraphs. read in context, must accordingly be
interpreted as not conflicting either with each other or with the
universal character of the Ge~eva Conventions of 19490
His
delegation would not therefore stand in the way of a consensus.
6. Mro CALERO-RODRIGUES (Brazil) said that the report of Working
Group B mentioned the position adopted by the Brazilian delegationo
His delegation had submitted q draft for a new article 2 entitled
"Beginning and end of application" (CDDH/II79) which \-Iras designed
to make clear when the Protocol came into forceo
In the view of
his delegation) it was important that that should be stated in
order to avoid any confusion.
That new article 2 had been with
drawn, but the amendment to paragraph 1 of article 1 submitted by
the Brazilian delegation in Workin~ Group B (see CDDH/I/238) would
achieve the same purpose by makinv it clear that the Protocol was
applicable only wheQ the necessary conditions had heen satisfied.
70
For the Brazilian delegation. the position was clear: draft
Protocol I I could not be applicable unless its applicability was
recognized both by the Hi~h Contractin~ Party in whose territory
the armed conflict was considered to exist J and by the adverse
Part yo
It seemed reasonable to his delegation that that should
be clearly stated in draft Protocol II, but as a compromise had
already been reached with difficultv~ they would not press their
amendment to a voteo
They wished it to be recorded in the summary
record however~ that the Brazilian dele~ation considered that
Protocol II could not be applicable unless the High Contracting
Party was satisfied that the conditions mentioned in that Protocol
had been met.

8. The CHAIRMAN said he wished to thank the Brazilian delegation
for their constructive attitude.
9.
Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that the Romanian delegation had
submitted an amendment (CDDH/I/30) to add to the end of paragraph 1
the words' in cases where the State. on whose territory the events
are taking place, recognizes the existence of the conflict~ its
character and its constituent elements 0
A compromise had been
reached. however, and he would not therefore press for a vote on
the amendment.
He supported the amendment to article 1 proposed
by Brazil and asked that that be noted in the report of Working
Group B.

-
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10. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia). Chairman of Working Group B. said
that the report merely stated that some d~legations supported the
Brazilian proposal.
He took it that Romania did not wish to be
mentioned explicitlyo
11. The CHAIRMAN asked whether article 1, as drafted by Working
Group B. could be adopted by consensus.
It was so

11

a~reed.-

12. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that, in his view, article 1
constituted a significant advance in humanitarian law:
it added
to the threshold already provided for in Article 3 common to the
Conventions of 1949 in a practical manner.

13. Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
the Soviet delegation had always supported draft Protocol II~ and
had actively promoted the adoption of article 1.
Accordin~ to
the provisional summary record of the twenty-third meeting of the
Committee (CDDH/I/23), held on 17 ~ebruary 1975; the Austrian
representative had remarked that "In 1912 the representative of
the Imperial Russian Government had refused even to discuss the
ICRC report on the role of the Red Cross in civil wars on the
grounds that under Russian law) insur~entR or revolutionaries
could only be considered as criminals.
Now. by a curious twist
of history, the USSR representative was one of the most ardent
advocates of draft Protocol II.
That showed how the passage of
time could bring about a more enli~htened attitude to humanitarian
problems".
The representative of Austria would be aware that~ in
October 1917, the great socialist revolution had taken place) and
that the Russian working class, under the leadership of the
Communist Party and together w;th the peasants) had put an end to
exploitation and had established a new social system; that event
had determined the further development of the history of mankind.
The Soviet r.overnment, from its earliest be~innings3 had adopted
the principle of peace as the basis of its foreign policy.
That
was the most humane of all principles, and ~mbodied a concern for
man and the protection of his rights and interests;
it also called
for efforts to preserve humanity from the all-devouring flames of
war.
That explained the position of the Soviet delegation with
regard to draft Protocol IIc a position that was based ona policy
of peace.
His delegation wished to go on record as supporting
draft Protocol II and the applicabilit? of article 1 to civil war.

II For the text of article 1 as adopted, see the report of
Committee I) (CDDH/219/Rev,1, para, 92).
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14. Mr. BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlands) said that his delegation was
prepared to accept the version of article 1 contained in the report
of Working Group B but in a mood of resignation rather than a
spirit of compromise.
Like many other deleg2tions, the Netherlands
delegation had hoped that a version of draft Protocol II could be
worked out that would apply in the broadest possible way to non~
international armed conflicts so as to protect the largest possible
number of victims of such conflicts.
His delegation had expected
that, while containing only a minimum number of basic humanitarian
requirements and at the same time safeguarding the sovereign
interests of the High Contracting Parties) the narrow scope of
application of the draft article presented by Working Group B
could be avoided; that expectation had proved to be unfounded.
A number of new criteria had been added to those in the ICRC draft
(CDDH/l), and those new criteria offered every opportunity for
subjective interpretation.
His delegation could only hope that
the High Contracting Parties would not interpret those criteria too
narrowly.
j

15. Mr. SOOD (India) said that the Committee would be aware that
the Indian delegation had initially stated that the ICRC draft of
Protocol II was not acceptable to them.
Since article 1 had been
adopted byconsensus o his delegation had not insisted on a vote)
but had reserved the right to return to article 1 in plenary
session.
His delegation fully associated itself with the view
of the delegations Df Brazil and Romania that explicit recognition
of the existence of an armed conflict was a prerequisite for the
application of Protocol II to a conflict occurring on the territory
of a 'High Contracting Party.
16. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that his delegation accepted the
compromise that had been reachE:d on article l~, he believed that
the definition of a non-international armed cbnflict contained in
that article implicitly recognized the need for the recognition of
the armed conflict as such by the Hi~h Contracting Party on whose
territory that conflict was considered to be occurring.
That
interpretation had been confirmed by practical experience; which
had shown that only when such recognition had taken place could the
effective application of humanitarian law be ensured.
In the view
of his delegation, by acceptinr, the text of article 1 the Committee
had adopted that interpretation.
17. Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that the fact that his delegation
had not wished to force a vote on article 1 did not mean that they
were in agreement with it.
The principles underlying that article,
like those of draft Protocol II aa a whole. were the subject of
certain reservations on the part of the delegation of Iraq,
In
his view, both article 1 and the Protocol could cut both ways.

-
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Subversive wars predominated at the present time) and intervention
was not always obvious~ subversion caused by foreigners through
the intermediary of their pawns within the country was unfortunately
the most frequent occurrence.
The new nations were right to be
concerned ~t attempts to conceal that type of aggression or
interference with the sovereifnty of States.
Article 3 common
to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 was not yet generally accepted
or applied; so that it would have been realistic at least to take
the necessary measures to ensure that it was made more effective.
Although that Article had not been accepted by the majority of
countries. they were now engaged in drafting some 40 additional
articles.
He could not regard that as development of humanitarian
law:
it was rather a complication.
After the work that had been
done from 1971 onwards, what was needed was a complete re-assessment
to see what States were prepared to accept in 1975.
They should
not be in too ~reat a hurry. however~ otherwise there was a risk
of a relapse in humanitarian law.
18. Unfortunately. draft Protocol II affected all the provisions
of draft Protocol I.
The international community was ready to
accept a ~reat deal in draft Protocol I; but its readiness to do
so ran the risk of bein~ paralysed by draft Protocol II.
The
Committee should not take premature decisions merely because it
was tired.
He was in favour of the idea, to which many delegations
were sympathetic. that a complete reassessment o.f draft Protocol II
should be undertaken) together with a reassessment of the
appropriateness of continuing the debate in the name of international
humanitarian law.
He supported the Brazilian amendment to
article 1 submitted to the Working Group.
19.

The CHAIRMAN said that he assumed that the

rem~rks

of the

represent~tive of Iraq were to be taken as a statement and not

as a proposal.
20. Mr. SUDIRDJO (Indonesia) said that his dele~ation in a spirit
of conciliation and in the li~ht of the remarks of the representa
tives of Brazil and Romania, had no objection to the adoption of
article 1 of Protocol II by consensus.
If the proposals of those
delegations had been put to the vote. however,. the Indonesian
delegation would have voted for them.
The standpoint of his
delegation had already been made clear at an earlier plenary
meeting of the CO!!lmi ttee and in \lTorkin~ Group Band its sub-'group.
21. Mr. PICTET (Switzerland) said that; in adopting article 1 by
consensus:, the Committee had laid the foundations for draft
Protocol II as a whole.
In his delegation's opinion, article 1
as now drafted fully satisfied its purpose: the definition of
conflict respected fully the soverei~nty of future Contracting
Parties) and the conditions laid down for application of the draft
Protocol would not raise the threshold of application to a prohibit
ive level.
His dele~ation would not have been a~ainst even less
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restrictive conditions, but in the li~ht of the views expressed by
the majority of delegations, it was prepared to support the
conditions as drafted.
It hoped, however, that the degree of
protection afforded to victims would be in keeping with the agreed
threshold of application.
The conditions laid down in the article
were also based on objective criteria, which would ensure that
application of the Protocol in a given situation could not be
delayed by problems of interpretation of the provisions of
article 1.
22. He noted with satisfaction that the humanitarian standards
already applicable to non international armed conflicts would
remain fully in force.
Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions
of 1949 would apply to conflicts not covered by article 1.
Paragraph 1 of that article stated that the existing conditions of
application of common Article 3 would not be modified and paragraph
2 set forth only the situations in which the Protocol" would not be
appiicable) since no other international instrument was mentioned.
23.
As it stood) article 1 of draft Protocol II conformed with his
delegation's views on the relations that should exist between the
Geneva Conventions of 1949 and that Protocol.
24.
Mr. CONDORELLI (Italy) said that, althou~h his dele~ation had
not wished to preyent article 1 beinZ': adopted by consensus) it was
not really satisfied with the wordin~.
It would have preferred a
much broader definition coverin~ more types of conflict; since
humanitarian needs were the same in every kind of conflict.
His
delegation had, however, accepted the article in a spirit of
conciliation and reco~nized that it had certain merits.
25.
The f~rst was, in shortJhe satisfactory way in which it
settled the problem of the relationship between article 1 of draft
Protocol II and Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
Paragraph 1 made it clear that the latter would not be modified by
the draft Protocol and paraGraph 2 confirmed his vielAJ that common
Article 3 remained with its own field of apclication and was not
affected by article 1 as a whole.
The situations provided for in
paragraph 2 did not fall within the SCODe of application of draft
Protocol II since that Protocol did not repard them as armed
conflicts: thou~h that would clearly ndt exclude the possibility that
some of them might come within the field of application of common
Article 3.
26.
Secondly~ the conditions of application of draft Protocol II
were established objectively'
there was no room for any sUbjective
assessment of the existence of an armed conflict within the meaninr
of the present article.
The applicabilit" of .the Protocol would
therefore in no way depend on reco~nition of the existence of the
conflict by anyone~
it would depend solely on the presence of the
objective conditions required.

-
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27. ~1ro 'le 8REUCKER (Belsium) said that 1,Torking Group F3 and t;j(~
Committee had opted for a 8li~htlv broarler field of applicati ~ for
draft Protocol II than thst 0cfined in the draft suhmitted by the
ICRC) whic~ fait~fully covere~ every tyne o~ non international
armed conflicto
His d81e~ati0n accepted th~ choice that had ~een
made and belic:ved thAt it p.:tvcJ. the Hay for the inclusion in t'le
draft Protocol of cert2i~ detai10d rrovisio~s which SOme might
otherwise have hesitated to aCc2pt.
Althou~h the field of anplication c~ draft Protocol II went
2R
u.
very little heyond that of Article ~ corman to the Geneva
Conventions of 194n no provision irtroduced in the present text of
article 1 could constitute an arbitrqry or subjective prerequisite
enabling a l!i~h Contractin~ P~rty to cvada the qpplication of the
Protocol.
In particular, wordS such as to enable them to carry
out sustained and conccrt2l1 military operations and to implement
the present Protocol in para~raph 1 were objective and descriptive
statements which ensured thAt the application of the present
instrument would not be subject to any suspensive or delaying
condition at the discretion of a Stat2.

29. Para!rrach 3 of the H~RC rlraft madp i t ~lear that the provisions
of article 1 in no 1'l3.y ;r;oclificiJ ti.1G '>ielcl of apnl ication of Article
3 common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 which. being undefined,
was very wide.
A nu~ber of ne~bers of ~crkin~ Group n on article I
had like\\Tise been ar'y.iou~:, to nr(:S(:r'TC the full f'ield of application
of common Article 3.
Trei}" concr,)N: had rcsultec' in pararrraph 1 of
article 1 which in effect ~ovelorod and supplemented com~on
Article 3 without mo~irvi~~ the Axi3tin~ conditions of application
of that Article which were broader t~an the field of application
defined bv the draft Protocol.
Tn othe:r ",lords theTe v.fOuld be no
grounds in th~ futur~ for clai~in~ that the aPDlication of Article 3
was in any wav restrict0d or 8ffect2d by thE ~aterial fiolrl of
Protocol II as srt forth in 9sr~~ranh 1 of article 1 or bv any
factor conccrnin~ its j~t~rminat~on.
0

30.

The text accentod b the Cosmitte~ explicitly avoided the
application of draft Protocol II to situatinn3 of internal disturb
ances and tensions and isolate~ or snoradic acts of violence.
Such
situations coulrl not be ~nv6rnod tv t!10 provisions of draft Protocol
II since; in accorrjar:C2 v'i th t~i0 ,'rovisions of parar-rapl' 2 of
article 1_ they could not b0 c~nsirtercd as ur~8d conflicts
l

AVALOS (j\rsentina) s~jr1 th:1t .aHl1ou!:"h his
would have ~rcfcrr0d Jrticle 1 to hav~ s more definite
and clear field of applic.'1ti0P :it; 'Jas pr·:;p.'J::"'cd in a spirit of
compromise to aCCO'1t tr,e t-.,xt Gui)~·i ttcd to t:l'~ CO)"'1n,-l tt,-.,ec: for
consideration.

31.

['1r.

TO~RES

'

deleg~tion

i
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Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said that his delegation
strongly supported the ICRC text and would have preferred a lower
threshold of application than that in the text adopted.
The com
promise submitted by Working Group B" however, was fair and reason··
able, despite certain problems.
The conditions it laid down for
application of the draft Protocol to internal conflicts were
reasonably objective and could be applied without great difficulty.
It was in the interests of all sides in an internal conflict to
respect basic humanitarian norms.

33. Mr. CLARK (Nigeria) said that his delegation's difficulties
concerning draft Protocol II:, as expressed in lvorking Group B, had
not been wholly eliminated and he therefore reserved his position.

J

34. He wished to stress two point~.
First~ nothing in article 1
or in draft Protocol II should be invoked by any State, organization
or religious body as justifying interference in the internal affairs
of ~ny State.
Secondly. in the hypothetical case of a c6nflict
between armed forces of a High Contracting Party and dissident armed
forces of that same Party" article 1 as now accepted by consensus
should be interpreted without prejudice to the body of law avaiiable
for dealing with-situations of mutiny.
35. Mrs. CHEVALLIER (Holy See) said she was pleased to note that,
despite reservations by some delegations, there ~as a general
concern to ensure t·hat the rules of humanitarian law should be as
effective as possible.
Her delegation hoped that all possible
victims of armed conflict would be covered and that no category
would be omitted.
The task was to reaffirm and develop humanitarian
law to the greatest extent possible.
She therefore welcomed the
acceptance by consensus of article ;1) which 'established an acceptable
basis for draft Protocol II.
36. Mr. AMIR-MOKRI (Iran) said that he had joined in the consensus
on article 1 but would have voted in favour of the Brazilian amend
ment if it had been put to the vote.

37. Mr. KURDI (Saudi Arabia) said that he welcomed the acceptance
of article 1, but his Government's position concerning draft
Protocol II was governed by two fundaMental principles.
The first
was Islamic law) which provided for full respect and protection for
all human beings, regardless of colour or race.
Secondly, the
draft Protocol should strike a balance between the fullest possible
human protection and respect for the sovereignty of States.
His
delegation hoped that draft Protocol II would reflect those two
principles.
It therefore refrained from commenting on article 1
and would have abstained in a vote.

-
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38. Mr. PINEDA (Venezuela) said that his delegation would have
abstained in a vote on article 1) not because of its substance, but
because it was imprecise and lacked clarity.
It was a basic
article'in the global legal philosophy of draft Protocol II and
should therefore have been specially precise.
Although his
delegation had not shared in the consensus, it would accept
article 1 as a common effort to reach a compromise.
It would
submit its views to a plenary meetin~ of the Conference.
39. Mr. GRAEFRATH (German Democratic Republic) said that his
delegation accepted the consenSUB on article 1, although it would
have preferred a much lower threshold.
In accordance with its
amendment (CDDH/I/88) , it would have preferred a much wider field
of application for draft Protocol II~

40. His delegation understood article 1 of draft Protocol II as
supplementing Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949
without modifying the latter's conditions of application.
;rhus,
Article 3 did not apply to internal disturbances such as riots and
isolated and sporadic acts of violence which were not armed conflicts
as outlined in para~raph 2 of article 1 of draft Protocol II in full
accordance with Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions.
41. Mr. BANYIYEZAKO (Burundi) said that his dele~ation endorsed
the statements of the representatives of Brazil, Romania, India s
Iraq and Ni~eria.
His delegation feared that draft Protocol II
might be used to interfere in the internal affairs of States,
particularly the developing States.
At the present stage he wished
to reserve his delegation's position on the field of application
of draft Protocol II.
He would have abstained in a vote on
article 1.
Draft Protocol II should not contain any provision
that might encoura~e and support rebellion aga~nst established
authority.
No Government should be required to recognize a rebel
movement as a High Contractin~ Party or to treat rebels as
prisoners of war but Governments could be required to treat rebels
humanely.
He was opposed to any implication that draft Protocol II
contained detailed pr~visions for th8 nrotection of such rebel
movements.

42. Mr. LONGVA (Norway) said that his delegation would have
abstained in a vote on article 1 mainly for the reasons given by
the Netherlands representative.
In particular, his delegation
objected to the assumption in article 1 that armed forces needed to
exercise control of territory in order to be able to implement the
provisions of draft Protocol II.
That assumption had been rejected
by Committee I at the first session of the Conference in respect of
the national liberation movements and he could see no objective
element which would make the application of draft Protocol II more
difficult in such circumstances for dissident forces than the
application of the whole of the 1949 Geneva Conventions and draft
Protocol I by national liberation movements.
He was forced to the
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conclusion that the problem was not lack of material possibilities
concerning the dissident armed forces concerned, but lack of
political readiness on the part of certain delegations.
In the
light of the excellent statement by the USSR representative, he
could only conclude that those delegations were over fifty years
too late in relation to history.
43. Mr. JEREl (Libyan Arab Republic) and Mr. ZAFERA (Madagascar)
said that they would have abstained in a vote on article 1.
Article 2 - Personal field of application
(concluded)

(CbJH/l~

CDDH/56)

21

Article 2 was adopted by consensus.

44. Mrs. CHEVALLIER (Holy See) said that she was glad that
article 2 of draft Protocol II had been adopted by consensus, but
had doubts as to the progress which the text adopted in Working
Group B constituted in relation to the ICRC text.
She did not like
the idea of distinguishing between various categories of victims of
armed conflicts and regretted that the words iall persons, whether
military or civilian;; combatant or non··combatant': had been dropped,
since in her view they made the scope of paragraph 1 wider than
did the text adopted by Working Group B.
45. Mr. KURDI (Sau~i Arabia) said that the statement which he had
made in connexion with article 1 applied equally to articles 2~ 3,
4 and 5.
46. The CHAIRMAN said that the Saudi Arabian representative's
statement would be noted.
Article 3 -. Legal status of the Parties to the conflict (CDDH/l,
CDDH/56) (concluded)
Article 3 waR actopted by consensus.}/
Article 4 " NO!l"intervention (CDDHIl; CDDH/56

CDDH/I/240)

47. Mr. CLARK (Ni~eria) said that, if it was not too late, he would
like to submit an amendment to article 4, paragraph 2.

2/

- For the text of articl~ 2 as adopted, see the report of
Committee I (CDDH/2l9/Rev.l:. para. 98).
}/ For the text of article 3 as adopted) see the report of
. Committee I (CDDI-I/219/Rev.l,. para. 103),

-
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48. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yu~oslavia). Chairma~ of Workin~ Group B. said
that, in order to-avoid delay in the adop~ion of article 4; it would
be better if the Ni~erian representative would submit his amendment
to the Drafti]"'",; CommitteE:,
49. Mr. CLARK (Nigeria) said that his amendment was not likely to
cause any difficultieso
As para7raph 2 now stood; he did not think
it could be intercreted as includinp reli~ious bodies;
yet. in th0
past. religious bodies had been ~uiltv of intervention in the
internal affairs of States, usinf the pretext that they were engaged
in humanitarian activities.
To cover such contingencies. he would
like the \wrds or any other or,r~anization' to be inserted after the
word ,; States" in oararrraph 2.
50. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia)_ Chairman of Workin~ Group B. drew
attention to the fact that, despite Article 2, paragraph 7 of the
Charter of the United Nations_ the United Nations Security Council
was empowered to take appronriatc action in a situation which came
within the domestic jurisdiction of the State) and that was the
case of non-international conflicts when the Security Council
considered that it endan~ered international peace and security.
It therefore seemed to him that. in the Ni~erian proposal relating
to the prohibition of intervention bv international organizations
in an internal ar~ed conflict, insufficient account was taken of
that fact and that consequently the proposed wordin~ should be made
more precise.

51. The CHAIRf1ATZ sairl that . al thou",h hf' was loth to accent an
amendment- at the -present juncture. if he heard no objecti~n:, he was
prepared to put the Niferian anendment to the vote.
52. Mr. ALFALLOUJI (Iran) saj~ that he had q great deal of
sympathy for the Niq;erian proposal~. "'"ich he supportedo
The
principle of soverei~nty had to be respected irrespective of
whether the intervention in the affajrs of a State was by States
or organizations.

53. The CHAIR!1AN sU,~F-:;ested t.hat the :lim,plest ?'olut.ion might be to
delete the words by other States .

54. Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet 20cialist ~epublic) said that
the Nigerian amendroent coul~ be interpret~d as meaning not simply an
organization but an or~anizRtion of 2tates.
It could accordingly
relate to interfere~ce by an or~anization like the United Nations.
or by regional or~anizations wh~ch for militRry reasons might wis~
to interfere.
55. The CHAIFmAN said t,"at he wished to avoid at all costs a si tua
tion in whiCh anarocndment was submitted at the present late stage
and then sub· amendments were submitted to it.
If that sort of
thing happened Committee I would never comnlete its work.
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56~
Mr. FREELAND (United Kin~dom) said that it was his understand
ing that the Committee) when considering the reports of its Working
Groups~ would merely vote on the texts if necessary and otherwise
confine itself to explanations of vote.
It would consider only
amendments appearing in those reports. any further amendments
being a matter for a later stage.
He therefore urged that the
Committee should not consider any amendrr.ents submitted for the
first time at the present meeting but leave them to be taken up
later.

57. The CHAIRMAN asked the Nigerian representative if he would be
satisfied if his-views were reflected in the summary record or
whether he still wished a vote to be taken on his proposed amend··
ment.
58. Mr. CLARK (Nigeria) said that he was prepared to accept the
Chairman's suggestion, ulthou~h it did not fully satisfy him.

59. Mr. CARIAS (Honduras) said that his deleq:ation Has well aware
of the delicate balance which existed between the wording adopted
in the va~ious articles and the relatio~ship linking all of them.
It wo~ld therefore find it diffic~lt to take a position on the
Nigerian proposal and the Chair~anis sug~estion that the words
11by other States:' mi:-o:ht be de1eted.
Vhile he understood the
Nigerian represel~ative!s concern, he re~retted that the question
had been raised so late.
It m~~ht be advisable to allow delega
tions time to consider how and where the IJi~erian proposal could
best be reflected.
It appeared to refer both to organizations
of States and to other or~anizations an0 he did not see how the
deletion of the words of other States would meet the difficulty.
Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia) Chairman of W~rkinf Group Bs said
thats while the t~xt of article 4 in document CJDH/I/238 had been
agreed by consensus in the Working Group. it had also been a~reed
that any delegatiol1 ",rhief) mi0',l,t ha-,re nel,r ;;rol)osals to make could do
so in the Committee on that understandin~.
The Nigerian represent"
ative was within his righ~s to do so.
He believed that the
representative of India also wisllCd to submit ~ new proposal.
Both
could be submi"bted in writinc,:c cliscussed aYld votec. on at the next
meetin8;.

60.

61. Mrs. DARIH1AA (i\lcngoli2.) saic1 tl'(l.t the concopt of the Nigerian
prop0sal was not clcar~ it coull relate to international organiza
tions like the United Nations an~ the scpcialized asencies, which
could engage in humanitarian activities to assist thu wounded and
the sick.
It could equally b0 interpreted as referrin~ to ~roups
of States such as the Or~qnizatior of nfrican Un~t~, or a~ain to
international orp;anizatio:ls of _~ humanicarinn character like the
ICRe, which gave-assistance to the victi~s of armed conflicts.
There were yet other or,~aniz,at __ ons vl~lOse '11enbers ca:n\? from a single
State, which could be used by tMat Stat0 to orovide aid to the
victims of armed conflicts.

-
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62. She would like to hear more of t~c Ui~erian representative's
reasons for presentin~ the amendment and precisely what it was
intended to cover.
63.

Mr. SOOD (India) said that he had introduced a new amendment
in Working Gioup B that afternoon.
The amendment (CDDH/I/240)
called for the insertiorl of a new para~raph 3 in article 4; reading:

3. Despite the foregoing. any external interference in a
non"'international armed conflict as defined in article I of
the present Protocol, shall be considered a violation of the
pres~nt Protocol; which will cease to apply till such time
as external interference is removed.'
64.
The CHAIRMAN asked the Nigerian representative to submit his
amendment in writing if he could not accept the Chairman's
suggestion.
The Committee could vote on the various amendments
at the next meeting. and then consider the report by the Ad Hoc
Working Group on the protection of journalists on dangerous missions
(CDDH/I/237).
He would also like dele~ations to consider what
they wished to do after that.
He sug~ested that it mi~ht be well
to leave the discussion of the articles which Committee III had
asked Committee I to consider until the end of the session and to
consider next articles 6
10 of draft Protocol II and articles
70 - 79 of draft Protocol I.
As they were not as difficult as the
articles with which the Committee was now dealing they might be
referred directly to the draftinR ~roups.

65.

r1r. FREELAND (United Kingdom) said that he was not opposed to
the discussion of the report on the protection of journal'
ists on dangerous missions the followin~ day) but would not like a
decision to be taken on it then
The subject had been considered
in the United Nations over a lon~ period and he would want to have
the views of his Government on the report before adopting a
position.
beginnin~

66.

The CHAIRMAN said that note had been taken of that request.

67. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that he considered it would he only
fair to allow a short time for discussion of the new proposals before
a vote was taken on the~.
t1r. PINEDA (Venezuela) said that his d(?lc~ation would make a
formal proposal that the words 'by othe~ States' in article 4.
paragraph 2 be deleted, as the Chairman had SUR~ested.

68.
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69. Mr. AL··FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that he was concerned about the
procedure which the Committee was proposing to adopt.
His
delegation" and he was sure that other small delegations were in
the same position~ had been unable to take part in the work of
Working Group B.
It had understood that it would be able to
exercise its rights in the Committee; and that included the right
to a full discussion of all the proposals.
He accordingly hoped
that the usual procedure would be followed in the Committee;
everything should not be deferred for consideration in plenary.
70. The CHAIRMAN said that· Workin.rr Group B had never met simultan··
eously with Committee I and that if dele~ations insisted on a full
debate in Committee _. then it was pointless to have a working group.
The meeting rose at 6.15 p.m.

-
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE THIRTIETH MEETING
held on Tuesday. 18 March 1975, at 10.20 a.m.
Chairman:

Mr. HM1BR;':

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL II (CDDH/l)
Report of Working Group B on
(concluded)

~rticles

1 to

(continued)

5 (CDDH/I/238/Rev.l)

Article 4 - Non-intervention (CDDH/l, CDDH/56;
CDDH/II2L~0) (concluded)

CDDH/I/239.

1.
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to pursue its consideration
of draft Protocol II, article 4, on which a consensus had been
reached within Working Grour B (CDDH/I/238/Rev.l).
The text had
been the subject of two amendments (CDDH/I/239 and CDDH/I/240).

2.
Mr. CLARK (Nigeria) explained that the delegations of Iraq and
Venezuela had joined his own delegation in sponsoring amendment
CDDH/I/239, the purpose of which 'fTaS to delete the words ;;by other
States'l from article 4) paragraph 2.
After the Committee's
discussion at the twenty-ninth meeting (CDDH/I/SR.29). there seemed
to be no need to set out the grounds on which the three delegations
had submitted that amendment.

3.
Mr. SOOD (India) introduced the amendment submitted by his
delegation (CDDH/I/240) and reminded the Committee that under the
terms of article 4, paragraphs 1 and 2) no State had the right to
intervene in an armeo conflict taking place on the territory of a
Contracting Party.
It might none the less be wondered what would
happen if) after an armed con:lict had broken out within a State,
external interference occurrpd in the form not of direct interven
tion 3 but of subversive activity conducted from outside.
That was
no hypothetical case but a situation which had already arisen and
might arise again.
In a non-·international armed conflict subver
sive activities might be financed, backed with equipment or even
directed from abroad.
It therefore seemed essential to specify
that if at any time external interference occurred in a non
international armed conflict, Protocol II would cease to apply.
His delegation further took the view that in such an event Protocol I
would not be applicable.
Steps would have to be taken to put a
stop to such external interference by appealing to the parties
involved or by exerting an international means of pressure.
He
could not agree with those delegations which considered that there
would be a vacuum if Protocol II ceased to apply.
Protocol II
should contain a mechanism for halting external interference) and it
was in that spirit that his delegation had subnitted its amendnent.
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4.
Mr. MILLER (Canada) observed that his delegation had been
opposed to the Nigerian delegation's suggestion to add the words
\lor any other organizatiun 1: after f'by other States;;.
That sugges
tion had been unacceptable to the States Members of the United
Nations, which were bound to do nothing which might affect their
obligations under the terms of the Charter.
The Nigerian delega
tion had then made another proposal which, although it left the
text rather ambiguous, was none the less acceptable to his own
delegation.

5.
On the other hand his delegation could not accept the Indian
amendment (CDDH/I/240).
It understood the Indian delegation's
concern, but considered that the terms used and the intention
expressed might give rise to many problems.
In its present form,
the amendment suggested that the first two paragraphs were not being
respected and served no purpose.
The impact of those two para
graphs would be greatly weakened by the suggested words "Despite
the foregoing lY •
It should also be remembered that both in the
United Nations Declaration on Principles of International Law
concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations (see United
Nations General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV» and in the course of
the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, a distinction
had been drawn between intervention and interference.
The word
"intervention" applied to subversive activities or the sending of
mercenaries, whereas the word 11 interference 1; might mean demarches, or
even simple protests.
The latter term was therefore inappropriate
to the case in hand.
Nor was the term "'as defined in article 111
appropriate, since that article contained no definition of a non
international armed conflict.
Then again, the meaning of the word
Ylviolation I, was also unclear, since there was no way of knowing
whether it referred to a violation of the wholE or a part of the
Protocol.
6.
The last part of the sentence) reading "which will cease to
apply till such time as external interference is removed", could
have serious consequences.
A Contracting Party could claim that
the adversary was receiving assistance from outside, and that Party
would then be justified in saying that it would cease for its part
to apply Protocol II.
Did that mean that the adversary would like
wise cease to apply the Protocol?
If so. the victims of the
conflict would find themselves without protection.
It would.
moreover, be difficult to determine at what moments interference
began and ended, and at what point protection should again be
afforded.
Adoption of the Indian amendment would reduce the effect
of paragraphs 1 and 2 of article ~ and weaken the application of
Protocol II, since every tiling would depend) in the final analysis,
on the subjective assessment of one of the Parties to the conflict.
It was to be hoped that the Indian representative would not press
for the adoption of his amendment.
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7.

Mr. CONDORELLI (Italy) said that he would raise no objections
to amendment CDDH/I/239, with the proviso~ however) that it could
not be interpreted as preventing the United Nations and its
specialized agencies. or. for that matter any other organizations
dedicated to the protection of human rights~ from taking steps in
defence of human rights, since that was one of their basic tasks.
j

8.
With regard to the Indian amendment (CDDHII/240)) it was the
Italian delegation's understanding that the delegation of India had
wished to strengthen article 4 by providing for a kind of penalty
in cases where the rule of non-interference in non~international
armed conflicts was violated.
It was necessary. however, to
consider carefully the consequences that the adoption of such an
amendment would entail:
any direct or indirect intervention) no
matter how slight, by a third State would thus bring about the
suspension of the application of Protocol II.
That would happen
in every case. whether the foreign intervention was on the side of
the government forces or on the side of the rebel forces.
The
results would be the same in all cases:
there would meanwhile be
no protection for humanitarian requirements.
Prisoners could be
tortured, the wounded and the sick could be left untended. women
and children could be deprivcu of protection;. and so forth.
The
consequences could be really dangerous and it ~Tas for that reason
that his delegation would vote against the adoption of the Indian
amendment.
9.
Mr. WIELINGER (Austria) said that he could accept amendment
CDDH/I/239 subject to the reservation which had just been expressed
J

by the Italian representative.
10. He was opposed to the Indian amendment (CDDh/IJ240) because in
all the conflicts that had occurred over the l_st two centuries,
Governments had always stated that there was outside interference.
The new paragraph 3 proposed by India might serve as a pretext for
failure to apply Protocol II. since it was difficult to establish
whether or not there had been outside interference.
11. Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) said that his delegation had
immediately realized) when considering draft Protocol II, that there
was a risk of that instrument undermining the sovereignty of States.
For that reason the Belgian delegation. while advocating the adop
tion of humanitarian standards designed to alleviate suffering as
far as possible, had thought it essential to embody provisions which
would protect the fundamental right of a State to defend its own
sovereignty~ both within and without, in the Protocol.
It was,
indeed) that preoccupation which explained the care which had been
taken in framing paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 4.
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12.
The Nigerian delegation had at first proposed that mention
should be made of "any other organization\1 in paragraph 2.
It was
not really clear whether the reference was to the United Nations s
to non-governmental organizations or to those nroviding relief.
The Belgian delegation would have been unable to accept that
proposal.
The new Nigerian amendment made the text more obscures
but the Belgian delegation would none the less be able to accept it.

13.
The Indian delegation was also concerned with protecting the
sovereignty of a State falling victim to a non-international armed
conflicts and had for that reason submitted the amendment contained
in document CDDH/I/240.
The circumstances, however, that even very
small"scale interference would be deemed to constitute a violation
of Protocol lIs and would enable one of the Parties to cease to
apply the Protocol} presented serious dangers.
What would then
become of the wounded. the sick, the women and the children?
In
thoae circumstances, the victims of interference would be the very
persons it was intended to protect.
It would be difficult for a
Conference whose purpose it was to protect the victims of a conflict
to accept that idea.
It was unthinkable that humanitarian
principles might be put in question as a result of alleged or
genuine interference in an armed conflict.
It was the Conference's
responsibility; when adopting a provision) to ensure that it did not
tend to undermine the sovereignty of States; but the protection of
victims remained the principal issue.

14.

Mrs. DARlIf.lAA (Mongolia.) said that, in her view, the amendment
suggested by the Nigerian delegation at the twenty-ninth meeting was
lacking in clarity and might cive rise to unfortunate interpreta
tions.
The amendment, as newly drafted (CDDHII/239) did not have
the same shortcomings. and her delegation would support it.

15.
Mr. HERNANDEZ (Uruguay) said he considered it essential that
the two Protocols which the Conference was in process of drafting
should be clear and precise) so that they could give rise to no
mistaken interpretations.
Deletion of the words "by other States\'
in article 4, paragraph 2 was not enough to resolve the problem that
had arisen.
It would be preferable to complete the existing text
by embodying words which would help to make its meaning precise.
16.
Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that draft Protocol II was an
instrument of international scope Which; by taking internal conflicts
into consideration, lent added strength to the Geneva Conventions of
1949.
Having listened to the reasons given for the proposed change
by the sponsors of Mlendment CDDH/I/239, he had been inclined to
support that amendment, but on reflection hethoue;ht that deletion
of the words Iby other .states 'l would detract from the precision of
the original text, which in his view should therefore be retained.
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17.
With regard to the Indian amendment (CDDH/I/240), he could
well understand that the text drafted by Working Group B
(CDDH/I/238/Rev.l) might cause some concern to the delegation of
India.
But while the aim of the Indian amendment was to safeguard
the independence of States in l.on-international conflicts, which he
himself approved, it envisaged a break in the application of
Protocol II which would leave victims of such conflicts without
protection~
and that he could not accept.
his delegation there
fore could not approve the amendment.
18.
Mr. AMIR-MOKRI (Iran) said he had at first been inclined to
support the oral a.,'TIendment made at the twenty·oninth meeting by the
delegation of Nigeria, but had observed that its formulation might
lead to confusion.
'Ihe comments of the representative of the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in fact showed that the latter's
interpretation of the amendment did Dot correspond with the meaning
given it by the delegation of Iran.
On the other hand the amend
ment submitted by the delegations of Iraq, Nigeria and Venezuela
(CDDH/I/239). which reverted to a suggestion made at the twenty
ninth meeting by the Chairman) eliminated any possibility of
ambiguity and had the additional merit of shortening the text of
article 4, paragraph 2.
The delegation of Iran therefore supported
that amendment.
19.
Mr. GIRARD (France) said that he could well understand the
concern caused to certain delegations by article 4 of draft
Protocol II. which dealt with the possibilities of external
interference or intervention. for his own country had during the
course of its history been the victim of some of the situations
described.
His delegation would not oppose amendment CDDH/I/239.
He did not clearly understand its purpose. but felt that the
proposed deletion would have tto advantage of ~lignin~ the text of
paragraph 2 with that of paragraph 1.
20.
As to the amendment of India (CDDH/I/240), the delegation of
France also understood the concern whicl~ g2.ve rise to it, namely
the desire to prevent external interference in the affairs of a
country and any violation of Protocol II.
He believed that
violations of an international instrument could only be committed
by the parties to that instrument.
He was not sure that an action
by an entity which was not a party to the instrument could be
considered as a violation of the Protocol or as an act of external
interference.
The Indian amendment raised a question of principle
which it was difficult to ignore.
Furthermore s the precise content
of Protocol II was not yet known.
In any case it was his belief
that. even if an act of interference or of intervention occurred,
the armed forces of the countries concerned would act in a manner
compatible witll the provisions of the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
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National laws undoubtedly did not fall short of the minimum rules
set by those Conventions.
Since the two paragraphs of article 4
were very explicit; the delegation of India might perhaps find it
advisable not to take a definite decision concerning its amendment
until it had measured precisel~ the impact of ehe contents of
Protocol II~ and accordingly not to push for an adoption of its
amendment before being fully aware of the final provisions of
Protocol II.
It might then find that the amendment served no
purpose.
Indeed. a pause for reflection might be useful to all
the participants.

21.
Mr. LOPUSZANSKI (Poland) supported amendment CDDH/I/239.
Regarding the amendment of India (CDDH/I/240), he could understand
the wish to prohibit external interference with greater severity.
But the amendment was so drafted as to ~eaken the provisions of
article 4 concerning the protection of victims of non-international
conflicts.
He could therefore not approve the Indian amendment.
22.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico) said that his delegation strongly
supported any provisions aimed at safeguarding the sovereignty of
States.
At the same time the deletion of the words I1by other
States". proposed in amendment CDDH/I/239 did not appear to him to
reinforce the text of article 4; paragraph 2 in that respect.
He
even felt that it would be preferable to add a sentence to develop
the idea which it was sought to express.
As to the amendment of
India, he considered that the idea which had inspired it was
excellent; he. too, considered that any external interference in
non-international armed conflict must be considered as a violation
of Protocol II.
Nevertheless, he felt it was impossible to
envisage a break in the application of that Protocol.
The text
deserved to be more carefully studied.
He therefore proposed that
article 4 and the proposed amec~lments to it should be returned to
the Working Group for further consideration.
23.
The CHAIRMAN put the proposa: of the representative of Mexico
to the vote.
The proposal was
abstentions.

~ejected

by 23 votes to 9 2 with 31

24.
Mr. AGOES (Indonesia) said that he understood the spirit in
which the delegation of India had presented its amendment. designed
to add a new paragraph 3~ but the text seemed to him incomplete in
that it failed to indicate what would happen between the time when
an act of external interference occurred and the time when it
ceased.
It might perhaps be opportune to insert a sentence saying
that national legislation would ~c applied.
25.
~1r. DIXI'I' (India) supported amendment CDDH/II239, vlhich had
the merit of making the text of articlG 4, paragraph 2, clearer.

-
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26.
He had listened with interest to the comments made on amend
ment CDDH/I/240 submitted by his delegation.
It was certainly
heartening to see that. after the Second World War, the indus
trialized nations, in order to spare their peoples great sufferings,
had determined never again to let war rage on their territory.
Unfortunately, the situation was not the same for the developing
countries; whether in Asia, Africa or Latin America;
they had been
the scene of international, national. and internal conflicts causing
much bloodshed and for which their Governments were in no way
responsible.
Looking at the situation objectively, it had to be
admitted that legal texts and the relevant Conventions were applied
or were not applied.
Excellent) extremely well-drafted legal
texts existed, designed for the most worthy purposes. but their
interpretation could vary according to subjective or objective
criteria, those appearing objective to some being subjective to
others.
It was essential to be realistic.
His delegation had
participated actively in the work on draft Frotocols I and II.
It
had been in favour of some provisions, and expressed doubts regarding
others.
It had welcomed the text prepared by Working Group B
(CDDH/I/238/Rev.l), with certain reservations. and had accordingly,
in submitting its amendment, endeavoured to improve on that text so
that India might become a Party to Protocol II.
The claim that his
delegation's amendment would result in Goverr@ents being unable to
ensure the. protection of their nationals was based on false premises.
All countries had laws and constitutions protecting the fundamental
rights of man.
The Indian Government,more than any other. was
able to ensure the well'"being and protection of its nationals in all
respects.
If a world government existed, there ~ould perhaps be no
reason to fear violations of national sovereignty; but things being
what they were, developing countries were bent on protecting their
sovereignty. and had set their hearts on working for their own
development without external interference, in crder to attain a
situation similar to that which the European countries had achieved,
not without effort and internal struggles.
In answer to those
delegations that asked what would happen during the peri6d in which
Protocol II ceased to be applied, he would say that the national law
would of course prevail.
Alluding to the various types of conflict
~hlCh could occur, he referred to subversive acts directed from
abroad, to conflicts in which financial aid, the supply of weapons,
the foreign training of combatants, and even mercenaries carne from
abroad.
It would be difficult to pretend that such action did not
constitute interference in the internal affairs of a country.
His
delegation's amendment was designed solely to avoid interference of
that kind and of any other kind.
It could even have gone further
by providing penal sanctions for all violations of Protocol II.
The fears that such a provision might arouse would be groundless
since there would be no sanction unless there had been violation.
j

27.
He then turned to the various observations which had been made
on the legal aspects of the question.
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28.
Some representatives had drawn a distinction between
lIintervention" and 11interference".
His delegation was indeed
speaking of interference.
It was, however, prepared to accept
amendments of form, provided they were desirable, or, if necessary,
the return of the t~xt to the Working Group.

29.
It had also been said that article 1 did not contain a
definition of a non-international conflict.
He pointed out, first
of all, that a definition could be affirmative or negative, and that
article 1 did in fact state that Protocol II applied to a non
international conflict.
30.

One delegation had asked what was to be understood by
"violation".
Clearly, if a law that was intended to be respected
had not been adhered to, it had been violated.

31.·

Others had said that it was difficult to decide at what points
interference began and terminated.
That was also true in the
context of paragraph 2.
The facts themselves determined the
existence or otherwise of a violation.

32.
Again, others had spoken of the humanitarian aspect of the
question.
In Working Group B~ he had proposed in that connexion,
the insertion of the words i10n condition that national law be
applied'i, but that proposal haa not been accepted.
Yet that text
was applicable to situations not covered by draft Protocol I and
there were situations in which Protocol I itself would not be
applicable.
Protocol II would then apply.
In other situations
the law of the land would continue to apply.
j

33.
He repeated that his amendment would indirectly prove a
deterrent, by discouraging external interference.
34.

His delegation had preferred not to speak of a "suspension of
the Protocol", but rather to use the words i'cease to apply".
It
hoped that its amendment would thereby be conducive to an
increasingly broad recognition'and application of Protocol II.

35.
The representative of France had suggested that the Indian
delegation should not insist on amendment CDDH/I/240 being put to
the vote for the moment but should wait until draft Protocol II as
a whole had been finalized.
His delegation would be prepared to
accept that suggestion on condition that the text of its amendment
were placed between square brackets for subsequent consideration.
j

36.
The CHAIRMAN put the proposed amendment to draft Protocol II,
article 4, paragraph 2, as submitted by Iraci, Nigeria and Venezuela
(CDDH/I/239), to the vote.
The amendment was adopted by 50 votes to none
abstentions.

j

with 16
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37.
The CHAIRMAN indicated that the Committee should proceed to a
vote on the Indian amendment.
38.
Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq), speaking on a point of order pointed
out that the French delegation had suggested that any decision on
the Indian amendment should be temporarily postponed.
That
suggestion had been accepte~ by the Indian delegation and was now
supported by Iraq.
The normal procedure would be for the Committee
first to take a decision on that suggestion.
j

39.
The CHAIRMAN asked the Indian delegation if it wished to
withdraw its amendment on the understanding that it would submit it
again later.
40.
Mr. DIXIT (India) said he did not wish to withdraw his amend
ment; but in view of the suggestion made by the French delegation
that his proposal should be considered later when all the provi
sions of Protocol II had been adopted he wished again to propose
that. at the present stage. the text should be placed between
square brackets, which would indicate that no decision had been
taken on it.
j

j

41.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico) said that he, too s supported the
suggestion of the French delegation to postpone consideration of and
voting on the Indian amendment (CDDH/I/240).
He thought that the
text could provisionally be placed in square br~ckets.
42.
The CHAIRMAN said he recretted that, according to the rules of
procedure, he could not accede to the request of the representative
of India, who, however. was entitled as a matter of course to with
draw his amendment arid to submit it again later.

43.
Mr. BETTAUEP (United States of America) said that he agreed
with the Chairman on the point of procedure.
Either the Indian
proposal could be voted upon immediately or, in view of the
suggestion made by the French delegation, the Indian delegation
might be asked to withdraw it for the time being in order to submit
it again later.
His delegation was unable to agree that the text
should provisionally be placed between square brackets.
44.
The CHAIRMAN explained to the representative of India that if
the amendment was voted upon immediately and rejected, the Indian
delegation would have to obtain a two-thirds majority in order to
be able to submit it again; whereas if it withdrew its proposal
forthwith it would be free to submit it again later.
Moreover, the
report could state that the Indian delegation had no intention of
abandoning its text and had ...ri thdrawn it only on the understanding
that it could submit it again later.
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45~

Mr. MILLER (Canada) pointed out that, prior to the debate on
the Chairman had already suggested that the Indian
amendment should be put to the vote.

procedure~

46.
Mr. DIXIT (India) said that he was sorry to contradict the
representative of Canada on that point~ but that he had asked for
the floor even before the Chairman had finished speaking.
47.
The CHAIRMAN assured the representatives of Canada and of
India that their remarks would be included in the summary record of
the meeting.
48.
Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that he wished to express his
opposition concerning the way in which the vote had been requested,
and to support the position of India on the matter.
49.· The CHAIRMAN~ in order to close the debate on procedure,
asked the representative of India if he would accept the method he
had outlined, namely to postpone the decision concerning the Indian
amendment and to mention in the report of Committee I the condition
attached to its provisional withdrawal.
50.
Mr. DIXIT (India) agreed to the procedure suggested by the
Chairman.
That procedure was adopted.

51.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), speaking on a point of order. requested
that the explanation which he had given at the beginning of the
meeting, when he had asked that article 4 should be referred back to
the Working Group, should appear in the summary record.
52.
In explanation of his vote he said that; in the opinion of his
delegation the greatest possible number of guarantees should be
included in draft Protocol II in order to avoid all interference in
the affairs of States.
His delegation did not think, however, that
the text of article 4, paragraph 2 would be strengthened by the
deletion of the words ilby other States lo J and that was why he had
abstained from voting on amendment CDDH/I/239.
j

53.
With regard to the Indian amendment (CDDHII/240), his delega
tion, while supporting the idea that any interference should be
considered a violation of the Protocol, did not think it feasible to
envisage the possibility that the Protocol would cease to apply.
Article 4, as amended. was adopted by consensuall

11 For the text of article 4, as adopted] see the report of
Committee I (CDDH/219/Rev.l, para. Ill).
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Article 5 - Rights and duties of the Parties to the conflict
(CDDH/I. CDDH/56~ CDDH/I/3~, CDDH/I/216) (concluded)
54.
The CHAIRMAN asked the Committee whether the text of article 5
submitted Ly Working Group B (CDDH/I/238/Rev.l) could be adopted by
consensus.
It was so agreed.21
55.
Mr. SOOD (India) pointed out that if the passage reading lithe
rights and duties which derive from the present Protocol apply
equally to all the Parties to the conflict" (CDDH/I/35) was insisted
upon, great caution should be exercised in determining who were the
Parties to the conflict, since, if certain specific duties were
incumbent on those Parties; it might happen that the Party to the
conflict which was opposcc. to a Government did not have the material
or financial means~ or the technical infrastructure, necessary for
the application of Protocol II.
56.
f1r. de ICAZA (Mexico) said that a capital letter had wrongly
been used in the expression "Parties to the conflict" in the text
of article 5.
He hoped that the Drafting Committee would take care
to correct mistakes of that kind.
57.
Mr. OBRADOVI6; Chairman of Working Group B, said that that was
a mere typographical error,
58.
With regard to the question of titles mentioned in document
CDDH/I/216 by the Philippine delegation, he added that in the
Working Group it had been decided that the matter would be submitted
to the Committee.
59.
The CHAIRNAN suggested that the question of titles - which was
of interest to all the Committees - should be referred to the
Drafting Committee.
60.

Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) supported the Chairman's suggestion.

61.
Mr. BALKEN (Federal Republic of Germany) proposed that the
Committee should ask the Drafting Committee to take responsibility
fo~ the arran8ement of the different articles also.
62.
Mr. KURDI (Saudi Arabia) recalled the statement he had made at
the twenty-ninth meeting (CDDH/I/SR.29) concerning article 1 of draf~
Protocol II, and expressed the hope that that statement would be
taken into account in connexion with that article which had been
adopted by consensus.
The meetin[,; rose at 12.35 p.m.
2/

For the text of ar~icle 5. as adopted. see the report of
Committee I, (CDDH/219/Rev.l. para. 116).
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CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/l)

(continued)*

Report of the Ad hoc Workinq Group on the Protection of Journalists
Engaged in Dangerous Missions (CDDP./I/237 and Corr.l CDDH/I/242)
1. The CHAIHMAN announced that Mr. Sperduti (Italy)
Chairman of
the Ad Hoc Workin~ Group had been detained in Italy by his
professional duties and invited the representative of France to
introduce the report of the Workin~ Group (CDDH/I/237 and Corr.l).
2.

Mr. GIRARD (France), introducing the report of the Ad Hoc
Group on the Protection of Journalists Engaged in Dangerous
Missions (CDDH/I/237 and Corr.l); said that the Group had drafted
a new article (ibid"
annex I) to be inserted after article 69 of
draft Protocol 1-:--' The nel<r article conferred on journalists
engaged in dangerous professional missions the protection provided
for civilians by draft Protocol I article 45: paragraph 1 and
provided that such journalists could obtain an identity card on
the lines of the model annexed to the report (ibid .. annex III).
1,.IIi th regard to the information to be included 1n that card) some
dele~ations had raised objections of principle to a reference to the
bearer's relirion, whereas others had attached ~reat importance to
such a reference,
Each Government should be free to take whatever
decision it thoufht fit on that point and the Group had therefore
agreed that the mention of the bearer's religion shpuld be optional,
l~Torking

3. The Group had drawn up a draft resolution for submission to the
plenary. by the terms of which the Conference would adopt the new
article on the protection of journalists en~a~ed in dangerous
professional missions in areas of armed conflict and request the
Secretary,·,General of trle Conference to trarismi t the text of the
resolution to the Secretary General of the United nations.
4, The three documents drafted by the Working Group. namely the
draft of the new article. the draft resolution and the model identity
card for journalists engaged in dangerous professional missions, had
been adopted unanimously,

*1 Resumed from the twentY"eighth meetinv,
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5. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said he fully supported
the proposed article and the' model identity card drawn up by the
Working Group.
Those documents represented a compromise solution
which should meet with general approval.
6. With regard to the draft resolution in annex II on the adoption
of the new article on the protection of journalists engaged in
dangerous professional missions, to be submitted to the plenary
Conference) there had been an exchange of views in the Working
Grpup and the general opinion had been that if~ towards the end of
thesession~ it became apparent that the Conference would not be
able to adopt other articles of the two draft Protocols, then that
draft resolution should not be submitted to the plenary.
In that
case~ another draft resolution would be submitted to the plenary,
in which the Diplomatic Conference would take note of the work
accomplished by Committee I and request the Secretary~General of
the Conference to report on that work to the United Nations
Secretary~General and to transmit to him the full report of the
Ad Hoc Working Group) including the original draft resolution
appearing in annex II~ which the Conference would in that case
adopt at its third session.

7. Mr. HERNANDEZ (Uruguay) suggested that 3 in the journalists'
own interests, the inclusion of fingerprints on the model identity
card for journalists engaged in dangerous missions should be
compulsory rather than optional.
Among other things, that would
enable journalists whose identity card had been lost or stolen to
prove that their card did in fact belong to them.
8. Miss EMARA (Arab Republic of Egypt) and Mr. ArlIR··MOKRI (Iran)
said they supported the documents drafted by the Ad Hoc Working Group.

9. Mr. MILLER (Canada) pointed out that his delegation's name had
been omitted from the third paragraph on the first page of the
report of the Ad Hoc Working Group.
The first sentence of that
paragraph should read: II
prepared by the delegations of France,
Canada and the United States of America, respectivelyi!.
10. He welcomed the fact that the Working Group had succeeded in
drawing up a satisfactory draft article on the protection of
journalists engaged in dangerous professional missions in areas of
armed conflict.
For the first time) journalists who undertook
dangerous missions of that kind would be able to do so in the
knowledge that their status was expressly recognized and that they
would be treated as civilians even when captured.
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11. The inclusion of the new articld in draft Protocol I would be
a quicker and more effective means of ensuring the necessary
protection for journalists engaged in dangerous professional
missions than the drafting of q separate convention.
Moreover,
it would have the practical aG!antage of making the journalists
in question more familiar wi~h the Geneva Conventions and the
Protocols.
12. Mr. ABDUL,·MALIK (Ni~eria) proposed that the words 'if
possible should be omitted frem tl,18 fil'st paraF.':raph of the "remarks\;
on the draft model identity card (CDDH/I/237!Corr.l).
Journalists
could be more certain of protection if the card had to be in the
language of the area in l,<Jhich the-: aL'mec1 conflict 1,ms taking place.
13. Mr. BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlands) faid he wondered whether the
use of the words 'Journaliste .. , shall be considered as civilians
(CDDH/I/237. annex I); would not five the impression that they were
not in fact civilians.
It mipht be better to reword the draft
article so that it read:
Journalists who are engaged in dangerous
professional missions in areas of armeG conflict shall, as
civilians within the meaning of para~raph 1 of article 45. be
protected under the Co~ventions ... .

14. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said she fully supported the report
of the Ad Hoc, \lJorkin, Group (CDDH/I/237 and Corr.l).
15. R~ferring to the Uruguaynn repres~ntativeis proposal that the
inclusion of fin~erprints in the i~~ntitv card for journalists
engaged in dangerolls professional missions shou16 be made compulsory.
she pointed out that it was generally criminals who had their
fingerprints taken.
She was t~erefore against the pr8posal.
16. F1r. ALe·PALLOUJI (Iraq) congratulated the Ad Hoc Working Group
on its excellent work.
17. He thou~ht tha~ the Nct~erJands represe~tativels proposal
should be considered and that the Ni~erian representative1s proposal
was very sound.

18. r,1r. BALKEN (Federal Rep'lblic of GerY'1any) said he hoped that the
Committee would' refrain from taking A, final decision immediately on
the Ad Hoc Workinr Group1s report which dele~ations had received
only the-previous evening .,'
There hac~ not be~r; tine for instructions
to be received from Governme0~s.
~he question was an important one
and called for further r~flection.
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19. Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) said he was glad that the Ad Hoc
Working Group had reached unanimous agreement on a satisfactory
system for the protection of journalists engaged in dangerous
professional missions.
With regard to the wording of the new
draft article, he too thought that the expression " ... shall be
considered as civilians;; should be amended 9 for the existing
text gave the impression that journalists had not been regarded
as civilians in the past.
20.
In the second sentence of the draft article, the inclusion
of the words "wi thout prejudice to the right of ,,,ar correspondents
accredited to the armed forces to the status provided under
Article 4. A (4) of the Third Convention;: was well advised;> for the
question had not been settled satisfactorily in the draft convention
submitted to the United Nations General Assembly (see United
Nations document A/9643, annex I).
21. He agreed that the SecretarY"General of the Conference should
submit a report on the progress made on the subject to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations~ pending the adoption of
the new draft article by the plenary at an appropriate moment.
22. Mr. REIMANN (Switzerland) said he fully supported the United
States representative's proposal with regard to the course to be
adopted in the futqre.
He, too s considered that the Committee
should not recommend the adoption by the Conference of the new
article on journalists engaged in dangerous professional missions,
if the Conference was not in a position to adopt the other articles
of the two Protocols> in that case" Committee I should recommend
that the plenary adopt a draft resolution on the lines indicated
by the United States representative. rather than the draft resolution
in annex II of the Ad Hoc Working Group's report.
23. Hr. PINEDA (Venezuela) said that the ~d Hoc Working Group had
produced an important document which had his deleRation's approval.
The purpose was to protect and safeguard the rights of journalists
in particular situations in the course of dangerous professional
missions.
Like the Uruguayan representative~ he considered that
fingerprints were the best system of identification, and finger~
printing could not be regarded as being in any way derogatory to
journalists.
If it would ~ive rise to fewer difficulties. it might
even be desirable to establish a world centre for recording the
fingerprints of all journalists sent on dangerous missions.
24. The better to ensure the safety and protection, at a distance)
of journalists engaged in danperous professional missions, it could
be arranged that they should wear special armlets of the kind used
by the Red Cross and by medical personnel.
Draft Protocol I would
thereby be improved~ since the journalists in question would enjoy
fuller protection, being visible from a distance.
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25. Mr. LOUKYANOVITCH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said
that the text had been discussed at length in the Ad Hoc Working
Group.
He therefore proposed that it be sent to the Drafting
Committee) which would improve the drafting and ensure the concord-'
ance of the different lan~uage versions.
26. Although certain points had arisen during the discussions~ such
as compulsory fingerprinting and the mention of religion J the members
of the Ad Hoc Working Group had unanimously accepted the compromise
text in CDDH/I/237 and Corr.l.
Consequently; there was no need to
take up the sUl3gestions madp. in the Committee by various speakers"
since the accepted text took account of differences of legislation
and of opinion.
27. The Nigerian representative's suggestion that the words ;:if
possible i: in annex III (CDDH/I/237 /Corr.l); should be deleted was
also unacceptable) because the Workin~ Group had considered it highly
unlikely that a country would be able to issue cards in all the
languages of the world.
For that reason: the Working Group had
preferred the present wording
if possible) in the language of
the region in which the armed conflict is taking place".
Il

•••

28. He could see no point in the Netherlands representative's
suggestion, which merely made the sentence more complicated, without
altering the substanCe.
29. Mr. GIRARD (France) said that it was quite true that the words
"if possible ll had been maintained for practical reasons.
Neverthe'
less, it was to the journalist's own interests that use could be
made of his document as certain representatives had pointed out.
30. The use in the proposed nc''1 article of tr.; word 'civilians;'
meant that journalists engaged in dan~erous professional missions
would enjoy protection "within the meaning of paragraph I 8f
article 45".
If the Committee found another form of words. he
would agree to amend the propose~ text, provided that the new
wording took into account the discussions in the ~d Hoc Working Group.
31. Several representatives had expressed doubts about the value of
the identity card.
In that connexion: reference should be made to
the Geneva Conventions of 1949" since that was the solution chosen
for war correspondents and it was also the one applicable in the
present case.
The armlet suggestion was interesting~ but there was
no provision to that effect in Article 4.A (ll) of the third Geneva
Convention of 1949.
It would therefore be difficult. if not
impossible 9 to afford journalists en~aged in dangerous professional
missions a wider degree of protec~ion than that which war correspond
ents already enjoyed.
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32. He did not think that any useful purpose would be served by
entering into details of-procedure, but he firmly hoped that the
plenary would be in a position to adopt many articles at the end
of the present session.
33. Mr. SOOD (India) said he shared the concern of the representa
tive of Nigeria.
It was in the interest both of Governments and
of journalists that the latter should carry a document which would
be intelligible in the area where the armed conflict was taking
place.

34. With regard to religion, he considered that protection should
be given to both the physical and the psychical well-being of
journalists.
For religious reasons~ certain countries had dietary
habits which should be respected without causing unnecessary
trouble.
He would accordingly recommend that religion should-be
mentioned on journalists' identity cards.
35. Identity cards should enable the authorities to give as much
protection ~s possible to journalists on dangerous professional
missions.
For that reason the words ":and to enable them to grant
him the requisite protection' whould be added after the words ,'to
assist in his identification- at the end of the ':Notice' in the
model identity card.
36. Mr. HERNANDEZ 1Uruguay) said that his proposal was not intended
to be pessimistic; on the contrary, its purpose was to provide a
greater degree of protection to journalists on dangerous professional
missions.

37. Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that he opposed neither the
text nor the draft resolution rroposed by the Ad Hoc Working Group,
which his delegation approved in substance.
But he would not be
able to take part in the vote until he had "received instructions
from his Government about the conditions for the identification of
journalists.
All Governments should be required to accept arrange ..
ments for identification on a basis of equality and reciprocity.
38. He supported those representatives who considere~ that finger
printing was the most effective method of identification; if the
object of an identity card was to provide a journalist with maximum
protection, it should bear his fingerprints.
Moreover, identity
cards should be translated into the language of the country where a
journalist was carrying out his dangerous mission.
It would be
preferable, however. to standardize identity cards so that the
authorities and the military of every country would be able to
recognize it and ensure the safety of its holder.
39. After so many years of effort it was important to achieve
tangible results in the matter of journalists on dangerous profess
ional missions.
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40. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said he agreed with
the substance of the comments made by the representati,res of the
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic and of France.
He wished
to provide some additional explanations on the points which were
causing most difficulty to Governments.
41. The Ad Hoc Working Group had drawn up a compromise text which
represented a carefully negotiated balance that took account of the
various opinions expressed.
The United Nations had not arrived at
a text acceptable to his delegation after five years of discussion
in that forum.
In his delegation's view, the text submitted by
the United Nations Secretary-General in document A/9643 entitled
;'Human rights in armed conflicts: protection of journalists
engaged in dangerous missions in areas of armed conflict' raised
several difficulties.
Although the Ad Hoc Working Group had
diverged greatly from the previous draft it had submitted a text
(CDDH/I/237 and Corr. 1) which retained the main element of an
identity card and was an acceptable compromise.
42. He agreed with the French representative that the reference to
article 45, paragraph Is after the words "shall be considered'; in
the proposed new article in draft Protocol ~ was quite clear: it
emphasized that journalists on a dangerous professional mission
should be treated as civilians.
1-'3.
As to the question whether Governments were entitled to issue
identity cards, he pointed out that the draft which had been before
the United Nations for five years contained an article 6 which
provided for issuance of identity cards by Governments.
Surely,
if Governments could issue passports, they could also issue identity
cards.

44. Referring to the question of how the military would be able to
recognize and respect such an identity card if it was issued by
another Government or Party to the conflict. he said that if the
card formed part of an annex to Graft Protocol I it would be widely
circulated among the Parties conce~ned, in accordance with the
provisions of the Protocol.
Moreover" the identity card in the
Working Group's draft was based on the model appearing in annex IV
to the third Geneva Convention of 1949'; so far as the number of
languages wai concerned, it was based ~n other identity cards
issued to war correspondents.
Certain changes had been made to
clarify the treatment of journalists in case of capture" as, for
instance, by including the sentence reading ':ThL holder is entitled
to be treated as a civilian under the Geneva Conve~tions of 12
August 1949, and their addi tiGi1al :?rotocol I.;:
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45.

The United States delegation did not favour the adoption of an
because that question had caused difficulties when a draft
Convention was submitted to the General Assembly.
It was necessary
to distinguish between civilian population and combatants and not
to make civilians the object of attack.
Tho~e principles had been
discussed and adopted in Committee III of the Diplomatic Conference
and the rules adopted by that Com~ittee had been inspired by the
United Nations.
Providing a distinction by an arm band to be worn
by different persons protected as civilians could only result in a
weakening of the protection.
armlet~

46. Mr. GREEN (Canada) said that the text submitted by the Ad Hoc
Working Group was acceptable.
In his view, the format of the
identity card should be small, so that it would fit into a shirt
pocket.
It would therefore be unrealistic to decide that the
card would be translated into many languages.

47.· With regard to the Indian representative's proposal. that the
. words i,to enable them to grant him the necessary protection;\ should
be added at the end of the "Notice", he pointed out that the idea
was already to be found in the second sentence of the proposed new
article of draft Protocol I (CDDH/I/237; annex I).
48. Since a journalist on a dangerous professional mission was a
civilian, he thought that the words "shall be considered as" should
be replaced by the -word "are l ' in the proposed new article.
As to
fingerprints, it seemed rather unlikely that soldiers in the front
line would be able to "read" them.
If they were made compulsory,
arrangements would have to be made for an imprint of the whole hand
to appear in the identity card.
The regulations already existing
in every country for the issue of visas should also be applied in
connexion with the issue of identity cards to journalists.
49. Mr. PINEDA (Venezuela) drew attention to United Nations
General Assembly~ resolution 3245 (XXIX) requesting that measures
should be taken to ensure the protection of journalists.
Since
the purpose of the present Conference was to codify and develop
humanitarian law, the text proposed in document CDDH/I/237 and Corr.l
should be revised and supplemented.
While his delegation understood
the spirit in which the Ad Hoc Working Group had reached a compromise)
it felt bound to stress the need to seek a procedure whereby
journalists engaged in dangerous professional missions could be
better identified at a distance.
It accordingly asked that the
Committee should not take an immediate decision on the text of the
Working Group's report (CDDH/I/237 and Corr.l).
As in the case of
medical and religious personnel, journalists ought to be disting
uished by some outward sign, which would make it impossible for it
to be claimed, after the event, that there was nothing to indicate

-
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that those concerned were professional journalists.
Furthermor~
he supported the proposal of the representative of India that the
religion of the holder of an identity card should be indicated on
the card, since religion constituted both a m~terial and a moral
source which could reinforce the desired protection.

50. Turning to the Soanish text o~ the proposed new article
(CDDH1I/237 and Corr.l~ annex I) he aslced that the words "0 en que'
in the penultimate line should be replaced by

0

donde' .

51. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) associated his delegation with the
congratulations addressed to the Ad Hoc Working Group on the
preparation of its report (CDDH/Ii237 and Corr.l).
He pointed
out, however~ that, while his de18~ation did not wish in any way
to criticize the results of that work, it would have liked the
report to provide some explanation of the principles by which the
Working Group had been guided in carrying out its task.
That
omission could no doubt be easily rectified and it seemed that the
Committee would be able to reply to the request made b~, the United
Nations General Assembly in resolution 3245 (XXIX).
52. He shared the concern expressed by the representatives of the
Federal Republic of Germany and Switzerland regarding the way in
which the Committee should conduct its diso~ssion and report on the
results to the United Nations Secretary·'General.
He did not think
it was necessary for a resolution to be adopted ,in plenary meeting;
it would be sufficient to draw UD a text for transmission to the
United Nations.
53. The CHAIRMAN said that t~e discussion on the present item was
now closed and the dccisj.on 1:101'ld bi~ deferred until the end of the
week.
He asked the members of the CQm~ittee not t~ forget that the
proposals mad0 in document 2DDH/I/237 and Corr.l represented a
balanced comp~omise an1 that it ~ould h~ dan~erous to make any
important changes.
He proDosed that the time limit fixed for the
submission of amendments to that text should be 12 noon on Thursday)
20 March.
It was so agreed.
ORGANIZATION OF WORK
54.

The CHAIRMA~ said that the next item on the agenda was the

consideration~Part II, articles h to 10 of draft Protocol II.

The Committee mi~ht first hold a ".,pneral discussion and then refer
that part to WorkinG Group Pc resuming its consideration later in
the light of the work of the Workin~ Group.
In his opinion. that
would entail loss of time and two other possibilities mi~ht be
considered~
either to hold the discussion in tho Committee and then
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instruct Working Group B to draw up the definitive text. or to refer
the question forthwith to Working Group B, in which all members of
the Committee could participates and then take a final decision in
plenary meeting.
He himself favoured the latter course.
55.

Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said that he found the
If it was adopted, the Committee
would not hold its meetings at the same time as the Working Group.
Moreover, it would be advisable to fix a time limit for the
submission of amendments~ which would be considered by the Working
Group, so that no new amendments could be submitted at the
Committee's plenary meeting when the vote "ms taken.
That would
not mean that some amendments, after being considered in Working
Group B, could not be voted on also at the plenary meeting of the
Committee if they had not been accepted in the Working Group's text.
Chair~anls proposal acceptable.

56 .. The CHAIRMAN suggested that 12 noon on Friday) 21 March, should
be the time-limit for the submission of amendments with regard to
articles 6to 10 of draft Protocol II.
Working Group B could begin
to study them on the two preceding days
At its pl.enary meeting
on Friday, 21 March, the Committee would take decisions on the
question of the protection of journalists engaged in dangerous
professional missions, and. if it had time and if Working Group B
had completed its work, it could begin consideration of articles 6
to 10 of draft Protocol II.
0

57. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that she thought that the items
on which no agreement was reached in Working Group B should be
placed in brackets in the report.
58. The delegations of some of the Asian and African countries were
not in a position to participat2 in the discussions in Workin~ Group
B and were only able to attend the Committee's plenary meetings;
perhaps the members of such delegations could be allowed to submit
amendments in plenary meeting.

59. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the meetings of Working Group B
would be open to all members of the Committee and would thus be on
a par with the plenary meetings] which would not be held at the
same time.
60. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur, said that the task before
Working Group B was to reach a compromise between different points
of view.
61.
Its work mi~ht be rendered useless if it was possible for new
amendments to be submitted at plenary meetings; moreover, delega-
tions needed time to study the various points of view.
As the
plenary meetings were not to take place at the same time as the
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meetings of Working Group B) all delegations should be able to be
represented at those meetings; if they were not, it could only be
concluded that the particular question under consideration did not
interest them.
62.

Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed out
under article 29 of the rules of procedure of the Conference,
no proposal could be discussed or put to the vote at any meeting
unless copies of it had been circulated to all delegations not
later than the day preceding the meeting.
He did not therefore
think that the Committee could embark on its consideration of
articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II on 21 March.
that~

He thought, moreover, that the
63. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) agreed.
plenary Committee could not,-on one and the same day, hold a
general discussion on the report of Working Group B and take a
vote on that report.
64. The CHAIRMAN said that the fact that a time-limit was set for
the submission of amendments did not mean that such texts could
not be submitted earlier.
Moreover, the general discussion took
place in the Working Group and must not be resumed at the plenary
meeting.

65. Mrs. DARIIMAA (r1ongolia) pointed out that delegations from
Asian and African countries, which had very few members and some
times found it difficult to be represented in working groups) should
be able to express their views at plenary meetings.
66. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur, said that the situation of
delegations from the third world countries which wer~ not adequately
represented would be taken intc account:, and tne organizers of the
Conference would do everything possible to enable them to take a
greater part in the discussions of the Working Groups and to be
kept informed of all decisions reached by those Groups.
67. Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) said that he doubted whether his
delegation would be able to observe the time--limit fixed for
sUbmitting amendments to articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II.

68.

Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur~ explained that the time~
limit only conceined official draft amendments to existing texts.
Changes could always be suggested durin~ the discussions in the
Working Groups.
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69. The CHAIRMAN asked the Committee if it accented the time
limits pr~posedJ namely~ 12 noon on Thursday, 20-March, for
amendments relating to the protection of journalists engaged in
dangerous misRions, and 12 noon on Friday, 21 March 3 for amendments
relating to articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II.
He also
suggested 5 p.m. on MondaY3 24 March, as a time-limit for amend
mentsto articles 70 to 79 of draft Protocol I, which would be
discu~sed next.
It was so agreed.
The meeting rose at 5.20 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE THIRTY-SECOND MEETING
held on Wednesday, 19 March 1975, at 3.20 p.m.
Chairman:

Mr. HAMBRO

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL II (CDDH/l) (continued)*
Article 6 - Fundamental guarantees (CDDH/l, CDDH/56;
CDDH/I/92, CDDH/I/93)

CDDH/I/37,

1.
The CHAIRMAN invited the representative of the International
Committee of the Red Cross to introduce article 6 of draft
Protocol II.
2.
Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that in any non-international armed conflict, the civilian popula
tion was always in a particularly dangerous situation.
Caught
between the Parties to the conflict, it was subject to pressures
and restraints by the two parties alternately which more often than
not demanded its active co-operation in their operations and their
assistance in the form of information, material aid and even
financial support.
Members of armed forces taking part in
hostilities might find themselves, because of the hatred between
the Parties, exposed to the most inhumane treatment if they fell
into the hands of the adversary after becoming hors de combat.
3.
Draft Protocol II, Part II was therefore designed to protect
all persons who took no direct part or who had ceased to take a
part in hostilities against abuse of power and inhuman and cruel
treatment by the military or civilian authorities of the Party to
the conflict in whose power the~ might be.
4.
The basic features of Part II were, first, that although it
laid down rules regarding humane treatment of protected persons, it
in no way shielded from the application of national law any person
who might have violated that law in connexion with the armed
conflict.
5.
Secondly, it set out to protect all persons affected by the
armed conflict without creating special categories of protected
persons enjoying special status or treatment.
That meant that,
contrary to its earlier proposals and in accordance with the
recommendations of the experts it had consulted, the ICRe had given
up the idea of assimilating combatants who were hors de combat and
had fallen into the hands of the adverse Party. to prisoners of war.

*

Resumed from the thirtieth meeting.
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A captured combatant would only enjoy the prot~ction provide~ in
articles 8, 9 and 10 and if he had committed a~ offence in connexion
with the armed conflict) might be prosecuted, tried and sent€:ncco in
accordance with national law.

6.
Paragraph 1 of Article 6) Fundamental guarantees, laid dOHn the
general principle of the humane treatment of persons.
To that
general principle were added) in paraGraphs 2 and 33 lists of
prohibited acts.
Those provisions were taken from Article 3 or
other provisions of the Geneva Conventions of 1949; or from the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (see United
Nations General Assembly resolution 2200 (XXI) of 16 December 1966).
Since each of those instruments defined its own field of application
which was not that of draft Protocol II, the most important of those
provisions should be taken up for the purpose of that Protocol.
In paragraph 1, the words "whether or not their liberty has been
restricted" should be reconsidered in the light of the wording
adopted for article 2) paragraph 2.
Paragraph 3 might form a
separate article.
7.
Mr. CASTREN (Finland) said that a reference to measures of
reprisals should be included in article 6, paragraph 2, so that
civilian populations would have at least minimum guarantees against
inhumane treatment by the parties to non-international conflicts.
Paragraph 4 in the ~CRC draft of article 6 prohibit~d reprisals,
but it was too limited in scope.
The amendment by the Finnish
delegation (CDDH/I/93) was aimed at adding a new sub-paragraph (~)
in article 6 in order to place a general prohibition on reprisals,
as had been done in Article 33 of the fourth Geneva Convention of
1949.
If the Finnish amendment was accepted, article 8, para
graph 4 could be deleted, and a further amendment need not be
submitted by his delegation.
8.
Contrary to what was often stated, reprisals were not limited
to times of war or other types of armed conflict, but were also
exercised in times of peace.
Reprisals should never in any
circumstances be used against civilian populations.
They could
possibly be employed between States or Parties to a conflict.
For
example, they could be regarded as legitimate in the event of
destruction of public property or a violation of international law
by one or other Party to a conflict.
But there was universal
agreement that reprisals of an inhumane nature were inadmissible.
That was why innocent civilians should be protected against such
acts in times both of war and peace.
9.
Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that the Canadian delegation's amend
ment (CDDH/I/37) called essentially for two things.
The first was
a clarification of the meaning of the term "adverse distinction'i in
the last sentence of article 6, paragraph 1 of the ICRC text.
His
delegation had defined the term as it appeared in article 2) para
graph 1 of draft Protocol II and believed that the same definition
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should apply throughout the draft Protocol.
Consequently~ the
Canadian amendment on that point was no longer necessary.
The
second aim of amendment CDDH/I/37 was to propose that article 6~
paragraph 3 in the ICRC draft~ relating to the protection of women~
should become a separate item i!l draft Protocol II:; but the text
of that paragraph as drafted by the ICRe was fully acceptable.
10.
Mr. PARTSCH (Federal Republic of Germany) endorsed the ICRC
text of draft Protocol II, article 6, but questioned whether its
moral and practical intent was expressed explicitly enough.
An
amendment by the Polish delegation J not yet submitted, would render
his own delegation's amendment unnecessary.
11.
The amendment introduced by the Finnish delegation (CDDH/I/93)
raised certain problems, however.
Was it advisable to use the
word "reprisal" in draft Protocol II?
Perhaps it would be possible
to find another term where non-international armed conflicts were
concerned.
There were no objections from the legal point of view
to the use of the word Hreprisal", but from the political point of
view it could be inferred that its use gave the Parties to a
conflict a status under international law which they had no right
to claim.
He suggested that another formulation, for example
"measures of retaliation comparable to reprisals", might not meet
with the same objections.
12.
The Canadian delegation's amendment relating to the protectlo~
of women (CDDH/I/37) also gave rise to some doubts.
It was clear
that the adoption at a meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group of
Committee I, of an identity card for journalists without distinction
of sex (see CDDH/I/237, annex III), meant that equal respect should
be given to women.
But to make a special paragrapn on the subject
of the protection of women, as rad been done in article 6, para
graph 3 of the ICRC draft; would imp~y that the provisions set out
in the other paragraphs of article 6 were intended for men only.
13.
Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that although his delegation was
continuing to participate in the discussions on articles 6 to 10
of draft Protocol II, that did not mean that it had withdrawn its
reservations on the Protocol as a whole.
It was to be hoped that
the discussions would come closer to international realities, that
they would avoid extremes, and that a formulation would be found
to reconcile the many divergent views of the delegations.
14.
He still had reservations about article 6, in particular the
reference to "persons who do not take a direct part ... in hostili
ties", in paragraph 1 of that article.
What about persons who
played an indirect role but a dangerous one?
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15.
With regard to article 6, paragraph 2, it was to be assumed
that the prohibitions listed were addressed to and applicable by
)oth Parties to the conflict.
But to draft an article on the
~rohibition of terrorism. slavery or hostages in the context of
internal conflicts was to imply that such thin~s were tolerated
~lsewhere and at other times.
Surely the object was to prohibit
such acts everywhere and at all times.
16.
Reprisals were prohibited i~ article 19, paragraph 2 of
iraft Protocol II, which had led to considerable problems during
iiscussions in Committee II.
That was why the decision had been
taken in Committee II to set up a Joint Working Group to study and
settle the question of reprisals once and for all.
In the view
8f his delegation, it was premature to deal with that question in
::;ommittee I, since further discussion would pre-empt the work of
the Joint Working Group.
In any case, the question of reprisals
had ho place in Protocol II) fer the Conference was not entitled
to legislate for the treatment of citizens of sovereign States 
a course which might lead it into conflict with national legisla
tions.
17.
Mr. LOPUSZANSKI (Poland) expressed satisfaction with the ICRC
iraft of article 6.
The Polish amendment (CDDH/I/92) was of a
textual nature and, could be examined by the Draftinp.: Committee.
He considered that the Finnish delegation's amendment (CDDH/I/93)
#as also a matter essentially for the Drafting Committee.
He
thanked the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany for
supporting his delegation I s amendment and shared the viel'! of the
~epresentative of Iraq that discussion on the question of reprisals
should be deferred until such time as the results of the Joint
Working Group's work were known.
18.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico) considered that articles 6 to 10 of
jraft Protocol II came closer to the subject of humanitarian rights
than to that of humanitarian law.
He expressed satisfaction that
paragraph 2 of the ICRC draft of article 6 used the words Hat any
time and in any place li with reference to internal armed conflicts.
The prohibitions set out in article 6 were minimum fundamental
human rights.
19.
In sharing the concern of the represent,&LJ v' of Iraq with
regard to sub-paragraph (c) regarding acts of terrorism, he main
tained that such acts sho~ld be categorically prohibited and not
merely confined to the persons referred to in article 6, para-'
graph 1.
20.
He also shared the view of the representative of the Federal
Republic of Germany. that paragraph 3 of article 6 was already
covered in paragraph 2, sub-paragraph Cd) which referred to out
rages on personal dignity.
He propose~ that paragraph 3 should
simply state that women should be the subject of special respect.
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21.
Mr. ABDUL-MALIK (Nigeria) endorsed the views of the
representative of Iraq with regard to article 6.
Draft Protocol II
was originally conceived to cover non-international situations, and
there seemed to be no reason why article 6 should seek to lay down
laws that were already covered in most domestic le~al systems.
The article would appear to be an attempt to destroy the careful
balance b~tween international and domestic jurisdiction.
He
could not understand the Finnish amendment on reprisals (CDDH/I/93),
and he agreed with the views of the representative of the Federal
Republic of Germany on the question.
He was unhappy about the use
of the word "reprisals", but might possibly endorse the Finnish
amendment if another term were found, as for example "retaliation"
or "vengeance".
22.
Mr. DIXIT (India) said he had tried in vain to understand
the scope of application of article 6.
He shared the views of
the Iraqi delegation and considered that some of the points under
discussion would be better dealt with in Working Group B or by the
Secretariat.
The gist of the discussions in Committee I turned
on internal armed conflicts, and the scope of national law had
therefore to be taken seriously into account.
Talk about reprisals
was consequently out of context, as were such matters as acts of
terrorism.
It was essential to discuss practical issues, and if
that were done the Indian delegation would give its full co
operation to make draft Protocol II more realistic.
With regard
to the protection of women, the Indian Government had granted women
full equality.
If it was desired to mention the subject of special
measures for the protection of women in article 6, then those
measures should be set out in specific terms.
23.
Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom) said that the wQrk of
Committee I would be facilitated if representatives could have
information on what had transpired in other Committees with regard
to the question of reprisals.
It would seem that Committees II
and III had debated the question and reached some conclusions, and
it would help representatives if they could have some information
about those conclusions.
24.
Much to his surprise, he had heard the Iraqi representative
say that there had been a decision to set up a Joint Working Group
to look into the question of reprisals.
He would welcome
information on the composition of that body, since it seemed clear
that all the Committees should be represented on it in a manner
agreeable to them.
25.
The CHAIRMAN, replying to the United Kin~dom recresentative
said "that he was not fully informed on the Joint Working Group but
would seek details before the next meeting.
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26.
~~. CUTTS (Australia) said that articles 6 to 10 constituted
an important section of draft Protocol II in relation to humane
treatment and the protection of civilian populations in the course
of internal armed conflicts.
The ICRC draft~ and the amendments
to it, had been well compiled ~nd were acceptable to the Australian
delegation, with minor textual improvements.
He was pleased that
the problem of reprisals was to be examined separately in an effort
to find a iingle solution acceptable to all the Committees.
27.
Mr. de SCHUTTER (Belgium) found the ICRe text totally accep~
table.
To lay stress on the protection of special categories of
persons, as had been done in article G, paragraph 3 in relation to
women, was a timely act.
He agreed with the views of the delega
tion of the Federal Republic of Germany and suggested that there
should be some parallelism between article 6, paragraph 3 and
article 32~ paragraph I of draft Protocol II.
Article 6, para
graph 3 should accordingly read "Women and children shall be the
object of priviliged treatment~
they shall be especially protected
against any form of indecent assault.fl
28.
Referring to the Polish amendment to article 6 (CDDH/I/92),
he said that he would also welcome it if the text of paragraph 2
of that article could be made identical with that of article 65 9
paragraph 2~ of draft Protocol I.
He would reserve comment on
the question of reprisals. pending the results of the work of the
Joint Working Group'on the subject.
29.
Mr. PICTET (Switzerland) said he fully endorsed articles 6
to 10 which were in no way superfluous in draft Protocol II~ inai
much as it stressed the fundamental rules applied in international
law.
He also supported the various amendments that had been
introduced, in particular that of the Folish drlegation (CDDH/I/92),
which simply needed slight textual change.
The question of
reprisals deserved fuller study.

30.
lfw. TORRES AVALOS (Argentina) said that> although he consid~
ered that the general concept of the IeRe text of article 6 was
good, and although many of the provisions in it were already
embodied in Argentine domestic legislation, he shared the concern
expressed by other representatives with regard to that article and
considered that it should be studied by a Working Group.
Some
representatives considered that article 6 entailed too much
interference in national sovereignty.
Por the reasons he had
given, his country had no objection to the concepts of the article~
but it was not a matter of analysing one or two or more national
legislations: what was important was to draw up an effective
instrument for the positive development of international humanitarian
law.
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31.
Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukranian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that
the whole of Part II of draft Protocol II dealt with the very
essence of the Protocol, since it concerned the degree of protection
that could be provided for persons who fell into the hands of a
Party to the conflict.
The lli._ount of protect~on that could be
given was determined by the nature of internal armed conflicts and
was obviously different from the corresponding provisions of
Protocol I; which was concerned with international armed conflicts.
His delegation believed that despite that~ the universally
guaranteed and recognized rights and freedoms of the individual
should be the same in all types of armed conflict.
Among the
instruments of international law which dealt with protection were
the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and other international undertakings.
32.
The United Nations General Assembly's resolution 2675 (XXV)~
"Basic principles for the protection of civilian populations in
armed conflicts"] should also not be forgotten.
It stated that
the fundamental human rights, as accepted in international law and
laid down in international instruments s continued to apply fully
in situations of armed conflict.
33.
His delegation found the ICRC text of article 6 a.cceptable.
It corresponded to the legislation of his own country; but his
delegation was opposed to the Canadian amendment (CDDHIII37) ~ which
proposed that paragraph 3 should be removed from article 6 and made
a separate article.
That would only weaken the protection of
women.
It was also inopportune and premature to incorporate the
Finnish amendment on reprisals (CDDH/I/93)" since that matter was
under discussion with reference to both Protocols by the Joint
Working Group of Committees II and III.
Committee I should take
part in those discussions.
Attention should 21so be given to the
ICRC approach to reprisals outlined in the ICRC co~nentary to
article 8~ paragraph 4 of draft Protocol II (CDDH/3~ p. 139).
34.
Mrs. DARIINAA (Mongolia) said that article 6 of draft
Protocol II laid down fundamental guarantees for tlle humane treat
ment of persons falling into the hands of a Party to an armed
conflict.
A non-international armed conflict took place within
the territory of one sovereign State and affected those who were
citizens of that State; it could) in fact~ be assimilated to a
civil war and it involved rebels who opposed the Government and
might reject national legislation.
A situation might arise in the
territory of a High Contracting Party in which the rebels might
declare that the legislation of that Party had no legal force in
the territory under their de facto control.
In such a situation"
article 6 would have great significance) since it was concerned
with the basic guarantees for the humane treatment of persons in
the hands of Parties to the conflict.
The article was therefore
acceptable to her delegation.
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35.
She supported in principle the ICRC draft of article 6 and
also the Polish amendment (CDDH/I/92). which sought to strengthen
and further develop the principles of international humanitarian
law.
With regard to the Canadian ame~dment concerning paragraph 3
of article 6 (CDDH/I/37)j she 5upported the vidws expressed by the
Ukrainian representative.
36.
The views of the representative of Iraq concerning the
Finnish amendment (CDDH/I/93) deserved the Corr~ittee's attention.
It might, however be better to await the outcome of the discussions
to be held on the subject of reprisals by the Joint Working Group
set up by Committe~s II and III.
j

37.
Mr. AMIR-MOKRI (Iran) said that his delegation could, in
principle. support the ICRC draft of article 6.
On the other hand,
it had reservations concerning the addition of the word "reprisals",
which was not appropriate in a protocol concerning non-international
armed conflicts.
His delegation had already stated its position
on that question, and its views were reflected in the relevant
summary records of Committee II.
38.
Mr. PARTSCH (Federal Republic of Germany) drew attention to
the ICRC Commentary (CDDHI3, p. 137), which indicated the origin of
the various provisions contained in article 6, paragraph 2.
The
prohibitions laid ~own in sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) were
taken from Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
whereas those laid down in sub-paragraphs (c), (e) and (f) were
taken from the fourth Geneva Convention and-from-the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
Consequently, the question
whether the provisions of paragraph 2 had their place in a protocol
concerning non~international armed conflicts could only arise in
connexion with sub-paragraphs (~), (~) and (£).

39.
Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) said thai, in general, his delega
tion supported the principles laid down in article 6.
He was
puzzled, however, by the somewhat awkward relationship between the
heading of Part II and the phrase:
"All persons who do not take a
direct part or who have ceased to take part in hostilities~ whether
or not their liberty has been restricted ... 11 in the first sentence
of article 6, paragraph 1.
He asked why that particular phrase had
been chosen to describe persons in the power of Parties to the
conflict.
He assumed that the phrase "without any adverse
distinction" in the same paragraph would have the benefit of the
definition which had been worked out and included in article 2 of
draft Protocol II.
40.
With regard to paragraph 2, he said that the phrase "at any
time and in any place whatsoever l1 was so comprehensive that it would
probably not leave room for the operation of reprisals in any form.
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41.
Turning to paragraph 3~ he said that his delegation did not
subscribe to the view that because women were given special mention
there~ they might be considered as excluded from the benefit of the
provisions of paragraph 2.
All the prohibitions in paragraph 3~
which were based on the second paragraph of Arvicle 27 of the fourth
Geneva Convention of 1949, had their place in draft Protocol II,
Part II, and it would be a great loss if they were to be deleted.

42.
Mr. KEITH (New Zealand) said that his delegation generally
supported the provisions of article 6 and of the other articles of
Part II.
It had been argued that reprisals were already prohibited
under existing law - namely, common Article 3 - and if article 6
were to be taken as permitting acts of reprisal the Conference
would be taking a step backwards.
But throughout the Geneva
Conventions great importance was attached to the granting of
protection against reprisals.
43.
For example, Article 33 of the fourth Convention prohibited
reprisals against all protected persons whether or not their liberty
had been restricted.
It had been suggested that the word
"reprisals" might be replaced by another term for the purposes of
draft Protocol II~ and it had been said that the inclusion of a
provision concerning reprisals might give rise to problems of
status.
In the view of his delegation~ the broad wording adopted
for article 3 of draft Protocol II provided a satisfactory solution
to the problem of status.
44.
His delegation was not convinced that it would be possible to
provide an across-the-board answer to the reprisals question merely
by setting up an inter-Committee working group.
The concept of
reprisals should be considered jn particular contexts~ as was being
done in Committees II and III.
There was no r2ason why Committee I
should not adopt the same approach~ consider the question in rela
tion to Part II of draft Protocol II; and accept the Finnish
amendment (CDDH/I/93).
Mr. K. Obradovic (Yugoslavia), Vice--Chairman 9 took the Chair.

45.
Mrs. HJERTONSSON (Sweden) said that her delegation supported
the principle of the Finnish amendment (CDDH/I/93).
The United
Kingdom representative had expressed the view that the phrase "at
any time and in any place whatsoever" excluded the possibility of
reprisals against the categories of persons in question.
If that
was so, she could see no reason why that should not be stated
explicitly.
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46.
Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of tIle 11.eci Cross))
replying to the question put by the United Kingdom representative,
said that the expression "persons in the power of the Parties to
the conflict" in the heading of Part II was perhaps not entirely
satisfactory. since it might in.ply that the ar~icles related only
to persons who had been deprived of their liberty and to combatants
who were in the hands of the adversary.
The term Vipersons under
the de facto control of the Parties to the conflict" should perhaps
have been used~ in order to make it quit~ clear that the articles
related to all persons under the de facto control of the parties)
whether their liberty was restricted or not, and whether they were
peaceful civilians or persons no longer participating in the
conflict.
Article

7 - Safeguard of an enemy hors de combat (CDDH/l, CDDH/56;

CDDH/I/37 )
47.
Mrs. BUJARD (International Cor~ittee of the Red Cross) said
that article 7, paragraph 1 ~as based on Article 23 (c) of The
Hague Regulations of 1907, 1 which forbade the killing or wounding
of an enemy who ~ having l<3.id down his arms; or having no longer any
means of defence, had surrendered at discretion.
Article 7 had a
corresponding article in draft Protocol I, nrunely article 38 which
appeared in Part III, Section I headed "i\lethods and means of combat".
It should be noted that draft Protocol II contained no provisions
granting any status or special treatment to a combatant hors de
combat who had fallen into the hands of the adverse Party.
The
only protection from which such persons would benefit, from the time
they became hors de combat was that provided for in Part II.
The
ICRC had placed article 7 in Part II rather than in Part IV 
"Methods and Means of Combat I; _. of draft Protocol II because it had
appeared lop:ical to recall clea:,:,ly the moment s ~~arting from which
the combatant who had ceased to take part in hostilities was
entitled to benefit from the protection of Part II of draft
Protocol II.

48.
Article 7, paragraph 2 took on particular importance in the
context of a non-international armed conflict.
It was based not
only on a provision of the Geneva Convention of 1906 for the
Amelioration of the Condition of hiounded and Sick in Armies in the
Field~ but also .~ and above all - on practical experience.
In many
recent non-international armed conflicts; the rebel partY3 being
unable to intern captured adversaries, had decided to release them
after disarming them.
Such action, which enabled summary execu
tions to be avoided, was truly humanitarian only if such release did
not place those released in a situation of distress and if they were
enabled to return to the territory under the control of their party
without any danger to their safety.

11

Regulations respecting the Laws and Customs of Var on Land
annexed to The Hague Convention No. 1'1 of 1907.
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49.
Two improvements might be made in the text of paragraph 2.
First, the provision should be extended to cover all persons
deprived of their freedom including civilians who might have been
detained for some given reason.
Secondly~ it might be desirable
to replace the words "send back to the adverse Party" by the word
"release".
50.
Committee I might find it difficult to take a decision on
article 7 before Committee III had completed its work on article 38
of draft Protocol I.
Even if Committee I deferred its decision,
however. it might wish to express its views on the underlying
principles of the article.
51.
Mr. MILLER (Canada), introducing the Canadian amendment
(CDDH/I/37) to article 7) said that the proposal~ submitted at the
first session of the Conference. had been prompted by his delega
tion's uncertainty whether the contents of article 7 should be
included in Part II or in Part IV of draft Protocol II.
His
delegation now considered that paragraph 1 of the amendment should
be included in Part IV rather than in Part II.
Paragraph 2 of the
amendment was identical with paragraph 1 of the ICRC text.
Para
graph 2 of the ICRC text. which did not appear in the amendment.
concerned combatants whose liberty had been restricted and listed
the conditions under which they were to be sent back to the adverse
party.
Its proper place was therefore in article 8; his delega
tion would comment on it when that article was taken up.
52.
Mr. RCCHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said
that, in general. the text of article 7 was acceptable to his
delegation.
Nevertheless, he wished to comment on some points
which concerned both drafting and substance.
In pa,ragraph 1 (a)
and (c) should be read together, as should (b) and (c). but thaI
was not very clear from the text.
The sub-paragraphs should be
redrafted in order to define more clearly the conditions considered
to have been fulfilled.
In paragraph 2, it was not clear what
steps the Parties to the conflict were required to take in order to
ensure the safe journey of released prisoners back to their own
party.
He hoped that Working Group B would study those points.
which he thought should also be considered by the Drafting Committee.

53.
Mr. SCHUTTE (Netherlands) ~aid that at the present stage his
delegation did not wish to express a definite view on the place of
article 7 in draft Protocol II.
When Committee III had considered
draft Protocol I, article 38~ there had been a great deal of
discussion on the words "ille-treat or torture l ! ~ which some
representatives considered inappropriate because. as soon as a
combatant fell ineo the hands of the adversary~ he was covered by
the corresponding articles of the third Geneva Convention of 1949.
His delegation, however, considered that those words served a pur
pose in draft Protocol II) article 7 since the word3 ilcapture or
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arrest" used in article 8 might be interpreted as meaning that
not all persons participating in the hostilities were authorized
to make captures or arrests.

54.
Turning to paragraph 23 he said that there had been consid
erable support in Committee III for the idea that the corresponding
sentence in draft Protocol I, article 38 should be reworded to make
it clear that a party which was not in a position to hold its
prisoners was under the obligation to release them.
A similar
provision might usefully be included in article 7.
55.
Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) said he considered that article 7.
paragraph 1 should be transferred from draft Protocol II, Part II
to Part IV, where it should be placed adjacent to article 22.
With regard to the Netherlands representative's comments, he thought
that paragraph 2 should be considered with due regard to
Committee Ill's reformulation of draft Protocol I, article 38 and
should then be placed in article 8.
56.
Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said he had some
doubt whether the words "ill-treat or torture" in the first sentence
of paragraph 1 were entirely appropriate.
The purpose of draft
Protocol II, article 7. like that of draft Protocol I. article 38,
was to state that an adversary hors de combat should not be
subjected to a cer~ain treatment before he was detained; once he
was detained, the fundamental guarantees laid down in article 6
would come into operation.
In his view, it would be preferable to
state that it was forbidden to make an adversary hors de combat the
object of an attack.
57.
His delegation also had some difficulty over the way in which
the conditions were listed in sub-paragraphs (~), (~) and (£) of
article 7. paragraph 1.
The words "or" and "and" occurred so
frequently that it would be difficult to determine exactly whether
or riot a person hors de combat actually fulfilled the conditions.
His delegation would take up that question in the Working Group.
58.
Although it had no strong views on what would be the most
appropriate place in draft Protocol II for paragraph 1, his delega
tion had welcomed the Canadian delegation's proposal to move the
substance of article 22 into article 7, and it regretted that the
Canadian delegation no longer seemed to be pressing that proposal.
It would be desirable to include the substance of article 22 and
paragraph 1 of article 7 in a single article and it could be left
to the Drafting Committee to determine the most appropriate place
for that article ~ whether Part II or Part IV of draft Protocol II.
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59.
His delegation's initial reaction to the provlslons of
paragraph 2 had been that they might not be appropriate in the case
of a non-international armed conf1ict~ because it was rather
difficult to conceive of one partY3 for example a Government~ being
under the obligation to send back to the adverse Party people whom
it considered to be rebels~ and to provide for their safe transit.
But his delegation would be glad to hear further argument on the
subject.
60.
Mr. SOOD (India) said that his delegation wished to propose
some minor drafting amendments to the ICRC text of article 7.
In
sub-paragraph (b), the word Han" should be replaced by the word
"his".
He agreed with the Ukrainian representative that the text
of paragraph 2 should be more specific.
The words "health and"
should be inserted before the word "safetyli at the end of that
paragraph.
61.

He appreciated the intention of the Canadian amendment
but he could not understand the purpose of removing
article 22 from its present place and inserting it in article 7,
since article 22 had a wider application tllan article 73 which
referred only to a particular category of persons.
(CDDH/I/37)~

62.
Mr. de SCHUTTER (Belgium) said that without prejudice to
future discussions on the exact wording of article 73 to be decided
in the light of Committee Ill's discussion on draft Protocol I,
article 38 3 his delegation fully supported the Canadian proposal to
combine articles 22 and 7.
It also supported the suggestion by
the ICRC representative to replace the words r!send back to the
adverse Party" in paragraph 2 by a term expressing the notion of
"release".
63.
M~. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that article 7 was an example of
the policy of making draft Protocol iI a copy of draft Protocol 13
a policy which was the source of all the difficulties that were
being encountered and which his delegation opposed.

64.
Article 6 referred to persons IIwho do not take a direct part
or who have ceased to take part in hostilities!'.
An adversary
hors de combat would be covered by those words, and article 7 was
therefore superfluous.
His delegation was prepared to discuss
draft Protocol II from the purely humanitarian standpoint~ but it
was not prepared to agree to the inclusion of any provision that
would give a rebel party the position of an entity recognized under
international law.
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Article 8 ~ Persons whose liberty has been restricted
CDDH/56;
CDDH/I/37~ CDDH/I/94, CDDH/I/236)

(CDDH/l~

65.
Mrs. BUJARD (Internation2.1 Corrunittee of the Red Cross) said
that draft Protocol II did not establish any particular category
of protected persons; consequently) the purpose of article 8 was
to cover all persons without distinction~ both civilian and mili
tary, whose liberty had been restricted for reasons in relation
to the armed conflict.
Thus~ to the guarantees provided in
article 6 which covered all persons in the power of one of the
Parties to the conflict should be added - for persons deprived of
their freedom - the guarantees of article 8.

66.
In order to bring the wording of article 8 into line with
that of article 2~ paragraph 2, already adopted~ the words "All
persons whose liberty has been restricted by capture or arrest
for reasons in relation to the armed conflict, shall, whether they
are interned or detained ... " should perhaps be replaced by some
such words as "All persons who have lost their freedom or whose
liberty has been restricted for reasons relating to the armed
conflict ... ", followed by "shall in all circumstances be treated
humanely, as provided in article 6".
67.
Article 8) paragraphs 2 and 3 contained a number of rules
intended to guarantee that persons whose liberty had been restricted
were given decent c-onditions of arrest or detention.
The provi
sions in paragraph 2 were considered to be minimum requirements
~nd were mandatory.
They concerned the health and safety of
protected persons who must be interned or detained in places where
they would be sheltered from the rigours of the climate.
Para
sraph 2 also concerned health and the provision of food and
~lothing.
Paragraph 3 require~ the Parties to the conflict to
respect, within the limits of their capabilities, certain provi
sions which would alleviate the conditions of detention or
internment.
Some might think the provisions of paragraphs 2 and
3 excessive, while others might think that they did not go far
3nough.
In any case, their purpose was to ensure that whatever
the living conditions prevailing in the territory in which the
irmed conflict was taking place) prisoners should not be treated
less well than those who detained them.

58.
Paragraph 4 corresponded to the provisions of the third and
fourth Geneva Conventions of 1949 which dealt with the prohibition
)f reprisals against persons protected by those Conventions.
That
:J.uestion had been discussed in Committee II, in connexion with
irticle 19, and it had been decided to set up a Joint Working Group
to discuss the problem of reprisals.
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69.
In paragraph 5 the Parties to the conflict were requested to
facilitate visits by an impartial humanitarian body~ such as the
International Committee of the Red Cross~ to persons whose liberty
had been restricted: the ICRC was mentioned in that paragraph only
as an example of vJhat was to be understood by an "impartial
humanitarian body."
The experts had considered that it was
impossible to make such a provision mandatory in Protocol II.
70.
Mr. MILLER (Canada), introducing his delegation's amendment
to article 8 (CDDH/I/37)~ said that the simplification suggested by
the ICRC representative went some way towards covering paragraph 1
of his delegation's amendment.
That paragraph established as a
fundamental principle the humane treatment of persons who had been
interned or detained 3 and it contained a reference to article 6.
71.
There was no difficulty over paragraph 2 (a)~ which referred
to the wounded and the sick, but paragraphs 2 (b) and (c) presented
problems.
It must be remembered that the provIsions referred to
internal armed conflict~ in which one of the parties would not be a
government and would therefore have only rudimentary facilities at
its disposal.
He considered that paragraphs 2 (b)3 (c) and (d)
could be transferred to paragraph 3~ thus making the obligation less
mandatory and placing it within the capabilities of both parties.
It would be difficult, for example 3 for an armed group to achieve
the standards of hygiene) health and so forth, described in para
graph 2 (e).
The most that could be expected was that prisoners
should be-given the same treatment as those detaining them.
j

72.
Mr. PARTSCH (Federal Republic of GermanY)j introducing his
delegation's amendment to article 8 (CDDH/I/236)~ said that the
amendment made less radical changes than the Canadian proposal.
The main difference between his Jelegation's amendment and that of
the Canadian delegation and the ICRC text was that his amendmeDt
attempted to place all the examples in three categories.
The first
covered the minimum provisions to be complied with;
the second
dealt with temporary and exceptional measures; the third contained
provisions to be respected within the limits of the capabilities of
the Parties to the conflict.
Paragraphs 2 (a). (b) and (e) were
identical with the ICRC text ~ but measures of-reprIsal,s did not
form the subject of a separate paragraph.
'1'he word "reprisals Ii
should be put in square brackets until the results of the Joint
Working Group were known.
Paragraphs 2 (c) and (d) dealt with
relief and religion.
It should be noted that the-right to practise
religion was separate from the question of whether chaplains were
available.
Housing and food had not been included in the first
category because the possibilities available to the parties were
limited; he agreed with the representative of Canada that it was
only possible to insist upon conditions for prisoners which were not
less favourable than they were for the combatants.
The provisions
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concerning letters and visits from humanitarlan bodies had seemed
necessary because in some cases the place of detention might not
have been disclosed.
In the third category, the provision of
accommodation~ drinking water and food had been transferred from
absolute protection to limited protection; th~ subject-matter of
paragraph 4 (c) and 4 (d)~ on the other hand, were already in the
limited protection category in the ICRC text.

73.
Mr. EObYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
articles 6 to 8 were of great importance for the victims of internal
armed conflicts.
It was indispensable to ensure maximum protection
for those victims, and it seemed to him that, in that respect,
article 8 of the ICRC text did not fully reflect his delegation's
wishes.
Objection could of course be raised on the ground of the
lneans available to the Parties to the conflict~ but the problem
was to ensure the protection of victinis of non-inter0ational armed
conflict~ taking account of real possibilities anj facts,so that
the articles could be observed by all Parties to the conflict.
74.
He had the impression that, in paragraph 4, two concepts
were being confused; one was the question of harsh measures by
the other Party to the conflict. and the other related to
repressive measures against pcrsnns subjected to teJoporary deten
tion.
':the lacl.::,:r: ',,;C2C n,_':, :;,'c:;:·~~ic;i'l.ls pu:c,,'1nd simple, and he
suggested that the question shou::"d t:..: d:i sc;ssec.. ;,~- Working Group B.
75.

With reference to paragraph 5, he felt that, in view of the
of internal armed conflict, maximum protection
f,r victims could be ensured by the national Red Cross Societies.
He therefore proposed the addition of the words "or the national
Red Cross Society" after the words ';the International Committee
of the Red Cross" in paragraph ~.
c~aracteristics

7:;.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico) said that, in general o his delegation
sJpported the ICRC text of article 8. but it had some reservations.
It ronsidered paragraph 2, especially its sub-paragraphs (b) and
(~), to be unrealistic.
Most non-international armed conflicts
occurred in developing countries in which living conditions were
poor.
'I'he conditions described in paragraph 2 would be regarded
C~:.:, (' lmost ideal in such countries.
He therefore fully supported
~he San3dian amendment (CDDH/I/37) which introduced the notion that
Parties to the conflict should respect those provisions within the
limits of their capabilities.

77.
He considered that the reference to humanitarian bodies in
paragraph 5 should be deleted.
In internal armed conflicts there
was a proliferation of humanitarian bodies~ some of which were of
dCi~btful impartiality.
If all such bodies were covered by para
gr~ph 5, the provision would be impossible to apply.
Again)
national Red Cross societies might have difficulty in acting in
civil war conditions.
He accordingly thought that the reference
3hould be solely to the International Committee of the Red Cross.
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78.

~1r. CASTREN (Finland)~ introducing his delegation's amendment
to article 8 (CDDH/I/94)~ said that in the interests of precision
his delegation wished to replace the word "reasonable" in para
graph 2 (b) by the word Hadequate".
It also wished to introduce
two new sub-paragraphs 2 (d) and 2 (e)~ providing additional safe
guards for health conditions and working conditions.
The existing
sub-paragraph (d) would then become sub-paragraph (f).
If the
situation of persons whose liberty had been restricted was compared
with that of persons interned in occupied territory. who were
covered by the fairly satisfactory provisions of the fourth Geneva
Convention, it had to be admitted that the protection proposed in
the ICRC text was extremely modest.

79.
His delegation's last amendment proposed the deletion of
article 8) paragraph 4; it was linked with its proposed new sub
paragraph (~) in article 6, which he had already introduced.
If
the latter was not accepted. paragraph 4 would of course be main
tained.
With regard to the word "reprisals"~ he still considered
that there was no reason why it should not be used also in connexion
with non-·international armed conflicts; but his delegation would be
willing to accept another word, provided that the content was not
changed.
80.
Mr. TORRES AVALOS (Argentina) said he had some doubts about
article 8. paragraph 1.
His delegation considered that there was
a strong similarity between the principle in that paragraph and the
principle in article 6. paragraph 1.
He had noted the ICRC
representative's comments in that connexion. but he felt that
article 8~ paragraph 1 was a repetition of the fundamental guarantee
referred to in article 6.
In his view; that paragraph could be
deleted; he would submit a suggestion to that effect to Working
Group B.
81.
With regard to the question of reprisals, in paragraph 4, his
delegation had understood the representative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics to mc;an that "reprisals!? in that paragraph might
not have the same significance as in international law.
He
suggested that the Committee should wait for the views of the Joint
Working Group.
82.
Mr. At'VlIR-MOKRI (Iran). said that paragraph 2 (b) referred to
the accommodation of persons whose liberty had been-restricted in
buildings or quarters which afforded reasonable safeguards as
regards hygiene and health.
In its Commentary (CDDH/3. p.139)3
the ICRC had mentioned that some experts had expressed the fear that
the requirements laid down in paragraphs 2 and 3, might be con
sidered excessive in many countries where part of the population J
even in peacetime. might not enjoy the material conditions of
existence stated in those two paragraphs.
There was some substance
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in those fears;
it woulJ surely Le unrealistic to suppose that
such conditions could be complied with in poor countries.
It
would be better to insert some such phrase as "within the limits
of their capabilities", which already appeared in paragraph 3.
83.
His delegation had already expressed its views on reprisdls,
which were equally applicable to article 8) paragraph 4.

84.
Mr. ABDUL-MALIK (Nigeria) said that article 8 recalled the
provisions on international situations appearing in draft
Protocol I.
It must not be forgotten that draft Protocol II
was designed to cover only internal situations.
Each country
had its own prison laws and regulations to deal with citizens
arrested for taking part in a rebellion.
'1:'he minimum standards
laid down under the mandatory provisions of paragraph 2 appeared
to his delegation to be incongruous in such an instrument~
they
might even be higher than those obtaining for law-abiding citizens.
The Canadian proposal was more realistic.
He proposed that all
the sub-pa~agraphs should be made optional, in other words that
the provisions in paragraph 2 should be transferred to paragraph 3.

85.
His delegation reserved its position with regard to para
graph 4, on reprisals, until the conclusions of the Joint Working
Group were known.
86.
His delegation had originally wisiled to propose the deletion
of paragraph 5, but in view of the proposal of the representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics it would keep an open
mind.
87.
Mr. SOOD (India) said that when the Committee had adopted
article 5 at the thirtieth meet~ngJ his delegation had expressed
its disagreement.
Similarly~ it considered that J though article 8
was excellent from a humanitarian point of view, its provisions
could not be implemented by all the forces concerned.
In
particular, paragraphs 2 (b) and (c) and paragraph 3 (c) and (d)
could not easily be implemented and therefore seemed unrealistIc.
Any obligation to respect the provisions implied supervision, but
it was not clear who would be responsible for supervision.
As
his delegation had already stated. Protocol II should not become
an instrument for interference in the internal affairs of States.
The ICRC text and the amendments submitted by Canada (CDDFI/I/37)
and the Federal Republic of Germany (CDDH/I/236) contained a
reference to the facilitation of visits by impartial humanitarian
bodies, in particular the International Committee of the ned Cross.
But it must be borne in mind that the provisions dealt with internal
armed conflicts and, as the USSR representative had pointed out,
the national Red Cross Societies were in a much better position to
carry out supervision.
His delegation therefore considered that
the reference to visits by impartial humanitarian bodies should be
deleted.
The nationals of a country must be free to decide how
to implement article 8 without external interference.
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88.
Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that article 8 presented
considerable difficulties.
Whereas in article 6 3 paragraph 1,
the reference was to persons who did not take a direct part or
who had ceased to take a part in hostilities, whether or not their
liberty had been restricted 3 article 8, paragraph 1 was concerned
with persons "whose liberty had been restricted".
That seemed to
him to be contradictory.

89.
Under paragraph 23 States were required to provide conditions
which they would be unable to provide even in normal circumstances.
In some developing countries which suffered from famine and drought
it would be miraculous to find such conditions.
The United
Nations had already defined minimum treatment for prisoners 3 yet
the ICRC was asking for much more.
The inclusion of such provi
sions would only lead to errors and difficulties.
90.
Referring to paragraph 5, he
International Committee of the Red
in internal affairs, whereas there
humanitarian societies such as the
Crescent Societies and others.

expressed surprise that the
Cross should play such a role
was no mention of national
national Red Cross or Red

The meeting rose at 6.5 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE THIRTY,'THIRD MEETING
held on Thursday, 20 March 1975, at 10.20 a.m.
Chairman:

(Norway)

Mr. HA1VJBRO

In the absence of the Chairman,
Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

~~r.

K. Obradovic (Yugoslavia)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL II (CDDH/l) (continued)
Joint Working Group to consider the question of reprisals
1. The CHAIRMAN informed the meeting that Committees I and II had
not yet appointed representatives to the Joint Working Group to
consider the question of "reprisals\'.
He requested the members
of the Committee to consult among themselves before that afternoon
on the designation of two representatives.
2. Mr. GRAEFRATH (German Democratic Republic) asked for fuller
details regarding the Joint Working Group's terms of reference.
Was it intended merely to find another term for the word
~reprisalsi, or would consideration of the question of reprisals
as a whole be involved?

3. The CHAIRMAN thought that it would be advisable first to appoint
the two representatives.
When that had been settled, a decision
could be taken regarding the Working Group's terms of reference.
He called on the Committee to resume consideration of article 8.
Article 8
Persons whose liberty has been restricted
CDDH/56; CDDH/I/37, CDDH/I/236)

(CDDH/l~

4. Mrs. CHEVALLIER (Holy See) said that she wished to point out,
as she had already done in Committee II, that it was necessary, in
article 8, paragraph 3 (b) to avoid any ambi~uity re~arding the
notion of religious personnel.
She considered it advisable to
follow the wording used by Committee II for draft Protocol I,
article 15 namely" fipersons!i such as chaplains performing
religious functions 'I.
J

5. The ambiguity in the ''lords ':and other persons performing
similar functions:: would thus be avoided,

6. She would ask to speak again on the subject of the right that
should be accorded to all to practise their religion and to receive
spiritual assistance.
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7.
Mr. de SCHUTTER (Belgium) considered that article 8 contained
a provision essential to the whole structure of Part II, even if it
did result in apparent repetition~ fors after article 6) which
dealt with obligations to abstcin (that was, with "prohibitions").
article 8 dealt with obligations to take action.
8.
The Canadian amendment (CDDH/I/37), in his opinion, gave too
much importance to the means at the disposal of the Parties to the
conflict.
On the other hand; the amendment submitted by the
Federal Republic of Germany (CDDH/I/23~) had struck his delegation
by virtue of its pragmatism and of the clarity with which it had
sub-divided obligations into three categories: legal. suspensive
and conditional.
At the thirty-second meeting (CDDH/I/SR.32), the
representatives of Iran and of India had already stressed the fact
that difficulties would arise if the guarantees governing shelter,
hygiene and drinking water were retained in the first category of
obligations.
In the proposed amendment of the Federal Republic of
Germany, those guarantees were included among the conditional
obligations in the third cate~ory) which seemed to him more
appropriate.

9.
His delegation would add to that third cate~ory - the
conditional obligations - a last guarantee with the following
wording:
"The Parties to the conflict shall) in accordance with
the provisions of article 34 of Protocol II, draw up and transmit
lists of persons who have been deprived of their freedom'!.
Article 34 dealt with recording and information.
His delegation
considered it essential to give a human being, through a certain
degree of publicity) some ~uarantee~ if only of simple survival.
It accordingly submitted the text he had just quoted as a proposed
amendment.
10. Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) asked the ICRC representative to
explain the exact scope of article 8.
He wondered whether the
text of paragraph 1 of that article could be held to cover three
cases: first;, persons whose liberty had been restricted through
capture or arrest, and not in connexion with judicial proceedings;
secondly, persons deprived of their liberty through capture or
arrest and awaiting trial and. thirdly persons deprived of their
liberty through capture or arrest and who were serving custodial
sentences after judicial proceedings.
11.

The point had not been made clear in the Canadian amendment

(CDDH/I/37), or in the amendment submitted by the German Democratic
Republic (CDDH/I/236).
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12. Yet it was an important point. since in article 2, paragraph
2 of draft Protocol II. as approved by Committee I at the twenty
ninth meeting (CDDH/I/SR.29), on the subject of persons subjected
to certain restrictions "after the conf'lictli~ the words "the
protection of articles 8 and 10" had been left in square brackets.
The time had come to define clearly the scope of that provision.
13. Moreover. recalling the anxieties expressed on the subject of
paragraph 5 of article 8 regarding visits by humanitarian organ
izations, his view was that such doubts were partially allayed)
since the point was dealt with in paragraph 1 of article 35.
14. His delegation would support article 8 as a whole" but hoped
for some clarifications on the part of the ICRC.
15. Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross) thanked
the United Kingdom representative for having raised the point.
which was indeed pertinent, especially since article 2 of draft
Protocol II had been approved.
16.

The ICRC draft was in truth somewhat lacking in clarity.

17. The formula retained had been intended to cover all persons
whose liberty had been restricted: persons interned without
judicial proceedings and persons awaiting trial during the whole
period of their detention from the time of their arrest until
their release.
That was why she had sug~ested that the Working
Group should consider paragraph 1 of article 8 in the light of
article 2 adopted by the Committee.
18. Mr. CONDORELLI (Italy) said that the ICRe draft provided a
very good I'Torking basis.
He had heard all kinds of obj ections
in connexion with article 8 and other rules under the same heading
which he regarded as fundamental and which, to his way of thinking.
constituted the very core of Protocol II.
It had been pointed out
that it might not always be possible to observe the rules laid down
in paragraph 2 of article 8) and there was an apparent tendency to
tone down the imperative obligation contained in that paragraph by
using such phrases as "within the limits of their capabilities".
He did not think such expressions were necessary or contributed
anything by way of clarity.
If one merely wished to emphasize
that in certain hypotheses it would be impossible to carry out
some of the obligations laid down in paragraph 2, it would not be
necessary in that case to add anything since it was a recognized
general principle that no one was compelled to do the impossible.
Furthermore. it was to be feared that the use of such expressions
might weaken the provisions to which the Italian delegation
attached great importance since they offered the minimal and
irrevocable protection of purely humanitarian requirements.
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Some representatives had spoken of the excessively far-reaching
obligations in paragraphs 2 (~)
(£) and (~).
The scope of those
provisions) however) should be considered in the individual context
of the country and people conc"rned, and the 0bligation was not the
same for all and in all situat~onso

19. Turning to the objections of substance raised in connexion
with article 8) he pointed out that it had been said that it would
be dangerous to over~emphasize the parallelism between the rules
of Protocols I and II.
Any automatic parallelism between the two
Protocols was without doubt undesirable~ but in so far as Part II
was concerned) the plight of persons deprived of their freedom was
equally demanding from the humanitarian standpoint.
Consequently
some parallelism was justified.
20. On the question of lireprisalsil" if the Joint Horking Group
which had been mentioned was to consider the question as a whole
in Protocols I and II, it would have to be as broadly representative
as possible.
If it was merely a question of studying the
terminOlogy to be used, his delegation would not oppose the
establishment of a small working group.
21.
The CHAIRMAN said he 1'TOU ld ask the Committee's Legal Secretary
to contact his counterpart on Committee II to elucidate the terms
of reference of the.Working G~oup.
Article 9 - Principles of Penal Law (CDOH/I, CDDH/56 and Add.2;

CDDH/I/37, CDDH/I/39, CDDH/I/95)
Article 10 - Penal prosecutions (CDGH/I

CDDH/56 and Add.2;

CDDHII/96)
22. Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Fed Cross) pointed
out that articl~s 9 and 10 were closely related and that the general
considerations she had to offer applied to both.
23. First, draft Protocol II left intact the right of the
consti tuted authorities to prosecute ,; try and sentence military and
civilian persons guilty of offences related to an armed conflict.
Both articles were of special importancp because, in the case of a
non-international armed conflict> constitutional guarantees were
often suspended or could not function normally. and then special
laws were enacted and emergency co~rts instituted.
They were also
of special importance since under article 5 of draft Protocol II,
articles 9 and 10 would both have to be applied by the insurgent
party. and it was therefore essential that members of the armed
forces fighting for the establish~d Government, as well as members
of the civilian population loyal to that Government; should not be
summarily exe<:uted on higher o)'ders or 1vithout trial,
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24. Both articles should be considered in the light of article l~
already approved by the Committee~ and more particularly of the
last sentence of paragraph 1 thereof, which stated that dissident
armed forces might "exercise such control over a part of its
territory as to enable them to carry out sustained and concerted
military operations and to implement the present Protocol"
(CDDH/I/274).
It was therefore no longer hypothetical to admit
that the insurgent forces would be in a position to apply
articles 9 and 10 if they intended to try those who were in their
power.
The insurgent party could for that purpose make use of
the courts existing within the part of the territory under its
control which could set in motion or set up people's courts.
The
insurgent party must then conform to articles 7 and 10 at least in
the administration of justice for every human being had the right,
whatever the circumstances, to be tried under acceptable and decent
conditions.
25. Article 9 laid down five principles of penal law based either
on the Geneva Conventions of 1949 or on the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights (see United Nations General Assembly
resolution 2200 (XXI) of 16 December 1966).
26. According to the penal law experts consulted privately by the
ICRC, all five of those principles were already enshrined in all
legal systems and the~r adoption would entail no important changes
in the national legislation of the High Contracting Parties.
Those experts had also felt that it should be specified that
article 9 was applicable in cases of penal prosecutions for offences
committed in relation to an armed conflict.
One expert had also
suggested that the principle of non-retroactivity in paragraph 4
should be supplemented, by qualifying the word "provisions" with
the expression "of national and international law", so as to cover
crimes against humanity,
Perhaps the Working Group would be able
to consider both those suggestions.
27. Mr. AMIR"MOKRI (Iran) supported the underlying principle of
draft Protocol II, article 9, as worded by the ICRC, since it
retained certain provisions of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and
of the Inte~national Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. to
which his country was a Party.
His delegation therefore had no
difficulty with those provisions.
28. On the other hand paragraph 2 seemed to duplicate paragraph 4.
which already dealt with the principle of non-retroactivity.
The
Working Group should consider the possibility of deleting paragraph 2.
29. Mr. TORRES AVALOS (Argentina) said he had no objection to the
principles set out in article 99 which were in conformity with the
principles of constitutional law applied in his own country.
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30. He would like the IeRe recresentative to indicate, however s
;'-!hether there was any intenT-ion to redraft article 9 with a view
to bringing it into line wi~h the article 1 of draft Protocol II
approved at the twe~tY'ninth mpetinf (C[DH/I/SR.29).
31.
Mrs, RUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross) replied
that the IeRC had no intention of recasting article 9.
It was
simply a matter of bearing article 1 in mind when considering
articles 9 and 10.

32. Mr. REZEK (Brazil) said that his delegation proposed to submit
a number of amendments so as to ensure] for example; that adolescents
would not be recruited into armed conflicts and could not therefore
subsequently be punished.
33. With re~ard to article 9. nara~raph 1. he would prefer the
words "for which he or she is no':; personally responsible" rather
than "which he or she has not personally committed";
such a
wording would cover cases of con~licity resulting from higher
orders.
34. With regard to article 9. para~raph 4 the Brazilian delegation
would have preferred to follow the wording used in draft Protocol I;
article 65. para!l:raph 3 (d) which read !i no person m2.Y be sentenced
except in pursuance of th~se provisions of law which were in force
at the time the offence was comnitted s subject to later more
favourable provisions " .
~veryone was aware that the application
of later provisions occurr2d very frequently in penal law.
35. So far as article 9 paragraph 3 was concerned. it was
legitimate to inquire whnther the manner in which it was worded
might not give rise to a somew! It stranl!,e Ii te2al interpretation.
A person might possibly claim that he should not be punished - or
in other words. that he should not gO to prison
because he had
been sentenced.
It was hcwever obvious that any such claim
would be- rlisrnissed as ridleulow-'
36. Mr. MILLfR (Canada) snid that articles 9 and 10 were closely
linked and of major importanCE.
In framin~ the provisions of a
humani tariar' charact2r· applicable to non«interna tional conflicts,
the Com~ittee should not lose sight of the fact that those provisions
should ap0r~te in favour of all the parties namely of civilians,
members of tlw Government forces ani members of VIe rebel forces.
At the first session of the Conference the Canadian de12~ation had
proposed the deletion of article 9, paracraphG 2, 3 0 4 an, C)
(CDDH/I/37)" because it was afraid that ~ot ~ll natinnal sys~ew of
penal law WEre compatible with those provisiv 1 "
On reflexion
however) and after consultation with various s;n~rts. his delegation
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had come to the oplnlon that there were good reasons for embodying
in draft Protocol II concepts that had now been recognized by
almost all states.
The Canadian delegation wished therefore to
withdraw its amendment and sunported the text submitted by the
ICRC.
It considered~ howevel', that paragraphs 2 and 4 covered
the same ground, as the representative of Iran had already pointed
out.

37. The highly interesting comments of the representative of
Brazil deserved to be taken into consideration and should be
studied by Working Group B.
38. Mr. GRAEFRATH (German Democratic Republic) observed that the
principles set forth in article 9 were recognized in the main
systems of penal law.
His delegation therefore supported the
ICRC draft.
In his view, however~ the text of paragraph 2 should
be improved.
It was the aim of amendment CDDH/I/89 to harmonize
that text with article 15 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights ~ a matter of form and not of substance.
Indeed; it was well known that after the Second World War the
defence of war criminals was largely based on national law and
that those criminals rejected any reference to international law.
In vie~ of the fact that) in the case of a fascist r~gime like
that of the Third Reich. law and order often assumed a criminal
character, it was important to state clearly that no retroactive
effect was possible where an act was prohibited by international
law, even if it was not prohibited at a given moment by the rules
of national law.
39. Mr. LOPUSZANSKI (Poland) congratulated the eminent jurists of
the ICRC who had drafted the text of article 9 concerning the
principles of penal law.
ThE Polish amendme::t (CDDH/I/95) was
designed first of all to complete paragraph 2 by adding the words
"prosecuted or" after the words "No one may be". in order to
align it with paragraph 3 (b) of article 65 of draft Protocol I.
Thus, immunity would be extendec to prosecution c which was the
first stage in legal procedure.
It was) in addition) the purpose
of the same amendment to state in paragraph 4 the principle
governing retroactivity, which was widely recognized under most
national legislative systems.
The addition of the words "subject
to subsequent and more favourable provisions" at the end of that
paragraph would enable a court to inflict a less harsh sentence in
the event that penal legislation had been modified in the meantime
on lines that were more favourable to the accused.
40. The Polish delegation supported the German Democratic
Republic's amendment (CDDH/I/89); which helped to define the field
of application of paragraph 2 in such a way as to exclude war
criminals.
It had no objections to raise with regard to the
Canadian amendment (CDDH/I/37).
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41. Mr. de SCHUTTER (Belgium) said that articles 9 and 10 included
a series of basic principles such as were to be found not only in
the set of customary rules governing any penal action; but also in
the third and fourth Geneva Conventions of 1949 and in the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
They
therefore constituted no new departure~ they merely served to
clarify the obligations which any responsible organized body should
and could respect.
Those rules fell in the realm of international
law and of human rights:
they were of a universal character.
42.
Article 9, paragraph 1 reaffirmed the personal nature of penal
responsibility.
Paragraph 2 proclaimed the principle of legitimacy
already to be found in Article 15 of the International Covenant.
It must apply to cases of offences against national law and against
international law equally.
It would be unthinkable that a person
could commit an offence against international law with impunity by
invoking the provisions of the internal penal law of his country.
In that respect amendment CDDH/I/89 of the German Democratic
Republic deserved attention.
43.
Paragraph 4 enshrined the principle of non-retroactivity,
which was widely recognized and could not be ignored.
In that
connexion. an error, probably a misprint, had crept into notes 9
and 10 at the foot of page 141 of the ICRC Commentary (CDDH/3)
which were not correct with re~ard to paragraph 4.
That paragraph
Should, however~ be completed by a provision similar to that put
forward in the amendment CDDH/I/95 by the delegation of Poland.
That proposal conformed with the current tendency of penal
legislation to grant delinquents the benefit of lighter sentences,
which could be prescribed after the charges had been drawn up.
Those new rules were in fact a concrete expression of the changed
attitude of society towards misjeeds once perpetrated.
44. The Belgian delegation entirely approved paragraph 5, which
viewed the presumption of innocence as deriving from the realm of
human rights.
45. Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) emphasized the importance of
articles 9 and 10, which were closely connected.
The IeRC
representative had been right to mention draft Protocol II,
article 5 in conjunction with those articles o since the principle
that "the rights and duties of the Parties to the conflict under
the present Protocol are equally valid for all of them" must
clearly be given special consideration when provisions concerning
penal law were being drafted.
46.
It would be desirable to emphasize that para~raph 1 of
article 9 applied to an offence "committed in connexion vJith the
armed conflict", as was made clear in article 10.
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47. The principles set out in that article were excellent but
ought to be clarified to a certain extent.
In particular it
should be stated that the article covered all forms of sentences,
for a sentence was sometimes imposed through administrative
channels instead of by a court.
Both the jurisdiction involved
and the penal law being applied should be taken into consideration.
It would also be useful to state that a person would be presumed
innocent until his guilt had been legally established in
accordance with the law applied by the competent court.
One
could~ in addition, define the type of offence against national
or international law to be taken into consideration.

48. Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said
that in his view the provisions of article 9 faithfully reflected
the principles of penal law of the Ukraine and of most other
countries, and that the text was therefore acceptable.
It would
seem preferable to combine paragraphs ~ and 4 into one single
paragraph as they dealt with the same subject.
The Ukrainian
delegation supported the amendment submitted by the German
Democratic Republic.
There was every reason to be satisfied at
the fact that the Canadian delegation had withdrawn its amendment
to article 9) for the principles set forth in that article were
useful.
It was useful to repeat them and to specify that they
must be implemented by both Parties to an armed conflict.
49. Article 10 was •. in principle) acceptable.
It might be
questioned; however, whether the suspension of execution of the
death penalty in paragraph 3 was, strictly speaking) a humanitarian
provision.
50. The Ukrainian delegation supported the Polish amendment to
paragraph 4. as the death penalty should not be "pronounced"
against pregnant women.
51. Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that article 9 was of such a
general nature that it was out of place in draft Protocol II; no
mention was made in it either of armed conflict or of victims.
The rules of penal law enunciated therein could be found in the
general practice of penal law as well as in certain international
conventions relating to human rights, which could be applied to
everyone and in all circumstances.
There had ~lready been
previous conferences and there would certainly be future ones
dealing with such problems: those conferences might perhaps be
considered more competent in that respect than the present
Conference.
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52.
As regards article 9. para~raph 1, it should be stressed that
the incriminatin~ act must be an offence in relation to a specific
law of some kindo
But it had been said that the provisions in
question were to be valid for hoth Parties to the conflict.
In
that case, which was the law that punished the offence of the
rebellious party?
Was it the national law?
That raised the
qu"estion of the legality of the rebelliono

53. He was not personally in favour of draft Protocol II} and
had already expressed reservations on the subjecto
He intended
to submit a full report on the matter to Workin~ Group B.
540 Miss FARO UK (Tunisia) said that she wished to make a few
reservations on the subject of article 90
She agreed with the
representative of Iran that paragraphs 2 and 4 duplicated each
othero
The Brazilian oral amendment to paragraph 1. which
consisted of replacing the words "personally committed ll by the
words "for which he or she is not personally responsible", might
raise certain mis~ivings. for it could well be asked how such a
provision was to be applied in practiceo
If the idea of
responsibility were to be retained, she su~qested the words: "for
which his or her responsibility has not been proved"
0

550 Mro BETTAUER (United States of America) said that he shared
some of the concern expressed by thp representative of Iraq with
regard to article 90
That article referred in general to human
rights rather th~n to the protection of individuals participating
in an armed conflicto
The problem mi~ht be solved by the addition
of preambular words, as for example:
"1.ri th ror;ard to offences
committed in connexion with the armed conflict",

56. As to para~raph 1, he appr9ciated the cri~icisms made by the
representative of Brazil and would a~ree to consider changing that
paragraph in an appropriate manner
The proposal of the German
Democratic Republic relative to para~raph 2 would be acceptableo
0

57. He did not think that paraqraph 3 could be regarded as a
principle of international penal law.
In a federal country such
as the United States of America, an individual might be judged and
acquitted in one State and jud~ed a second time in another State
for a series of acts which constituted a cri~e under the separate
laws of each of the t~o Stateso
Actually. it was to be regretted
that the Canadian delegation had withdrawn its proposal for
deleting paragraph 3 of article 9.
The United States delegation
would reconsider its position and mi~ht jud~e it necessary to
submit an amendment again urgin~ the deletion of the para~raph in
question,
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58. Mr. BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlands) said he had no objections to
raise, in principle, with regard to the text proposed by the ICRC
for article 9.
However) since some delegations had pointed out
that articles 9 and 10 should be considered as forming a whole, and
since the United States representative had brought forward
convincing arguments in favour of the insertion of a phrase
specifying that it was a question, in article 9, of offences
committed in connexion with an armed conflict~ he wondered whether
the two articles might not be merged in a single text which would
include an introduction based upon paragraph 1 of article 10.
59. His delegation likewise accepted the amendment submitted by
the German Democratic Republic relative to paragraph 2 (CDDH/I/89),
the amendment submitted by Poland (CDDH/I/95), and the suggestions
made by the representative of Brazil, which were along the lines of
the aforesaid amendment.
60. Mr. SOOD (India) shared the opinion of the representative of
Iraq, according to which article 9~ as at present worded~ had a
general application and did not apply specifically to national
conflicts.
That article enunciated fundamental principles which.
in fact, governed penal law in all countries.
There was nothing
in the text to show that it referred to individuals who had
committed an offence in connexion with an armed conflict; all it
did was to render draft Protocol II cumbrous, when every effort was
being made to make it as specific as possible with a view to its
application to non·'international armed conflicts.
61. Mr. KEITH (New Zealand) pointed out that article 9 should be
read in the light of article 2) paragraph 1, as adopted by the
Committee~ which helped to define the field of application of
article 9.
However, taking into consideratioil the comments made
by several delegations that were unlikely to approve article 9 as
worded in the ICRC text, he thought) as did the Netherlands
representative, that articles 9 and 10 might be merged in one
single text based upon draft Protocol I) article 65, paragraph 3
which was, moreover) the original source of draft Protocol II,
article 9.
His delegation supported the fundamental principles
enunciated in article 10 and hoped that it would be possible for
Working Group B to hammer out a text which would satisfy all
delegations.
62. Mr. PARTSCH (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the
insertion at the beginning of article 9 of the words proposed by the
United States representative would have the advantage of defining
that article's field of application and thus meeting the objections
raised by those delegations which considered that owing to its
excessively general scopes the article was out of place in draft
Protocol II.
But he was afraid that by merging articles 9 and 10
- carefully worked out by the reRe, for which they were both
justified - into one single text, they might end by having too
lengthy and cumbersome a text.
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63 .. He would like to draw the attention of the representative of
the German Democratic Republic to the fact that the text submitted
by him in his amendment ~CDDH/I/89) did not establish a strict
concordance between article 9: para~raph 2 and Article 15)
paragraph I of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, where it was not a question of an "offence iV but of a
"misdemeanour II •
l'>li th regard to the principle of non-'retrospectivi ty
enunciated in paragraph 4. that was a very intricate point on which
he reserved the right to revert in the Working Group E.
64.
Mr. GRAEFRATH (German Democratic Republic) said that a mistake
had, in fact, crept into the text of amendment CDDH/I/89 in which,
instead of the words 11'.0 an offence under national or international
law ... ", the following words, which Here the terms used in
paragraph I of Article 15 of the Inter~ational Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights should be substituted:
Ha criminal offence,
under national or international law".

65. Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) supported the su~gestion of the United
States representative to inSert a sentence at the beginning of
article 9 defining the scope of the article,
Concerning
paragraph l~ he pointed out that two very different ideas were
expressed in the same sentence; on the one hand; that no one
might be punished for an offence w~ich he or she had not personally
committed;; and on t.he other. ci1at collective penalties were
prohibited.
Those two ideas should not be linked to~ether.
In Pakistan. for example~ a person Who, without havin~ personally
committed a punishable offence, but who had taken part in any way
in such an offence, could be punished; but the question of
collective penalties was dealt with differently.
66. He agreed with the repres~ntative of CanaJa that paragraphs 2
and 4 expressed the same idea and should be combined in a single
text.
67. He found paragraph 3 difficult to understand.
Was it to be
understood that when a rebel had been condemned or acquitted by a
rebel court, he could no longer be arrested or punished for a
breach of the national laws of the country?
In such a case; under
pretext of treating rebels humanely, a serious encroachment on
national law mi~ht occur which wOuld impede its enforcement.

68. Mr. AGOES (Indonesia.) shared the ooinion of delegations which
considered that article 9 had a verv general scope and contained
provisions already existing in the pe~al le~islation of all countries
throughout the world.
Por that reason he considered it inopportune
for the article to appear in Protocol II which had a well-defined
objective.
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69. Mr. AL~'FALLOUJI (Iraq) wished to ask the ICRC representative
a number of questions which he considered essential in order to
take a useful part in the discussion on article 9 in Working Group
B.
In particular, he wished to know under what concepts the terms
"offence"~ "penal law" and "court" should be interpreted when
applied to the rebel party?
He asked whether, when a condemnation
for a presumed offence was made by the rebel party~ it was to be
understood that the State no longer had the right to hand down a
judgement in accordance with its own laws?
Concerning the principle
of non-retroactivitY9 he wished to know how, and in what conditions~
it could be applied to the rebel party.
70. Mr. ABDUL-MALIK (Nigeria) stated that his remarks related to
the withdrawal of the Canadian amendment to article 9 (CDDH/I/37).
Even if its principle was acceptable, article 9, in the form
proposed by the ICRC, had no place in draft Protocol II unless the
United States proposal, which answered the concern of the Nigerian
delegation, was accepted.
In any case, paragraph 3 raised the
same difficulties for Nigeria, which like the United States of
America was a federal state, and for the reasons which had been
very clearly expressed by the United States representative.
He
would add to the latter's remarks that the delegation of Nigeria
considered that up to a point the rebels had not actually set up
courts and did not necessarily fol101Il the laws of governments'
Parties to the conflict.
The Nigerian delegation therefore
considered that paragraph 3 should in any event be deleted.
71. Mr. CONDORELLI (Italy) said that he understood the perplexity
of delegations who wondered whether article 9; as proposed by the
ICRC, found its right place in draft Protocol II.
In his opinion,
the article should only be included there to the extent that it was
linked with the objectives of that Protocol.
He therefore approved
the suggestion of the United States representative and thought that
paragraph 3 should be based on the principles expressed in draft
Protocol I, article 65) paragraph 3 (b).
There was no question
that article 9, paragraph 3 as proposed by the ICRC, could not be
read as signifying that a double judgement might never occur.
He
suggested that in order to reconcile the different points of view,
the words "6f the same Party to the conflict'!) could be added to
the end of the paragraph, to indicate that judgement by another State
was not excluded.
The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE THIRTY-FOURTH MEETING
held on

Thursday~

CLairman:

20 March

Mr. HAMBRO

1975~

at 3.30 p.m.

(Norway)

In the absence of the Chairman? r~. K. Obradovic (Yugoslavia),
Vice-Chairman) took the Chair.
CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL II (CDDH/l)

(continued)

Article 10 - Penal prosecutions (CDDH/l~ CDDH/56;

CDDH/I/89,

CDDH/I/95, CDDH/I/96) (conclud2d)
1.
The CHAIRMAN said it had been agreed with the Chairman of
Committee II that a Joint Working Group should be set up to try to
find a suitable wording to cover the meaning of the word "reprisals"
in the context of non-international conflicts.

2.
He invited the representative of the International Committee
of the Red Cross to introduce Protocpl II, article 10.
3.
Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross) said
that article 10 2 paragraph 1 which dealt with penal prosecutions~
reaffirmed, in the context of jraft Protocol II, a legal rule
already contained in Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions of
1949, namely .. the rule that no sentence should be passed or penalty
inflicted upon a person found guilty of an offence in relation to
the armed conflict without previous judgment pronounced by a
regularly constituted court affording all the judicial guarantees
of independence and impartiality which were generally recognized as
essential.
Article 10, paragr.:.ph 2 .. concernil,g the right of
appeal~ supplemented paragraph 1.
4.
The main problem de~lt with by article 10 was the infliction
of the death penalty on a person found guilty of an offence in
relation to the armed conflict.
The experts consulted by the ICRC
had considered that it was hardly possible to place a general
prohibition on the death penalty .. if the various penal systems in
force were to be taken into account.
They had, however .. generally
agreed that it was possible to prohibit the death penalty being
carried out when the offender was under the age of 18 at the time
the offence was committed and that the death penalty should not be
carried out on pregnant women.
With those two exceptions~
article 10 left intact the right of the authorities to pronounce
the death penalty, in accordan~e with national law.
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In paragraph 3) however, the ICRC had proposed an attenuating
which stated that the death penalty pronounced on any
person found guilty of an offence in relation to the armed conflict
should not be carried out until hostilities had ceased.
As
indicated in the Commentary (C~DH/3,P.142) the Government experts
had differed on that point.
The experts in penal law who had been
consulted since then, however) had supported the proposal, which
did not derogate greatly from national laws since the death penalty
could be pronounced, execution alone being deferred.

5.

clause~

6.
Moreover, from experience gained they had recognized that
capital punishment applied cy one Party to the conflict inevitably
led to capital punishment being applied by the other party thus
causing an endless esca~ation of violence.
7.

The second problem was that of the prosecution of a captive
combatant solely by reason of his having taken part in hostilities,
and despite the fact that he had respected the provisions of
Protocol II.
Since Protocol II did not grant prisoner-of-war
status to captured combatants, such prosecution was possible and
they could, if the national law so permitted; be sentenced to
death.
Paragraph 5 contained an appeal for clemency, proposing
that the fact that the accused had respected the provisions of
Protocol II should be taken into account.
The provisions of
article 10 had been based on humanitarian considerations and also
on the experience of the ICRC of practice during such conflicts.

8.
Mr. de ICAZA ([\1exico) said that Ilis delegation shared the
concern expressed by several delegations, especially by those of
Iraq and the United States of America, anc felt, in order to avoid
moving into the field of human rights, it would be necessary to
have an introductory paragraph to both article 9 and article 10.
specifying that they contained guarantees regarding penal prosecu
tions applicable in cases of armed conflict.
9.
With regard to article 10. he intended to put a sug8estion
before the Joint Working Group) since in Mexican penal law) the
term Iloffences; ("infracciones "') meant v.iolations of regulations
and not. violations of laws, where the term "crimes H (I;delitosi:) was
used.
It was therefore difficult for him to accept the wording of
paragraph 3, for instance. which referred to the death penalty
pronounced on any person found guilty of an ';offencel';
In Mexico)
the death penalty was referred to only in connexion with capital
punishment for crimes, so he hoped a different wording might be
found which would meet the needs of the national law of States
ratifying the Protocol.
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10.
As basic human rights were liable to be suspended in armed
conflict, it was essential that the Protocol should specify a number
of minimum guarantees or safeguards which could not be suspended;
otherwise it would fall short of other existing international
instruments.
11.
Mr. REZEK (Brazil) said that his delegation wished to submit
an amendment to article 10, paragraph 4.
The ICRC text stipulated
that the death penalty should not be pronounced on persons under 18
years of age or carried out on pregnant women.
His delegation
wished to insert the following provision:
"No penal proceedings
shall be taken and no sentence pronounced against any person under
sixteen years of age at the tima of the offence."
His delegation
had originally considered the age of 18 as acceptable but had
decided on 16 years in view of the fact that the rule would have to
apply to the greatest number of countries.
It was essential that
the immunity provided in the article should be very precise.
j

12.
His delegation agreed with the limiting clause in the ICRC
text of paragraph 3 which provided that the death penalty should
not be carried out until hostilities had ceased.
It considered
that postponement) contrary to the views of other delegations 3 might
rather be a source of hope for the offender.
13.
Mr. SOOD (India) said that the legal systems of individual
countries were extremely complex and it was impossible for all of
them to be covered by article 10.
During the discussions in
Working Group B his delegation had pointed out that article 10
would be in conflict with his country's national law~ and that its
provisions would constitute interference in the sovereign right of
States.
His delegation wished therefore to add th~ following
introductory paragraph to article 10: "The application of the
present article shall not prejudice the right of a State to apply
its national laws.".
j

14.
The CHAIRMAN requested that the Indian amendment be submitted
in writing.
15.
Mrs. HJERTONSSON (Sweden), referring to paragraph 5 said t~u~
her delegation considered that a.combatant in an internal armed
conflict should not be punished simply because he had taken part in
hostilities.
Captured combatants should be placed on a more equal
footing with prisoners of war in international conflicts.
j

16.
Paragraph 3, which stipulated that the death penalty should
not be carried out until the hostilities had ceased~ was acceptable
to her delegation. but paragraph 4 which prohibited the death penalty
for persons under 18 and for pregnant women, was unacceptablG ~;in,>:;
it meant that the death penalty could be pronounced on a person
immediately after his eighteenth birthday or on a woman as soon as
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her baby was born.
Her delegation intended to submit an amendment
to article 10 proposing total prohibition of the pronouncement or
execution of the death penalty in the case of internal armed
conflicts.
17.
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) said that each country had its own
criminal laws and there was no point in attempting to impose
principles which differed from those fol16wed by the national laws
of the countries concerned.
In his own country; there was one
fundamental right) namely" that there should be no discrimination
between one citizen and another.
If, under the Geneva Conventions
of 1949. a citizen who had rebelled against the Government could
avoid punishment when his fellow citizen in peacetime would be
prosecuted for similar activities, that would be highly discrimina
tory.
In his country insurgents would be executed} and any attempt
to impose international legislation such as that contained in
article 10 would, in his opinion, constitute interference with the
sovereign rights of States.
18.
With reference to paragraph 3, in his country there was a
provision that no appeal should remain pending for more than three
months, since it was considered that to compel a prisoner to wait
longer than that for the final judgment amounted to torture.
So
long as the death penalty was permissible under national law, it
would not be possible for his Govermnent to accept the provisions
of article 10.
19.
With regard to paragraph 4, the stipulation that the death
penalty should not be pronounced on persons under eighteen years of
age would encourage rebels to force persons under eighteen to take
part in armed conflict:::.
If a person under eighteen could other
wise be sentenced to death under the national law of any country.
it would not be possible to make a different provision in the
Protocol.
20.
Mr. ABDUL - MALIK (Nigeria) said that the objections he had
expressed at the thirty-third meeting (CDDH/I/SR.33) to article 9
also applied to article 10.
He had serious reserv~tions about
paragraph 1.
Rebels could certainly set up courts with a genuine
legal basis, but to ensure that such a basis was established) he
wished to propose the insertion of the words ,'1whoSG jurisdiction is
based on a recognizable body of la'."" after the word )'court l ', in
paragraph 1.
It was only logical that if rebels could organize
themselves sufficiently to observe the Protocols, and thereby enjoy
their protection, they could also organize a recognizable body of
law.
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21.
With regard to the right of appeal mentioned in paragraph 2~
the standards laid down were just not workable in most countries.
As for paragraph 33 relating to the death penalty and its suspension
until the end of hostilities~ that was quite impractical.
Conflicts
could go on for decades.
Was it being suggested that the convicted
person should wait all that time under sentence of death?
The
minimum age for the death penalty should be reduced from eighteen to
sixteen, otherwise, rebels would be encouraged to recruit young
people under eighteen.
He approved the provision with regard to
the abolition of the death penalty for pregnant women and had no
objection to paragraph 5 but he flatly rejected paragraph 6 since
the power to grant amnesty \I}'as traditionally reserved to heads of
State only.
The whole paragraph had no place in draft Protocol II
and he proposed that it be deleted.
22.
Mr. TORRES AVALOS (Argentina) said that notwithstanding his
support for general principles he shared the doubts already
expressed by some delegations with regard to the courts that would
pronounce the sentences and apply the penal procedures in every
case that a State considered with difficulty such Vicourtsil as being
the decisive organs as regards rebels.
The introductory paragraph
to article 9 proposed by India and the United States of America
should also appear in article 10.
23.
Paragraph 3 of article 10 called for criticism because it
would morally torture the condemned person concerning what he could
expect regarding the execution of the death sentence.
The death
sentence for political offences had been abolished in Argentina
more than 120 years ago and as a sentence no longer appeared in the
Argentine Penal Code.
The Argentine delegation therefore consid
ered that an exclusively international problem was involved.
His
criticism was therefore aimed at preserving the national sovereignty
of States on the one hand and the person who had been sentenced to
the maximum penalty on the other.
24.
Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) said that paragraph 2 marked a
step forward on Article 73 of the fourth Geneva Convention of 1949.
It was not clear whether the word :fsentence 1i in the first line
meant conviction or not.
25.
It would be a valuable provision if it were laid down that a
convicted person should be informed of his right of appeal no later
than the time when he was sentenced; he therefore formally proposed
that a phrase to that effect be included in paragraph 2.
The
United Kingdom delegation also wished to make a tentative suggestion
that where charges carrying the death sentence were concerned and a
plea of guilty was entered, such a plea should be rejected and the
case should proceed as if a plea of not guilty had been entered.
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26.
Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that article 10 was clear
proof of the increasing gravity of the problems dealt with in
Part II of draft Protocol II.
Paragraph 4 was an example of the
problems that could arise because of differences in national
legislation.
The age of majOlity in almost all countries was
eighteen. but it was indispensable to take account both of the
domestic situation in each country and the differences in the
national laws.
Many of the provisions of article 10 were not new
to many countries,
for example. the right of appeal against
sentence, in paragraph 2, was obviously taken from established
penal codes.
27.
International law was designed to protect individuals and in
the case in question to raise the standard of protection provided
in common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 concerning
internal armed conflicts to the high level of United Nations
covenants.
There was a risk that article 10 might aggravate an
already difficult situation.
Many of the problems dealt with in
article 10 fell within the province of international law and it was
essential to avoid a conflict between international and domestic
jurisdiction.
28.
Draft Protocol II must be drawn up in realistic fashion)
taking careful account of the special nature of non-international
armed conflicts.
.In such conflicts there was often a lack of
symmetry between the two parties, with one tending to be consid
erably stronger than the other.
Part II of draft Protocol II gave
the impression that it had been written to protect one party,
namely, the stronger party, more than the other.
Obviously the
stronger party would find it easier to comply with international
provisions and thereby obtain more protection for its combatants.
It was true that draft Protocol II, article 5 ,et out the rights
and obligations of both Parties to the conflict~ but equally true
that rebels might find it difficult to apply those provisions.
Article 10 was evidence that the difficulties in the way of applying
them were considerable.
Por example how could rebels be expected
to set up courts, tribunals, procedures and all the other facilities
needed to comply with the provisions of article 10?
j

29.
The wording of paragraph 6 was unsuitable for an,international
instrument.
The grantins of amnesties was the prerogative of
domestic law and had no place in draft Protocol II.
Paragraph 6
should therefore be deleted.
30.
The words ';to the greatest possible extent;' in paragraph 5
should be deleted.
It was only natural that, when faced with
prosecution) combatants who had complied with the provisions of
draft Protocol II should be given the consideration referred to.
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31.
He hoped his remarks would have illustrated some of the
reasons for exercising the utmost care in drafting Protocol II, if
it was desired that it should become an effective international
instrument.
32.
Mr. AMIR-MOKRI (Iran) said that his delegation fully
appreciated the humanitarian reasons underlying article 10, but it
had some reservations~ particularly concerning paragraph 3.
For
judicious reasons~ a number of experts at the Conference of
Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and Development of
International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Conflict had
opposed the ICRC proposal (see CDDH/3~ p.142).
Iranian law was
very severe in its attitude tow~rds anyone who sought to overthrow
the legal Government by force 01' -Ivho advocated such action.
While
his delegation could accept the rule in paragraph 3 in the case of
international armed conflicts, it could not do so in the case of
non-international armed conflicts.

33.

His delegation approved the provision in paragraph 4 and
considered that it should be carried even further as far as
pregnant women were concerned.
It could be argued that the mental
state of the mother could have an effect on the p~ysical and moral
health of her unborn baby, and the solution to the problem might
consist in prohibiting the pronouncement of the de~th penalty on
pregnant women.
That question deserved the Committee's attention.

34.
Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said that her delegation favoured
draft Protocol II on condition that it did not undermine the
sovereign rights of States or serve as a pretext for interference
in matters within·the domestic jurisdiction of States.
The
objection raised by the representative of Pakistan that the
provisions of paragraph 3 of article 10 conflicted with the
Constitution of Pakistan were pertinent and must be taken into
consideration.
Her delegation supported the position adopted by
the delegations of Pakistan and Nigeria with regard to paragraph 35
which should be reconsidered by Working Grotip B with a view to
producing an acceptable text that could be ratified by the supreme
legislative bodies of the States participating in the Conference.
35.
Her delegation could not accept the provision of paragraph 4
concerning pregnant women.
In her country. the death penalty was
never pronounced against women, whether pregnant or not, irrespec
tive of the nature and gravity of the crime committed.
Consequently,
the provisions of paragraph 4 concerning pregnant women were retro
grade in comparison with Mongolian national penal law.
In a spirit
of compromise, however, her delegation would not press for
reconsideration of that paragraph.
Her Government would no doubt
formulate a reservation to paragraph 4, since any negative modi.
fication of Mongolian national law would be inconceivable.
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36.
When article 18 bis had been considered in Committee II the
Algerian delegation had raised the question of foreign mercenaries.
Her delegation considered that draft Protocol II could not be used
to prevent criminal proceedings against, and punishment of foreign
mercenariez.
Experience showed that crimes against humanity were
perpetrated during non-international armed conflicts j and article 10
regrettably contained no provisions concerning such crimes.
In the
view of her delegation, that omission should be made good.
37.
She supported the amendments to article 9 submitted by the
German Democratic Republic (CDDH/I/89) and Poland (CDDH/I/95).
In
principle, her delegation would be able to support the oral amend
ment to article 10 proposed by the Indian delegation.
Similarly,
the idea behind the oral amendment to article 10 proposed by the
Nigerian delegation was fully acceptable to her delegation.
38.. Mr. LOPUSZANSKI (Poland) said that his delegation's amendment
(CDDH/I/96) sought to extend the provisions of paragraph 4 so that
the death penalty could be neither pronounced nor carried out
against pregnant women.
It would be inhuman to pronounce the death
penalty against a pregnant woman and simply leave the authorities
free to carry out the penalty once the woman was no longer pregnant.
The waiting period involved would be torture for the person
concerned.
The amendment 9 which had been prompted by humanitarian
dictates was in line with the Polish Penal Code and was unlikely
to conflict with the penal law of other countries.
j

39.
Mr. BONDIOLI-OSIO (Italy) said that at the present stage he
would comment only on paragraph 6.
The provision it contained ,..ras
of a general nature and had a humanitari~n purpose.
However j there
might be situations where a State in exercise of its sovereign
rights, did not consider that it was in a position to grant amnestYj
and the draft Protocol should contain an alternative provision to
cover such situations.
His delegation therefore proposed that the
following sentence be added at the end of the paragraph:
iilf no
amnesty is granted, the authorities in power shall consider, case by
case, the possibility of remitting the whole or part of the penalty
inflicted during the conflict."
40.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said the
heading of Part II which had been somewhat overlooked during the
discussion of the related articles indicated that the purpose of the
latter was to protect the victims of armed conflicts from various
types of injustice.
Whatever opinion might be held of draft
Protocol II it must be remembered that armed conflicts always
produced victims and that those victims required protection from the
undesirable repercussions of the conflict.
The question was not
whether States were rich and well-equipped;
it was that of the
humane treatment of victims.
That was the principle by which the
Committee should be guided.
j
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41.
The ICRC had made a laudable attempt to lay down prov~s~ons in
favour of the victims of non-international armed conflicts, who
represented some 90 per cent of the victims of all armed conflicts.
It should be remembered that on several occasions in the past non
international armed conflicts llad developed into international
conflicts.
His delegation believed in progress and was confident
that those countries which were not yet in a position to guarantee
the application of the provisions under consideration would be able
to do so at some point in the future.
However, there was one
category of persons who should not receive protection~ namely,
persons guilty of crimes against humanity and genocide, including
foreign mercenaries participating iri armed conflicts.
Rules should
be laid dOWh for their punishment, and his delegation reserved its
right to submit amendments on that subject.
42.
With regard to article 10~ his delegation supported the
proposals for the amendment of paragraph 3.
As for the possible
contradiction between some of the provisions of article 10 and
national law, account must also be taken of international law,
particularly in connexion with the provisions of articles 6 and 10.
It was not correct to say that the provisions of article 10 would
be applied only by the representatives of legal Governments, since
article 5 stated quite clearly that each Party to the conflict
would have equal rights and duties.
Refusal by one of the parties
to apply the provisions of the Protocol would arouse world public
opinion, which would be able to exert pressure on that party.
It
should also be borne in mind that the civilian victims of a
reactionary regime required protection against arbitrary violence,
detention and torture.

43.
For those reasons, the articles of Part II should be approved
and the ICRC text provided a gcod basis for discussion.
His
delegation was ready, in a spirit of co-operation and compromise,
to contribute actively to the Committee's work with a view to
ensuring the adoption of Part II, particularly articles 6 and 10.
44.
The CHAIRIVIAN said that, if he heard no objection, he would
take it that no other delegation ;vished to comment on article 10
or on Part II as a whole.
It was so agreed.
The meeting rose at 4.55 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE THIRTY-FIFTH MEETING
held on Friday, 21 March 1975, at 3.20 p.m.
Chairman:

Mr. HAMBRO

(Nor'l'TaY)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/1)

(continued)*

Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Protection of Journalists
engaged in Dangerous Missions (CDDH/I/237 and Corr.l and 2,
CDDH/I/242 CDDH/I/246) (concluded)*
j

The CHAIRNAN announced that the Committee had before it two
draft amendments to the report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the
Protection of Journalists Engaged in Dangerous Missions (CDDH/I/237
and Corr. land 2), the first submitted by the Nigerian delegation
(CDDH/I/246) and the second by the Venezuelan delegation
(CDDH/I/242) •
1.

2.

Mr. MENA PORTILLO (Venezuela), introducing amendment
said that his delegation was anxious to contribute to
the observance of humanitarian law in armed conflicts through the
fullest possible protection of persons, such as journalists, who
undertook dangerous missions.
After lengthy reflection as to the
best way of ensuring such protection, 'his delegation had decided to
propose that a paragraph be added to annex I to the Ad Hoc Working
Group's report.
CDDH/I/242~

3.
It was a journalist's mission to report events to the world
with complete objectivity at any cost - an extremely arduous task
performed at the risk of his life.
It seemed right that journa
lists should be provided not only with an identity card but also
with a more obvious distinctive sign:
The identity card would
enable them to open certain doors and, if they were taken prisoner,
to demand the treatment to which they were entitled.
But in a
combat area~ in the confusion and unforeseen emergencies of
defensive or offensive fighting, no one would ask to see their
identity card.
Anyone who fully appreciated the journalist's role
would agree that he ought to be given a visible means of avoiding
mistaken identity.
One might aiso add to the considerations
already voiced as to the importance of the journalist's work the
fact that he was also an impartial witness who could determine
whether the Parties to a conflict were respecting international
humanitarian law.

*

Resumed from the thirty-first meeting.
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4.'
It would perhaps be obj ected that the proposed amendment 1l1aS
likely to contribute to the proliferation of signs and symbols;
but that argument would appear to be of little importance in view
of the nature of the journalists' missions and the demands of
internatioLal humanitarian law.

5.
He drew attention to a Note by the United Nations Secretary
General entitled ilHuman rights in armed conflicts: protection cf
journalists engaged in dangerous missions in areas of armed
conflicts'; (A/9643») dated 22 July 1974.
Paragraph 6 of that
document mentioned that the Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirma
tion and Development of Internqtional Humanitarian Law applicable
in Armed Conflic ts had been unaL,le at its 1974 session to examine
the question of the protection of journalists engaged in dangerous
missions, and that it had decided to include it~ as a matter of
priority~ in the agenda for its 1975 session.
Paragraph 7 of the
Note referred to revised draft articles of a draft international
convention on the protection of journalists engaged in dangerous
missions in areas of armed conflict, submitted at t~e twenty-seventh
session of the General Assembly and 2mended ~uring the twenty-eigth;
which were reproduced in annex I to the document.
Annex II
contained amendments to those articles.
6.
Annex I to document A/9643 contained a draft article 73
submitted by ten countries: Australia, Austria 3 Denmark) Eeuador 9
Finland, France, Iran~ Lebanon~ noroeco anu Turkey, which provided
for the identification of journa~ists by means not only of an
identity card~ but also of a distinguishing emblem.
Draft
article 9. paragraph 1. proposed that the emblem should consist of
the letter P in black on a gold circular background.
The embler:
would be issued to the journalist at. the same time as the identit',
card. and would be displayed on the upper left arm.
Paragraph 2
provided that the journalist should also. a~ necessary wear
the recognized distinguishing emblem in the area of conflict.

7.

He had quoted those texts in order to show that the sponsors
of the draft articles had also considered that the protection
afforded by the identity card alone was insufficient.
He added
that that very morning~ at an informal meeting of delegations of
the Latin-American Group. the participants had declared themselves
in favour of the amendment proposed by the Venezuelan delegation.
The form of that amendment could subsequently be amended provided
agreement were reached on the principle.

8.
Mr. GREEN (Canada) said that despite his wish to approve any
step taken to increase the protection of journalists engaged in
dangerous missions, he was strongJy opposed to the Venezilelan
amendment which, in his opinion. Has li.able to increase the danger
to which those concerned would be exposed.
Journalists 9 as
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civilian persons, were protected in all cases.
It would be
imprudent to provide them with a distinguishing emblem clearly
visable from a distance, which could only draw attention to them.
Furthermore, a phosphorescent emblem, as proposed in the Venezuelan
amendment, would show more cle~rly the sector in which the journalist
was carrying out his mission, and might also increase the danger.
He pointed out that other groups of civilian persons wore arm-bands,
for all sorts of reasons, and that such a plethora of distinguishing
signs was useless and costly.
When the question of the Red Cross
arm-band had been discussed in Committee II, the developing
countries had stressed that their budgets barely allowed for
printing identity cards, and would not run to any extra expenditure.
The Ad Hoc Working Group had considered the draft Convention drawn
up by the United Nations very attentively, and had unanimously
concluded that the wearing of distinguishing emblems clearly visible
from a distance would have more drawbacks than advantages.

9.
Mr. BATAULT (France) said that he shared the opinion of the
representative of Canada.
The Ad Hoc Working Group, which included
countries of all tendencies, had reached its conclusions with full
knowledge of the facts and after studying every contingency.
Its
text, without being perfect, was satisfactory and had met with the
approval of a certain number of participants; it was an effort
towards conciliation with a view to assuring the protection of
journalists engaged in dangerous missions by comparatively simple
means.
The Committee should therefore continue to extend its
confidence to the Ad Hoc Working Group and approve thp proposed
text.
10.
Mr. PINEDA (Venezuela) said that his delegation was somewhat
discouraged by the reception accorded to its amendment (CDDH/I/242).
Before drafting, he and his colleagues had contacted journalists and
professional associations, who had shown keen interest in the
project.
One journalist in particuiar) who had carried out a
mission in Cyprus during the recent conflict, had pointed out that
an identifying emblem visible at a distance would have been of great
value to him.
11.
The arguments put forward by the representative of Canada
certainly deserved consideration.
It was correct that a journalist
was a civilian, but when engaged in dangerous missions he should be
easily identifiable.
The United Nations had stressed the need for
providing the best possible protection for journalists engaged in
dangerous missions.
The aim of the amendment of the delegation of
Venezuela was to increase that protection by making it possible to
identify a journalist at a distance.
As to the proliferation of
distinctive emblems~ that objection was not serious enough to cause
the Conference to refuse to extend such additional protection to
journalists.
In fact the only distinctive emblems in use in armed
conflicts were that of the Red Cross and that of the civilian
protection service.
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12.
The representative of France was right to emphasize that the
Ad Hoc Working Group had reached general consensus on the text of
the report) but that did not mean that any recommendation aimed at
perfecting the means of protection should be turned down.
The
delegation of Venezuela had reierred the question to the President
of the Association of Professional Journalists at the United
Nations~ who had likewise thou~ht it necessary to providp
journalists with a distinctive emblem. the shape and colour of
which mattered little provided it enabled journalists to be
identified.
The Committee should take the opinion of specialists
and professional associations into account.
13.
The delegation of Venezuela was very disappointed not to have
found more support at a Conference attemptin[S to develop and improve
humanitarian law, and to which so important a problem had been
referred.
14.
Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said that his delega
tion supported the view of the representatives of Canada and France)
and opposed the adoption of the amendment submitted by Venezuela.
It also felt that to provide journalists engaged in dangerous
missions with an emblem distin£,uishing them from the rest of the
civilian population might increase the dangers to which they were
exposed.
His delegation had had an opportunity of discussing the
question with representatives of journalists' associations.
They
had expressed no desire to wear any such emblem.
The United States
delegation therefore urged the adoption of the compromise text
drafted by the Ad Hoc Working Group.
15.
Mr. TORRES AVALOS (Argentina) said that he supported the
Venezuelan amendment (CDDH/I/242).
16.
If the Committee could not reach agreeli1ent on that amendment 3
it should be attached to the report of the Ad Hoc Working Group and
placed in brackets so that the Conference might reach its decision
on the subject in plenary.
17.
Mr. LOUKYANOVITCH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic)
said that while sympathizing with the Venezuelan delegation's
concern for ensuring better protection for journalists profess~
ionally engaged on dangerous missions, the important point was to
approach the question realistically'
journalists themselves were
divided on the need for the proposed emblem for identifying them
at a distance.
18.
He was unable, therefore" to support the Venezuelan amendment 3
for the reasons already given by the representatives of Canada, the
Uni ted States of America and .i:'rance J and also because that amendment
would constitute a discriminatory measure against war correspondents
accredited to the armed forces.
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19.
Mr. SIASSI (Iran) said that his delegation was unable to
support the amendment submitted by the Venezuelan delegation, because
it considered, for the reasons already set out by the representa
tives of Canada and France, thac the proposal did nothing to
increase tl.e desired protection of journalists on dangerous missions.
20.
Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) supported the suggestion made by the
Argentine representative.
21.
Mr. PINEDA (Venezuela) said that his delegation would not
press for its amendment (CDDH/I/242) to be put to the vote in
Committee, but that it reserved the right to submit it afresh in
plenary meeting.

22.
Mr. GBASHAH (Nigeria) said that his delegation also would not
press for a vote to be taken in Committee on its a~endment
(CDDHII1246) .
23.
The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Committee follow the same
procedure as in the case of the Indian amendment to article 4 of
draft Protocol II (see CDDH/I/SR.30) and approve by consensus the
recommendations contained in the report of the Ad Hoc Working Group
on the question of the protection of journalists on dangerous
missions (CDDH/I/237 and Co~r.l and 2), it being understood that it
would be for the plenpry Conference to decide whether it wished to
adopt them in a final manner.
It was so agreed.
24.
Mrs. HJERTONSSON (Sweden) said that the Swedish authorities
concerned had not yet had time to adopt a position on the recommenda
tions of the Ad Hoc Working Group.
Consequently, the Swedish
delegation reserved the right to fix. its definitive attitude on this
subject at a later date.
25.
Mr. ARBJ (Turkey) explained that
the draft resolutions submitted tu the
Assembly on the subject of journalists
taken part in the Ad Hoc WorkL1g Group

Turkey had been a sponsor of
United Nations General
and that his delegation had
at the present Conference.

26.
While he supported the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Working
Group, he was still not convinced of the merits of the Venezuelan
amendment.
27.
Regarding the events in Cyprus to which the Venezuelan
representative had referred, he pointed out that if a Turkish
journalist had, in fact, been kilJed, that had been deliberately
and not because he had not been identified as such:· it was open to
question, therefore, whether wearing an armlet would really protect
journalists on dangerous missio~s.
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28.

lYlr:s. CHEVALLIER(Holy See } said that during the debate()n
article 1, the agreed definition of humani tarTan
lawhad:JJ€ e n that it should be theresult·of a compromise between
the recognized sovereign rights of States and the imperative
requ:iremenl1s for the protectioncif victims.
draf'.t;~Protocol. II~

29 ..!J;'he.-delegation of the Holy See , which fully understood .the
legitimate concern on the part of States to reserve their national
sovereignty~ might be satisfied with that definition if there were
suffici_enLproof'c that in the formulation of humanitarian law ~ an
equal bal'ancewas-invariably maintained between the interests
involv:ed~.';Its:eemed' to her 3 however) that she had listened to
more interventions reflecting the concern of States to protect their
sovereignty than to interventions motivated by a genuine concern for
upholdcihg ,thef:undamentalrightsoT civilian victims of: atmed
conflicts~ particularly withr(=;spect to draft Protocol'II..
The
same was true in the case of journalists on dangerous mis:sions,
whose dignity as human beings possessing fundamental rights - and
among them the, r,ight. to religi:on "-.: did hot· , s'eem' tob~eadequately
safeguarded." :
-,

~::

'-.

:

30., >The 'specific'menti:on of j-ou.rnalistsbd dangel'ou.s::irl'isslons·

among the.cat~gori:e,s of: indiv-idua1sneeding protection undoubtedly
represented :art advance as compared c 'With -the pres ents tate· of
humanitarian law;< but it·shGuldnev rerthel'6ss i beobserved' that;;
from a certain point of view, there had been' a";ret:rogressionwith
respect to Article 4 of the third Geneva Convention of 1949 dealing
with war correspondents; the model of the identity card_under
annex IV to that Convention included the entry lireligioni , . without
any restrictiv:e reference;: - ,---'" - __ .
.'.,.,
.
,';:

I',

. : -"'\

oJ:

31.
The ,:<freJIegation;6f-the HoI'.; See:was aware -that according ,to
mQdern;i;deas' of _the.'State ~which was lay 'by" defii1i ti6fl ~<no citizen' '
could be obliged to declare his religion.
It0~~ als6ca~a~~siri
view of the different existing national. legal syst,ems) oLthe
diffioulti 6s C'onnC'otedwith,t'he f6rm01atioh -of an;ititerncit:lonal
model for an iderrti,ty card for jdurnalists-bndange'rousmissions.
Buti:f iLwaS'clccepte'dthat :tfie:right-ri:bt'. to deci'areone'$beiiefs"
was oneiful1Y'l::iedognized unde)" m0dernlaw s'and .one.:whichhad 'to be
respected, it should logically be accepted that the same right
shouldibe, ,gran:ted to:~tnose'wno:, being'b'elievers,wishedto 'dectare
the fact.', -:jt:/w,a's~-'ril'Oreov'-e'r) )aflindatn'ent:alrignt)dllly recognized
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and by practically all
modern legal systems.
It would therefore seem more normal that the
journalist himself should d'e"cide' whcnher he vvl:shed his relfgion to .
be specifiediti thedocuntent'hanaecl ,tohirn 'or ndt.' "Ifitvias ndf
possib.le .to have 'that point sp;e!cified:ina document; drawri'upby
Governments~thO questiorr, 'of'ho:VJ the 'j otJ.rn'alistt'!lshedtomakehis
belief'sknow'n could 'be- clea:t'~ly 'expr~ssed' and recbgnized i l l ;
,
international documents should at least 'be studied.
.
J

-
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32.
The case should be borne in mind~ for example in which a war
correspondent, seriously wounded in the course of-his professional
duties, was no longer capable of expressing his desire to receive
the comforts of religion at that crucial moment.
There was also
for consideration the legitimate desire of the family or spouse of
a civilian victim of armed conflict to have the assurance that~ in
an extreme case~ their relative or spouse had received the last
comforts in due dignity, in accordance with his desire and convic
tions.
j

33.
Accordingly, the delegation of the Holy See appealed most
emphatically to the Parties acceding to the Conventions and
Protocols to study, within the context of their national l~ws, the
most suitable way of enabling journalists clearly to make known
their religion, and thus be assured at all times of receiving
religious assistance in accordance with their own wishes.
34.
Mr. BALKEN (Federal Republic of Germany) said that when he
had expressed the hope that the Committee would not take a
definitive decision at its thirty-first meeting (CDDH/I/SR.31) on
the report of the Ad Hoc Working Group, it was in order that his
delegation might consult its Government on that subject, as well as
on the procedure to be followed for transmitting an appropriate
reply to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
His
delegation was eager that everything should be done, both in
Committee and in the plenary meeting, in order that the question of
the protection of journalists on dangerous missions be studied in
detail and in a broad, co-operative spirit.
Accordingly, it
supported any decision that the Committee might take in that
respect, and accepte~ the solution proposed by the Chairman.
,

35.

Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom) said that his delegation had
also asked earlier for a decision on the question of the protection
of journalists on dangerous missions' to be postponed, so that he
could obtain instructions from his Government on the sol~tion
proposed.

36.
His delegation was in favour of all reasonable measures which
would increase the protection of journalists engaged in dangerous
professional missions, without unacceptably increasing the
difficulties, already great; involved in the discharge of their
functions.
37.

Since the document submitted by the Ad Hoc Working Group
constituted a compromise; it could not be expected to meet the
wishes of all delegations fully.
His delegation, although
preferring the variation suggested by the representative of the
Netherlands for the draft in annex I to the document concerning the
civilian status of journalists, was prepared to accept the text in
the form presented.
That text seemed satisfactory in the light of
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the many difficulties and differences of opinion to which the
subject had given rise.
He understood the concern which had
prompted the delegation of Venezuela to present amendment
CDDH/I/242.
The er-suing discussion had been very useful but his
delegation would not have been able to support the amendment had
it been put to the vote.
j

38.
He thanked the delegation of Venezuela for not having insisted
that the Committee take a vote.
39.
Mr. PINEDA (Venezuela) thanked the United Kingdom representa
tive and all the delegations which had understood the meaning and
scope of his country's concern.
He regretted that the amendment
put forward by his delegation had not been supported by the other
delegations, as its sole aim was to extend additional protection to
a category of civilians in certain dangerous situations.
Venezuela
had" not experienced war, but was saddened to see that the rights of
all human beings, in times of ar~ed conflict, were violated.
For
that reason the Government of Venezuela~ in its devotion to peace
had acted in favour of humanitarian law, particularly in the case
of journalists who were forced by the nature of their work to move
in areas where their lives were in danger.
j

40.
The delegation of Venezuela was ready to defend its point of
view, and reserved'the right to do so in plenary session.
It
hoped that the full Conference would, in all its decisions, find in
favour of humanitarian law and extend the widest possible protection
to the civilian population and to journalists engaged in dangerous
professional missions.
41.
The CHAIRMAN requested the representative of France to express
his thanks to Mr. Sperduti~ Chairman of the Ad_Boc Working Group.
ORGANIZATION OF WORK
42.
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) proposed that the time-limit for
tabling amendments to articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II, and to
articles 70 to 79 of draft Protocol I~ be prolonged.
43.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought that
articles 70 to 79 of draft Protocol I should not be discussed before
the Easter recess; he therefore proposed that the Committee confine
itself to completing consideration of articles 6 to 10 of draft
Protocol II.
44.
Mr. ABI-SAAB (Arab Republic of Egypt) suggested postponin~ the
time-limit for tabling amendments to articles 70 to 79 of draft
Protocol I, since they were articles requiring careful consideration
and much time for reflection) especially articles 74 to 79.
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45.
The CHAIRMAN warned the Committee that if members decided to
alter the time~limits set for tabling amendments, such decisions
would have to be adopted by a majority of two-thirds or by
consensus.
,
46.
Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B~
said that the Group was in the midst of its discussions on
article 6 and paragraph 1 of article 8.
It would be difficult to
accept new amendments to those two articles.

47.
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) proposed accordingly that the Committee
authorize the tabling of new amendments for those articles of the
two Protocols which had not yet been discussed.
48.
Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) did not think that the
time-limit for articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II could be
postponed.
He saw no objection to additional time being granted
for articles 70 to 79 of draft Protocol I, since they had not yet
been. discussed by the full Committee.
If'agreement on those lines
could be reached, it could be adopted by consensus.
49.
The CHAIfu~AN announced that the time-limit for tabling
amendments to articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II had expired.
As to articles 70 to 79 of draft Protocol I, the time-limit was
postponed.
The meeting rose at 5.45 p.m.
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SUNMARY RECORD OF THE THIRTY-SIXTH MEETING
held on

Monday~

Chairman:

24 March 1975, at 3.15 p.m.

Mr. HAMBRO

(Norway)

ORGANIZATION OF WORK
1.
The CHAIRMAN recalled the proposal made by the representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at the thirty-fifth
meeting (CDDH/I/SR.35) that discussion on articles 70 to 79 of
draft Protocol I should be deferred until after the Easter recess.
A decision on that proposal had to be taken before the meeting of
the General Committee in an hour's time.
He called on the
Chairman of Working Group B for a progress report.
2.
Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B,
announced that the Group had held a general discussion on article 6
of d~aft Protocol I and had set up a Sub-Group, which hoped to
produce a text by the following morning.
The discussion on
article 7 had been left in abeyance until the decision of
Committee IlIon questions allied to that article became available.
The Group had begun discussing article 8 and hoped to complete it
and take up articles 9 and 10 before Easter, or immediately after
wards.

3.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should vote on the
USSR proposal.
4.
Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq), speaking as representative of Iraq
and as Chairman of the Asian Group, said that he had consulted
several delegations, which considered that there should be no
change in the Committee's arrangements.
Certain basic principles
on which no decision had yet been taken must first be accepted for
draft Protocol I and then adapted to draft Protocol II, not the
contrary.
There must be no imbalance between the two Protocols.
His delegation categorically opposed the idea of changing a method
of work adopted by the Conference at its first and second sessions
merely for the short period before the Easter recess.

5.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur) pointed out that there was
no question of changing the Committee's working arrangements.
The
Committee was merely considering a proposal from the USSR delega
tion that it should not consider the relevant articles of draft
Protocol I until it had finished that part of draft Protocol II
which was now under consideration.
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5.
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) said that he had received instructions
from his Government that draft Protocols I and II should be dealt
~ith simultaneously.
At the beginning of the Conference 3 the
80mmittee had started to deal with draft Protocol I~ and had then
sone on to another chapter of ~raft Protocol II.
His delegation
had thought that the Committee would then return to article 17
et seq. of draft Protocol I and then deal with draft Protocol II
again.
A decision had been taken to refer both Protocols to two
Working Groups9 but it had in fact been found necessary to discuss
them first in plenary Committee.
The decision of the Conference
had been that the draft Protocols should be discussed simultaneously
and he had been instructed to request that that procedure should be
followed~ since for his Government both Protocols were of equal
importance.

7.
Mr. SOOD (India) said ~hat his delegation fully supported the
points made by the representatives of Iraq and Pakistan.
There
were important reasons why it could not agree to the USSR proposal.
His delegation's understanding was that the Conference had to
discuss both draft Protocols simultaneouslY3 in accordance with
rule 28 of the rules of procedure of the Conference.
More
progress, however had been made on draft Protocol II than on draft
Protocol I.
His delegation had regretted the decision taken the
previous week to refer articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II direct
to Working Group B9' contr&ry to established procedure.
Either the
rule adopted by the Conference should be followed or else discussion
on draft Protocol II should be suspended and discussion initiated
on articles 71 to 73 of draft Protocol 13 so that after Easter
there could be parallel discussion of both draft Protocols.
More
over 3 his delegation would like a definite programme of work to be
established for each meeting.
j

8.
The CHAIRMAN pointed out that such a course was impossible
since delegations resented any time~li~it being imposed on speeches.

9.
Mr. CUTTS (Australia) supported the USSR proposal, on grounds
not of principle but of practical expediency.
Working Group B was
beginning to make progress in discussing articles 6 to 10 of draft
Protocol II and he feared that, if the discussion were suspended at
that stage 3 much would be lost.
Working Group B should continue
its work on those articles for the next few days.
If it was felt
that equal weight should be given to draft Protocol I) it should be
decided that after Easter the Oomnittee's entire time should be
devoted to it.
10. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) supported the USSR
proposal, which merely followed the order established by the
Committee's working group document (CDDH/I/203 and Add.l) and agreed
with the reasoning of the Australian representative.
His delega
tion would, however, abide by any decision of the Committee.

-
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11.
Mr. AGOES (Indonesia) said that his delegation felt that
progress in discussing draft Protocol I had lagged behind that of
draft Protocol II and that it would therefore be advisable to drop
the discussion of articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II, even in
Working Grcup B, and to concencrate on articles 70 to 7~ of draft
Protocol I.
12.
Mr. AMIR-MOKRI (Iran) shared the views expressed by the
representatives of Iraq$ India and Pakistan.
The Soviet Union
proposal was quite unacceptable to his delegation.
13.
Mr. ABDUL-MALIK (Nigeria) said that, although his delegation
agreed with the Soviet proposal from the point of view of
expediency. it felt obliged to oppose it because the Committee had
already agreed to consider the two draft Protocols simultaneously
and to proceed at an equal pace for both.
That was why it had
established two Working Groups, Group A on draft Protocol I and
Group B on draft Protocol II.
Any alteration in that decision
would have to be adopted by a two~thirds majority, in accordance
with rule 32 of the rules of procedure.
14.
Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) suggested that, in order to avoid
further discussion. the Committee should establish an exact time
schedule to be followed until the end of the Conference.
15.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out the difficulty of such a procedure.

16.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
his delegation's proposal had not been intended to discriminate
against the discussion of draft Protocol I.
His delegation was in
fact in favour of both being discussed and decisions taken upon them
in parallel if possible.
The ~roposal had been purely practical,
because it seemed that the Committee \'las not likely to come to any
decision in the two days before the Baster recess but would only
have time to begin the general discussion of the articles.
Since
most delegations see~ed to oppose his proposal, he would withdraw it.
17.
Mr. CUTTS (Australia) said that, in that case, his delegation
would put forward, as its own) the proposal just withdrawn by the
Soviet Union delegation.
18.
Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) said that. since the Committee's
adoption of draft Protocol I, article 1 at the first session of the
Conference. draft Protocol II had become of secondary importance,
all the underlying principles of humanitarian law being embodied in
draft Protocol I.
Draft Protocol II should therefore be set aside
until draft Protocol I had been fully discussed.
He proposed that
a code of international law and procedures should be created in
order to deal with violations of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949
and the additional Protocols.
Rather than discuss the abstract
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principles in draft Protocol II, it would-be more practical for the
Committee to concentrate on draft Protocol I~ Part V - \'Execution
of the Conventions and of the present Protocol;; ~ which embodied
all matters concerning breaches of that Protocol.
He therefore
endorsed the proposal made by the representatives of Iraq and
Pakistan.
19.
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on the Australian
proposal that the Committee should devote the tvvo days before the
Easter recess to discussion of articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II.
The proposal was adopted by 29 votes to 22, with 12
abstentions.
20.
The CHAIRMAN announced that the Committee would start con
sideration of articles 70 to 79 of draft Protocol I immediately
after Easter.
21.
Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq); speaking on a point of order~ said
that that decision should have been taken by a two-thirds majority.
22.
Mr. ABDUL-MALIK (Nigeria), speaking on a point of order,
reminded the Committee that he had already pointed out that the
decision would have to be adopted by a two-thirds majoritYi in
accordance with rule 32 of the rules of procedure.

23.
The CHAIRMAN replied that~ in his opinion, the Committee had
not adopted any definite method of work.
Its decision to consider
the two draft Protocols in parallel was a purely practical one.
Since the matter had b~en raised, however, he asked the Committee
to vote on whether or not its last decision should 3tand.
The decision in favour of the Australian proposal was
maintained by 36 votes to 22, with 8 absteritions.
24.
The CHAIRMAN announced that the Committee VJould accordingly
discuss articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II until the Easter
recess and after Easter would start to discuss articles 70 to 79
of draft Protocol I and at the same time terminate its v.Tork on
articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II and continue meetings of
Working Group B if necessary.
25.
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) expressed his delegation's regret at
the decision just adopted.
26.
Mr. DIXIT (India) said that his delegation. too. was concerned
at the decision and considered that the point should have been
clarified earlier. in view of the programme of work already adopted
by the Committee.
He requested the Chairman to rule whether a
two-thirds majority would be needed to overrule its recent decision.

-
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27.
The CHAIRMAN said that he was unable to give a ruling on a
hypothetical question at the present time and requested delegations
which desired to question the ruling to do so at the next meeting.
28.
Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq)~ speaking on a po~nt of order~ pointed
out that all the developing countries wished to contest that
decision.
29.

Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico)j Rapporteur3 reminded the Committee
at its thirty-fourth meeting (CDDH/I/SR.34)~ it had expressed
its willingness to allow the officers of the Committee to decide
whether or not to adopt the USSR proposal concerning the continua
tion of its work.
that~

30.
Since that proposal had met with some opposition, however 3 the
officers had decided to put it to the vote.
The Committee's report
on the progress of its work (CDDH/I/201) had scheduled discussion of
articles 63 to 65 and 67 to 69 of draft Protocol I and articles 6 to
10 and 32 of draft Protocol II immediately after articles 1 to 7 of
draft Protocol I and 1 to 5 of draft Protocol II.
Since it was
still not certain whether Committee I or III would eventually
discuss articles 63 ~o 65 and 67 to 69 of draft Protocol 13 it was
logical that the Committee should next discuss articles 6 to 10 of
draft Protocol 113 immediately followed by articles 70 to 79 of
draft Protocol I and 36 to 39 of draft Protocol II.
The Australian
proposal had not changed but merely confirmed that programme of work
and therefore did not require a two~thirds majority.
31.
The CHAIRIV1AN said that the proposal had been merely a
practical suggestion and any delegations questioning it should
express their opposition at the next meeting.
32.
Mr. BALKEN (Federal Republic of Germany) and Mr. HUSSAIN
(Pakistan) requested the Cha.irman to confirm that the Committee
would discuss articles 70 to 79 of draft Protocol I immediately
after Easter; in order to enable delegations to organize their
work.
33.

The CHAIRMAN confirmed that he had already said so.
The meeting rose at 4.5 p.m.

-
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SU~mARY

RECORD OF THE THIRTY-SEVENTH MEETING

held on

Wednesday~

Chairman:

2 April

Mr. HAMBRO

1975~

at 3.15 p.m.

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/1) (continued)*
Article 70 - Measures for execution
Proposed article 70 bis - Activities of the Red Cross and other
humanitarian organizations (CDDH/I/263 and Add.l)
Article 71 - Legal advisers in armed forces (CDDH/I/265)
Article 72 - Dissemination
Article 73 - Rules of application
Article 74 - Repression of breaches of the present Protocol
Article 75 - Perfidious use of the protective signs
Article 76

~

Failure to act

Article 77 - Superior orders
Article 78 - Extradition
Article 79

~

Mutual assistance in criminal matters '

1.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
introduced draft Protocol I~ Part V. Section 17 which contained
general provisions designed to ensure the proper implementation of
the Protocol.
Articles 70 to 73 were closely interrelated.
The
measures for execution in article 70 would be facilitated by the
presence of legal advisers in the armed forces} provided for in
article 71. by the wide dissemination of humanitarian rules mentioned
in article 72. and by the communication of the laws and regulations
that the Contracting Parties might adopt to ensure the application
of the Protocol in compliance with article 73.
The qualified
persons provided for in article 6 3 already adopted by the Committee,
would no doubt have a part to play in connexion with the various
measures provided for in Part V, Section I.

*

Resumed from the

thirty~fifth

meeting.
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Article 70 - Measures for execution
2.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
said that article 70 was the result of a number of proposals
submitted &t the second sessior: of the Conference of Government
Experts on the Reaffirmation and Development of International
Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Conflicts.

3.

With regard to paragraph l~ some experts had proposed the
insertion in Part V of an article entitled "Implementation of
essential provisions ll , which would guarantee the implementation
without delay of Article 118 of the third Geneva Convention of
1949~ on the release and repatriation of prisoners of war at the
close of hostilities) and of Articles 132 to 134 of the fourth
Geneva Convention of 1949; on the release, repatriation and
accommodation in neutral countries of civilian internees within
the.meaning of that Convention.
Those experts considered that
such a provision would ensure that the application of those
Articles or the Conventions would not be postponed in order to
extract political or other advantages.
Host of the Government
experts had shown interest in the idea of such an Article.
The
ICRC had taken that wish into account) but had considered that
it would be better to have a provision concerning the execution
without delay of all the obligations incumbent on the High
Contracting Parties under the Conventions and Protocol I, since
it would have been difficult to make specific mention of only
certain Articles of the Conventions.

4.
The provisions of paragraph 2 must be taken as being
complementary to Article 1 common to the four Geneva Conventions
of 1949 under which the High Contracting Parties undertook to
respect and to ensure respect fer the Conventic:1s in all circum~
stances.
The Government experts consulted. had considered that
the Conventions) even when made more specific and supplemented
by Protocol I~ would continue to be) in the main~ a statement of
general rules.
It was therefore necessary to provide that
measures of execution should be taken by the Contracting Parties
to cover in detail actual situations arising from the course of
events.
5.
It followed that the Contracting P~rties must undertake that
their civilian and military authorities would) to the fullest
extent possible~ give orders and instructions to ensure the
observance of the provisions of the Conventions and of the Protocol.

-
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Proposed article 70 bis - Activities of the Red Cross and other
humanitarian organizations (CDDH/I/263 and Add.l)

6.
Mr. WARRAS (Finland)~ introducing amendment CDDH/I/263 and
Add.l, of which his country was a sponsor, said that it proposed
the addition of an article 70 bis dealing with the special role,
in times of armed conflict, of-the Red Cross family, consisting
of the International Committee of the Red Cross, the national Red
Cross Societies, and the federation or League of Red Cross
Societies, and with similar activities carried out by other
humanitarian organizations.
The purpose of the article was to
broaden the provisions of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, contained
in Articles 26 and 44 of the first Convention, Article 125 of the
third Convention and Articles 63 and 142 of the fourth Convention,
so as to take account of the experience acquired since 1949.
It
was a general provision which could be inserted as article 70 bis
in draft Protocol I. Part V, Section I, or as article 6 bis in--
Part I of that Protocol.
--
7.
Such a reaffirmation by the High Contracting Parties of the
role of the national Red Cross Societies and of the international
Red Cross organizations at times of armed conflict would be in
conformity with the provisions governing the application of the
Geneva Conventions and of draft Protocol I, and make it possible
to cover the main activities of the Red Cross in a few general
provisions.
8.
The part played by the ICRC was reaffirmed in paragraph 1.
It was only natural that the humanitarian activities of the ICRC,
recognized in the various provisions of the Geneva Conventions and
of draft Protocol I, should be carried out by virtue of the facili
ties granted by the High Contracting Parties and in accordance with
the local conditions obtaining in their respective countries.
That provision seemed logical in view of the humanitarian mandate
conferred on the ICRC by the Geneva Conventions and by draft
Protocol I in conformity, in particular, with Article 9 of the
first; second and third Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Article 10
of the fourth.
9.
Paragraph 2 dealt with the part played by the national Red
Cross Societies of the Parties to the conflict.
It was imperative
that the High Contracting Parties should also recognize the humani
tarian role of the national Red Cross Societies of the Parties to
the conflict and grant them every facility required to carry out
their task in accordance with the principles of the Red Cross.
Since the activities of the national Red Cross Societies were
governed by current conditions in the various countries, the nature
of the conflict and the needs of its victims, the sponsors
considered it better not to give a complete, or even a partial,
list of those activities.
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10~
Paragraph 3 concerned the facilities granted in accordance
with Article 27 of the first Geneva Coniention of 1949~ to the
national Red Cross Societies of countries which were not Parties
to the conflict and to the League of Red Cross Societies.
In
pursuance of the Red Cross priL.::iple of universality and of the
humanitarian tasks resulting therefrom, the federation of all the
national Red Cross Societies ~ in other words, the League 
functioned as a permanent liaison organ between the national Red
Cross Societies, with particular regard to the organization and
operation of their activities; at national and international
levels.
In that connexion, it should be noted that all the
national Red Cross Societies, currently totalling 122, were
recognized by their respective Governments ~ all of the latter
being signatories to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 ~ as auxil
iaries to the public authorities. especially within the meaning
of Article 26 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949"
It was
also noteworthy that the federation, or League, functioned as co
ordinator of the assistance contributed by the national Red Cross
Societies.

11.
Paragraph 4 referred to the other humanitarian organizations
mentioned in Article 26 of the first Geneva Convention of 1949, in
Article 125 of the third Geneva Convention, and in draft Protocol I.
It provided for the granting of similar facilities to the other
humanitarian organizations which were authorized by the respective
Governments to carry out humanitarian activities in compliance
with the provisions of the Geneva Conventions and of draft
Protocol I.
The sponsors considered that in order to ensure
broader and better assistance to the victims of conflicts, those
other humanitarian organizations should. as far as possible. be
afforded the facilities necessary for that purpose.
12.
He pOlnted out that the square brackets which appeared five
times before and after the words "and the present Protocol" should
be deleted once the draft Protocol had been approved and adopted
in its entirety by the plenary Conference.
In conclusion 1 he
reminded the meeting that the principle of the draft amendment had
been accepted at the second session of the Conference of Government
Experts on the Reaffirmation and Development of International
Humanlyarian Law applicable in Armed Conflicts, held in Geneva in

1972.
13.
Mr. BEER (L~ague of Red Cross Societies) said that he would
like to draw attention to the importance of the proposed addition
of article 70 bis.

II

See ICRC: Report on the Work of the Conference,
para.l.l09.

vol.I~
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14.
When the four Geneva Conventions at present in force had been
signed in 1949, there had been 66 national Red Cross, Red Crescent,
and Red Lion and Sun Societies.
The number of member societies
now recognized by the ICRC was 122.
In some countries where there
was no recognized society the League gave active assistance to
groups which were about to become member societies.
Thus, the
organization was virtually world-wide~ with over 200 million
members.
15.
The national Societies were a source of strength, both for
practical, work and for informing the public on the significance of
the Conventions and Protocols; they were of assistance to the
Governments which would like those instruments to be accepted not
only in theory but also in practice.

16.

Consequently, it was vital that Governments should recognize
and facilitate the work of the national Societies, and that articles
explicitly recognizing their existence and protecting their
activities should be included in the rules of international
humanitarian law.
17.
He had been interested to see that the text submitted provided
for support to the ICRC to enable it to carry out the humanitarian
functions assigned to it under the Geneva Conventions.
It was good
that such support should be provided in one and the same article.
18.
The national Societies had a very special part to play, even
in conflicts, because of their dual role as independent voluntary
organizations anxious to help suffering humanity and as auxiliaries
of the public authorities.
19.
It was important that the proposed article should cover also
the federation of national Societies - the League of Red Cross
Societies.
Indeed, one of the main'tasks of the League was to
form national Societies and prepare them to be ready to take action
in any situation, including those arising in time of conflict.
The
African Red Cross Development Symposium which had been held by the
League at Montreux in February/March 1975, in conjunction with the
African Red Cross Societies, had recognized the need to help the
federation to strengthen the member Societies, to increase their
efficiency and to co-ordinate their activities.
20.
Collaboration between the ICRC and the League was governed by
an agreement based on the experience gained during the conflicts of
recent years.
21.
The desire that increased support for the work of the Red
Cross family should be guaranteed in time of conflict was not new.
It had already been voiced at international conferences of the
League, in the presence and with the support of Government represen
tatives, and at Red Cross meetings of Government experts.
The
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League therefore welcomed the proposed article~ which recognized
the combined efforts of the national Societies 9 of the ICRC and
the League.
22.
Paragraph 4 provided that similar'facilicies should be made
available to the other organizations performing their humanitqrian
activities in comparable circumstances.
That was evidence of the
determination of the Red Cross to strengthen not only its own
unitY9 but that of all mankind.
23.
Mr. PILLOUD (International Committee of the Red Cross)
confirmed that the ICRC was entirely satisfied with article 70 bis
and sincerely hoped that the Conference would adopt it.
24.
It was well to stress the unity of the Red Cross movement 3
and to specify clearly the assistance which each organization 9
according to its own capacity, might extend to the victims of
armed conflicts.
25.
With regard to the ICRC itself) the proposed article was a
valuable reaffirmation of the Articles common to the four Geneva
Conventions of 1949.
26.
Mr. CARON (Canada) said that his delegation found
article 70 bis highly satisfactory.
It would like Canada to be
added to the-list of sponsors.
27.
Mr. NGUYEN VAN LUU (Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam) welcomed
the initiative shown by the sponsors of article 70 bis, in view of
the increased powers and obligations of the ICRC~ the national
Societies 9 the League of Red Cross Societies and the other humani
tarian organizations under the il2W articles before the Committee.
28.
He considered the provisions of draft article 70 bis most
opportune, for they specified the duties and at the same-time drew
attention to all the activities of the IC~C, the League of Red
Cross Societies, and the national Red Cross Societies 9 in
conformity with their obligations under the Geneva Conventions
and draft Protocol I.
His delegation had no comment to offer on
the substance of article 70 bis.
It endorsed the idea as
expressed by the representative of Finland, supported by the
representatives of the League of Red Cross Societies and the ICRC.

29.
In paragraph 1. however. his delegation proposed that the
words "shall grant to the Internation~l Committee of the Red Cross
all possible facilities" should be replaced by the words "shal1 9
as far as possible, grant to the I~ternational Committee of the Red
Cross facilities".
That wording would be more in keeping with
realities and, by eliminating the uncompromising nature of the term
"all possible facilities", would make it easier to enforce the
proposed provisions.
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30.
The same amendment applied to paragraph 2. but in paragraphs 3
and 4 the wording 1I1aS in line with his delegation's suggestion.
31.
Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) said that his delegation supported
amendment CDDH/I/263 and Add.l, defining the role of the Red Cross.
the national Societies and the other humanitarian organizations.
He would like 3 however 3 to be given some explanations concerning its
content.
He asked if the humanitarian mandates assigned to the
ICRe (paragraph 1) by the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the draft
Protocol in order to ensure protection and assistance to the victims
of conflicts were the same as those assigned to the national Red
Cross Societies of the Parties to the conflict enabling them to
carry out their humanitarian activities in favour of the victims of
the conflict (paragraph 2).
He would like to know whether the
word "victims" applied to all the victims. regardless of the Party
to which they belonged.
Indeed, there appeared to be some
difference between the provisions of paragraph 1 and those of para
graphs 2 and 3, the mandate of the ICRC apparently being more
extensive than that of the national Red Cross Societies of the
Parties to the conflict.
32.

He would also like to be assured that the fundamental
Principles to which draft article 70 bis referred were those listed
on pages 380 and 381 of the International Red Cross Handbook
(eleventh edition, Geneva, 1971), which were: Humanity,
Impartiality, Neutrality. Independence. Voluntary Service, Unity and
Universality.

33.
Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) said that his delegation accepted
draft article 70 bis, which, in paragraph 1, confirmed the role of
the ICRC and, in paragraph 2, recognized the part played by the
national Red Cross Societies.
His delegation welcomed the explicit
mention, in paragraph 3, of the part that the League of Red Cross
Societies could play.
He fully subscribed to the principle
inherent in paragraph 4, which confirmed the provisions of
Article 125 of the third Geneva Convention of 1949 and of
Article 142 of the fourth.
The former stipulated that the
Detaining Powers should grant Ylall necessary facilities" to "the
representatives of religious organizations, relief societies, or any
other organization assisting prisoners of warn.
The latter stated
that "the representatives of religious organizations, relief
societies, or any other organizations assisting the protected
persons J shall receive from these Powers, for themselves or their
duly accredited agents, all facilities .. . n.
34.
Everyone recognized the part played since 1949 both by the
ICRC and by the national Red Cross Societies in helping to alleviate
the sufferings of the victims of armed conflicts.
Since, however,
that role was not a Red Cross monopoly, paragraph 4 provided that
the High Contracting Parties should facilitate the assistance which
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the other humanitarian or~anizations were able to offer to the
victims of armed conflicts.
That was not a backward step as
compared with the law in force since 1949. but was a reaffirmation
and development of that law.
It was in that spirit that .his
delegation wished to join the ~ponsors of artlcle 70 bis.

35.
Mr. WARRAS (Finland) answered the first of the United
Kingdom representative's questions in the affirmative.
Red Cross
principles were based on the strictest impartiality: in other
words, on the absence of any discrimination as regards nationality,
race. religious belief, social class or political opinion.
The
aim of the Red Cross was to alleviate suffering and give priority'
to the most pressing cases of distress.
36.
Mr. PILLOUD (International Ccmmittee of the Red Cross) said
that the fundamental Principles referred to in paragraphs I, 2 and
3 ~f proposed article 70 bis had been adopted at Vienna in 1965 by
the XXth International Conference of the Red Cross (resolution VIII).
Those Principles which were read out at the beginning of every
International Conference of the Red Cross 9 were termed "fundamental"
to distinguish them from other, more specific, principles adopted
by other international conferences.
j

Article

71

~

Legal advisers in armed forces (CDDH/l;

CDDH/I/265)

,

37.
Mr. SURBECK (Legal Secretary) said that only one amendment
to that article had been submitted (CDDH/I/265).
It had been
proposed by the Brazilian delegation.
38.
Mr. Antoine f·1ARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
introduced article 71 and said that, on the whole, the Government
experts consulted had expressed ? strong desir( to have such a
provision inserted.
The role of legal advisers in armed forces
had already been referred to not only in connexion with draft
article 70, but also during the IeEe representative's presentation
of draft article 6 - I1Qualified Persons l1 -. which Committee I had
adopted.

39.

There could be no doubt that many violations of humanitarian
law arose from unfamil~.ari ty with the rules involved.
Many experts
considered that the Geneva Conventions and draft Protocol I would
be better applied if the commanders of military units were
accompanied by legal advisers whose ~ain task would be to ensure
that-the armed forces received appropriate instruction, and to
answer any questions put to them.
40.

Mr. REZEK (Brazil)!, introduc::i ng his delegation's amendment
First,
it aimed at removing the compulsory nature attaching to the employ
ment of legal advisers in the armed forces of High Contracting

(CDDH/I/265) to article 715 explained its twofold objective.
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Parties.
Admittedly, the armed forces of most countries relied
on the assistance of qualified jurists; but it would be difficult,
if not impossible, for all countries to comply strictly with the
provisions set out in the original text of article 71 and to attach
to each military commander a qualified jurist to advise him on the
application of the Geneva Conventions and the additional Protocols.
41.
Second, whenever such legal advisers could be attached to
military commands, it should be clearly stipulated that their task
was to assist and not to supervise: ideally, it should be assumed
that each High Contracting Party would, in its desire to disseminate
and secure respect for the Geneva Conventions and draft Protocol I,
take steps to ensure that the officers of its military commands were
directly responsible for the execution of the relevant tasks and
consequently would need specialist advice only in cases of
uncertainty.
Any specific or implied attribution of supervisory
functions to jurists attached to armed forces would inevitably
challenge the hierarchy essential to the proper working of military
institutions and raise problems which were better avoided.
42.
Mr. DRAPER (United Kingdom) said that his delegation favoured
the underlying principle of article 71: it was important that
military commanders should be guided in applying the Conventions
and the Protocol, and suitable instructi9n would certainly benefit
the armed forces.
On the latter point. however. he considered the
English text of article 71 to be too imperative and suggested that
the word "ensure" should be replaced by a less forceful word, such
as "advise".

43.
Miss MANOVA (Bulgaria) said that her delegation, too.
considered the proposed wording of article 71 to be 'excessively
forceful; it should surely be for the High Contracting Parties to
find the best way of ensuring that the Geneva Conventions and
Protocol I were respected.
The more flexible text proposed by the
Brazilian delegation was closer to the position of her own delega
tion.
44.
Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainiin Soviet Socialist Republic) said he
agreed with the views of the Bulgarian delegation and would support
the Brazilian amendment (CDDH/I/265).

45.
Mr. ABDUL-MALIK (Nigeria) said that his country would have
some difficulty in applying the provisions of article 71.
Although
Nigeria employed legal advisers in its ministerial departments, it
could not second similar experts to armed forces commands.
46.
While accepting the underlying principle of article 71, his
delegation would like to see the wording amended to read roughly as
follow.s: "The High Contracting Parties shall ensure that in time
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ofpeace~

as in time of armed conflict~ qualified legal advisers
shall be available to render advice to military commanders on the
application of the Conventions and the present Protocol and shall
ensure that appropriate instruction shall be given to the armed
forces.".

47.
His delegation felt it could accept the proposed Brazilian
amendment subject to a few slight drafting modifications.
48.
Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) said that his delegation fully
supported article 71.
His Goverrunent was already employing legal
advisers in its armed forces and there seemed no reason why
article 71 should not be considered by the Conference.
For
practical reasons~ it might be useful to ask all delegations
whether their Governments were already applying the system in
question .
.49.

The issue had been raised at the XXth International
Conference .of the Red Cross at Vienna, where he had taken the
opportunity of giving the International Committee of the Red Cross
a brochure concerning the functions he personally had carried out
during his military service.

50.
Mr. NGUYEN VAN LUU (Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam)~
referring to the statements of the various speakers 3 wondered
whether~ if the Co~~ittee adopted article 71~ all those countries
which had taken part in the vote would be required to attach legal
advisers to their armed forces commands; some of them had no such
personnel.
51.
The following woralng, he suggested, would respect the spirit
of the article without imposing any organizational method:
"The
High Contracting Parties shall ~nsure that .in time of peace as in
time of armed conflict the armed forces shall be given appropriate
instruction on the application of the Conventions and the present
Protocol".
Such a formula would leave the actual arrangements
for the application of article 71 to the initiative of the State
concerned.
52.
Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) said that his delegation attached
great importance to the provisions setout in article 71~ which
had to be applied by the military whose purpose it was to win
victories.
It was a case not of preventing them from doing so~
but of guaranteeing the protection envisaged by the Conventions
and draft Protocol I.
There therefore seemed to be every justi
fication for entrusting that task to legal advisers.
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53.
Article 71 also provided -that in time of peace, appropriate
instruction should be given to the armed forces, and his own
delegation unreservedly endorsed that proposal; at the XXIInd
International Conference of the Red Cross~ held at Teheran in 1973
he himself had advocated that such instruction should be given not
only to all military personnel but also to diplomatic and
ministerial staff who might be called upon to assist in ensuring
the application of the Conventions and the Protocol.
Article 72 - Dissemination
54.
Mr. SURBECK (Legal Secretary), informed the Committee that no
amendment to the article had been submitted.
55.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International' Committee of the Red Cross)
said that in the view of the Red Cross~ the dissemination of
humanitarian rules applicable in time of armed conflict constituted
one of the essential measures calculated to strengthen the applica
tion,of the Geneva Law.
The Red Cross had for a long time past
made clear the importance it attached to that task;
and it was one
of the spheres in which the national Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red
Lion and Sun) Societies were called upon to play a vital part as
auxiliaries to the public services.
FurthLrmore, the United
Nations had called upon Member States to intensify their efforts in
that field in a number of resolutions,
56.
There might be grounds for fearing that the dissemination in
peace-time of humanitarian rules applicable in times of armed con
flict might induce some parties to persist in considering war as a
permissible means of action.
The Red Cross was anxious to stress
that the Geneva Conventions and the humanitarian rules formed an
integral part of the studies designed to preserve world peace.
57.
Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said that his delega
tion firmly supported all measures calculated to ensure the widest
possible dissemination of the Conventions and the Protocol.
He
wondered, however; whether the obligation to provide instruction of
that kind to the civilian population would not give rise to technical
difficulties in federal States where the responsibility for civil
education belonged to local authorities.
The question of dissemina
tion was dealt with in Article 47 of the first Convention, Article 48
of the second and Article 144 of the fourth.
Those articles
provided that the High Contracting Parties should include the study
of the Convention in their programmes of military and liif possible",
civil instruction.
He believed it would be advisable to amend
paragraph 1 of article 72 by adding the words "if p8ssible" before
the words "civil instruction n •
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58.
It would, moreover, perhaps be desirable to add a new para
graph to article 72, providing that the High Contracting Parties
would undertake to disseminate to civilian and military personnel
in their military forces or under their control the texts of the
Conventions and the Protocols.
That would provide a further
aspect of possible methods of dissemination.
59.
Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) pointed"
out that the wording proposed by the IeRC in article 72~ para
graph 1, which provided for the widest possible dissemination of
the Conventions and the Protocol, might be considered as providing
a justification for war and give rise to serious anxieties in
countries which had suffered from armed conflicts and which wished
to see the strengthening of peace and security in the world.
The
expression "as widely as possible", even though it was based. on
humanitarian considerations~ disturbed the balance of that para
graph by giving prominence to the possibili~ies of new wars
occurring.
Yet it was necessary to strive to prevent wars at all
costs and to achieve objective and genuine disarmament.
60.
His delegation had no objections to articl~ 72, paragraph 2
but considered it essential that paragraph 3, the purpose of which
was not very clear and which might well encourage the production
of innumerable reports ~ which would soon prove useless - should
be deleted.
Furtber~ore, the compulsory submission of reports
conflicted with the sovereignty of the Higr Contracting Parties.
61.
Mr. ABDUL-MALIK (Nigeria) said that his delegation shared
the view of the United States representative that inclusion of
the study of the Conventions and Protocols in the programme of
civil instruction would present difficulties, and that it should
not be made compulsory.
He c0111d not accept the existing wording
of paragraph 1, and subscribed co the amendment submitted by the
United States representative, to insert the words "if possible"
before the words IIcivil instruction n •
62.
He had no comments to make on paragraph 2, but supported the
proposal to delete paragraph 3.
63.
Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) pointed out that the expression
"disseminate ... as uidely as possibh,1i already appeared in
Article 127 of the third Geneva Convention of 1949.
In his view,
that wording should not give rise to undue complications.
More~
over, he approved in principle the inclusion of the study of the
Conventions and Protocol I in programmes of military and civil
instruction.
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64.

He appreciated the point that had been made about the civilian
which represented a very varied group whereas the armed
forces formed a homogeneous group.
The term "armed forces" was too
exclusive and the term "civilian population" was too general.
If
Belgium had to assume the role of a Protecting Power, it would
ensure that the Ministry of the Interior, which bore special
responsibility for civil protection, the Ministry of Public Health~
which was the guardian body for the national Red Cross Society and
the authority answerable for the sick and the wounded~ and possibly
other administrative units concerned] were included among the
administrative and other entities which should be conversant with
the Geneva Conventions and the Protocol.
He proposed accordingly
that the last part of the sentence in paragraph I should be amended
to read as follows:
"so that those instruments may become known to
the armed forces and to all the authorities called upon to be
conversant with them, and if possible to the civilian population".
population~

65.
He had no comments of major importance to make about para
graph 3~ but as it was repeated in a number of Conventions~ he felt
entitled to wonder whether a provision on those lines served a use
ful purpose.
Had it been repeated at the request of the deposi
taries of the Convention 3 or had the ICRC deemed its reiteration
necessary?
He would welcome some enlighteDJ1ent on that subject.
66.
Mr. REZEK (Brazil) said that his delegation had been impressed
by the statement made by the United States representative, since
some of the problems referred to by him also arose in his own
country.
Brazil was able to disseminate the Conventions and
Protocols in the military sector; but so far as civil instruction
was concerned, besides the obligation to ensure as wide a dissemina
tion as possible - which might be interpreted somewhat flexibly 
the inclusion of such studies in programmes of civil instruction
would confront the country with real difficulties.
To begin with,
the universities were autonomous, and that fact prevented the
Government from intervening in the establishment of programmes which
often reflected the personal ideas of the teacher;
and again~
teaching in the primary and middle grades fell within the competence
of the federated states, so that the problem Has many-sided.
His
delegation had subscribed initially to the amendment proposed by the
United States representative, which suggested inserting in para
graph I the words "if possible ll before the words Hcivil instruction";
but it had none the less reacted favourably to the statement made by
the Belgian representative, who had pointed out that some non
military authorities, which were yet distinct from the civilian
population as a whole, would have a special interest in being
thoro~ghly conversant with the texts in question.
He would there
fore endorse the wording advocated by Belgium, which urged that the
armed forces, certain special categories of officials and, as far as
possible, the civilian population, be made conversant with the texts.
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67.
He shared the views of the Belgian delegation on paragraph 3.
His delegation would have no rooted objection to the adoption of
that para.graph, but it would not protest against its deletion.
68.
Mr. SOOD (India) said thCi.t his delegatio~l would find i t
difficult to subscribe to the views expressed by the representa
tives of Belgium~ Brazil, Nigeria, and the United States of America
with regard to paragraph 1 of article 72.
He did not see how hOis
Government could disseminate instruction of that kind to the entire
Indian population.
On the other hand, he supported the amendment
which the United States representative had submitted verbally~ as
well as the proposal made by the Belgian representative.

69.
So far as paragraph 3 was concerned, he considered that the
projected reports were not really necessary and that the paragraph
could be purely and simply deleted.
70.
Mr. TORRES AVALOS (Argentina) said that, in his delegation's
view, dissemination of the Conventions and of the Protocol, together
with the obligation to make the armed forces and the civilian
population conversant with them, raised problems of a legal
character in a country like Argentina which had a federal structure.
Furthermore, the universities in such countries drew up their
programmes of studies themselves.
At first sight however, it
seemed that despite the difficulties the existing text of article 72
was not incompatible with the federal structure of those States, and
indeed the part of the sentence reaalng;
flas widely as possible Yi
in paragraph I, took account of those difficulties.
Accordingly,
his delegation would be able to accept paragraph 1.
j

71.
He shared the view of the Belgian representative that a more
painstaking examination of ~aragraph 3 was required.
72.
Mr. GIRARD (France) said that he had no basic objection to
article 72 in its present form.
He felt, however, that it might
prove advisable to add the words "if possible" to paragraph I,
bearing in mind the difficulties which the provisions of that
paragraph could present on the civilian plane for States having a
federal structure.

73.

Regarding the "competent authorities" - a point raised by the
representative of Belgium - he noted that they were explicitly
provided for in paragraph 2.

74.

He supported the opinion of the representative of Belgium
concerning paragraph 3 and shared the view that its present wording
called for clarification: furthermore, it might well be desirable
to modify the scope of the paragraph and to ease obligations which
did not appear to be of incontroversible use.
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75.
Mr. GREEN (Canada) said that he had reservations concerning
article 7 2 ~ paragraph 1.
Why d~.d paragraph 1 refer to instruction
for the military forces when that liability was already included in
article 71~ which imposed upon the High Contracting Parties the
employment of legal advisers fer that very purpose?
76.
In addition, Canada a federal State~ had difficulties in
undertaking any specific obligation with regard to civil instruc
tion which was a provincial and not a feCeral responsibility.
j

j

77.
The question of the level of civil education at which
dissemination of the Conventions and Protocol should be undertaken
was, in his opinion, a matter that could be left to the judgement
of the educational authorities concerned.

78.
The Canadian delegation felt that paragraph 1 should read as
follows:
liThe High Contracting Parties undertake, in time of
peace as in time of armed confI5.ct, to disseminate the
Conventions and the present Protocol as widely as possible
in their respective countries and, in particular, to
encourage the study thereof by the civ~lian population, so
that those instruments may become known to the civilian
population as well as the military forces.~
The Canadian delegation would propose that form of wording in due
course in the Workins Group.
79.
Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
noted that paragraph 3 did not appear in the previous draft.
When
delegations had pro-osed the aJ~ition of a provision of that nature
at the Conference of Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and
Development of International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed
Conflicts, the ICRC had remarked that, in accordance with resolu
tion XXI adopted at the XXth Inte~national Conference of the Red
Cross. Governments a:1d the r.ational Societies were already bound to
rep6rt periodically on the steps whic~ they had taken to disseminate
the relevant instruments.
Despite that fact, the experts had
declared themselves in ~avour of.inserting a provision of that
nature.
80.
In accordance with the above-mentioned resolution XXI, the
ICRC had acquainted the XXIst and XXIInd International Conferences
of the Red Cross with the report', ~ admittedly fe-tl in number ~ which
had been received from Governments on the subject.
The ICRC would
not insist that paragraph 3 be maintai~ed.
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81.
Regarding civil instruction programmes it had been the
opinion of the Conference of Government Experts that the words
"if possible" should be deleted~ since it was the function of
federal States to arrange for the civil instruction programmes
to include the teaching of humarli tarian law.
j

82.
Mr. AMIR-MOKRI (Iran) saw no difficulty ln accepting
article 72, paragraph 1, nor in accepting the proposal of the
United States representative regarding the insertion of the words
"if possible" in the paragraph.

83.
He could also accept paragraph 2, even though it appeared
to him difficult to entrust the task of applying the Conventions
and the Protocol to persons who might not know their contents.
84.
As to paragraph 3; he was entirely of the opinion of the
representative of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
supported by the representatives of India and Nigeria.
In its
present form the paragraph lacked clarity: for example, were the
four-year intervals intended to start from the ratification or
from the signature of the Protocols?
j

85.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
until the present Protocol was adopted the words "and the present
Protocol" should Qe between brackets in the articles under
consideration.
86.
Referring to paragraph 1 of article 72, he wished to stress
once more that, rather than the dissemination of the Conventions
and the Protocol, the fundamental aim should consist in
strengthening peace and peaceful co~existence and striving towards
disarmament, in order to save future generations from war.
As
far as his· country was concerned, it was dedica~ing itself actively
to that task.
87.
He pointed out that the Russian text of article 72 of draft
Protocol I differed from that of Article 127 of the third Geneva
Convention of 1949.

88.
He supported the proposal of the United States representative
to reinsert the words "if possible H in paragraph 1.
89.
He also considered that paragraph 3, which contributed
nothing and suffered from lack of precision, could be deleted.
Article 73 - Rules of application
90.
:Vlr. Antoine fVIARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
explained that the sole object of article 73 was to reaffirm. for
the purposes of the Protocol, a provision common to the 1949 Geneva
Conventions.
The words Hofficial translations of the present
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Protocol" must be taken as meaning translations drafted by the
High Contracting Parties themselves, differing therefore from the
official translations drafted by the depositary of the Conventions
in accordance with article 90.
91.
The words "laws and regulations" must be interpreted in the
broadest sense:
they embraced all legal acts emanating from
executive or legislative authority and having any relevance to the
application of the Protocol.
92.
The CHAIRl'1AN proposed that article 73 being of a purely
technical nature~ should be referred without further delay to the
Working Group.
j

It

~as

so agreed.

93.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that 4 April 1975 at noon be set as
the time-limit for tabling amendments to articles 70 - 73 of draft
Protocol I.
It was so agreed.
ORGANIZATION OF WORK
94.
The CHAIRMAN drevi the attention of members of the Committee
to the recommendations of the General Committee regarding the work
programme for the period 2 - 18 April 1975 (CDDH/Sec/215).
He
informed them that he had consulted representatives of delegations
and of groups of delegations regarding the continuation of the
work of Committee I.
Taking those consultations into account, he
made the following suggestions: when the Committee had finished
consideration of articles 70 to 73 in plenary it would refer them
to a Workin8 Group: it was to be hoped that Working Groups A and
B would finish consideration of articles 70 to 73 of draft
Protocol I and of articles 6 to 10 of draft Protocol II so that the
Committee could adopt them all) or nearly all~ in the course of the
present session.
The Committee could then devote the rest of the
time at its disposal to a frank and informal exchange of views on
articles 74 to 79, which were very complex and controversial; that
would enable delegations to convey to their respective Governments
the principal currents of opinion with regard to those articles and
to proceed with their study at the third session with the support
of. definitive instructions regarding them.
95.
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) thought it preferable to give the
Working Groups all the time they needed to conclude their work in
satisfactory conditions; rather than to initiate a debate on
articles 74 to 79 ~hich would at present serve no purpose.
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96.
The CHAIRHAN stressed that his suggestion could obviously
only be taken into consideration when the Working Groups had
concluded their work and when the articles referred to them had
been definitively approved by the Committee.
STATEMENT BY THE OBSERVER FOR AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

97.
Mr. JACOBY (Amnesty International) observed that both during
and after the war in the Middle East~ which had broken out in
October 1973, the Governments of the Syrian Arab Republic and of
Israel had made grave accusations and counter-accusations concerning
violations of the many provisions of the Geneva Conventions
pertaining to the protection of victims of war from torture and
inhumane treatment.
They had referred in par~icular to the
relevant provisions of the third Geneva Convention entitled
"Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War".
98.
As 1973 was the year in which Amnesty International had
launched i t.s Campaign for the Abolition of Torture 9 it was inevi~
table that many of those accusations were brought directly to its
attention.
In order to examine the conflicting allegations and"
denials; Amnesty International, with the permission of the two
Governments concerned, had sent a mission of investigation to the
area.
That mission, composed of a Norwegian lawyer, a Swedish
lawyer and a Dutch .physician > met with the full co~operation of
the respective authorities in its investigations among former
prisoners of war.
The report of the Commission would be published
on 10 April 1975.
99.
Perhaps the most important part of the report consisted in
five recommendations to the Diplomatic Conference on the
Reaffirmation and Development of Humanitarian Law applicable in
Armed Conflicts.
Amnesty International considered that those
recommendations should be made available immediately to the
Conference, now that it was in the process of considering the
problems of monitoring compliance with the Geneva Conventions.
100.

The five recommendations could be summarized as follows:
(1) Provision should be made for an automatic system
of independent international investigation into allegations
of infringements of the Geneva Conventions originating from
any quarter;
(2) Where no Protecting Power was appointed or the
Detaining Power failed to make the appropriate request
regarding the establishment of a mixed medical commission
(see Article 112 of the third Geneva Convention of 1949 and
Articles 1 and 2 of Annex II thereto). provision should be
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made for the appointment of a medical commission composed
entirely of members from neutral countries.
The functions
of such a commission should be ,the same as outlined in
Article 112 aforementioned, namely to examine sick and
wounded prisoners of war and to decide on the need for
repatriation;

(3) The obligation to keep full documentation about
the medical treatment of wounded prisoners of war should be
fully observed.
Signed medical documents should constitute
a dossier for each prisoner of war, available for inspection
and carried back when the prisoner was repatriated.
The
Detaining Power should at all times keep its own duplicates
of those documents, which should remain available for
inspection;
(4) The obligation to bring a prisoner of war without
delay from the place of capture to the hospital or to the
camps set up for prisoners of war should be fully observed.
Any delay should be explained in a written justification
which should be added to the dossier mentioned under (3) and
be available for inspection and carried ~ack when the
prisoner was repatriated.
The Detaining Power should at
all times keep its own duplicates of those documents, which
should remain available for inspection)

(5) The obligation to detain prisoners of war in
special camps should be fully observed.
The provisions
concerning the organization of such camps should be made
more precise.
Emphasis should be placed on the need to
allow internal autonomy for the prisoners inside the camps,
allowing the guards to patrol only the camp as a wQole and
not to have direct contac~ with individu2l prisoners.
The
system of representation for prisoners of war should be
strengthened~ and each representative should be given full
access to all the prisoners belonging to the group he
represented.
Regulations should be adopted to the effect
that, whenever a prisoner ~as to be taken out for interroga
tion or other purposes 9 notification should be given to the
representative in advance and the prisoner in question
should be permitted to be accompanied by the representative,
since the only permissible questions were those concerning
the name, rank and service number of the prisoner.
The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m.

-
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SUNMARY RECORD OF THE THIRTY-EIGHTH MEETING
held on Wednesday: 9 April 1975, at 4.5 p.m.
Chairman:

(Norway)

Mr. HAMBRO

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL I (CDDH/l) (continued)
Report of Working Group A on articles 70, 70 bis o 71, 72 and 73
(CDDH/I/285)
1. The CHAIRNAN said that he wished to congratulate Working Group A
on its excellent work.
He ~nderstood that the only part of its
report (CDDH/I/285) on which a vote need be taken was the text of
article 72, paragraph 3.
He invited the Committee to approve the
report article by article; making any necessary explanations of vote
after the adoption of each article.
Article 70 - Measures for execution (concluded)
2. in reply to a question by Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic), the CHAIRMAN said that the words "and the
Parties to the conflict""- in paragraph l~ had been placed in square
brackets pending a decision on another article.
II
Subject to that decision, article 70 was adopted by consensus.

Proposed article 70 bis ~ Activities of the Red Cross and other
humanitarian organizations (concluded)
j



Article 70 bis was adopted

by

consensus.?1

3. Mr. HESS (Israel), explaining his delegation's position as
regards article 70 bis s said that the national relief society in
Israel was the Red Shield of David Society, founded in 1930 during
the Mandate Administration in Palestine.
The Red Shield of David
Law" enacted by the Israel Parliament in 1950, had established the
Society as the sole national society whose functions included the
functions assigned to national societies by the Conventions and the
Protocol.

II

- For the text of article 70 as ado~ted, see the report of
Committee I (CDDH/2l9/Revol~ para.12l).

?I For the text of article 70 bis as adopted) see the report
of Committee I (CDDH/2l9/Rev.l, para:-125).
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4. Mr. EL,"FATTAL (Syrian Arab Republic). on a point of order~ said
that the Committee should not have to listen to a historical account
of an unrecognized sign.
5. In reply to a question by the CHAIR~ANJ Mr. HESS (Israel) said
that he merely wished to explain the reasons-for his delef,ation's
participation in the consensus decision on article 70 bis.
He had
concluded the historical part of his explanation.
6. The CHAIRMAN said he saw no reason to refuse the Israel repres
entative's request for the floor provided he confined his remarks
to an explanation of vote) avoiding further historical details that
might give rise to discussion.

7. Mr. HESS (Israel) said that the Red Shield of David Society was
a non-pnlitical, non-profit makins benevolent society which offered
first aid and relief services to all in Israel as well as emergency
disaster aid to Red Cross af~iliated societies overseas.
It
regularly ~esponded to appeals addressed to it by the ICRC and the
League of Red Cross Societies.
Since for reasons deeply rooted in
religious; historical and national feeling, it did not use the red
cross symbol or existing alternatives, tho Society had not yet been
officially reco~nized by the ICRC or the Lea~ue of Red Cross
Societies.
His delegation hoped that situation would be rectified
and that the Red Shield of David would be granted equivalent
recognition to that accorded to the other symbols.
Until that
time) the Red Shield of David Society would continue to fulfil the
functions and Obligations of the equivalent national societies,
8. The CHAIRMAN said that at tbe present stage of proceedings~ the
Israel representative's statement should be taken merely as an
explanation of vote and not as a proposal of 2~y kind.
Article 71 - Legal advisers in

a~~ed

forces (concluded)

9.

Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Chairman of Working Group A) said that
the text of article 71 should be as viven in ~ocument CDDH/I/GT/7B.
namely:
"The High Contractinv Parties at all times and the Parties
to the conflict in time of armed conflict shall ensure that
legal advisers shall be available as necessary to advise
military commanders at the appropriate level on the application
of the Conventions and the present Protocol and on the
appropriate instruction to be ~ivcn to the armed forces on this
subject.~

The other language versions should be
text.

hrou~ht

into line with that

-
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Article 71 was adopted by consensus.}/
10. Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) said that, although his delegation
fully supported article 71; he had emphasized in the Working Group
the practical importance of having military legal advisers to
fulfil the tasks envisaged, which were basically a military function.
The legal advisers would be members of the staff of military
commanders charged 9 inter alia, with the enforcement of discipline
within a military command.
It would be unrealistic fora civilian
legal adviser to be asked to carry out the task since no civilian
cbuld follow the armed forces wherever they might have to go in
times of armed conflict.
It would o moreover, be out of place for
a civilian to be assigned to the general staff of a military
commander.
He hoped that serious consideration would be given to
his suggestion when the article came into force:- even though it
did not contain the word 'military; before the words 'legal
advisers ii •
11. In the interest of the Conference for which co-operation and
mutual understanding were essential~ his dele~ation wished to
reiterate its full support for article 71 as drafted.
j

Article 72 .. Dissemination (concluded)
12. The CHAIRMAN said that, since a vote had to be taken on
paragraph 3, he ~ould invite the Committee to consider article 72
paragraph by paragraph.
Paragraph 1
13. The CHAIRl\1AN said that the words : and civil' between the words
Hmilitary; and "instruction' srould be deleted.
The Working Group
had been in complete agreement on that amendment.
Paragraph I, as amended, was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 2
Paragraph 2 was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 3
14.
The CHAIRMAN said that the Indian delegation in the Working
Group had proposed that para~raph 3 be deleted.
The Norwegian
delegation had strongly opposed that proposal.
He would put the
paragraph to the vote.
Paragraph 3 was adopted by 22 votes to

l7~

with 19 abstentions.

}I For the text of article 71 as adopted) see the report of
Committee I (CDDH/2l9/Rev.l, para. 130)
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15.
The CHAIRNAN suggested that article 72 as a whole be adopted
by consensus.
16. Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
his delegation was opposed to that sug~estion in view of the result
of the vote on paragraph 3.
17., The CHAIRMAN said that" since there was an objection to his
suggestion he would put the article to the vote.
Article 72 as a whole was adopted by 49 votes to none. with
10 abstentions. 4 1
18.
Mr. SOOD (India)~ speaking in explanation of vote, said that)
although his delegation had voted in favour of article 72 as a
whole, it was unable to support para~raph 3.
In particular~ the
use of the mandatory word 'shall' rather than the word '; may' was
unacceptable to his delegation.
19. Miss MANEVA (Bulgaria); speakin~ in explanation of vote, said
that, in her delegation's view, para~raph 3 placed excessive
unilater'al obligations on the High Contracting Parties, and the
purpose of the reports referred to was unclear.
Her delegation
had therefore voted against the para~raph.
20. Mr. TORRES AVALOS (Argentina). ~neakin~ in explanation of vote,
said that his delegation had opposed paragraph 3 because it more or
less duplicated the provisions of article 73.
21.
Nr. EL~FATTAL (Syrian Arab Republic), speaking in explanation
of vote, said that his delegation had voted in favour of article 72
as a whole but had abstained ill the vote on paragraph 3 because it
considered that; despite its relevance to the implementation of
international humanitarian law, the paragraph should have been
formulated in non~mandatory terms.
22. Mr. AGOES (Indonesia), speaking in explanation of vote. said
that his delegation had voted in favour of article 72 as a whole but
had been unable to support paragraph 3 because of the obligation it
imposed on the Hie;h Contractinp: Parties.

~/ For the text of article 72 as adopted. see the report of
Committee I (CDDH/219/Rev.l) para. 135).
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23. Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium), speaking in explanation of vote,
said that his delegation would'have liked to see a more specific
reference in article 72, paragraph 1 to the various authorities,
apart from the armed forces. which would be informed of the
instruments in question.
It had nevertheless supported the
consensus on that paragraph and others 9 but had abstained in the
vote on paragraph 3 for the reasons it had given at the Committee's
thirty-seventh meeting (CDDH/I/SR.37) and because it seemed
inappropriate that reports should be sent both to the ICRC and to
the Swiss Confederation as depositary.
24. Mr. NGUYEN VAN LUU (Democratic Republic of Viet··Nam) 9 speaking
in explanation of vote, said that his dele~ation had abstained in
the vote on article 72 because it was opposed to paragraph 3; which
imposed on the High Contracting Parties an obligation which was
unclear 9 difficult to implement and one"sided in that no correspond
ing obligation was placed on the depositary of the Conventions or on
the ICRC.
25. Mr. AMIR·"fJIOKRI (Iran), speaking in explanation of vote, said
that his delegation had voted against para~raph 3 for the reasons
given during the Committee's earlier consideration of article 72.
In view of its support for paragraphs land 2. however. it had voted
in favour of the article as a whole.
26. Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that
his delegation had abstained in the vote on the article as a whole
because of its opposition to paragraph 3. which it considered
unnecessary and unclear.
The twenty··two delel2;ations which had
supported the paragraph represented only a small minority of the
Conference.
He reserved the right to revert to the matter at the
relevant plenary meeting.
27. Mr. EIDE (Norway)~ speaking in explanation of vote, said that,
among the most important conditions for compliance with the Geneva
Conventions and Protocols was) first. that the military personnel
should be fully acquainted with the limitations demanded by those
instruments and, secondly) that the civilian population should be
aware of the basic rules applicable in armed conflict.
It was
important to ensure that the armed forces operated within the
confines of international humanitarian law and it was also important
for the High Contracting Parties. the international community and
the Parties to the conflict to know in advance that there had been
effective dissemination in all countries.
The provision in
paragraph 3. which his delegation stron~ly supported, imposed only
a very modest obligation which would serve a great purpose.
Although there was some uncertainty as to the precise nature of the
Obligation. his delegation felt that the ICRC would probably
develop future guidelines which would serve to clarify it.
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28.
Hr. SAMAD (Afghanistan) said that his delegation had voted in
favour of article 72 as a whole but had opposed paragraph 3 because
of the obligations it imposed.
'
29.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
his dele~ation objected to the order in which the amendments had
been put0to the vote.
The proposal to delete paragraph 3, as the
amendment furthest removed from the ori,0",inal proposal should have
been put to the vote first, in accordance with rule 40 of the rules
of procedure.
j

30. The CHAIRMAN said that any delegation opposed to the voting
procedure he had proposed should have raised a point of order
before the vote was taken.
He apologized for any mistake he might
have made, but he hoped the USSR representative would agree that
his objection should simply appear in the summary record of the
meeting.
31. Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
he had raised his objection in order to ensure that the same
procedure was not followed when the matter came up again in the
plenary meeting.
32. His delegation had abstained in the vote on para~raph 72 as a
whole, despite its,support for paragraphs I and 2) because it
considered it unnecessary for the High Contracting Parties to
submit the reports envisaged in paragraph 3.
It should be
sufficient for the ICRC to obtain reports throu~h the national
Red Cross societies.
It was not clear why the reports were
required or what was to happon to them after they had been received.
Paragraph 3 had been supported only by a minority of delegations
participatjn~ in the Conferenc0 and his delegation was strongly in
favour of its deletion,
Article 73 • Rules of application.
33. The CHAIRHAN said that the words 'as quickly as possible ,;
should be replaced by the words' as soon as possible;
The
amendment had been approved by the Working Group.

hi

Article 73) as amended. was adopted by consensus. 2

5 ' For the text of article 73 as adopted" see the report of
-'
Committee I (CDDH/219/Rev.l. para. 140).
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34. Mr. EL-FATTAL (Syrian Arab Republic), speaking in explanation
of vote 1 said thatj although his delegation supported the article,
it did not consider itself bound to make any communication to any
party other than the depositar,r of the Conventions.
35. The CHAIRMAN said that he wished to express the Committee's
sincere thanks to the Chairman of Working Group A, who had
performed his task with skill, patience and tact.
The report of Working Group A, as a whole) as amended, was
adopted by consensus.
The meeting rose at 4.50 p.m.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE THIRTY··NINTH MEETING
held on Friday, 11 April 1975, at 5.5 p.m.
C~lairman:

r~r.

HAMBRO

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL II (CDDH/l)

(continued)*

Report of Working Group B on articles 6~ 6 bis and 8 (CDDH/I/287)
1. The CHAIRMAN invited members of the Committee to adopt the
repurt of Working Group B (CDLH/I/287) and suggested that they
should co~sider the articles paragraph by paragraph.
It was so

agree~.

Article 6 .. Fundamental guarantees (CDDH/I/93) (concluded)
Paragraph 1
Paragraph 1 was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 2 (a)
2. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B, said
that paragraph 2 (a) had given rise to a discussion within the
Workin6 Group) which had reached a~reement to use the following
term:
"or any form of corporal punishment ii •
That part of the
sentence was in brackets, and it was for the Committee to decide
whether to retain it in the final text.
3. Mr. de SALIS (Legal Secretary) read a pr0~~sal submitted
orally at the previous meeting of the Working Group) seeking to
replace the part of the sentence in brackets by the words "or any
other violence to the physical well-being of persons".
Two successive votes were then held. first on retaining the
part of the sentence in brackets, then on the proposal submitted
orally.
The part of the sentence in brackets was retained by 46 votes
to 2, with 11 abstentions.
The proposal submitted orally was rejected by
with 42 abstentions.
Paragraph 2 (a), thus

*

amende~

7 votes to 2,

was adopted by consensus.

Resumed from the thirty fourth meetinx.
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Paragraph 2 (b)
Paragraph 2 (b) was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 2 (c)

4. Mr. OBRADOVI6 (Yugoslavia» Chairman of Working Group B, said
that some delegations-had been of the opinion that the words "in
the form of acts of violence" raised difficulties.

5.

Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico) proposed that the words be deleted.

6.

Mr. BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlands)_ supported by Mr, MURILLO RUBIERA
(Spain) proposed that, in order to simplify the debate, paragraph
2 C.~) should read "acts of terrorism".

7 . . The CHAIRMAN said that

t1'1O amendments had been submitted, one
to delete the words "in the form of acts of violence" and the
other to shorten the wording of paravraph 2 (c) to "acts of
terrorism".
He would put the second amendme~t to the vote.

The secQnd amendment was approved by 26 votes to 170 with
19 abstentions.

8.

The CHAIRMAN said there was thus no need for a vote on the
first amendment.
Paragraph 2 (c); as amended: was adopted.

Paragraphs 2 (d), (e) and (f)
Paragraphs 2 (d), (e) and (f) were adoptet by consensus.
Paragraph 2 (g)
9. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia). Chairman of Workin~ Group B,
pointed out that the word '7threatsl! should be substituted for
the word "threat",
Paragraph 2 (g), thus amended. was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 3
10. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B,
explained that as the Working Group had decided to propose to the
Committee to refer consideration of the problem to the third
session of the Conference. he would not press for a vote on
paragraph 3 in the Committee at the current stage of the work.
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11. The CHAIRMAN added that the Chairmen of Committees II and III
had thought it woi.if2ibe··ad;'fs-~ble·to establish~' at the third session
of the Conference, a Joint Working Group on Reprisals~ consisting of
members of the three Committees.
12. Mr. ROSAS (Finland) said that he would agree to that proposal~
provided that amendment CDDH/I/93 submitted by his delegation was
kept in being and discussed at the Conference's third session.
13. Mr. PICTET (Switzerland) said that .since "\<Jorking Group B had
proposed that the Committee take no decision on the matter at the
current session, he would prefer the text of paragraph 3 to remain
in square brackets until the Conference's third session.
14. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B~ said
that the problem should be dealt with in a wider context.
If the
members of the Committee were ready to accept the Swiss represent
ative's suggestion, paragraph 3 would remain in square brackets.
It was so
Article

6~

Article 6 bis

agree~.

II
as a whole) as amended, was adopted by consensus.
(~oncluded)

15. Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) said he would like the words "women
and ch~ldren" to be substituted for the words "all women and
children".
16. Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) requested that the corresponding
change be made in the Spanish version.
17. Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist ftepublics) said that the
English, French, Russian and Spanish versions should be identical.
He would accept either forffiula.
18. The CHAIRf1AN suggested referring the article to the Drafting
Committee) since the amendment was one of form, and asked the
Committee to adopt article 6 bis.
Article 6 bis, as amended, was adopted by consensus.~1

. 1
t see
he report
as6
adopted,
e
-1 / For the text of artlc
Committee I (CDDH/2 l _9/Rev.1, paro..151L

0

f

21
- For the text of article 6 bis as adopted, see the report
of Committee I (CDDH/219/Rev.1) para. 155).
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Article 8 - Persons whose liberty has been restricted (concluded)

.

Paragraphs 1 (a) and (b)
Paragraphs 1 (a) and (b) were adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 1 (c)
19.
Mr. OBRADOVI6 (Yugoslavia): Chairman of Working Group B, said
that in order to satisfv the wishes of some delegations which wished
to have the rule incorp;rated in paragraph 2, the Working Group had
decided to place it in square brackets in paragraphs 1 and 2 and to
leave it to the Committee to decide where i t should be inserted.
20. The CHAIHHAN requested members to indicate by a shOt'! of hands
whether Paragraph 1 (£) should be retained,
The text o~ Paragraph 1 (c) contained in square brackets was
by 28 votes-to 23, with 7 abstentions.

r~tained

Paragraph 1 (d)
21.
The CHAIRMAN said that the delegation of the Holy See had
submitted a new text which he wished to put to the vote.
22.
Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom) said that he had no objection
to that procedure, but that the text could be adopted by consensus.
23.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said he would
agree to a consensus approach if it offered a compromise solution.
24.
Mr. GIRARD (France) said that the French version of the text
raised difficulties for his delegation; he therefore proposed the
fcllowing wording:
"(~) they shall be allowed to practise their religion and
receive" at their request) appropriate assistance from
persons" such as chaplains) exercising religious functions.

1I

If his text was acceptable to the members of the Committee he would
be prepared to associate his delegation with the consensus.
25. The pHAIRMAN suggested that the amendment was one of pure form,
which should be referred to the Drafting COlTlr.1ittee.

26. Mr. GIRARD (France) said that the initial text was somewhat
ambiguous and that his proposal was intended to remove the ambiguity.
27. Mr. AMIR"MOKRI (Iran) said that his delegation accepted the new
wording;
it had expressed reservations concerning the original text.
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28. Mrs. ROULLET (Holy See) said that if her delegation's
proposal was not adopted by consensus 9 the delegation of the
Holy See would call for a vote on the text in document CDDH/I/287
and withdraw its compromise proposal.
29.

She had no objection to the French representative 1 s proposal.

30. Mrs. DARIIMAA (Mongolia) said she had no objection to a
consensus approach~ provided the Russian version of paragraph
I (~) was based on the English text.
31. The CHAIRMAN asked whether~ in view of the statement by the
representative of the Holy See, the delegations present were
prepared to adopt article 8 9 paragraph I (~) by consensus.
32. Mr. MILLER (Canada) suggested that although the wording of
that text ruled out any possible ambiguity, it also ruled out the
possibility of reaching a decision QY consensus.
33. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) considered that the text proposed by
the French delegation differed in substance from the English
version.
His delegation accepted the text submitted in writing
by the Holy See, which constituted a genuine compromise.

34. Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that the Holy See version
differed considerably from the first text.
35. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) said that he found the three versions
equally satisfactory.
Since the main object was to arrive at a
consensus, he supported the text which appeared on page 4 of the
report of Working Group B (CDDH/I/287), as modified,by the
delegation of the Holy See.
36. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B, listed
the proposals formulated during the debate and asked the French
representative to state whether he maintained his proposal.
37. Mr. GIRARD (France) said that his delegation in no way pressed
for modifications to the texts in the other language versions of
the report.
38. Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom), supported by Hr. HUSSAIN
(Pakistan) and Mr. AMIR-MOKRI (Iran), proposed that the original
text should be adopted by consensus on the understanding that the
wording of the French text would remain in abeyance.
39. The CHAIRMAN suggested that paragraph 1 (d) of article 8
should be adopted by consensus and sent back to the Draft~ng
Committee.
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40.
Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) pressed for a decision on the four
texts.
41.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico) considered that the text which had just
been proposed by the French representative had a meaning totally
different from that of the EnElish text.
He would be willing to
support one or other of the proposed texts 9 but could not accept
that the versions of one and the same article, drawn up in the
various languages of the Conference) should impose different
obligations.
42.
The CHAIRMAN did not consider that the version proposed by
the French delegation was basically different.
43.
Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) proposed
that paragraph 1 (Q) of article 8 should be put to the vote.
44.
Hrs. ROULLET (Holy See), in reply to the CHAIRMAN" said that
her delegation would be prepared to accept a vote on the compromise
text.
45.
After an exchange of views between the CHAIRMAN and Mr. MILLER
(Canada), Mr. GIRARD-(France) said that he would support ~he
consensus on condition that the French text was corrected by the
Drafting Committee'.
46.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the French representative's
proposal should be put to the vote.
47. Mr. CRISTESCU (Romania) said that his delegation would be
prepared to vote on the existing texts unconditionally.
48. Mr. BALKEN (Federal Republic of Germany); supported hy the
CHAIRMAN and Mr. KUSSBACH (Austria); pointed out that since the
French delegation had withdrawn its amendment there was no necessity
for a vote.
49. Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the
USSR delegation would have some difficulty in accepting the Russian
text in its present form, since it referred to military chaplains)
a function which did not exist in the Soviet forces.
500 The CHAIRMAN suggested that the question should be sent back
to the Drafting Committee.
Paragraph 1 (d) was adopted by consensus.
Paragraphs 1 (e») 2 (a») (b) and (c) were adopted by consensus.
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Paragraph 2 (d)
,

51. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B, said
that consensus had been reached in the Workinr Group in support of
the deletion of the word "periodical" before the words "mEdical
examinations".
Paragraph 2 (d), as

amended~

was adopted by consensus.

Paragraph 3
,
52. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B, read
out the new version of paragraph 3 proposed by the Working Group:

"3. Persons who are not covered by the opening paragraph of
paragraph 1 above but whose liberty has been restricted in any
way whatsoever for reasons related to the armed conflict shall
be treated humanely in accordance with article 6 and with
paragraphs 1 (~), (~), (~). 2 (~) and 5 of the present article."
Paragraph 3 3 as amended, was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 4

,.

53.

Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Horking Group B, read
out paragraph 4.
Paragraph 4 was adopted by consensus.
Paragraph 5
,

54.

Mr. OERADOVIC (Yugoslavia), Chairman of Working Group B,
reminded the Committee that two delegations had taken the view that
paragraph 5 should be deleted.
In the event of its being retained,
two variants were proposed by the Working Group, the first of which
could if desired be completed by a clause shown between square
brackets.
He read out the two variants:

"5.

I-A Party to the conflict may not release persons

depri~ed

of their liberty in circMfflstances which would
endanger their health or safety I-regarding their return
to the adverse Party or their homes_I. I"

"5. I-Should a Party to the conflict decide to release
persons detained, it must take the necessary measures to
ensure their safety. I"
55. Mr. CUTTS (Australia), supported by Mr. SOOD (India), proposed
that the word "regarding" should be replaced by the word "during"
at the beginning of that part of the sentence which it was proposed
should be added to the first variant.
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56.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) and
Mr. GIRARD (France) proposed that the second variant) which
departed further from the original text and was more clearly
expressed, should be put to the vote before the first.
57.
Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) said that he subscribed to the
substance of the United Kingdom representative's proposal
(first variant)~ but that he could not support it for two
reasons:
first; Working Group B had already decided against
the negative form when article 2, paragraphs 2 and 3 were
under consideration; and secondly, the introduction of the
idea of health was superfluous.
58.
Indeed. if a detained individual who had been released
in good health were to die of an attack during his return
journey that could not be construed as meaning that the party
by whom he had been released had failed to fulfil its obligations
with regard to his safety,
To the extent that the person
detained and then released was physically sound at the moment
of his liberation, the Party to the conflict releasing him had
no duty beyond that of ensurin~ that he was in no way molested
during the period of his journey,
59. He earnestly requested the Committee to look at the United
Kingdom proposal and the Philippine proposal (second variant)
with complete obje6tivity, disre~arding the relative importance
of the countries sponsoring them.
60. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico) nroDosed the addition of the words
"for reasons connected with-th~ armed conflict!! after the word
"detained" in the second variant,

61. Mr. KEITH (Ne1iJ Zealand) proposed that the Committee should
align the second variant with paragraph 1. and replace the word
"detained by the 1"Ol~ds i1depri ved of their liberty".
,j

62. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal to delete
paragraph 5,
The proposal was rejected by 34 votes to 4, with 21
abstentions.
63.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second variant. as amended.

The second variant as amended. was adopted by 42 votes to
II, with 6 abstentions,
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64.

The CHAIRMAN put article 8 as a whole o as

amended~

to the

vote.
Article 8 as a whole

j

as amended~ was adopted by consensus.}/

The report of Working Group B. as a whole. as
adopted by consensus.

amended~

was

The meeting rose at 6.25 p.m.

}/ For the text of article 8 as adopted) see the report of
Committee I (CDDH/2l9, para. 175)"
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE FORTIETH MEETING
held on MondaY3 14 April 1975 3 at 10.20 a.m.
Chairman:

Mr. HAMBRO

(Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT PROTOCOL II (CDDH/l)

(continued)

Report of Working Group B on articles 6) 6 bis and 8
(CDDH/I/287/Rev.l) (concluded)
Explanations of vote
The CHAIRMAN invited those delegations who so wished to explain
their votes on articles 6~ 6 bis and 8 of draft Protocol II.

1.

2.
Mr. BONDIOLI-OSIO (Italy) said that his delegation had not
opposed the consensus on article 8 as a whole 3 although it had voted
against paragraph 5.

3.
His delegation considered that Working Group B had not gone.
into sufficient depth on the Philippine text adopted by the
Committee and that; once again~ the Committee had not taken
sufficient account of the special nature of the conflicts covered
by draft Protocol II.
In such conflicts the line between the
parties was not always clear; territories sometimes changed hands
from day to night, and the combatants often consisted of smal1 3
highly mobile groups without fixed logistic support, using the
ambush method of warfare.
A small unit might well capture large
numbers of the enemy and yet be unable to detain them; it would be
quite impossible for such a unit to take the necessary measures to
ensure the security of released persons.
The ~ommittee had in
fact introduced into the draft Protocol a provision which would be
inapplicable in 90 per cent of the combats in question.
4.
Mr. EL-FATTAL (Syrian A~ab Republic) said that his delegation
had supported article 6 because it strongly believed in the need to
extend humanitarian protection against certain acts to those not
involved in internal armed conflicts.
It was, however 3 not happy
with the wording of the article for various reasons.
The first was
the strict juridical equality bestowed by that article on the two
Parties to the conflict.
That juridical equality between the
Parties themselves and between the Parties and the international
contracting country had originally been meant to exist only between
national liberation movements and their opponents.
That matter had
been solved with regard to international conflicts in draft
Protocol I.
Second, certain prohibitions listed in paragraph 2
were either superfluous or out of context.
For instance 3 para
graph 2 <.~) on slavery and the slave trade assumed that Governments
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still indulged in slavery.
It would have been preferable to
substitute the words liforced labour".
Third) the prohibitions
listed in article 6, paragraph 2, did not include the inhuman
practice of destroying the homes, property and means of livelihood
of those not engaged in the arLed conflict.
,'Juch acts might be
covered in paragraph 2 (d), under the heading of "outrages upon
personal dignityY" but i~ would have been preferable to mention
them in an additional sub~paragraph or to add the words 17 wan ton
destruction of homes and villages l1 after T1 p illage Y' in para-·
graph 2 CO.

5.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico) said that his delegation had joined the
consensus on the articles althous~ it would have preferred the
words suggested in Working Group B by the Philippine delecation 
"any form of bodily harm lY • to be substituted for !1corporal
punishment" in article 6, parasraph 2 (a). since corporal punish
ment also included imprisonment.
His delersation :had also voted
in favour of the Netherlands amendment submitted in Working Group B
to article 6, paragraph 2 (£). because it was similar to its own.
6.
Mr. SOOD (India) said his delegation regretted the wording
adopted for article 8. paragraph 5.
In Working Group B) his
delegation had expressed doubt concernin~ the ability of the
Detaining Power to ensure the health and safety of released per
sons until -they returned home.
The Working Group had. in fact.
reached a consensus on the United Kin~dom proposal for that para
graph. which was that given in the first variant in the report
(CDDH/I/287/Rev.l. p.5), and his delegation had proposed a small
amendment to it.
He was thLrefore surprised that the Committee
should have adopted the wording proposed by the Philippine delega
tion (CDDH/I/237/Rev,l, p.5, second clariant) which did not ensure
the necessary protection.
He l'as afraid that.; once the Protocols
had been signed and ratified) their failings would be brought to
light.
7.

Mr. AGOES (Indonesia) saicl tIlat his delegation had joined the
consensus on draft Protocol II. article S3 because it had no funda
mental objection to it.
However. it contained too many provisions
similar to those which were needed in international armed conflicts
but not in internal conflicts since they referred to matters
covered by municipal law.
Their inclusion in draft Protocol II
tended to undermine the authority of the sovereign States concerned.

8.

Article 6 of draft Protocol II was a repetition of Article 3
common to all four Geneva Conventions of 1949~ and was therefore
superfluous.
However, in a spirit of co-operation) his delegation
had raised no Objection when the a.rticle ba.d been adopted by
consensus.
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9.
In article 8, many sub-paragraphs of paragraph 1, for example
sub-paragraphs (b), (c), (d) and (e)s should not be mandatory and
could be transferred to paragraph 2 of the same article.
In para
graph 4~ the reference to paragraph 3 should be deleted.
Para
graph 5 was irrelevant and unacceptable to his delegation.
10. Mrs. ROULLET (Holy See) said that her delegation had endeav
oured, with other delegations, to find a wording for article 8,
paragraph 1 (d), which could be adopted by consensus, as was
preferable at-a conference on humanitarian law.
It would, however,
be better not to add the word "appropriate"" whose ambiguity was
recognized even by its sponsor.
The right to receive spiritual
assistance from persons performing religious functions was not only
a corollary of the right to practise a religion and a fundamental
human right~ but also a sacred right.
Her delegation hoped that
the word "appropriate" would never be used by a Detaining Power
unjustly to deprive of that right people who had fallen into its
hands during an armed confli~t.
11. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that his delegation approved the
wording of the draft articles adopted at the thirty-ninth meeting in
the light of the basic philosophy of draft Protocol II.
In the
explanatory comments to document CDDH/2l2~ annex II~ his delegation
had in fact listed four fundamental points to be kept in mind in
connexion with that Protocol.
12. Article 6 was largely a repetition, with slight improvements,
of Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949.
His
delegation opposed the inclusion of the idea of corporal punishment
in article 6, paragraph 2 (a). because that was a means of punish
ment recognized in many natIonal legislations; it would have
preferred the wording proposed by the Philippine representative in
Working Group B, namely "any form of bodily harm".
In article 6,
paragraph 2 (c). the wording should have indicated against whom the
acts of terrorism had been committed.
His delegation welcomed the
inclusion of article 6 bis because it had always considered it
advisable to include the protection of women and children, whether
combatants or non-combatants, in a special article.
13. He agreed that article 8 should be as simple as possible and
that it should not include too many obligations for the Detaining
Power or too slavishly reproduce the wording of draft Protocol I.
His delegation therefore considered that several of the provisions
in paragraph 1, especially sub-paragraph (£) should not be mandatory.
although it was prepared to support the mandatory requirement that
all individuals should be allowed relief.
It welcomed the
compromise reached on paragraph 1 (d)" although it regretted the
disagreement on the French text.
It fully recognized the ambiguity
of the word "appropriate" but felt that that was desirable.
The
reference in paragraph 2 (d) to medical examinations was inadequate,
and the word "examinations W should be replaced by "assistance".
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14.

With regard to paragraph 5, his delegation had a slight
for the first variant, without the Indian addition~
but had no specific objection to the second, although it was not
entirely clear how long the Party to the conflict was required
to take measures to ensure the safety of the released persons.
preferenc~

15.
In general, however, he considered the compromise which
had given rise to the consensus successful, except for article
paragraph 5 .. of which he hoped the Drafting Committee would be
able to improve the wording.

8~

16.

Mr. de BREUCKER (Belgium) said that his delegation welcomed
the adoption of the present versions of articles 6, 6 bis and 8
of draft Protocol II, since they were the essential part of the
provisions laid down in that Protocol concerning respect for the
human person as such.
'l'hey were a particularly happy amplifica
tion of the rather scanty provisions appearing in Article 3
cornrilon to the four Geneva Conventions of 19 l 19.

17.

Article 6 contained a list of fundamental guarantees and
indicated that persons in the power of the Parties to the conflict
should be treated humanely.

18.
Article 8. the drafting of which had been unquestionably
more difficult than that of article 6, contained a certain number
of minimum provisions applicable to persons who had been deprived
of their liberty or whose freedom had been restricted.
19.
The Belgian delegation had taken part in the drafting of
article 8 and was happy to note that, among the provisions
adopted, the assistance to be given by persons exercising religious
functions to persons deprived of their liberty had been expressly
mentioned in that article; material and spiritual assistance had
thus been expressed in paragraph 1 of that article as one of the
minimum fundamental requirements.
20.
Referring to paragraph 2 of the same article, which the
Parties to the conflict were also called upon to respect within
the limits of their capabilities; the Belgian delegation expressed
regret that in connexion with the despatch of letters and cards)
the Working Group and afterwards the CO~1ittee~ had not thought
that a suggestion made by the Belgian delegation envisaging the
mention of the system of information bureaux provided in article 34
of draft Protocol II should be accepted.
His delegation reserved
its right to revert to the matter when article 34 was considered.
It should be recalled that in non-·international armed conflict
postal services were often paralysed and that the very useful
provision in article 8, paragraph 2 (b) might then become
ineffective without a special provisi~n as set out in article 34.
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21.
Lastly, the Belgian delegation also regretted that articles 6
to 8 did not include a strict prohibition of reprisals.
The term
was doubtless less important than the deed.
Precious time had been
spent in searching for a formula to that effect.
A Sub-Working
Group had crafted a text which, amended on the initiative of many
delegations, especially those of Austria, Belgium and Switzerland,
had been the centre of debate.
The wording appeared in document
CDDH/I/287/Rev.l. p.G.
Since the remaining differences of opinion
had not been smoothed out before the adoption of articles 6 to 8 by
the Committee, he would bear the matter in mind.
22.
There was no doubt that in the opinion cf the Belgian delega
tion the words "are~ and shall remain prohibited at any time and at
any place whatsoever" which already appeared in Article 3 common to
the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and which were reiterated in
article 6, paragraph 2, adopted by the Committee} should serve as a
rule of conduct and an absolute prohibition of recourse to reprisals
in the articles of Part II.
23.
He hoped that at the third session, in approving a provision
concerning the prohibition of recourse to reprisals in articles 6,
8, 9 and 10 of draft Protocol II, the work undertaken by the
Committee at the current session would be crowned with success.
24.
Mr. MURILLO RUBIERA (Spain) said that his delegation had
always realized the difficulties inherent in draft Protocol II, due
to the new element it introduced in respect of conflicts governed by
an international instrument, namely, the inequality between the
Parties to the conflicts~ which increased the difficulties of
establishing standards for their rights and duties.
The apparent
slowness of the Committee's work should be considered in the light
of its endeavours to establish rew principles of international law
as a development of conventional international humanitarian law.
25.
His delegation had abstained on the Netherlands amendment
submitted in Working Group B to article 6, paragraph 2 (c), because,
like other Spanish~speaking delegations; it had always maintained
the need to avoid specific reference to violence, which was always
implicit in acts of terrorism.
Although the Netherlands amendment,
far from being contradictory to their position, clearly confirmed it,
his delegation had abstained because it wished to maintain the
wording which it had originally supported.
It had not, however,
opposed its being put to the vote.
26.
His delegation had voted in favour of the second alternative
for article 8, paragraph 5 (CDDH/I/287/Rev.l; p.5); because it
combined, in clear, concise wordS, the two ele~nts - decision by
the Detaining Power and safety of the persons concerned - which
should be included in that paragraph.
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27.
It was regrettable that it had proved impossible at the
current session to agree on a text concerning reprisals.
His
delegation hoped that. after reflection) it would be possible at
the third session to reach agreement on a point of such importance
in non-international armed conflicts.
28.
Mr. AL-FALLOUJI (Iraq) said that the fact that his delegation
had not called for a vote on articles 6. 6 bis and 8 did not mean
that it agreed with the principles underlying those articles or the
details contained in them: it thought that to take a vote in a
Conference on Humanitarian Law was incompatible with the humani
tarian spirit) which should be one of unanimity and general good~
will.
29.
His delegation's fundamental objection to the articles in
question was that they placed the State and a rebel Party on an
equal footing.
In particular, it could not accept the principle
of article 6, paragraph 2) that States and rebel Parties should be
forbidden in the same way to indulge in certain activities; but
that principle was to be found;. not only in article 6 ~ but in many
parts of the Protocol.
His delegation had grave misgivings about
the articles so far adopted by the Committee; but if the Committee
had made a bad start, it was never too late to correct it.
The
interval between the sessions should be used for deep reflection on
the principles of qraft Protocol II.
Another danger was that the
excessive complication and accumulation of criteria in some of the
articles would mean that a spirit of legalism replaced the spirit
of humanitarianism.
The most important thing was that the
provisions of the Protocol should be such that all States were
capable of applying them and wished to apply them.

30.
Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) E~id that his delega
tion had voted against the deletion of the words Hin the form of
acts of violence committed against those persons" in article 6,
paragraph 2 (c). because it considered that they constituted a
very important ;larification of what was meant by "acts of
terrorism'i.
I1Terrorism ll was an excessivel;y vague word of which
no satisfactory definition existed.
Since the Netherlands delega
tion in proposing deletion of the language in question had
considered that language unnecessary and was not trying to modify
the meaning of the sub-paragraph but merely to simplify it, the
United States delegation would interpret the sub-paragraph as if
those ~ords had not been deleted. i.e. to cover acts of terrorism
involving physical violence.
He strongly disagreed with the
Spanish representative's view that a concept of "psychological
terrorism II was relevant in draft Protocol II.
He found such a
term incomprehensible and did not believe that it had been the
intention of the Netherlands delesation to broaden the scope of the
paragraph to cover such a concept.
Finally, he said that the
United States delegation did not interpret paragraptl 2 (c) to cover
propaganda or the incidental effects of legitimate military
operations.
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31.
Mr. BALKEN (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his delega
tionhad been able to join the consensus on articles 6~ 6 bis and 8
despite the fact that~ at certain points~ it would have preferred a
simpler and more precise language.
It had voted against the
Philippine proposal, submitted at the last minute, on article 8~
paragraph 5~ because it had preferred the United Kingdom text.
The present version insisted that the Detaining Power must ensure
the safety of the prisoners it had decided to release~ but it left
completely vague the point to which that obligation held good.
In
internal struggles, that was a very difficult matter to decide.
32.
Mr. SAMAD (Afghanistan) said that his delegation had joined
the consensus on articles 6~ 6 bis and 8 because it considered that
fundamental guarantees should be given to all those legitimately
defending their rights recognized by international conventions.
In several parts of the world - for instance in Baluchistan and
Pakhtunistan - people were fighting for self-determination against
forces which were militarily better equipped.
33.
His delegation hoped that~ when undertaking its detailed study
of the question of reprisals~ the ICRC would take account of the
various types of rebellion and endeavour to determine the exact
meaning of such terms as rebellion, banditry and terrorism.
34.
Mr. GIRARD (France) said that the Committee and its various
Working Groups had done an enormous amount of work and had adopted a
very large number of articles~ and the French delegation had done
its best to contribute to the finding of solutions which were as
clear as possible.
Now, however, at the end of the second session,
the French delegation had serious misgivings - which had been echoed
by a number of other delegations - first, whether many of the rules
that had been drafted were not too complicated for the purpose in
view; and second, whether a prvper balance had been maintained
between the Protocols and the Parties involved.
The French delega
tion had always stressed that humanitarian law should aim at
complete objectivity and impartiality, so that it could achieve
universality.
It entirely agreed with the Iraqi representative
that it was essential that the rules the Conference was seeking to
establish should be accepted unanimously.
He was sorry to note
that "labels" had been attached to the Protocols implying a
preconception of how they should be applied.
That approach was
fundamentally contrary to the obj ectivi ty of humanitarian law) v.lhich
must be applied systematically.

35.
The interval between the sessions would give all delegations
the opportunity to reflect.
Nobody knew what the future had in
store or on which side ,- State or rebels .> he might find himself in
a future conflict.
Deleg~tions should ask themselves whether the
main objective of the Conference was not to establish a number of
simple humanitarian rules which \lTould be applicable in all circum
stances by everyone; he was not sure, however, whether that solution
was the best one.
The question appeared to him to merit reflection.
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36.
Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom) said that. bearing in mind the
intrinsic difficulty of drafting Protocol II, he considered that
the Committee had made steady and useful progl~ess and there ~laS no
need to depart from the approac~ adopted so far.

37.
His delegation had voted against the Philippine proposal on
article 8~ paragraph 5, because, like the representatives of
Canada~ the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy. it found the
obligations it imposed excet:>fiively open-end ed.
It was a pity
that that proposal had been introduced so late in Working Group B
and that there had not been time for further negotiation.
The
best outcome might be a form of "lord:::; ',\Thich combined parts of the
Philippine and United Kingdoli1 texts) incorporatil!g also the
substance of the Indi2.n amendment.
Such a text might read:
"Should a Party to the conflict decide to release persons whose
lib~rty is restricted for reasons relating to the armed conflict.
it may not do so in circumstances which would endanger their
health or safety in returning to the adverse Party or their homes l1 •
The United.Kingdom delegation hoped that further consultations. on
the basis of a text of that kind, might lead to a solution at the
third session. l\ii th which all couId agree.
38.
Mr. AMIR-MOKRI (Iran) said that his delegation had taken
part in the work of Working Group B and was pleased to note that
its views had been so large:y taken into account in the final draft
of the articles.
- It had been unable:) however) to approve the
Working Group's version of article 6; paragraph 2 (c), because it
was opposed to all forms of terrorism. whether acts-of violence or
other.
It had sympathized vith the proposal submitted in Working
Group B by the Argentine and t1exican delegations. but had voted
for the Netherlands amendment. which was more concise and fitted
better into the article.
On a-ticle 8, paragraph 5, it had
abstained, ~hile preferring the United Kingdom to the Philippine
text.
39.
1'1r. KEI'l'H (New Zealand) said that ceJ'tain delegations had
expressed misgivings about th~ texts adopted by the Committee; in
particular, it had been suggested ~hat they were over-complicated.
It should be borne in mirul, however~ that article I stipulated that
the Protocol applied only to dissident forces which were able to
implement the provisions of the Protocol, that article 4 expressly
protected the sovereignty of the High Contracting Parties. and that
article 5 laid down that the riGhts and duties deriving from the
Protocol applied equally to all tile Parties to the conflict.
Article 6 was largely a restatement of existing law: Article 3
common [;0 the four Geneva Conventions of 1~)49.
l;Ji th regard to
article 8, long and careful efforts had been made to draft a
balanced text and to qualify the obligetions imposed so that they
would be appropriate to the situation.
The New Zealand delegation
agreed that it was desirable to seek ~nanimity in the drafting of
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provisions, but in the majority of cases a consensus had in fact
been achieved.
All the articles so far had been adopted as a whole
by consensus, although on certain details a vote had been taken.
He thought that all delegations were fully aware of the need for
almost unanimity and hoped that efforts in that direction would
continue.
40.
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan), exerclslng his right of reply to the
intervention by the representative of Afghanistan, expressed
surprise at the mention of illusory and non-existing situations
particularly in the context of draft Protocol II.
41.
Mr. SAMAD (Afghanistan); exercising his right of reply, said
that the reference to Baluchistan and Pakhtuni3tan had been made in
a purely humanitarian, and not in a political, context.
42.
Mr. BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlands) said that his delegation had
voted against the Philippine proposal for the reasons mentioned by
other delegations.
It had much preferred the United Kingdom text
and was very unhappy about the present wording.
It hoped that the
text just submitted by the United Kingdom delegation would be
included in full in the summary record so that the paragraph could
be reconsidered at the third session and a text adopted with which
all delegations could a~ree.

43.
Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) said that his delegation's proposal
had been adopted by 42 votes to 11 with 6 abstentions.
It would
strongly object to any attempt to introduce another draft of the
paragraph and to its consideration by the Conference.
44.
The CHAIRMAN said that the explanations of voxe were concluded.
He proposed that the adoption of the Committee's draft report
(CDDH/I/284) be postponed till the following day to give delegations
more time to study the document and to enable a number of errors in
the various versions to be corrected.
He further proposed, however,
to invite the Rapporteur to introduce the draft report, forthwith.
It was so agreed.
Report of Committee I (CDDH/I/284)
45.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur, said that he was glad to
have the opportunity to issue corrections of some of the errors
which had found their way into the texts of the Committee's draft
report (CDDH/I/284) owing to the very heavy pressure of work on the
Secretariat.

46.
The draft report had been kept as simple as possible, omitting
any attempt to analyse the texts submitted and the ideas they
contained, but merely listin~ the various proposals and giving the
texts finally adopted.
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47.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
his delegation had found a number of mistakes in the Russian
version.
48.
The CHAIRMAN invited the USSR delegation, and any other
delegation which had noticed mistakes in the texts~ to draw the
Secretariat's attention to them as early as possible so that
corrections could be issued in time for the closing meeting.
The meeting rose at 11.50 a.m.
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SUf.1MARY RECORD OF THE FORTY"·FIRST (CLOSING) MEETING
held on Tuesday, 15 April 1975. at 10.20 a.m.
Chairman:

Mr. HAMBRO

(Norway)

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT OF COMrnTTEE I (CDDH/II284)
1. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the report should be adopted
paragraph by paragraph.

It was so agreed.
Paragraphs 1 to 4
2. Mr. REIMANN (Switzerland) suggested that paragraph 4 should
mention that article 2) sub··paragraph (£) had not been adopted.

3. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur. pointed out that the
Committee had -not yet adopted article 2" sub"paragraphs (~),
and (.<:).

(~)

4. Mr. EITEL (Federal Republic of Germany) suggested that
article 69 bis concerning the protection of journalists engaged
in dangerous missions in areas of armed conflict should be
mentioned in the list given in paragraph 4 of the report.
5. Mr. GIRARD (France) suggested that article 70 bis should also
be mentioned.

6. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur, agreed with the represent
ative of France.
He was not sure whether the article concerning
journalists had been given the number 1169 !?is",

7. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said that it was his
recollection that the article on journalists had been given the
number "69 bis" in the Ad Hoc Workin~ Group on the Protection of
Journalists engaged in Danr,erous Missions.
He therefore thought
that paragraph 4 should refer to that number.
8.

Mr. GIRARD (France) agreed 1tlith the United States representative.

9. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico). Rapporteur, said the inclusion of
article 69 bis in the list given in paragraph 4 might give rise to
some problems.
He therefore suggested that a new paragraph might
be added to the report.
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10. The CHAIRMAN suggested that it should be left to the Rapporteur
to find a solution to the problem.
It was so agreed.
Paragraphs 1 to 4 with the relevant amendments were adopted.
Section II.

Continuation of the work of Committee I

Paragraphs 5 to 14
11.
Mr. GIRARD (France) drew attention to two typographical errors
in the French text of paragraphs 8 and 14,
12. Mr. REIMANN (Switzerland) said that while it was in order for
the name of the ~hairman of the Sub-Working Group set up by Working
Group A td be mentioned, he noticed that that had not been done in
connexion with the Sub-Workin~ Group set up by Working Group B, and
pointed out that his delegati6n might submit a text for a paragraph
11 bis.
He also drew attention to the fact that the word
IirenVoyer" appeared four times in the French text of paragraphs 12
and 13, and that the symbol numbers of the four reports submitted
by the Working Groups should be mentioned in paragraphs 12 and 13.
13. Mr. de ICAZA {Mexico), Rapporteur~ pointed out that the names
of Chairmen of Sub--Horking Groups appeared later in the report.
However) if members so wished~ a paragraph 11 bis could be inserted
in the report gi vin,'!, the names of the officers-of the various Sub
Working Groups.
14. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia) agreed with the representative of
Switzer1an:.
He pointed out that the second report of Working
Group B (CDDH/238/Rev.l) had been slightly redrafted.
15. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the
draft the proposed paragraph 11 bis.

~apporteur

should be asked to

It was so agreed.
Paragraphs 5 to

14~

with the relevant amendments, were adopted.

Section III - Proposals
Draft Protocol I. article 2, sub-paraGraphs (a) and (b).
Paragraphs 15 to 17
Paragraphs 15 to 17 were adopted.
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sub'"para2:raph (c)

Paragraphs 18 and 19
Para~raphs

18 and 19 werb adopted.

Draft Protocol I, article 2,

sub-para~raph

(d)

Paragraphs 20 to 23
16.

Mr. SURBECY (Legal Secretary), replying to a question by
pointed out that a revised French version
of the report had been issued under the same symbol number
(CDDH/I/28 J

Mr. AMIRL'MOKRI (L'an)

J

n.

17. The CHAIRMAN said that the mistakes in the Russian text of
the reportl~ouldbe corrected and a corrigendum issued .
. Paragraphs 20 to 23 were adonted.
Draft Protocol I, article 2)

sub~paragraph

(e)

18. Mr. LOUKYANOVITCH (Byelo~ussian Soviet Socialist Republic),
referring to paragraph 27, sait that the word nacting" in article 2,
sub-pa~agraph (e) had been mistranslated in Russian.
He hoped
that all comnents concerning the Russian text would be taken care
of by the Drafting Committee.
19. Mr. BOBYL€V (~nion of Soviet Socialist Republi6s) asked the
Chairman to ensure that the Ru~sian version of the report was duly
corrected.
20. The CHAIRMAN said that every effort would be made by the
Secretariat to enSU~2 that ';he corrections made by members of the
Committee were c:L':c~",lated in the four working languages before the
adoption of the Co~~itteels report in plenary.
21. At a recent meeting of the General Committee he had suggested
that it would be useful if the texts adopted by the Conference were
studied and co~~ected if necessary. by the various language
sections durinG the interval between the second and third sessions
of the Confe~ence.
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Draft Protocol I) article 3
Paragraphs 28 to 31
Paragraphs 28 to 31 were adopted.
Draft Protocol I) article 4
Paragraphs 32 to 36
22.
Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico); Rapporteur. referring to paragraph 31
of the French text, said that the reference to a foot~note 2 in
the second line of paragraph 2 of the article as adopted should
be deleted.
Paragraphs 32 to 36 were adopted.
Draft Protocol I) article 5
Paragraphs 37 to 39
Paragraphs 37 to 39 were adopted.
Draft Protocol 19 article 5. paragraph 1
Paragraphs 40 to 42
23. Mr. BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlands) noted that the original English
version of article 5) paragraph l~ as it appeared in paragraph 42
of the report, used the words "to secure the supervision and
implementation of the Conventions " II ,. whereas the French
translation stated IId'assurer Ie respect et la mise en oeuvre des
Conventions ... 11.
He preferred the word IIsupervision li to "respect"
and hoped that the discrepancy would be considered by the Drafting
Committee.
0

24. J'.1r. GIRARD (France) agreed ,that the French text should be
amended.
25. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the French representative should
discuss the matter with the Rapporteur.
Paragraphs 40 to 42 were adopted.
Draft Protocol I; article 5, paragraph 2
Paragraphs 43 to 45
Paragraphs 43 to 45 were

adopte~.
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Draft Protocol I, article 5, paragraph 3
Paragraphs 46 to 52
26. Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of So'. ~et Socialist Republics) pointed out
that certain words had been omitted from the Russian version of
article 5, paragraph 3 as it appeared in paragraph 52 of the report,
and drew attention to the correct version which appeared in
document CDDH/I/235/Rev.l.
27. The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat would note the
corrections made by the USSR ~epresentative.
28. Mr. REIMANN (Switzerland): referring to paragraph 50 of the
report, said that in the Working Group the Swiss delegation had
suggested that the Drafting Committee should be asked to find an
appropriate formula for pa~agraph 3.
He asked that paragraph 50
should mention that f2ct.
29. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rappm.'teur, said that he had given
instructions that reference should be made in paragraph 50 of the
report to the wish ~xpressed by the Swiss delegation, but his
instructions had unfortunately been overlooked.
The paragraph
would be appropriately amended.
Paragraphs 46 to 52, with the relevant amendments, were
adopted..
Draft Protocol I, article 5, paragraph 4
Paragraphs 53 to 60
30. Mr. AMIR-MOKRI (Iran) drew attention to the fact that in the
French text of the -report the words "alinea ll and "paragraphe"
were both used as a translation of the English word "paragraph".
31. Mr. Antoine MARTIN (International Committee of the Red Cross)
said that subject to a decision by the Drafting Committee, the
word "alin~all should be retained as the translation of the English
wurd Ilparagraph" since, in agreement with the Conference of
Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and Development of Inter
national Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Conflicts, that had
been the word used in the ICRC Commentary (CDDH/3).
/

32. Mr. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that the same question had
arisen in Working Group B regarding the use of the word "alinea l'
as a translation of the word ilpar2graph".
It had been agreed to
ask the Drafting Committee to solve the problem.
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33. Mr. GIRARD (France) said that he agreed that in article 2
there were no paragraphs but merely "alin~as".
However, in the
French version of the Committee's report, the same word should be
used everywhere.
The word "paragraph" was used in the English
text.
The word "alin~a" referred to an unnumbered group of lines
appearing in a text, whereas paragraphs were numbered.
Paragraphs 53 to 60 were adopted.
Draft Protocol I, article 5, paragraph 5
Paragraphs 61 to 64
Paragraphs 61 to 64 were adopted.
Draft Protocol I, article 5, paragraph 6
Paragraphs 65 to 68
34. Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom) said that in the English text
of paragraph 67 reference was made to an amendment proposed by
thetiriited Kingdom delegation.
At the twenty-seventh meeting
(CDDH/I/SR.27)~ however~ the United Kingdom delegation had made it
clear that in its opinion what was suggested was not an amendm~nt
but a clarification designed to give fuller effect to the purpose
of the Committee in drafting the relevant provision.
He therefore
suggested that the first sentence of paragraph 67 should be
amended to read along the following lines:
liThe Committee
considered the p~oposcd text at its 27th meeting and adopted it by
consensus, subject to a clarification proposed by the United
Kingdom which was referred to the Drafting Committee
II
The United Kingdom amendment was adopted.
35. Mr. de BREUCKF.R (Belgium) pointed out that the foot'~note
reference in paragraph 68 of the French version should be deleted.
Paragraphs 65 to
adopted.

GS, with the relevant amendments, were

Draft Protocc1 I, article 5, paragraph 7
Paragraphs 69 to 73
36. Mr. Antoine NIARTHJ (International Committee of the Red Cross)
asked whether the statement made by Mr. Jean Pictet (International
Committee of the Red Cross) at the twenty··seventh meeting
(CJDH/I/SR.27) of the Committee concerning article 5, which was of
considerable importance to the IeRC, could be mentioned in the
report.
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37. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur, considered that there would
be no objection to mentioning the statement made by the ICRC
representative in paragraph 73 of the report.
It was so agreed.
Paragraphs 66 to
adopted.

73~

with the relevant amendment) were

Draft Protocol I, article 6
Paragraphs 74 to 78
38. Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) asked that his delegation's proposal
that a new paragraph 5 should be included in article 6 should be
reflected in the report.
39. The CHAIRMAN said that if that were done all amendments would
have to be included in the report~ and suggested that if the
Philippine representative made a formal declaration it would appear
in the summary record of the meeting.
40.

Mr. GLORIA (Philippines) withdrew his request.
Paragraphs 74 to 78 were adopted.

Draft Protocol II, article I
Paragraphs 87 to 92 of the report
41. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that he would like some reference to
be made in the report to his delegation's proposal '(CDDH/I/37) that
a new article be inserted before the existing article 1 of draft
Protocol II~ and to the fact that the proposal had not been discussed
in Working Group B.
42. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur 3 suggested that the point
might be met by including a reference to document CDDH/I/37
(replaced by CDDH/I/220) in the list in paragraph 87, and by stating
in paragraph 90 that the proposal had not been discussed in Working
Group B.

43. Mr. MILLER (Canada) said that he could accept that suggestion
provided it was made clear that the proposed new article was in no
way connected with article 1 of the ICRC text.
44. The CHAIRMAN said that the Rapporteur and the Canadian
representative would no doubt be able to find an acceptable
formulation.
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45. f1Ir. OBRADOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that -a new paragraph 91 bis
should be inserted in the report, reproducing the explanation given
in the foot-note on page 2 of the report of Working Group B
(CDDH/I/238/Rev.l) concerning the use of the term "armed forces".

46. Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that
the words "and to implement the present Protocol" at the end of
the text of paragraph 1 given in paragraph 92 of the report had
been omitted from the Russian version.
47. The CHAIRfilAN said the omission had been noted and would be
rectified.
48. f1Ir. TORRES··AVALOS (Argentina) said it had been agreed that) in
the Spanish text at least~ the words Harmed forces ll should have
initial capitals.
That decision had not been taken into account
in paragraph 92 of the report.
He supported the Yugoslav
rep~esentative's proposal for a new paragraph 91 bis.
The word
"tal" before the word i1 con trol" in the Spanish textof article 1,
paragraph I~ given in paragraph 92 of the report, should be replaced
by the word " su ficiente ll and the words 1!que les permita" should be
replaced by the words lIpara permitirlesB~

49.

The CHAIRMAN said that those corrections had been noted.

50. Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that
the Drafting Committee shuuld bring the other language versions of
the report more closely into line with the French version.
That
applied in parti~ular to the text of article 1) paragraph 2, given
in paragraph 92 of the report.
51. The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat had taken careful note
of that Observation and it "\,Tas hoped that tbe Drafting Coromi ttee
would be able to remedy the situation,
52. f1Ir. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteur, said that he agreed with the
Yugoslav representative that the explanation conc~rning the use of
the term Harmed forces" should be reproduced in the report, but it
might be preferable to include jt in para~raph 91 his rather than
in new paragraph 92 his.
The Draftinp-' Committee would be requested
to make the draftingch-anges to the Spanish text proposed by the
Argentine representative.

53. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Spanish··speaking delegations
should agree on a precise text and hand it to the Drafting Committee.
It was so

agree~.

Subject to the above comments) paragraphs 87 to 92 were adopted.
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Draft Protocol II) article 2
Paragraphs 93 to 98
54. Mr, BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlands).' referring to
article 29 paragraph 2, given in paragraph 98 of
suggested that only the words "anJ 10" should be
brackets~ in view of the fact that the Committee
article 8.

the text of
the report,
in square
had now adopted

55. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said that it might
finally be decided to refer to other articles or to Part II of
draft Protocol rather than to articles 8 and 10 only.
The words
"the protection of articles 8 and 10" should therefore remain in
square brackets for the time being.
56. Mr. BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlar.ds) said that in view of that
explanation, he would withdraw his suggestion.
Paragraphs 93 to 98 were adopted.
Draft Protocol II, article 3
Paragraphs 99 to 103
57. Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that
there was a discrepancy between the French and English versions of
paragraph 103 which should be remedied.
58. The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat would be requested to
make the necessary correction.
Paragraphs 99 to 103 were adopted on that understanding.
Draft Protocol II) article 4
Paragraphs 104 to III
59.

Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the
text of article 4 given in the report differed from the
official version provided to the Committee by the Russian-speaking
delegations, which should have been taken as the final version.
Russi~n

60. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico») Rapporteur, said that it would be noted
from paragraph 106 that Workin~ Group B had adopted only the English
version of article 4 and had left it to the Drafting Committee to
prepare the other language versions.
The text in paragraph III of
the report was based on the text given in the revised version of the
report of Working Group B (CDDH/I/238/Rev.l).
He was not in a
position to judge whether the Russian version was in conformity with
the other versions.
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61.
The CHAIRMAN said that it was virtually impossible for exact
translations to be provided by the lan~uage services in the time
available to their staff. who worked very hard under difficult
conditions and were them~elves aware that the results were not
always perfect.
He suggested that delegations wishing to make
linguistic amendments should hand them to the Secretariat as soon
as possible and 9 if still unsatisfied at the end of the session,
should send their proposals for correct texts in their own
language to the Drafting Committee before the beginning of the third
session.
62.
Mr. SOOD (India) said it was wrongly stated in paragraph 109
that India had provisionally withdrawn its amendment but had
reserved the right to resubmit it later.
It had been agreed that
the amendment would be submitted in the Committee's report to the
plenary meeting and that the matter would be taken up later.
There
had been no question of withdrawal.
The paragraph should be
amended accordingly.
63.
The CHAIRMAN said the report might state that the Indian
representative had not pressed his amendment to a vote but had
reserved the right to bring the matter up later.
64.
Mr. SOOD (India) suggested that the passa~e in question should
read:
n ••• whereupon India agreed with the decision of the
Chairman to incorporate the Indian amendment in the Committee's
report to the plenary of the Conference and the Indian delegation
reserved the right to take up the proposed amendment there".
65.
Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) su~gested that a similar formula to that
used In paragraphs 84 bis and 84 ter of the report., in the case of
the Pakistan amendmentsto arti'~ les-7 0 7 bis and 7· ter _, might be
adopted in the case of the Indian amendment.

66. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico») Rapporteur, said that he wished to draw
the Indian representative's attention to the provisional summary
record of the Committee's thirtieth 1'1ceting (CDDElIiSR.30)o in which
it was stated:
"The CHAIRMAN in order to close the debate on procedure,
asked the representative of India if he would accept the
method he had outlined, namely to postpone the decision
concerning the Indian amendment and to mention in the report
the condition attached to its provisional withdrawal.
Mr. DIXIT (India) agreed to the procedure suggested by the
Chairman. if
It had not been said that the Indian proposal would appear in the
Commi ttee' s report.
The ~1exican deleo::ation had been in considerable
sympathy with the Indian amendment and~he had been careful to examine
the summary record closely.
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Mr. SOOD (India) said that the reference in the summary record
to provisional withdrawal was incorrect and he could not agree to
its inclusion in the report.

67.

68.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the followinf2; formula should be

used:
"
whereupon India did not press its proposal to a vote
but reserved entire freednm to take it up on a later occasion."
It was so agreed.
Paragraphs 104 to III were adopted, subject to that amendment
and any necessary linguistic changes.

Paragraphs 112 to 116
Paragraphs 112 to 116 were adnpted.
Draft ProtOCOl I, article 70
Paragraphs 117 to 125

69.

Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic), referring
to par~graph 125, said that his delegation would submit certain
drafting amendments to paragraphs 1 and 4 of article 70.
Those
amendments applied to the Russian text only.
Mr. GRAEFRATH (German Democratic Republic) and 'Mr. MILLER
(Canada), referrinf2; to paragra~h 117, pointed out that their
delegations had also sponsored the proposed new article 70 bis.
70.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat would make the necessary
corrections.

71.

Paragraphs 117 to 125 were adopted; subject to the necessary
corrections.
Draft Protocol I, article 71
Paragraphs 126 to 130
72. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) p0inted out that there
were certain inconsistencies, particularly with regard to punctua
tion, between the text of article 71 as given in paragraph 130 and
in the Working Group's text of the article adopted by the Committee.
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73. The CHAIRMAN said that those inconsistencies, which applied to
the English text only, would be corrected by the Secretariat.
Paragraphs 126 to 130 were adooted, subject to those corrections.
Draft Prntocol

I~

article 72

Paragraphs 131 to 135
74.
Mr. BOBYLEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), referring
to the last sentence in paragraph 134, said that his delegation
had not only explained its vote but had reserved the right to
revert to the subject of article 72 in plenary.
Paragraphs 131 to 135 were adopted, subject to the necessary
correction.
Draft Protocol I, article 73
Paragraphs 136 to 140
Paragraphs 136 to 140 were adopted.
Draft Protocol II, article 6
Paragraphs 141 to 155
75. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America), referring to
paragraph 149, said that the statement about the vote on paragraph
2 (c) was incorrect.
The vote mentioned in the paragraph concerned
the-deletion of certain words from the sub-paragraph and not the
adoption of paragraph 2 (~) as a whole.
76. Mr. BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlands), also referrin~ to paragraph 149,
said that paragraph 2 (c) had been adopted by 26 votes to 17. and
not seven as was incorrectly stated.
Paragraphs 141 to 155 were adopted, subject to those corrections.
Draft Protocol II, article 7
Paragraphs 156 to 158
77. Mr. MILLER (Canada) pointed out that the Canadian proposal
referred to in paragraph 156 (CDDH/I/37) had been replaced by
document CDDH/I/220, as indicated in paragraph 93.
The same
correction should be made in naragraph 176.
Paragraphs 156 to15A were adonted. subject to those corrections.
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Draft Protocol II, article 8
Paragraphs 159 to 175
78. Mr. CUTTS (Australia») referring to paragraph 175, pointed out
that both paragraphs 2 (c) and 4 of the article adopted contained
the words "the persons r~ferred to in the opening paragraph of
paragraph 1".
However, he recalled that there had been dissatis
faction with that wording and that the Committee had decided to
leave it to the Drafting Committee.
79. The CHAIRMAN said the Secretariat had informed him that the
Drafting Committee had been notified of that matter.
80. Mr. RECHETNIAK (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic), referring
to paragraph 166, pointed out that certain words had been omitted
in the Russian text of paragraph 1 (d).
It was also necessary,
in his opinion, to find some more saIisfactory Russian equivalents
for the English words 11internment" and "detention".
81. Mr. MILLER (Canada), also referring to paragraph 166,
suggested that the final phrase should be replaced by some such
phrase as " ... that the French version of the text should be
reconsidered by the Drafting Committee with a view to its being
replaced by some wording which would more accurately reflect the
language in which the paragraph was drafted".
Paragraphs 159 to 175 were adopted, subject to the suggested
corrections.
Draft Protocol

II~

articles 9 and 10

Paragraphs 176 to 178
Paragraphs 176 to 178 were adopted.
Question of prohibiting reprisals
Paragraphs 179 and 180
Paragraphs 179 and 180 were adopted.
Part IV"

Other Questions

Protection of journalists
Paragraphs IP,.
to 190--82. Mr. GIRARD (France), referring to paragraph 183, said that the
words "an informal workin~ group" should be replaced by the words
"an ~d Hoc Working Group"~
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83. In the same paragraph, he suggested that the invitation in the
last sentence should be broadened to include representatives of
regional groups and of any other delegations which might wish to
participate in the Working Group's discussions.
84. Lastly, concerning paragraph 187, he questioned the accuracy
of the statement in the second sentence.
85. The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat would take note of the
French representative's observations.
86. Mr. LOUKYANOVITCH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic)
supported the French representative's suggestion that the invitation
in the last sentence in paragraph 183 should be broadened.
He
himself proposed that two representatives of different geographic
grou~s should be invited to participate as members of the Ad Hoc
Working Group.

87. He entirely supported what the French representative had said
with regard to paragraph 187.
88. Concerning paragraph 189, it should be made clear in the report
that the amendmer.t submitted by Nigeria had been \lTithdrawn
0

89 . Lastly , he hoped that the text of the recommendations concern·'
ing journalists would be included in the Committee's report to the
plenary.
90. Mr. REIMANN (Switzerland) said his delegation was in complete
agreement with the observations made by the French representative.

91. IVlr. BALKEN (Federal Republic of Germany) said that there was
some confusion in his mind about paragraph 190.
Did that paragraph
mean that the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Working Group had been
adopted by the Committee) or were they still only a proposal of the
Ad Hoc Working Group?
92. l'1r. de ICAZA U1exico). Rapporteur, said it \lTaS clear in his
mind that the Committee had approved the recommendations in question
and that they now constituted a resolution of the Committee.

93. Concerning paragraph 189) he was not sure what the Byelorussian
representative had meant by saying that the Nigerian delegation had
withdrawn its amendment.
94. He assured delegations that the Secretariat would take note of
all necessary corrections.
95. r1r. ABDUL"~~ALIK (Nigeria) said that as he recalled, his
delegation had withdrawn tbe amendment referred to by the Byelorussian
representative.
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96. Mr. BETTAUER (United States of America) said he supported the
Byelorussian proposal that the full text of the article adopted by
the Committee concerning journalists should be included in the
Committee's report.
97. Mr. CARNAUBA (Brazil) said he feared that the words in the
second sentence in paragraph 190 " ... inform the United Nations
Secretary··General of the progress made on that question at the
present session of the Conference" might give the impression that
the Committee intended to resume consideration of that question at
a later stage.
He proposed, therefore, that those words should be
replaced by the words Ii • • • inform the United Nations Secretary
General of the results of the work accomplished during the present
session of the Conference".
98. Mr. de ICAZA (Mexico), Rapporteurs Mr. GIRARD (France) and
Mr. FREELAND (United Kingdom) said that they could support the
Brazilian proposal.
99. After the Rapporteur had given certain explanatinns to the
representatives of Switzerland and Austria, the CHAIRMAN suggested
that the Rapporteur should be authorized to include the Brazilian
amendment in paragraph 190 and to insert the texts of the relevant
article and resolution in the report.
It was so agreed.
Paragraphs 181 to 190, as amended, were adopted.
100. Mr. BLOEMBERGEN (Netherlands) proposed that in order to
facilitate the future work of the Conferences the c~mplete texts
adopted by the Committee should be included in an addendum or annex
to its report.
101. The CHAIRMAN assured him that a complete synopsis of those
texts would be circulated to all delegations before the third
session.
102. Mr. GIRARD (France) pointed out that there was no mention of
the French amendment concerning article 74 bis after the reference
to article 74 in the annex.
103. The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should adopt its
report (CDDH/I/284) as a whole.
The report (CDDH/I/284)J as a whole, as amended, was adopted.
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Mr. EL-FATTAL (Syrian Arab Republic) said that on behalf of
all the Arab delegations participating in the Conference, namely)
Algeria~ Arab Republic of Egypt} I~aq9 Jordan} Kuwait, Lebanon,
Libyan Arab Republic, Morocco~ Sultanate of Oman, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates,
Yemen, and the Palestine Liberation O~ganization3 he would like to
state, in explanation of their approval of the report, that those
delegations considered that the annex to document CDDH/I/284 was
of a purely descriptive character and not a part of the sUbstantive
report before the Committee.
The Committee's adoption of the
report, therefore, could not be construed as waiving any objections
of a procedural or sUbstantive nature which could be invoked in
relation to the amendments mentioned therein) and. in particular~
to articles or parts of the Protocols which had already been
adopted.
104.

CLOSURE OF THE SESSION
The CHAIRMAN declared the second session of the Committee
closed.

105.

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m.

